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Y corey Balkan:

Thank you. My name's Corey Balkan, a lifelong resident of Longview,
Washington and chair of Cowlitz EDC. I just got here so I haven't been able to
hear all the testimony today and so I'll keep this short and sweet. We have a set
of standards and regulations in place here for our projects to adhere to. This
project's meeting those standards and those regulations and voluntarily
exceeding those standards and regulations. I support the issuance of the air
/
permit and I support the project moving forward in Kalama. Thank you.

(j)

Uri Papish:
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Thank you.

Paul Mairose

1Jl.7AoBarnes <jbarnes@ua26.org >

From:
Sent:

/

~onday, January 9, 2017 2:44 PM

Subject:

Wess Safford
In Favor

Categories:

Non Standard Comment

To:

lY

As a local member of Cowl itz county I am in favor of the permit being pushed through fort ~, air discharge permit.
I believe this could help bri ng work to Cowlitz county and help out our local economy.
Thank you,

Jo Barnes
•Office Assistant - Longview •
•UA Local 26•
•1140 11th Ave• Longview, WA•98632•
•Office 360.577.053S•Fax 360.423.8178•
•Email : jbarnes@ua26.org •

.
.....
This email and any fi les tra11smi1ted with it are co11fide11tial and intended solely fo r th e use oftlt e individual or entity to wlt om tlt ey are addressed. ({you have received this email in error please
not(fy th e system manager. This message contains confidential i11fo rmation and is intended on(yfor th e individual named. ({you are not th e named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notifY the sender immediate(v by e-mail ({you have received th is e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from your system. !{you are not the intended
"recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on th e contents of this i11formatio11 is strictly prohibited
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~~
J<i ichael Bridges:

Good evening. My name is Mike Bridges and I'm a local resident and also the
President of the Longview-Kelso Building and Construction Trades Council. I
represent over 10 thousand skilled tradesmen and women in Southwest
Washington. We partnered with Northwest Innovations over two years ago to
build this state-of-the-art facility. During that time Northwest Innovations' team
has demonstrated their commitment through their actions to meet or exceed
every environmental and safety requirement that state and federal law
prescribes for this project. We are confident that the Southwest Clean Air
Agency will come to the same conclusion given in the final EIS and we are
looking forward to this agencies approval and to get to work as soon as possible
on this amazing, two-year construction project in our region that will create
local work opportunities for our members currently working out of town or in
another state all together.
This will also create hundreds of greatly needed new careers in the skilled
trades through our respective trade apprenticeship programs for local residents
in our community. Thank you for providing this forum tonight and the
opportunity for the public to ask questions and have those questions answered.

Paul Mairose :

Thank you.

Linda Horst:

My name, there? Okay.

Paul Mairose:

Close . Very close.

Page 16of73
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~ike Carillo:

My name is Mike Carillo. I'm an apprentice at Local 26 steam fitters.

Audience :

Mic.

Paul Mairose:

Be very close.

Mike Carillo:

That better. I would have stayed home if I wanted to get bossed like that. I've
been to two of these so far and I hear a lot of opposition. This community is
desperate. The poverty level's ...

Audience:

Speak into the microphone.

Mike Carillo:

The poverty level is bad . You wa lk down the streets. I drive here every day. It's
disgusting. There has to be something that brings commerce to this area. I hear
a lot of statistics against it so they trust that, the Scientists. The people that
approve this, their studies are going to be correct and precise as well so if the
thing is going to be right, I would like it to be here in America where our people
are going to make sure that it's done right. The people that build it are going to
build it right. You guys are doing your thing. I want to keep it. I live in an area
where we fish, hunt, hike, it's nice. It's beautiful. Don't want to see it all nasty
but if people are going to be against this kind of stuff then we need to bring
something to the table.

Audience:

Yes.

Mike Carillo :

I've never heard nothing except for negative about these projects. I haven't
heard anything that's positive. I get that but I'm saying, if people are wanting to
keep this green and everything, that's cool. Let's do it. We have people that are
in charge of the scientific stuff that's going to make sure that it's right. You guys
ain't going to pas stuff isn't going to be right but I'm saying, if we have
opposition of these things, let's bring some kind of job, a real job, not just an
idea but a company that's going to provide commerce for this area too . Thanks.

Paul Mairose:

Thank you. Chris or Tim. [44:00]
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Carroll:

Good evening. My name is Bob Carroll. I'm a resident of Clark County. I'm a
union electrician of Local 48. We cover five counties in southwest Washington. I
want to thank you guys for being here and listening to our comments. I want to
thank the whole audience out here for being here and making your point heard .
I think that's a good thing. That's democracy. I agree with this project because I
believe that it's going to be built safely. I believe that it's going to be built
cleanly. It's going to be a clean project for what it is . It's going to produce a
product with a lot less emissions than what it's doing right now.

(!)

When I see these jobs, I see families . Not just the person that's working there
but I see the children out there that are going to be coming up into
apprenticeships. I see the children that are going to be going to school because
their families are making some money. I see the children that aren't going to be
living in camps outside because their families are making family wage jobs. I
believe, I would like to see cleaner products. I would like to see all kinds of
alternative energies which we work on right now. If we could do solar and wind
that would negate having this project, that would be good but we're talking
energy. We're not talking about a product that's going to be produced here. If
you don't want this plant made, quit using the products. Quit buying from
China . Don't use the products. The point is these products are going to be used.
These products have demand so let's build it clean. Let's build it efficiently and
let's build it with American people with American jobs and American families
making some money. Thank you .

Page 39of73
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Ray Connor:

#~Ray

Connor. Vice President of Local 26.

Paul Mairose:

Speak really close to the mic.

Audience:

Microphone.

Ray Connor:

SO years ago when I was in third grade my father built a poly-ethylene unit. It
made methanol and it took the [inaudible 00:26:2S] out of it and made polyethylene dense. The plant's still there SO years later. It's on the bank of the
Mississippi. I even remember when my father was working there. Everybody felt
like it was going to blow up. It was a disaster to have it there. It's been there SO
years. You want a pilot project, that's one.
I've reviewed the document and I feel like it should be okay.

Paul Mairose:
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Thank you. Go ahead.
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Southwest Clean Air Agency (SWCAA)
11815 NE 99th Street
Suite 1294
Vancouver, WA 98682

RE:

Northwest Innovation Works - Kalama, LLC
Draft Air Discharge Per mit
Application No. C0-964
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SOUTHWEST CLEAN ~~\\('(
AIR AGENCY
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DearSWCAA:
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments regarding the Draft Air Permit (Draft) for
Northwest Innovation Works - Kalama, LLC (NWIW) proposed facility in Southwest
Washington.
Tidewater Transportation and Terminals (Tidewater), based in Vancouver, Washington, safely
operates a fleet of tug boats and barges on the Columbia and Snake Rivers (CSR) and is the
largest inland marine transportation company west of the Mississippi River. Tidewater has been
in business since 1932 and its vessels help to move millions of tons of freight every year on the
465 miles of the CSR, reducing congestion and wear and tear on the state ' s highways and
railroads while producing far fewer pollutants and carbon emissions than trucks and trains
transporting equivalent tonnage. Additionally, the CSR' s barge industry has a sterling record of
environmental protection and safety.
Tidewater is committed to environmental stewardship in the Pacific Northwest. That being said,
we have reviewed the Draft and support the conclusion that NWIW has met the regulatory
requirements to operate the facility in a safe and environmentally responsible manner. We did
not identify major cumulative impacts to the environment. Most impacts noted in the Draft are
either negligible or minor, or can be mitigated.
Tidewater is one of many companies that account for nearly 40% of all Washington jobs that are
tied to trade related activity. And with our state' s economy tied so closely to trade, it is worth
noting that nearly 90% of Washington' s exports come from small to medium size business with
less than 500 employees. With growing demand for U.S. domestic goods in the global market,
the NWIW project represents an infrastructure opportunity in which Washington businesses and
workers across the state will significantly benefit.

6305 NW Old Lower River Road, Va nco uve r, WA 98 660 • 360.693 .1491 • www.tidewater.com

January 3, 2017
Page2

In conclusion, the proposed NWIW project offers an opportunity to expand our ports, ensure that
jobs are created and preserved, stimulate growth in the local and regional economy and provide
our state with a world class project that will ensure environmental standards are maintained.
Higher standard of living and long-term security for the families of Washington are sure to
accompany this project. We urge the SWCAA to approve NWIW' s Air Discharge Permit. ( /

f/J

Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,

Robert A. Curcio
President & CEO

6305 NW Old Lowe r River Road, Vancouver, WA 98660 • 360 .693.1491 • www.tidewat e r.co m

\

Wess Safford
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Dave Konz <dave.konz@tidewater.com>
Tuesday, January 03, 2017 2:36 PM
Wess Safford
Public Comment Letter - NWIW Air Permit - App. No. C0-964
Tidewater Letter regarding NWIW Air Permit - App No C0-964.pdf

Hello Wes,
Please find Tidewater's comment letter regarding Northwest Innovation Works - Kalama, LLC's Air Discharge Permit
(Application No. C0-964) attached to this email.
A hard copy will be mailed as well.
Thank you,

David Konz
Risk Management

I Gove rn ment Affairs

Tidewater Barge Lines, Inc.
PO Box 1210
Vancouver, WA 98666
o 360 .759 .0307 I c 360.980 .2170
david .konz@tidewater.com I www.t idewater.com
Disclaimer: This electronic trans mission and/or its attachment(s) may conta in information that is confidential or privileged . If you are not the
intended recipient, kindly destroy and notify the sender immediately.
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Southwest Clean Air Agency (SWCAA)
11815 NE 99th Street
Suite 1294
Vancouver, WA 98682

RE:

Northwest Innovation Works - Kalama, LLC
Draft Air Discharge Permit
Application No. C0-964

Dear SWCAA:
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments regarding the Draft Air Permit (Draft) for
Northwest Inno ation Works - Kalama, LLC (NWIW) proposed facility in Southwest
Washington.
Tidewater Transportation and Terminals (Tidewater), based in Vancouver, Washington, safely
operates a fleet of tug boats and barges on the Columbia and Snake Rivers (CSR) and is the
largest inland marine transportation company west of the Mississippi River. Tidewater has been
in business since 1932 and its vessels help to move millions of tons of freight every year on the
465 miles of the CSR, reducing congestion and wear and tear on the state ' s highways and
railroads while producing far fewer pollutants and carbon emissions than trucks and trains
transporting equi valent tonnage. Additionally, the CSR' s barge industry has a sterling record of
environmental protection and safety.
Tidewater is committed to environmental stewardship in the Pacific Northwest. That being said,
we have reviewed the Draft and support the conclusion that NWIW has met the regulatory
requirements to operate the facility in a safe and environmentally responsible manner. We did
not identify major cumulative impacts to the environment. Most impacts noted in the Draft are
either negligible or minor, or can be mitigated.
Tidewater is one of many companies that account for nearly 40% of all Washington jobs that are
tied to trade related activity. And with our state 's economy tied so closely to trade, it is worth
noting that nearly 90% of Washington's exports come from small to medium size business with
less than 500 employees. With growing demand for U.S. domestic goods in the global market,
the NWIW project represents an infrastructure opportunity in which Washington businesses and
workers across the state will significantly benefit.

6305 NW Old Lower River Road , Vanco uver. WA 98660 • 360.693.1491 • www tidewater.com
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In conclusion, the proposed NWIW project offers an opportunity to expand our ports, ensure that
jobs are created and preserved, stimulate growth in the local and regional economy and provide
//,\
/
our state with a world class project that will ensure environmental standards are maintained.
Higher standard of living and long-term security for the families of Washington are sure to
~
accompany this project. We urge the SWCAA to approve NWIW ' s Air Discharge Permit.
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,

'

~~~

Robert A. Curcio
President & CEO

6305 NW Ol d Lowe r River Road , Vancouver, WA 98660 • 360 .693.1491 • www. t1dewater.com
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1)/.
Adam Davis:

My name is Adam Davis. I'm a local resident. I live in Castle Rock. I'm also a Local
26 pipe fitter. I've been working around these facilities and facilities like this one
for the last ten years of my life. Just a little background, I had asthma when I
was a kid and I haven't seen any adverse effects in my adult life working around
this kind of stuff and in this industry. I think this is an excellent opportunity right
here in our own backyard and I think it's something that we really need. It could
help our community flourish. Yeah, just looking forward to the future
opportunity of keeping us work at home. Thank you.

Paul Mairose:

Howard. Cassandra. Go ahead .
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Paul Mairose
From:
Sent:
Subject:

Adam Davis <adam@ua26.org>
Monday, January 9, 2017 2:56 PM
Wess Safford
My Comments on: 16-3204

Categories:

Non Standard Comment

To:

Hello Wess,
Per the instructions on the SWCAA website I would like to submit my written comment in regards to the Northwest
Innovation Works Draft Air Discharge Permit.

I have been a resident in Cowlitz Co. for 10 years now. During th is time I have not only worked in the construction and
maintenance industry as a pipefitter, but I have also seen how the community and industry are really one in the same .
It's very simple, when the industry is doing well, the local economy flourishes. The different trades that are employed
because of the Mills and construction here are quite frankly the backbone to this community. This proposed Methanol
would be an amazing boost to our local economy both short and long term . I have reviewed the supplied information
regarding this permit, as well as attended the original Draft Air Discharge Permit hearing, with that being said I strongly
urge that the permit be approved.

(!)

Thank you,

Adam Davis
•Business Agent - Longview•
•UA Local 26•
•1140 11th Ave• Longview, WA•98632•
•Office 360.577.0535•Fax 360.423.8178•
•Email : adam@ua26 .org •

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of th e individual or entity to whom they are addressed. Ifyou have received this email in error please
not(fj; the system manager. This message contains confidential information and is intended only for the individual named. Jfyou are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please not(fj; the sender immediately by e-mail if'you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail.fi·o111 your system. J.fyou are not th e intended
recipient you are not(fied that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this i11formation is strict(y prohibited
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Uri Papish:

¥-~ Bob Gregory:

Okay, we are reconvening.
Good evening, thank you for holding this hearing on this very important project
in Cowlitz County. My name is Bob Gregory. I live in the city of Longview. My
point would be that there are standards by which Southwest Clean Air and the
state of Washington regulate these. My review ofthe EIS and also the staff, the
SWCAA staff reviews, and the draft permit show that there is compliance with
the permit. Therefore, I would suggest that we do need to approve this permit.
I worked for the local government for 35 years. There's a lot of times when I
have a company that comes and wants to voluntarily have lower standards than
what is required by state law is very rare . I commend Northwest Innovation for
wanting to and taking this approach. They've used all the best available
technologies. In some cases, they're exceeding best available technologies and
again I commend them for employing those. New industries with significant tax
base, on par with current job employers as an industry like this, that will emit 10
percent of what is emitted by current industries in this county I think is to be
commended. It's far less than the current industries we have.
Another point I would make is there's no new project for an economic
development that's going to come in anywhere that's not going to have impacts.
So if we think we're going to have, bring in industry, whether it's solar industry
or the microchip industry that we're just kidding ourselves. There are impact
with all these projects. If we're going to sustain our communities and bring new
industry, we need to understand that there's going to be impacts. Having a
company that will come into this community and agree to voluntary, take a
permit standard that are below the state-required standards, I think should be
commended. I would really recommend that Southwest Clean Air approve this (_ij
permit. If we can't approve a permits for this project then I'd just like to ask all
the people in this room to, the last on to leave Cowlitz County, please turn off
the lights.

A)/

Uri Papish:
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Thank you.
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thur Hansen:

Hi there. My name is Arthur Hansen. I live in Kelso . I own riverfront property in
Kalama . I'm a self-employed electronics technician. I've also worked in the
chemical industry and I am for this project pretty much without reservation.
This whole area is dying. A few antique shops and a few little knicky-knacks and
thrift stores and whatnot won't make an economy. You have to have people
that actually have real jobs and green energy, renewables, is a scam. It's a total
scheme. None of it could even be viable without government subsides. Check it
out. Don't take my word for it. Having these jobs, having a thousand guys
building this thing, it's not going to build itself, somebody's going to build it and
200 guys running it. It's not going to run itself, somebody's going to run it. These
people, this plant would have to buy supplies from the local supply houses to
keep itself running. Motion Industries, Applied Industries, various fab shops to
build little things for it. Plus the restaurants, the car dealerships, everything else
that depend on a major employer or several of them to be in the area.
Ever since I finished high school I've seen Reynolds shut down. I've saw the
cable plant shut down. I saw the plant where I worked shut down. JM Hubert
was on Industrial across from Applied Minerals. All these places have shut down
and nothing has replaced them, nothing whatsoever. No clean, green bologna.
No unicorns that poop Skittles. Nothing. A corporate rater came in and gutted
the old Reynolds plant and then sold it to Millennium but they're trying to shut
that down because God forbid anybody have a job but all these people, they cry
about particulates and all this stuff. They drove here. They probably stirred up
more damn dust with their cars than this plant is going to emit. Let's ban cattle
while we're at it because they emit methane . Any who, thank you.

Uri Papish:
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Thank you.

(j}

2/15/2017

Gmail- Me tho all

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Me tho all
1 message
/ \ 'lash Heinzman <jkheinzman@yahoo.com>
/T~: swcleanair@gmail.com
Support our community and build!!!

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 9:40 PM

(j)

Sent from my iPad

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159ba645d22b2a29&siml=159ba645d22b2a29
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~hris

Kochis:

Page 28 of73

Hi. Chris Kochis. Cowlitz County resident of almost 40 years, two kids of my own,
and two step-kids, and I'm embarrassed that I have any red on today. I approve
this project. The only thing that everybody in Red would approve of is if we put
a Whole Foods on every corner.

(j)
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Za nk Konecsny:

Paul Mairose:

Page 47of73

Good evening. My name is Frank Konecsny and I'm for this plant. I think we
should build a plant that's made the best and run the best. Our environment
here is good. Our water is clean. Our atmosphere is good around here
compared to a lot of other states. Everybody uses methanol. I look around this
room, everybody has synthetic jackets. They love those things. I see you drive
cars here. You're going to go to a home with a natural gas line to your house
and I don't see anybody shutting that off or walking home so let's keep the
conversation real. We're all users of this stuff and we should use it responsibly.
It's not going away and until you get rid of it then you have a right to say
something but it's kind of hard to talk about smoking when you got a cigarette
hanging from your mouth. Thank you.

h}
/
(.!/

Thank you. Address the hearings officer.
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Tim Luchau :

My name is Tim Luchau and I'm a local here in Longview for 27 years. I'm an
apprentice for Local 26 .

Audience:

Mic please.

Tim Luchau:

I'm an apprentice for Local 26 . I reviewed the proposed permit. I agree with it
100%. We need to bring some work back into this town and get it going as soon
as possible. That's it.

Paul Mairose:

Thank you. Keep it close.

Page 27of73
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Brian Magnusson:

Good evening. Sorry, my voice is bad. I'd like to make five points tonight.

Paul Mairose:

Your name. Give us your name.

Brian Magnuson:

I'm sorry. Brian Magnuson. Number one is that I believe all toxic and air
pollutants listed were found to comply with the emissions standard.

Audience :

Microphone.

Paul Mairose:

You have to be closer. You have to be really close.

Brian Magnuson:

~Number two, a detailed analysis demonstrates that all emissions of toxic air

\.f pollutants from the plant itself would be sufficient to low human health and

0

safety standards in accordance with Washington State law. Three, that the
emission levels for all pollutants emitted by the plant are well within acceptable
source impact guidelines. Four, there would be additional air emission impacts
from construction and ship associates with the facility but these would also not
result in significant adverse impacts. Five, this data will be reviewed by the
Southwest Washington Clean Air Agency and used to determine whether the
permit should be issued.
I have the utmost faith in the Southwest Washington Clean Air Agency to fully
analyze the plant design and determine if the plant will meet or exceed state
guidelines. Now I'd like to talk a little bit about what's at stake if this facility is
not allowed to be built.

Every day each of us make decisions about risk. We take risk by driving in our
car, flying in a plane, or simply taking part in a sporting activity. We choose to do
these types of things in our life because it's a low risk and not doing them would
be greatly affecting our quality of life. I'm here tonight to talk about the quality
of life in Cowlitz County. I graduated from Kelso High School in 1974 with a class
size of over 300 kids. I knew most of my classmates and they all had homes. I
printed a story and made copies for it tonight on the back table . It was
published in the Daily News on December 16, about Anthony Campbell.
There was 661 homeless school children in Kelso and Longview school districts
alone. This number is staggering and twice as high as the Washington state
average. This is caused by not having family wage jobs in the community. Thank
you.
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Paul Mairose
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mark Mccrady < mamccrady2005@yahoo.com >
Friday, January 6, 2017 8:43 AM
Wess Safford
Comments on Kalama Methanol project

Categories:

Non Standard Comment

Dear Mr. Safford,
My name is Mark McCrady and I served for 18 years in various elected official positions in
Cowlitz County. If I learned anything from this experience, it was that those who are
against a project seem much more motivated to comment than the ones who are in support
of a project. There is also an intimidation factor in giving public testimony in an
emotionally charged room where your position may be in the minority.
I consider myself to be one of the less emotional majority who support the project but are
not as vocal as its opponents. I have attended enough meetings and read enough of the
documents to feel comfortable that the safety and environmental issues have been properly
addressed. I would have no concerns even if the plant were sited in Longview and I am
somewhat disappointed of the people who oppose the project on what appears to be a
NIMBY position.
During the time that I served as Mayor of Longview, Reynolds Metals shut down, RW Paper
shut down, Ross Simmons sawmill shut down, and both Weyerhaeuser and Longview Fibre
downsized their work forces. Cowlitz County has yet to fully recover from these events. I
find it somewhat galling that a person can say to a person who has no job that these jobs
are not good enough for our community.
I support the project a nd I encourage your agency to make a decision based
facts and science. I h ave great faith in your ability to do just that.
Mark Mccrady
909 Hillcrest Drive
Longview, WA
360-430-1545

1
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Paul Mairose:

¥~ Paul

Piper:

How about Paul Piper?
My name is Paul Piper and I've lived in the Longview coastal area for 40 years.
I've got seven children and three grandchildren. I'm a pipe fitter for the UA ~
26 and I approve this project.

{jJ

Paul Mairose:
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Next five. Mike Carillo. Cameron Wilkenson. Chris Coachis. Tim Luco. Don
Orange. B Orange.
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~~Ted Sprague:

Thank you . Good evening. I'm Ted Sprague. Thank you for the opportunity to
speak to the air permit tonight. I just wanted to say that we appreciate the
/."\
thoughtfulness and the work that's been done to this minor source air permit
and we hope that it meets your approval. I will also add just because others
have spoken about things besides this specific permit that we have worked with
several companies, I think several of you would enjoy having in this community
but they've looked at the permitting process and they've chosen to go to other
states so keep that in mind too. Thank you.

l.!J

Paul Mairose:
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Thank you . Okay, next five people on deck. Pat Freiburg. Jasmine ZimmerStucky. Ken Ferguson. Bob Carroll. Cecile Gernez. Edward.
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;~Cameron

Wilkinson :

Good evening. Thank you for your time. My name is Cameron Wilkinson . I've
been a citizen of Cowlitz County for 33 years. First of all I want to say, I've
reviewed the draft environmental impact study on this and I think we should
move forward on it. I'm happy with it. I'm a assistant business manager of UA / , }
Local 26 of western Washington . I have roughly about 350 members in the
Cowlitz County area and about 85% of them work away from home to the point
where they have to live away from their home during the week to maintain
employment to keep their family running and their household running. This is a
beautiful area. This is an industrial area. This area was built on industry.

lf.p

This is a new technology that's coming to our community and it's going to be
built by skilled craftspeople and it's going to be a safe facility because it was
built properly, it was built in the United States of America where we have the
opportunities to do this, talk about it, everybody has their opinion, we have
regulations and rules. I just want to end that with I approve of this project and
look to see it moving forward. Thank you .
Uri Papish:

Thank you.

Paul Mairose:

Chris, Tim.
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f~

Diana Winther:

Hi. My name is Diana Winther and I work as an attorney. I have spent most of
the day in a deposition, a deposition that should have ended before lunch.

Audience:

Microphone.

Diana Winther:

Sorry.

Paul Mairose:

There you go. Real close.

Diana Winther:

It took much longer because the attorney asking the questions had a bad habit
of asserting facts that were not in the record and was characterizing the
witness's statements. An attorney does this intentionally because they're trying
to frame the situation in the best possible light for their case but luckily the
other attorneys could object when this happens so the focus remains on the
actual facts. I was really glad to hear, tonight, that the most useful comments
citizens could make tonight are about the facts. If there are factual errors or
holes in the technical review that the committee did and the facts demonstrate
that Northwest Innovation Works has gone above and beyond what is required
to safely build and operate this plant.

(j)

I would encourage all those in th is room to look past the mischaracterizations
and assertions of facts that are not actually present in the permitting process,
the fears about acid rain and toxic emissions. Instead, I hope the focus will be on
the facts regarding the family wage jobs that this plant will provide, the needed
economic boost to the community, and the positive addition of a transitionary
fossil fuel plant operating here in America where there are higher
environmental standards rather than elsewhere on this planet. Thank you.
Paul Mairose:
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Sandra? Is Sandra here?

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Maddie Adkins <maddie.mcgwire@gmail.com >
Monday, December 26, 2016 3:43 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Wo rks' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . Denying this permit would be one of the first steps t oward creating a city that values the lives of its most
vulnerable residents: children.

@

Please do not allow Northwest Innovation Works to turn Kalama into a place that is unfit for life.
Thank you,
Maddie Adkins
Maddie Adkins
3050 SW 153rd Dr
Beaverton, OR 97003
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Judi Angell <jangell@earthlink.net >
Thursday, December 29, 2016 1:21 PM
Wess Safford
Re: Public Comment on the Northwest Innovation Works Draft Air Discharge Permit

My comment was to oppose. I cannot access the computer with the related research and details again for several
weeks . To meet your legal responsibilities , I trust your tech professionals can fix and retrieve what I sent, along with any
others your set-up failed to preser1'T'lgally required. Please inform me of your success .

\Y

-----Original Message----From: Wess Safford
Sent: Dec 29 , 2016 12:57 PM
To: Wess Safford
Subject: Public Comment on the Northwest Innovation Works Draft Air Discharge Permit

Thank you for providing comments on the Northwest Innovation Works Methanol Facility draft air discharge
permit. Unfortunately due to a technical issue, the text of your email was not received by our email
server. Please resubmit your email and comment so we can document your comment. To help ensure delivery
please ensure that the words "Kalama Methanol" are in your subject line. We are sorry for this inconvenience.
Wess Safford
Southwest Clean Air Agency

Wess Safford, A Q Engineer
Southwest Clean Air Agency
(360) 574-3058, x126
wess@swcleanair.org
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Stephen & Irene Bachhuber <srbachhuber1@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:18 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington.

<%J

I have lived in the area and I frequently visit. I know first hand the air quality problems that already exist. As a retired
physician I know the health risks involved, and I know the people who will suffer most are those least able to defend
themselves from toxic air pollution.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Stephen & Irene Bachhuber
3428 SE 9th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
503-777-8608
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Kathleen Culver <sisorbit@windstream .net>
Saturday, January 7, 2017 7:47 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
we need to quit getting energy from sources that make a mess. go solar!!
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Kathleen Culver

626 state road 26
melrose, fl 32666, FL 32666
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Eby:

My name is Jack Eby from Kalama and I agree with everybody's argument
against this plant and I appreciate what the labor unions and workers are talking
about, temporary jobs, but I'm not going to talk about that. I'm going to talk on
another subject that hasn't been brought up and that is this plant, well, first of
all, Kalama's what I would consider a little bedroom community. Real quaint.
Real nice. Small. We've already got several chemical plants on Kalama and now
they're proposing to build another one. What is Kalama and the people who live
there going to be looking at now?
We've already got several chem ical plants. We're going to have this monstrosity
parked there . What is Kalama going to be known for? It's kind of known for
antique shops. Now, if this monstrosity gets parked in our front yard, people will
say, "Oh, where's Kalama at?" "Oh, that's on Chemical Row where you see all
these stacks and emissions coming up."

r{:;)

0

I don't want itthere. I don't wantto drive by it all the time. I don't wantthe
emissions. This plant, even though, and that's another thing, Northwest
Innovation should be the poster child for smoke and mirrors. I want to keep the
community nice . The people should be heard. Now, a lot of these people spoke
against it but the majority of them, don't live there . They won't be looking out
their front windows or driving by it every day. The local people should be heard
and considered . Any Board member that has any power okaying permits should
listen to the people . I don't care if Northwest Innovation has all their T's crossed
and their l's dotted . The people do not want this plant there. I don't want it
there. Thank you.
Paul Mairose:
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Thank you .

Paul Mairose
From:
Sent:

~~ Linda Franklin
/

To:
Subject:

<franklindag@yahoo .com >
Thursday, December 29, 2016 4:44 PM
Wess Safford
Kalama methanol.Re: Public Comment on the Northwest Innovation Works Draft Air
Discharge Permit

comment (general with no further info at hand)

(i)

I object to the r isky polluting Kalama Methanol
project under examination . This is not what the
area needs for its citizens employment and safety.
V.
Hazardous materials are not what this area needs
in its future, and transporting the necessary materials
and the produced finished product are not worth risking
citizens health and safety.
lgfranklin
Dear Wes Safford,
Please include more information if not a link, please.
I am sure, at the time I had submitted my comment, I
had some further information at hand to best comment
and target relevant issues, which I no longer have
available.
Of course I want my comment / s to be pertinent
if not precise, b u t failing that, accept my above
comment since I a m sure y ou are very busy trying to
get those who commented once to comment again.
good luck, and be s t wishes for the new year, 2017.
lgf
From: Wess Safford <Wess@swcleanair.org>

To: Wess Safford <Wess@swcleanair.org>
Sent: Thursday, December 29, 2016 8:00 PM
Subject: FW : Public Comment on the Northwest Innovation Works Draft Air Discharge Permit

Thank you for providing comments on the Northwest Innovation Works Methanol Facility draft air
discharge permit. Unfortunately due to a technical issue, the text of your email was not received by
our email server. Please resubmit your email and comment so we can document your comment. To
help ensure delivery please ensure that the words "Kalama Methanol" are in your subject line.
We are sorry for this inconvenience.
Wess Safford
Southwest Clean Air Agency

Wess Safford, AQ Engineer
87

Paul Mairose

~~

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

bonniefrye@gmail.com on behalf of Bonnie Frye Hemphill
< bonnie.frye.hemphill@gmail.com >
Wednesday, February 1, 2017 8:21 AM
Wess Safford
Comments on Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
Kalama Methanol Refinery, Sightline lnstitute.jpg

Dear Sir,

Washington does NOT deserve the financial , health, and climate costs of the proposed Kalama
methanol refinery.
~
Rather than investing in sustainable energy, the refinery would promote our outdated and unstable
dependence on fossil fuels . This one refinery would consume more natural gas than all other industry
in Washington state combined.
Washington doesn't deserve the expense of investing in a horse-and-buggy factory, and certainly not
in a refinery like this. Washington will pay for the plant to be built, the plant's developers will profit for
a year or two , and then Washington will pay millions for decades in cleanup. We've already seen this
movie again and again and again.
Thanks for considering my comments. Please help WA avoid the waste - financial, health, and
climate - of the Kalama methanol refinery.
-o

"\<.

(·)/ (· f
Bonnie Frye Hemphill
Cleantech Climateer
207-650-4081
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Cecile Gernez:

. ; } Hi. My name is Cecile Gernez. I live in Seattle . I'm an organizer with the Sierra
Club. First, I want to address the jobs argument that's been made several times
tonight. The Sierra Club is a proud member of the Blue Green Alliance and we
do support union jobs and we would love to work with unions to determine
what a just and equitable transition to the clean energy economy looks like. I've
been working with a local group in Kalama for a while now and they have been
working incredibly hard to try and stop this project. They've been working hard
because their livelihoods, their health, and the livelihoods of their children really
depend on it. They deserve to breathe the air in their town without having to ~
worry about cancer, asthma, possible illnesses to their children due to
~
particulate matter.
Adding this facility will bring air quality in Kalama close to where the WHO, the
World Health Organization, suggests air quality limits so this will affect anyone
going near the refinery as well . I've also been working with people in Seattle
who oppose this project and that is because this project will justify adding new
natural gas capacity in pipelines down our state. Natural gas pipelines are
notorious for leaking methane . Not only is methane a very harmful greenhouse
gas, it also has harmful health side effects. Natural gas is dirty by all means from
extraction to transportation to usage. We are at a point right now that we need
to stop using fossil fuels and not be investing in more fossil fuel infrastructure so
I urge you to deny this permit. Thank you.

Paul Mairose:
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Thank you. Okay. Next five . Mike Reutter. Wayne Winther. Alice Shapiro. Susan
Haywood. Susan Powell .

2/15/2017

Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

M Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Sally Glover <skeely.2012@gmail.com>
Reply-To: skeely.2012@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Mon, Feb 6, 2017 at 11 :21 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama. NWIW have lied to the citizens , misrepresented
the process , changed things without transparency, it is appauling! Kalama is a small unique village not an industrial city.
Do not allow the Chinese government backed NWIW to pollute our precious Columbia River!

@

Thank you,

Sally Glover
1087 Lewis River Rd #244
Woodland, WA 98674

https://mai 1.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 15a14dff7d8ad059&si m I= 15a14dff7d8ad059
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

;.~/
7

Richard Grassl <solid4evr@yahoo.com>
Friday, December 30, 2016 7:43 PM
Wess Safford
Kalama Methanol

Please dump this environmental disaster @
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;~
Sheet2
Name
Acetaldehyde
Acrolein
Arsenic
Benzene
Benzo(a)anthracene
Benzo(a)pyrene
Benzo(b )fluoranthene
Benzo(k)fluoranthene
Beryllium
1,3-Butadiene
Cadmium
Carbon monoxide
Chromium , (hexavalent)
Chrysene
Cobalt
Copper
Cyclohexane
Dibenzo( a, h)anthracene
Diesel Engine Particulate
7, 12-Dimethylbenz(a)anthracene
Ethyl benzene
Fluorene
Formaldehyde
Hexane
Hydrogen Sulfide
lndeno(1,2 ,3-cd)pyrene
lsopropyl benzene
Manganese
Mercury
3-Methylchloranthrene
Naphthalene
Nitrogen dioxide
Propylene
Selenium
Sulfur dioxide
Toluene
Vanadium
Xylene (-m)
Xylene (-o)
Xylene (-p)

Total

CAS
75-07-0
h'h'//////h',\',\',\'
7440-38-2
71-43-2
56-55-3
50-32-8
205-99-2
207-08-9
7440-41-7
106-99-0
7440-43-9
630-08-0
18540-29-9
218-01-9
7440-48-4
7440-50-8
110-82-7
53-70-3
DEP
57-97-6
100-41-4
86-73-7
50-00-0
110-54-3
7783-06-4
193-39-5
98-82-8
7439-96-5
7439-97-6
56-49-5
91-20-3
10102-44-0
115-07-1
7782-49-2
7446-09-5
108-88-3
7440-62-2
108-38-3
95-47-6
106-42-3

Hazardous (HAP)? Period u
Yes
Yearly
Yes
Daily
Yearly
Yes
Yearly
Yes
No
Yearly
No
Yearly
Yearly
No
No
Yearly
Yes
Yearly
Yes
Yearly
Yes
Yearly
No
Hourly
No
Yearly
No
Yearly
Yes
Daily
No
Hourly
No
Daily
No
Yearly
No
Yearly
No
Yearly
Yes
Yearly
No
Daily
Yes
Yearly
Yes
Daily
Daily
No
Yearly
No
Yes
Daily
Daily
Yes
Yes
Daily
No
Yearly
Yes
Yearly
No
Hourly
No
Daily
Yes
Daily
No
Hourly
Daily
Yes
No
Daily
Yes
Daily
Daily
Yes
Yes
Daily

20
Hazardous (HAP)
(4,285 lb/year)
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365

1
1
1
8760

365
8760
365
1
1
1
1
365
1
365
365
1
365
365
365
1
1
8760
365
365
8760
365
365
365
365
365

Emission
Rate
0.04230
0.00015
0.43100
106.00000
0.00398
0.00260
0.00389
0.00389
0.02590
0.00216
2.37000
9.23000
0.12100
0.00390
0.00050
0.00029
0.10500
0.00262
6.41000
0.03450
45.30000
0.00005
24.30000
11.00000
0.00945
0.00390
0.00338
0.00225
0.00154
0.00388
1.32000
7.75000
0.00042
0.00014
4.81000
0.10300
0.01360
0.08850
0.02270
0.02530

~3}Sheet2
Annually
0.04230
0.05475
0.43100
106.00000
0.00398
0.00260
0.00389
0.00389
0.02590
0.00216
2.37000
80854 .80000
0.12100
0.00390
0.18104
2.57544
38.32500
0.00262
6.41000
0.03450
45.30000
0.01726
24.30000
4015.00000
3.44925
0.00390
1.23370
0.82125
0.56210
0.00388
1.32000
67890.00000
0.15257
0.05183
42135.60000
37.59500
4.96400
32 .30250
8.28550
9.23450
195222
Pounds

Tons
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.05
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
40.43
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.01
2.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
33.95
0.00
0.00
21 .07
0.02
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.00

Requires
Modeling
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No

SQER
Max
71
0.00789
0.0581
6.62
1.74
0.174
1.74
1.74
0.08
1.13
0.0457
50.4
0.00128
17.4
0.013
0.219
789
0.16
0.639
0.00271
76.8
1.71
32
92
0.263
1.74
52 .6
0.00526
0.0118
0.0305
5.64
1.03
394
2.63
1.45
657
0.0263
29
29
29

Times the
% of Max SQER Max
0.06%
1.90%
741 .82%
7.4
1601.21 %
16.0
0.23%
1.49%
0.22%
0.22%
32 .38%
0.19%
51.9
5186.00%
18.31 %
9453.13%
94.5
0.02%
3.82%
0.13%
0.01%
1.64%
10.0
1003.13%
12.7
1273.06%
58.98%
0.00%
75.94%
11.96%
3.59%
0.22%
0.01%
42.78%
13.05%
12.72%
23.40%
752.43%
7.5
0.00%
0.01%
331 .72%
3.3
0.02%
51 .71 %
0.31%
0.08%
0.09%

97.61
8
Tons Require Modeling
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I~Susan Haywood:

Hi. My name is Susan Haywood . I'm from Portland, Oregon. The reason we're
here is for everybody in the United States, everybody in the world. We're here
for you, the people in the back of the room. We're in a hurry, now, to save the
Earth that we live on because we've been lied to by fossil fuel companies since
the 1970s while they've been making their own escape plans. No more lies and I
wanted to answer the question that one person asked that was not answered
which is this company is a joint partnership with Chinese Academic Sciences and
BP, remember the Gulf oil spill. Right now we're in a hurry because the
Greenland ice shield is melting, an Alaskan village has already been engulfed by
the sea, and we have a lot of problems that we have to solve and we have to
solve them as quickly as possible.

®

I also want to mention that I live near the explosion on 23rd Avenue in Portland
and the corner exploded from a relatively small construction project. It affected
their neighbors by totally leveling a building there and then those people were
trying to raise funding to replace their kitchen equipment because it would not
be covered by the insurance tha t was being offered to them. Another place
where this is happened where a gas line was suspected of blowing up a half city
block is Bozeman, Montana and they're still under litigation for, I think, it's more
than one decade. What happens is a big company comes in, they've got deep
pockets, and they ruin things for smaller people.
I was a Health teacher and we've talked about asthma and airborne particulates.
We already have an epidemic of asthma right now and those airborne
particulates also cause heart disease and many people's demise so if you say not
many people die of asthma, they die of things that are related to that disease.
Thank you .
Uri Papish:
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Thank you .

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Bonnie Hefty <bonndoodle@gmail.com >
Saturday, February 4, 2017 12:55 PM
Wess Safford
Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

Dear Mr. Safford,
I am deeply concerned about the methanol refinery that has been proposed for Kalama, WA. Not wishing to waste your
time trying to tell you what I assume you already know, I will just confirm that, in my view, there could not be a worse
time in the history of our planet to condone such construction. The horrendous damage this will do to the now fragile
health of humanity, and th e ecological systems that depend upon not only a "clean" Columbia River, but also clean air
and water all along the Pacific coastlines, is unconscionable!

(!)

Please use your infl uence t o prevent this refinery from becoming reality!
Yours truly,
Bonnie Hefty
Seattle
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

W Yahoo <wendykarle@yahoo.com>
Thursday, February 2, 2017 11 :40 AM
Wess Safford
My comments on air discharge Permit 16-3204

Hello Wess Safford, I am deeply disturbed by the proposed Kalama methanol refinery discharge permit. If allowed, he
Kalama refinery may emit unprecedented amounts of pollutants and particulates into the environment. As we know,
there are not only vulnerable populations particularly in the Kalama area (the very young and the very old), but the
environment cannot tolerat e the proposed amount of carbon emissions, particulates, and toxins. Furthermore, we need
to be investing in sustainable energy rather than outdated and non sustainable fossil fuels.
Please consider our environment now and the catastrophe awaiting us.
Sincerely,
~
--Wendy

fi\
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Marilyn Katz <mahkatz@gmail.com >
Saturday, February 4, 2017 2:15 PM
Wess Safford
air Discharge permit

Please deny this permit. Human health as well as sealife is at stake.
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;~
Ken Ferguson:

Hi. My name is Ken Ferguson. Portland, Oregon. Here to ask you to deny the air
discharge permit if you want your agency's name to be anything but ironic. You
don't, get dirty air agency, if you're going to allow discharge of toxics into the
atmosphere. Cut through that. Deny the permit. This whole project lost me at
fracked gas. That's another big thing. Eminent domain in the collateral pipeline
citing this massive heat generation facility in Estuary and Kalama River which
used to contain some of the best steel head runs in the state. The National
Academy of Sciences for the PRC, the investors here, exporting this stuff from
British Columbia and Alberta to China to be manufactured into plastics, you
trying to make a raft as big as Alaska in the Pacific Ocean? What's going on
there? This is ridiculous. This is just backwards nonsense.
I don't know what you're trying to fool people or, obviously anybody with
common sense would deny this permit. I want you to act primarily in terms of
common sense, I want you to take the goal of your agency which is to preserve
the air quality. You can't preserve the air quality by allowing emissions so we
need to go way backwards. We need to start cutting down emissions not
building facilities that have slightly less emissions than the dirtier alternatives.
This is just common sense and these are dog and pony shows designed to draw
the public into these debates that are meaningless and are pointless. It just
takes people's time, takes people's energy, takes their money, and most of
these people here are struggling to get by. They don't need to come here to
these hearings and just be walked on and have their questions not answered
and have people dance around and add an extra hour to give their talking points
to the public. Like they said, let's really do what we're trying to do here which is
protect the air shed. Protecting the air shed means not allowing emissions so
again, please, do not allow, permit this air discharge permit.

0

Paul Mairose:
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Thank you. You have to be really close.
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Kim Metzger:

My name is Kim Metzger and I live in Kalama, Washington and I'm against the
methanol project. I know that signatures standing for the project were gathered
under false information on Wednesday, September 21st at Walmart in
Woodland, Washington. The person gathering the signatures was speaking of
the virtues of the project, saying that it would use corn as the fuel, provide a
thousand jobs in the community, with 200 permanent jobs, and bring in $35 to
$40 million in taxes to the county, but backed away from his statement when
pressed. When the lateral gas line was brought up, including imminent domain
issue, he didn't know anything about gas being used as a fuel or private
property intrusion. He was also being paid $2 per signature for his time as
stated by a store manager. I understand other locations were also used in the
same way.
It seems that vested companies and individuals will use any means available to
pursue this project just as a project in Tacoma, Washington, which was finally
denied. As a small community, we feel that our rights have been swept under
the rug for those who have the ability to finance this project, which will destroy
the habitats for numerous mammals, flora, and fauna and cause problems for
the fisheries as well as the fishing that brings in the revenue to the state
annually. Please consider this information as you make decisions for the people ~
of Kalama and all the citizens of Cowlitz County and surrounding areas that will
be affected by it and reject it. You also have an attachment with the draft EIS
information referencing financials as well as jobs. Thank you.

'f.!J

Uri Papish:

Thank you.

Paul Mairose:

Last group of people. Russ Thompson, Zeb Fox, Lisa Waldvogel, Cindy Bernsen,
Arthur Hansen, Cory Balkan.
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name is Kim Metzger and I live in Kalama, WA. and I am against the methanol

project.
I know that signatures standing for the project were gathered under false
information on Wednesday, Dec. 21 at Walmart in Woodland, WA. The person
gathering the signatures was speaking of the virtues of the project saying that it
would use corn as the fuel, provide 1,000 jobs in the community with 200
permanent jobs, and bring in $35 to $40 million in taxes to the county but backed
away from his statement when pressed. When the lateral gas line was brought
up, including the eminent domain issue, he didn't know anything about gas being
used as a fuel or private property intrusion. He was also being paid $2.00 per
signature for his time as stated by a store manager. I understand other locations
were also used in the same way.
It seems that vested companies and individuals will use any means available to
pursue this project just as the project in Tacoma, WA which was finally denied. As
a small commu nity we feel that our rights have been swept under the rug for
those who have the ability to finance this project, which will destroy the habitats
for numerous mammals, flora and fauna and cause problems for the fisheries as
well as the fishing that brings in revenue to the State annually.
Please consider t his information as you make decisions for the people of Kalama
and all the citizens of Cowlitz County and surrounding areas that will be affected

by it and reject it .

Kim Metzger
595 Gore Road
Ka la ma WA 98625
360-673-2295
kemetzger62@gmail.com
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j-* 'egory Monahan:

Hi. My name is Gregory Monahan. I'm a resident of Portland, Oregon. I believe
that the project described in the EIS is not the project for which a SWCAA permit
is being sought. On that basis I ask that this permit be denied so that there will
be opportunity for public comment on an accurate description of the proposed

project. Thank you very kindly.
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Deirdre Morris <d2morris@gmail.com>
Thursday, February 2, 2017 10:49 AM
Wess Safford
Ask the Southwest Clean Air Agency to deny the Air Discharge Permit

good morning southwest clean air agency ,
deny the Air Discharge Permit. Please we need to find alternatives. If we continue to issue permits
that are status quo they were never change their ways or up grade their thinking . Lets push them to
start thinking differently . Thank you
deirdre morris
~

0

Deirdre Morris
d2morris@gmail.com
619-203-4313
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Paul Mairose
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:
Categories:

~Jn /Jane Nicolai <jane.nicolai@gmail.com>

r

~uesday, January 17, 2017 5:42 PM

Wess Safford
NW Innovations
Public Comment NWl.pdf
Non Standard Comment

Hello Wess,
Thank you for the opportunity to speak about NW Innovations proposal. Please include my comments
in the record. They are attached to this email.
Thank you,
Jane Nicolai
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The Economics of Pollution

There is nothing about this proposed refinery that is good for anyone. Even those in
favor of the refinery would suffer the consequences of a polluted environment.
"Air pollution caused by energy production in the U.S . caused at least $131 billion
in damages in the year 2011 alone. The bulk of the cost is the result of health
111
impacts - particularly morbidity and mortality.
In contrast, analysis has shown, "Air pollution control in the last decade has
112
continued to have a positive impact on public health.

I ask that you be rigorous, be thoughtful, and be honest as you appraise the
effects of the refinery.
Take into account ambient accumulation of particulate matter.
Evaluating one industry as a solo entity does not address cumulative effects and is
therefore not a complete, thorough, or honest evaluation.
The Kelso/ Longview school district is already rated in the lower third for air quality
in the country.
~ 'RJll4Y
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Money
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SPECIAL REPORT

Find your school

The Smokestack Effect

School Name

Toxic Air and America's Schools

~--

City/County

Schools in: Washington > Cowlitz County > Kelso

Kelso Christian Academy
Exposure to cancer-causing toxics
National Rank

22nd
percentile
26,917 of 127,809
schools have worse air.

BEST

~-

•
•

WORST

Note: Rankings are based on modeled concentrations and severity of chemicals known or
believed to cause cancar. Learn More

Exposure to other toxic chemicals
BEST

Nola: Rankings ere based on modeled concentrations of chemicals that cause health
problems other than cancer. Learn More

The initial steps for this facility include determining how great a quantity of
pollutant can be spewed into the air we breathe.

Any increase in local air pollution will harm those who live here in Kalama. It will
also harm those down wind from the plume of pollutants including the entire 2.8
million inhabitants of the greater Portland area.
The jobs that would be created to build the facility are the stepping-stones to illness,
hospital admissions, loss of work, and crippled families, which are markers of a
financially bereft community.
The jobs that would be created building the facility in no way balance the ill health
and related economic damage to the entire region.
Why is it being considered: Allowing Chinese businesses to make a profit from
degrading and contaminating our home, our land, our lives?
Times change. Texas, the great oil state, has become America's leader in
production of WIND POWER. They have responded to the times.
Times change. This refinery is a frantic grasp from a desperate, dying industry.
Their investment has run its course and they are aligned with the remains of the
extinct era of dinosaurs.
We can make choices that are beneficial to all, or we can make choices are
detrimental to all.
This facility does not need to be built. It does not need to be built here.
Be energy efficient; save a great deal of time and energy and deny this permit now.
Respectfully,
Jane Nicolai
2516 SE 113 th Ct., Vancouver, WA 98664
1

Washington Post https://www.was hin gtonpost.com/ news/ energy-

environment/wp/2 01 6/ 01 /29/the-stagge ri ng-economic-cost-of-a i r-po l Iution/
2

Journal is ts Resource https://jou rn a Iistsresource .org/ stud ies/ envi ronment/pol Iution-

envi ron ment/hea Ith-effects-costs-a ir-pol Iu tion-resea rch-rou nd up

.!.?017

Gmail - NWI Public Comment

I> •

M

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

NWI Public Comment
3 messages

Jane Nicolai <jane.nicolai@gmail.com>
To: swcleanair@gmail.com, Wess@swcleanair.org

Sun, Jan 8, 2017 at 9:22 AM

Hello Wess,
Please find my comments attached and include them as part of the record of Public Comment.
Thank you,
Jane Nicolai
oliii'l Public Comment NWl.pdf
!Cl 505K

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>
To: wess@swcleanair.org

Tue, Jan 10, 2017 at 8:17 AM

[Quoted text hidden]

oliii'l Public Comment NWl.pdf
IC:! 505K

Mail Delivery Subsystem <mailer-daemon@googlemail.com>
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Tue, Jan 10, 2017 at 8:17 AM

Delivery to the following recipient failed permanently:
wess@swcleanair.org
Technical details of permanent failure:
read error: generic ::failed_precondition: read error (0): error
----- Original message ----OKI M-Signature: v= 1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed;
d=gmail.com ; s=20161025;
h=mime-version:in-reply-to:references :from:date :message-id:subject:to;
bh=Sy08NXxoCaNqWJ hqTw2c6wWPjJ NOWhKfaN3NoFFhTkw=;
b=Vr6yOhW6YpZlkOFaTEaVN9pegwglcJrWQOCtRShc6bZGxR96XnC+tEeW488iPlwnoC
Pi97 eP J Fy8yg 1uws ULyWOS+ AVf+s 7rfK7TigjS NwZNMM7eoZeOOEl46tn5AotRkYOM6n
geOkpzkzPbdQfhlTTo51 OCqiCPQJZy762A51yFXOfT +xnlYAV+FHkFaqdp9m8sakdlFM
IcW9Cp2bbuQhn5q 1ArsifwP E RaCCUZxfQrM02m ns KF9Uanl RPaNCccJ/jVZk2NlsxE Ky
HPT55oJNiTAH//fwgBn8wGj/rQ5MUd38/ECMaA++yhQCtd1 Hfl2hTHRBAdEV01zckLN5
6UvQ==
X-Google-DKI M-Signature: v= 1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed ;
d=1e100.net; s=20161025;
h=x-gm-message-state: mime-version : in-reply-to: references :from: date
:message-id :subject: to;
bh=Sy08NXxoCaNqWJ hqTw2c6wWPjJ NOWhKfaN3NoFFh Tkw=;
b= UgN1 sXR02fQoVDGulKrzQ9FAloMZuPqE85TYK8oCWF JZaaDh2/YMdKm Y3LG 1k+ E4t
PyQmd+2AXdlC+3G bUp6nCNqado30fS4XLvROcWnPchUiplxCECOL04VLacGmidmsE 16Y
1Apk40LD2s F6Msvl ud/VVValy3VnEtkddyf2t/aXHLgMdguWcMCeVum kNGLGo7VvsOHn
uhOs/qC2asmGGOwH031oSCiSVDeU971 leTMNqSjN3L/Fa98sK5qEueXk9cZqS8uMQs+K
K/bu+WEhdlVOhjEBCXDoN4RGrB2NLwlYONmKeqjEBF+dlHpLJ4RyhsCBwNm2JBggksdh
https ://m ai I.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search= inbox&th= 1597f1b1c9987814&simI=1597f1 b1c9987814&sim I= 159892bd35ee2b82&si ...
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The Economics of Pollution
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There is nothing about this proposed refinery that is good for anyone. Even those in
favor of the refinery would suffer the conseq uences of a polluted environment.
"Air polluti on caused by energy production in the U.S. caused at least $131 bi II ion
in damages in the year 2011 alone. The bulk of the cost is the result of health
impacts -

particularly morbidity and mortality.

111

In contrast, analysis has shown, "Air pollution control in the last decade has
continued to have a positive impact on public health. 112

I ask that you be rigorous, be thoughtful, and be honest as you appraise the
effects of the refinery.
Take into account ambient accumulation of particulate matter.
Evaluating one industry as a solo entity does not address cumulative effects and is
therefore not a complete, thorough, or honest evaluation.
The Kelso/Longview school district is already rated in the lower third for air quality
in the country.

SPECIAL REPORT

Find your school

The Smokestack Effect

School Name

Toxic Air and America's Schools

City/County

Schools in: Washington > Cowlitz County > Kelso

Kelso Christian Academy
Exposure to cancer-causing toxics
National Rank

22nd
percentile
26,917 of 127,809
schools have worse air.

BEST

WORST

:

Note: Rankings are based on modeled concentrations and severity of chemicals known or
believed to cause cancer. Learn More

Exposure to other toxic chemicals
BEST
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WORST

Note: Rankings are based on modeled concentrations of chemicals that ca use health
problems other than cancer. Learn More

The initial steps for this facility include determining how great a quantity of
pollutant can be spewed into the air we breathe.
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Any increase in local air pollution will harm those who live here in Kalama. It will
also harm those down wind from the plume of pollutants including the entire 2.8
million inhabitants of the greater Portland area.
The jobs that would be created to build the facility are the stepping-stones to illness,
hospital admissions, loss of work, and crippled families, which are markers of a
financially bereft community.
The jobs that would be created building the facility in no way balance the ill health
and related economic damage to the entire region.
Why is it being considered: Allowing Chinese businesses to make a profit from
degrading and contaminating our home, our land, our lives?
Times change. Texas, the great oil state, has become America's leader in
production of WIND POWER. They have responded to the times.
Times change. This refinery is a frantic grasp from a desperate, dying industry.
Their investment has run its course and they are aligned with the remains of the
extinct era of dinosaurs.
We can make choices that are beneficial to al I, or we can make choices are
detrimental to all.
This facility does not need to be built. It does not need to be built here.
Be energy efficient; save a great deal of time and energy and deny this permit now.
Respectfully,
Jane Nicolai
2516 SE 113 1h Ct., Vancouver, WA 98664
Wash ington Post https ://www.washingtonpost.com/news/ene r~

1

en vi ronment/wp/2016/0 1/29/the-staggeri ng-econom ic-cost-of-a i r-pol lution/
2

Journal ists Resource https:// journal istsresource.or /studies/enviro nm ent/po l Iution-

env iron ment/hea Ith-effects-costs-air- ol I uti on -researc h-rou ndu
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Any increase in local air pollution will harm those who live here in Kalama. It will
also harm those down wind from the plume of pollutants including the entire 2.8
million inh abitants of the greater Portland area.
The jobs th at would be created to build the facility are the stepping-stones to illness,
hospital admissions, loss of work, and crippled families, which are markers of a
financially bereft community .
The jobs that would be created building the facility in no way balance the ill health
and related economic damage to the entire region.
Why is it be ing considered: Allowing Chinese businesses to make a profit from
degrading and contaminating our home, our land, our lives?
Times chan ge. Texas, the great oil state, has become America's leader in
production of WIND POWER. They have responded to the times.
Times chan ge. This refinery is a frantic grasp from a desperate, dying industry.
Their investment has run its course and they are aligned with the remains of the
extinct era of dinosaurs.
We can make choices that are beneficial to all, or we can make choices are
detrimental to all.
This facility does not need to be built. It does not need to be built here.
Be energy efficient; save a great deal of time and energy and deny this permit now.
Respectfully,
Jane Nicolai
2516 SE 113 1h Ct., Vancouver, WA 98664
1

Washington Post https://www.washingtonpost.com/ news/energy-

envi ronm en t/wp/2 016/01 /29/the-staggeri ng-econom ic-cost-of-air-pol I ution/
2

Jou rnal is ts Resource https ://journal istsresource.org/studies/envi ronment/pol Iution-

env i ran ment/hea Ith-effects-costs-air-po 11 uti on-resea rch-roundup
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~~
Kelly O'Hanley:

Paul Mairose:
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Good evening. My name is Dr. Kelly O'Hanley. I'm a physician and I also hold a
degree in public health. I worked over 40 years for mothers and babies
throughout the world and I've also helped teach the next generation of doctors
at Harvard and Stanford Universities. I found a disturbing lack of ethical
standards in the environmental impact statement. Washington State has
formally adopted greenhouse gas emission reduction goals yet the EIS
concludes that building the project would not necessarily increase overall state
emissions because other sources of emissions may be reduced over time. I
couldn't believe I read that. Really? Hope others will deal with the problems that
this project would create and if they don't, oh well. We're better than thi f t J
Address the hearing official and keep the mic really close.
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January 4, 2017 7:00 PM

f ~on Orange:

Not a problem . I've been ca lled a lot worse . Good evening. My name is Don
Orange. I'm a small business owner in Vancouver. I used to work up here in
Cowlitz County and I'm fairly familiar with it. I understand you folks kicked over
a coal terminal yesterday and congratulations on that. It occurs to me that you
guys are discussing putting a plant in right across the river from a failed nuclear
plant that went on for years and I think the folks that come from Portland are
still paying for that plant. The citizens. If this thing here blows up in our face, I
think you'll expect us citizens to clean it up. That seems to be how it usually
goes. All business people recognize that it's critically important that we have
jobs. It needs to be said that there's 100 thousand people working in the solar
industry in this country which is twice as many as working in the coal mining
industry. The oil industry is dying. We have a choice. Jobs are critically important
and it's a part of who almost all of us are, all working people.
People who come to my store to get their car serviced pay their bill with wages
or social security which came from the work that they did before, not from
investments, not from Chinese companies, not from nothing. This plant, it's
designed to export raw material, very much like Weyerhaeuser exporting raw
logs right out through here . If you want to look at why Cowlitz County's gutted,
look at what your corporations have done. The pollution's still here. The timber
is still going through Cowlitz County. The jobs are gone. If you want to build a®
plant in Kalama, let's have the jobs stay here. If they put an oil plant in
Vancouver, it'll cost us more jobs than it creates. It's time to think about the
people . Let's have jobs for people . Thank you .

Paul Mairose:
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Thank you. Next five people. Cynthia Svensson. Charlotte Persons. Captain
Kimberly Higgins. Edward DeGraaf. Ted Sprague. (49 :32]
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~~
Charlotte Persons :

I'm Charlotte Persons. Can you hear me?

Audience:

Yep .

Charlotte Persons:

Okay. I'm Charlotte Persons an d I live at 2409 Boyd Street in Kelso. I'm in line of
sight of this project and when I look out across my view, because I'm up on a
hill, I get to see all of the smoke stacks that are already putting out vapor into
the air. We are already a heavily polluted industrial area . In my 24 years here I
have seen the pollution levels decrease slightly as plants closed and modernized
and instantly the Southwest Washington Air Polluting Commission has said,
"That means we can fill up with more industrial pollution."
We don't need that. We already have high asthma rates and any increase in
pollution here is of detriment to our public health. Please deny this permit.

Paul Mairose:
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Thank you . Speak [inaudible 00:52 :51]

©

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

John Posey <posefish@kalama.com>
Friday, January 6, 2017 4:24 PM
Wess Safford
Kalama Methanol proposal

I was at the meeting this past week and agree with many who presented their rejection of this project. We live at 1000'
elevation and will look almost directly at the smoke stack which will put dirty air into our property. Just recently the
week before the snow, we had quite a bit of fog and stagnant air. I can only imagine what the air quality would be like
at our home if this was mixed with C02 and the other pollutants.
This is not necessary for t he betterment of the community. After we hire a few local welders and pipefitters, then
what? I disagree with the economic impact versus the use of water, natural gas and pollution we can expect from a
project this size.
Thanks for turning down this projects air quality proposal!
John Posey
2330 Green Mountain Road
Kalama, WA
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7 achary Prim:

Paul Mairose:
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Hello again . My name is Zachary Prim. I'm a resident of Kalama, Washington and
I guess I'd just like to add my voice to the growing chorus of individuals against
this proposed refinery. I don't have much to add that prior speakers haven't
already mentioned. I do have suspicions about this proposed project. I know
that NWIW has been telling this as a cutting edge technology. Well, by their own
admission similar technology was used back in the 80s. Now, this could just be a
symptom of my millennial mindset but I don't really think anything coming out
of the era of bell bottom jeans as cutting edge. To the best of my knowledge,
this technology has only ever been done at a pilot plant in Australia just on a
small scale. It's never been done on an industrial scale. I don't want to be the
guinea pig. I don't want my town to be the guinea pig for an untested and a
largely unproven technology in terms of refining methanol. I don't want my
town, I don't want to see a repeat of the '96 pipeline disaster up in Kalama . I ;:;}
don't want my town and I don't want my future to go up in flames. Thank you (!;;
Alan Smith or Therese Livella?

Southwest Clean Air Agency
NWIWK - Public Hearing Transcript
Cowlitz PUD Auditorium
January 4, 2017 7:00 PM

;~'}Dylan Rayburn:

Hi. My name is Dylan and I'm seven years old.

Paul Mairose:

Wait. Here, use this one.

Dylan Rayburn:

Hi. My name is Dylan and I am eight years old so my generation is the future.
Building a methanol plant in my hometown, Kalama, doesn't make any sense to
me. My generation is learning that we need to stop using fossil fuels and that
many places around the world are now banning fracking. I really don't
understand why Kalama thinks a giant methanol plant is the future when the
whole wide world can see that fossil fuels are the past.
Grown up's today know that they have to take action to save the environment
for kids like me so we have clean air, soil, and water and a climate that's good
for humans and our food. We're counting on you . You know that fossil fuels are
not clean, green energy. Everyone in my second grade class knows it so surely
you must too. I really don't understand why you want to put a fossil fuel plant in
my backyard . That's not a good thing for me or anyone else to grow up next to.
Please think about the future. Don't chain our town to the destructive fossil fuel
past.
Now I have to go because it's almost my bedtime. Thank you.

Uri Papish:

Thank you, John.

Paul Mairose:

Let me see if I can put this up over here.

Page 2 of73
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Mike Reuter:

Hello, my name is Mike Reuter from Kalama, Washington. This plant has four
levels of limited liability. How sure is Northwest Innovation's new process if
there's so much protection? Especially since this ULE process has never been
tried in America much less anywhere else in the world at this scale. How much
are these Pana max ships going to be insured for in case of a possible leak or
explosion that could occur on the way to the ocean? One gallon of methanol can
take the oxygen out of 198 thousand gallons of water so you can imagine what a
ship full of methanol could do.
Why are you able to build it here even though the same type of facility was
stopped in Tacoma? Des Moines, Washington and Normandy Park, Washington
both oppose this refinery. How come PGE was so concerned with the plant's
emissions in Port Westward that they denied it? This supposedly great
investment. I keep on hearing jobs, jobs, jobs but if you go to anywhere here in
Longview, Kelso, or Vancouver there's plenty of jobs around. There's just not
enough qualified people to work them besides the 120 to 190 jobs for the
amount of problems that this can cause. These people are not against jobs or
business, they're just more picky about the kind of businesses they could have
here. No matter what goes here it will produce work.
China has more gas reserves than America. It just doesn't want to put the
infrastructure to get it. It also wants to cut down on greenhouse gas. What
better way of doing it than put the burden somewhere else. Thank you.

Paul Mairose:
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Thank you.

2/15/2017

M

Gm ail - I oppose the Kalama Methanol Refinery

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

I oppose the Kalama Methanol Refinery
1 message

f~Jrtiaron richer <sricher808@gmail.com>
7 To:

Fri, Feb 3, 2017 at 9:50 AM

swcleanair@gmail.com

To Whom It May Concern,
I am writing to oppose a Kalama Methanol refinery on the Columbia.
As an Oregon resident I am impacted by this use of the Columbia River and oppose this construction.
Sharon Richer
3314 NE 51st Ave
Portland.OR 97213

https :/Imai I.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui=2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search=inbox&th= 15a05198336dbcaf&si m I= 15a05198336dbcaf
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

sharon rickman <srickman@developlearning .net >
Monday, January 2, 2017 2:00 PM
Wess Safford
Kalama Methanol

First and foremost, EFSEC should reject Northwest Innovation Work's proposal to build the largest methanol refinery at
the Port of Kalama, Washington. Methanol from the refinery would be shipped through the Columbia River to China
where it would be used to make plastic. Northwest Innovation would exploit North America's natural gas reserves,
cheap power, and abundant fresh water to increase China's fossil fuel consumption .

g)

If you insist on moving forward with this dangerous, unsustainable project, the EIS should include:
1. Impacts from proposed new and expanded pipelines from fracked gas that supply the proposed refinery.
2. A process in place to baseline the air quality for the communities along the pipeline as well as the proposed
refinery in the port of Kalama. How will you know if air quality discharges are too high if you do not have a
baseline in which t o measure against?
3. Enforceable limits on air discharges from all pipelines and export refinery in place to comply with binding limits.
4. Process to manage, monitor, and trigger notifications for air discharges exceeding limits against baselines.

The Kalama methanol refinery would be the #1 air polluter in Kalama-dumping up to 53 tons of toxic and hazardous
pollution into the air annually. Building the largest, export methanol refinery in the nation is WRONG and will not
sustain our clean energy fut ure. Please do the right thing and reject this proposal, and all permits giving Governor lnslee
a reason to stop this dangerous project.
Respectfully submitted,
Sharon Rickman
1165 Officers Row
Vancouver, WA 98661
From: Wess Safford [mailto :Wess@swcleanair.org]

Sent: Thursday, December 29, 2016 11:01 AM
To: Wess Safford <Wess@swcleanair.org>

Subject: FW: Public Comment on the Northwest Innovation Works Draft Air Discharge Permit
Thank you for providing comments on the Northwest Innovation Works Methanol Facility draft air discharge
permit. Unfortunately due to a technical issue, the text of your email was not received by our email server. Please
resubmit your email and comment so we can document your comment. To help ensure delivery please ensure that the
words "Kalama Methanol" are in your subject line.
We are sorry for this inconvenience .
Wess Safford
Southwest Clean Air Agency

Wess Safford, AQ Engineer
Southwest Clean Air Agency
wess@swcleanair.org
(360) 574-3058, xl26
19

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

~~W Sally Riley <sallyenberg@hotmail.com>
Wednesday, January 4, 2017 5:52 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

(This is a letter from Niko Riley, age 8) .
I'm writing because I don't like the pollution that the company will make.
It will hurt nature and pollut e the air.
I want the air to be clean.
~
Sincerely, Niko

qi

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,
Sally Riley (concerned parent)

Sally Riley
1606 SE Holly St.
Portland, OR 97214

5037374584
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sally Riley <sallyenberg@hotmail.com>
Wednesday, January 4, 2017 6:07 PM
Wess Safford
From my 5 year old son regarding the Kalama Methanol Refinery

(Letter from Shae Riley, age S)
The company should never happen, never.
I hope it will never happen in this whole universe. Because it makes pollution in the air. Please listen to me .
From, Shae
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,
Sally Riley

Sally Riley
1606 SE Holly St.
Portland, OR 97214
5037374584
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Deborah Romerein :

Deborah Romerein. Most of the methanol refineries in the US are concentrated
around the Gulf Coast of Louisiana and Texas. Let's look at some of those
communities today. An 85 mile stretch along the Mississippi from Baton Rouge
to New Orleans where most of the big polluting industries are located in
Louisiana, they've earned the nickname "Cancer Alley." Here cancer claims
victims at an alarming rate . One resident told Bill Moyers, he said, "Right now I
have a father-in-law who's dying of pancreatic cancer. I lost my mother at 57 to
cancer. My neighbor died of cancer. The next door neighbor to us. My aunt
behind us, all died of cancer."
Louisiana, in fact, has the second highest death rate from cancer in the entire
US. Let's go down to Texas. Down to the Gulf Coast region of Port Arthur and
Beaumont, known as the armpit of Texas, where big fossil fuel industry is
concentrated, folks suffer from extremely high rates of disease and death. Four
times the rest of Texas. They call this part of the country, "Cancer Belt." It's no
accident the populations in these areas are primarily low income and desperate.
Residents were promised great things by industry but one man who lives in Port
Arthur, he summed up life there like this. He says, "Port Arthur is no place to
raise a family . It's dirty. It stinks. It's a big oil environment and none of the
money stays in the local economy."
Tacoma is still struggling today to clean up contamination from a legacy of
heavy industry. It's no wonder they sent this project packing. I want all the
people who work in the trades to have good family wages. We all want that. You
guys deserve them but this si a bad trade. This project sacrifices you and your
families just like the families in Cancer Alley and Cancer Belt and Big Industry
doesn't care if one day Kalama is dubbed "Cancer Corner." After all, it's just
business and Kalama like any other is just an expendable town.

©

People, there are more jobs in renewables than in oil, gas, or coal combined.
Let's get busy and demand that some of these clean, green jobs get located
here. Thank you.
Paul Mairose:
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Next five people. Gary Wallace . Laura Bauer. Arthur Hansen. Marrene Jenkins.
Steve Goldstein . Is Jane Nikolai here? No. [1 :44:40)

¥ }Joeborah Romerein, Portland business owner
Most of the methanol refineries in the U.S. are concentrated around the Gulf Coast of
Louisiana and Texas. Let's look at some of those communities today.
An 85 mile stretch along the Mississippi from Baton Rouge to New Orleans where most
of the big polluting industries like refineries are located in Louisiana has earned the
nickname Cancer Alley. Here cancer claims victims at an alarming rate.
Pat Melancon, a resident there told Bill Moyer that "Right now I have a father-in-law
who's dying of pancreatic cancer. I lost my mother at 57 to cancer. My neighbor died of
cancer. The next door neighbor to us, my aunt behind us all died of cancer'. Louisiana,
in fact ,has the second highest death rate from cancer in the entire United States.
Down in the Gulf Coast TEXAS region of Pt. Arthur-Beaumont known as the armpit of
Texas where big fossil fuel industry is concentrated, folks suffer from extremely high
rates of disease and death. They are 4 x more likely than the rest of Texas to develop
heart and respiratory disease, headaches -you name it, they got it. Oh and by the way,
they call this part of the country the Cancer BELT.
It's no accident the populations in these areas are primarily low-income. Residents were
promised great things by industry but one man who lives in Pt. Arthur summed up life
there like this "Pt. Arthur is no place to raise a family. It's dirty, it stinks. It's a big oil
environment and none of the money stays in the local economy."
Tacoma is still struggling today to clean up contamination from a legacy of heavy
industry. It's no wonder they said no to this refinery.
I want all the people who work in the trades to have good family wage jobs. You
deserve them. But this is a bad trade. This project sacrifices you and your families just
like the families in Cancer Alley and the Cancer Belt. Big industry doesn't care if one
day Kalama is dubbed Cancer Nook. So sorry. After all it's just business and Kalama just another sacrifice zone.
People- There are more jobs in renewables than in oil, gas and coal combined. Let's
get busy and demand that some of these clean jobs come to Kalama.

Deborah Romerein
3512 N.E. 23rd #2
Portland OR 97212
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

kevin.rudiger+S@gmail.com
Wednesday, January 4, 2017 7:07 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
Please do not build the pipeline. It is bad for the Columbia River. I do not want you to build it. Please do not build it.
Sincerely,
Finn Rudiger, Age 4

OR 97202
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Isaac Rudiger < kevin .rudiger+4@gmail.com >
Wednesday, January 4, 2017 7:06 PM
Wess Safford
No pipeline, please

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
Please do not build the Methanol pipeline because it might pollute the Columbia River. Then the salmon will die, there
will be no salmon and people won't be able to fish there. And, the pipeline can make it so the salmon eggs can't hatch.
It can also hurt trout.
Please don't let them build it.
Sincerely,
Isaac Rudiger, Age 7

Isaac Rudiger
3575 SE Brooklyn Street
Portland, OR 97202
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Grant Sawyer:

Paul Mairose:
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My name is Grant Sawyer. I live in Portland, Oregon . I'm a former 26 year
resident of Cowlitz County. I can 't believe I'm up here again after years of
fighting these fossil fuel facilities. The facts show that fossil fuels are what are
causing climate change and there's no reason we need to build this project in
Kalama and endanger the lives of the nearby residents if something happens
with what's an unproven technology on such a massive scale. It's
unconscionable for Southwest Clear Air Agency to approve this project without,
like someone else suggested, a pilot project being build first to see how it works
and how safe it is. Then explode that and see how many people that kills before
they build a bigger one . It's just outrageous that we're still discussing these
same issues. Thank you very much.
Thank you. Next.
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f~lice

Shapiro :

Hello. My name is Alice Shapiro and I'm from Portland, Oregon. I'm not going to
repeat the scientific and health issues that were mentioned. I concur with the
idea that really we are beyond fossil fuels. We need to get beyond fossil fuels .
We don't want to use the Columbia River gorge as a fossil fuel funnel. That
being said, I totally empathize with the people who are looking for jobs. I was a
community college teacher. This county is not the only county. I taught in Lane
County, Oregon. I had homeless students. I taught Health and Health
Professions. I taught Biology. I understand about the disease process. I also
understand about training students and training students for viable jobs. Jobs
that are sustainable for health and for the community.
I find it somewhat ironic, a couple of things. One is, peanuts are optional,
breathing is not. Another, I find the name Northwest Innovations somewhat
ironic. What we need are true innovations. What we need are training programs
to subsidize young people, community college students and train them for
sustainable jobs. What I see, I want to visualize a future when the Clean Air
Agency is not only reactive but proactive and says, "Hey, we're going to
interview companies . If you can build solar panels," which by the way they are
doing in China now because their people are dropping, do we want to wait until
our people drop like they are in China? Thousands of people a week and then
say, "Oh my gosh. We better build solar panels but, oh no, China is doing it
better. Let's import those ."

;f")

No. We need to be proactive. We need to be truly innovative here in the ( Y
northwest. Thank you. By the way I'm thinking of my grandchildren as well .
Paul Mairose:
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Keep it close. [inaudible 01:14:44]

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Donald Shriner <shrinerdq@gmail.com >
Thursday, January 5, 2017 7:47 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington.
This is another blat ant assault on behalf of Large companies on small communities that don't have the resources to
defend themselves. High powered lawyers and million dollar companies rool into a small community and shove these
projects through as quietly as possible .
This is not just a community problem though . Hundreds of tons of small particulates, hundreds of tons of carbon
emissions into fossil fuel energy which is clearly non sustainable and deemed hazardous to health by the huge majority
of the scientific community.
Environmental concerns aside, we also have to be concerned about the families living in the shadow of the ticking time
bomb. This are bombs waiti ng for the circumstance to be just right to release huge amounts of energy in the form of
explosions and fire.

Please look to the future, be forward thinkers not fixated on the tip of your nose. Look past that, look to your
grandchildren's generation, How will a methane production facility on the Colombia River help them? Ask yourself" how
may it harm them"That alone should be reason enough to deny this application.
Please, with all my heart I ask, do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama and the surrounding Bio
Region .
Thank you,

Donald Shriner
181 Sunset Rd
Ellensburg, WA 98926
509-899-1041
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ta Thomas:

Where's the mic?

Paul Mairose:

Hold it close.

Anita Thomas:

Please tell me when I have 30 seconds left since I can't see.

Paul Mairose:

Okay.

Anita Thomas:

Thank you. My name is Anita J Thomas. I'm a resident of Vancouver,
Washington . My father was a pipeline welder. I'll get to that on a moment. I
really get it on the jobs but first off, I'm afraid that there really is not sufficient
evidence that this would be a safe plant. That all the due diligence has been
done with the numbers so far, to take one little example, the energy input was
supposed to be split 50/50 between this proposed plant and Cowlitz and
somehow instead of 100/100 it's 121 with the plant and if their numbers were
not immediately forthcoming and turn out to be inaccurate that calls their
credibility into question and those of you who believe that the regulation is
being done well and all the number are right, it shows a really surprising trust in
government and in corporations to provide accurate information to the
government when the government doesn't have the money to do independent
studies to check them . That's number one.

@

Number two. This is not green. It is not a bridge fuel to green. It has been
determined after a little bit more investigation that gas is only supposedly
cleaner if you don't count all that fracked, leaking methanol in the pipelines. It is
at least as bad as coal and perhaps worse. My father was a pipeline welder, a
member of Local 798, Pipe liners Local 798 out of Tulsa, Oklahoma and he, at
least, knew he was insurance poor because he had all sorts of accident policies
but one thing he did not figure was that the work he did could cause the death
of his young wife, my mother, when she was 32. Now that was the Oakridge
plant. Also, the Titanic was supposed to be state-of-the-art, it wasn't.
Paul Mairose:
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Next five. Jack Eby. Lori Durheim. Gregory Monahan. Jane Nikolai. Deborah
Romerein. Is Gloria here? Okay, go ahead. [1:37:58]

Southwest Clean Air Agency
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ft

odore Thomas:

Good evening. My name is Theodore Thomas and I come from Astoria, Oregon.
I'm a boiler maker. I build plants like this. It's what I do for a living. Currently I'm
out of work because the majority of capital is being tied up in illegal wars
overseas instead of being used to build infrastructure like this. I want to talk
about jobs. A lot of you guys for it have come up to the stand and talked about
jobs. Well, my two little nephews got a game called Portal, and in it there's a
psychopathic computer that you're playing against. It keeps telling you about
cake. Everybody who's played that game knows the cake is a lie. You see the
signs back there, a thousand jobs. Nice round number. A thousand jobs. Those
jobs are a lie. We export natural gas to China in the form of methanol, that's
going to raise the price of gas here, we're going to shut down industrial capacity.
It's going to cost far more jobs here, your fellow workers, your brother workers
are going to lose work because of this plant. That's the truth.
This isn't in your jurisdiction? The up streamed cost of tracked gas. Where have
we heard that before? It's not my problem. I'm just following orders. Sure, it's
not in your jurisdiction. I'm just a good German . I had it drummed into my thick
skull in Economics that any country that exports raw materials like raw logs and
energy products, and that's what this is for, it's for energy. It's going to be put
into Chinese gas tanks and not into plastics, and even if it is put into plastics,
what? It's going to be shipped over there just to shipped back over here as
plastic crap that subsidized and undermines our industry again costing us more
work.
Any country that exports raw materials and imports finished goods, there's a
name for that country, it's called a colony. You think that that's good for us? Go
to the Congo and ask them how t heir role as a colony under the Belgians did
good things for them. Go to Honduras and see how growing bananas for the
United States is good for them but don't do it here. Deny this.
~

Audience:
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God bless America .
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Julie Vanderschaegen <juliecmeyer@gmail.com >
Thursday, January 5, 2017 8:04 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Ai r Discharge Permit 16-3204

®

Please do not permit Northw est Innovation Works to pollute Kalama . We moved here to raise a family and start a farm
and are greatly concerned about this project.
The few jobs that this plant creates does not mitigate the risks to our commun ity. It's unfo rtunate that many industries
are slowly being turned obsolete, but saddling ourselves with a giant plant at the whims of China is a dangerous idea .
Particularly when the plant is in an area that is earthquake prone!
Thanks for reading,
The Vanderschaegen Family
Julie Vanderschaegen
888 Cloverdale Rd
Kalama, WA 98625
3606833467
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Southwest Clean Air Agency
NWIWK - Public Hearing Transcript
Cowlitz PUD Auditorium
January 4, 2017 7:00 PM

,f~ry

Wallace:

Hello. My name is Gary Wallace . I'm from Kalama . I want to specifically address,
oh, I got to speak to him? I want to specifically add ress the public out here that
has mentioned that jobs in Kalama et cetera and we 're losing jobs. Well, I've
been in Kalama over 40 years. I'm a native of Kelso before that so I'm a native of
Cowlitz County from the word get go. We've always been a backwater. I know
we're heavy industrialized. I'm an ex-logger.
Sorry about that.
I'm an ex-logger so we had to change our ways when we discovered by Science
that we were destroying water. We weren't allowing the water to remain cool
to maintain our fish and our recreational abilities so we had to adjust. It's called
based on Science, we made an improvement, everybody's better for it.
I know that logging is a nasty little job in a lot of people's world but everybody
uses toilet paper so the fact of the matter is Ka lama 's always been a quiet little
burg. It never had any major industry other than the chemical factory and
maybe the lumber mill out front, a little bit of export going on, and now Steel
Scape but the jobs are all very minimal. They are not petroleum based. We are
not that kind of community. We believe that our quality of life, the property
value that we have, and our health are emanate above all others. The fact of the
matter is the kind of jobs that are asked for here are export jobs. They aren't
going to be developing energy for us. It's, like somebody said previously, it's
defined as a colony. I believe the United States should have more power, more
self-sufficiency, and a greater vis ion to go beyond what we are now and doing
transition bologna and based on a thousand jobs that are itinerate construction
jobs for the NWIW website at the same time they aren't going to be a thousand
jobs permanently here .
Out of 190, they develop an apprentice program for 40 so where are the other
150 coming from , this permanent job, they're not going to be here . Based on
that I hope you take quality of life and air pollution as a no.

Uri Papish:

Thank you .

Paul Mairose:

Okay, next five people. Carrie Parks. Alan Smith . Mark Keely. Zachary Prim .
Therese Livella. Is Steve Goldstein here? [1:53:55)

Audience:

He left.

Audience:

Carrie Parks had to leave also .
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11f
%'smine Zimmer-Stucky Thank you very much. My name is Jasm ine Zimmer-Stucky . The Senior organizer
with the Columbia River Keepe r. I appreciate the opportunity to comment
tonight. Southwest Clean Air Agency only reviewed a small portion of the
proposed Kalama ethanol refinery impacts. Even with these blinders on,
Northwest Innovation Works will be the number one source of air pollution in
Kalama . If you take the blinders off you will see even ... it died (mirophone). You
will see even more air pollution and impacts. The impacts to air quality, public
safety, and human health of tracking for 320 million cubic feet a day of methane
gas cannot be ignored. The impact of methane leaks during the transportation
of methane gas cannot be ignored. The impact of seizing private property to
build a new pipeline to supply Northwest Innovation Works with its necessary
methane gas feed stock cannot be ignored. The impact of building a new dock
on the Columbia River and allowing more massive methane tankers in salmon
habitat cannot be ignored. The impacts do not end when the methanol tankers
sail east. The trail of air pollutio n will continue.
I know that Southwest Clean Air Authority knows that air pollution does not
follow fence lines and borders. Please adjust your review criteria to match the
reality and the science of air pollution. Thank you.
Paul Mairose:
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Thank you . Speak really close.
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Asthma, sore throats, eye irritation, bloody noses and premature births. No
one would want this for their child. Sadly, recent studies at the Johns
Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health have found that people living
near tracking wells experience all of this and stress due to vibrations, noise,
light, air pollution and women have a 40 percent greater chance of giving
birth prematurely. Babies are paying the price for the decision our society
has made to value profit for large corporations over the long term health of
the community and planet.
As a teacher and a mother, I strongly oppose the proposed Kalama
methanol refinery which will harm those far and near. The refinery not only
has direct ties to tracking, but will cause air pollution in Kalama by dumping
tons of toxic pollution into the atmosphere. NW Innovation Works claims
that by using natural gas, greenhouse gas emissions across the globe will be
reduced. Emissions may work on a global average, but livelihoods don't.
The fact is that natural gas, made primarily of methane, is a dirty fossil fuel
that leaks into the atmosphere during extraction, and transportation.
Extracting natural gas through tracking and converting natural gas to
methanol adds more C02 emissions to our already compromised
atmosphere. How severe and costly the consequences of global warming ,
and what kind of future our children will ultimately inherit will be decided by
our actions today.
The proposed methanol refinery will set our region on the wrong course and
lock us in to years of economic dependence on dirty fuel. This makes no
sense and is counterproductive to everything that the pacific northwest
stands for. I have spoken to many residents of Kalama who do not want to
live in a sacrifice zone so that Shanghai Bi Ke Clean Energy Technology
Corporation from China can make money. Rather than supporting an
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Paul Mairose
From:

Subject:

Therese Live Ila <ha rvestofpeace @yahoo.com >
Thursday, December 22, 2016 4:01 PM
Wess Safford
NWIW clean air permit

Categories:

Non Standard Comment

Sent:
To:

Dear Mr. Stafford ,
I would like to submit my comment ahead of the clean air permit hearing for NWIW. I live a short 15
miles from this proposed project. I would never have purchased this property if I would have know I
would have such a dirty neighbor. In addition the the health effects on humans, I am deeply
concerned about the overall increase of C02 em issions for this project. My understanding is that
once it reaches full capacity it will increase the natural gas needs of Washington by 1/3. It will require
two additional pipelines, which I believe are not even included in the FEIS. Thus, this air quality
permit should not be granted because the full air quality has not yet been studied . The additional
pipelines will undoubtedly increase emissions because they must be depressurized on a regular basis
and they are also notorious for leaking at the welding seams. In addition, pipelines pose an
increased risk of explosions, especially one that is routed near Mt. Hood. This is a poorly thought out
project that needs to be denied , or at best have much more extensive research and public com ~
Thank you for your time. I will see you on January 4.
Therese Livella

22
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Julie Christian <julie@arthousemedia.com >
Thursday, February 2, 2017 1:20 PM
Wess Safford
comments on Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I'm writing to ask t hat you deny the air discharge permit for the proposed Kalama methanol refinery.
The amount of carbon dioxide that would be released into the air is very troubling.

C1)

Climate change is real and we need to be greatly increasing our efforts to reduce carbon dioxide emissions. The Kalama
refinery does the opposite of this and just is not a sustainable option for future generations .
Julie Christian
Walla Walla, WA
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Gm ail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Deny Permit for Kalama Methanol Refinery
1 message
Trish Weber <trish.weber@gmail.com>
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Mon, Jan 23, 2017 at 2:35 PM

~ ~1 Greetings ,
Please deny the permit for the Kalama Methanol Refinery. The grounds for denial should be that it would violate the
commitment that Gov. lnslee made to adopt policies to limit global climate change to under 2 deg C.

~

lj/

On 19 May 2015, Gov. Jay lnslee signed the Under 2 Mou Approval of the Kalama Methanol Refinery would violate the
terms of this agreement because the construction of any new fossil fuel infrastructure is inonsistent with a 2 deg C
temperature rise scenario.
Research conducted by Oil Change International, a non-profit think tank based in Washington DC, shows that no new
major fossil fuel infrastructure (such as large-scale natural gas power generating facilities) can be constructed within t he
constraints of a 2-degree C temperature rise limit.
From the executive summary of "The Sky's Limit: WHY THE PARIS CLIMATE GOALS REQUIRE A MANAGED
DECLINE OF FOSSIL FUEL PRODUCTION" (Sept 2016):

"The Paris Agreement aims to help the world avoid the worst effects of climate change
and respond to its already substantial impacts. The basic climate science involved is
simple: cumulative carbon dioxide (C02) emissions over time are the key determinant
of how much global warming occurs.a This gives us a finite carbon budget of how much
may be emitted in total without surpassing dangerous temperature limits.
We consider carbon budgets that would give a likely (66%) chance of limiting global
warming below the 2°C limit beyond which severe dangers occur, or a medium (50%)
chance of achieving the 1. 5°C goal. Fossil fuel reserves - the known below-ground
stocks of extractable fossil fuels - significantly exceed these budgets. For the 2°C or
1.5°C limits, respectively 68% or 85% of reserves must remain in the ground.
This report focuses on the roughly 30% of reserves in oil fields, gas fields, and coal
mines that are already in operation or under construction. These are the sites where
the necessary wells have been (or are being) drilled, the pits dug, and the pipelines,
processing facilities, railways, and export terminals constructed. These developed
reserves are detailed in Figure ES-1 , along with assumed future emissions from the two
major non-energy sources of emissions: land use and cement manufacture.
We see that - in the absence of a major change in the prospects of carbon capture and
storage (CCS):b
• The oil, gas, and coal in already-producing fields and mines are more than we can afford to bum while
keeping likely warming below 2°C.
• The oil and gas alone are more than we can afford for a medium chance of keeping to 1. 5°C.
Traditional climate policy has largely focused on regulating at the point of emissions,
while leaving the supply of fossil fuels to the market. If it ever was, that approach is
no longer supportable. Increased extraction leads directly to higher emissions, through
lower prices, infrastructure lock-in, and perverse political incentives. Our analysis
indicates a hard limit to how much fossil fuel can be extracted, which can
be implemented only by governments:
• No new fossil fuel extraction or transportation infrastructure should be built. and governments
should grant no new permits for them. " (Emphasis added)
The Kalama Methanol Refinery may not in and of itself contribute sign ificantly to global climate change based on its
emissions, but construction of the natural gas transport infrastructure will lead to other facilities that will.
Therefore, the permit must be denied.
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&vifm=pt&search=inbox&th=159cd77f7bcd3159&siml=159cd77f7bcd3159
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Gmail - Deny Permit for Kalama Methanol Refinery

If you have any questions or comments concerning this testimony, please feel free to contact me.
Patricia J Weber
2785 NW Marshall Drive
Corvallis OR 97330
541 .829.0887

"Screw your courage to the sticking-place. And we 'll not fail. " -- Macbeth, Act I Scene 7
~

OCl_the_skys_limit_2016_FINAL_2.pdf
6211K

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159cd77f7bcd3159&siml=159cd77f7bcd3159
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message

)f~ Darrel & Judith Whipple <dwhipple@opusnet.com>
7

Sun, Jan 22 , 2017 at 10:24 PM

Reply-To: dwhipple@opusnet.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

(£)

I understand that the methanol plant will emit over one million tons of carbon dioxide per year. The "social cost of
carbon," as estimated by the federal government in recent years , is $36 per ton. I suggest that you add to the permit a
fee of $36 per ton for emissions of C02.
Thank you,

Darrel & Judith Whipple
76439 Alston Mayger Rd
Rainier, OR 97048
503-556-9838

https ://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159c9fef47431f73&siml=159c9fef47431f73
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NWIWK - Public Hearing Transcript
Cowlitz PUD Auditorium
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.f~Wayne

Winther:

Wayne Winther from Kalama. In reading the environmental impact statement, I
see the ULE plan that they want to use as compared to the CR alternative, they
claim would be 31% cleaner but actually that's not true . They didn't add in the
purchased electricity that is required for those two plants and when you add
that in together it's really a 20% difference not 31%. This has been said before,
it'll be the first plant of its size to use this technology in the world. Sounds
experimental to me and I don't t hink that's a good idea . As part of justifying the
plant, direct emissions of greenhouse gases would be, they claim 31%, it's really
20% lower than the ULE alternative, with the ULE alternative as opposed to the {!')

CR alternative.

I!!;

This greenhouse gas reduction exceeds the 11% goal recommended in Ecology
guidance for mitigating project related greenhouse gas emissions but actually
they're not talking about true mitigation because, mitigate it means making
something better and what they're talking about doing is taking a vacant lot and
building a plant that's going to emit one and a quarter million tons of
greenhouse gases every year so that's not mitigating, that's damaging. We need
to, I'm running out of time but just need to emphasize the greenhouse gas
emissions on this. It's just horrendous. We need to just say no to it. Draw the
line in the sand and say no, no more. We don't have a chance to fix it after it's
all gone. Thank you .
Paul Mairose:
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Thank you. [inaudible 01:17:04]

'~Wayne & Joy Winther

PO Box 519
Kalama WA 98625
360-232-1116

December 15, 2016
Southwest Clean Air Agency
11815 NE 99th Street, Suite 1294
Vancouver WA 98682
Re: Northwest Innovations Works proposed methanol plant. Air Discharge
Permit 16-3204
DearSWCAA:
We are opposed to the proposed methanol refinery planned for the Port of Kalama
for many reasons, mainly, the Environmental Impact Statement says the plant will
emit 975,000 metric tons of greenhouse gasses per year. Plus they will purchase
100 megawatts of power from Cowlitz PUD, resulting in an additional 266,000 ;:L')
metric tons equivalent of GHG emission.

&

The State of Washington is committed to reducing GHG emissions to 1990 levels
by 2020, to 25% below 1990 levels by 2035, and to 50% of 1990 levels by 2050.
Not only that, the USA agreed in Paris to do its part to fight climate change being
accelerated by GHG emissions.
We do not see how we can tolerate the construction of a monstrous GHG emitter,
when it is counter to the direction we need to go.
They claim the plant will create 192 full-time jobs. Many of these jobs are
managerial or highly technical engineering jobs. They will not be taking many
people off the unemployment line.
Please do not allow this dangerous and polluting monster to be built.
Respectfully,

~v~ w..uh.dl_,
Wayne Winther
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-32-04 - Please Deny
1 message
()_/- Louise Stonington <lstoning@msn.com>

:f ~ To: "swcleanair@gmail.com" <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Sat, Jan 28, 2017 at 6:18 PM

Please deny the Northwest Innovation Works' air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in
Kalama Washington.
When natural gas is used for the production of plastic, the leakage of methane adds substantially to the ([')
warming gases already accumulating dangerously in our atmosphere.
~
Please vote for responsible stewardship of our natural resources. We need to transition to a low carbon
economy now to avoid catastrophic changes to our ports, to our society.
Thank you,
Louise Stonington
1922 15th Ave E
Seattle Wa 98112
lstoning@msn.com

https://m ai I.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui =2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159e804de0b354b4&si m I= 159e804de0b354b4
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

John Young < ForJohnAndBarbara@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:19 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
Deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama, Washington.
If we don't stop this kind of operation wherever, whenever, and however we can there will be no Happily Ever After for
us, for our kids, fo r or neighbors. We need to find out how much of what kind of climate change our diminished and still
melting ice caps will bring our way before we add anymore greenhouse gasses to our air. We may have to rough it
financially and in terms of how we live our lives -- but it will only get rougher if we don't stop these emissions now,~
especially before they start.

l_Y

And the problem with such operations isn't limited to greenhouse gas emissions but all the polluting emissions and spills
and adverse events and such from cradle (extraction) to grave (final use). Legally permitted levels of a lot of the
emissions increase our rates of miscarriages and still births, asthma and COPC, strokes and cancer. Plus these kinds of
operations seem to feed and feed off of corruption at every level.
A lot of us here on the south most tip ofTexas are doing all we can to stop this kind of thing here (three LNG export
companies targeting our local Port of Brownsville etc; visit saveRGVfromLNG on Facebook) .
Thank you,

John Young
24986 Rice Tract Rd
San Benito, TX 78586
(956)361-2566
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

,~~./' Norm Hale <ndhale33@gmail.com>
/

Tuesday, January 24, 2017 10:53 PM
Wess Safford
My Comments on: 16-3204

Thank you for the opportunity to weigh in on the Air Discharge Permit for the NWIW proposed Methanol
Manufacturing/Export Facility.

The Air Discharge Permit determination appears to cover the air quality issues very well with respect to the
proposed modeled emissions of air pollutants. It is noted that the assumed emissions from the analysis in this
permit process generally fall within allowable limits. From this it comes as no surprise that the permit would be
granted on the basis of not exceeding allowable limits.

greenhous~es

~cted

However, I have a real concern that significant amounts of
would be emitted and the
emissions of particulate matter and nitrous oxides combined with existing levels of these pollutants creates an
ambient situation that decreases the air quality in the Kalama area. It also contributes to the reduction of air
quality in the region. The ULE process relies on electric generation using methane power (on site it seems at
first); if it was able to be purchased from the Cowlitz PUD, that would entail using more coal and nuclear
generation as well as other natural gas generation at times when Hydro power can't supply the demand
(according to the PUD, this occurs regularly already).

I don't believe that this project is a good deal for our region in light of the need to reduce greenhouse gas
production in our state and contribute to the global efforts to do so. The natural gas that will be used in this
manufacturing process would be better put to use in the effort to convert other more carbon intensive forms of
energy to cleaner energy. The Centralia Steam Plant was once slated to be converted to a gas fired plant. Diesel
trucks already are using conversions to run on natural gas; considering that transportation is a significant source
of GHGs, methane powered transportation would seem to be a step in the right direction. Exporting
methane/methanol does not appear to be in our best interest. Stepping up the recycling of plastic would be a
better idea.

Please do not grant this permit to NWIW.

Respectfully,

Dave Hale
136
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I am Katie Frei. I've lived in the Mint Valley area of Longview for 38 yrs.
I have a Bachelor of Science degree in nursing from WSU and worked as an
RN for 3 5 years at Peacehealth. I have never smoked, nor was I exposed to
second hand smoke. I have lived a healthy lifestyle.
But in 2012, I was diagnosed with stage four nonsmoker lung cancer.
I have an inoperable tumor - there is no cure for this cancer, which has now
spread to both lungs, my breasts, liver and abdomen.
I had 25 rounds of chemo in a survival journey I wouldn't wish on anyone.
More than 160,000 Americans will die of lung cancer this year. 80 percent
of them will be "never smokers" or non-smokers. The rates of nonsmoking
lung cancer are increasing - especially for women. It kills twice as many
women as breast cancer and three times as many men as prostate cancer.
Lung cancer can be directly related to air pollution. There is no such thin~
as a safe level of particulate air pollution. Our lungs were designed to CY
breath clean air. When particulate matter is breathed, it causes inflammation
of the lungs. Fine particulates enter the blood stream and travel throughout
the body. Health issues associated with breathing particulate matter, are
many and include asthma, lung disease, heart disease, stroke and breast
cancer. Particulates can even cross the placental barrier and are associated
with fetal disorders. They literally pollute us and the next generation of
our children.
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

yolanda difabio <yolanda.difabio@gmail.com >
Wednesday, February 1, 2017 10:44 AM
Wess Safford
My comments on Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

To Whom it may concern (all of us, actually)
I've been reading about the amount of methanol that will be emitted into the air from the proposed Kalama
refinery.
It appears there w ill be much more toxic and hazardous pollutants emitted which will cause not only environmental
damage, but also harm to the citizens of Kalama.

(j)

Please oppose the building of this refinery.
Sincerely,
Yolanda Difabio
a citizen of Washington State
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Paul Mairose
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Karla Sabin <karlasabin@yahoo.com >
Thursday, February 2, 2017 9:22 AM
Wess Safford
Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

To Mr. Wess Safford, Southwest Clean Air Agency:
I am writing to ask you to deny Air Discharge Permit 16-3204 for these reasons:

• 1 millions tons of C02 , 62 tons of fine particulate matter, and 53 tons of toxic pollutants (mostly ammonia and methanol)
would be emitted annually from this plant. This would accelerate climate change, sea-level rise and ocean acidification ,
which in turn would accelerate the collapse of the food web, of which the areas and we humans are members .
•In Executive Order 12-07, Washington 's Response to Ocean Acidification , the number one recommendation is
to reduce emissions of carbon dioxide.
•The cumulative effect of the methanol plant emissions along with the nearby pulp and paper mills in Longview need to
be considered . In addition , emissions from the proposed 6 tankers per month should also be included in the equation .
• This plant effects all of Washingtonians , our environment and economy.
Please stand up for the environment in WA state!

Thank you,
Karla Sabin
Friday Harbor, WA 98250
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Lisa Lawrence <lisasanjuans@gmail.com>
Friday, February 3, 2017 6:03 AM
Wess Safford
Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

Mr. Wess Safford,
I live in the San Juan Islands, NW comer of Washington State. My family
has fished there for many generations. We've been lucky to live in such an
amazing place. The beauty, health and quality of life is unique, a marine
sanctuary, home to a resident pod of area's that are threatened and the
milling waters for many salmon runs.
I am writing to ask you please, deny the Air Discharge permit for these
ff])@
reasons:
• I millions tons ofC02, 62 tons of fine particulate matter, and 53 tons of toxic pollutants (mostly ammonia and methanol) wouldVemitted
annually from this plant. This would accelerate climate change, sea-level rise and ocean acidification, which in tum would accelerate the
collapse of the food web, of which the areas and we humans are members.
•In Executive Order 12-07, Washington ' s Response to Ocean Acidification, the number one recommendation is to reduce emissions of
carbon dioxide.
•The cumulative effect of the methanol plant emissions along with the nearby pulp and paper mills in Longview need to be considered. In
addition, emissions from the proposed 6 tankers per month should also be included in the equation .
•This plant effects all of Washingtonians, our environment and economy.

I appreciate your hard work and hope that you'll consider my request.
Thank you,
Lisa Lawrence
lisasanjuans@gmail.com

531 Boyce Rd.
Friday Harbor, WA 98250
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Nina LeBaron <nlebaron@mac.com>
Thursday, February 2, 2017 6:00 PM
Wess Safford
Southwest Clean Air Agency to deny the Air Discharge Permit for these reasons

Mr. Wess Safford, Southwest Clean Air Agency
Wess@swcleanair.org
11815 NE 99th Street, Suite 1294
Vancouver, WA 98682
Refer to: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

Dear Mr. Safford,
Please DENY the Air Discharge permit:
• 1 millions tons of C02, 62 tons of fine particulate matter, and 53 tons of toxic pollutants (mostly ammonia and
methanol) would be emitted annually from this plant. This would accelerate climate change, sea-level rise and
ocean acidification, which in tum would accelerate the collapse of the food web, of which the orcas and we
humans are members.
•In Executive Order 12-07, Washington ' s Response to Ocean Acidification, the number one recommendation is
to reduce emissions of carbon dioxide.
•The cumulative effect of the methanol plant emissions along with the nearby pulp and paper mills in
Longview need to be considered. In addition, emissions from the proposed 6 tankers per month should also be
included in the equation.
• This plant effects all of Washingtonians, our environment and economy.
MORE INFO ON THE KALAMA METHANOL REFINERY:
Columbia Riverkeeper, "Methanol in Kalama":
http://columbiariverkeeper.org/top-stories/16681 I
Sightline Institute, "What methanol means for the Northwest" :
http://www.sightline.org/2015/08/1 7/what-methanol-means-for-the-northwest/
Sightline Institute, "Why China wants methanol from the Northwest" :
http://www.sightline.org/2015/09/22/why-china-wants-methanol-from -the-northwest/
Columbia Riverkeeper, "Protect our air from the Kalama methanol refinery":
http://columbiariverkeeper.org/events/public-hearing-kalama-methanol-refinery/
Orea Conservancy, "Effects of Ocean Acidification on Marine Species & Ecosystems" :
https://orcaconservancy. wordpress.com/201411 1/12/effects-of-ocean-acidification-on-marine-speciesecosystems/
The Daily News, Longview WA, "Draft air permit a key step for Kalama methanol project" :
http://tdn.com/news/local/draft-air-pennit-a-key-step-for-kalama-methanol-project/article 4361 e23b-541 e5122-a 197-0348e57 l d38f.html
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Sightline Institute, "Kalama's methanol refinery, by the numbers":
http://www.sightline.org/2016/10/28/kalamas-methanol-refinery-by-the-numbers/
The Seattle Times, "Proposed methanol plants in region generate questions, controversy":
http://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/environment/proposed-methanol -plants-in-region-face-fierceopposition/
KUOW, "Kalama Welcomes Methanol Project After Tacomans Say 'No Thanks"':
http://kuow.org/post/kalama-welcomes-methanol-proj ect-after-tacomans-say-no-thanks

Yours,
Nina Le Baron, AIA
San jUan Island, WA
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Southwest Clean Air Agency
NWIWK - Public Hearing Transcript
Cowlitz PUD Auditorium
January 4, 2017 7:00 PM

Therese Livella:

Thank you. Hi. My name is Therese Livella. I live in La Center, Washington.
Earlier I asked a question about air quality and the particulate matter and I was
rather disappointed with the elusive answer to my question. As we've learned ~
from this amazing group of physicians and public health educators, there are
serious health issues with the more than 100 tons of toxic pollution and fine ~
particulate matter that will come from this plant. I intentionally move to Le
Center when I moved here two years ago or three years ago from Kansas City. I
took a look at what was happen ing in Clark County and I literally went and I took
a map and I mapped out where are the railroads? Where are the major public
utilities? Where are all of these things and I picked a spot as far away from
those things as I could get. Now, what concerns me, is that this plant is going to
put all this crap up into the air and for 226 days a year, low lying clouds are
likely to trap that toxic goo and the winds are likely to bring it over my farm .
That really concerns me.

<Jt_

CV

I pay a pretty hefty property tax in Clark County which is probably going to go up
because we're going to lose a casino and all of that other political stuff. I would
really encourage you to deny this permit. It doesn't make sense. This isn't a
bridge fuel. This just prolongs the inevitable. We need to make a transition to
clean energy and we need to do it now.
Paul Mairose:
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Okay. Next five people. Greg [inaudible 01:59 :44]. Megan Vichley. Daniel Serres.
Bob Gregory. Kim Metzger.

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Bruno George <diana.george@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 20, 2016 12:32 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I live in Seattle and I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol
refinery in Kalama, Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to
53 tons of ~ nd hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million t~ carbon dioxide a year.

concer~so

I'm
about the potential for release affine particu late
breathable air that doesn't cause health problems.

ma~soot--into~air. We need clean

(0'

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama and the Pacific Northwest.
Thank you,

Bruno George
411 Harvard Ave E #304
Seattle, WA 98102
6172330947
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Shaun Hubbard <shaunalice@gmail.com>
Friday, February 3, 2017 10:04 PM
Wess Safford
Comment re: Kalama Methanol Plant Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

To: Mr. Wess Safford, Southwest Clean Air Agency
11815 NE 99th Street, Suite 1294
Vancouver, WA 98682

Submitted via email to: Wess@swcleanair.org

Re: Kalama Methanol Plant Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

Dear Mr. Safford,

I live in the San Juan Islands and even though we are almost 300 miles away from Kalama,
what happens on the Columbia River effects us in the San Juan Islands, and indeed all residents
of Washington State.

The endangered Southern Resident Killer (Orea) Whales are icons of our region. The whales
and our marine environment are a major draw for the tourists, visitors, and new residents who
come to the San Juan Islands, making up a large percentage of our economy and providing
islanders with the unique quality of life that we strive to protect.

Orea whales have been tracked following the salmon to the mouth of the Columbia River where
they forage on the fish from the Snake and Columbia Rivers. These salmon, and therefore the
orca, depend on the health of the river for survival.

165

Therefore, I am asking you to deny the Air Discharge Permit for these reasons:

~

pollutant~

• I millions tons of C02, 62 tons of fine particulate matter, and 53 tons of toxic
(mostly ammonia and methanol) would be emitted annually from this plant. This would
accelerate climate change, sea-level rise and ocean acidification, which in tum would accelerate
the collapse of the food web, of which the salmon, orcas and we humans are members.
• In Executive Order 12-07, Washington's Response to Ocean Acidification, the number one
recommendation is to reduce emissions of carbon dioxide.
• The cumulative effect of the methanol plant emissions along with the nearby pulp and paper
mills in Longview, and with the proposed methanol plant at Port Westward OR, needs to be
considered. In addition, GHG emissions from the proposed 6 tankers per month should be
considered in the total equation.

Thank you.

Ms. Shaun Hubbard
PO Box 805
Friday Harbor WA 98250
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

A}

1 message
Marsh Garrick Rice <rice@global.t-bird.edu>
Reply-To: rice@global.t-bird .edu
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 8:35 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
As an American residing in Cascadia and the father of a small child, I strongly urge you to deny Northwest Innovation
Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama, Washington.

@

I understand that the plant could annually emit up to 62 tons (104,000 pounds) of very fine particulate matter- dust and
soot particles. Fine particulate matter can enter into the respiratory system and cause long term health impacts, and
small children such as my five-year-old daughter are among the most at risk.

@

If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and hazardous
pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

@

Please, please do not perm it Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama and our region.
Thank you so much for your time,

Marsh Garrick Rice
310A 6th Avenue
New Denver, BC VOG 1SO
250-358-2178

https://m ai 1.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui= 2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159ba28585edbc&&si m I= 159ba28585edbc&
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Margo Rolf <margorolf@aol.com>
Thursday, January 5, 2017 8:53 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,®
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxi ~
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
(!;/~
The proposed Kalama Methanol Refinery also could emit up to 62 tons (104,000 pounds) of very fine particulate mat{j;>
- dust and soot particles - annually. Fine particulate matter can enter into the respiratory system and cause long term
health impacts upon old and young alike.
I ask you, please, do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Margo Rolf
29610 2nd Place SW
Federal Way, WA 98023
2539410172
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Traci Arnold
Tuesday, December 27, 2016 7:23 AM
Paul Mairose
Tina Hallock
FW: ONLINE INFORMATION REQUEST

FYI -----Original Message----From: nshimeall@gmail.com [mailto:nshimeall@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, December 22, 2016 12:36 PM
To: Info <info@swcleanair.org>
Subject: ONLINE INFORMATION REQUEST
REQUEST SUBMITIED BY: ~~
Name: Nancy Shimeall Y ~
Phone:3607084014
Email: nshimeall@gmail.com

Comment or Question: I strongly oppose air discharge permit 16-3204 for the proposed methanol refinery in Kai ~.
The Kalama refinery is a significant threat to public health. If built the refinery will release up to 53 tons of toxic ~
pollutants into the air each year. This is completely unacceptable.
By comparison, the Emera ld Kalama Chemical plant released six tons of hazardous pollution into the air in 2015,
according to the EPA. (That too is not acceptable, but gives you some base for comparison.) The Kalama methanol pla 'f,::)
each year would also emit 62 tons of very fine particulate matter - dust and soot particles that we all breath in. Fine ~
particulate matter enters our respiratory system and causes long-term health impacts for all residents in the area. This
fA)
does not include damage to our plants and animals, soil and water.
The Kalama would be the la rgest methanol plant in the world, emitting over a million tons of carbon dioxide per year
the equivalent of over 227,000 cars! We simply cannot continue to use our atmosphere as a dump because of our
dependence on fossil fuels .
The refinery would continue and promote our dependence on fossil fuels, and we should not invest in this dying industry
when consumers overwhelmingly favor alternative, renewable energy. Further, investing in renewable energy is the
path to more jobs and economic stability, eliminating the fluctuations of production and demand we see with fossil
fuels .
For the health, safety and well-being of all our communities, I urge you to oppose the permit for the Kalama refinery.
Please do the right thing for the sake of our future.

-&
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

stephen shubert <stephen .shubert@gmail.com >
Saturday, February 4, 2017 4:39 PM
Wess Safford
Kalama Methanol Plant Air Discharge Permit

Please deny Kalama Methanol Plant a air discharge permit, Permit for these reasons:

(mos~!o~

• I millions tons of C02, 62 tons offine particulate matter, and 53 tons of toxic pollutants
and
methanol) would be emitted annually from this plant. This would accelerate climate change, sea-level rise and
ocean acidification, which in turn would accelerate the collapse of the food web, of which the orcas and we
humans are members.
•In Executive Order 12-07, Washington' s Response to Ocean Acidification, the number one recommendation is
to reduce emissions of carbon dioxide.
•The cumulative effect of the methanol plant emissions along with the nearby pulp and paper mills in
Longview need to be considered. In addition, emissions from the proposed 6 tankers per month should also be
included in the equation.
•This plant effects all of Washingtonians, our environment and economy.
Methanol refineries are notorious for their greenhouse gas emissions. Air pollution is just one of the reasons the
citizens of Tacoma successfully rejected the methanol plant that was proposed for their city (by the same
Chinese-backed company proposing the refinery in Kalama as well as one in Port Westward, Oregon, also on
the Columbia).
We do not need any more oil and gas plants. We must move toward clean energy in the form of solar, wind,
and wave power. These technologies are economically viable, produce jobs, and are preventative from the
ravages of human induced climate change.
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

M smith <mimimsmith@gmail.com >
Friday, February 3, 2017 9:20 AM
Wess Safford
My comments on Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I am writing to ask you to deny the air discharge permit for the proposed Kalama methanol refine@
The proposed refinery would dump over 50 tons of hazardous pollutants into the air every year. 'ft{)
Added to that would be over 60 tons of very fine particulate matter - dust and soot particles - ea~
year. The Kalama refinery would also emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year, which i ~e
equivalent of about 220,000 cars.

(jj

For more of the toxic effects this plant would have, please re) read the Final Environmental Impact
Statement for the methanol refinery and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission's assessment of
the feed pipeline.
This is old school tech nology that only hurts the planet and it's inhabitants.
Let Washington state instead become a leader in sustainable energy production! Please, for the sake
of all Washington residents, deny this permit.
Mimi Smith
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Southwest Clean Air Agency
NWIWK - Public Hearing Transcript
Cowlitz PUD Auditorium
January 4, 2017 7:00 PM

f \~ Theodora Tsongas:

Okay. Good evening. I'm Dr. Theodora Tsongas. I'm an environmental health
scientist and an epidemiologist and a member of Oregon Physicians for Social
Responsibility. I'm here today because of my concern that the basis for the
proposed permit underestimates the risks of community and worker exposures
to multiple cancer causing agents. Up to 53 tons of toxic and hazardous air
pollutants and 62 tons of fine particulate matter could be released into the air
every year by this proposed methanol terminal. In the technical background /?)
document for the draft permit, limits of estimated emissions of toxic air
l_V
pollutants are given for each process and these are totaled for all processes.
Lists of estimated emissions. The toxins include benzene, formaldehyde,
acetaldehyde, nickel,, ammonia, poly-nuclear air matter, hydrocarbons, and
diesel particulate matter. Several of these are known carcinogens.

r;;J

&'

Individually the estimated amou nts released of each toxin might comply with
standards but there is no consideration of the cumulative effects of exposure to
several cancer causing agents at once . There is no analysis of the increased
exposures to these carcinogens when they are absorbed onto fine particulate
matter and transported through the lungs to the blood and brain. What is the
cumulative effect to a number of carcinogens combined? One can assume the
risks of cancers are increased . Exposure to even very small amounts of these
toxins can increase the risk of cancers in the community as well as among
workers exposed at the sight an d at neighboring work sights.
Stating that the levels of exposure are below a certain standard is not the same
as saying the risk of cancer is not increased. As the air pollution authority in this
part of Washington, your job is to preserve and enhance air quality in southwest
Washington, not permit it to be degraded . You have the opportunity to prevent
many early and preventable deaths of people in this community. Please deny
the air discharge permit for this facility because it will endanger the health and
well-being of this community. Thank you.
Paul Mairose:
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Thank you.

Comments to the Southwest Washington Clean Air Agency on the Air Discharge Permit (163204) for the NWIW Methanol Terminal at Kalama

1/4/16

f~
Good evening. I am Dr. Theodora Tsongas, an environmental health scientist and
epidemiologist, and a member of the environmental working group of Oregon Physicians for
Social Responsibi lity. I am here today because of my concern that the basis for the proposed
permit underestimates the risks of community and worker exposures to multiple cancercausing agents.
Up to 53 tons of toxic and hazardous air pollutants and 62 tons of fine particulate matter couldl?\
.

be released into t he air every year by this proposed methanol terminal.

~

In the technical background document for the draft permit, lists of estimated emissions of toxic
air pollutants are given for each process and these are totaled for all processes. The toxins
include benzene, formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, nickel, ammonia, polynuclear aromatic
hydrocarbons an d diesel particulate matter. Severa l of these are known carcinogens.
Individua lly, the estimated amounts released of each toxin $

comply with standards. But,

there is no consid eration of the cumulative effects of exposure to several cancer causing agents
at once. There is no analysis of the increased exposures to these carcinogens when they are
adsorbed onto fine particulate matter and transported through the lungs to the blood and
brain. What is the cumulative effect of exposure to a number of carcinogens combined? One
can assume that t he risks of cancers are increased . Exposure to even very small amounts of
these toxins can increase the risk of cancers in the community as well as among workers
exposed at the site and at neighboring worksites. Stating that the levels of exposure are below
a certain standard is not the same as saying the risk of cancer is not increased.
As the Air Pollutio n authority in this part of Washingt on, your job is "To preserve and enhance
air quality in Southwest Washington" not permit it to be degraded. You have the opportunity to
prevent many early and preventable deaths of people in this community. Please deny the air
discharge permit for this facility because it will endanger the health and wellbeing of ~!h;s
community.
Theodora Tsongas, PhD, MS

2/15/2017

Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

M Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message

if

Barbara Krupnik-Goldman <bkgold2@gmail.com>
Reply-To: bkgold2@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sat, Jan 28, 2017 at 6:45 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

Kalama, ~

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic an
~
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year. The Kalama methanol
refinery would use a stunning volume of natural gas ; 320 million cubic feet per day, more than all other Washington
VJ
industry combined. Thus far, the methanol company has not explained how the existing natural gas pipeline system
could supply the methanol refinery. But newly released documents from NW Natural explain that the gas company could
lease pipeline capacity to the Kalama methanol refinery to "bridge the gap in time between the commencement of
methanol plant operation and the in-service date for an upstream infrastructure expansion, say three years. " In other
words , a major new natural gas pipeline into the Northwest would be built in the next three years to supply the methanol
refinery.
At this point in time, realiz ing the seriousness of the climate crisis, any project that isn't designed to rapidly de-carbonize
the energy system is abs urd.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Barbara Krupnik-Goldman
11439 SE Market St.
Portland, OR 97216
419-902-0734

https://m ai I.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui=2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159e589fa2dcb5de&sim I= 159e589fa2dcb5de
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*\Ot

% award Shapiro:

My name is Howard Shapiro. I live in Portland, Oregon and on the way up here I
was looking. I used to live in California near the refineries and on the way up
here it looked familiar. A lot of steam and a lot of vapor and so on up in the air.
Who knows what else. I'm thinking that no matter how clean this is, it may be
the straw that broke the camel's back. You could only handle so much pollutants
before things begin to happen. By the way of spills, my handy iPhone says over
the last 30 years, there have been nine thousand significant pipeline related
disasters in this country resulting in 548 deaths, 2,576,000 injuries, and 8.5 \JI
billion, that's with a B, dollars-worth of damage.

fllJ

So, yeah, we had a young man talking about his dad creating methane but I'm
sure he didn't have a pipeline of track gas running into it. We also heard that,
yeah, the facility will be earthquake, considered the possibility of an
earthquake. Nobody mentioned the pipeline . Those pipelines rupture very easily
with a little bit of a shake. Think about that, people.
Uri Papish :

Thank you.

Paul Mairose

Cassandra.

Audience:

She's not here.
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Howard Shapiro <howeird3@gmail.com>
Reply-To: howeird3@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed , Jan 25, 2017 at 5:21 PM

#~
Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

~

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and /.l)
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
L!/
There have been over 1,000 detected oil and gas pipeline leaks in the past eight years. That averages out to almost 3 It;'\
per day. Many have been leaking, like the recent detected leak in California, for a long time (112 days). These leaks ~
have resulted in millions of pounds of greenhouse gas leaking into our atmosphere. Unlike oil gas leaks are difficult to
detect.
Who will be responsible for finding and enforcing the leaks if they occur? If it's the corporation will they put up a cleanup
bond to insure their work? If it is the the WEPA will they be reim bursed by the corporation for the additional staff?
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Howard Shapiro
7426 SE 21st Ave.
Portland, OR 97202
9712795819

https://m ai I .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159d85cd4fee3ce3&sim I= 159d85cd4fee3ce3
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Howard Shapiro <howeird3@gmail.com >
Monday, January 2, 2017 8:36 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

{J)

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air and water annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

@

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Howard Shapiro
7426 SE 21st Ave.
Portland, OR 97202
9712795819
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~oJ

Pat Freibu rg:

Good evening. My name is Pat Freiburg and I want you to know that I appreciate
the opportunity to speak tonight. As I was writing my notes, there are many,
many reasons to deny this project. I finally landed on four. Number one,
Northwest Innovation Works project will cause a massive expulsion of C02 into
Ka lama's airspace day after day, year after year. We have a biosphere that's
already carrying over 400 parts per billion, a lethal dose for continued human
existence. The planet is breaking down even as we sit here speaking tonight. It's
almost unbelievable that we're discussing this proposal. Number two, the
project subjects Kalama's residents to danger as the community rests within two
miles of the facility.

Ml
t!/

I remind you of the Plymouth, Washington explosion on March 31, 2014. This
was in Plymouth, Washington, 30 miles south of Pasco. Because operators
improperly purged equipment a mixture of gas and air ignited, an explosion that
ripped a hole in the tank and in a small pipe. Five workers were injured. LNG
continued to leak from the pipe for 24 hours. People were evacuated within a
two mile radius in all directions. River traffic was shut down on the Columbia
River, Highway 14 was closed, and BNSF traffic was also stopped because a
dangerous vapor cloud was float ing above the area. If this vapor cloud, which
could have ignited by a spark or a flame, if it had ignited it could have burned all
the way back to the source.
Number three, this methane will come from tracked gas, a questionable
process. A process that's known for polluting ground water and unprecedented
earthquakes. Number five, I have to wonder, why is a Chinese company buying
methane from North America, building a facility here to convert it to methanol,
and then shipping the product to China? Methane is ubiquitous. I can only think
that maybe this company is skirting environmental laws in China or we're selling
our methane far too cheaply.
Paul Mairose:
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Thank you. You have to get really close .
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Pat Freiberg <oaxpat@gmail.ocm>
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 4:36 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
Why is China comi ng to the US to buy methane? Is methane scarce in China? No, not at all. It's simply more expensive.
In fact,it's so expensive that NWIW finds it cheaper to buy American methane, to build and operate a methanol plant in
the US and to send it by ship to China . Something is wrong with this picture. It's not as if methane is difficult to come
by. It's ubiquitous but obviously more valuable in China. Let the Chinese work out their problems with the cost of
methane with their own government.
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of tax i ~
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year@

\3J

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kal ama .
Thank you,

Pat Freiberg
8327 NE 54th St
Vancouver, WA 98662
360-553-6409

56

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Elizabeth Canning <ecphotography@hotmail.com>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 5:57 PM
Wess Safford
Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I am writing to oppose air discharge permit 16-3204 for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama.

the~

The Kalama refinery would pose a significant threat to public health. If built, the refinery would become
largest source of air pollution in Kalama, releasing up to 53 tons of toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air
each year. By comparison, the Emerald Kalama Chemical plant released six tons of hazardous pollution into the
air in 2015, according to the EPA.

The Kalama methanol plant would also emit 62 tons of very fine particulate matter-Just and soot particles_{§)
into the air each year. Fine particulate matter can easily enter the respiratory system and cause long-term health
impacts for all residents in the area.

Lastly, the Kalama refinery would pose a dangerous risk to our enviromnent and our climate. The refinery
would be the largest methanol plant in the world, emitting over a million tons of carbon dioxide per year-~
equivalent of over 227,000 cars.

&

Rather than investing in our sustainable energy economy, the refinery would promote our outdated and unstable
dependence on fossil fuels. This one refinery would consume more natural gas than all other industry in
Washington state combined.

iJ
l.'1

For the health and safety of all our communities, I urge you to oppose the pennit for the Kalama refinery.
Thank you!
Elizabeth Canning
Redmond, WA

16

Southwest Clean Air Agency

1~

The Washington Clean Air Act, RCW 70.94.011 states that "It is declared to be the
public policy to preserve, protect and enhance the air quality for current and future
generations. Air is an essential resource that must be protected from harmful levels of
pollution. Improving air quality is a matter of statewide concern and in the public
interest. It is the intent of this chapter to secure and maintain levels of air quality that
protect human health and safety, including the most sensitive members of the
population , to comply with the requirements of the federal clean air act, to prevent injury
to plant, animal life, and property, to foster the comfort and convenience of
Washington 's inhabitants, to promote the economic and social development of the state ,
and to facilitate the enjoyment of the natural attractions of the state."
The methanol refinery proposed by Northwest Innovation Works, a subsidiary of the
Chinese Academy of Sciences, would be the worlds largest natural gas to methanol
li'J
refinery. Proposed to be built on the banks of the Columbia River, close to Kalama,
Kelso and Longview populations this refinery would emit between 1.56 million metric ~
tons and 1.25 million metric tons of green house gases annually, depending upon which
refining process is ultimately chosen . These numbers do not include the methane that is
released at the well head, from the pipeline itself or from the refining process.
{])
There will also be 53 tons (106,000 pounds) of toxic and hazardous chemical ~
pollutants released annually including ammonia, arsenic, benzene, cadmium,
chromium, hexavalent chromium, cobalt, dichlorobenzene, ethylbenzene, formaldehyde ,
hexane, lead, mercury, methane, methanol, naphthalene, nickel, propane, propylene ,
!?\
propylene oxide, sulfuric acid. toluene, vanadium, xylene and zinc.
In addition to these toxic and hazardous air pollutants there will be 62 tons (124,0008 )
pounds) of fine particulate matter, including diesel particulate matter released into the
air annually. Air pollution from diesel particulate matter (DPM) can increase cancer {::;)
rates, both lung and breast cancer. Our most vulnerable citizens, children and the
elderly are the most affected by this kind of pollution. Children in particular have been
shown to be susceptible to higher rates of neurodevelopment disorders, including ADHD
and lower IQ. Respiratory illnesses such as asthma, other lung diseases and heart
disease have resulted from exposure to toxic air pollutants which includes diesel
particulate matter.
The proposed project site is a totally inappropriate location for a refinery of this
magnitude, close to population centers and immediately adjacent to the Columbia River.
A natural gas to methanol refinery of this scale has never been built utilizing the
technology being proposed .
Before any decisions are even contemplated an in depth Health Impact Analysis is
called for to study the impacts of this proposed refinery to the health of the exposed
population.
It is your responsibility to uphold the Washington Clean Air Act and to protect the
health and well being of its population.

(?;

Teresa Flynn
PO Box 1813
Kalama, WA
98625

Sources:
Washington Clean Air Act, RCW 70.94.011
Kalama Manufacturing and Marine Export Facility FEIS
Air Quality Analysis Technical Report
Table 12
Table 17

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Teresa Flynn <tflynn70@gmail.com>
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 8:39 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic
hazardous pollutants into th e air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a yea ( V

Ji:;'\

0

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Teresa Flynn
PO BOX 1813
Kalama, WA 98625
3606733646

73

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Teresa Flynn <tflynn70@gmail.com>
Thursday, January 5, 2017 12:10 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of to ~
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Teresa Flynn
PO BOX 1813
Kalama, WA 98625
3606733646

152

&

\.V

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Teresa Flynn <tflynn70@gmail.com>
Friday, December 23, 2016 2:39 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 to ~oxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

\.1J

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Teresa Flynn
610 Taylor Rd
Ka;ama, WA 98625
3606733646

28

@

Paul Mairose
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mary Duvall <mudpuddle@hughes.net >
Thursday, December 22, 2016 9:14 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Categories:

Non Standard Comment

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I live in the lower Columbia River air shed . There is no air quality monitoring on the Oregon side of the river, yet we
deal with the egregious air quality issues that float down the rive r corridor from up river sources: Portland, Kalama and
no one is watching or seem s to give a damn .
I am strongly opposed to th e addition of the world's largest Methanol plant being positioned in Kalama' or any where
else in the Columbia River corridor, to pollute the down river air adding to what we already absorb for Portland and
Longview. Ugh. Have you ever seen the inversions we get here? or smelled them .. .breathing gets difficult as it is.
This plant is being developed to serve foreign interests at the expense of US citizens. I object to compromising the
health of America ns in favo r of profits for corporations. There is no way to compensate our health for their profits.
These are the facts of concern.

i@
lJ>V

(j)

* If built, the Kalama metha nol refinery would be the largest methanol refinery in the world.
The Kalama methanol refinery is slated to become the largest so urce of air pollution in Kalama.
* Kalama methanol refinery would dump up to 53 tons {106,000 pounds) of toxic and hazardous pollutants into the a
annually.
Kalama methanol refinery emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year-that's the equivalent of about 227,287lJ)
cars.
* Kalama methanol refinery' s air pollution risk is massive . They propose to emit up to 53 tons (106,000 pounds) of toxic
and hazardous pollutants int o the air annually. By comparison, Emerald Kalama Chemical released six tons of toxic and
hazardous pollution in 2015, according to the EPA.
* The plant also co uld emit up to 62 tons (104,000 pounds) of very fine particulate matter - dust and soot particles
annually. Fine particulate matter can enter into the respiratory system and cause long term health impacts.

a'\

I

Ii\

-&

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Pe rmit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama and the entire lower Columbia corridor ... .You have
an obligation to the people of this corridor, on the Oregon side as well as the Washington side, to protect our
environment for the health and safety of those who live and work here.

11

And in the larger perspective you have a human obligation to examine this proposal in light of global climate
change ... helping us all to move away from polluting sources rather than increasing them. Helping us to move to systems
that are non-toxic, non poll ution, non fracking related .
Thank you,

~aryDuvall

73151 Lost Creek Road
Clatskanie, OR 97016
(503) 728-2959

12
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~l~

Lisa Waldvogel:

Hi, my name is Lisa Waldvogel. I'm a resident of Longview, Washington. I've
heard some very concerning things regarding the proposed methanol refinery in
Kalama. Until my concerns are satisfied, I remain opposed .

/ii)

If built, the Kalama Methanol Refinery would be the largest methanol refinery in
the world. The Kalama Methanol Refinery is slated to become the largest source ~
of air pollution in Kalama. The Kalama Methanol Refinery would dump up to 53
tons of toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air annually. The Kalama
bL)
Methanol Refinery would emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year,
which is the equivalent of about 227 thousand cars. The Kalama Methanol
Refinery's air pollution risk is massive . They propose to emit up to 53 tons of
toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air annually. By comparison, Emerald
Kalama Chemical released 6 tons of toxic and hazardous pollution in 2015
according to the EPA. The plant also could emit up to 62 tons of very fine
~
particulate matter, dust and soot particles, annually. Fine particulate matter can
enter into the respiratory system and cause long-term health impacts. These
matters are of grave concern. Let's slow it down and ensure these needs are
addressed.

&

0

Uri Papish :
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Thank you .

~tD~

:;rMy name is Lisa Waldvogel. I am a resident of Longview,
WA.
I have heard some very concerning things regarding the
proposed methanol refinery in Kalama. Until my concerns
are satisfied, I remain opposed .
• If built, the Kalama methanol refinery would be the
<!§J
largest methanol refinery in the world.
• The Kalama methanol refinery is slated to become the
largest source of air pollution in Kalama .
• Kalama methanol refinery would dump up to 53 tons (j)
(106,000 pounds) of toxic and hazardous pollutants
into the air annually .
• Kalam a methanol refinery emit over a million tons of @
carbo n dioxide a year-that's the equivalent of about
227,287 cars .
• Kalam a methanol refinery's air pollution risk is
massive. They propose to emit up to 53 tons
(106, 000 pounds) of toxic and hazardous pollutants
into the air annually. By comparison, Emerald
Kalama Chemical released six tons of toxic and
hazardous pollution in 2015, according to the EPA .
• The plant also could emit up to 62 tons (104,000
pounds) of very fine particulate matter - dust and
soot particles - annually. Fine particulate matter
can enter into the respiratory system and cause long
term health impacts.

(§)

These matters are concerning.
Let's slow it down and ensure these needs are addressed.

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ann Cordero <corderoa@teleport.com>
Sunday, January 1, 2017 5:40 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama, @
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 t~of toxic and
~
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Ammonia and methanol would be among these pollutants. There would also be significant emissions of carbon dioxide,
which should be curtailed so as not to contribute to climate change, a vital concern world-wide. Particulate ~er
emissions are also of concern to local residents.

($,/

Another objection to the Kalama methanol refinery is that it would rely on fracked natural gas to manufacture the
methanol. Fracking has been shown to contribute to water source pollution and even to artificial earthquakes and i~l\
therefore a practice that should be discontinued.
l!)I
Furthermore, the methanol produced would be used in China to manufacture plastics. This does not justify the pollution
the refinery would represe nt and would be like ly to contribute to an overabundance of plastics which now pollutes large
areas of the oceans.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama, water sources, and ocean waters.
Thank you,

Ann Cordero
2814 Lilac Street
Longview, WA 98632
3605778626
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Southwest Clean Air Agency
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January 4, 2017 7:00 PM

~\\\
/ Elana Stienke:

(20:17) My name is Elana Stienke. I'm a retired RN from Clark County.

Audience :

Microphone.

Elana Stienke:

There is an attempt to give the illusion that this is a healthy, clean project. This
is, in fact, a dirty project. It's dirty from its origin in the tracking fields leaking
methane the length of the pipeline . The EPA has said that the gas industry leaks
1.4% of what it produces and that gas is 80 times more potent than C02 as a
greenhouse gas. According to federal statistics, gas pipeline incidents have
destroyed property or injured or killed someone every other day for the last 20 1Al
years. Emitting more than a million tons of C02 is more than 10 times the
permitted level under the Washington Clean Air Rule . It will produce waste thatr~
includes nickel, copper, and zinc oxide . Into the air it will release carbon dioxideW
carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxide, sulfur dioxide, VOCs, and fine particulate R\
matter. As much as 62 tons of PM 2.5 which causes heart disease, strokes, (9t'
asthma and other respiratory diseases.

'{jJ

l!.!/

eY

Many of the toxins in the refinery's emissions are at levels that exceed the
applicable rate . Nickel would be 40 times the rate . These poisons would
exacerbate and increase rates of asthma, chronic respiratory diseases,
cardiovascular disease, and cancer. Cowlitz County already has a high rate of
asthma. I have asthma and I can tell you that it can be a frightening disease and
people do die from it. The death rate for chronic lower respiratory disease in
this county is 54% higher than statewide. Because of the raise of unemployment
and poverty are also higher here, Kalama is an easy mark for the promise of
jobs. The Port should see clean and sustainable projects. Don't sacrifice Kalama .
If China is desperate or more plastic, let them mine our oceans and our landfills.
Paul Mairose:
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Thank you. Next.

Southwest Clean Air Agency
NWIWK - Public Hearing Transcript
Cowlitz PUD Auditorium
January 4, 2017 7:00 PM

/\\'¥.
~ohn Flynn:

Is this the active mic?

Paul Mairose:

Yep.

John Flynn:

My name is John Flynn . I am a resident of Kalama, Washington. As a citizen of
Kalama, Cowlitz County, the state of Washington, and the United States, I am
entitled to the basic expectation of breathing clean air and drinking clean water.
No one, particularly a limited liability company subsidized by the Chinese
government, has the right to infringe upon that right. You, the Southwest
Washington Clean Air Agency, are expected to protect and defend these basic
rights. Northwest Innovation Works proposed methanol refinery would emit
between 1.24 and 1.53 million metric tons of greenhouse gases annually
depended upon which process is chosen.

l1J
t_V

(~

In addition, there would be 53 tons of toxic and hazardous chemical air
pollutants released along with 62 tons of fine particulate matter, annually.
These emissions constitute the chemical cocktail for acid rain. The vapor cloud
from the cooling towers of this proposed behemoth would reach between one
half to three quarters of a mile high and one quarter to one half mile wide.
These facts by themselves, let alone in combination are in clear violation of the
Washington Clean Air Act that states, "The public policy to preserve, protect,
and enhance the air quality for future and current generations. Air is an
essential resource that must be protected from harmful levels of pollution ."

'-f5J

The Washington Clean Air act goes on to stipulate that, "It is further the intent
to protect the public welfare, to preserve visibility, to protect scenic, aesthetic
values, and to prevent air pollution problems that interfere with the enjoyment
of life, property, or national attractions."
It is incumbent upon you to adhere to and uphold state law as stated in the
Washington Clean Air Act.
Paul Mairose:
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Thank you . Chris.

1'tJ

W

Southwest Clean Air Agency

f~ My name is John Flynn. I am a resident of Kalama, Wa. As a citizen of Kalama,
Cowlitz county, the state of Washington and the United States I am entitled to the basic
expectation of breathing clean air and drinking clean water. No one, particularly a limited
liability company subsidized by the Chinese government has the right to impinge upon
that right.
You, the Southwest Washington Clean Air Agency, are expected to protect and
defend these basic rights. Northwest Innovation Works proposed methanol refinery on
the banks of the Columbia River would emit between 1.24 and 1.53 million metric tons
of greenhouse gases annually, dependent upon which refining process is eventually
chosen. In addition, there would be 53 tons (106,000 pounds) of toxic and hazardous ~
chemical air pollutants released along with 62 tons (124,000 pounds) of fine particulate ~
matter annually. These emissions constitute the chemical cocktail for acid rain. The
/.:;\
vapor cloud from the cooling towers of this proposed behemoth would reach between ~
one half to three quarters of a mile high and one quarter to one half mile wide.
These facts by themselves, let alone in combination, are in clear violation of the
Washington Clean Air Act that states "the public policy to preserve, protect and enhance
the air quality for current and future generations. Air is an essential resource that must
be protected from harmful levels of pollution." The Washington Clean Air Act goes on to
stipulate that "it is further the intent to protect the public welfare, to preserve visibility, to
protect scenic, aesthetic values" and "to prevent air pollution problems that interfere with
the enjoyment of life, property or natural attractions."
It is incumbent upon you to adhere to and uphold state law as stated in the
Washington Clean Air Act. Do not allow Northwest Innovation Works a permit to pollute
the air we breathe, the water we drink and infringe upon our rights of the enjoyment of
life and property.

(j}
/fi

John Flynn
PO Box 1813
Kalama, WA
98625

..

Southwest Clean Air Agency

~~My name is John Flynn. I am a resident of Kalama, Wa. As a citizen of Kalama,

Cowlitz county, Washington state and the United States I am entitled to the basic
expectation of breathing clean air and drinking clean water. No one, particularly a limited
liability company subsidized by the Chinese government has the right to impinge upon
that right.
You, the Southwest Washington Clean Air Agency, are expected to protect and
defend these basic rights. Northwest Innovation Works proposed methanol refinery on ~
the banks of the Columbia River would emit between 1.24 and 1.56 million metric tons t.
of greenhouse gases annually, dependent upon which refining process is eventually
3
chosen. In addition, there would be 53 tons (106,000 pounds) of toxic and hazardous
b
chemical air pollutants released along with 62 tons (124,000 pounds) of fine particulate
matter, including diesel particulate matter, annually. These emissions constitute the
chemical cocktail for acid rain. The vapor cloud from the cooling towers of this proposed @
behemoth would reach between one half to three quarters of a mile high and one
fv
quarter to one half mile wide.
These facts by themselves, let alone in combination , are in clear violation of the
Washington Clean Air Act that states "the public policy to preserve, protect and enhance
the air quality for current and future generations. Air is an essential resource that must
be protected from harmful levels of pollution." The Washington Clean Air Act goes on to
stipulate that "it is further the intent to protect the public welfare, to preserve visibility, to
protect scenic, aesthetic values" and "to prevent air pollution problems that interfere with
the enjoyment of life, property or natural attractions."
The census population for China in 2013 was 1.35 billion. In that year alone 4,400
people per day or 1.6 million per year died from health issues related to that country's
notoriously polluted air. We have all seen the news reports regarding the rampant
pollution, the closing of factories during periods of high pollution. People in the streets
wearing air masks. Children kept indoors to protect them from the air pollution. The
publicity generated by the Chinese government advocating renewable energy. It does
not take a rocket scientist to figure out why the Chinese government, through their
Chinese Academy of Sciences and ex British Petroleum executives want to build the
worlds largest natural gas to methanol refinery here. They want to use our resources ,
leave us to deal with the pollution to the air and water and reap the benefits.
Where is the Health Impact Analysis for this proposed project? Why is there not an
independent, neutral committee or panel convened to research the health impacts on
the exposed public of the projected toxic and hazardous air pollutants as well as the fine
particulate matter that will be released by this proposed refinery? I call upon you to
convene such a panel or committee prior to making a decision on this proposed project.
It is incumbent upon you to adhere to and uphold state law as stated in the
Washington Clean Air Act. Do not allow Northwest Innovation Works a permit to pollute
the air we breathe, the water we drink and infringe upon our rights to the enjoyment of
life and property. Do not be complicit in turning Kalama into a sacrifice zone to satisfy
the greed and avarice of others.

,,.

Kalama, WA
98625

Sources:
Washington Clean Air Act, RCW 70.94.011
Kalama Manufacturing and Marine Export Facility FEIS
Air Quality Analysis Technical Report
Table 12
Table 17

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

John Flynn <jcflynn68@gma il.com >
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 8:27 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous polluta nts into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

{jJ__

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

John Flynn
PO BOX 1813
Kalama, WA 98625
3606733646
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

John Flynn <jcflynn68@gmail.com>
Thursday, January 5, 2017 12:13 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,

RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of~·c and
hazardous polluta nts into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

g

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

John Flynn
PO Box 1813
Kalama, WA 98625
3606733646
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

John Flynn <jcflynn68@gmail.com >
Friday, January 6, 2017 12:28 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of.2'xic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~/_
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

John Flynn
PO Box 1813
Kalama, WA 98625
3606733646
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Deborah Rudnick <debrudnick@gmail.com>
Tuesday, January 31, 2017 10:50 PM
Wess Safford
comments on Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

Dear Mr. Safford:

I am writing to ask that the SWCAA deny the air discharge permit for the Kalama methanol refinery. At a time
where we should be doing everything in our power to reduce carbon emissions and pollutants, allowing these
discharges takes us in the completely wrong direction. Rather than investing in sustainable energy, the refinery
would promote our outdated and unstable dependence on fossil fuels. This one refinery would consume more
natural gas than all other industry in Washington state combined, and emit over a million tons of C02 per~r;
the equivalent of over 200,000 cars.
~

@

®

The refinery would dump up to 53 tons of toxic pollutants into the air annually. By comparison, Emerald
Chemical in Kalama released six tons of hazardous pollution in 2015, according to the EPA. The plant could ,?)
also emit up to 62 tons of very fine particulate matter each year. Breathing these particles can cause long term l.2J
health impacts. Also, forty percent of Kalama residents are part of vulnerable populations - either under 18 or(j)
·
over 65, according to the 2010 census. Exposing these populations to high amounts of airborne pollution is
absolutely the wrong thing to do.
There is no way in which the benefits of allowing these discharges outweigh their grave and substantial risk.
Please deny this permit and keep Washington on track for a healthy and clean future.

Sincerely,
Deborah Rudnick, PhD
BSA-certified ecologist
Bainbridge Island, WA
debrudn i ck@gmail. corn
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

~ \~

Nancy Shimeall <nshimeall@g mail.com >
Sunday, February 5, 2017 4:05 PM
Wess Safford
Comments on Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I am adamantly opposed to the refinery at Kalama. At this critical time,
with the US second only to China in C02 emissions, and when our natural
environment is threatened by human caused climate change, we must
NOT build anything that will prolong our use of fossil fuels. Some k~
factors about Kalama include:
'3
- The refinery will dump up to 53 tons (106,000) pounds of toxic an
t;J
hazardous pollutants into the air annually.
- The plant will also emit up to 62 tons (104,000 pounds) of very fine:V
particulate matter - dust and soot particles - each year. Breathing these
particles will cause long term health problems.
f1'
- Forty percent of Kalama residents are part of vulnerable populations \V
either under 18 or over 65, according to the 2010 census.
- This one refinery would consume more natural gas than all other ind~ry
in Washington state combined.
({t;)
- The Kalama refinery would emit over a million tons of carbon dioxi~ a
@J
year, which is the equivalent of about 220,000 cars.
We MUST invest in renewable energy infrastructure and immediately
transition away from fossil fuels. Jobs in renewables are growing 5 times
faster than fossil fuel industries. And aside from the economics benefit, we
must be doing all that we can to save our planet for our future generations.
We will be judged in the future by how we acted on their behalf. We have
no time to lose.
Thank you,
Nancy Shimeall
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Cathryn Chudy:

My name is Cathryn Chudy. I live in Vancouver, Washington. I'm on the Board of
The Oregon Conservancy Foundation and I work with suicidal children who don't
trust adults to make decisions for their safety and well-being. Listening to those
on stage tonight sadly leaves me agreeing with their distrust. These children are
not choosing whether or not to eat peanut butter. They have to breathe the air
in their community and have no way of protecting themselves from the hazard
posed by a fossil fuel proposal that puts them at risk both in short and long term
ways.
I am deeply concerned about the impacts to air quality that would be the result
of building what would become one of the biggest air polluters in the state of
Washington . That will pose a significant risk to the respiratory systems of
citizens who should not be faced with long term health impacts just because a
company backed by the Chinese government is pushing to exploit their
community in order to make methanol for export to China for plastic
production. By emitting over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year, this
refinery does nothing to curb greenhouse gas emissions that contribute to
-;;;:')
catastrophic climate change. This project would use more natural gas than all
industry in Washington combined . It will subsequently drive demand for
massive new pipelines that will open the door wider to more and more fracked( j )
natur~I gas consumption and it's accidental releases of methane causing globa
warming.

ffi'4

&
q

A transition to actual clean energy alternatives will be delayed which means an
ongoing and progressive compromise to air quality not just in Kalama but along
the pipeline routes and throughout our region. The answer to the question of
whether or not to issue the Draft Air Pollution permit is actually quite simple
and contained in your own mission statement; to preserve and enhance air
quality in southwest Washington. No matter how you dress it up or down with
deceptive reassurances, this proposal does the opposite . It will inevitably
degrade air quality in southwest Washington and Kalama in particular, contrary
to your own mission statement.
The homepage of your website say, "We believe everyone plays a part in
keeping our air healthy." Please do your part by denying this permit.
Paul Mairose:

Page 14of73

Thank you. Next five people. Ray Connor. Michael Bridges . Linda Horst. Brian
Magnusson. John Flinn. [inaudible 00:26 :04]

The Oregon Conservancy Foundation
19140 SE Bakers Ferry Rd. , Boring Oregon 97009-9158
P. 0. Box 982, Clackamas, Oregon 97015
Email: cnsrvncy@cascadeaccess.com
Phone: (503) 637- 6130

Before the SW WA Clean Air.Agency

Testimony of Cathryn Chudy and the Oregon Conservancy Foundation
January 4, 2017

My name is Cathryn Chudy. I live in Vancouver, Washington. I am on the board of the Oregon
Conservancy Foundation. I work with suicidal children who don ' t trust adults to make decisions
for their safety and well being. These children have no choice but to breathe the air in their
communities, and have no way of protecting themselves from the. hazards posed by fossil fuel
proposals that put them at risk both in short and long term ways.
I am deeply concerned about the impacts to air quality that would be the result of building what
would become one of the biggest air polluters in the state of Washington. This proposed
methanol refinery would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air l..31'£}
annually, along with up to 62 tons of fine paiticulate matter. This poses a significant risk to th\.?J
respiratory systems of citizens who should not be faced with long term health impacts just
because a company backed by the Chinese government is pushing to exploit their community in
order to make methanol for export to China for plastic production.

t:j>
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By emitting over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year, this proposed refinery does nothing t~
curb greenhouse gas emissions that contribute to catastrophic climate change. This project would
use more natural gas than all industry in Washington combined. It will subsequently drive
demand for massive new pipelines that would open the door wider to more and more fracked
natural gas consumption and its accidental releases of methane causing global warming. A
transition to cleaner energy alternatives would he delayed, which means .an ongoing and
progressive compromise to air quality not just in Kalama but along the pipeline routes and
throughout our region, not to mention nationally and world-wide.

The answer to the question of whether or not to issue the Draft Air Pollution Permit for the
Kalama Methanol Refinery permit is actually quite simple and contained in your own mission

statement: ."To pres~rve an~ enhance air quality in sou.,Wa~The home page of
your website says:· We believe everyone plays a pa1t1 n keeping our air healthy." Please do
your part by .denying this permit. -~
·
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Cathryn Chudy <chudyca@spiritone.com>
Sunday, January 1, 2017 5:21 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

®

You are the gatekeeper for clean air for SW Washington, and the Pacific Northwest relies on you to safeguard our
citizens from the toxic effects of what would be emitted by a plant this size. The dust and soot particles coming from this
plant would especially com promise the respiratory systems of our children and the elderly, and cause long term ~
impacts.

\V

Please do your job by refusing to permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama and the surrounding region.
Thank you,

Cathryn Chudy
1506 E. 29th St.
Vancouver, WA 98663
971-221-4180
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Donald Watt <watt_me_worry@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, January 4, 2017 3:12 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

@

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

@

i>

Greenhouse Gas Emissions:
In addition to the carbon dioxide emissions, the Northwest Innovation Works methanol plant would consume more ~
methane gas than all of the gas-fired power plants now operating in the state of Washington. The bulk of this gas would
be obtained through the "tracking" process which among other environmental hazards is responsible for the release of
large volumes of methane into the atmosphere. Construction of this plant would greatly expand the market for
methane gas and would require greatly increased production and transport capacity for tracked gas. Increased UY
production and transport of tracked gas means an increase in releases of this very potent greenhouse gas into the
atmosphere.

'/D

While not specifically cove re d under the scope of this perm it, control of greenhouse gas emissions is increasingly being
recognized as a regulatory responsibility for air quality agencies around the world. While not confined to the physical
boundaries of this facility, t he collateral release of methane associated with the operation of this plant should be
considered as a major environmental impact of this project.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama, the lower Columbia River region, and the globe .
Thank you,

Donald Watt
201 Mclaughlin Rd
Chehalis, WA 98532
360 269-7483
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ray Bodwell < raybodwell@comcast.net>
Thursday, January 5, 2017 7:05 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

(J)

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

(j}

It would also encourage the building of additional infrastructure - such as pipelines - and require an increase in tracking which is also a known air and water polluter.

@

Finally, it is especially foolish to build such an enormous refinery in the heart of the Cascadia subduction zone .
Seismologists have pointed out the high likelihood of a massive earthquake in the region during the working life ~ e
proposed plant.

c_Jj1

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Ray Bodwell
1500 SW 11th Ave
#2501
Portland, OR 97201
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Maureen Jenkins:

Is it on?

Paul Mairose:

Yes. Address the hearings officer.

Marrene Jenkins:

Marrene Jenkins. Kalama, Washington and I'm surprised that the back room did
not want to stay and get more educated like I got more educated by more of
these people starting ten months ago when I heard about this project. I'm here
to urge you to deny this permit. At a minimum, Southwest Clean Air Agency
should broaden its consideration to include obvious connected parts of this
methanol refinery. According to the draft permit, the methanol refinery and its
power supply units would be a significant source of criteria pollutants,
greenhouse gas pollution, and toxic pollution in southwest Washington but the
proposed permit information does not include a meaningful look at the air
pollution that will arise from many connected parts of the project such as the
vessels in the Columbia River, pipelines to feed the methanol terminal. I say
pipelines because Northwest Innovation Works will need additional pipeline
capacity in our county to feed the Kalama lateral. Northwest Innovation Works
is hiding the ball by not assessing the volatile organic compounds, particulate
matter, diesel emissions, and methane releases from the attached
infrastructure and shipping at this proposed refinery.
Southwest Clean Air Agency has the authority to assess these connected aspects
of the refinery. You have the authority. Northwest Innovation Works cannot be
legally permitted if Washington agency chose to make a more realistic look at
the impacts of the refinery as well as the impacts of the obvious connected
development like pipelines and methanol tankers. In summary, Northwest
Innovation Works proposed project does not meet the requirements of both
local and federal air pollution rules and the permit must be denied. Thank you.
Marrene Jenkins.

Uri Papish:

Page 59 of73

Thank you.

~
1.
.J
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I am here to urge you to deny this permit.
At a minimum, SW Clean Air Agency should broaden its consideration to include
obviously connected parts of this methanol refinery. According to the draft permit,
the methanol refinery and its power supply units would be a significant source of
criteria pollutants, greenhouse gas pollution, and toxic pollution in southwest
Washington.
But the proposed permit information does not include a meaningful look at the air
pollution that will arise from many connected parts of the project, such as:
- Vessels in the Columbia River
- Pipelines to feed the methanol terminal. (I say "pipelines" because NW
Innovation Works will need additional pipeline capacity in our County to
feed the Kalama Lateral.)
NW Innovation Works is hiding the ball by not assessing the volatile organic
compounds, particulate matter, diesel emissions, and methane releases from the
attached infrastructure and shipping at this proposed refinery. SW Clean Air
Agency has the authority to assess these connected aspects of the refinery.
NW Innovation Works cannot be legally permitted if Washington agencies choose
to take a more realistic look at the impacts of the refinery, as well as the impacts of
obviously connected developments like pipelines and methanol tankers.
In summary, NWIW's proposed project does not meet the requirements of both
local and federal air pollution rules, and the permit must be denied.

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Patricia Ranstrom <tnl @centurylink.net >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:41 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,

@

RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Ai r Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic a ~
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
(Y
Why should we sacrifice ou r air, water and lives so another Chinese corporation can gain profits to expand even more
dangerous petrochemical end products throughout the world?
There are no financial benefits for residents of the NW and all Americans to justify this sacrifice.
Facts that must be considered :
If built, the Kalama methanol refinery would be the largest methanol refinery in the world .
The Kalama methanol refinery is slated to become the largest source of air pollution in Kalama.
Kalama methanol refinery would dump up to 53 tons (106,000 pounds) of toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air
annually.
This one refinery would consume more natural gas than all indust ry in Washington state combined. Kalama me~ ol
refinery em it over a million t ons of carbon dioxide a year-that' s the equivalent of about 227,287 cars.
{Y-J
Kalama methanol refinery's air pollution risk is massive. They propose to emit up to 53 tons (106,000 pounds) of toxic
and hazardous pollutants int o the air annua lly. By comparison, Emerald Kalama Chemical released six tons of toxic and
hazardous pollution in 2015, according to the EPA.

®

The plant also could emit up to 62 tons (104,000 pounds) of very fine particulate matter - dust and soot particles annually. Fine particulate matter can enter into the respiratory system and cause long term health impacts.

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Patricia Ranstrom
Box 2181
Vashon, WA 98070
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Cheri Smith <cpetry@yahoo.com >
Wednesday, February 1, 2017 12:48 AM
Wess Safford
My comments on Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

Hi Wess (or To Whom it May Concern) :
I ask that the air discharge permit for the proposed Kalama methanol refinery be DENIED for the following reasons:
- The Kalama methanol refinery is slated to become the largest source of air pollution in Kalama.

{§)

rf3)

- The refinery would dump up to 53 tons (106,000) pounds of toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air annu'aifY. By
comparison , Emerald Chemical in Kalama released six tons of hazardous pollution in 2015 , according to the EPA.
- The plant could also emit up to 62 tons ( 104,000 pounds) of very fine particulate matter - dust and soot
each year. Breathing these particles can cause long term health impacts.

pa ~s

-

~

- Forty percent of Kalama residents are part of vulnerable populations - either under 18 or over 65 , accord in ~ the
2010 census.
'{j)
- Rather than investing in sustainable energy, the refinery would promote our outdated and unstable dependence on
fossil fuels. This one refinery would consume more natural gas than all other industry in Washington state
combined .
- The Kalama refinery would emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year, which is the equivalent of a~t
220 ,000 cars.

(j;/

Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Cheri Smith
Seattle, WA 98144

"Be kind, for everyone you meet is fighting a hard battle." - Ian Maclaren (1850-1907)

I
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jennifer Antos <jenniferantos@gmail.com>
Tuesday, January 31, 2017 9:16 PM
Wess Safford
Comment on Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

Wess,
As a resident of Western Washington and with family nearby to the proposed site for the Kalama methanol
refinery, I'm writing to urge you to deny the request for Air Discharge Permit 16-3204.
I'm sure you've seen the "talking points" below my signature, but I'll also add that as Washington State and
other progressive states with rigorous climate action plans try to balance economic growth with environmental
protections, we will need to find new ways of invigorating the economy and environment that do not include
adding fossil fuel burning refineries and plants in our state. Please ensure our state does better, and thank you
for funneling public comment to the right places.
With thanks,
Jennifer Antos

@

- The Kalama methanol refinery is slated to become the largest source of air pollution in Kalama.
- The refinery would dump up to 53 tons (106,000) pounds of toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air ~
annually. By comparison, Emerald Chemical in Kalama released six tons of hazardous pollution in 2015,
according to the EPA.
/'/}
- The plant could also emit up to 62 tons (104,000 pounds) of very fine particulate matter - dust and soot
particles - each year. Breathing these particles can cause long term health impacts.
- Forty percent of Kalama residents are part of vulnerable populations - either under 18 or over 65, according t9<;:::;\
the 2010 census.
lJ/
- Rather than investing in sustainable energy, the refinery would promote our outdated and unstable dependence
on fossil fuels. This one refinery would consume more natural gas than all other industry in Washington stat~
combined.
~
- The Kalama refinery would emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year, which is the equivalent of affl
220,000 cars.

W

W
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Abra Bennett <abra@artell.net >
Thursday, February 2, 2017 7:24 AM
Wess Safford
My comments on Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I strongly urge you to deny this permit for the following reasons:

/.;;)

- The Kalama methanol refinery is slated to become the largest source of air pollution in Kalama.

L!Ji

- The refinery would dump up to 53 tons (106,000) pounds of toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air
annually. By comparison, Emerald Chemical in Kalama released six tons of hazardous pollution in 2015,
according to the EPA.

fi',

~
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- The plant could also em it up to 62 tons (104,000 pounds) of very fine particulate matter - dust and soot
particles - each year. Breathing these particles can cause long term health impacts.
(3/

- Forty percent of Kalama residents are part of vulnerable populations - either under 18 or over 65, accordi?!\
to the 2010 census.
(])
- Rather than investing in sustainable energy, the refinery would promote our outdated and unstable
dependence on fossil fuels. This one refinery would consume more natural gas than all other industry in
Washington state combined .

~

~

- The Kalama refinery would emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year, which is the equivalent of about
220,000 cars. Climate change is a looming crisis that would only be further exacerbated by these emissio?;p

tY'

Abra Bennett
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Eva Elliott <evaell206@gmail.com >
Sunday, February 5, 2017 10:38 AM
Wess Safford
My comments on Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

Wess Safford,
The Kalama methanol refinery is slated to become the largest source of air pollution in Kalama.

@

- The refinery would dump up to 53 tons (1 06,000) pounds of toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air ®
annually. By comparison, Emerald Chemical in Kalama released six tons of hazardous pollution in 2015,
according to the EPA.
- The plant could also emit up to 62 tons (104,000 pounds) of very fine particulate matter - dust and soot
particles - each year. Breathing these particles can cause long term health impacts.

@

- Forty percent of Kalama residents are part of vulnerable populations - either under 18 or over 65, accordin@
the 2010 census.
- Rather than investing in sustainable energy, the refinery would promote our outdated and unstable dependence
on fossil fuels . This one refinery would consume more natural gas than all other industry in Washington sta~
combined.
Qg)
- The Kalama refinery would emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year, which is the equivalent of about
220,000 cars.

@

Signed,
Eva Elliott
98103
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/"';egna Merritt:

Uri Papish:
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Hi my name is Regna Merritt. I'm with Oregon's Physicians for Social
r:;\
Responsibility. Earlier in the question-and-answer session, I asked you if you
knew which categories of Cowlitz County residents were at risk from increase in
emissions associated with this project and now I can tell you who they are.
There are over 1700 pediatric asthmatics in Cowlitz County. There are over 7500
adult asthmatics in Cowlitz County. Our population over 65 is over 6400 in size.
Those with diabetes number over 7700. Those who have heart conditions, our
heart patients, number over 7600. Those who live in poverty number over 9600.
These are the groups and the people. They're individuals. They're not just
categories. They go to the emergency room with their parents. Their parents
lose work time. They lose productivity. They lose sleep. Every one of these
people and these families can be impacted by negative air quality. That includes
the workers, who will be most impacted, and their families. Cowlitz County falls
in the lowest categories, rankings, within all counties in Washington State. We
must do better. We must prevent these conditions from getting worse. Thank
you very much.

UJ

Thank you.

Paul Mairose
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

merrittregna@gmail.com on behalf of Regna Merritt <Regna@oregonpsr.org >
Monday, February 6, 2017 3:21 PM
Wess Safford
Oregon PSR Comments on Northwest Innovation Works Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
Oregon PSR Comments SWCAA 2.6.2017 NWIW permit 16-3204.docx

Categories:

Non Standard Comment

Greetings,
Please accept the attached "Oregon PSR Comments to SWCAA 2.6.2017 NWIW Permit"
This document includes our Comments

to the Southwest Washington
Clean Air Agency on Northwest Innovation Works Air Discharge
Permit 16-3204.

Thank you for consideration of these comments and our verbal
comments,
Regna Merritt
Regna Merritt
Healthy Climate Program Director, Oregon Physicians for Social Responsibility
Co-Director, Power Past Coal Campaign
1020 SW Taylor St, Su ite 275 Portland .OR 97205
C: 971 .235.7643
regna@oregonpsr.org
www.oregonpsr.org
Find us on Facebook
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Comments to the Southwest Washington Clean Air Agency on
Northwest Innovation Works Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
February 6, 2017
To Whom It May Concern,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment as we work to protect the health and safety of
Kalama and Washington State residents and workers. We have grave concerns about this
permit application due to under-estimated exposures to cancer-causing air toxics, cancercausing diesel emissions, particulate matter, the potential for substantial increases in
dangerous greenhouse gas emissions, the folly of supporting increased reliance on
methane, and the risks of explosion from methane and methanol gases.
Toxic and Hazardous Air Pollutants

Up to 53 tons (106,000 lbs.) of toxic and hazardous air pollutants would be released into
the air every year by this proposed methanol terminal. This poses a massive air pollution
risk; for comparison, this is more than eight times the amount released by Emerald Kalama
in 2015.
Moreover, 62 tons more of very fine particulate matter (104,000 lbs) will also be released.
This fine particulate matter easily enters the circulatory system through the lungs, causing
long-term health impacts, including cancer, cardiovascular and neurodevelopmental
problems.
KEV AMERICAN MEDICAL SOCIETIES AND THE WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION HAVE ISSUED
POSITIONS ON PARTICULATE MATIER AND HEALTH:

The American Heart Association (AHA) in 2010 updated and summarized its 2004 Scientific
statement position : "The overall evidence is consistent with a causal relationship between PM2.5
exposure and cardiovascular morbidity and mortality. This body of evidence has grown and has been
strengthened substant ially since publication of the first AHA scientific statement and, ... because the
evidence reviewed supports that there is no safe threshold, it appears that public health benefits
would accrue from lowering PM2.5 concentrations even below present-day (EPA standards), if
feasible, to optimally protect the most susceptible populations." (Brook)
The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG) together with the American
Society of Reproductive Medicine (ASRM) in October 2013 issued a statement, "The evidence that
links exposure to toxic environmental agents and adverse reproductive and developmental health
outcomes is sufficiently robust, ... individuals alone can do little about exposure to toxic
environmental agents, such as from air and water pollution, ... calling for timely action to identify
and reduce exposure." (ACOG)
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The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) issued a policy statement linking ambient air pollution to
adverse health outcomes in children and recommended the National Ambient Air Quality Standards
(NAAQS) be promptly reviewed and revised to protect children . (AAP, 2004, reaffirmed 2009)
In October 2013, WHO's International Agency for Research on Cancer {!ARC}, classified both outdoo r
air pollution, as a whole, and particulate matter, on its own, as carcinogenic. Therefore, it is vital to
implement efficient policies to reduce exposure to pollution worldwide. (World Health Organization
(WHO 2) and American Cancer Society).
SPECIFIC DISEASES ARE ASSOCIATED WITH EXPOSURE TO HIGHER LEVELS OF PARTICULATE
MATTER IN AIR POLLUTION
Cancer-Studies relating cancer risk and particulate matter:
exposure to ozone and PM correlated with development of and mortality from lung cancer
(Beeson, Dockery, Pope)
increased biological markers associated with risk of lung cancer (Demetriou)
increased oxidative DNA damage predictive of cancer risk (Avogbe}
increased rates of breast cancer (Crouse, Wei}
Cardiovascula r-Studies have linked increased particulate matter with increased cardiac disease :
increased cardiovascular disease mortality and morbidity in both short term and long term
exposures to PM 2.5 (Brook)
inc reased hospital admissions for serious cardiac arrhythmias (Peters 2000}
inc reased probability of admission for acute myocardial infarction (Mustafic, Peters 2001}
inc reased ischemic heart disease, arrhythmias, congestive heart failure (Dominici) and bio
markers (HRV} associated with increased cardiac morbidity and mortality (Pieters)
increased hospital admissions and death from heart failure (Shaw)
increased risk of congenital cardiac anomalies in children (Vrijheid)
Cerebrovascular - Studies have shown links between particulate matter and adult brain effects:
increased hospital adm issions for strokes (Dominici, Lue, Wellenius 2005}
significant increase in stroke mortality associated with increase in PM (Chen, Qian)
increased risk of stroke associated with increased exposure to small PM, black carbon, and
nitrous dioxide (Wellenius 2012)
increased risk of stroke and death from stroke for post menopausal women (Miller)
structural brain damage and cognitive deficits in middle-aged and older adults (Wilker)
Neurodevelopmental-Studies associating in-utero exposure to particulate matter and :
increased incidence of autism spectrum disorder (ASD}-(Becerra, Kalkbrenner, Raz,
Roberts, Vol k 2013, Volk 2011}
increased incidence of behaviors associated with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder
(ADHD} (Chiu, Newman, Perera 2014, Peterson)
lowered IQ (Calder6n-Garciduefias, Perera 2009, Jedrychowski)
increased behavioral symptoms of anxiety, depression, social problems, rule breaking, and
aggression (Perera 2013}
neurobehavioral development in children benefited from the shutdown of a coal-burning
pla nt {Perera 2008, Tang)
Pulmonary-St udies have demonstrated the effects of particulate matter on the lungs :
decreased lung function (WHO 3)
inh ibited lung development in children and adolescents and measurable airway
inflammation (Gauderman)
increased asthma rates and worsening of preexisting asthma and chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (COPD}, resulting in increased hospitalization (Carlsten et al., Gowers,
Delamater, 2012; HEI Panel, Pandya, Trasande)
Generalincreased mortality from cardiac, respiratory and kidney disease in all members of
communities with coal exposure (15,16,17,18 Hendryx 2007, Hendryx 2010, Hendryx 2008,
He ndryx 2009}
long term exposure linked to decreased life expectancy from cardiopulmonary mortality
(Krishnan, WHO 4)
prenatal exposures linked to altered immune system development (Hertz-Picciotto)
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Toxic Air Pollutants

Lists of estimated emissions of toxic air pollutants are provided (in the technical
background docum ent for the draft permit) for each process and these are totaled for all
the processes . The t oxins include, but are not limited to, benzene, formaldehyde ,
acetaldehyde, nickel, ammonia, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), and diesel
particulate matter (DPM), especially PM2 .5 or less. Several of these pollutants are known
human carcinogens .
Taken ind ividually for each cancer-causing agent, the amounts released might comply with
air quality standard s. But there is no consideration of the cumulative effects of exposure to
several cance r-causing agents at once, nor is there any analysis of the effects of exposure
to more than one t oxic o r hazardous air pollutant at one time . There is no analysis of the
increased potency of these carcinogens when they are adsorbed onto fine particulate
matter and transpo rted through the lungs to the blood and brain and placenta, for
example .
What is the cumulat ive effect of exposure to a number of carcinogens combined? One can
assume that the ris k of cancer is increased . If estimates of risk are based solely on an adult
with an exposure over a 70-year lifetime, then this is a failure to consider differences due
to age, gender, and/ or existing health conditions. What about children in the community?
We are also concerned about the increased risks of asthma and lung disease for every
member of the community with the non-cancer effects of exposure to these toxins. It is
well established that children are at increased risk with lower doses than adults.
In June 2012, the Int ernational Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC), a division of the
World Health Orga nization (WHO), upgraded its classification of diesel engine exhaust from
"probably carcinogenic to humans" (Group 2A) to "carcinogenic to humans" (Group 1), its
highest level of determination of a materia l's ca rcinogenicity. This decision was based on
sufficient evidence that exposure is associated with an increased risk for lung cancer."[1]
11

In its recent policy st atement on preventing the health effects of diesel exhaust emissions,
the American Public Health Association called for state and local authorities to take into
account the health effects of facilities that are significant sources of emissions in deciding
whether to renew permits for existing facilities or site new facilities near vulnerable
populations, includi ng low-income communities and communities of color.[2]
According to the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), individuals with
potential exposures to diesel engine exhaust as a result of their occupation include
"miners, constructi on workers, heavy equipment operators, bridge and tunnel workers,
railroad workers, oil and gas workers, loading dock workers, truck drivers, material
handling operators, farmworkers, long-shoring workers, and auto, truck and bus
maintenance garage workers." There is no OSHA standard specifically for diesel exhaust
despite the large nu mbers of US workers exposed to diesel emissions on the job and the
known respiratory hazards.[2]
Only a small proportion of the "thousands of chemical components present in the gas and
particulate phases" of diesel emissio ns are covered by OSHA standa rds, and most of these
standards are specifi cation standards whose sole requirement is that specific upper
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exposure limits not be typically exceeded over an 8-hour work shift. Components in the gas
phase rarely exceed their limits. Their greatest potential th reat comes from their
adsorption onto diesel engine particulates (DEPs), bringi ng them deep into the lungs.
Similarly, for envi ro nmental contaminants, components taken separately rarely exceed
their limits, but their threat is increased when combined with exposure to other
contaminants at th e same time. [2]
When we examine the levels of cancer causing toxic poll utants estimated to be released
into the air in the co urse of construction and operation of the proposed Kalama methanol
terminal, it is stunning to read and be told in public hearings that there will be no increased
risks to members of the community resulting from emissions of these air pollutants.
Exposure to even very small amount s of these toxins can increase the risk of cancers in the
community as well as among workers exposed at the site and at neighboring worksites .
Any amount of exposure to a carcinogen increases the risk of cancer. Stating that the
levels of exposure are below a particular standard is not the same as saying the risk of
cancer is not increased.
Furthermore, the emission factors used to estimate emissions are based on out-of-date
standards or guidel ines. Some are from 1998 or 2002 . Meanwhile, the industry and
facilities have chan ged and new designs are utilized . It is easy to expect that the estimates
of the emissions from this facility would be inaccurate . In any event, we call into question
the basis for the est imated emissions of air toxins from this proposed facility .
The analysis in the Final EIS is inadequate in that cancer risk estimates for diesel emissions
are based upon old data - the EPA statement is from 2002.
"EPA has not adopted a similar cancer risk estimate fo r
use at the federal level due to continuing uncertainties
in the underlying data. EPA says, " [diesel exhaust]
human exposure-response data are consid ered too
unce rtain to derive a confident quantitative estimate of
cancer unit risk ..." (EPA 2002) ." [Page 4-8 of SEPA
Final EIS for Kalama Manufacturing and M arine Export
Facility]
Definitive studies of diesel exposures and cancer have been completed, and support the
WHO assessment t hat diesel engine exhaust is carcinogenic to humans. [Please see
Addendum A below .]

Isl

How does this relate to the proposed terminal? During construction and operation of the
terminal, diesel exh aust emissions will arise from const ruction and support vehicles,
generators, and ma rine vessels servicing the terminal. The additional em issions from
marine vessels must be included in the analysis as they contribute to air pollution in the
entire region.

~

We also note that increased diesel emissions from increasing numbe rs of nearby trains
associated with pro posed coal and oil terminals in Washington will only increase threats to
air quality and the health of Kalama residents and workers.
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We support WPSR's opposition to this project and their concerns that methanol, from a
human health perspective, is a very dangerous chemical, in two regards.
"Its fl ammability creates serious risks of explosions and fires. Methanol has a very low flash
point, which is the lowest temperature at which its vapors will ignite, if given an ignition
source. For methanol, this is 73 degrees F - basically room tempe rature.
This means that a lot of vapor is produced, a high vapor pressure, even at ambient storage
tem peratures let alone hot weather or hot facility environments, creating a high risk of fires
or explosions . Therefore, we believe the combina t ion of two volatile substances at the
proposed pla nt - methane, or natural gas, plus methanol, puts workers at sign ificant ri sk from
explosions or fires .
The second health risk is from the chemical itself. Methanol is in the category of Volatile
Orga nic Chemicals . While there are two mains routes for human exposure - ingestion and
inha lation - the inhalation route is the main risk in methanol facil ities .
Stud ies of chronic, low-level exposures for days or weeks suggest that it is safe only at very
low levels in t he ai r, below 200 ppm, which in enclosed spaces can be a challenge to achieve .
For health effects, the most frequent is damage to vision, including blindness; it is detoxified
by t he liver, so liver damage is a risk; and a range of impacts on the central nervous system,
include headaches, dizziness, lethargy, seizures and coma ."

WPSR also opposes this project on the basis of its climate impacts.
Climate Change and Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Fossil Fuels

In a landmark decision on November 19, 2015, Judge Hollis R. Hill [3] declared "[the
youths'] very survival depends upon the will of their elders to act now, decisively
and unequivocally, to stem the tide of global warming ... before doing so becomes
first too costly and then too late." Highlighting inextricable relationships between
navigable waters and the atmosphere, and finding that separating the two is
"nonsensical," th e judge found the public trust doctrine mandates that the state act
through its designated agency "to protect what it holds in trust."
The court confirmed what the Wash ington youth and youth across the nation have
been arguing in courts of law, that "[t]he state has a constitutional obligation to
protect the public's interest in natural resources held in trust for the common
benefit of the people."
The court validated the youths' claims that the "scientific evidence is clear that the
current rates of reduction mandated by Washington law ... cannot ensure the
survival of an environment in which [youth] can grow to adulthood safely."
The judge determined that the State has a "mandatory duty" to "preserve, protect,
and enhance the air quality for the current and future generations," and found the
state's current standards to fail that standard dramatically for several reasons. The
judge continued, writing that "current scientific evidence establishes that rapidly
increasing global warming causes an unprecedented risk to the earth, including
land, sea, the atmosphere and all living plants and creatures." This decision comes
on the heels of growing world opinion that we must stop the development of fossil
fuel infrastructure for the health of people, the planet and our future .
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The National Climate and Health Assessment [4] describes how human health is
already being affected by climate change. "Climate change is a significant threat to
the health of the American people. The impacts of human-induced climate change
are increasing nat ionwide. Rising greenhouse gas concentrations result in increases
in temperature, changes in precipitation, increases in the frequency and intensity of
some extreme weather events, and rising sea levels. These climate change impacts
endanger our health by affecting our food and water sources, the air we breathe,
the weather we experience, and our interactions with the built and natural
environments. As the climate continues to change, t he risks to human health
continue to grow. Every American is vulnerable to the health impacts associated
with climate cha nge."
Developing fossil fuel infrastructure in light ofthis knowledge is wasting scarce
resources that could be used now to develop viable and sustainable energy. We
can instead find sustainable alternatives that do not sacrifice communities, but
provide good long term jobs and economically viable solutions for the whole
community.
The Folly of Fracked Gas

So-called "natural" gas is a potent greenhouse gas emitter. It is not a transition fuel.
This gas is primarily methane gas. Methane leaks from gas tracking operations, and
from pipelines to refineries, are excessive, unavoidable, and contribute more
strongly to the greenhouse effect than C02 emissions. Methane leakage resulting
from induced production of tracked gas and transportation to this proposed
methanol refinery must be considered as GHG emissions associated with this
project. The proposed pipeline will necessarily be attached to the terminal, and the
potential for leaks and ruptures at that juncture and nearby must be considered in
the analysis of th e risks associated with this project.
Furthermore, increasing evidence indicates that tracking operations and pipelines pose
serious and permanent health and safety risks to communities all along the pipelines. Local
economic development should not be based on increased risks to health and safety along
all Washington pipelines, including future pipelines associated with this dangerous project.
As the Air Pollution authority in SW Washington, you have an opportunity to prevent many
early and preventa ble illnesses and deaths of people in t his community . You r website
states that your goal is: "To preserve and enhance air qu ality in Southwest Washington."
Your mission is not to permit its degradation . Please deny the permit for this facility
because it will degrade the air qual ity and endange r the health and well-being of Ka lama
and Washington sta te residents and workers.
Thank you for considering our comments,
Theodora Tsongas, Ph D, MS
Environmental Healt h Work Group, Oregon PSR
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Regna Merritt, PA
Healthy Climate Program Director, Oregon PSR
regna@oregonpsr. org
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Addendum A: Excerpts from Policy Statement of the American Public Health Association
(APHA)
Preventing Environmental and Occupational Health Effects of Diesel Exhaust, Nov 18 2014,
Policy Number: 20147
In June 2012 the Int ernational Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC), a division of the
World Health Orga nization, upgraded its classification of diesel engine exhaust from
probably carcinogenic to humans (Group 2A) to carcinogenic to humans (Group 1), its
highest level of determination of a material's carcinogenicity. This decision was based on
"sufficient evidence that exposure is associated with an increased risk for lung cancer."1 A
report documenting the reclassification was published the following year.2
IARC's decision was influenced by two major US studies (one a cohort study and the other a
nested case-control study) on the effects of diesel exhaust among nonmetal and noncoal
miners, begun in 1992 as a joint project of the National Institute for Occupational Safety
and Health (NIOSH) and the Nationa l Cancer Institute (NCI) . These investigations, which
faced 17 years of industry lawsuits, were finally completed and published in 2012.3-7 The
studies were designed to assess the relationship between respirable elemental carbon
particulates in diesel exhaust and cancers. They examined populations across eight
different mines, no ne of which used gasoline engines. The cohort study detected
significantly elevated levels of lung cancer among all of the participating miners, with some
evidence of an exposure-response effect, while the case-control study showed clear,
consistent evidence of such an exposure-response effect. In its report, IARC identified 35
different chemicals and metals in diesel exhaust emissions that are currently judged by the
agency as known, probable, or possible carcinogens (Groups 1, 2A, and 2B), including
arsenic, cadmium, benzene, formaldehyde, and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons.2
References
1. International Agency for Research on Cancer. Diesel engine exhaust carcinogenic.
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

ncan75 Candiano <ncan75@msn.com >
Tuesday, January 31, 2017 9:26 PM
Wess Safford
My comments on Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

Mr. Safford,
I am writing to ask the SWCAA to deny the air discharge permit for the proposed Kalama methanol refinery.

I.OJ
i{,!711\

I am deeply concerned because the Kalama methanol refinery is slated to become the largest source of air pollution
Kalama . Reports show the refinery would dump up to 53 tons (106,000) pounds of toxic and hazardous pollutants into
the air annually. By comparison, Emerald Chemical in Kalama released six tons of hazardous pollution in 2015, according

\b

to the EPA.
~
Additionally, the plant coul d also emit up to 62 tons (104,000 pounds) of very fine particulate matter - dust and soot
particles - each year. Breathing these particles can cause long term health impacts. With forty percent of Kalama
{
residents falling into the vulnerable population category - either under 18 or over 65, according to the 2010 census- this
poses a significant public health risk.

iJ

Rather than investing in sust ainable energy, the refinery would pro mote our outdated and unstable dependence on
fossil fuels. This one refine ry would consume more natural gas than all other industry in Washington state combined .~
Thank you for reading my comments and for considering the future health of our citizens and our environment in your
final decision.
Sincerely,
Nicole Candiano
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Southwest Clean Air Agency
NWIWK - Public Hearing Transcript
Cowlitz PUD Auditorium
January 4, 2017 7:00 PM

~,,
Dave Hopkins:

My name is Dave Hopkins. I'm from Woodland. Dave Hopkins from Woodland.
Northwest Steel head. I am here to urge you to rethink your approach to this
very large and very damaging proposal. I am very concerned that Southwest
Washington Clean Air Agency is understating the impacts of the proposal. The
refinery and power plant would be significant source of conventional and
pollution in southwest Washington . They would pollute the air shed with 68
tons of small articulate matter every year into Cowlitz County's air, 53 tons of -;
toxic and hazardous air pollutants every year, and yet the application li kely
understates the impacts. For instance, recent information from the power plant
in Oregon shows much, much higher levels of volatile organic compounds than
Northwest Innovation Works.

toxic ~

The problem is the numbers from Oregon come from a combined cycle gas
turbine that has actually operated its real life data, Northwest Innovation Works
claims that its power generation will produce pollution including volatile organic t;)Jl
compounds at a much lower rate than other gas fired plants like the one in
(!}I
Oregon . If Northwest Innovation Works power plants emitted volatile organic
compounds at the same rate as t he newly built gas fired plant in Oregon the
emissions would be 53.8 tons of voes from its 125 megawatt of power
generation activities not 18 as Northwest Innovation Works claims. Please deny
this permit. Thank you .
Paul Mairose:

Thank you .

Audience:

Do you think we could have quiet in this room? [inaudible 01 :28 :03]

Paul Mairose:

Please hold your side conversations or go out in the lobby. Next group of five.
Diana Gordon. Anita Thomas. Theodore Thomas. Kristin Ed mark. Gloria Sanders.
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(no subject)
1 message
Helen Ost <helen.madsen.ost@gmail.com>
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Helen Ost

Fri, Feb 3, 2017 at 1:39 PM

#\il

844 W SR4

Cathlamet WA
Wess Safford
Southwest Washington Clean air Agency
Feb 3, 2017
Dear Wess Safford

RE: Comments on the Kalama Methanol Refinery Proposal for Clean Air

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' and the Port ofKalama's Shorelines permit applications. This project would
pollute Kalama area, degrade the Columbia River Shoreline, and increase damage due to an earthquake.

For China, this plant makes sense. China does not have a good supply ofnatural gas from which to make methanol. Kalama sits
close to a high volume natural gas pipeline and has a deep-water port. The pollution from the plant would be here in Kalama.
The pollution would be significant since it would be the largest methanol producing plant in the world. All the methanol
produced would be exported to the port ofDailan and other sites in China to be converted into olefins for manufacturing
products, including plastics. Right now, it is the cheapest way for China to obtain raw materials to make plastic.
Northwest Innovation Works is owned by the Shanghai Bi Ke Clean Energy Technology Co., a Chinese company 44
percent owned by the Chinese Academy of Sciences Holdings, an arm of China's government. At this time, our
relationship with China is open to change. In addition, what happens when our US raw materials have been depleted, or
limited and/or China has better access to raw materials closer or less expensive. In addition, NWIW is a new start up
company. They've never built nor run a methanol refinery. The proposed technology has never been used to make
methanol commercially. In early 2014, the price of methanol was near a record high. But by February 2016, methanol
had declined to its lowest value since the financial collapse of 2009. Southwest Washington could get stuck with a
messy, worthless refinery.

For us, here on the Columbia River, the advantages would be mainly l ,000 temporary jobs during construction, and less than
200 of jobs long term. We do need increased employment, but the emphasis should be on long term employment. But the
disadvantages for locating the project here would be substantial.
The disadvantages include the pollution that they call "acceptable levels" that includes known carcinogenic pollutants. A list<!)
of the first 9 chemicals released, from a report on methonal plants are Benezene, Formaldephyde, Naphathalene, Toluene, Xylene,
n-Hexane, Methanol, Ammonia, Butyl Mercapta, Hydrogen Sulfide, Nitrogen Oxide, Sulfuric Acid, Ethyl Benzene, Xylene,
Carbon Sulfide, Acetaldehyde, Dichlorobenzene, Arsenic, Barium, Cadium, Chromium, Copper, Mercury, Nickel and Zinc. As we
work to eliminate our own pollution, we would be helping China reduce theirs. The carcinogens from the plant affecting us, our
children, and our grandchildren.
lt is not clear the net effect of an increased demand on the regional power grid 's supply would carry over to the cost of power for

other customers, including residential users. I would use 200 megawatts of electricity daily - equal to the amount of
https://mail .google.com/mail/u/Dnui=2&ik=7179127f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15a05ea9231be070&siml=15a05ea9231be070
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electricity used by ALL Cowlitz County residents.

~\~

At the Shoreline permit hearing, the county's Hearings Examiner (permit decision-maker) encouraged the Port and
Northwest Innovation Works to propose additional mitigation and to re-design their proposed methanol refinery at the Port
of Kalama to avoid shoreline areas on the Columbia River. However, in reviewing the location of the main buildings and
storage facilities, they found it not to be financially possible. Instead there is a proposed 'protecting' about 90 acres of
wetlands north of the project site. The NWIW re-drew the refinery footprint, but the proposal would still encroach into
protected Columbia River Shorelines.
The effect of a major earthquake in our area on this facility would have a major effect on Kalama, the surrounding area, ~
and the Columbia River. The information shows a small area of affected. Not the full impacted area. The Environmental ~
hnpact Statement (EIS) explains that soil at the refinery site has a "moderate to high liquefaction susceptibility" in the event of
an earthquake, which could result in the ground under the refinery subsiding more than two feet. The EIS ignores upstream
fracking risks and emissions, and fails to analyze the blast zone risk for the refinery, suggesting that an explosion would never
leave the fence line.

(cl\

The project expects to use 36 - 72 deep-draft tanker ships per year (one way)-with methanol spill risk and tanker
impacts to juvenile salmon.

~·

It includes the tallest structure in Cowlitz County: a 245' flare operating 24/7. Kalama's famous totem pole is 145.' The
view of the area would be affected .
For a short term increase in jobs, we would incur long term pollution and disadvantages to Kalama and the surrounding
areas. This is a shortsighted project. A long term risks and liability far outweighs a short term gain, in other words, cost-benefit
doesn't work for the proposed methanol plant.

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' and the Port ofK.alama's Shorelines permit applications. This project would
pollute Kalama area, degrade the Columbia River Shoreline, and increase damage due to an earthquake.

Sincerely,
Helen Ost
884 W SR4

Cathlamet, WA
Phone: 503-367-5672

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15a05ea9231be070&siml=15a05ea9231be070
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Chris Andrews <chris.p.andrews@gmail.com>
Friday, February 3, 2017 1:51 PM
Wess Safford
No to methanol

I am writing in opposition to the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama. There are several reasons Washington
should not permit this plant:

(1)

Hidden Infrastructure Costs: the plant will require a natural gas feed by pipeline. Which property owners will
lose their land to imminent domain? Who pays for the pipeline? Who pays for the security when water
protectors block pipeline construction?

leadin~

Greenhouse Gas Emissions: global warming is an existential threat to humans and is already
displacement and costs associated with extreme weather, droughts, and forest fires . The proposed Kalama plant
would represent the largest industrial consumer of natural gas in the state, emitting over one million tons of
C02 annually. Washington should disinvite new, huge carbon infrastructure projects.

{f;J

Air Pollution: The Kalama plant would emit up to 62 tons of fine particulate matter into the local air
shed. Unless the Northwest Innovation Works is proactive in installing pollution control, the costs of the plant
will be externalizes to the local residents.
Regards,
Chris Andrews
Portland, Oregon
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Richard Voget DDS <rvoget@w-link.net >
Wednesday, January 4, 2017 9:18 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington for two reasons.
1. To ensure a safe and hea lthy climate for our children and future generations, we in Washington State need to burn
less fossil fuel every consecutive year until we reach zero until 2050 and yet the refinery would emit over a millio ~
additional tons of carbon dioxide a year.
L)'/
2. Fracked natural gas would be used. Which would mean the water supply near the natural gas well would become
contaminated. To pollute the water table in order to burn a product that endangers the climate is sheer madne/7\
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Richard Voget DDS
1615 N 41st ST
Seattle, WA 99103
2064781728
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jake Weil <Jakeandesme@gmail.com >
Thursday, January 5, 2017 4:05 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,

!(;\

RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

Kala~

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in
Washington. The refinery would be the largest consumer of natural gas in Washington . Fracked natural gas is a large
contributor to global warm ing. When extracted methane is released into the atmosphere which contributes more to
significantly more to tempat ure rise than co2 does over a 20 yea r period . The northwest and the Columbia river are
pristine parts of the country. The proposed methanol plant could jeopardize our natural resources (clean air and water)
for generations to come. If an earthquake were to hit the facility the effects would be calamitous.
Thank you,
Jake Weil

11
tY

Jake Weil
24486 bridge ct
Philomath, OR 97370
5414979489
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

luke adcox <lukeadcox@gmail.com>
Friday, February 3, 2017 10:53 AM
Wess Safford
Air discharge permit 16-3204

Mr. Safford,
My name is Luke Adcox and I'm writing today to oppose the construction, and operation of the methanol
refinery in Kalama.
I'm sure that you've heard many comments that delinate the environmental problems with the proposed facility.
I wholeheartedly agree with those comments. The negative impact on air quality and the resultant harm on the
youngest and oldest in the Kalama area are certainly the most stark and obvious reasons that the methane
refinery is a bad idea.
Here's another, it's bad business. It represents a large expenditure for a facility that causes lasting damage to our
beautiful region, and does so while changes in the energy market make it a method of diminishing returns.
Simply put, while the facility is designed to last many years, it's economic viability is on a much much shorter
timeline. The question becomes is it worth it to approve a facility that will:
rc:f)
--harm forty percent of Kalama residents who are part of vulnerable populations - either under 18 or over 65,
according to the 2010 census.
~
--consume more natural gas than all other industry in Washington state combined.
~
--emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year, which is the equivalent of about 220,000 cars.
-

\..Y

All of this for a method of production that will be less economically viable every day that it's in operation. In
addition to being a facility that causes harm (and let's be honest is ugly) it is a poor investment over time.
Thanks for your attention.
Luke Adcox
Gladstone, Oregon
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Gmail - Kalama Methanol Draft Air Discharge Permit

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Kalama Methanol Draft Air Discharge Permit
1 message

tndgardens@comcast.net <tndgardens@comcast.net>
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sun, Feb 5, 2017 at 11 :56 PM

Southwest Washington Clean Air Agency
11815 NE 99th Street Suite 1294
Vancouver, WA 98682

RE: Kalama Methanol Draft Ai r Discharge Permit
Attention Wess Safford
Dear Mr . Safford,
In considering the Draft Air Dis charge Permit for the Kalama Methanol Refinery , I urge you to consider the cumulative effects of this project.
These are just a few of the many often cited problems : the danger of fog , freezing fog, and ice on roadways resulting from the cooling stack's ~
water vapor, ammonia emissions , the extraordinary amount of C02 and other greenhouse gases produced by this refinery , and a certain
'f
amount of emissions of nitrogen oxide, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, volatile organic compounds , sulfur dioxide, and fine particulate matter.
These, plus incalculable fugitive methane emissions , represent an extraordinary amount of emissions for a physically small plant producing a
massive amount of methanol.
:::>

c

It is close to Kalama's center and numerous homes. It requires a new 3 mile pipeline, 24 inches in diameter to bring in natural gas for this
refinery . Numerous Williams pipeline leaks have been noted over the years , several in Washington State . (Lake Tapps , WA, in 2003, and Lewis
County, WA. also 2003, both maintenance failures, for instance.) Quite relevant is the 2014 accident at the Plymouth, WA. LNG storage facility
The pipeline bringing in the LNG exploded and sent shrapnel into a 14.6 million gallon storage tank . The danger closed down the traffic on the
Columbia River, the rail lines, and Highway 14. Owing to inadequate reporting requirements, however, we still don't know exactly what happened
at this facility, how it was repaired, and what the chances are of a repeat. Both local governments and the public deserve this information before
they locate an LNG facility in their vicinity .

.{c);'\

\11

A refinery of this size is not a s mall project - it will the affect the air quality of our area significantly for decades to come. The construction jobs
will disappear, but the pollution, leaks , C02, methane, and LNG will remain . The extent of the cumulative effects of this plant is considerable.
Please deny the Air Discharge Permit.
Diana Gordon
642 I Street
Washougal, WA 9867d1
tndgardens@comcast.net
360-835-77 48
February 5, 2017

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15a126caa089cOcO&siml=15a126caa089cOcO
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9""Diana Gordon:

Hi. My .name is Diana Gordon and I'm from Washougal, Washington. I have
many, many concerns about building a truly huge methanol plant in our area
and one of them stems from its location, right next to a major interstate
highway, 1-5. If there is any kind of mishap involving this huge proposed facility
1-5 would certainly be affected. It would not even take an explosion. The plant
will have a cooling tower which produces emissions ...

(j'J

Audience:

We can't hear you.

Diana Gordon:

Which produces emissions at the rate of 260,400 gallons per minute among
them, water vapor. The bloom of water vapor can be as high as ten thousand
feet and under certain atmospheric conditions that water vapor can form ice
and fog at ground level creating hazardous road conditions. It is not hard to
imagine freezing fog and slick, icy roads on a day like today. I believe 1-5 is within
a quarter mile of this huge bloom . 1-5 is the busiest road in our state. About 240
thousand people use it every day. They don't all go past Kalama but thousands
do. We go up to Olympia at least once a month and we go to Mount St Helen's,
the Dark Divide, Mount Rainier, Olympic Peninsula pretty often too. Water
vapor is not a dangerous emission in most cases and there is no rule to regulate
it here. However, this is a critical location. The added danger of accidents and
chain reaction events involving huge trucks and interstate travel, including
tourism is yet another reason to deny the air permit for this refinery. Thank you.

Paul Mairose:

Thank you .

Page 51 of 73
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HEARING COMMENTS - NWIW - Air Discharge Permit - 1/4/17
I have many, many concerns about building a truly huge methanol plant in
our area. One of them stems from its location right next to a major
interstate highway, 1-5.
If there is any kind of mishap involving this huge proposed facility, 1-5 will
certainly be affected. It would not even take an explosion.
The plant will have a cooling tower which produces emissions at the rate of
260,400 gallons per minute, among them water vapor. The plume of water
vapor can be as high as 10,000 feet, and , under certain atmospheric
conditions, that water vapor can form ice and fog at ground level creating
hazardous road conditions. It is not hard to imagine freezing fog and slick
icy roads on a day like today. 1-5 is withi n a quarter mile of this huge
plume.
1-5 is the busiest road in the state. About 240,000 people use it every day.
They don't all go past Kalama, but thousands do. We go up to Olympia at
least once a month, and we go to Mt. St. Helens, the Dark Divide, Mt.
Rainier, the Olympic Peninsula pretty often, too.
Water vapor is not be a dangerous emission in most cases and there is no
rule to regulate it here. However, this is a critical location. The added
danger of accidents and chain reaction events involving huge trucks and
interstate traffic including tourism is yet another reason to deny the air
permit for this refinery.
Diana Gordon
642 I Street
Washougal, WA 98671

tndgardens@comcast.net
360-835-77 48
January 4, 2017
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Paul Mairose
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

tndgardens@comcast.net
Monday, December 19, 2016 7:57 PM
Wess Safford
NWIW Methanol Plant, Kalama - Draft Air Discharge Permit

Categories:

Non Standard Comment

Southwest Washington Clean Ai r Agency
11815 NE 99th Street
Vancouver, WA 98682
ATIN : Wess Safford , AQ Engineer
wess@swcleanair.org
Dear Sir:
I have many, many concerns about building a truly huge methanol plant in our area. One of them stems from its location right next to a major
interstate highway, 1-5.
If there is any kind of mishap, 1-5 will certainly be affected. It would not take an explosion. There is the possibility of vehicle accidents caused
by ice and fog resulting from the towering water vapor plume from the cooling tower. That plume can be almost 10,000 or more feet high. ~
is a lot of water vapor, and , under certain atmospheric conditions, it can form ice and fog at ground level.
~/
Water vapor is not be a dangerous emission in most cases and there is no ru le to regulate it here. However, this is a critical location. The
added danger of accidents and chain reaction events involving huge trucks and interstate traffic is yet another reason to deny the air permit for
this refinery.
Sincerely,
Diana Gordon
642 I Street
Wahougal, WA 98671
tndgardens@comcast.net
360-835-77 48
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Wess Safford
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

tndgardens@comcast.net
Monday, December 19, 2016 7:57 PM
Wess Safford
NWIW Methanol Plant, Kalama - Draft Air Discharge Permit

Southwest Washington Clean Ai r Agency
11815 NE 99th Street
Vancouver, WA 98682
ATIN : Wess Safford , AQ Engineer
wess@swcleanair.org
Dear Sir:
I have many , many concerns about building a truly huge methanol plant in our area . One of them stems from its location right next to a major
interstate highway, 1-5.
If there is any kind of mishap , 1-5 will certainly be affected . It would not take an explosion . There is the possibility of vehicle accidents caused
by ice and fog resulting from the towering water vapor plume from the cooling tower. That plume can be almost 10,000 or more feet hw
·gh.
at
is a lot of water vapor, and , under certa in atmospheri c conditions, it can form ice and fog at ground level.

\t

Water vapor is not be a dangerous emission in most cases and there is no rule to regulate it here. However, this is a critical location .
added danger of accidents and chain reaction events involving huge trucks and interstate traffic is yet another reason to deny the air permit for
this refinery.
Sincerely,
Diana Gordon
642 I Street
Wahougal , WA 98671
tndgardens@comcast.net
360-835-77 48

1

Southwest Washington Clean Air Agency
11815 NE 99th Street
Vancouver, WA 98682
RE: NWIW Methanol Plant, Kalama
Draft Air Dicharge Permit
ATIN: Wess Safford, AQ Engineer
wess@swclean air.org
Dear Sir:
The permit for the methanol plant in Kalama states that the combined greenhouse gas /,(]
emissions from approved emission units shall not exceed 1,076,000 tons of C02 per
calendar year. This is a huge amount of C02 and will place it among the major
producers of GHG's
in the state of Washington .

lJI

There are other sources of C02 as well, for example, the ship traffic that will move the
product down th e Columbia and the offsite generation needed by the plant. These
sources of C02 will place it over the allowable limit. Further, in dealing with this quantity
of GHG's, I worry that Cowlitz County and the Port of Kalama do not have the resources
to provide the level of scrutiny necessary to protect the public interest and safety.
Perhaps the Washington Department of Ecology or EFSEC would be better equipped
due to the large scale of this project.
A further conce rn is that the environmental director for NWIW, Mr. Humphrey, though
highly qualified in some forms of power generation, does not have any experience with
methanol and other organic chemicals.
As far as I can tell, the main argument for this risky endeavor (which will benefit the
Chinese) is jobs - fewer than 200 at full buildout. After the initial 1000 construction jobs
disappear in about 3 years and those workers move on to something else, the city of
Kalama and Southwest Washington will be saddled with a dangerous and polluting
plant. The profits will go to a foreign government.
This plant is not a good fit for this area. Please deny their air permit.

•

Diana Gordon
642 I Street
Washougal, WA 98671

tndgardens@comcast. net
360-835-77 48
January 4, 2017

*~

TESTIMONY ON KALAMA METHANOL TERMINAL

My name is Alan Smith and I am a Portland resident.

Building this methanol terminal would be a disaster. Not only would it consume
huge amounts of natural gas, it would also lead to the construction of new gas
pipelines to feed it, which would in turn would lead to increases in other natural
gas infrastructure, locking the region into additional dependence on dirty energy
for decades.
The main component of natural gas is methane. Since 2006, worldwide
atmospheric levels of methane - a greenhouse gas 86 times more potent than
carbon dioxide over a 20-year period - have been on the rise. A study by
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology found that as much as 40 percent of this
increase could be due to fossil fuel production.
2016 has crushed the record for hottest year, set in 2015, which itself smashed
the previous record set in 2014. Such a three-year run has never been seen in the
136 years of temperature records. It's but the latest in an avalanche of evidence
that global warming will either be as bad as climate scientists have been warning
for decades - or much worse.
We are currently on course for a global warming of 3.5 degrees Celsius by the end
of the century. According to the IPCC that much of an increase would doom 4070% of species t o extinction.
Climate change is estimated to kill 400,000 people per year already, and the
number is projected to exceed 600,000 by 2030. Billions of people migrating to
avoid starvation from drought would cause chaos around the world.
To have a 66% chance of keeping global warming below 2 degrees Celsius, 68% of
the proven extractable reserves must remain in the ground.
Ifs not just local jobs and lives that matter, and there are no good jobs on a dead
planet.
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Don Steinke:

Hello. Don Steinke, Clark County. I'm a retired Science teacher from Fort
~
Vancouver High School. I oppose the methanol refinery because it would emit {_y
one million tons of C02 every year without sequestration . We've already put
too much C02 into the air. We may already have crossed the tipping point for
irreversible global warming. This is not counting the abundant methane leaks
from the pipelines and the fracking fields . The supporters of the methanol
refinery are giving us a false choice. They say because of worldwide demand for
methanol, either build this refinery here or they'll just build it somewhere else
and pollute more. That's what they always say.
I invite the building trades to work with us in the alliance for jobs and clean
energy instead of supporting every energy project regardless of the
consequences. There's no way you could approve this project if you care about
climate change. There is no such thing as innate demand. Demand is created.
Cancer rates always increase, the closer people live to a chemical facility . There
are places in America called Cancer Alleys, even though they comply with the
Clean Air act. I've worked with agency inspectors. Public complaints mean
nothing to them . They go the last mile year after year working with the polluters
seeking compliance.
If they issue a fine as a last resort, the money usually pays for the pollution
abatement equipment that was needed in the first place . Now we see that Pulp
and Talbot Company is suing Ecology, $20 million, for allowing them to pollute
at Port Gamble. First require sequestration and stop the fugitive emissions.
Thank you.

Paul Mairose:

Page 10 of73

Becky. Becky Meyer. She's not here. We'll move on to the next five. Elana
Stienke. Andrea Brenway. Sally Keely. Catherine Shudy. Come on up.

Question: This is a question about carbon sequestration. The U.S. Department of Energy has
offered a $2 billion loan guaranty to the Lake Charles methanol plant to sequester C02. There
is a company at the Port of Tuticorin India that is capturing C02 from its coal plant, without a
subsidy. Might it be possible to make carbon sequestration a condition of the permit?
Sources: http://www.columbian.com/news/2016/dec/21/energy-offers-2b-loan-to-la-carbon-storageproject/#.WFwRLESH2Bo.facebook
https ://www.theg uard ian .com/envi ronment/2017 /jan/03/ind ian-firm-carbon-capture-brea kth roughca rbonclean?utm source=Siqhtline%201nstitute&utm medium=webemail&utm campaiqn=Sightline%20News%20Selections&utm source=Siqhtline+Newsletters&utm campaign=549d4
ab7d2-EMAIL CAMPAIGN 2017 01 04&utm medium=email&utm term=O 18df351f8f-549d4ab7d2-296255209

Testimony methanol 17 01 04 By Don Steinke ,
I'm Don Steinke a retired science teacher from FVHS.
I oppose the Methanol refinery because it would emit 1 million tons of C02 every
year without sequestration. We've already put too much C02 into the air, we may {")
already have crossed the tipping point toward irreversible global warming .

W

This is not counting the abundant methane leaks from the pipelines and the
tracking fields .
The supporters of the methanol refinery are giving us a false choice. They say,
because of a world-wide demand for methanol, either build this refinery here or
they'll just build it somewhere else and pollute more.
That's what they always say. I invite the building trades to work with us in the
Alliance for Jobs and Clean Energy, instead of supporting every energy project
regardless of the consequences.
There is no way you could approve this project if you care about climate change.
There is no such th ing as innate demand . Demand is created.
Cancer rates always increase the closer people live to a chemical facility. There
are places in America called cancer alleys, even though they comply with the clean
air act.
I've worked with agency inspectors. Public complaints mean nothing to them .
They go the last mile, year after year, working with the polluter seeking compliance.
If they issue a fine as a last resort, the money usually pays for the pollution
abatement equipment that was needed in the first place.
Now we see the Pope and Talbot company suing Ecology $20 million for allowing
them to pollute at Port Gamble. First Require Sequestration , and stop the fugitive
emissions.

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Don Steinke <crVanWash@gmail.com >
Thursday, December 29, 2016 7:57 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
The pitch used in support of the proposed methanol refinery is similar to "Honey, I going shopping for things we don't
need, can't afford, and are dangerous, but we'll create jobs and save money."
Northwest Innovation Works says "Global demand for olefins is growing 8 to 10 percent a year." But, there is no such
thing as innate demand. Demand is created.
~
C02 causes global warming by trapping invisible radiation in the same way that water does in a microwave oven.
The refinery would generate approximately 1 million tons of C02e annually. No one that takes climate change seriously
believes that it is OK to build more fossil fuel infrastructure.
Pipelines leak. As far as I know, the EIS only accounts for the emissions after the natural gas arrives at the plant, but has
not fully accounted for the fugitive emissions upstream . Google "Franklinville Pipeline Leak" for a recent graphic
example.
For the sake of our children, say no to more fossil fuel infrastructure.

\11'
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Thank you,

Don Steinke
POB 822393
Vancouver, WA 98682
360 8921589
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Don Steinke <crVanWash@gmail.com >
Thursday, December 29, 2016 8:04 PM
Wess Saffo rd
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
Hi Wess,
The president of the United States asked all agencies to include climate change in their decision making and to quantify
the impacts if possible .

(j)

Thank you,

Don Steinke
POB 822393
Vancouver, WA 98682
360 892 1589
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,
Wess Safford
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Don Steinke <crvancouverusa@gmail.com>
Friday, December 23, 2016 10:55 PM
Wess Safford
Fwd: The Draft Air Discharge Permit for Kalama Methanol
Copy of LaBrant_spreadsheet_based_on_Tesoro-Savage_air_emissions.xis

resending with a bett er email address I hope.
Don Steinke
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Don Steinke <crvancouverusa@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Dec 23, 2016 at 10:38 PM
Subject: The Draft Air Discharge Permit for Kalama Methanol
To: wess@cleanair.org
Cc: William Brake <WilliamB98685 @aol.com>, Pat Campbell <pat777campbell@msn.com>, Dan Serres
<dan@columbiariverkeeper.org>, Dameon Pesanti <Dameon.Pesanti@columbian.com>, Eric La Brant
<LaBrant@gmail.com>, Councilmember Alishia Topper <alishia.topper@cityofvancouver.us>, Regna Merritt
<Regna@oregonpsr.org>, Diane Dick2 <dldick@cni.net>, gas Gregory Monahan
<gregorymonahan29@gmail.com>, Cecile Gernez <Cecile.gernez@sierraclub.org>, John Flynn
<jcflynn68@gmail.com>, S Keely <skeely.2015@gmail.com>

To Wess Safford, Southwest Clean Air Agency
cc William Brake, Pat Campbell, Dan Serres, Dameon Pesanti, Eric LaBrant, Alishia
Topper, Diane Dick, Regna Merritt, Gregory Monahan, John Flynn, Cecile
Germez, S Kee ly
Hello Wess,
In reading the Draft Air Discharge Permit for Kalama Methanol, I was surprised at the
short list of chemicals covered in your permit.
NOx, so2, co, PM, NH3, and voes.
Having read the long list of chemicals emitted from the vapor combustion units for the
Tesoro Savage oil terminal, I was surprised that your list for Kalama Methanol was so
short.
I assume natural gas could contain impurities.
I'll attach the spreadsheet listing the chemicals to be released from the Tesoro Savage
Project. I believe this spreadsheet was provide to me by Eric LaBrant in 2013. I
added some columns at the right to indicate the amount by which the emissions
exceeded the "allowed" amount ... as a multiplier. eg 1600°/o exceedance = 16 time
the max allowed.
1

,

..
I've heard that Tesoro has revised their application to reflect lower emission rates, but I
haven't checked.
It would be nice if you named the voes and their health affects.
If would be instructive for you to, in writing, compare the emissions of concern involved
in the Volkswagen Settlement with the emissions to be produced by Kalama Methanol,
and associated ships .
According to the terms of the Volkswagen Settlement, funds from the Environmental
Mitigation Trust may be used for shore power fo r berthed ships. But if we allow more
berthed ships withou t shore power, we'll have gotten nowhere.
I'm not an expert of t he difference between Toxic Air Pollutants and Hazardous Air
Pollutants, and I'm not an expert in haze mitigation, but it seems the NOx emissions will
make haze mitigation more difficult.
I'm not sure where we are on the EIS, but if the purpose of an EIS is to inform decision
makers, it seems the section on air pollution should mention the things not covered by
your ADP.
eg fugitive methane, pipeline leaks that don't get repaired, status of methane
concentrations in the atmosphere, flaws in previous models for fugitive methane
emissions admitted by EPA, haze impacts, HEALTH IMPACTS, traffic impacts from
increased fog. (Remember the notorious fog banks by the Albany Oregon Paper Mill -leading to mile long pile-ups along I-57)
As a State Agency, it seems SWCAA owes it to the Governor and the public to provide a
comprehensive disclosure of the air impacts.
Massachusetts sued EPA 10 years ago to force it to regulate C02 and the case went to
the Supreme Court and as a result there supposedly was an EPA rule related to ghg
emissions from stationary sources that exceed certain amounts, but I haven't tracked
that.
In the link below is a video of a recent pipeline leak in Franklinsville New York. According to the story, the
leak was first reported a year ago and the pipeline company didn't think it was urgent.
http ://www. wkbw .com/news/ gas-pipeline-repaired-after-year-of-leaking
http ://www.oleantimesherald.com/news/youtube-video-of-pipeline-gas-leak-gets-attention/article 32e630bc-b917-11 e6-b905638ab 11952ea.html

Thank you,
Don Steinke
crVancouverUSA@gmail.com
360 892 1589

2

Thank you for req uesting public comment on the Air Discharge Permit (16-3204) regarding NWIW's
proposed methano l refinery in Kalama , Washington.
This document and appendices are very detailed. And yet, I have a few questions :

How much pollution can we get away with? Vs. How much pollution can we avoid?
In this context, I w o nder if the permit is rigorous enough . For example :
•

The permit states that a minimum of one (1) gas sample (Appendix C) or a minimum of three (3)
tests (Appendix F) will be performed. Is that sufficient sampling and testing?

•

The pe rmi t state s th at the purpose of pe riod ic mon ito ri ng is "to minim ize emi ssions and provi de
a reasonab le assurance that the [equipment] is operating properly." Isn't the phrase 'reasonable
assurance' rather vague?
I, I

•

The permit (Appendix E) states that [-GG-an NG~] gas concentrations can be " no more than
200% of th e permitted emission limit." So emissions can exceed the allowable limit?

Even more importa nt :
•

Nowhere is there any mention of the risk to human health.

•

Nowhere is there any mention of the risk to wild life or habitat .

•

Nowhere is there any mention of the risk to the climate.

Environmental responsibility demands rigorous protections against toxic greenhouse gases that are
damaging to our climate . And social responsibility demands rigorous protections against toxic pollutants
that threaten huma n health . These need to be addressed before any permit is granted .

Vancouver, WA

Wess Safford
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Paul Mairose
Friday, December 16, 2016 4:46 PM
Wess Safford
FW: ONLINE INFORMATION REQUEST

FYI
Paul
-----Original Message----From: JeanMAvery@gmai l.com [mailto:JeanMAvery@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, December 16, 2016 3:21 PM
To: Paul Mairose <Paul@sw cleanair.org>
Subject: ONLINE INFORMATION REQUEST
REQUEST SUBMITIED BY:
Name : Jean M . Avery
Phone: 214-923-4149
Email : JeanMAvery@gmail.com

Comment or Question: To M r. Wess Safford:
Thank you for requesting public comment on Air Discharge Permit (16-3204) regarding NWIW's proposed methanol
refinery in Kalama, Washington .
This document and appendices are very detailed . And yet, I have a few questions:
How much pollution can w e get away with? Vs. How much pollution can we avoid?

In this context, I wonder if t he perm it is rigorous enough . For example'

@

The permit states t hat a minimum of one (1) gas sample (Appendix C) or a minimum of three (3) tests (Appendix
F) will be performed . Is that sufficient sampling and testing?
The permit states t hat the purpose of periodic monitoring is "to minimize emissions and provide a reasonable
assurance that the [equipm ent] is operating properly." Isn't the phrase 'reasonable assurance' rather vague?
The permit (Appendix E) states that CO and NOx gas concentrations can be " no more than 200% of the
permitted emission limit." So emissions can exceed the allowable limit?
Even more important:
Nowhere is there any mention of the risk to human health .
Nowhere is there an y mention of the risk to wildlife or habitat.

Nowhere is there any mention of the risk to the climate.

@i

r

Environmental responsib ility demands rigorous protections against toxic greenhouse gases that are damaging to our
climate. And social responsibility demands rigorous protections against toxic pollutants that threaten human health.
These need to be addressed before any permit is granted.

2

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Melissa Delzio <melissadelzio@gmail.com>
Tuesday, February 7, 2017 9:57 AM
Wess Safford
Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

Wess,
Please deny the air discharge permit for the proposed Kalama methanol refinery.
The plant could also emit up to 62 tons (104,000 pounds) of very fine particulate matter- dust and soot particles - each
year. Breathing these particles can cause long term health impacts.Forty percent of Kalama residents are part of
vulnerable populations - either under 18 or over 65, according to the 2010 census.

{j)

@

Rather than investing in sustainable energy, the refinery would promote our outdated and unstable dependence on fossil
fuels. This one refinery would consume more natural gas than all other industry in Washington state combined.

Thank you for your consideration,
-Melissa Delzio
Portland OR

Melissa Delzio
928.486.7357

Independent Designer
Meld el

Adjunct Sr. Instructor
Portland State University
Founder & Director
Our Portland Story
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Richenda Fairhurst:

My name is Reverend Richenda Fairhurst. I'm the pastor at the Camas United
Methodist Church in Camas, Washington. I'm also the Pacific Northwest
Coordinator for the Pacific Northwest Conference for Peace and Justice. What I
want to really talk about today is neighborliness, being a good neighbor. We
can't imagine that a methanol plant here, where it's already a sacrificed zone, Cl
right? There's already particulates in the air and it doesn't really matter what ~
else that we put in here [inaudible 00:04:38) besides 200 whole jobs justifies
that but I'm going to push back and say that it's not just about this coastline. It's
not just about this community, which is an important community but we are like
a giant vacuum cleaner sucking tracked gas out of the North Dakota area, out of
the Canadian tar sands and all of that sucked track gas impacts everybody all theuY
way down the line.

f:J

When we talk about water waste. We talk about upstream and downstream bu@
t
we also talk about that when we talk about pipelines being upstream and
downstream . Nobody wants to be upstream, downstream of a pipeline full of
tracked gas. It's going to leak and crack and contaminate waterways in
farmlands. I was at standing rock and I saw the difficulty people have with trying
to communicate that their wate r is important. That emanate domain cannot be
used to benefit a company instead of people who breathe and drink water and (J})
have children who want to go to second grade and third grade and fourth grade
and have a good, productive life. We are Americans. We are innovators. We are
smart and we do not need to rest on this ancient technology.

f\

I get the argument that this is a transitionary period. You bet it is but it's not one
we should rest in while we busily spew out tracked gas all across the country as
it squirms downstream to us and we become the recipients of this toxic brew.
No, to the [inaudible 00:06:12) Pipeline. Yes, to good technologies and a future
for us and our kids and this beaut iful place. Thank you.
Paul Mairose:
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Thank you. Next. State your name.

Southwest Clean Air Agency
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;~neDick:

Diane Dick, Longview. Department of Ecology should conduct a second tier toxic
air pollutant review for diesel engine exhaust particulates as the project
emissions exceed the ACL standard by a factor of more than five. In the FEIS,
appendix D it was noted, I quote, "Background DPM concentrations were not
considered because no data are available."
This data needs to be obtained and considered as the location of the methanol
refinery is in a narrow transportation quarter with a major highway, major
railway, and major ship channel, all major producers of DPM . Department of
Ecology should prepare a permit for prevention of significant deterioration as
PM emissions of at least 64 tons per year is a significant increase, especially
when combined with the secondary precursor emissions of nitrous oxide at 75
tons per year. Under normal operations, nitrous oxide levels would rise to 72%
of the max and under several scenarios to 92%.

@

Department of Ecology should prepare a PSD permit because overall PM data is
suspect when compared to similar data from the proposed Millennium Bulk Coal
Terminal Project. In the Innovation Works FEIS under Normal Operations for the
ULE Process, the total PM emissions are 64 tons per year. This would produce
PM 10 at 11 micrograms per cubic meter. By comparison with MBT Coal
Terminal, the USACDEIS states that the MBT total project area PM 10 at seven
tons per year with a 24-hour model, the impact of 66 micrograms per cubic
meter. Confusingly, the SWCAA NWIW technical document gives values of over
60 TPY for each of the PM and I would assume some are included in the other.
Essentially, for 65 tons of PMT which produces a 24-hour emission of 11
micrograms, for MBT, seven tons produces 66. If NWIW was modeling PM 10
like MBT then the result in value would be multiple times the allowable max.
Kalama's methanol refinery will be a major polluter in an environmentally
sensitive river valley already hosting major polluters. As such, it should be
subject to rigorous permitting review not so far provided . Thank you .
Paul Mairose:
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Times up. Thank you .

January 4, 2017

i-\~

Southwest Washington Clean Air Agency
11815 NE 99th Street Suit e 1294
Vancouver, WA 98682
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204 Northwest Innovation Works Kalama (NWIWK)
Department of Ecology should conduct a 2nd Tier Toxic Air Pollutant (TAP) review for Diesel Engine Exhaust
Particulates as the project emissions of 0.01755 ug/m3 exceed the ASIL standard by a factor of more than 5. While
this was addressed in th e FEIS Appendix D, it was noted, "Background DPM concentrations were not considered
because no data are ava ilable." This data needs to be obtained and considered as the location of the methanol
refinery is in a narrow transportation corridor w ith a major highway, major rail line, and major ship channel, all
major producers of DPM .
Department of Ecology should prepare a permit for Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) as PM emissions I?)
of at least 64 TPY (varies depending on document) is a significant increase, especially when combined with the
(.01
secondary precursor emissions of NOx of 75 TPY. Under normal operations NOx levels would rise to 72% of NAAQS
and under several scenarios to 92%.
Department of Ecology should prepare a PSD permit because overall PM data is suspect when compared to similar
data from the proposed M illenn ium Bulk Terminal coal terminal project.
In the NWIWK FEIS Appendix D Air Quality Analysis Tech Report, p. 42 Table 10 gives total annual
emissions from normal fa cility operation. For the ULE process, the total PM emissions are 64 tons per

year.

Then on p. 44 Table 11 is the 24-hr air modeling. Under scenario normal operations project would
produce PM10 at 11 ug/ m3, plus background 27 totals 38, or 25% of NAAQS 150.
For PM2.S project produces 4 ug/m3, plus background 18 totals 22, or 63% of NAAQS 35.
By comparison with MBT coal terminal, the USACE DEIS states MBT total project area PM10 at 7.08 tons
per year with a 24 hour modeled impact of 66 ug/m3, plu s 23 background totals 89, or 59% of NAAQS.
PM2.S models 7 ug/m3, plus 17.8 background, totals 24.8 or 71% of NAAQS.
Confusingly, the SWCAA NWIW Technical Support Document p. 18, 6.n Emissions Summary gives values
over 60 tpy each for PM, PMlO, and PM2.5. In the descriptions for most of the processes they assume all
the PM values to be for PM2.5. PMlO is about 65 tons/yea r.
So for NWIW 65 tpy of PM10 produces a 24 hour emission of 11ug/m3. For MBT 7.08 tpy of PM10
produces 66 ug/m3. If NWIW was modeling PMlO like MBT then the resultant value would be multiple
times the total allowable NAAQS.
NWIW's Kalama methanol refinery will be a major polluter in an environmentally sensitive river valley already
hosting major polluters. As such it should be subject to rigorous permitting review not so far provided.
ThJ,Pf you,

~?~~~~~

Diane L. Dick
13 St. Helens Lane
Longview, WA 98632
dickdl50@gmail .com

Southwest Clean Air Agency
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~~

Kimberly Higgins:

Kim Higgins. Longview resident. I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works
air discharge permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama, Washington .
If we allow Northwest Innovation Works to pollute in our region levels of small
particulate matter in the air near the refinery would be dangerously close to th e(_?!
maximum short term exposure levels recommended by the World Health
Organization. Particulate matter causes stroke, asthma, cancer, and immune
disorders. Permitting this project would be permitting the spread of these
diseases in Kalama and lower Columbia. This project should not be allowed to
pollute. It's not peanut butter, we don't have a choice of whether to breathe air
or not. Further is off topic comments are being allowed, a bad day at the
proposed Kalama methanol refinery, on a side subject to liquification during an ~/
earthquake would bring this region to its knees due to its proximity to Interstate
5, the route we and the goods we consume travel without alternate. We need
to work together to find a good forward thinking project that will result in good
long term jobs, not allow large corporations to divide us and use our region as a
conduit. Please reject this perm it. Thank you.

CJ

CJ

Paul Mairose:
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Thank you .

Southwest Clean Air Agency
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;\~
Dan Serres:

My name's Dan Serres . I'm the Conservation Director for Columbia Riverkeeper.
First of all, I just want to say for, we've gotten word from members who've had
difficulty submitting comments via email. I would encourage Southwest Clean
Air to see to re-notice this in a way that people realize that their comments may
have not been accepted properly and to do that as aggressively as possible .
People may think they have commented to you and their comments may not
have gone through. That sort of failure in the process can really undermine
people's faith and SWCAA's ultimate decision which we hope is a denial project.

@

This would be 320 million cubic foot per day of natural gas consumer. That's
more than all the homes in Washington State. Yet Northwest Innovation Works
is applying as a minor polluter. That's absurd kind of on the face of it. This would
be a third of all the natural gas used in the state . One of the issues that the
gentlemen from the Steelheaders brought up earlier is the volatile organic
compounds. That's a key concern with this type of major natural gas consumer.
Com busting down that natural gas, if it's not done properly, it can have much
higher emissions. That plant in Oregon, to my understanding, isn't entirely sure
why they're coming up with such high numbers per voes. This facility, what wl':/)
know is, if it comes in high you're going to be only sampling it every five years &
for voes. Capturing these problems will be not something that's going to be
accomplished through the application as it's written .
The application severely understates the impacts in other ways. We know that
this will significantly add both conventional and toxic pollution to Washington,
but in other important ways the project as a whole really sidesteps critical
review by key state agencies. I just want to leave everyone here with the
knowledge that that 320 million cubic feet of gas a day has to come from
somewhere. It doesn't just show up to climb a lateral. It comes from a new
pipeline that must be built. Right now Northwest Innovation Works is working
with Northwest Natural Gas to try to cut a deal until that new pipeline comes on
line. It's something that Southwest Clean Air should be aware of, that there are
pertinent facilities that will feed this project that you should be reviewing.
Thank you.

19'1

lY

Uri Papish:
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Thank you.

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

jeremiah jenkins < miah66@yahoo.com >
Friday, December 30, 2016 8:35 AM
Wess Safford
Kalama Methanol

I oppose Northwest Innovation Work's natural gas-to-methanol refinery. Building the world ' s largest natural gas-tomethanol refinery in Kalama, Washington, is the wrong direction for our safety, river, climate and private pr~rty
rights. Here ' s why:

([g/@

•Staggering Fracked Gas Use: The refinery would consume a stunning amount of fracked natural gas--0ne-third as
much gas as the entire state of Washington. This flies in the face of your commitment to take bold action on climate
~~~
•Undisclosed Impacts: To feed its enormous new gas demand, Northwest Innovation Works and regional gas '2)
suppliers are quietly planning for a major new pipeline. So far they haven't disclosed how the methanol terminal
would obtain its gas, hiding the broader impacts of the methanol refinery and the pipelines needed to supply it.
• Air Pollution: Emissions from the methanol refinery terminal would be five times greater than Washington ' s
15'.
Acceptable Source Impact Level for diesel particulate matter. And the proposal would be one of the biggest
greenhouse gas polluters in the Washington, releasing up to 1.4 million tons of carbon dioxide.
•Eminent Domain for Private Gain: The project requires new pipelines to deliver natural gas to the refinery. Privat@
e
prope11y owners -- including a historic Pioneer Cemetery -- are facing the threat of eminent domain to build one of
the pipelines the project would need.

@
ll

This project flies in the face of a bold vision to address climate change and create clean energy jobs. I'm calling on
you to take a second look at the project and join the growing movement of people, businesses, and organizations
opposing methanol.

From: Wess Safford <Wess@swcleanair.org>
To: Wess Safford <Wess@swcleanair.org>
Sent: Thursday, December 29, 2016 10:57 AM
Subject: Public Comment on the Northwest Innovation Works Draft Air Discharge Permit

Thank you for providing comments on the Northwest Innovation Works Methanol Facility draft air
discharge permit. Unfortunately due to a technical issue, the text of your email was not received by
our email server. Please resubmit your email and comment so we can document your comment. To
help ensure delivery please ensure that the words "Kalama Methanol" are in your subject line. We
are sorry for this inconvenience.
Wess Safford
Southwest Clean Air Agency

Wess Safford, AQ Engineer
Southwest Clean Air Agency
(360) 574-3058, x126
wess@swcleanair.org
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jeremiah & Carissa Jenkins <MIAH66@YAHOO.COM >
Friday, December 30, 2016 9:40 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of t?~
i
nd
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

3

Please do not permit Nort hwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

Jeremiah & Carissa Jenkins
3537 NE 81st Ave
Portland, OR 97213
8030388
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jeremiah & Carissa Jenkins <MIAH66@YAHOO.COM >
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 9:50 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Jeremiah & Carissa Jenkins
3537 NE 81st Ave
Portland, OR 97213
8030388

37
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;~Kristin Edmark:

Kristin Edmark. Battle Ground, Washington. Southwest Clean Air Agency is
limiting their evaluation of the air quality only to the plant and a few
compounds and the related standards that they have. I feel that this is very
wrong. It's wrong to judge the proposed plan, to pass it according to these
standards, it uses the ULE unless you also include the air pollution that would b
~
generated from the extra electricity pulled from the grid . It's also wrong to
judge the plant passing without t aking into account the pollution from the
q~
pipelines, from the tankers, from the increased energy and the tracking of the
gasoline, the natural gas. Please do not pass this.

@
iCJ

Uri Papish:

Thank you.

Paul Mairose

Address the hearings officer and keep the mic really close .
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Palcisko, Gary (ECY) <gpal461@ECY.WA.GOV >
Tuesday, January 17, 2017 1:07 PM
Paul Mairose
Comment received by Ecology on Northwest Innovation Works Kalama
20170117125420873.pdf

Hi Paul,
Here is a scanned copy of a public comment that Ecology received on the draft permit for the Northwest Innovation
Works - Kalama .
Gary Palcisko
Air Quality Program
WA Dept. of Ecology
300 Desmond Drive
PO Box 47600
Lacey WA 98504-7600
Phone: 360-407-7338
-----Original Message----From: ecyprlcy2ba37
Sent : Tuesday, January 17, 2017 12:54 PM
To: Palcisko, Gary (ECY) <gpal461@ECY.WA.GOV>
Subject:
This E-mail was sent from "ECYPRLCY2BA37" (Aficio MP 4000).
Scan Date: 01.17.2017 12:54:20 (-0800}
Queries to: ecyprlcy2ba37

cOt'<·wnR..Y"~kG\~
~ EOrno-.<~
\0<-\~~\Y\
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January 5, 2017
Department of Ecology
The State of Washington
PO Box47600
Olympia, Washington, 98504-47600
Kristin Edmark
7611 NE 296th Avenue
Battle Ground, WA 98604
Dear Department of Eco logy,
I was very disheartened after attending the hearing last night at the Cowlitz PUD to provide feedback to the
Southwest Washington Clean Air Agency regarding Permit 16-3204 Northwest Innovation Works Kalama. The
Southwest Clean Air Agency is judging the "site" and leaving o ut vital considerations, for example, the increased
pollution necessary to generate the power pulled off the grid necessary for "Ultra Low Emissions Technology", the f.11)\0
full existing pollution from neighboring plants, and the impact of transportation of natural gas and methanol.
~

I agree with Diana L Dick of Longview Washington who states that :
"Department of Ecology should conduct a 2nd Tier Toxic Air Pollution (TAP) review for Diesel Engine Exhaust ~
Particulates as the project emissions of 0.01755 ug/m3 exceed the ASIL standard by a factor of 5. While this~
was addressed in the FEIS Appendix D, it was noted, "Background DPM concentrations were not considered
because no data was available." This data needs to be obtained and considered as the location of the
methanol refinery is a narrow transportation corridor with a major highway, major rail line, and major
shipping channel, all m ajor producers of DPM.

~

Department of Ecology should prepare a permit for Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) as PM
emissions of at least 64 TPY (varies depending on document) Is a significant increase, especially when
combined with the secondary precursor emissions of NOx of 75 TPY. Under normal operations NOx levels
would rise to 72% of NAAQS and under several scenarios t o 92%.
Department of Ecology should prepare a PSD permit because overall PM data is suspect compared to
similar data from the proposed Millennium Bulk Terminal coal terminal project

In the NWIWK FEIS Appendix D Air Quality Analysis Tech Report, p. 42 Table 10 gives total annual emissions from normal facility
operation. For the ULE process, the total PM emissions are 64 tons/year.
Then on p.44 Table 11 ls t he 24-hr air modeling. Under scenarios normal operations project would produce PMlO at 11 ug/m3,
plus 27 totals 38, or 25% of NAAQS 150. For PM2.5 models 7 ug/rn3. Plus 17.8 background, totals 24.8 or 71% of NAAQS.
By Comparison with MBT coal terminal, the USACE DETS states MBT total project area PM10 at 7.08 tons/year wlth a 24 hour
modeled impact of 66 ug/m3, plus 23 background totals 89, or 59% of NAAQS. PM 2.5 models 7 ug/m3, plus 17.8 background,
totals 24.8 or 71% of NAAQS.
Confusingly, the SWCAA NW IW Technical Support Document p 18, 6.n Emissions Summary gives values over 60 tpy each for PM,
PMlO and PM 2.5. In the descriptions for most of the processes they assume all the PM values to be for PM2.5. PM10 is about 65

tons/year.
So for NWIW 65 tpy of PM10 produces a 24 hour emission of 11ug/m3. For MBT 7.08 tpy of PM10 produces 66 ug/m3. If NWIW
was modeled PM10 like M BT then the resultant value would be multiple times the total allowable NAAQS.

NWIW's Kalama methanol refinery will be a major polluter in an environmentally sensitive river valley
already hosting major polluters. As such it should be subject to rigorous permitting review not so far
provided."
I agree with Diana and t he many concerned neighbors who spoke at the meeting last night. I am afraid they will be
ignored because they we r;~essing the whole air quality impact not just the "site" using incomplete data.
Thankyou. Sincerely. r/u~ G-h~
Kristin Edmark, Battle Ground, WA
kristinedmark@l:!gtmai l.corr:i. (360) 666-1285
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Kristin Edmark <kristinedmark@hotmail.com >
Wednesday, December 21 , 2016 9:21 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Pe rmit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of~
o · and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and em it over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

"3

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Kristin Edmark
7611 NE 296th Way
Battle Ground, WA 98604
360-666-1285
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

~

jblainebaker@gmail.com
Saturday, January 7, 2017 8:52 AM
Paul Mairose
ONLINE INFORMATION REQUEST

#l~
REQUEST SUBMITIED BY:
Name: JoAnne Baker
Phone: 360-270-6077
Email : jblainebaker@gma il.com

Comment or Question: Writt en Statement on NW Innovative Works and the proposed terminal in Kalama, Washington .
When I came to the January 4th, 2017 meeting on the proposed methanol plant in Kalama, my mind was open to what
was said. I felt we've been busy in Longview with our own problems with the coal terminal in Longview. However, the
presentation was very good and it sounded like everything was well thought out. Until I listened to the question and
answers and the statements by the people attending the meeting.

~

Northwest Innovative Work may have taken earthquakes into consideration of their building design, but the gas
company hasn't. Count how many gas pipeline failures there have been to disastrous consequences. A gas leak in
California has burned for FOUR MONTHS before it plugged. Closer to home, a building was recently destroyed beca ~
of a pipeline explosion . And the natural gas is the result of 'tracking', not a free-flowing pipeline.

<!Y

And what about the increase in ship traffic on the river and the diesel pollution? And these are just a couple things I can
think of. Just how many more permits will be needed, i.e Department of Ecology just to name one.

@

While I laud involvement with our Lower Columbia College for job training, this should be a standard.
And, NW Innovate Works is an Limited Liability Company (LLC) ,with multinational investors and is not a corporation .
So much expense, so much energy, such a huge meeting and for what? If China needs more methanol, let them build the
plant in China.
Let's build a plant that produces products we will use in America and that will hire hundreds of permanent employees
here instead of a t emporary construction workers. Take a lesson from Millennium: Their focus was also too narrow too .
Focusing on 'ambient air' is focusing on only one area without loo king at the impact overall on the communities and the
environment.
Submitted by JoAnne Baker
3545 Fairway Lane
Longview, Washington 9863 2
jblainebaker@gmail.com
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;\~
Cynthia Svensson:

Hello. My name is Cynthia Svensson. Thank you for listening to us all this
evening. I'm a resident of Kalama and I have a Master of Science degree in
Chemical Oceanography from the University of Washington .

Audience:

Can't hear you .

Cynthia Svensson:

I'm here to request that you deny the air discharge permit for the proposed
methanol plant in Kalama . I'm pa rticularly concerned about diesel particulate
matter from ships and tugs. Whe n I looked at the final environmental impact
statement, I saw that information concerning tugs and ship had simply been
lined out and was considered immaterial to the project because it was not part
of the plan itself. That is how NWIW meets standards. The Columbia River is
located between Kalama, Washington and Rainier, Oregon at the area in
question and both these communities would suffer exposure to the increased
DPM . Kalama is particularly at risk for this because of it's proximity to the
freeway, heavy rail traffic, and ocean/river traffic. That has increased
dramatically since 2011 when the EPA did a DPM estimate for the area.
I believe there should be actual pollution monitors in the core area of Kalama,
not just estimates. Even the estimates are not encouraging. The EPA estimated
the DPM in Kalama to be roughly 180 times the Washington acceptable source
impact level. We should take the danger of additional DPM in this area very
seriously as it has direct bearing on cancer and respiratory disease rates. If
somebody is smoking a carton of cigarettes it is not going to help them to have
another pack. We need to decrease air pollution, not allow it to increase. Thank
you.

Paul Mairose :
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Talk up here.

Paul Mairose

Subject:

Uri Papish
Wednesday, January 4, 2017 12:09 PM
cynthia.svensson@gmail.com
Wess Safford; Tina Hallock
RE: ONLINE INFORMATION REQUEST

Categories:

Non Standard Comment

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

Hi Cynthia,
Thank you for your comme nt . I have submitted it to Wess Staffo rd, SWCAA's permit writer to be added as part of the
public comment record .
At the end of the public comment period SWCAA will compi le and consider all public comments received . SWCAA will
also prepare and publish a comment response document.
Uri
Uri Papish
Executive Director
Southwest Clean Air Agency
{360) 574-3058 Ext 112
-----Original Message----From : cynthia.svensson@gmail .com [mailto :cynthia.svensson@gmail .com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 4, 2017 11:53 AM
To : Uri Papish <Uri@swcleanair.org>
Subject : ONLINE INFORMATION REQUEST
REQUEST SUBMITIED BY:
Name: Cynthia Svensson
Phone: 3606735188
Email : cynthia .svensson@gmail.com

Comment or Question : Dear Mr. Papish;
I am commenting on Air Discharge Permit 16-3204 concerning a proposed methanol plant in Kalama, WA. When the
DEIS first came out, I immed iately spoke to the Port of Kalama commissioners about the problem of diesel particulate
matter from ships and tugs, associated with the proposed plant, being above WA ASIL guidelines.
~

li6J

®

When I looked at the final EIS, I saw that the information concerning tugs and ships had simply been lined out and was
considered immaterial to th e project because it was not part of the plant, itself. The Columbia River is located between
Kalama, WA and Rainier, OR, at the area in question, and both these communities would suffer exposure to the
increased DPM associated with the plant. Kalama is particularly at risk because of its proximity to the 1-5 freeway and
heavy rail traffic t hat has increased since 2011 when the EPA did a DPM estimate for the area. I believe there should be
actual pollution monitors in t he core area of Kalama, not just estimates. Even the estimates are not encouraging. The
EPA estimated the DPM in Kalama to be 0.61 micrograms/cubic meter in 2011. That is roughly 180 times the WA ASIL
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recommended safe level of 0.00333 micrograms/cubic meter. We should take the danger of additional DPM in this area
very seriously as it has direct bearing on cancer and respiratory disease rates.
There are many other air quality issues with the proposed plant such as greenhouse gas emissions and other toxic air
pollutant emissions . I hope that after thorough evaluation you will deny this permit and, if anything, help Kalama to
improve air quality rather than see it degraded.
Thank you,

f \~Cynthia Svensson
M.S. Chemical Oceanography, University of Washington
Kalama resident
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Paul Mairose
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Suzanne <suzwa1 ker@comcast.net>
Wednesday, December 21 , 2016 9:38 AM
Wess Safford
16-3204 /Comments for proposed Kalama methanol refinery

Categories:

Non Standard Comment

Dear Mr. Safford,

{iJ

Please receive my emailed comments as opposition to the proposed Kalama methanol refinery. I whole heartedly
oppose this refinery project moving forward on the banks of our river here in the beautiful Pacific Northwest. My UY
concern range from additional and continued fracking practices, subsequent air pollution that we MUST be mindful and
most careful about in these tenuous times as world scientists collectively continue to warn us of their sober findings.
I had the honor of going to help serve the water protectors of Standing Rock this October, I met scientists, ecologists as
well as former oil industry employees that educated me to the fact that the many of the existing pipelines we have
tr;)
running throughout our nation are past their warranties and the gas/oil companies simply will not fix them and most of
which own the clean up companies themselves so they actually make more money if they allow the pipes to fail! This is
an issue that I am alerting ot hers to and doesn't apply directly to t his particular project however it will in the future if we
allow this to move forward! The reality is there are thousands upon thousands of jobs to be had in just the effort to fix
all these failing pipes that can create more jobs for our nation. This is a serious consideration that we must make
known.

CY

Additionally, I have strong aversion to the use of eminent domain for these types of reasons . There is no end to the
callousness of these money hungry consumers that have no large r world perspective than there own wallets in my
humble opinion.

@

Please receive this as my op position to the above mentioned plant as I am unable to make it up to the hearing in person .
Respectfully,
Suzanne Walker
suzwalker@comcast.net
700 Pebble Beach Court
Lake Oswego, OR
97034
503.686.1015
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Thomas Gordon:

My name is Thomas Gordon. On December 11, 1983, Sunday, ammonia from a
leaking valve at the Borden Ice Cream plant in Houston, Texas ignited and
destroyed the plant. Luckily, as a maintenance man from the plant knew where
the leak was, put on special gear and a face mask to protect himself. The
firemen assisting. The ammonia exploded. No one was hurt or killed as bricks
rained down. A few minutes later they would have been nearer to the leak and
the outcome tragic. The ignition source was later determined to be a broken
light bulb. While a manhole cover flew over one fire fighter ...

Audience:

Speak into the microphone. Use the microphone . We can't hear you.

Thomas Gordon:

Okay. The worst damage for the firemen was some ice cream sticks stuck to the
front of one of their trucks. Some ice cream sticks were found a mile away. In
Kalama, how far are the ammonia tanks going to be from the methanol tanks? If
an explosion occurred and ruptured a methanol tank would wind drifts send the
methanol to Kalama where many would die? This and many other things need
to be taken into consideration in building a plant using new technology to make
methanol. At the very least, instead of building a massive new plant, shouldn't a
smaller, pilot plant be built first to determine the feasibility of this venture?

@
16

6iJ

As envisioned now in the right conditions, fog from this plant would cover 1-5
leading to accidents. On many levels, this project is a disaster waiting to happen.
Thank you.
Paul Mairose:
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Okay.

2/15/2017

M

Gmail - Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
2 messages
tndgardens@comcast.net <tndgardens@comcast.net>
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sun, Feb 5, 2017 at 11 :14 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency:
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
After reading the requireme nts for Air Discharge Permit 16-3204 , I noticed there are no requirements for the personnel at the
proposed Kalama Methanol plant to be trained or certified in doing the required record keeping or reporting of the required levels
of discharges of methanol, voes and other listed possible effluents . I believe these requirements should be included in the Air
Discharge permit.

i\~ Thank You .

Q0

Thomas Gordon
642 I Street
Washougal , WA 98671
(360) 835-7748
tndgardens@comcast.net

tndgardens@comcast.net <tndgardens@comcast.net>
To: "Agency, Southwest" <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Sun, Feb 5, 2017 at 11 :23 PM

Dear Southwest Washington Clean Air Agency:
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
After reviewing the rules for Air Discharge Permit 16-3204, I noticed that an air permit may be needed form the State of Oregon.
This makes sense since the material from the Kalama Methanol plant would at least partially drift to Oregon .
Has such a permit been rece ived?
Thank You .
Thomas Gordon
642 I Street
Washougal , WA 98671
(360) 835 -7748
tndgardens@comcast.net

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15a12464f7b73d01&siml=15a12464f7b73d01&siml=15a124e9639beffd
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Kalama Testimony, January 4, 2017
On December 11 , 1983, a Sunday, ammonia from a leaking valve at the Borden ice
cream plant in Houston, Texas, ignited and destroyed the plant. Luckily, as a
maintenance man from the plant, who knew where the leak was, put on special gear
and face mask on to protect himself, with firemen assisting, the ammonia exploded. No
one was hurt or killed as bricks rained down. A few minutes later, they would have been
nearer to the leak and the outcome tragic. The ignition source was later determined to
be a broken light bulb. While a man hole cover flew over one fire fighter, the worst
damage for the fi remen was some ice cream sticks stuck to the front of one of their
trucks. Some ice cream sticks were found a mile away.
Here in Kalama, how far are the ammonia tanks going to be from the methanol tanks?
If an explosion occurred and ruptured a methanol tank, would wind drift serd the
methanol to Kalama where many would die? This and many other things need to be
taken into consideration in building a plant using new technology to make methanol. At
the very least, instead of building a massive new plant, shouldn't a smaller pilot plant be
built first to determine the feasibility of this venture?
As envisioned now, in the right conditions, fog from this plant would cover 1-5, leading to
accidents.
On many levels, this project is a disaster waiting to happen.
Thomas Gordon
642 I Street
Washougal , WA 98671
(360) 835-7748
tndgardens@comcast.net

ifl
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30 years ago: The day the Borden's Ice Cream

plant exploded
By J.R . Gonzales on December 11, 20 13 at 6:17 AM

ADVERTSEMENT

Photo: Houston Chronicle
IMAGE 1 OF 9

Remains of the Borden Ice Cream plant following an explosion , Dec. 11 , 1983.

Do you remember the Borden's Ice Cream plant on the south side of downtown?
It was off Milam and Calhoun (now St. Joseph's Parkway) .
If you do, then you probably remember the day it exploded and how it nearly
turned into a tragedy.
It was on a Sunday morning, 30 years ago today, when fire crews got word that
anhydrous ammonia, used to refrigerate and store the ice cream at the plant,
was leaking . As firefighters set up to enter the building, Melvin Machart, an
employee, offered to take them inside and show them where they could shut off
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The Borden's Explosion
December 11, 1983
By Bob Parry

The year 1983 had not been one of my better years. On January 4th, I witnessed District Chief Lonnie
Franklin, a "second father" to many of us at 7/B, getting killed while enroute to an arson house fire. Two
fTlOnths later, my own father died from complications from heart disease. We only had a couple of tours of
duty to go before the end of the year and I was looking forward to the New Year.

It was a quiet Sunday morning at 7's and a hearty breakfast was being finished when Stations 1,7, and
8 were being toned out for an ammonia leak at Borden's, located at the comer of Milam and Calhoun.
Borden's was a two-story brick building (not counting the basement) known for their ice cream and other
dairy products, occupying nearly the whole city block. Riding Acting Chief that day was Sr. Captain Ed
Hauck and he was being driven by Fire Fighter Tim Jordan . Don Sims was the Acting Captain on Engine 7
and Ricky Dail was one of the pipemen. John Burleson had just left on a holiday just minutes before the box
came in. The fourth man had to be a fill in. I was assigned to the right side of Ladder 7 that day along and
our crew was Captain Royce Beck, E/O Delbert Burleson, and Fire Fighter Thomas Morant. In those days,
we could stand up on the battery box because seat belts were an option and not a requirement. The death of
fire Fighter Thomas Cooper in September 1981 removed us from the tailboard but it was not until Fire
Fighter Robert Reyes, another good friend, fell off Engine 15 in December 1984 that the department finally
required us to stop standing and be buckled up when the apparatus was moving.

While traveling north on Travis, we were a few blocks away from the Pierce Elevated when we
caught our first strong smell of ammonia. The official name of the ammonia was anhydrous ammonia or as
some called it, refrigerated ammonia. In fact, when we were crossing Pierce, I crawled in my seat to put on
my mask. When we turned left on Calhoun and drove past the building, white clouds of ammonia were filling
the sky and drifting to the southwest due to the northerly breeze. We staged at the comer of Louisiana and
Calhoun with Engines 7 and 8 (The War Wagon), Snorkel 8, and District 7. Other companies, including
Haz-Mat 17, were enroute as well. The Holiday Inn, located on the opposite corner on Calhoun, had several
guests looking down from their balconies at the incident. While the plan was being developed, a
maintenance engineer named Melvin Machart came up to the command post and stated he knew what valve
was leaking and he could help us shut it down. Though there may have been a policy about putting the public
in harm's way, it was important he direct us to the area of the leak so we could tightened the valve and shut
off the leak. There was virtually no traffic, vehicles or pedestrian, in the area that may have complicated or
delayed any tactic. The crews of Ladder 7, Engine 8 (Acting Captain Mike Miller along with Fire Fighters
Mark "Dirt" Evans and Greg "Silky" Collins), and Acting Chief Hauck suited up. A quick class on the air
pack was given to Mr. Machart and we proceeded toward the building. We were in the cloud and just about to
enter the building when Mr. Machart became a little restless in the SCBA about his face piece. We went
back to the staging area and assured him how the air pack would protect him from the fumes.
While walking back to the building, we felt the ground rumble and a fireball shoot across Calhoun.
The force of the explosion sent bricks flying and crashing down on us in the street. In fact, popsicle sticks
were found a mile away. I was covering my head with my arms and looked around and heard Acting Chief
Hauck request a second alarm due to a major explosion at our location. Greg Collins vividly remembers the
how a manhole cover flew over him and into the windshield of a car parked at an auto repair shop across the
street. He, like the rest of us, can testify, "You can't run on moving ground"!! Larry Claxton, driving Engine
1 that day, recalls cleaning the Popsicle sticks off the pumper. After we regrouped, Engine 7 laid a line from

'the·War Wagon" and pulled up in front of the building and operated their deck gun. The extra-alarm
companies were arriving under the command of Deputy Chief D.E. Crowder. We were there most of the day
sifting through the rubble. It wasn't until later that afternoon that relief crews began to arrive. Sid LaCombe,
the officer on "the bucket" , still laughs on how many of the "old head" fire fighters had ' large ice cream
spoons" in their shirt pockets when getting off their rigs and reporting to the command post. Yea, nothing
like listening to the Oilers with a gallon of your favorite ice cream! I did find an employee punch-in clock
that had stopped at 9:04. I played that number for several months at a little comer bar "operation" in
Youngstown but it never came up a winner- only that day though !!

~~
After we returned to service later that night and returned to quarters, the 'what ifs" were discussed at
the station. The main one of course was 'what if' Mr. Machart did not stop and continued to lead us in the
basement where the leak was. It surely would have killed the crews of Engine 8, Ladder 7 ,the Chief, and Mr.
Machart - 7 Fire Fighters and a civilian!! "What if' the wind was blowing from the south and we would
have staged closer to the building on the Milam side of Calhoun? "What if' the leak would have happened
on a regular workday with the area filled with spectators and employees - would the leak still would have
occurred or prevented by the workers?? "Silky" Collins told me this little tid-bit that you can either laugh at
or shake your head. Around 2 a.m. the next morning, he was detailed to relieve FF Dennis Ganns on fire
watch at the site. In those days , a fire watch usually comprised of a couple of Fire Fighters with hose lines
off the hydrant to hit the hot spots . When Greg pulled up, he saw Ganns from l 7's covered in blood. Silky
ran up to him and asked him "Are you OK, what the *"$ @(!A& happened to you" ? Ganns replied he was
hungry and he crawled into the basement looking for ice cream. Though he found some, the ammonia was so
strong it made his nose bleed. Ganns, lucky to be alive , is a state patrolman in Oklahoma. Mark Evans
(78/D) probably said it best when "working one of his many debit day at 78/B". Someone said "that was
close" referring to a close call at home plate during some downtime while watching an Astra's game. " Dirt",
without blinking, calmly stated, "close only counts in horseshoes , hand grenades, and ammonia leaks"!!

Anhydrous ammonia, as per the NFPA , was not supposed to ignite and explode. Though the cause of
the leak was never determi ned , the agencies and investigators determined a single light bulb broke and that
provided the ignition source. Everyone who made it on the " box" feels blessed they can talk about this event.
Until I moved up to "Steeler Country", every time I passed the location on the Pierce Elevated or on the street
I made the Sign of the Cross! Ironically, this location is the new home of Station 8. I just thank the Good
Lord is not a park with a memorial plaque to the Houston 7 !

Bob Parry (Retired in Pittsburgh)
Views: 1162
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Wess Safford
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Brian Garrison <bgarrison@davidheil.com >
Wednesday, Jan uary 04, 2017 11 :4 1 PM
Wess Safford
My Comments on : 16-3204

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I grew up in Rainier, OR and currently live in Portland. I have friends and family spread between Portland and Longview, WA,
and pass through Kalama regularly. I am writing in concern about the proposed refinery and the negative effects that it will bring.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) & Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) report that approximately 13
workers died every day based on 2014 statistics, and that only accounts for part of the harm that industries put upon their
workers.
In 2015, respiratory protection was the fourth-most cited standard, showing that workplaces frequently fail to comply with the
necessary protection to keep workers safe and healthy. High levels of exposure to toxic materials such as LNG , methanol, and
the byproducts of the transformation process do not end when a worker goes home. Nor do they end when the worker finds a
less hazardous job. We cannot assume that there will be perfect compliance. It is not pragmatic to issue a permit based on the
1.
assumption that everything wi ll go as planned. Compliance and monitoring strategies in the draft permit are inadequate to r:;:){
ensure safety for the workers , community, and world.
~/
If workplaces already frequen tly expose their own workers , then it is even more concerning how little care and attention might be
going into limiting emissions enough to protect the environment. It cannot be enough that NWIW says they will remain within the
allowable limits of pollution and worker exposure. It ought to be required that a significant part of the budget be slated to
providing workers with protection and ongoing medical benefits. It ought to be required that they include the cutting-edge
technologies involved in scrubbing any liquids or gasses discharged. It ought to be required that additional reporting is
necessary or that the industry pay to ensure that enforcement can be properly carried out. This might mean paying enough to
cover additional regulatory jobs to allow more frequent inspections. NWIW needs to inform the workers and the public in greater
detail how they will maintain compliance in regards to health and safety.
Oversight has been put in place because compliance is important. In 2015, the police departments of large cities employed more
than one officer per 500 individuals. In comparison , though OSHA's budget is over half-a-billion dollars per year, that is only
sufficient to offer about one compliance officer per 59,000 workers. At this level of operation , OSHA has little power to actually
ensure compliance on the entirety of large plants such as the proposed Kalama refinery. The lack of oversight and compliance
leads to deadly or massive explosions. While efforts can be made to minimize the risk, they are bound to happen , and the
impact to workers and the environment are unaccounted for in calculating the predicted impact of the refinery, associated
pipelines , etc. If NWIW is serious about worker and environmental health , they need to be willing to show that with a budget that
puts money and efforts toward maximizing positive outcomes.
https://www .osha .gov/oshstats/commonstats.html
https://www.bls.gov/iif/cfoi revised 14.htm

Brian Garrison
1720 SW Lexington Ave
Portland , OR 97202
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;~ward

DeGraaf :

Hi. My name is Edward DeGraaf. Like most people here I'm from out of town. I
came here under my own power from Bellingham, Washington . I'm retired. I'm
a down winder from Wenatchee. I grew up in Portland. I worked in Seattle and
now I'm up in Bellingham, retired. I am an old chemical engineer. I spent most of
my time doing all kinds of things. Part of it wastewater treatment so I'm a big
fan of ZLD but in an earlier lifetime I designed methanol plants. In fact, one of
the reasons I'm here is I think I may be the only person west of Houston and
south of Canada that has any personal exposure and experience with methanol.
I didn't know much about the design of this plant before I came here.
Let me first explain . There are policy issues here that I can't address. These are
policy issues that you folks need t o address. It's not in my area. I can comment
on what I see of the design and I'm impressed . I didn't know much about this
thing before I got here but looking at some of the drawings and such, this has
got to be one of the cleanest methanol plants ever built, if it's built. We tried to ftJ
make designs like this 25 years ago, tried to sell them, and the people were
rather reluctant to do it and I moved on but it looks like it's been considered to
be a successful idea . Nobody is going to spend a billion dollars on something
that 's not going to work, trust me. Anyway, it looks good to me and with zero
liquid discharge, I think it would be a good neighbor. It's really a small plant
compared to the emissions. Okay.

lY

Paul Mairose:

Are you done?

Edward DeGraaf:

Yeah. Done .

Paul Mairose:

Thanks .
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Paul Mairose
From:

Subject:

Edward DeGraaf <proc_engineer@yahoo.com>
Friday, January 6, 2017 11 :41 AM
Wess Safford
My Comments on: 16-3204

Categories:

Non Standard Comment

Sent:
To:

Gentlemen ,
I was glad to be able to comment in person at the air permit hearing on January 4 for the proposed Northwest Innovation Works
(NWIW} methanol plant at Kalama , WA. Thank you for the opportunity. Two minutes was not enough , however, so I am taking the
opportunity to comment in more detail in writing .
I am a concerned citizen. I am a chemical engineer, retired but still licensed , living in Bellingham , WA. I came to this meeting at my
own expense. I have direct experience with methanol plants. I designed them , commissioned, troubleshooted and serviced them for
two companies prominent in that technology, Davy Powergas and Haldor Topsoe . As far as I know, I am the only person west of
Houston and south of Canada with any real experience with methanol plants. It was apparent that no-one in the crowd at the public
hearing knew anything about methanol production . I am concerned that the public is seriously misinformed about methanol plants and
that there is opposition to this one with all its benefits for no good reasons.

It is a point of interest that there have been two methanol plants operating for many years in fishing villages on the coast of the Pacific.
One is nearby in Kitimat, British Columbia, Canada. I helped design that one . The other is in Punta Arenas , Chile (Bellingham's Sister
City, by the way). I helped produce a design proposal for that one but another company got the order. According to the press, the
citizens of Punta Arenas are similarly warm to their plant (plants, actually}.

When I learned about the controversy over the NWIW plant, I called the City of Kitimat and asked if there had ever been any problem ~
with that plant such as spills or objectionable emissions. The person I spoke to said , No. It was even built in a time before
stakeholders were brought in to comment before the project was approved but even so, they were a good corporate citizen , she told
me. It was sold and dismantled a while ago but she said they would be welcomed back. She said that the local paper mill was more
objectionable. Both the citizens of Kitimat and the local First Nations band were happy with the methanol plant in all respects.

\t)

I will limit my further comments to the subject of the air permit. There are larger policy issues that some are concerned about that are
outside of the scope of this revi ew that I cannot address. SWCAA tried to point out in the meeting that the scope of this permit was the
emissions from the plant only. I do not think the public appreciated that point very well.
This is not the 191h century. Chemical plants are not just thrown up willy-nilly without regard for pollution or safety. Even in my lifetime
there has been great progress in the design of chemical plants to reduce pollution by design. In addition, methanol synthesis plants are
by nature one of the cleanest processes around , something that gives me pleasure as a responsible designer.

First I must mention that this is a methanol plant, not a 'methanol refinery'. No place in the world is a methanol plant referred to as a
'refinery'. It makes a single product very efficiently. 'Refineries' are petroleum refineries that produce many products. I have worked in
petroleum refineries as well so I know the difference. I can see objections to a petroleum refinery but that is enormously different from
this methanol plant. The misuse of the word indicates gross ignorance of the subject.
I was not very familiar with this proposed design until I attended the public hearing on Jan 4. I learned that NWIW has an advanced
design that substantially minimizes air emissions. I was very impressed . We were trying to sell this concept back in the day but owners
were reluctant to try it. NWIW is planning to spend a lot of money on this project. Nobody spends over a billion dollars on something
that might blow up or simply not work so I assume that they are confident that it will work and operate safely as advertised .
There was mention in the open meeting about 'toxic emissions'. What toxic emissions? Like all methanol plant designs, the emissions
are basically carbon dioxide and water vapor-combustion products of natural gas. It is fundamentally similar to a natural gas-fired
power plant. By composition, the flue gas is cleaner than the emissions from a gas stove in a home. The plant must have low-NOX
burners; the stove does not. The plant uses natural gas without sulfur compounds for the process and probably for fuel as well . Sulfur
4
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the methanol synthes;s catalyst. For domesbc use, mercaptans are added to natural gas to be able to detect leaks but usually
not until it is close to the domestic distribution , so the household natural gas appliances emit sulfur dioxide but the plant does not. By
the way, molecule for molecule, sulfur dioxide is more toxic than hydrogen sulfide. S02 is more noxious so it is easier to avoid. NWIW
has chosen a design that radically reduces air emissions by reducing the size of the necessary fired equipment. This is highly
commendable .

Methanol plants make one product very efficiently. The tiny amount of byproducts produced are recycled to extinction or burned as 4}
fuel. There are no 'toxic emissi ons'.
(Jf::'/
There was concern brought up in the meeting about air pollution from the cooling water system such as drift from the cooling tower and
incidentally blowdown water from the cooling tower (not an air pollution issue but associated). The chemistry of biocides in cooling
water has been radically changed and improved since Erin Brockovich. 'Drift' is the fine mist that can leave with the warm air from the
cooling tower. There are standards for controlling this drift and technology to do so such as mist or drift eliminators. The highly visible
great white plumes seen coming out of cooling towers are not drift but water condensing as a cloud as the warm water vapor in the air
cools . It is basically distilled water. The exhaust from automobiles is a lot dirtier than the plumes from cooling towers .
As an aside, NWIW said they are committed to Zero Liquid Discharge. I also have considerable experience with these technologies
and I am pleased that they are choosing to do this. For some unknown reason, some people seemed to even be objecting to ZLD.
Why?
There was also concern voiced over the possibility of catastrophic release of natural gas, for example from a ruptured pipeline. My
family and I live about 1000 feet from the place where the Olympic Pipeline ruptured in 1999 resulting in a large release of liquid
gasoline which caught fire and killed several people. For many reasons, this proximity does not worry me. I have even less concern
about the safety of living next to a natural gas pipeline. Natural gas is a GAS with a lower molecular weight than air. If released , it will
go straight up. Reference the Aliso Canyon natural gas well leak recently in California. Release from a ruptured pipeline can be
stopped immediately by closing an emergency valve upstream as opposed to the Aliso Canyon well situation there where there wa ~
way to simply cut off the gas which was a huge leak that lasted about four months.
l}J

There was concern expressed in this meeting about a pipeline failure outside the plant battery limits due to an earthquake which might
then block 1-5. Having driven up and down 1-5 for a large part of my life, I can say with confidence that such an earthquake will destroy
1-5 first. Again, a natural gas pipeline rupture is easily controlled by closing a valve upstream . Pipelines are designed for this. Even
considering an act of criminal incompetence such as in the Olympic Pipeline incident, the rupture of a natural gas pipeline is far less
dangerous than a gasoline or petroleum liquids pipeline. I think the biggest danger to the public might be hearing damage caused by
the noise of natural gas escaping the broken pipeline at supersonic speed until the valve upstream is closed and the inventory in the'/l(f)
pipeline segment downstream is vented .

(Y'

There was concern raised about 'tracked' gas in the meeting but the question was very unclear. Some seemed to confuse tracked gas
with tracked oil. The pipeline in question is a gas pipeline. There should be no ground contamination from a ruptured gas pipeline. If®
the issue was the impact of the tracking process on property near the wells, that is clearly outside the jurisdiction of the SW CAA and
\
would be in the jurisdiction of other authorities in another place altogether. This is a pol icy issue outside of the remit of this review.
There was concern raised in the meeting about particulate emissions from diesel smoke . I have not read the application closely but this
baffled me. What diesel emissions? Methanol plants do not have diesel emissions unless from a few trucks . However, I gather from a/.Z)
response to this question that this refers to diesel smoke from the ships that will carry the methanol product down the Columbia River. ~
For some reason, the public did not understand this. I do not understand why this was included in the permit application as it is clearly
outside the battery limits of the plant and not in the jurisdiction of SW CAA in any case . Does someone want to prevent ship traffic onfli)
the Columbia River? These shi ps could be carrying blueberries or wood or children's shoes or emergency relief goods somewhere. (!JI
What does any of this have to do with this methanol plant?
Not specifically addressed in the meeting was fugitive emissions. Methanol is a liquid at normal conditions but it does have a vapor
pressure. Best Available Control Technology includes double mechanical seals on pumps. In addition , modern chemical plants are
designed to contain liquid spills. I am confident that the tank farm for temporary storage of the product will have state-of-the-art bunds
to contain any liquid release per current API standards. The tanks should also have a vapor recovery system designed to capture
methanol vapors in the airspace above the contents under the most severe conditions, usually when pumping in or out. These vapors
are usually burned for fuel but could be recycled into the process. I am sure vapor recovery will be incorporated into the design .
There were a number of perceived hazards expressed in this public meeting. Only one of them was significant to my mind. Concern
was expressed over the safety of this plant when operating . This is a very good question , but outside of the remit of the SW CAA. I
have questions myself but it is reasonable to assume that if NWIW is willing to spend over a billion dollars, they will be taking care tha~fl
there will be no failures large or small. If this plant breaks, it will not be producing product and it will lose money fast. A major
\g
breakdown could take a long time and a lot of money to fix because repairs would need to be urgent. NWIW has great incentive to
design and operate a safe plant.
I was disappointed in NWIW's presentation of their defense. Obviously they wanted to be very careful of what they said but to an
unfriendly crowd it sounded evasive and it could have been done better. Some of the questions were not answered directly which also
did not look good. To be fair, some questions were unfocused and not well put.
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7 it is perfectly acceptable for someone to say that they do not want this plant built. Beware, however, when they argue that other people
should object as well, citing incorrect information . Regulators have a duty to rely on accurate science. It would also be well to weigh
the wishes of the residents of Kalama and the region under the authority of the SW CAA differently than the wishes of residents from
elsewhere-out of town or out of state even. My comments here are as an amicus curiea , a friend of the court. I do think this plant
would be a great net benefit to Kalama and surrounds, but it is not my place to say, Build this plant or, Do not build this plant. I simply
hope that I have provided some useful insight to SWCAA.
Thank you for your attention.
Edward DeGraaf, BSChE, PE (FL)
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new progressive alliance
BewProgs.or·g
January 4, 2017
Washington state
SW Clean Air Agency
Subj: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

The New Progressive Alliance at http://newprogs.org/ urge you to deny Northwest
Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington.
The primary reason to deny Air Discharge Permit 16-3204 is the pollution it would cause.
Other reasons are utility costs for both electricity and natural gas would increase and it is
a bad business plan.
1. Increased Pollution

Documentation for the below comes from the following sources.
In December 2014, Columbia Riverkeeper and the Northwest Environmental Defense
Center submitted 319 pages of comments to the FERC and the state EIS scoping
processes at Kalama, urging "the Port to prepare an EIS that fully and accurately
discloses the wide reaching impacts of the proposed methanol export facility. "
In April 2016 the New Progressive Alliance urged the Washington state Draft
Environmental Impact Statement to be updated to address the Kalama Natural Gas to
Methanol Refinery increased dangers and pollution from fracking and natural gas, would
use a lot of power which would be reflected in higher electricity rates, water use and
contamination, and is founded on a bad business plan.
•
•

This would be the largest methanol refinery in the world.
It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air
annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

CJ)
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Methanol is flammable in liquid and gas states, and it is considered highly toxic to r:ii)
humans and animals. Just one gallon of spilled methanol depletes the oxygen
~
from 198,000 gallons in the Columbia River.
A Methanol Plant also produces waste that includes heavy metals, volatile organic
compounds, various air pollutants, nickel, copper, and zinc oxide from the
catalysts used in the refining process.
Air pollution that includes carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxide,
sulfur dioxide, volatile organic compounds, and fine particulate matter.
They will bum 30 percent of the huge amount of natural gas used, adding to local
pollution.
The Kalama methanol refinery will emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a
year.
Kalama methanol refinery' s air pollution risk is massive. They propose to emit up
to 53 tons (106,000 pounds) of toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air
annually. By comparison, Emerald Kalama Chemical released six tons of toxic
and hazardous pollution in 2015, according to the EPA.
The plant also could emit up to 62 tons (104,000 pounds) of very fine particulate
matter - dust and soot particles - annually. Fine particulate matter can enter
into the respiratory system and cause long term health impacts.
The plant would buy gas extracted by fracking. Specifically this plant would use
at least 300,000 dekatherms of fracked gas per day (270,000 as raw material plus
at least 30,000 for power generation) - one third as much gas as the entire state of
Washington. Fracking, a dangerous technique for getting natural gas out of shale,
has been linked to serious health risks, groundwater contamination, and other
environmental impacts. Fracking companies refuse to even reveal the chemicals
·they are "fracking" with, nobody is monitoring the pollution to water and our
aquifiers, and nobody is factoring the release of methane as a GHG. Of the 750
chemicals that can be used in the fracking process, more than 650 of them are
toxic or carcinogens, according to a report filed with the U.S. House of
Representatives in April 2011. For more documentation on Fracking see "The
Environment," #5 , at
http://www.newprogs.org/the environment under the democratic republican un
iparty

@

The Kalama Refinery would be fed by a new 3.1-mile, 24-inch diameter natural
gas pipeline that will divert natural gas from the existing Northwest Pipeline. The
New Progressive Alliance in the below documentation shows the danger of
transporting fossil fuel , especially by pipes. For documentation on transporting
fossil fuels by pipes and other means see "The Environment," #12, at
http://www.newprogs.org/the environment under the democratic republican un
iparty
For pollution the Methanol Refinery discharges 200 gallons of wastewater per
minute. The Methanol Refinery would also make a huge demand on water
fi)
resources, using more than 2,500 gallons of water per minute or about 4 million
(.!:17
gallons a day for cooling and gas forming, 90 percent of which is consumed
during the process or lost as vapor to the atmosphere. It makes no sense that

Ci)

2

Kalama sell off millions of gallons of its fresh water every day when farmers and
fishermen operated under emergency drought restrictions last summer. For more
documentation on the dangers to fresh water see "The Environment," #14, at
http://www.newprogs.org/the environment under the democratic republican un
ipariy

2. Higher Utility Costs for Electricity and Natural Gas
The Kalama Natural Gas to Methanol Refinery would use a lot of power which
would be reflected in higher electricity rates, increased dangers and pollution from
fracking and natural gas, water use and contamination, and is a bad business plan.
Methanol refining requires a lot of electricity. The plant would use 200 megawatts of
electricity daily - equal to the amount of electricity used by ALL Cowlitz County
residents. The plant would also use 1/3 as much gas as the entire state of Washington.
These demands would most likely increase gas and power costs for Washington residents
and businesses.

~
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3. The Kalama Natural Gas to Methanol Refinery is a bad business plan.
Northwest Innovation Works, owned by the Chinese Government and British Petroleum,
wants to build this Methanol Refinery even though it has never built or run a methanol
refinery. Indeed, the proposed technology has never been used to make methanol
commercially.

1fJ
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The plan uses America for cheap energy and to dump pollutants, ships methanol for
thousands of miles overseas to China, and then China uses it to make plastics which are
then shipped back across the ocean to the United States.
The United States signed the United Nations Agreement COP 21in2015. The agreement
states "Each party shall. .. provide . .. a national inventory report of anthropogenic
emissions by sources and removals ... of greenhouse gases .. ." (Article 13, paragraph 7)
This means reporting so we will be compared with other countries. Therefor the United
States will be in a poorer position for future bargaining just because of this one Methanol
Refinery.
As China' s economy cools, it remains to be seen whether the huge profits that analysts
envision for Northwest methanol exports are sustainable. In fact, the world methanol
market has been oversupplied as recently as 2008, when many plants were just starting
up. While the new proposed refineries would meet a near-tenn demand for cheap
methanol in China, it remains to be seen what the Pacific Northwest will have gained
after the gold rush fever abates. What it will have lost because of pollution, water
depletion, and electricity usage is clear.

3
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Conclusion:
Please consider the total pollution, the higher electricity rates, and this bad business plan
and reject Air Discharge Permit 16-3204.

Sincerely,

Ed Griffith
New Progressive Alliance
1000 17111 Ave. # 107
Longview, WA 98632-2357
United States of America
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Southwest Clean Air Agency
NWIWK - Public Hearing Transcript
Cowlitz PUD Auditorium
January 4, 2017 7:00 PM

Chris Turner:

Hi. My name is Chris Turner and I live in Longview. Northwest Innovations. Okay.
SWCAA should follow the current laws and regulations for establishing limits on
GHG emissions. The ramifications are unknown at this point if NWIW or any
other company is allowed to set their own limits on GHGs or any other
pollutant. Also, allowing a company to set limits of GHGs, they prohibit proper
action or preclude SWCAA from enforcing future reduction requirements of
GHGs or future laws on other pollutants.

(§)
·t,.;;

If NWIW wants to show their willingness to reduce GHGs and other pollutants,
they would voluntarily install pollution controls throughout the proposed
facility. SWCAA is using EPA estimates from 2011 for Kalama. In just five years or
so, Kalama's industrial area businesses have expanded dramatically. The
chemical plant has doubled their capacity, added a reactor in 2013. The green
export facility has doubled their capacity. There is a new business park which is
under construction which includes light industrial.
The whole document state they're talking about the ULE process. The CR
process should be, the permit should only be issued for the ULE process because
that's what you've done. As far as the ZLD, it has not been evaluated and if the
ZLD process were to be added in the future, a new application including the
entire facility should be submitted for an EIS evaluation as well as to the
SW CAA.
Paul Mairose:

Page 20 of73

Thank you. [37:26]
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SWCAA-North west Innovation Works-Air Discharge Permit-Kalama
January 201 7
Chris Turner
8 Cedar Gates Rd
Longview WA 98632
360 270 2914 caturner458@gmail.com
NORTHWEST I NNOVATION WORKS VOLUNTARY GHG EMISSION LIMITS
SWCAA shoul d follow the current laws and regulations for
establishing limits on GHG emissions or not restricting the
GHG emissio n s, whichever is appropriate.
The ramific a tions are unkno wn, at this point, if NWIW or any
other compa n y is al l o wed to set their o wn limits on GHG's or
any other po llutant. There is a reason why NWI W wants to set this
limit.

@

Also, allowing a company to set limits of GHG's may prohibit
proper acti o n or preclude SWCAA from enforcing future reduction
requirement s of GHG's or future la ws on other pollutants.
If NWIW wants to show the willingness to reduce GHG's and other
pollutants, they would voluntaril y install BACT pollution controls
throughout t he proposed facility.
SWCAA shoul d deny the request by NWIW to set their own limits
on GHG's or any other air discharges.
EPA AIR DISCHARGE ESTIMATES FROM 2011 for Kalama WA
In just 5 years or so, Kalama's Industrial Area businesses
have expanded dramatically.
These are j u st two of the expansion projects that have been
completed i n the last 5 years.
1.

Emerald Kalama Chemical
Doubled their capacity since 2 0 11.
Additio n al reactor for production ( 20 1 3 )

2.

Temco Grain Export Facility
November 2014- $ 50 million dollar expansion (Doubled capacity)

Currently u n der construction, Kalama has a new business park
which will i nclude Light Industrial businesses (like Bullseye
Glass-Portl a nd).

-2-

SWCAA-Northwest Innovation Works-Air Discharge Permit-Kalama
(cont) Chris Turner
The IS vehicle traffic has increased significantly since 2011.
This includes a growing number of trucks into the mix of traffic.
The BNSF railroad has recently completed a large expansion
project at the City of Kalama. This expansion has allowed BNSF
the dramatically increase the number of unit trains. This
expansion was in anticipation of the increased railroad traffic
from the major proposed projects.
Just in 3 hours, I witnessed 2-12S car unit trains of coal
heading from Woodland to Kalama. In Millennium's proposed coal
terminal in Longview, the fugitive coal dust emissions from
these coal unit trains in Longview are still emitting coal
dust particles above the allowable trigger limits.
The figures from EPA 2011 are not accurate enough to use for
evaluation of this project. (4.3.2.S FEIS)

the ~

These issues of trying to determine the actual pollution near
the Kalama Industrial Area, further demonstrate the need for an
additional Air Quality Monitoring Station close by the Port
of Kalama. It's impossible to obtain accurate baseline figures
or to obtain current pollution levels, with the current available
Air Monitoring Stations.
I do believe that the IS traffic, the Kalama BNSF rail yard
and throughput rail traffic warrants these emissions to be
added to the proposed methanol refinery statistics because
of their close proximity to the project site.

~

~
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SWCAA-Northwest Innovation Works-Air Discharge Permit-Kalama
(Cont) Chris Turner
ULE vs CR
This air discharge permit is based solely on the emissions from
the ULE process. The permit should be restricted to the ULE
process only. The permit should not be transferrable to the CR
method or a n y similar production method. If the CR method is to
be added in the future, a new appl i cation including the entire
facility should be submitted for an Environmental Impact Statement
Evaluation as well as to the Department of Ecology.
ZLD Wastewa t er
Northwest Innovation has had years to determine the best
processing methods for the wastewater from this refinery. Since
the FEIS was issued, NWIW has touted to everyone who will listen,
including Governor Inslee, that NWIW is going to use the ZLD
/JJi)
process and NOT DISCHARGE wastewater to the Columbia River,
~
Why then, is the ZLD process left out of the SWCAA documents?
Realistical l y because it would add significant emissions from
the process (GHG's, flue gas consumption), as well as emissions
from the so l id waste disposal and storage.
This Air Discharge Permit should e x clude the ZLD process or
similar wastewater treatment. The ZLD process would require
significant additional equipment (9.1 acres), an evaporation
pond (9 acres) holding untreated wastewater and requiring an
additional pump system. The ZLD process would have excessive
GHG and other toxic emissions, and solid waste disposal of
(10 to 15 tons a day).
If the ZLD process were to be added in the future, a new
application including the entire facility should be submitted
for an Environmental Impact Statement as well as to the SWCAA.

-4-

SWCAA-NORTHWEST INNOVATION WORKS-Air Discharge Permit-Kalama
(Cont) Chris Turner
Statements r egarding the reasons for an entire facility
reapplication of the Air Discharge Permit to the Department
of Ecology i n the event that NWIW changes production methods to
the CR process.
FROM THE FE I S-Northwest Innovation Works-Kalama
4 .1. 1
NWIW's preferred approach to methanol manufacturing for the
project the ULE alternative configuration has been more completely
developed in engineering plans and a more detailed information
on it was available for the air quality dispersion modeling
assessment.
4.3.1.3
If project proceeds with CR Alternative configuration it would
be subject t o the Federal PSD program as implemented by ECOLOGY.
The PSD permit for CR Alternative would require air quality
impact anal y sis and best available control technology (BACT)
for each po l lutant that may exceed the significant emissions
rate (NOX CO volatile organic compounds VOC's PMlO PM2.5
and GHG.
4.4.1.1
An accurate estimate of construction related GHG emissions was
not completed as detailed information on the construction methods
is not currently available.
4.4.1.2
The CR Alte r native was not evaluated with dispersion modeling
because this configuration was not sufficiently engineered to
allow such an analysis.
If the CR a l ternative were selected it would be necessary to
proceed with an air quality permitting analysis that includes
complete dispersion modeling.
TAPS-Because the design is not sufficiently complete, the air
quality permitting analysis and the air quality impact analysis
were not ab l e to consider dispersion modeling for TAP's
associated with the CR Alternative.
4.4.1.2
The CR Alternative will require a PSD permit that will impose
a (BACT) limit for GHG.

-5SWCAA-Northwest Innovation Works-Air Discharge Permit-Kalama
(Cont) Chris Turner
TECHNICAL SUPPORT DOCUMENT
7bb WAC 173-442 "Clean Air Rule", establishes GHG emissions standards
starting in 2017 for certain stationary sources, petroleum
product pro d ucers /importers, and natural gas distributors. The
proposed facility will have covered GHG emissions in excess of
the thresho l ds listed in WAC 173-442-030. Therefore, this
regulation i s applicable to this facility. Implementation of the
regulation will be carried out by the Department of Ecology.
SWCAA 400-0 9 1 "Voluntary Limits on Emissions" allows sources to
request voluntary limits on emissions and potential to emit by
submittal of an ADP application as provided in SWCAA 400-109.
Upon completion of review of the applica tion, SWCAA shall issue
a Regulator y Order that reduces the source's potential to emit
to an amount agreed upon between SWCAA and the permittee.
The SWCAA with full knowledge of the upcoming "Clean Air Rule"
should not allow NWIW to set its own limits on the GHG emissions.
The standards should be carried out by the Department of Ecology.

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Permit
Engineering Report
Kalama Manufacturing and Marine Export Facility

Submitted to
NW Innovation Works, LLC
Kalama, Washington
15 December 2015

Submitted by
Berger ASAM
210East13th Street, Suite 300
Vancouver, Washington 98660
Job No. A15.0032.01

This Engineering Report was prepared under the supervision and direction of
the undersigned, whose seal as a registered professional engineer is affixed below.

Tom Wilcox
Vice President
BergerABAM Inc.
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ZERO LIQUID DISCHARGE : , .
.
' . ·..
·
.
•18.4
18~4.10

The

.. w

~ero•::1::~4ischarge

alternative would install a 1ero

Liquid dischar.ge (ZLD) system to eliminate all-'wastewat-er discharges
fr.om the .plcint. A ZLD is essentially
brine concentrator. th~t ,
evap'orates js percent· of the w~ste:Water, -leaving a small, but
highly concentrated, volume .of ~wastewater. The concentrate.can
be further ~~aporated with a ciystallizer to remove anj reinaining
moistire~ p~oducing ~ ~olid.cake as the only waste product. The
concentrate:[ or solid waste.·. is, hauled off site and disposed: of ·
at an approved landfill •. Evaporated wastewater -can be captured
·and recycled back int.o the _process as. a high puri:ty . distillate.
The. .main
ad+aritage
alteinative -is-~he_fact
that
it .
' .
.
.
. '.6i ,this
.
.
.
.
.
'eliminates wastewater distharges. There are numberous disadvantages
and not t~elleast is the cost. The:advantag8;S and disadvantages . '
··are·_ described below..
·<
.
·
.
..
·
.••

a

~

'

\

'

2~WateJ

. T8 .;4.
'.Quality .· - .·. ·:, · ·. . . .
~A~ with thejpEevious·. al ~ern~.t~ves t:J:ie wa ~e: . quality effects on the
discharge'to•the Columbia River are negligible. Therefore, the
water q ua'li ty· bene.fi ts to .the Columbia "River of. a ZLD is also
_ · igible. -1
18.4.3...:.Air Qtfa'lity
.
This alternative would require an· auxiliary boiler.fired by
, 11a t~r~l gast ?r anothe.r fuel to evaporate th_e waste~a t:r. The
auxiliary ~oiler would add.GHG's, such as carbon dioxide-and
other fltie ~ai cb~ponents, to the atmosphere. Other com~onents
of. the· system, i ucl uding ·pumps _arid · comp.ressors, re'q ti ire eiec trici ty,
which when ~roduced. bj a natural gas (or other fossil fuel)
·
power plantJ affects. air quality' adversely through the generation·
'of further GHGs arid flue gas c'omponeri ts~-

1~~

W~ste

4. 4-Soli1
Solid ·wastejwould be generate~ by this alternative as£ highly
concentrated salt cake. These solids would ~e~rucked away tb be
·deposited in ari. approved landfill ·

'

l

..-

oJ

~i8."4:·. 5-M~inten~~:ce
..::
·.. ·."..
The mainten~nce. for :a ZLD system

,,~ .~

.
.wul d be sigilificant ..·In addition '
to.the norm~l-instrumeri~ation, conirols, ~nd equipment requirements
the crystal~i~er would req~ire cleaning ~very 2,to 6 weeks, and.
a::c;omplete cleaning of the entire ZLD system would be· required · · ·
·every .6 month-:3. More information on mainten~nce for .this system
'is provided in.the Advantages and'.Disadvantages 'section below.

''

..\•'

.. ZERO LIQUID DISCHARGE
(Cont)
,

·.'' "

. 18 . 4 .. 6 · Facility Footprint

·1

.

The footprint of.the ZLD facility would be generated from thtee
components !which ,would r.equire ~·t~otal .·area. of' 397,340 square
feet ( 9 . 1 ' acres )
·
·
0
· ··
,
·
•
.·

Brinel~vaporator ~nd cry~tallizer
60 feet (2,400 square feet)

Hol~iJg

pond·· (of £line : storage
. ~)' acr~s ( 392 ~ o~o '_square feet}

----·'

"

(rqofed only)··40 feet

c~paci ty)

by~

approximately

'

A holding Jond wo,uld ·be requir.ed to store the wastewater in the '. .
event that'.lthe ZLD needs to ·be ,taken off line for a prolonged. ·
·period, for activities such as, maintenance, or in case· of a, plant
upset. Sufficient space ,:i.s· not ·available on the property. to
install th~ holding ·pond .·wi thou't acquiring additional larid. ·
,:As, with ·th~ infiltration· pond and· constructed .wetlan·d, land for·
a holding pond would .have to be ·acquired off site' requ'iring ,·
fhe.additidn of·a pump station, for~e main, and dedicated utility
easements.

I .

·

. ·:

·. ·

18.4~7-Annualized Cost
The approximate. capital.~ost of a ZLti for this plarit ~s $27
million. Ttlis includ~s the equipment cost and the cost of
installatidn and st~rtup.·

t~ng c~st.s in~l~de

The. bpera
chemicals,·. a full..:..time equivalent
opei~tor a~d sl~dge/salt disposal. These· ~osts do not include
the co~t:oi parasitic 'ther~al ~nergy or electrical po~er to
ope~atecth~ brine conce~tratcir or crystallizer. The estimated.
annual .ope
ti11g costs are $ L 2 million. ·.. ··
· .
.

ta

. 'ZLD' s have been installed, at o'ther facil_ities where a .zero liqu_id
'dischar~e is desited •. However~. because of their very high capital
··and operat:ilng costs, ZLD ,.s are usually installed only when a
1iquid disdharge is 'riot.~iable or pioduces substantial ad~itional
water · qualift y .benefits .. This is 'not the case with this facility
as _NWIW has .the·· option. to .• discharge tr.eated waste~ater to· the
Columbia Rilver, and. the . discharge would have negligible. effects
on water· qu'ali ty in the river. ·
·
·

i,

'

I

i

ZERO LIQUID DISCHARGE

(Cont~

....

I

.

·~

.

18.4 .. 8-Advantages and Di~advaiitages
.

·, f .

'

. .

. ' '

The main advantage of a ZLD. is the fact that it :eliminates
industrial ~~stewater discharge io th~ Columbia River~ Another
ad vari tage ifs that it can recover most of the was'tewa ter and. produce ·
that can be used by process· units' requiring
. ' a pure distillate
f
.
. ,,
~.demineralized water such a~ the boilers.
.

dilsadvantage·~

co~ts ~~d

The .main
·are the
need fo'r additional
property ~~f site for a holding pond. Parti~ularly given ~he
negligibielwater quali~y.benefits o.f ·a ZLD as against the_ proposed
discharge, ; these. reasons alone are enough to make the'· ZLD ..
alt~rn~tive noi viable ~nd it was not considered fu~ther.
·
·~
.

I
Advantages I
Eliminates

Table 31 Summary of Zero Liquid Discharge
the.need for discharge.

·1
Disadvantages
·
.!li1J- · ilncrease. air pollution due to the required auxj_:liary
boile~!"
Signifficant .footprint, which exceeds the available space •
.Adds

·.

~hermal.and

r~te) ·t. .· .__

electrical eriergy load ,(reduced

hea~

Generates solid .waste •

. I

.

Signifrcant oper~ting an~ maintenance costs.

I . ne~ligible
.
. .· additional
.

Produces

.

water quality

Failed economic r~sonableness test.

•.··,

ben~fits.

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

~f

Traci Arnold
Monday, February 6, 2017 10:45 AM
Wess Safford
FW: Northwest Innovation public comment air discharge permit 16-3204
20170206_102447jpg; 20170206_102421jpg; 20170206_102313jpg; 20170206_
102232jpg

e through the info e-mail.

From: Chris Turner [mailto :caturner458@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, February 06, 2017 10:37 AM
To: Info <info@swcleanair.o rg>
Subject: Northwest Innovat ion public comment air discharge pe rmit 16-3204

I'm so sorry for such a horrible copy of my comments. Photocopying with a smartphone is not the best way. I
can't get out today, one foot of snow. Sent in two emails. Chris

178

Chris Turner
8 Cedar Gates Rd Longview WA 98632
360 270 2914
caturner458@gmail.com
February 3, 2017
SWCAA Southwest Clean Air Agency
11815 NE 99th Street Suite 1294
Vancouver WA 98682
No one expects the SWCAA to issue a permit without the exact
details that it needs to make its decision accurately.

the~ieChnica_l_ a~Spectif

ZL~tem;,

~

ZLD
Berger
ABAM Technical Memorandum 9-11-16 A
su.Dmar1 "O fof the
This document
~ff multiple features-of -.:h..---zLD system. The complete
engineering report for the ZLD system would be submitted to

APPROPRIATE REGULATORY AGENCIES FOR REVIEW".
The ZLD system Engineering Report is still not available. In
fact, all Northwest Innovation has done is to eliminate parts
of the design without replacements, because they are inconvenient.
The ZLD system has been listed as a condition of the S~~reline

Yermit is-suanc-e.
------ -In the Shoreline Hearing, their engineer, Donald Abramson,
stated that the ZLD system would use 2.4mw of electricity. That
2.4mw is not some small inconsequential additional electrical
load that will be produced on-site.

NWIW has not fulfilled their responsibility to submit the "Complete
Engineering Report" to all of the agencies {including SWCAA).
Without these documents to examine, SWCAA cannot determine the
emissions of the proposed equipment, features, storage, odors
etc, associated with the ZLD system.

INCONSISTENT FIGURES BETWEEN THE DE!S/FEIS AND THE JARPA
In the Biological Assessment by Berger, (Page 6), it stated
th~t the on-site power generation would be 125mw. The DEIS/FEIS
states on-site power generation would be lOOmw.

As of this da~e, after many requests, there are no documents
that explain this discrepancy.
the emissions, odors, etc. from this facility

has not fulfilled their obligations and
______________________...:=:::r:o:v:i:d:e=:t:h: e=:S:W
:C
:A
=A
::=
with complete, comprehensiv

Biological Assessment
Kalama Manufacturing and
Marine Export Facility Project

Prepared for:
NW Innovation Works, LLC and Port of Kal•rtf•

Prepared by:
ENVIRON International Corporation
525 Columbia Street NW, Suite 204
Olympia, WA 98501

Date:
August 2015

Project Number:

2936152C ·'-,\

RAMB
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and exits at the bottom . 1 ne cuu ... · ~---=---=----110 feet wide and 40 feet tall. Slowdown from tlie coo1mg '"'",..-··-~-----------==
as described below.

Steam Boilers

The proposed methanol manufacturing facility will include steam boilers ~red ~Y

natural gas from the pipeline and purged gas from the methanol synthesis umt. The
boilers will produce steam for use in the methanol production process.

Air Separation Units
Two ASUs (one for each production line) will be constructed to produce oxygen for
use in the reforming process, nitrogen for use in the plant process an~ to in~rt
equipment during repair and maintenance activities (e.g., to provide inert nitrogen
gas for the product storage tanks). The ASUs use a low temperature proces~ to
separate various gases from the air. Air from the atmosphere will be dra~n into ~he
plant, purified, and then separated into its various elements. The ASUs wall consist
of an air intake and filter, compressors, washing towers, sieves, distillation element
and tanks.

Flare System
A flare system will be used for safe disposal of combustible gases during process
upset or an emergency shutdown situation, and during the normal start-up and
shut-down of the production process. The flare will be approximately 245 feet in
height. The flare will be enclosed and a visible flame will not be present except
during the events described above.

2.2.3 Power Generation Facility
The project will meet its electric power demands using a combination of grid electric
power and on-site power generation. It is expected that new power lines will be
installed on existing poles to the project site and a new substation will be
constructed within the project site.
The project will supplement grid electric power with an on-site 125-megawatt {MW}
power generation facility. The power generation facility will consist of two natural
gas-fired COQ'lbustion turbines and one steam turbine. Natural gas mixed with air
combusts in the gas turbine to generate electricity, and the exhaust gas from each
combustion turbine will be used to generate high pressure steam to produce power
through a steam turbine. The exhaust stacks will be the tallest element of the
power generation facility and will be approximately 90 feet tall.
Waste heat from the power generation facility will be managed through cooling
towers. One cooling tower with two cells will be installed for the power generation
facility. This will be located adjacent to the cooling towers installed for the methanol
production process.

Project Desafpdoo (Proposed Action)
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BergerABAM
Technical Memorandum
Date:

11 September 2016

Subject:

Zero Liquid Discharge Description

From:

Dan Shafar, PE, Project Engineer

To:

Brian Carrico, AICP, Senior Project Manager/Environmental Planner

Route to:

INTRODUCTION
In response to public comment received on the Draft Envirorunental Impact Statement (DEIS),
NW Innovation Works Kalama, LLC, is evaluating use of a zero liquid discharge (ZLD) system for
the disposal of process wastewater from the planned methanol manufacturing facility. The
ZLD system is currently being evaluated by the engineering team for engineering and economic
feasibility and regulatory acceptance. This memorandum summarizes the technical aspects of the
ZLD system under evaluation. If implemented, the complete engineering report for the
ZLD system would be submitted to appropriate regulatory agencies for review.
The wastewater stream resulting from the ZLD will be a high-quality distillate (purified water
resulting from condensing the vaporized wastewater stream) and a solid salt cake. In the
ZLD system, the waste stream is sent to a mechanical vapor recompression (MVR) brine
concentrator and the blowdown from the brine concentrator is then sent to an MVR crystalli:zer.
The crystallizer system removes the remaining water from the concentrated brine blowdown from
the brine concentrator and creates a solids slurry that is transferred to a dewatering device to
create a solid salt cake suitable for landfill disposal.

The ZID would increase the facility's elecbical demand. However, it would not affect the peak
power requirements or the estimated air emissions for power generation. The only air emission
from the ZID includes a small vent that has negligi'ble air emissions and, in the vendor's
experience, has typically been permitted under the de minimis air emission standards. The
following is a more detailed description of the ZLD system.

ZERO UQUID DISCHARGE DESCRIPTION
The ZLD system is designed to handle approximately 404 gallons per minute (gpm) of ~ater
produced during the methanol production pr<>Ce$. The wastewater stream is made up of cooling
tower blowdown based on the estimated cooling tower blowdown chemistry described in the
~g ~rt (Appendix A to the EIS). The ZLD consists of two systems, a brine concentrat
and a crystallizer, which work in combination to take the proce$ wastewater and convert it to a

Northwest I nno vatio n Work s-Met h a no l
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National Pollutant Discharge Ellmlnatlon System Permit
Engineering Report
Kalama Manutacturlng and Marine Export Facility
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NW Innovation Works, LLC
Kalani, Washington
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PDIS Per•it
18.4 ZERO LIQUID DISCHARGE
18.4.1 OVBIVIEW

l"
"d
The sero liquid discharge alternative would install a zero iqui
discharge (ZLD) system to eliminate all wastewater discharges
fro• the plant. A ZLD is essentially a brine concentrato: that
eTaporates 95% of the wastewater leaving a small, but highly
concentrated, volume of
The concentrate can be further
eYaporated with a crytallizer to remove any remaining moisture,
producing a solid cake as the only waste product. The concentrate
or solid waste is hauled off site and disposed of at an approved
landfill. !Yaporated wastewater can be captured and recyc~ed
back into the process as a high purity distillate. The main
adYaatage of this alternative is the fact that it eliminates
vastevater discharges. There are numerous disadvantages, and not
the least is the cost. The advantages and disadvantages are

wastewat~r.

described below.

18.4.2 Water Quality

As with the previous alternatives the water quality effects on
the proposed discharge to the Columbia River are negligible.
Therefore, the water quality benefits to the Columbia River
of a ZLD is also negligible.

18.4.3 Air Quality

This alteraatiYe would require an auxillary boiler fired by natural
gas or another fuel to evaporate the wastewater. The auxillary
boiler would add GHG's such as carbon dioxide and other flue
gas coaponents, to the atmosphere. Other components of the system
including pWlpS and compressors, require electricity, which,
when produced by a natural gas (or other fossil fuel) power
plant. affects air quality adversely through the generation of
further GHG's and flue gas components.

aate v4uld be generated by this alternative as a highly
a~d ~lt cake. These solids would be trucked away to
~approYed landfill.

Northwest Innovation Works-DBIS/FEIS Appendix A

Zero liquid discharge (Cont)
18.4.6 Facility Footprint
The footprint of the ZLD facility would be generated from
components which would require a total area of 397,340 square

thre~

t

ee

(9.1 acres).

Brine evaporator and crystallizer (roofed only) 40 feet
by 60 feet (2,400 square feet)
Holding pond (off1ine storage capacity)-ApproximatelY
9 acres (392,040 square feet)
A holding pond would be required to store the wastewater in the
event that the ZLD needs to be taken offline for a prolonged
period, for activities such as maintenance, or in ease of a plant
upset. Sufficient space ~s not available on the property to
install the holding pond without acquiring additional land.
As with the infiltration pond and constructed wetland, land for
a holding pond would have to be acquired off site, requiring the
addition of a pump station, force main, and dedicated utility

easements.

18.4.8 Advantages and Disadvantages
The main advantage of a ZLD is the fact that i t eliminates
industrial wastewater discharge to the Columbia River. Another
advantage is that it can recover most of the wastewater and
produce a pure distillate that can be used by process units
requiring demineralized water such as the boilers.
The main disadvantages are the costs and need for additional
property off site for a holding pond. Particularly given the

negligible water quality benefits of a ZLD as against the proposed
discharge, these reasons alone are &nough to make the ZLD
alternative not viable and it was not considered further.

Table 31 Summary of Zero Liquid Discharge
Advantages
-· ·-........ ....: ·-. ---. ..... - . .·.
.. Disadvantt;tges
.•

~~

Eliminates the need for discharge

Will increase air pollution due to the required
auxiliary boiler
Significant footprint which exceeds the
available space.

Chris Turner
8 Cedar Gates Rd Longview WA 98632
360 270 291 4
caturner458@gmail.com
February 3,

FEB - 7 2017

2017

S WCAA South west Clean Air Agency
11815 NE 99th Street Suite 1294
Vancouver WA 98682

SOUTHWEST CLEAN
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No one expects the SWCAA to issue a permit without the exact
details that it needs to make its decision accurately.
ZLD
Berger ABAM Technical Memorandum 9-11-16 Appendix N FEIS is a
summary of the technical aspects of the ZLD system. This document
has left off multiple features of the ZLD system. "The complete
engineering report for the ZLD system would be submitted to
APPROPRIATE REGULATORY AGENCIES FOR REVIEW".
The ZLD system Engineering Report is still not available. In
fact, all No rthwest Innovation has done is to eliminate parts
of the desi g n without replacements, because they are inconvenient.
The ZLD system has been listed as a condition of the Shoreline
Permit issu a nce.
In the Shoreline Hearing, their engineer, Donald Abramson,
stated that the ZLD system would use 2.4mw of electricity. That
2.4mw is not some small inconsequential additional electrical
load that will be produced on-site.
NWIW has not fulfilled their responsibility to submit the "Complete
Engineering Report" to all of the agencies (including SWCAA).
Without these documents to examine, SWCAA cannot determine the
emissions of the proposed equipment, features, storage, odors
etc, associated with the ZLD system.
INCONSISTENT FIGURES BETWEEN THE DEIS / FEIS AND THE JARPA
In the Biological Assessment by Berger, (Page 6),
that the on-site power generation would be 125mw.
states on-site power generation would be lOOmw.
As of this date, after many requests,
that explain this discrepancy.

it stated
The DEIS/FEIS

there are no documents

Stop trying to guess the emissions, odors, etc. from this facility.
Northwest Innovation has not fulfilled their obligations and
responsibilities to provide the SWCAA with complete, comprehensive
information to evaluate their proposal. DENY THIS PERMIT.

APPEND I X E

DEIS/FEIS

Biological Assessment
Kalama Manufacturing and
Marine Export Facility Project

Prepared for :
NW Innovation Works, LLC and Port of Kalama

Pre pa red by :
ENVIRON International Corporation
525 Columbia Street NW, Suite 204
Olympia, WA 98501
Date:
August %015
Project Number:
2936152C
'·.~

ENVIRON

Biological Assessment
Kalama Manufacturing and Marine Export Facility

enters at the bottom and exits at the top, and warm cooling water enters at the top
and exits at the bottom). The cooling towers will be approximately 290 feet long,
110 feet wide and 40 feet tall. Blowdown from the cooling towers will be discharged
as described below .

Steam Boilers
The proposed methanol manufacturing facility will include steam boilers fired by
natural gas from the pipel ine and purged gas from the methanol synthesis unit. The
boilers will produce steam for use in the methanol production process.

Air Separation Units
Two ASUs (one for each production line) will be constructed to produce oxygen for
use in the refo rming process, nitrogen for use in the plant process and to inert
equipment during repair and maintenance activities (e.g., to provide inert nitrogen
gas for the product storage tanks). The ASUs use a low temperature process to
separate various gases from the air. Air from the atmosphere wi ll be drawn into the
plant, purified, and then separated into its various elements. The ASUs will consist
of an air intake and filter, compressors, washing towers, sieves, distillation element
and tanks.

Flare System
A flare system will be used for safe disposal of combustible gases during process
upset or an emergency shutdown situation, and during the normal start-up and
shut-down of t he production process. The flare will be approximately 245 feet in
height. The fla re will be enclosed and a visible flame will not be present except
during the events described above.

2.2.3 Power Generation Facility
The project wi ll meet its electric power demands using a combination of grid electric
power and on-site power generation. It is expected that new power lines will be
installed on existing poles to the project site and a new substation will be
constructed wit hin the project site .
The project wil l supplement grid electric power with an on-site 125-megawatt (MW)
power generation facility. The power generation facility will consist of two natural
gas-fired combustion turbines and one steam turbine. Natural gas mixed with air
combusts in the gas turbine to generate electricity, and the exhaust gas from each
combustion tu rbine will be used to generate high pressure steam to produce power
through a stea m turbine. The exhaust stacks will be the tallest element of the
power generation facility and will be approximately 90 feet tall.
Waste heat from the power generation facility will be managed through cooling
towers. One cooling tower with two cells will be installed for the power generation
facility . This will be located adjacent to the cooling towers installed for the methanol
production process.

Project Description (Proposed Action)
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Technical Memorandum
Date:

11September2016

Subject:

Zero Liquid Discharge Description

From:

Dan Shafar, PE, Project Engineer

To:

Brian Carrico, AICP, Senior Project Manager/Environmental Planner

Route to:

INTRODUCTION
In response to public comment received on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS),
NW Innovation Works Kalama, LLC, is evaluating use of a zero liquid discharge (ZLD) system for
the disposal of process wastewater from the planned methanol manufacturing facility. The
ZLD system is currently being evaluated by the engineering team for engineering and economic
feasibility and regulatory acceptance. This memorandum summarizes the technical aspects of the
ZLD system under evaluation. If implemented, the complete engineering report for the
ZLD system would be submitted to appropriate regulatory agencies for review.
The wastewater stream resulting from the ZLD will be a high-quality distillate (purified water
resulting from condensing the vaporized wastewater stream) and a solid salt cake. In the
ZLD system, the waste stream is sent to a mechanical vapor recompression (MVR) brine
concentrator and the blowdown from the brine concentrator is then sent to an MVR crystallizer.
The crystallizer system removes the remaining water from the concentrated brine blowdown from
the brine concentrator and creates a solids slurry that is transferred to a dewatering device to
create a solid salt cake suitable for landfill disposal.
The ZLD would increase the facility's electrical demand. However, it would not affect the peak
power requirements or the estimated air emissions for power generation. The only air emission
from the ZLD includes a small vent that has negligible air emissions and, in the vendor's
experience, has typically been permitted under the de minimis air emission standards. The
following is a more detailed description of the ZLD system.
ZERO LIQUID DISCHARGE DESCRIPTION
The ZLD system is designed to handle approximately 404 gallons per minute (gpm) of wastewater
produced during the methanol production process. The w astewater stream is made up of cooling
tower blowdown based on the estimated cooling tower blowdown chemistry described in the
engineering report (Appendix A to the EIS). The ZLD consists of two systems, a brine concentrator
and a crystallizer, which work in combination to take the process wastewater and convert it to a
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Northwest I n novation Works-DEIS/FEIS Appendix A
NPDES Permi t
18.4 ZERO LIQUID DISCHARGE
18.4.1 OVER VIEW
The zero liquid discharge alternative would install a zero liquid
discharge (ZLD) system to eliminate all wastewater discharges
from the plant. A ZLD is essentially a brine concentrator that
evaporates 95% of the wastewater, leaving a small, but highly
concentrated, volume of wastewater. The concentrate can be further
evaporated with a crytallizer to remove any remaining moisture,
producing a solid cake as the only waste product. The concentrate
or solid waste is hauled off site and disposed of at an approved
landfill. Ev aporated wastewater can be captured and recycled
back into the process as a high purity distillate. The main
advantage of this alternative is the fact that it eliminates
wastewater discharges. There are numerous disadvantages, and not
the least is the cost. The advantages and disadvantages are
described below.
18.4.2 Water Quality
As with the previous alternatives the water quality effects on
the propose d discharge to the Columbia River are negligible.
Therefore, t he water quality benefits to the Columbia River
of a ZLD is also negligible.
18.4.3 Air Quality
This alterna tive would require an auxillary boiler fired by natural
gas or anot h er fuel to evaporate the wastewater. The auxillary
boiler woul d add GHG's such as carbon dioxide and other flue
gas compone n ts, to the atmosphere. Other components of the system
including pu mps and compressors, require electricity, which,
when produced by a natural gas (or other fossil fuel) power
plant, affects air quality adversely through the generation of
further GHG's and flue gas components.
18.4.4 Solid Waste
Solid waste would be generated by this alternative as a highly
concentrated salt cake. These solids would be truc k ed away to
be deposited in an approved landfill.
18.4.5 Maintenance
The maintenance for a ZLD system would be significant. In addition
to the normal instrumentation, controls, and equipment requirements,
the crystallizer would require cleaning every 2 to 6 weeks, and
a complete cleaning of the entire ZLD system would be required every
6 months. More information on maintenance for this system is
provided in the Advantages and Disadvantages section below.

-,

Northwest I n novation Works-DEIS/FEIS Appendix A
Zero liquid discharge (Cont)
18.4.6 Facility Footprint
The footpri n t of the ZLD facility would be generated from three
components which would requ~re a total area of 397,340 square feet
(9.1 acres) .
Brine e vaporator and crystallizer (roofed only) 40 feet
by 60 f eet (2,400 square feet)
Holdin g pond (offline storage capacity)-Approximately
9 acres (392,040 square feet)
A holding pond would be required to store the wastewater in the
event that t he ZLD needs to be taken offline for a prolonged
period, for activities such as maintenance, or in case of a plant
upset. Suff i cient space is not ava i lable on the property to
install the holding pond without acquiring additional land.
As with the infiltration pond and constructed wetland, land for
a holding pond would have to be acquired off site, requiring the
addition of a pump station, force main, and dedicated utility
easements.
18.4.8 Advantages and Disadvantages
The main ad v antage of a ZLD is the fact that it eliminates
industrial wastewater discharge to the Columbia River. Another
advantage is that it can recover most of the wastewater and
produce a pure distillate that can be used by process units
requiring demineralized water such as the boilers.
The main disadvantages are the costs and need for additional
property of f site for a holding pond. Particularly given the
negligible water quality benefits of a ZLD as against the proposed
discharge, t hese reasons alone are e-nough to make the ZLD
alternative not viable and it was not considered further.
Table 31 Summary of Zero Liquid Discharge
Advantages

Eliminates the need for discharge

- --. ... ..... ·-. -- ·
-

Disadvantages

Will i n crease air pollution due to the required
auxiliary boiler
Significant footprint which exceeds the
available space.
Adds therm~l and electrical energy load
(reduced heat rate).
Generates soli d waste

Southwest Clean Air Agency
NWIWK - Public Hearing Transcript
Cowlitz PUD Auditorium
January 4, 2017 7:00 PM
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William Brake:

I am William Brake, a retired chemical engineer and registered professional
engineer with a 35 year career in the natural gas business, an 11 resident of
Vancouver, Washington . I have been actively involved in the proposed methanol
plant for the past 27 months and made several comments on the project in
[inaudible 00:15:03] scoping, 56 DEIS comments, 35 FEIS comments, and was
mentioned by name 77 times in the FEIS. The various documents are
fragmented and incomplete and do not provide a realistic base of information
for the required 21 unique permits for this methanol project. The SWCAA 400113 regulations to define a major, stationary source project, however, because
this project has less than 100 tons per year of any pollutant, it is considered a
minor stationary source project.
The Kalama methanol plant will be the 11th largest greenhouse gas facility in
Washington and the third largest greenhouse gas facility in Cowlitz County. I ask
that the SWCAA regulations be reviewed for loopholes in the regulations. Thank
you.

Paul Mairose:

Page 9 of73

Thank you.

If}
W

Southwest Washington Clean Air Agency Public Testimony
January 4, 2017
Northwest Innovation Works - Kalama Methanol Manufacturing and Export Terminal
William Brake PE

I~

I am William Brake, a retired Chemical Engineer and Registered Professional Engineer with a
35 year career in the natural gas business and am an 11 year resident of Vancouver
Washington.
I have been actively involved with the proposed Methanol Plants for the past 27 months
and made several com ments on the Project and FERC Scoping, 56 DEIS Comments , 35 FEIS
Comments and was mentioned by name 77 times in the FEIS.
The various documents are fragmented and incomplete and do not provide a realistic base
of information for the required 21 unique permits for this Methanol Project.
The SWCAA 400-113 Regulations define a MAJOR STATIONARY SOURCE PROJECT with the
following criteria as it applies to the Kalama Methanol Plant:
TRUE >>>

Fuel Conversion Plant

TRUE>>> Chemical Processing Plant
TRUE >>> Fossil Fuel Boilers more than 250 MMBTU/ Hour Heat Input (The 3 Process Boilers
are 530 MMBTU/ Hr Each)
FALSE >>> Potential t o Emit 100 Tons per Year or more of any one Pollutant (The 2 Power
Generation Units are 44.2 TPY NOx Each)
Therefore the Kalama Methanol Plant is a MINOR STATIONARY SOURCE PROJECT
The Kalama Methanol Plant will be the eleventh largest Greenhouse Gas Facility in
Washington and the t hird largest Greenhouse Gas Facility in Cowlitz County and asks that
the SWCAA 400-113 Regulation be reviewed for loopholes on the definitions.
Thank You.
William Brake PE
3407 NW 1161h Way
VancouverWA 98685
Williamb9868S@aol.com

(f}

Paul Mairose
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Bill Brake <williamb98685@aol.com >
Thursday, January 19, 2017 9:11 AM
Wess Safford
Re: Brake - Kalama Methanol Six Submittals - Confusion
1 - BRAKE - COMMENTS ON KALAMA METHANOL - DRAFT ADP.docx; 2 - BRAKE COMMENTS ON KALAMA METHANOL - DRAFT TSD.docx; 4 - BRAKE - COMMENTS ON
KALAMA METHANOL EMISSION STACKS.docx

Categories:

Non Standard Comment

WessHere are BRAKE #1 , BRAKE #2 , and BRAKE #4

Bill

-----Original Message----From: Wess Safford <Wess@swcleanair.org>
To: Bill Brake <williamb98685@aol.com>
Sent: Thu , Jan 19, 2017 8:41 am
Subject: RE: Brake - Kalama Methanol Six Submittals - Confusion
Bill Today, I have received three emails from your address - Brake #3, #5 and #6 . If all of the comments are in the form of a
word document, you might trying sending just one email with all si x word documents attached .
Let me know if you contin ue to have kick backs.
-Wess

Wess Safford, AQ Engineer
So uthwest Clean Air Agency
(360) 574-3058, x i 26
wess@swcleanair.org
From: Bill Brake [mailto :w il liamb98685@aol.com ]
Sent: Thursday, January 19, 2017 8:38 AM
To: Wess Safford <Wess@swcleanair.org>
Subject: Brake - Kalama M ethanol Six Submittals - Confusion

Wess,
I sent you six submittal co mments on the Kalama Methanol identified as BRAKE #1, BRAKE #2 , BRAKE #3, BRAKE #4,
BRAKE #5, BRAKE #6 and got an email kick back that sending failed for two of the documents for RBL.
The Computer System must think I am a Robot.
Which Documents did you NOT receive
133
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Paul Mairose
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Bill Brake <williamb98685@aol.com>
Thursday, January 19, 2017 8:07 AM
Wess Safford
BRAKE #3 - Comments on Kalama Methanol SWCAA 400-113
3 - BRAKE - COMMENTS ON KALAMA METHANOL - GENERAL.docx

Categories:

Non Standard Comment

Wess Safford ,
Attached is one comment on the Kalama Methanol Minor Stationary Source Permit as referenced in SWCAA 400-113
Bill Brake
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Paul Mairose
From:
Sent:
Subject:
Attachments:

Bill Brake <williamb98685@aol.com>
Thursday, January 19, 2017 8:08 AM
Wess Safford
Brake #5 - Comments on Kalama Methanol Emission Evaluation
5 - BRAKE - COMMENTS ON KALAMA METHANOL ENVIRONMENTAL EMISSIONS.docx

Categories:

Non Standard Comment

To:

Wess Safford ,
Attached are 19 Comments on the Kalama Methanol Emission Evaluation Related to the Draft ADP and TSO
Bill Brake
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Paul Mairose

Subject:
Attachments:

Bill Brake <williamb98685@aol.com >
Thursday, January 19, 2017 8:08 AM
Wess Safford
BRAKE #6 - Comments on Kalama Methanol General
6 - BRAKE - COMMENTS ON KALAMA METHANOL - General.docx

Categories:

Non Standard Comment

From:
Sent:
To:

Wess Safford ,
Attached are two Comments on the Kalama Methanol Project General
Bill Brake
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January 18, 2017

Southwest Washington Clean Air Agency
11815 NE 99th Street Suite 1294
Vancouver, WA 98682
Attention Wess Safford
BRAKE - Comment s on Kalama Methanol Draft ADP - GENERAL

Dear Wess Safford,
wess@cleanai r.org
Enclosed are 2 comments on the Draft Air Discharge Permit for the NWIW Kalama Methanol
Manufacturing an d Export Facility (ADP -16-3204)
I am a retired Chemical Engineer and Register Professional Engineer with a 35 year career in the
Upstream Natural Gas Business and have lived in Vancouver Washington for the past 11 years.
The NWIW Kalama Methanol Refinery is a massive project at $1.8 Billion Dollars to receive up to 320
MMCFD Fracked Canadian Natural Gas and convert in the unproven industrial scale Ultra Low Emission
process to 3,320,000 Gallons Per Day of Liquid Methanol for export to Dalian China. The methanol will
reportedly be feed stock to a new Methanol to Olefins Plant that will be feedstock for a Plant to produce
plastics for world consumers.
The project is underfunded, on too small a facility site, on a site with dredged soil storage for the past
35 years and is comprised of four layers of Limited Liability Corporations from this Chinese Government
funded project.
The SWCAA Staff is commended for the excellent report in the Draft Air Discharge Permit for the Kalama
Methanol Refinery.
The SWCAA Letter head indicates that "Our Mission is to Preserve and Enhance Air Quality in Southwest
Washington"
Thank you for allowing public input into this important proposal.

William Brake PE
William Brake PE
3407 NW 1161h Way
VancouverWA 98685
H - 360-574-9735
Williamb98685@aol.com

@

These comments are directed to NWIW and no response is required from SWCAA
HYDROCARBON EXPLOSIONS CAN BE DEVESTATING

I graduated with a BS Chemical Engineering in 1973 and was employed by Phillips Petroleum in Borger
Texas as an Engineer. A union strike effective January 1, 1980 by Plant Operators and Maintenance
Personnel required me as an engineer to be a plant operator at a remote Natural gas Plant.
In January 1980, I was working the night shift as a plant operator at a Natural Gas Plant some 50 miles
away from Phillips Texas near Lefors Texas and heard and felt an explosion.
I went to check out my operations and everything was normal except the plant's three legged dog
"Tripod" continued to bark after being suddenly awakened .
I was notified an hour later that a large hydrocarbon explosion rocked the Borger Texas Refinery and
NGL Processing Center and obliterated part of the indust rial area and some nearby homes. The 2,500
person town was permanently evacuated at the request of Phillips Petroleum Company as a result of the
$78 Million property damage. Many homes were damaged and every window was broken out.
The community of Phillips Texas {1938-1980) exists only as a memory.
CONSIDER METHANOL AS SHIP FUEL

Something to think about.
If Methanol is such a clean burning fuel and wonderful in all ways according to NWIW, I thought why do
they not fuel the M arine Vessels going from Kalama Washington USA to Dalian China with methanol
instead of typical petroleum fuel.
Here are the Assumptions and thought process:
•

A Panamax Liquid Cargo Vessel requires 10,800 KWh Power supply

•

The Vessel is designed for 15 Knots per Hour or 17.25 Miles per Hour

•

The Distan ce is 5,229 Miles one Way

•

The Time t ravel one way is 303 hours based on perfect conditions

•

It requires 2.12 more volume of Methanol to fuel the vessel compared to Petroleum due to the
difference in heat content

•

13.76 KWh/ Gallon of Petroleum Fuel

Crunch this all together and results in the following:
1,667 Gallons of Methanol Fuel per Hour x 303 hours= 505,101 Gallons One Way

This means that to fuel the Pana max Marine Vessel on Methanol for a round trip is 1 million Gallons of
Methanol
Kalama Methanol Production is 3,320,000 Gallons per Day so one round trip marine vessel is 7.22 hours
production .

January 18, 2017

Southwest Washington Clean Air Agency
11815 NE 99th Street Suite 1294
Vancouver, WA 98682
Attention Wess Safford
BRAKE - Comment s on Kalama Methanol Draft ADP - Environmental Emission Evaluation

Dear Wess Safford,
wess@cleanair.org
Enclosed are 19 comments on the Draft Air Discharge Permit for the NWIW Kalama Methanol
Manufacturing an d Export Facility (ADP - 16-3204)
I am a retired Chemical Engineer and Register Professional Engineer with a 35 year career in the
Upstream Natural Gas Business and have lived in Vanco uver Washington for the past 11 years.
The NWIW Kalama Methanol Refinery is a massive project at $1.8 Billion Dollars to receive up to 320
MMCFD Fracked Canadian Natural Gas and convert in t he unproven industrial scale Ultra Low Emission
process to 3,320,000 Gallons Per Day of Liquid Methanol for export to Dalian China. The methanol will
reportedly be feed stock to a new Methanol to Olefins Plant that will be feedstock for a Plant to produce
plastics for world consumers.
The project is und erfunded, on too small a facility site, on a site with dredged soil storage for the past
35 years and is comprised of four layers of Limited Liability Corporations from this Chinese Government
funded project.
The SWCAA Staff is commended for the excellent report in the Draft Air Discharge Permit for the Kalama
Methanol Refinery.
The SWCAA Letter head indicates that "Our Mission is to Preserve and Enhance Air Quality in Southwest
Washington"
Thank you for allowing public input into this important proposal.

William Brake PE
William Brake PE
3407 NW 116th Way
Vancouver WA 98685
H - 360-574-9735
Williamb98685@aol.com
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Kalama Methanol Manufacturing and Export Facility
Environmental Emission Evaluation by William Brake PE
January 16, 2017

The Southwest Clean Air Agency (SWCAA) has issued a Draft Air Discharge Permit (16-3204 ADP) on
November 21, 2016 for public comments.
Combined Green House Gas Emissions from approved emission units shall not exceed 1,076,000 tons
per calendar year C02e . An additional 53 Tons Per Year other Pollutants are being emitted including
Acetaldehyde, Acrolein, Benzene, Copper, Ethylbenzene, Formaldehyde, Naphthalene, Nickel, PAH,
Toluene, and Xylene.
All values are in Tons per Year.
Kalama Methanol Manufacuring and Export Facility
Emission Limits in Tons Pe r Year - TPY
SWCAA Draft Air Discharge Permit 16-3204 issued November 21, 2016
Source

Name

1&2
3-5

Power Generation
Process Boilers

6&7

Process Heaters

8
13-26
13-26

Process Flare
Methanol Tanks Fugiti ve

27
28
29-31
32
33-35
Total

502

44.28
22.80

43.08
17.74

18.49
11.64

16.44
0.03

0.42
6.95

0.43
10.02

0.07
18.40
2. 53
2.50

0.05
0.01

Methanol Wet Scrubb er
Marine Wet Scrubber
Component Leaks Fugitive
Ammonia Storage Tanks
Cooling Tower Drift
Diesel Power Units

voe

co

NOx

0.72

PM10/PM2.5
NH3
PM
32.82
13.06
27.79
21.02

PMlO

PM2.5

0.10
1.01

1.21
0.55
3.53
0.27

0.11

0.01

0.03

75.11

72.26

55.50

16.54

61.75

2

35.46

168.17
101.02

%
52.09%
31.29"4

1.07
36.39
2.53

0.33"4
11.27%
0.78",6

3.22
l.21

1.08

1.00"A
0.37",6
0.17%
0.43%
1.94%
0.33%

322.87

100%

0.55
1.38

1.38
0.66

Totol-TPY

3.53

2.71

2.71

0.01

0.01

6.25

1&2

3-5

6&7

Power

Process

Process

Process

Generation

Boilers

Heaters

Flare

13-26

13-26

27

Methanol

Methanol

Marine

Units

TPY
NOx

co
voe
502
PM10/PM2.5

TPY

44.280
43.080
18.490
17.410
32.840

22.800
17.740
11.640
0.030
27.790

TPY

TPY

0.420
0.430
O.D70
0.050

6.950
10.020
18.600
0.006

0.100

1.025

29-31

28

Component Ammonia

Acrolein
Ammonia
Benzene

Copper

Ethvlbenzene
Formaldehvde
Naohthalene
Nickel

PAH
Toluene
Xvl enes

lrnTAL

1 - 35
TOTAL

Tanks

Wet

Wet

Leaks

Storage

Tower

Power

Scrubber

Scrubber

Fugitive

Tan ks

Drift

Units

TPY

TPY

TPY

TPY

TPY

TPY

TPY

0.007
2.530

0.720
2.500

1.210

0.660
0.270
0.110
0.010
0.030

0.040
0.550

1.380

PM
PMlO
PM2.5
Acetealdehvde

33-35
Diesel

Fugitive

NH3

COZe

32
Cooling

3.530
2.710
0.010
572, 110
0.160
0.026
13.064
0.053
0.001
0.128
0.436
0.005
0.002
0.009
0.542
0.273

541,926

1,544

21.024
0.008

0.000

0.016

0.004

0.000

0.000

0.016
0.001
0.010
0.002
O.Q35

0.000

0.118

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.006

I 512,280.7981542,021.100 I

1,545.on

11.50

3,948

I

3,984.741

351

TPY

75.110
72.307
55.700
17.506
61.785
1.380
3.530
2.710
0.010
1,119,891
0.160
0.026
34.088
0.077
0.005
0.128
0.570
0.007
0.012
0.011
0.584
0.273

I

3.220

2.537 1

I

1.210

I

12.090

I

1.380

I

6.250

I 352.080 I

1, 120,216.477

Environmental Emission Information as it relates to
Respiratory and Carcinogenic Cases from Wikipedia

Environmental effects - NOx - Nitrogen Oxides
NOx reacts with ammonia, moisture, and other compounds to form nitric acid vapor and related
particles. Small particles can penetrate deeply into sensitive lung tissue and damage it, causing
premature death in extreme cases. Inhalation of such particles may cause or worsen respiratory
diseases, such as emphysema or bronchitis, or may also aggravate existing heart disease.Ll§J
NOx reacts with volatile organic compounds in the presence of sunlight to form ozone. Ozone
can cause adverse effects such as damage to lung tissue and reduction in lung function mostly in
susceptible populations (children, elderly, asthmatics). Ozone can be transported by wind
currents and cause health impacts far from the original sources. The American Lung Association
estimates that nearly 50 percent of United States inhabitants live in counties that are not in ozone
compliance.llll
NOx also readily reacts with common organic chemicals, and even ozone, to form a wide variety
of toxic products: nitroarenes, nitrosamines and also the nitrate radical some of which may cause
biological mutations . Recently another pathway, via NOx, to ozone has been found that
predominantly occurs in coastal areas via formation of nitryl chloride when NOx comes into
contact with salt mist.Llfil
3

I

NOx emissions also cause global cooling through the formation of ·OH radicals that destroy
methane molecules, countering the effect of greenhouse gases. The effect can be significant. For
instance, according to the OECD "the large NOx emissions from ship traffic lead to significant
increases in hydroxyl (OH), which is the major oxidant in the lower atmosphere. Since reaction
with OH is a maj or way of removing methane from the atmosphere, ship emissions decrease
methane concentrations. (Reductions in methane lifetimes due to shipping-based NOx emissions
vary between 1.5% and 5% in different calculations)." "In summary, most studies so far indicate
that ship emissions actually lead to a net global cooling. This net global cooling effect is not
being experienced in other transport sectors. However, it should be stressed that the uncertainties
with this conclusion are large, in particular for indirect effects, and global temperature is only a
first measure of the extent of climate change in any event. " Ll2l

I Urban

pollution - CO - Carbon Monoxide

Carbon monoxide is a temporary atmospheric pollutant in some urban areas, chiefly from the
exhaust of internal combustion engines (including vehicles, portable and back-up generators,
lawn mowers, power washers, etc.), but also from incomplete combustion of various other fuels
(including wood, coal, charcoal, oil, paraffin, propane, natural gas, and trash).
Large CO pollution events can be observed from space over cities.LW

I Health

risks -

voe -

Volatile Organic Compounds

Respiratory, allergic, or immune effects in infants or children are associated with man-made
voes and other indoor or outdoor air pollutants.J;!Q]
Some VOCs, such as styrene and limonene, can react with nitrogen oxides or with ozone to
produce new oxidation products and secondary aerosols, which can cause sensory irritation
symptoms.lill Unspecified VOCs are important in the creation of smog.r.w
Health effects include eye, nose, and throat irritation; headaches, loss of coordination, nausea;
and damage to the liver, kidney, and central nervous system. Some organics can cause cancer in
animals; some are suspected or known to cause cancer in humans. Key signs or symptoms
associated with exposure to VOCs include conjunctiva! irritation, nose and throat discomfort,
headache, allergic skin reaction, dyspnea, declines in serum cholinesterase levels, nausea,
vomiting, nose bleeding, fatigue, dizziness.fcia i '"deefl
1 1 01111

The ability of organic chemicals to cause health effects varies greatly from those that are highly
toxic, to those with no known health effects. As with other pollutants, the extent and nature of
the health effect will depend on many factors including level of exposure and length of time
exposed. Eye and respiratory tract irritation, headaches, dizziness, visual disorders, and memory
impainnent are among the immediate symptoms that some people have experienced soon after
4

exposure to some organics. At present, not much is known about what health effects occur from
the levels of organics usually found in homes. Many organic compounds are known to cause
cancer in animals; some are suspected of causing, or are known to cause, cancer in humans

I Safety - S02 - Sulfur Dioxide
Inhaling sulfur dioxide is associated with increased respiratory symptoms and disease, difficulty
in breathing, and premature death.LW In 2008, the American Conference of Governmental
Industrial Hygienists reduced the short-tenn exposure limit to 0.25 parts per million (ppm). The
OSHA PEL is currently set at 5 ppm (13 mg/m3) time-weighted average. NIOSH has set the
IDLH at 100 ppm.tm In 2010, the EPA "revised the primary S02 NAAQS by establishing a new
one-hour standard at a level of 75 parts per billion (ppb ). EPA revoked the two existing primary
standards because they would not provide additional public health protection given a one-hour
standard at 75 ppb. " I.ill
A 2011 systematic review concluded that exposure to sulfur dioxide is associated with pretenn
birth.1.:W
In the United States, the Center for Science in the Public Interest lists the two food preservatives,
sulfur dioxide and sodium bisulfite, as being safe for human consumption except for certain
astlunatic individuals who may be sensitive to them, especially in large amounts.L:W Symptoms of
sensitivity to sulfiting agents, including sulfur dioxide, manifest as potentially life-threatening
trouble breathing within minutes of ingestion.Wi

I Safety

Precautions - NH3 - Ammonia

The U. S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) has set a 15-minute exposure
limit for gaseous ammonia of 35 ppm by volume in the environmental air and an 8-hour
exposure limit of 25 ppm by volume.llll NIOSH recently reduced the IDLH from 500 to 300
based on recent more conservative interpretations of original research in 1943. IDLH
(Inunediately Dangerous to Life and Health) is the level to which a healthy worker can be
exposed for 30 minutes without suffering irreversible health effects. Other organizations have
varying exposure levels. U.S . Navy Standards [U.S. Bureau of Ships 1962] maximum allowable
concentrations (MACs):continuous exposure (60 days): 25 ppm I 1hour:400 ppm~ Ammonia
vapor has a sharp, irritating, pungent odor that acts as a warning of potentially dangerous
exposure. The average odor threshold is 5 ppm, well below any danger or damage. Exposure to
very high concentrations of gaseous ammonia can result in lung damage and death.r.ru Although
ammonia is regulated in the United States as a non-flammable gas, it still meets the definition of
a material that is toxic by inhalation and requires a hazardous safety permit when transported in
quantities greater than 13 ,248 L (3 ,500 gallons).l
j

Safety - Particulate Matter
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The IARC and WHO designate airborne particulates a Group 1 carcinogen . Particulates are the deadliest
form of air pollution lcitation neede!!J due to their ability to penetrate deep into the lungs and blood streams
unfiltered, causing permanent DNA mutations, heart attacks, and premature death .lZl In 2013, a study
involving 312,944 people in nine European countries revealed that there was no safe level of
particulates and that for every increase of 10 µg/m3 in PM10, the lung cancer rate rose 22%. The smaller
PM2.s were particu larly deadly, with a 36% increase in lung cancer per 10 µg/m3 as it can penetrate
deeper into the lungs

The size of the particle is a main detenninant of where in the respiratory tract the particle will
come to rest when inhaled. Larger particles are generally filtered in the nose and throat via cilia
and mucus, but particulate matter smaller than about 10 micrometers, can settle in the bronchi
and lungs and cause health problems. The 10 micrometer size does not represent a strict
boundary between respirable and non-respirable particles, but has been agreed upon for
monitoring of airborne particulate matter by most regulatory agencies. Because of their small
size, particles on the order of -10 micrometers or less (PM10) can penetrate the deepest part of the
lungs such as the bronchioles or alveoli.lill
Similarly, so called fine PM, (often referred to as PM25), tend to penetrate into the gas exchange
regions of the lung (alveolus), and very small particles (< 100 nanometers) may pass through the
lungs to affect other organs. Penetration of particles is not wholly dependent on their size; shape
and chemical composition also play a part. To avoid this complication, simple nomenclature is
used to indicate the different degrees of relative penetration of a PM particle into the
cardiovascular system. Inhalable particles penetrate no further than the bronchi as they are
filtered out by the cilia. Thoracic particles can penetrate right into terminal bronchioles whereas
PM which can penetrate to alveoli , the gas exchange area, and hence the circulatory system are
termed respirable particles. In analogy, the inhalable dust fraction is the fraction of dust
entering nose and mouth which may be deposited anywhere in the respiratory tract. The thoracic
fraction is the fraction that enters the thorax and is deposited within the lung's airways. The
respirable fraction is what is deposited in the gas exchange regions (alveoli).IU.l
The smallest particles, less than 100 nanometers (nanoparticles), may be even more damaging to
the cardiovascular system.Lill Nanoparticles can pass through cell membranes and migrate into
other organs, including the brain. Particles emitted from modem diesel engines (commonly
referred to as Diesel Particulate Matter, or DPM) are typically in the size range of 100
nanometers (0.1 micrometer). These soot particles also carry carcinogens like benzopyrenes
adsorbed on their surface. Particulate mass is not a proper measure of the health hazard, because
one particle of 10 µm diameter has approximately the same mass as 1 million particles of 100 nm
diameter, but is much less hazardous, as it unlikely to enter the alveoli. Legislative limits for
engine emissions based on mass are therefore not protective. Proposals for new regulations exist
in some countries,rw1i;c1i?J with suggestions to limit the particle surface area or the particle count
(numerical quantity) instead_rc;1a1io1111eede!fl
The site and extent of absorption of inhaled gases and vapors are detennined by their solubility
in water. Absorption is also dependent upon air flow rates and the partial pressure of the gases in
the inspired air. The fate of a specific contaminant is dependent upon the form in which it exists
(aerosol or particulate). Inhalation also depends upon the breathing rate of the subject.llil
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Another complexity not entirely documented is how the shape of PM can affect health, except
for the needle-like shape of asbestos which can lodge itself in the lungs. Geometrically angular
shapes have more surface area than rounder shapes, which in tum affects the binding capacity of
the particle to other, possibly more dangerous substances.
The effects of inhaling particulate matter that have been widely studied in humans and animals
include asthma, lung cancer, cardiovascular disease, respiratory diseases, premature delivery,
birth defects, and premature death.
Increased levels of fine particles in the air as a result of anthropogenic particulate air pollution
"is consistently and independently related to the most serious effects, including Jung cancer1s1and
other cardiopulmonary mortality. " Lill The large number of deathsllli and other health problems
associated with particulate pollution was first demonstrated in the early 1970sLrn and has been
reproduced many times since. PM pollution is estimated to cause 22,000-52,000 deaths per year
in the United States (from 2000)12fil contributed to ~370 , 000 premature deaths in Europe during
2005.Ll.2.I and 3.22 million deaths globally in 2010 per the global burden of disease
collaboration. J.Q9J
A 2002 study indicated that PM25 leads to high plaque deposits in arteries, causing vascular
inflammation and atherosclerosis - a hardening of the arteries that reduces elasticity, which can
lead to heart attacks and other cardiovascular problems.1.2-u A 2014 meta analysis reported that
long term exposure to particulate matter is linked to coronary events. The study included 11
cohorts participating in the European Study of Cohorts for Air Pollution Effects (ESCAPE) with
100, 166 participants, followed for an average of 11 .5 years. An increase in estimated annual
exposure to PM 2.5 of just 5 µg/m 3 was linked with a 13% increased risk of heart attacks.Ll>11
The World Health Organization (WHO) estimated in 2005 that" .. . fine particulate air pollution
(PM(2.5)), causes about 3% of mortality from cardiopulmonary disease, about 5% of mortality
from cancer of the trachea, bronchus, and lung, and about 1% of mortality from acute respiratory
infections in children under 5 years, worldwide." .Lhll Short-term exposure at elevated
concentrations can significantly contribute to heart disease, as recently described in a 2016
study.IMl A 2011 study concluded that traffic exhaust is the single most serious preventable cause
of heart attack in the general public, the cause of 7.4% of all attacks .l~
The largest US study on acute health effects of coarse particle pollution between 2.5 and 10
micrometers in diameter. was published 2008 and found an association with hospital admissions
for cardiovascular diseases but no evidence of an association with the number of hospital
admissions for respiratory diseases.LMJ After taking into account fine particle levels (PM 2.5 and
less), the association with coarse particles remained but was no longer statistically significant,
which means the effect is due to the subsection of fine particles.
Particulate matter studies in Bangkok Thailand from 2008 indicated a 1.9% increased risk of
dying from cardiovascular disease, and 1.0% risk of all disease for every 10 micrograms per
cubic meter. Levels averaged 65 in 1996, 68 in 2002, and 52 in 2004. Decreasing levels may be
attributed to conversions of diesel to natural gas combustion as well as improved regulations.lQlJ
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The Mongolian government agency recorded a 45% increase in the rate ofrespiratory illness in
the past five years (reported in September 2014). Bronchial asthma, chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease and interstitial pneumonia were the most common ailments treated by area
hospitals. Levels of premature death, chronic bronchitis, and cardiovascular disease are
increasing at a rapid rate
I

Dangers - Acetaldehyde
Acetaldehyde is toxic when applied externally for prolonged periods, an irritant, and a probable
carcinogen.Lm Acetaldehyde naturally breaks down in the human bodyilll but has been shown to
excrete in urine of rats.llil
Acetaldehyde is an irritant of the skin, eyes, mucous membranes, throat, and respiratory tract.
This occurs at concentrations up to 1000 ppm. Symptoms of exposure to this compound include
nausea, vomiting, and headache. These symptoms may not happen immediately. The perception
threshold for acetaldehyde in air is in the range between 0.07 and 0.25 ppm.illl At such
concentrations, the fruity odor of acetaldehyde is apparent. Conjunctiva! irritations have been
observed after a 15-minute exposure to concentrations of 25 and 50 ppm, but transient
conjunctivitis and irritation of the respiratory tract have been reported after exposure to 200 ppm
acetaldehyde for 15 minutes. It has a general narcotic action and large doses can even cause
death by respiratory paralysis. It may also cause drowsiness, delirium, hallucinations, and loss of
intelligence. Exposure may also cause severe damage to the mouth, throat, and stomach;
accumulation of fluid in the lungs, chronic respiratory disease, kidney and liver damage, throat
irritation, dizziness, reddening, and swelling of the skin.
Acetaldehyde is carcinogenic in humans.'3711401 In 1988 the International Agency for Research on
Cancer stated, "There is sufficient evidence for the carcinogenicity of acetaldehyde (the major
metabolite of ethanol) in experimental animals. " I.ill In October 2009 the International Agency for
Research on Cancer updated the classification of acetaldehyde stating that acetaldehyde included
in and generated endogenously from alcoholic beverages is a Group I human carcinogen.rm In
43
addition, acetaldehyde is damaging to DNAC
1 and causes abnormal muscle development as it
binds to proteins.111l

I Health

- Acrolein

Acrolein is toxic and is a strong irritant for the skin, eyes, and nasal passages.Lil The main
metabolic pathway for acrolein is the alkylation of glutathione. The WHO suggests a "tolerable
oral acrolein intake" of 7 .5 µg/day per kilogram of body weight. Although acrolein occurs in
French fries, the levels are only a few micrograms per kilogram.w In response to occupational
exposures to acrolein, the US Occupational Safety and Health Administration has set a
pennissible exposure limit at 0.1 ppm (0.25 mg/m3) at an eight-hour time-weighted average.w
Connections exist between acrolein gas in the smoke from tobacco cigarettes and the risk ofl ung
cancer.LlQJ In terms of the "noncarcinogenic health quotient" for components in cigarette smoke,
acrolein dominates, contributing 40 times more than the next component, hydrogen cyanide.WJ
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The acrolein content in cigarette smoke depends on the type of cigarette and added glycerin
making up up to 220 µg acrolein per cigarette (,llllllil). Importantly, while the concentration of the
constituents in mainstream smoke can be reduced by filters, this has no significant effect on the
composition of the side-stream smoke where acrolein usually resides, and which is inhaled by
passive smoking.LWWJ E-cigarettes, used normally, only generate "negligible" levels of acrolein
(less than 10 mcg "per puff').LWL 17J

I Safety

- Benzene

Benzene increases the risk of cancer and other illnesses, and is also a notorious cause of bone
marrow failure. Substantial quantities of epidemiologic, clinical, and laboratory data link
benzene to aplastic anemia, acute leukemia, and bone marrow abnormalities.LITIL6QJ The specific
hematologic malignancies that benzene is associated with include: acute myeloid leukemia
(AML), aplastic anemia, myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS), acute lymphoblastic leukemia
(ALL), and chronic myeloid leukemia (CML).Lill
The American Petroleum Institute (API) stated in 1948 that "it is generally considered that the
only absolutely safe concentration for benzene is zero".lfil.l There is no safe exposure level; even
tiny amounts can cause harm.[hl] The US Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS)
classifies benzene as a human carcinogen. Long-term exposure to excessive levels of benzene in
the air causes leukemia, a potentially fatal cancer of the blood-fonning organs. In particular,
acute myeloid leukemia or acute nonlymphocytic leukemia (AML & ANLL) is not disputed to
be caused by benzene.IMI IARC rated benzene as "known to be carcinogenic to humans" (Group
1).
Because benzene is ubiquitous in gasoline and hydrocarbon fuels are in use everywhere, human
exposure to benzene is a global health problem. Benzene targets liver, kidney, lung, heart and the
brain and can cause DNA strand breaks, chromosomal damage, etc. Benzene causes cancer in
animals including humans. Benzene has been shown to cause cancer in both sexes of multiple
species oflaboratory animals exposed via various routes.r65 H661
According to the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (A TSDR) (2007), benzene
is both an anthropogenically produced and naturally occurring chemical from processes that
include: volcanic eruptions, wild fires, synthesis of chemicals such as phenol, production of
synthetic fibers, and fabrication of rubbers, lubricants, pesticides, medications, and dyes. The
major sources of benzene exposure are tobacco smoke, automobile service stations, exhaust from
motor vehicles, and industrial emissions; however, ingestion and dermal absorption of benzene
can also occur through contact with contaminated water. Benzene is hepatically metabolized and
excreted in the urine. Measurement of air and water levels of benzene is accomplished through
collection via acti vated charcoal tubes, which are then analyzed with a gas chromatograph. The
measurement of benzene in humans can be accomplished via urine, blood, and breath tests;
however, all of these have their limitations because benzene is rapidly metabolized in the human
body.{Qlj
OSHA regulates levels of benzene in the workplace.12fil The maximum allowable amount of
benzene in workroom air during an 8-hour workday, 40-hour workweek is 1 ppm. Because
9

benzene can cause cancer, NIOSH recommends that all workers wear special breathing
equipment when they are likely to be exposed to benzene at levels exceeding the recommended
(8-hour) exposure limit of 0.1 ppm.L62l

I Health - Copper
Because of its role in facilitating iron uptake, copper deficiency can produce anemia-like
symptoms, neutropenia, bone abnormalities, hypopigmentation, impaired growth, increased
incidence of infections, osteoporosis, hyperthyroidism, and abnormalities in glucose and
cholesterol metabolism. Conversely, Wilson's disease causes an accumulation of copper in body
tissues.
Gram quantities of various copper salts have been taken in suicide attempts and produced acute
copper toxicity in humans, possibly due to redox cycling and the generation of reactive oxygen
species that damage DNA.u.is1lillJ Corresponding amounts of copper salts (30 mg/kg) are toxic in
animals.LUQJ A minimum dietary value for healthy growth in rabbits has been reported to be at
least 3 Pim! in the diet.ill.LI However, higher concentrations of copper (100 ppm, 200 ppm, or 500
ppm) in the diet of rabbits may favorably influence feed conversion efficiency, growth rates, and
carcass dressing percentages.um
Chronic copper toxicity does not normally occur in humans because of transport systems that
regulate absorption and excretion. Autosomal recessive mutations in copper transport proteins
can disable these systems, leading to Wilson's disease with copper accumulation and cirrhosis of
the liver in persons who have inherited two defective genes.Lllil
Elevated copper levels have also been linked to worsening symptoms of Alzheimer's disease

I Health

- Ethylbenzene

The acute toxicity of ethyl benzene is low, with an LDso of about 4 grams per kilogram of body
weight. The longer term toxicity and carcinogenicity is ambiguous.LlQJ Eye and throat sensitivity
can occur when high level exposure to ethylbenzene in the air occurs. At higher level exposure,
ethylbenzene can cause dizziness.w Once inside the body, ethylbenzene biodegrades to 1phenylethanol, acetophenone, phenylglyoxylic acid, mandelic acid, benzoic acid and hippuric
acid .LlQJ
As of September 2007, the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) determined
that drinking water with concentration of 30 parts per million (ppm) for one day or 3 ppm for ten
days is not expected to have any adverse effect in children. Lifetime exposure of 0. 7 ppm
ethylbenzene is not expected to have any adverse effect either. The U.S. Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA) limits exposure to workers to an average 100 ppm for an 8-hour
work day, a 40-hour workweek.W
Ethylbenzene is classified as a possible carcinogen by the International Agency for Research on
Cancer (IARC) however, the EPA has not detennined ethylbenzene to be a carcinogen. The
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National Toxicology Program conducted an inhalation study in rats and mice. Exposure to
ethylbenzene resulted in an increased incidence of kidney and testicular tumors in male rats, and
trends of increased kidney tumors in female rats, lung tumors in male mice, and liver tumors in
female mice.
As for all organic compounds, ethylbenzene vapors form an explosive mixture with air.l1l When
transporting ethylbenzene, it is classified as a flammable liquid in class 3, Packing Group II.l1l
Ethylbenzene is found mostly as a vapor in the air since it can easily move from water and soil.W
A median concentration of 0.62 parts per billion (ppb) was found in urban air in 1999 .w A study
conducted in 201 2 found that in country air the median concentration was found to be 0.01 ppb
and indoors the median concentration was 1.0 ppb. It can also be released into the air through the
burning of coal, gas, and oil. The use of ethylbenzene in industry contributes to ethylbenzene
vapor in the air. After about three days in the air with the help of sunlight, other chemicals break
down ethylbenzene into chemicals that can be found in smog.rn Since it does not readily bind to
soil it can also easily move into groundwater. In surface water, it breaks down when it reacts
with chemicals naturally found in water.till Generally, ethylbenzene is not found in drinking
water, however it can be found in residential drinking water wells if the wells are near waste
sites, underground fuel storage tanks that are leaking, or landfills.rn
As of 2012, according to the EU Dangerous Substances Directive, ethylbenzene is not classified
as hazardous to the environment. ill

I Health

- Formaldehyde

Formaldehyde is highly toxic to all animals, regardless of method of intake. Ingestion of 30 mL
(1 oz.) of a solution containing 3 7% formaldehyde has been reported to cause death in an adult
human.rm Water solution of formaldehyde is very corrosive and its ingestion can cause severe
injury to the upper gastrointestinal tract.
Occupational exposure to formaldehyde by inhalation is mainly from three types of sources:
thermal or chemical decomposition of formaldehyde-based resins, formaldehyde emission from
aqueous solutions (for example, embalming fluids), and the production of formaldehyde
resulting from the combustion of a variety of organic compounds (for example, exhaust gases).
Formaldehyde can be toxic, allergenic, and carcinogenic.LUJ Because formaldehyde resins are
used in many construction materials it is one of the more common indoor air pollutants.llil At
concentrations above 0.1 ppm in air formaldehyde can irritate the eyes and mucous membranes,
resulting in watery eyes.L1il Formaldehyde inhaled at this concentration may cause headaches, a
burning sensation in the throat, and difficulty breathing, and can trigger or aggravate asthma
symptoms. '45][461
A 1988 Canadian study of houses with urea-formaldehyde foam insulation found that
formaldehyde levels as low as 0.046 ppm were positively correlated with eye and nasal
irritation.lill A recent review of studies has shown a strong association between exposure to
formaldehyde and the development of childhood asthma.l1fil The primary exposure concern is for
the workers in the industries producing or using formaldehyde.
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The formaldehyde theory of carcinogenesis was proposed in 1978.[;!2] In 1987 the U.S . EPA
classified it as a p robable human carcinogen, and after more studies the WHO International
Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) in 1995 also classified it as a probable human
carcinogen. Further information and evaluation of all known data led the IARC to reclassify
formaldehyde as a known human carcinogenfim associated with nasal sinus cancer and
nasopharyngeal cancer.Lill Recent studies have also shown a positive correlation between
exposure to fonnaldehyde and the development of leukemia, particularly myeloid leukemia.rm53 1
Nasopharyngeal and sinonasal cancers are relatively rare, with a combined annual incidence in
the United States of< 4,000 cases.'5 411 55 1 About 25,000 cases of myeloid leukemia occur in the
United States each yearJ5 61 rs 71 Workplace exposure to inhaled chemicals is among the most
important risk factors for sinonasal cancers.ill.l Professionals exposed to formaldehyde in their
occupation, such as funeral industry workers and embalmers, showed an increased risk of
leukemia and brain cancer compared with the general population.Ll2l Other factors are important
in determining individual risk for the development of leukemia or nasopharyngeal cancer.'5 8116011611
In the residential environment, formaldehyde exposure comes from a number of different routes;
formaldehyde can off-gas from wood products, such as plywood or particle board, but it is
produced by paints, varnishes, floor finishes, and cigarette smoking as well.(g] In July 2016, the
EPA released a prepublication version of its final rule on Formaldehyde Emission Standards for
Composite Wood Products. These new rules will impact manufacturers, importers, distributors,
and retailers of products containing composite wood, including fiberboard, particleboard and
various laminated products, who will need to comply with more stringent record-keeping and
labeling requirements

I Health

- Naphthalene

Exposure to large amounts of naphthalene may damage or destroy red blood cells, most
commonly in people with an underlying G6PD (glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase)
deficiency.Lill Over 400 million people have an inherited condition called glucose-6-phosphate
dehydrogenase deficiency. Humans, in particular children, have developed this condition, known
as hemolytic anemia, after ingesting mothballs or deodorant blocks containing naphthalene.
Symptoms include fatigue, lack of appetite, restlessness, and pale skin. Exposure to large
amounts of naphthalene may cause confusion, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, blood in the urine, and
jaundice (yellow coloration of the skin due to dysfunction of the liver).Lm
When the US National Toxicology Program (NTP) exposed male and female rats and mice to
naphthalene vapors on weekdays for two years,Llll male and female rats exhibited evidence of
carcinogenesis with increased incidences of adenoma and neuroblastoma of the nose, female
mice exhibited some evidence of carcinogenesis based on increased incidences of alveolar and
bronchiolar adenomas of the lung, and male mice exhibited no evidence of carcinogenesis.
The International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC)lll classifies naphthalene as possibly
carcinogenic to humans and animals (Group 2B). The IARC also points out that acute exposure
causes cataracts in humans, rats, rabbits, and mice; and that hemolytic anemia (described above)
can occur in children and infants after oral or inhalation exposure or after maternal exposure
during pregnancy. Under California's Proposition 65, naphthalene is listed as "known to the State
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to cause cancer" .WJ A probable mechanism for the carcinogenic effects of mothballs and some
types of air fresheners containing naphthalene has been identified.l1Will.l
US government agencies have set occupational exposure limits to naphthalene exposure. The
Occupational Safety and Health Administration has set a pennissible exposure limit at 10 ppm
(50 mg/m3) over an eight-hour time-weighted average. The National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health has set a recommended exposure limit at 10 ppm (50 mg/m 3) over an eighthour time-weighted average, as well as a short-tenn exposure limit at 15 ppm (75 mg/m3).Llll
Mothballs and other products containing naphthalene have been banned within the EU since
2008.Ll2Jl40J
In China, the use of naphthalene in mothballs is forbidden. lill Danger to human health and the
common use of natural camphor are cited as reasons for the ban.

I Health

- Nickel

The major source of nickel exposure is oral consumption. Nickel is found naturally in both food
and water, and may be increased by human pollution. For example, nickel-plated faucets may
contaminate water and soil; mining and smelting may dump nickel into waste-water; nickel-steel
alloy cookware and nickel-pigmented dishes may release nickel into food. The atmosphere may
be polluted by nickel metal refining and fossil fuel combustion. Humans may absorb nickel
directly from tobacco smoke and skin contact with jewelry, shampoos, detergents, and coins. A
less-common form of chronic exposure is through hemodialysis as traces of nickel ions may be
absorbed into the plasma from the chelating action of albumin.
The average daily exposure does not pose a threat to human health. Most of the nickel absorbed
every day by humans is removed by the kidneys and passed out of the body through urine or is
eliminated through the gastrointestinal tract without being absorbed. Nickel is not a cumulative
poison, but larger doses or chronic exposure may be toxic, even carcinogenic, and constitute an
occupational hazard .lMl
In the US , the minimal risk level of nickel and its compounds is set to 0.2 µg/m 3 for inhalation
during 15-364 days. LB2J Nickel sulfide fume and dust are believed carcinogenic, and various other
nickel compounds may be as welJ.IM.lllllllifil Nickel carbonyl [Ni( CO)
4] is an extremely toxic gas. The toxicity of metal carbonyls is a function of both the toxicity of
the metal and the off-gassing of carbon monoxide from the carbonyl functional groups; nickel
carbonyl is also explosive in air. ~J2QJ
People can be exposed to nickel in the workplace by inhalation, ingestion, and contact with skin
or eye. The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) has set the legal limit
(permissible exposure limit) for the workplace at 1 mg/m 3 per 8-hour workday, excluding nickel
carbonyl. The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) specifies the
recommended exposure limit (REL) of0.015 mg/m3 per 8-hour workday. At 10 mg/m3, nickel is
immediately dangerous to life and health.l'ill
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In the US, the Tolerable Upper Limit of dietary nickel is 1000 µg/day,l21l while estimated average
ingestion is 69-162 µg/day. llil Large amounts of nickel (and chromium)- comparable to the
estimated average ingestion above - leach into food cooked in stainless steel. For example, the
amount of nickel leached after 10 cooking cycles into one serving of tomato sauce averages
88 µ g. l'iillil
Sensitized individuals may show a skin contact allergy to nickel known as a contact dermatitis.
Highly sensitized individuals may also react to foods with high nickel content.L96J Sensitivity to
nickel may also be present in patients with pompholvx. Nickel is the top confirmed contact
allergen worldwide, partly due to its use in jewelry for pierced ears.l2ll Nickel allergies affecting
pierced ears are often marked by itchy, red skin. Many earrings are now made without nickel or
low-release nickell2fil to address this problem. The amount allowed in products that contact human
skin is now regulated by the European Union . In 2002, researchers found that the nickel released
by 1 and 2 Euro coins was far in excess of those standards. This is believed to be the result of a
galvanic reaction.l.22J Nickel was voted Allergen of the Year in 2008 by the American Contact
Dermatitis Society.UQQJ In August 2015, the American Academy of Dermatology adopted a
position statement on the safety of nickel: "Estimates suggest that contact dermatitis, which
includes nickel sensitization, accounts for approximately $1.918 billion and affects nearly 72.29
million people. " l.2§J
Reports show that both the nickel-induced activation of hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF-1) and the
up-regulation of hypoxia-inducible genes are caused by depletion of intracellular ascorbate. The
addition of ascorbate to the culture medium increased the intracellular ascorbate level and
reversed both the metal-induced stabilization ofHIF-1- and HIP-la-dependent gene expression
I

Health - PAH - Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons
Cancer is a primary human health risk of exposure to P AHsPJ Exposure to P AHs has also been
linked with cardiovascular disease and poor fetal development.
PAHs have been linked to skin, lung, bladder, liver, and stomach cancers in well-established
animal model studies.rm Specific compounds classified by various agencies as possible or
probable human carcinogens are identified in the section "Regulation and Oversight" below.
An adduct formed between a DNA strand and an epoxide derived from a benzo[a]pyrene
molecule (center); such adducts may interfere with normal DNA replication.

The structure of a PAH influences whether and how the individual compound is
carcinogenicJ32H 361 Some carcinogenic P AHs are genotoxic and induce mutations that initiate
cancer; others are not genotoxic and instead affect cancer promotion or progression.13611 371
P AHs that affect cancer initiation are typically first chemically modified by enzymes into
metabolites that react with DNA, leading to mutations. When the DNA sequence is altered in
genes that regulate cell replication, cancer can result. Mutagenic PAHs, such as benzo[ a]pyrene,
usually have four or more aromatic rings as well as a "bay region" , a structural pocket that
increases reactivity of the molecule to the metabolizing enzymes.Llfil Mutagenic metabolites of
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PAHs include diol epoxides, qui nones, and radical P AH cations.'3 81139114 0) These metabolites can
bind to DNA at specific sites, forming bulky complexes called DNA adducts that can be stable or
unstable.l.Mllill Stable adducts may lead to DNA replication errors, while unstable adducts react
with the DNA strand, removing a purine base (either adenine or guanine).lill Such mutations, if
they are not repaired, can transform genes encoding for normal cell signaling proteins into
cancer-causing oncogenes.JlQJ Quinones can also repeatedly generate reactive oxygen species that
may independently damage DNAY8J
Enzymes in the cytochrome family (CYPlAl , CYP1A2, CYPIB1 ) metabolize PAHs to diol
epoxides.l111 PAH exposure can increase production of the cytochrome enzymes, allowing the
enzymes to convert P AHs into mutagenic diol epoxides at greater rates.LW In this pathway, P AH
molecules bind to the aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR) and activate it as a transcription factor
that increases production of the cytochrome enzymes. The activity of these enzymes may at
times conversely protect against P AH toxicity, which is not yet well understood.l111
Low molecular weight P AHs, with 2 to 4 aromatic hydrocarbon rings, are more potent as cocarcino gens during the promotional stage of cancer. In this stage, an initiated cell (i.e., a cell that
has retained a carcinogenic mutation in a key gene related to cell replication) is removed from
growth-suppressing signals from its neighboring cells and begins to clonally replicate.[il] Low
molecular weight P AHs that have bay or bay-like regions can dysregulate gap junction channels,
interfering with intercellular communication, and also affect mitogen-activated protein kinases
that activate transcription factors involved in cell proliferation.l.1.U Closure of gap junction protein
channels is a normal precursor to cell division. Excessive closure of these channels after
exposure to P AHs results in removing a cell from the normal growth-regulating signals imposed
by its local community of cells, thus allowing initiated cancerous cells to replicate. These P AHs
do not need to be enzymatically metabolized first. Low molecular weight PAHs are prevalent in
the environment, thus posing a significant risk to human health at the promotional phases of
cancer.
Adult exposure to P AHs has been linked to cardiovascular disease.l111 P AHs are among the
complex suite of contaminants in cigarette smoke and particulate air pollution and may
contribute to cardiovascular disease resulting from such exposures.l&l
In laboratory experiments, animals exposed to certain P AHs have shown increased development
of plaques (atherogenesis) within arteries.l1Ql Potential mechanisms for the pathogenesis and
development of atherosclerotic plaques may be similar to the mechanisms involved in the
carcinogenic and mutagenic properties of PAHs.11fil A leading hypothesis is that PAHs may
activate the cytochrome enzyme CYPlBl in vascular smooth muscle cells. This enzyme then
metabolically processes the P AHs to quinone metabolites that bind to DNA in reactive adducts
that remove purine bases. The resulting mutations may contribute to unregulated growth of
vascular smooth muscle cells or to their migration to the inside of the artery, which are steps in
plague formation .C4511461 These quinone metabolites also generate reactive oxygen species that may
alter the activity of genes that affect plaque formation. l1Ql
Oxidative stress following PAH exposure could also result in cardiovascular disease by causing
inflammation, which has been recognized as an important factor in the development of
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atherosclerosis and cardiovascular disease.l:!lll:!fil Biomarkers of exposure to P AHs in humans have
been associated with inflammatory biomarkers that are recognized as important predictors of
cardiovascular disease, suggesting that oxidative stress resulting from exposure to PAHs may be
a mechanism of cardiovascular disease in humans.l:!2J
Multiple epidemiological studies of people living in Europe, the United States, and China have
linked in utero exposure to PAHs, through air pollution or parental occupational exposure, with
poor fetal growth, reduced immune function, and poorer neurological development, including
lower IQ
I

Toxicity - Toluene
Inhalation of toluene in low to moderate levels can cause tiredness, confusion, weakness,
drunken-type actions, memory loss, nausea, loss of appetite, hearing loss, and color vision loss.
These symptoms usually disappear when exposure is stopped. Inhaling high levels of toluene in a
short time may cause light-headedness, nausea, or sleepiness, unconsciousness, and even
death.rurnm Toluene is, however, much less toxic than benzene, and has as a consequence, largely
replaced it as an aromatic solvent in chemical preparation. The US Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) states that the carcinogenic potential of toluene cannot be evaluated due to
insufficient information.l111
Similar to many other solvents such as 1, 1, I -trichloroethane and some alkylbenzenes, toluene
has been shown to act as a non-competitive NMDA receptor antagonist and GABAAreceptor
positive allosteri c modulator.ll2l Additionally, toluene has been shown to display antidepressantlike effects in rodents in the forced swim test (FST) and the tail suspension test (TST).ll2l
Toluene is sometimes used as a recreational inhalant ("glue sniffing"), likely on account of its
euphoric and dissociative effects

I Safety - Xylene
Xylene is flammable but of modest acute toxicity, with LD,o ranges from 200 to 5000 mg/kg for
animals. Oral LD,., for rats is 4300 mg/kg.llfil The principal mechanism of detoxification is
oxidation to methylbenzoic acid and hydroxylation to hydroxylene.w
The main effect of inhaling xylene vapor is depression of the central nervous system (CNS), with
symptoms such as headache, dizziness, nausea and vomiting. At an exposure of 100 ppm, one
may experience nausea or a headache. At an exposure between 200-500 ppm, symptoms can
include feeling "high", dizziness, weakness, irritability, vomiting, slowed reaction time.ll2l
The side effects of exposure to low concentrations of xylene(< 200 ppm) are reversible and do
not cause permanent damage.
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One report contained data that shows that long-term exposure to low levels of xylene led to a
decrease in balance, coordination, and reaction times in participants.Gill These are examples of
how it affects the CNS.
Long-term exposure may lead to headaches, irritability, depression, insomnia, agitation, extreme
tiredness, tremors, impaired concentration and short-term memory.rc1arificaii wedet1J This condition is
sometimes generally referred to as "organic solvent syndrome". Unfortunately, there is very little
information available that isolates xylene from other solvent exposures in the examination of
these effects.ll2l
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Xylene is also a skin irritant and strips the skin of its oils, making it more permeable to other
chemicals.U2l
To reduce the risk of developing health problems from occupational exposure, one must wear
gloves and a mask to prevent high concentrations of inhalation and skin irritation from Xylene.
I

C02e - Carbon Dioxide Equivalents

Carbon dioxide equivalency is a quantity that describes, for a given mixture and amount of
greenhouse gas, the amount of C02that would have the same global warming potential (GWP),
when measured over a specified timescale (generally, 100 years). Carbon dioxide equivalency
thus reflects the time-integrated radiative forcing of a quantity of emissions or rate of greenhouse
gas emission-aflow into the atmosphere-rather than the instantaneous value of the radiative
forcing of the stock (concentration) of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere described by C02e.
The carbon dioxide equivalency for a gas is obtained by multiplying the mass and the GWP of
the gas. The following units are commonly used:
•
•
•

By the UN climate change panel IPCC: nx 10 12 tonnes of C02 equivalent (GtC02eq).
In industry: million metric tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalents (MMTCDE).
For vehicles: g of carbon dioxide equivalents I km (gCDE/km).

For example, the GWP for methane over 100 years is 25UJ and for nitrous oxide 298. This means
that emissions of 1 million metric tonnes of methane and nitrous oxide respectively is equivalent
to emissions of 25 and 298 million metric tonnes of carbon dioxide.l
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January 18, 2017

Southwest Washington Clean Air Agency
11815 NE 99th Street Suite 1294
Vancouver, WA 98682
Attention Wess Sa fford
BRAKE - Comment s on Kalama Methanol Draft ADP

Dear Wess Safford,
wess@c leanair.org
Enclosed are 20 co mments on the Draft Air Discharge Permit for the NWIW Kalama Methanol
Manufacturing an d Export Facility (ADP - 16-3204)
I am a retired Che mical Engineer and Register Professional Engineer with a 35 year career in the
Upstream Natural Gas Business and have lived in Vancouver Washington for the past 11 years.
The NWIW Kalama Methanol Refinery is a massive project at $1.8 Billion Dollars to receive up to 320
MMCFD Fracked Canadian Natu ral Gas and convert in the unproven industrial scale Ultra Low Emission
process to 3,320,000 Gallons Per Day of Liquid Methanol for export to Dalian China. The methanol will
reportedly be feed stock to a new Methanol to Olefins Plant that will be feedstock for a Plant to produce
plastics for world consumers.
The project is und erfunded, on too small a facility site, on a site with dredged soil storage for the past
35 years and is comprised of four layers of Limited Liabil ity Corporations from this Chinese Government
funded project.
The SWCAA Staff is commended for the excellent report in the Draft Air Discharge Permit for the Kalama
Methanol Refinery.
The SWCAA Letter head indicates that " Our Mission is to Preserve and Enhance Air Quality in Southwest
Washington"
Thank you for allow ing public input into this important proposal.

William Brake PE
William Brake PE
3407 NW 116th Wa y
VancouverWA 98685
H - 360-574-9735
Williamb98685@a ol.com
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Comments on SWCAA Draft Air Permit ADP-16-3204 for the Northwest Innovation Works Kalama
Methanol Manufacturing and Export Facility dated November 21, 2016 by William Brake PE

Comment #1-General - Mr. Kurt Humphrey, Environmental Manager for NWIW is, according to a
Linked In Website, a self-employed Consultant since 2010. Prior to that time he was with Cannon Power
Group as Northwest Area Manager (2003-2010), Cogentrix Energy as VP of Development (1994-2002),
Pacific Generation Company Director of Business Development (1987-1994) and has a BS in Natural
Resource Planning from Humboldt State University (1976) . His background is in Wind Energy and Power
Plants. Noth ing in his resume has any projects related to organic chemicals . According to the NWIW
Web Site he is not listed as an employee of Northwest Innovation Works.
Comment #2 - Page 1- Item No 1- Emission Limits - The combined greenhouse gas emissions from the
approved emissio n units shall not exceed 1,076,000 short tons of C02e per calendar year. This is not a
small minor project but will be the largest Chemical Facility and the #11 largest GHG Reporting in the
State. The conversion to Metric Tons= Short Tons x 0.9072. The combined Metric Tons is 975,000
C02e . (FEIS - 4-0-Air Quality and GHG.pdf Page 19). Round off for NWIWK.
The State of Wash ington Green House Gas Emissions> 500,000 MT C02e in 2014 from Washington
Department of Ecology Mandatory Reporting Program 2012-2014 is as follows:

Number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Washington State 2014 C02e
Name

Location

Business

MTC02e

ST C02e

Trans Alta Generation
BP Cherry Point Refinery
Shell Puget Sound Refinery
Longview Fibre
Weyerhaeuser NR Company
Tesoro Refinery
Alcoa lntalo Works
Cosmo Specialty Fibre
Rock Te nn
Pacific Corp Energy
NWIW - Kalama Methanol
Boise Paper
Phillips 66 Refinery
Kettle Falls Generation
Grays Harbor Energy Center
Georgia Pacific Corporation
Port To wnsend Paper Corp
River Road Generation
Ash Grove Cement Co
Puget Sound Mint Farm

Centralia
Blaine
Anacortes
Longview
Longview
Anacortes
Ferndale
Cosmopolis
Tacoma
Centralia
Kalama
Wallula
Ferndale
Kettle Falls
Elma
Camas
Port Townsend
Vancouver
Seattle
Longview

Power Plants
Refinery
Refinery
Pulp and Paper
Pulp and Paper
Refinery
Metals
Pulp and Paper
Pulp and Paper
Power Plants
Chemicals
Pulp and Paper
Refinery
Power Plants
Power Plants
Pulp and Paper
Pulp and Paper
Power Plants
Minerals
Power Plants

7,447,081
2,511,761
1,805,933
1,775,644
1,471,830
1,333,624
1,326,684
1,180,831
1,173,531
1,062,012
975,000
887,912
765,906
720,376
650,571
596,792
562,963
553,919
522,982
508,640

8,208,864
2,768,145
1,990,667
1,957,280
1,622,388
1,470,044
1,462,394
1,301,621
1,293,575
1,170,648
1,076,000
978,739
844,253
794,065
717,120
657,840
620,550
610,581
576,479
560,670
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Comment #3 - Pagel - Item No 1- Emission Limits - The combined greenhouse gas emissions from the
approved emission units shall not exceed 1,076,000 tons of C02e per calendar year. This is not a small
minor project but will be the largest Chemical Facility and the #3 largest GHG Reporting in the Cowlitz
County. The conversion to Metric Tons= Short Tons x 0.9072 . The combined Metric Tons is 975,000
C02e. (FEIS- 4-0-Air Quality and GHG .pdf Page 19). Round off for NWIWK.
COWLITZ COUNTY 2014 C02e
Number

Name

Location

Business

MTC02e

ST C02e

1
2
3

Longview Fibre Paper
Weyerhaeuser NR
NWIW - Kalama Methanol
Puget Sound - Mint Farm
Cowlitz County Landfill
Emerald Kalama Chemical
Cowlitz County Landfill
Northwest Hardwoods

Longview
Longview
Kalama
Longview
Castle Rock
Kalama
Longview
Longview

Pulp and Paper
Pulp and Paper
Chemicals
Power Plants
Waste
Chemical
Waste
Wood Products

1,775,644
1,471,830
975,000
508,640
154,619
69,718
17,009
14,157

1,957,280
1,622,388
1,076,000
560,670
170,435
76,850
18,749
15,605

4
5
6
7
8

Comment #4 - Page 1- Item No 1 - Emission Limits - The total GHG Emissions for the facility at
1,076,000 tons C0 2e (975,000 MT C02e) per calendar year are significant for the entire state. The
calculation of the total GHG is a pass through number from NWIW (FEIS Chapter 4-0) and needs to be
verified in detail by SWCAA.
I don't think the 1,076,000 ST C02e includes the emissions from Scope 2 and 3 described in the FEIS.
The 100 MW purchased from offsite generation is stated to produce 266,000 tonnes (293,210 ST)
annually, and the 3,900 tonnes (4,299 ST) annually for marine transportation FEIS 4.0 pdf p 19. The new
combined in state C02e is 1,076,000+293,210+4,299 = 1,373,509 ST. and is the 11Tip of the Iceberg"
adding the natural gas transportation related C02e as well as the marine transportation round trip to
Dalian China.
The Co-Lead Agencies Cowlitz County and the Port of Ka lama do not have the technical abilities to
administer this massive world class Kalama Methanol Manufacturing and Export Facility. This proposal
should have been reviewed by the Washington Department of Ecology and/or EFSEC. At a minimum,
each agency should provide a waiver with reasons not to be the Lead Agency.
Comment #5 - Page 3 - Item No 3 - Emission Limits - The Heat Recovery Steam Generator (HRSG) can
possibly be operated without the Combustion Turbine Operating. As it is fuel consumer with the "Duct
Burners" should limitations on emissions from the 11 Duct Burners Only". If the Combustion Turbine and
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Duct Burners are interlocked then this comment does not apply.
Comment #6 - Page 5 - Item No 5 - Emission Limits - The two Power Generation Units (Equipment 1-2)
and the three Process Boilers ( Equipment 3-5) all have Ammonia (NH3) Injection to control emissions.
The combined emission Ammonia is 13.06 TPY + 21.02 TPY = 34.06 TPY Ammonia. With 5.15 #/Gallon
for Anhydrous Ammonia this represents 13,235 Gallons per year Ammonia residual that was not
consumed going up the stacks as emissions.
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From Item No 65 t he combined Ammonia throughput shall not exceed 684,762 gallons per year so
13,235 Gallons NH3 Emissions/ 684,762 Gallons NH3 Throughput= 1.93 % of all Ammonia purchased
goes up the stacks as Emissions.
Comment #7 - Pa ge 6 - Item No 9 - Emission Limits - The Tons per Year and the#/ Hour instantaneous

;::;)

rates for the five chemicals - NOx, CO, voe, S02, and PM10/PM2.5 are not the same ratio. For Example

~)

NOx 418.1 #/hr divided by 6.95 tpy = 60.9S and VOC 1,012.9 #/hr divided by 18.40 tpy =SS.OS . Is it
simple round off of numbers or is there more to this.
Comment #8 - Page 6 - Item No 14 - Emission Limits - The combined Fugitive Emissions from the
Ammonia Tank Operations shall not exceed 1.38 tpy. Based on 684,762 gallons Anhydrous Ammonia
Purchased Annually, this Fugitive Emissions represent 536 Gallons per Year or 0.078 % Losses. An
Anhydrous Ammo nia Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) indicates it is an irritating, flammable, and
colorless compressed gas and can cause severe eye, skin, and respiratory tract burns. With an OSHA
Exposure Limit PEL 50 ppm and NIOSH IDLH of 300 ppm, it is extremely dangerous product. Is there any
other control method that is safer as the potential average consumption is about 1,870 Gallons per Day.
Comment #9 - Page 7 - Item No 15 - Emission Limits - The Cooling Tower Drift as calculated for
Particulate Matter is based on sound engineering principles. The concern is the plume of water vapor
that according to t he FEIS can be as much as 4,000 meters high and can contribute to ground level fog
and ice on the nea rby Interstate 5. Although the water vapor is not a regulated emission, it is a
considerable safety concern .
Comment #10 - Page 7 - Item No 17 - Em ission Limits - The 0 % Opacity Limit applies to all other
equipment includi ng the Process Flare source# 8. There has been a long term concern that the process
flare at 245 feet in height will at times during an upset situation, create a visual impact. The 0 % Opacity
Limit in the draft permit implies that any deviation greater than 3 minutes per hour is a reportable
event.
Comment #11- Page 8 - Item No 29 - Operating Limits and Requirements - The process boilers
(Sources 3-5) are required to be equipped with a dedicat ed Steam Meter. Fo r Emission Compliance a
dedicated Fuel Met ers and composition analysis would be more appropriate as it is directly linked to the
emissions.
Comment #12 - Page 10 - Item No 49 - Operating Limits and Requirements - The Methanol Tanks No
13 and No 14 do not have floating roofs. All the other methanol tanks No 15-26 do have internal
floating roofs. Wh at is the reason to not require floating roof tanks for sources No 13 and 14?
Comment #13 - Page 10 - Item No 53 - Operating Limits and Requirements - The methanol throughput
for marine vessel loading operations shall not exceed 3,649,416 metric tons per year. The final use of
this methanol product is reportedly for the final production of Plastic from the country of China. This
should be specifie d as the public intent of NWIW and require that this be the only use of the NWIW
Kalama Methanol Product. No vehicle motor fuel or other organic chemical derivatives should be
allowed.
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Comment #14 - Page 11 - Item No 65 - Operating Limits and Requirements - Combined Total Ammonia
throughput shall not exceed 684, 762 Gallons per Year. A Proposal by Pacific Coast Fertilizer
(http://pacificcoastfertilizer.com/) to build an Anhydrous Ammonia Plant adjacent to the Mint Farm
Generation Statio n in Longview was released to the public on September 21, 2016. Only limited
information is ava ilable on this proposal but it is reported to be equal to 11 Tanker Trucks at 11,500
Gallons each for a total of 126,500 Gallons per Day. This amount of production seems small for a
project with 1,000 Construction Workers for a three year period and 80-100 Full time employees once
the project is com pleted . Only limited information is avai lable of the intent of Pacific Coast Fertilizer.
The Kalama Methanol Refinery maximum through put of 684,762 Gallons represents 59.S Tanker Trucks
per Year or 22 rail cars. This represents over 5 days production at the PCF Facility and business interests
such as NWIW Kalama can afford to source Ammonia from outside the area whereas local Agriculture
cannot bear the cost of remote sourced Ammonia. The future possible SWCAA Air Discharge Permit for
the Pacific Coast Fertilizer Company could specify only Ammonia for Agribusiness as that is their
intended " business model". With the Onsite Ammonia Storage tanks (Source 29-31) at 9,000 gallons
each, there is concern unless they are manifold together of attempting to put 11,500 gallons Ammonia
from a transport t anker in a 9,000 gallon tank. A single t ank should be able to hold a single tanker. This
is an extreme safety concern that warrants further investigation.
Comment #15 - Page 11- Item No 71- Operating Limits and Requirements - The Facility has only a
single diesel fire pump and no back up. NFPA 59 I am sure specifies redundancy and a second fire pump
is not listed. The FEIS indicates the word fire pumps.
Comment #16 - Page 12 - Item No 78 and 80 - Monitoring and Record Keeping Requirements - The
recordkeeping for t he Power Generation Units (Source 1-2) are in#/ Hr whereas the Process Boilers
(Source 3-5) are in#. These recordkeeping requirements should be consistent with the same units. The
#/ Hr is preferred.

~

.

Comment #17 - Page 14 - Item No 90 - Monitor and Record keeping Requirements - The Valid Vapor /
Tightness Certificat ion test within the past 12 month period (Item No 60) should be documented

int~

Record keeping requirements by documenting the Vapor Tightness Certification Date for the marine
vessel. This addition ensures that this testing requirement is maintained and up to date.
Comment #18 - Pa ge 18 - Item No 121- Reporting Requirements - Item b - Quantity of crude oil
loaded to vessels should be Methanol. This is a methanol plant and not crude oil.
Comment #19 - Page 19 - Item No 133 - Reporting Requirements -The Cooling Tower cross exchanges
with the methanol process streams in many different heat exchangers. Usually the cooling tower water
pressure on these heat exchangers is lower than the process pressure resulting in any leak going to the
cooling tower system. Some means of detecting a leak of methanol, CO, Ammonia, or other named
pollutant is needed by either an on stream continuous analyzer in the cooling water return or gas
detectors in the around the cooling tower exhaust fans. This on line analysis ensures that leaks are
addressed in a prompt manner.

5
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Comment #20 - General - The FEIS Chapter 4 on Air Quality and GHG Emissions discusses "Ozone" for
13 different instances. Is "Ozone" a concern to the SWCAA Air Discharge Permit.
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Southwest Washington Clean Air Agency
11815 NE 99th Street Suite 1294
Vancouver, WA 98682
Attention Wess Safford
BRAKE - Comment s on Kalama Methanol Draft TSO

Dear Wess Safford,
wess@ clea nai r.org
Enclosed are 18 co mments on the Draft Technical Support Document Permit for the NWIW Kalama
Methanol Manufa cturing and Export Facility (TSD -16-3204)
I am a retired Che mical Engineer and Register Professional Engineer with a 35 year career in the
Upstream Natural Gas Business and have lived in Vancouver Washington for the past 11 years.
The NWIW Kalama Methanol Refinery is a massive project at $1.8 Billion Dollars to receive up to 320
MMCFD Fracked Canadian Natural Gas and convert in the unproven industrial scale Ultra Low Emission
process to 3,320,000 Gallons Per Day of Liquid Methanol for export to Dalian China . The methanol will
reportedly be feed stock to a new Methanol to Olefins Plant that will be feedstock for a Plant to produce
plastics for world consumers.
The project is und erfunded , on too small a facility site, on a site with dredged soil storage for the past
35 years and is comprised of four layers of Limited Liability Corporations from this Chinese Government
funded project.
The SWCAA Staff is commended for the excellent report in the Draft Air Discharge Permit and Technical
Support Document for the Kalama Methanol Refinery.
The SWCAA Letter head indicates that "Our Mission is to Preserve and Enhance Air Quality in Southwest
Washington"
Thank you for allo wing public input into th is important proposal.

William Brake PE
William Brake PE
3407 NW 116th Way
VancouverWA 98685
H - 360-574-9735
Williamb98685@aol.com
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Comments on the Technical Support Document (TSD) for the Kalama Methanol Manufacturing and
Export Facility TSD 16-3204 by William Brake on December 28, 2016
Comment #1 - Item 4a - Process Flowsheet

Where does Acid Gas from the Natural Gas Desulphurization unit go? This is H2S, Mercaptans, some
non-methane hydrocarbons and pipeline corrosion inhibitors and pipeline debris.
The Methanol Wet Scrubber shows at vent to the Atmosphere? Why is this not required to go to a
Vapor Combustion Unit (VCU)?
The Ship Loading Methanol Wet Scrubber shows at vent to the Atmosphere? Why is this not required to
go to a Marine Vapor Combustion Unit (MVCU)?
Comment #2 - Item 4f- Crude Methanol Storage

The nitrogen blanket gas must be a by product of the Air Separation Unit
Comment #3 - Item 4 g Crude Methanol Distillation

All the publicity and discussions of NWIW indicated that the Distillation Process is either a one
Distillation column or a two Distillation column unit. Now it is revealed that this is a three Distillation
column process. The added complexity was not known previously in the DEIS and FEIS.
Comment #4 - Item 4j Process Boilers

The Ammonia SCR system is it required by regulations or is it being done proactively by NWIW K?
What is the differe nt in emissions on the process boilers with and without the Ammonia SCR System?
Comment #5 - Item 41 Bulk Ammonia Storage Tanks

The write up indicates these are vertical vessels whereas in other places in the DEIS and FEIS and Plot
Plans it indicates these are horizontal vessels. Item 41 indicates vertical and Item Sp indicate horizontal
in SWCAA TSD.
Comment #6 - Item 4m Primary Power Generation

The Ammonia SCR system is it required by regulations or is it being done proactively by NWIW K?
Do the Longview Mint Farm and Vancouver River Road Power Generation Plant have the SCR and
Ammonia Systems as they are somewhat similar sized facilities.
What is the different in emissions on the Primary Power Generation with and without the Ammonia SCR
System?
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Comment #7 - Item Sa and Sb - Power Generation Units

The Power Generat ion Unit #1is45 MW and the Power Generation Unit #2 is 45 MW and the Combined
Steam Generator is 31 MW for a total of 121 MW. The basic concept was 100 MW on site Power
Generation and 100 MW purchased power for a total combined load of 200 MW. Is NWIW K releasing
new information at this time? If the intent is for 121 MW on the On Site Power Generation, then a
Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement needs to be considered .
The following statement is from the FEIS Summery 1.0.pdf Page 1-17
Electricity Demand

Based on estimates provided by the applicant, the electricity demand for the ULE
Alternative would be approximately 201 megawatts with both methanol production lines in
operation. The ULE Alternative would include an on-site natural gas-fired power generator
to produce approximately 101 megawatts, and the remaining 100 megawatts of electricity
demand would be provided by the Cowlitz PUD.

Comment #8 - Item Sk Crude Methanol Storage Tanks

Why are these two tanks at 82 Feet Diameter and 58 Feet height not equipped with floating internal

~
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roof? Each tank is 2,275,000 Gallons.
Comment #9 - Item Sn - Methanol Storage Tank Scrubber

A total of 14 tanks with 2,305 gpm production feed this Methanol Wet Scrubber rated at 21,200 scfm
with 99 % Methanol Efficiency and is the same rated equipment as the Marine Vessel Loading Scrubber.
Comment #10 - Item So Marine Vessel Loading Scrubber

The Marine Loading pumps are rated at 8,476 gpm and the displaced head space vapors from the ship
tanks is routed to t he Marine Vessel Wet Scrubber. The Marine Vessel Wet Scrubber is rated the same
21,200 scfm, however the loading rate to a ship is 3.6 times faster than the continuous rate of methanol
production from the manufacturing process. How can the two wet scrubbers expect the same vapor
load with feed rates so different? When process equipment is erroneously designed, the outcome is not
always satisfactory.
Comment #11 - Item Sq - Cooling Tower

The Cooling Tower Circulation Rate of 260,400 Gallons per minute and the guaranteed drift rate of
0.0005 % results in 130.2 Gallons per minute drift. This water will make a sloppy mess in and around the
cooling tower, process area and will extend easily to the waters of the Columbia River. The Cooling
Tower structure is located adjacent to the Columbia River. The Cooling Tower Chemicals for corrosion,
scale, and biocide are foreign to the waters of the Columbia River. If the prevailing winds put this water
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into the Columbia River it is 187,488 Gallons per Day, w hich is not an insignificant amount. What can be
done to shift process loads off the cooling tower to air fi n and or refrigeration coolers to reduce the
circulation rate on the Cooling Tower?
Comment #12 - Item Sr, Ss, St - Diesel Equipment
The three diesel f ueled Generators and Emergency Fire Water Pump do not detail the diesel fuel storage
tankage. The typical requirement is 4 hours on site storage and at combined usage of 634.1 Gallons per
hour results in 2,536 gallons minimum diesel fuel storage. Diesel Storage tanks breathe and create
emissions. Is this considered de minim us?
Comment #13 - Item 6d - Process Flare Pilot
The pilot light to t his flare rated at .333 MM BTU/ Hr is equivalent to four residential home furnaces
operating 24/7 /365. Since residential home furnaces do not operate continuously, the Process Flare
Pilot is equivalent t o a whole neighborhood of natural gas use.
To put it another w ay, the pilot fuel gas can operate a 130 Horsepower Engine.
Any reduction or o ptimization of Process Flare Pilot needs further investigation by NWIW.
Comment #14 - Item 6n - Facility Wide Emissions Permit to Emit
The Draft Air Discharge Permit ADP 16-3204 indicates the combined greenhouse gas emissions from
approved emission sources shall not exceed 1,076,000 tons C02e per calendar year.
The detailed calcul ations done by SWCAA indicate the potential to emit 1,119,890 tons C02e indicating
that the NWIW- Kalama Facility will need to operate at reduced rates or be shutdown equal to 14.88
days per year. Since the number 1,076,000 was provided by NWIW Kalama, they are required to abide
by this condition.
Comment #lS - Item 6n - Facility Wide Emissions Permit to Emit
There is some confusion on the SQER - small quantity emission rate comparing the WAC-173-460-150
table and the SQER provided by SWCAA with an effective date of August 21, 1998.
The following web page details the SQER effective June 20, 2009

WAC 173-460-150: Table of ASIL , SQER and de minimis emission ...
apps. leg.wa .go v > WA Cs > Title 173 > Chapter 173-460
1. Cached
2. Similar
.. . the chemical abstract service (CAS) numbe r; the averag ing period; the acceptab le
source im pact level (AS IL); the small quantity emission rate (SQ ER); and de
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Comment #16 - Item 7a to 7pp Regulation and Emission Standards

Item 7 - Regulations and Emission Standards

Item 7- Regulations and Emission Standards

Item

Applicable Details

Item

Applicable

Details

a

Yes

v

No

Process Boilers

Process Boilers

b

No

Process Heaters

w

No

Chemical Manufacture

c

No

Ammonia Storage

x

Yes

Ammonia Storage
Revised Code of Washington

d

Yes

Methanol

y

Yes

e

Yes

Distillation Units

z

Yes

Revised Code of Washington

f

Yes

Syn Gas Converters

aa

No

Washington Administrative Code

g

No

Process Boilers

bb

Yes

WAC- Clean Air Rule

h

Yes

Diesel Engines

cc

Yes

Toxic Air Pollutants

i

Yes

Power Generation

dd

Yes

Ambiant Air Quality Standards

j
k
I
m

Yes

Chemical Manufacture

ee

Yes

General Standard

No

Major Source HAP

ff

Yes

SWCAA Visable Emissions

No

Major Source HAP

gg

Yes

SWCAA Fallout

Yes

NWIW K HAP Compliance

hh

Yes

SWCAA Fugitive Emissions

n

No

Cooling Tower

ii

Yes

SWCAAOdors

0

No

Marine Loading

Yes

SWCAA Sulfur Dioxide

p

No

Process Boilers

Yes

SWCAA Fugitive Dust

q

No

Major Source HAP

Yes

SWCAA Emission Standards

r

No

Major Source HAP

Yes

SWCAA Emission Standards

s

No

Major Source HAP

jj
kk
II
mm
nn

Yes

SWCAA Voluntary Limits on Emiss

t

Yes

Diesel Engines

00

Yes

SWCAA New Source

u

No

Major Source HAP

pp

Yes

SWCAA New Source

Comment #17 - Item 9b -TAP Analysis

The Table referenced by SWCAA is effective 8-21-1998 and a newer version is available effective 6-212009. This item needs to be verified to ensure consistency.
Comment #18 - Item 12h - Methanol Wet Scrubbers

The basic premise of the NWIW - Kalama Project is dedicated Marine Vessels for Methanol from Kalama
Washington USA to Dalian China. This implies the Marine Vessels return trip are empty. If liquid cargo is
hauled eastward and off loaded at another Port, what provisions are to ensure the marine vessel
compartments displaced vapor space going to the Marine Vessel Wet Scrubber does not add to
"Mystery" Polluta nts in the Wet Scrubber System.
Alternately, if a Dedicated Marine Vessel is undergoing repairs or maintenance, and returned to service,
what assurances are detailed to prevent contamination of the NWIW Kalama Marine Wet Scrubber
System with "Mystery" Pollutants?
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Southwest Washington Clean Air Agency
11815 NE 99th Street Suite 1294
Vancouver, WA 98682
Attention Wess Safford
BRAKE - Comment s on Kalama Methanol Draft ADP and SWCAA 400-113

Dear Wess Safford,
wess@cleanair.org
Enclosed is 1 com ment on the Draft Air Discharge Permit for the NWIW Kalama Methanol
Manufacturing and Export Facility (ADP -16-3204)
I am a retired Chemical Engineer and Register Professional Engineer with a 35 year career in the
Upstream Natural Gas Business and have lived in Vancouver Washington for the past 11 years.
The NWIW Kalama Methanol Refinery is a massive project at $1.8 Billion Dollars to receive up to 320
MMCFD Fracked Canadian Natural Gas and convert in the unproven industrial scale Ultra Low Emission
process to 3,320,000 Gallons Per Day of Liquid Methanol for export to Dalian China . The methanol will
reportedly be feedstock to a new Methanol to Olefins Plant that will be feedstock for a Plant to produce
plastics for world consumers.
The project is underfunded, on too small a facility site, on a site with dredged soil storage for the past
35 years and is comprised of four layers of Limited Liability Corporations from this Chinese Government
funded project.
The SWCAA Staff is commended for the excellent report in the Draft Air Discharge Permit for the Kalama
Methanol Refinery.
The SWCAA Letter head indicates that "Our Mission is t o Preserve and Enhance Air Quality in Southwest
Washington"
Thank you for allow ing public input into this important proposal.

William Brake PE
William Brake PE
3407 NW 1161h Wa y
Vancouver WA 98685
H - 360-574-9735
Williamb98685@aol.com
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The C02e Calculated value by NWIW - Kalama is 1,076,000 Tons Per Year
GREEN HOUSE EQUVALENCIES CALCULATOR

Using the Greenhouse Equivalencies Calculator from the US Environmental Protection Agency Web site
https://www.epa.gov/energy/greenhouse-gas-equivalencies-calculator
This is an enormo us value and is equivalent to the following :
206,192 passenger vehicles driven for one year
If the space occupied by the passenger car is 8 feet wide x 20 feet length or 160 Square Feet this
1,076,000 Tons C02e is equal to One Square Mile of Passenger Ca rs.
SWCAA- NWIW - Kalama is a MINOR SOURCE

SWCAA in the NWIW- Kalama Methanol Draft Air Discharge Permit (ADP-16-3204) the permit is
classified as a minor source emissions.
Using the definitions in SWCAA 400-113 for a Major Stationary Source the criteria are as follows:
1- Potential to emit 100 tons pe r year or more of any pollutant (Power Generators 44.28 TPY NOx)
2 - Fuel Conversion Plants= TRUE
3 - Chemical Processing Plants= TRUE
4 - Fossil Fuel Boilers or Combination thereof that total more than 250 million British Thermal Units Per
Hour Heat Input. (Process Boilers 530 MM BTU/ Hr Each x 3)
Based on these crit eria, Items Number 2, 3, and 4 meet the criteria of Major Source. Only Item
Number 1 does not meet these criteria . Therefore the NWIW - Kalama is considered a MINOR
STATIONARY SOU RCE.
SIZE MATTERS

Additional Documentation for the size comparison of the NWIW - Kalama Methanol Refinery to other
LARGE Industrial Sources in Washington 2014 that are greater than 500,000 MT C02e and the local
Cowlitz County
Emission Limits - The combined greenhouse gas emissions from the approved emission units shall not
exceed 1,076,000 short tons of C02e per calendar year. This is not a small minor project but will be the
largest Chemical Facility and the #11 largest GHG Reporting in the State . The conversion to Metric Tons
=Short Tons x 0.9072. The combined Metric Tons is 975,000 C02e . (FEIS - 4-0-Air Quality and GHG .pdf
Page 19). Round off for NWIWK.
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The State of Washington Green House Gas Emissions> 500,000 MT C02e in 2014 from Washington
Department of Ecology Mandatory Reporting Program 2012-2014 is as follows:

Number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Washi ngton State 2014 C02e
Name

Trans Alta Generation
BP Cherry Point Refinery
Shell Puget Sound Refinery
Longview Fibre
Weyerhaeuser NR Company
Tesoro Refinery
Alcoa lntalo Works
Cosmo Specialty Fibre
Rock Tenn
Pacific Corp Energy
NWIW - Kalama Methanol
Boise Paper
Phillips 66 Refinery
Kettle Falls Generation
Grays Harbor Energy Center
Georgia Pacific Corporation
Port Tow nsend Paper Corp
River Road Generation
Ash Grove Cement Co
Puget Sound Mint Farm

Business

Location
Central ia
Blaine
Anacortes
Longview

Longview
Anacortes
Ferndale
Cosmopolis
Tacoma
Centralia
Kalama
Wallula
Ferndale
Kettle Falls
Elma
Camas
Port Townse nd
Vancouver
Seattle
Longview

Power Plants
Refine ry
Refinery
Pulp and Paper
Pulp and Paper
Refinery
Metals
Pulp and Paper
Pulp and Paper
Power Plants
Chemicals
Pulp and Paper
Refinery
Power Plants
Power Plants
Pulp and Paper
Pulp and Paper
Power Plants
Minerals
Power Plants

MTC02e
7,447,081

2,511,761
1,805,933
1,775,644
1,471,830
1,333,624
1,326,684
1,180,831
1,173,531
1,062,012

STC02e

8,208,864
2,768,145
1,990,667
1,957,280
1,622,388
1,470,044
1,462,394
1,301,621
1,293,575
1,170,648

975,000

1,076,000

887,912
765,906
720,376
650,571
596,792
562,963
553,919
522,982
508,640

978,739
844,253
794,065
717,120
657,840
620,550
610,581
576,479
560,670

Emission Limits - The combined greenhouse gas emissions from the approved emission units shall not
exceed 1,076,000 t ons of C02e per calendar year. This is not a small minor project but will be the largest
Chemical Facility and the #3 largest GHG Reporting in the Cowlitz County. The conversion to Metric
Tons= Short Tons x 0.9072 . The combined Metric Tons is 975,000 C02e . (FEIS - 4-0-Air Quality and
GHG .pdf Page 19). Round off for NWIWK.

Number

COWLITZ COUNTY 2014 C02e
Name

Location

Business

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Longview Fibre Paper
Weyerh aeuser NR
NWIW - Kalama Methanol
Puget Sound - Mint Farm
Cowlitz County Landfill
Emerald Kalama Chemical
Cowlitz County Landfill
Northwest Hardwoods

Longview
Longview
Kalama
Longview
Castle Rock
Kalama
Longview
Longview

Pulp and Paper
Pulp and Paper
Chemicals
Power Plants
Waste
Chemical
Waste
Wood Products

3

MTC02e
1,775,644

ST C02e
1,957,280

1,471,830

1,622,388

975,000

1,076,000

508,640
154,619
69,718
17,009
14,157

560,670
170,435
76,850
18,749
15,605

Common Sense indicates the NWIW- Kalama Methanol Refinery is a MAJOR STATIONARY SOURCE and
NOT a MINOR STATIONARY SOURCE . The Rules and Regulations of the SWCAA and the Washington
Department of Ecology need to be updated to reflect the changing dynamics of Industrial Development.
The expectation is many more derivative Chemical Processing Plants with export to world markets will
develop in the next few years.
It is recommended that the SWCAA 400-113 and others be reviewed and updated .

Equivalency Results

How are they calculated?

The sum of the greenhouse gas emissions you entered above is of Carbon Dioxide
Equivalent. This is equivalent to: 1,076,000 Tons Per Year

Greenhouse gas emissions from

206,192
Passenger vehicles driven for one y ear
-or-

2,339,449,208
Mil es driven by an average passenger vehic le
-or-

309,781
Tons of waste recycled instead of landfilled
-or-

4

44,254
Garbage trucks of waste recycled instead of landfilled

C02 emissions from

109,838,049
gallons of gasoli ne consumed
-or-

1,041,624,325
Po un ds of coa l burned
-or-

12,922
tanker t rucks' worth of ga soli ne
-or-

5,198

5

rai lcars' wo rth of coal burned
-or-

-

34,602,295

Incandescent la mps switch ed t o LEDs
-or-

a
2,259,949
barrels of oil co nsumed
-or-

39,90 3,942
propane cylinde rs used for hom e barbeques
-or-

0 .284
coal -fired power pla nts in one year
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Southwest Washi ngton Clean Air Agency
11815 NE 99th Street Suite 1294
Vancouver, WA 98682
Attention Wess Safford
BRAKE - Comments on Kalama Methanol Draft ADP - Emission Stacks

Dear Wess Safford,
wess@cleanair.org
Enclosed is 1 comment on the Draft Air Discharge Permit for the NWIW Kalama Methanol
Manufacturing and Export Facility (ADP-16-3204)
I am a retired Chemical Engineer and Register Professional Engineer with a 35 year career in the
Upstream Natural Gas Business and have lived in Vanco uver Washington for the past 11 years.
The NWIW Kalama Methanol Refinery is a massive project at $1.8 Billion Dollars to receive up to 320
MMCFD Fracked Canadian Natural Gas and convert in t he unproven industrial scale Ultra Low Emission
process to 3,320,000 Gallons Per Day of Liquid Methanol for export to Dalian China . The methanol will
reportedly be feedstock to a new Methanol to Olefins Plant that will be feedstock for a Plant to produce
plastics for world consumers.
The project is underfunded, on too small a facility site, on a site with dredged soil storage for the past
35 years and is comprised of four layers of Limited Liability Corporations from this Chinese Government
funded project.
The SWCAA Staff is commended for the excellent report in the Draft Air Discharge Permit for the Kalama
Methanol Refinery.
The SWCAA Letter head indicates that "Our Mission is to Preserve and Enhance Air Quality in Southwest
Washington"
Thank you for allowing public input into this important proposal.

William Brake PE
William Brake PE
3407 NW 1161h Way
VancouverWA 98685
H - 360-574-9735
Williamb98685@aol.com

The NWIW Kalama Methanol Refinery has several emission stacks that impact the visual and aesthetic
qualities of the local area .
The Emission Stacks are as follows from the TSD 16-3204 Draft Air Discharge Permit under review by the
Southwest Washi ngton Clean Air Agency.

Name

Quantity

Diameter in
Inches

Diameter
in Feet

Height in
Feet

Combustion Gas Turbi nes
Process Boilers
Process Heaters
Process Flare
Methanol Wet Scrubber
Marine Vessel Wet Scrubber
Diesel Generators
Diesel Fire Water Pump

2
3
2
1
1
1
2
1

150.0
98.0
38.5
24.0
36.0
36.0
24.0
14.0

12.SO
8.16
3.20
2.00
3.00
3.00
2.00
1.16

9S

Total Combined

13

23.74

805

so
so
21S
30
30
27
36

The Combined Emission Stack as a Single Point Source is

23.74 feet in Diameter and 805 feet in Height

The Combined Emissions from the NWIW Kalama Methanol Refinery are
1,076,000 Tons Per Year C02e and 53 Tons per Year other Hazardous and Toxic
Pollutants operating 24 hours per Day and 365 Days per Year.

The C02e Emissions are equal to 206,192 Passenger Vehicles Driven for one year
according to the EPA Website C02e Calculator.
These Passenger Vehicles would occupy an area equal to one square mile or 7
times the physical size of the NWIW Kalama Methanol Refinery 90 acre site.

The SWCAA 400-113 Definitions of a MAJOR Stationary Source Project need a
more detailed review as this NWIW Kalama Methanol Refinery is considered a
MINOR Stationary Source Project.
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Miles Johnson <miles@columbiariverkeeper.org >
Monday, February 6, 2017 2:53 PM
Wess Safford
Lauren Goldberg; Amanda Goodin; Janette Brimmer; Adrienne Bloch
Comments on preliminary ADP 16-3204 for Northwest Innovation Works.
2017.2.6 Comments on Air Permit for NWIW Methanol Refinery.pdf

Mr. Stafford,
Attached please find comments from Columbia Riverkeeper and others on SWCAA's preliminary Air Discharge
Permit 16-3204 for Northwest Innovation Works.
Thank you,
Miles Johnson

Miles Johnson I Clean Water Attorney
Columbia Riverkeeper I 111 Third St. Hood River , OR 97031
541.490.0487 I miles @columbiariverkeeper.org
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R I V E R K E E P E R®
February 6, 2017
Wess Stafford
Southwest Clean Air Agency
11815 NE 99th Street, Suite 1294
Vancouver, WA 98682

Sent via email to: wess@swcleanair.org
RE:

Comments on SWCAA's preliminary Air Discharge Permit 16-3204 for
Northwest Innovation Works.

Dear Mr. Stafford,
Columbia Riverkeeper, Washington Physicians for Social Responsibility, Oregon
Physicians for Social Responsibility, and the Center for Biological Diversity (collectively,
"Commenters") submit these comments to the Southwest Clean Air Agency ("SWCAA")
regarding SWCAA' s preliminary determination to issue Air Discharge Permit 16-3204 to
Northwest Innovation Works Kalama ("NWIW") for the methanol production facility to be
located at 222 Tradewinds Road in Kalama, Washington. The proposed facility would contribute
significantly to greenhouse gas ("GHG") pollution in Washington and undermine the state' s
significant progress and leadership on GHG reductions. The methanol refinery and power
generation unit would also be a significant source of conventional and toxic pollution in
southwest Washington.
Commenters represent tens of thousands of members and supporters working to protect
and restore Washington ' s environment and the Columbia River. Appellants' members and
supporters work, live, and recreate in and along the Columbia River and the surrounding
landscape near Kalama, Washington. Commenters and their members are deeply concerned by
plans to construct a 100-acre methanol refinery, export terminal, pipeline, and associated
facilities in and along the lower Columbia River-and by the air permit application and proposed
permit that would allow significant and, in some cases, completely avoidable air pollution. For
the reasons explained below, NWIW ' s proposed project does not meet the requirements of both
local and federal air pollution rules, and the permit must be denied.
I.

The facility is a major source because it has the potential to emit over 100 TPY of
VOCsandCO.

Based on comparisons to the air permit for a smaller methanol refinery proposed in
1
Louisiana , NWIW ' s facility has the potential to emit ("PTE") over I 00 tons per year ("TPY") of
both volatile organic compounds ("VOCs") and carbon monoxide (" CO"). Because VOCs and
1

Application for a Minor Modification to Title V Permit No. 2560-00295-VO, Yuhuang Chemical, Inc. Methanol
Plant, June 2016, Prepared by Ramboll Environ (Yuhuang Application).

To protect and restore rhe waler quality of the Columbia River and all life conn ected to it. from the headwa ters to the Pacific Ocean .

@

CO are criteria pollutants under the Clean Air Act's PSD program, the facility ' s PTE over 100
TPY of these pollutants makes the facility a "major source" that must demonstrate that it is using
the best achievable control technology ("BACT") to control all criteria pollutants and GHGs.
The Draft Technical Support Document, at page 18, states that the facility's PTE for
VOCs and CO are 55 .68 TPY and 72.73 TPY, respectively. However, these numbers
significantly underestimate the facility ' s potential to emit these pollutants.
The most important way in which the application and the Draft Technical Support
Document appear to miscalculate PTE for VOCs and CO is by underestimating the amount of
time the process flare will operate. SWCAA estimates, without any apparent justification, that
the process flare for the world's largest methanol refinery will operate just 176 hours per year,
resulting in the discharge of 10 TPY of CO and 18 .4 TPY of VOCs. 2 By contrast, permitting
documents for Yuhuang Chemical Inc. ' s proposed natural gas-to-methanol plant in Louisiana
estimate that that facility ' s process flare would operate 312 hours per year. Yuhuang' s proposed
natural gas-to-methanol plant would consist of just one process line producing 5,000 metric tons
of methanol per day-half the methanol production, and half the number of process lines, as
NWIW's facility. Thus, NWIW is underestimating flaring emissions by about a factor of 3.5 . 3

a.

Flaring

Applying Yuhuang' s estimate of flaring, which is likely an underestimate, to NWIW's
facility, NWIW' s CO emissions from flaring would increase from 10.01 ton/yr to 35 ton/yr. 4
This is sufficient to increase CO emissions from 72. 7 ton/yr to 97. 7 ton/yr 5, just 2.3 ton/yr shy of
the major source threshold of 100 ton/yr. voe emissions from flaring would increase from 18.4
ton/yr to 64.4 ton/yr. 6 This is sufficient to increase total facility VOC emissions from 55.7 ton/yr
to 102 ton/yr, 7 which exceeds the major source threshold of 100 ton/yr. As discussed below,
NWIW ' s Application and SWCAA 's Technical Support Document have underestimated other
sources of VOCs and CO emissions sufficient to equal or exceed the major source threshold of
100 ton/yr for both VOC and CO. Thus, the facility is a major source and must be built with best
available control technology for all pollutants that exceed the PSD significance threshold,
including NOx, VOC, PM/PMl O/PM2.5 , and GHG.
SWCAA should re-evaluate the amount ohime NWIW could run its process flare, based
on information in the permitting documents for Yuhuang Chemical Inc. ' s methanol plant and
actual data from other methanol plants operating around the country. The application provides no
2

See Draft Technical Support Document, p.14 ("Calculations assume [that the process flare will operate during] six
22-hr process startups, four 6-hr process shutdowns, four 4-hr process upsets, and two 2-hr emergency process
shutdowns.").
3

Underestimate in fl aring emissions: (312 hrs/176 hrs)(2 process lines/1 process line) = 3.5.

4

Increase in CO flaring emissions: 10.01x3.5 = 35 ton/yr.

5

Increase in total facility CO emissions: 72.7 - 10.01 + 35 = 97.7 ton/yr.

6

Increase in VOC flaring emissions: 18.4 x 3.5 = 64.4 ton/yr.

7

Increase in total facility

voe emission: 55 .7 -

18.4 + 64.4 = 101.7 ton/yr.
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basis for why the ULE technology NWIW proposes would require less flaring than conventional
steam reforming technology. Rather, NWIW's facility seems likely to need to operate its flare
more frequently than the Yuhuang methanol plant for the following reasons:
•

NWIW has two process lines, so it is twice as likely that at least one line will be in upset
condition at any time, thereby requiring more frequent process flaring.

•

NWIW is proposing to use an untested "ULE" technology at the commercial scale for the
first time, so it's likely that upset conditions and emergency shutdowns could occur more
frequently than with conventional reforming technology.

•

NWIW represented, in the public hearing on the Shorelines permits, that the facility' s gas
supply is at least partially interruptible. Accordingly, the facility might be forced to shut
down one or both process lines without much notice and/or more frequently than the
facility would prefer. This situation could also contribute to the amount of flaring
necessary.

SWCAA should provide an explanation for its estimate of how often the process flare will
operate, taking into account the above considerations, and re-assess the facility's PTE.

b.

Tanks

The facility includes two crude methanol tanks, four methanol shift tanks, and eight
finished methanol tanks. 8 The Application estimated VOC emissions from these tanks using
EPA ' s "TANKS 4.09d" model. However, the EPA no longer recommends using this model to
calculate tank emissions. 9 Further, it is well known that both the TANKS model and the AP-42
equations recommended in the proposed permit significantly underestimate tank voe
emissions. 10 EPA itself demonstrated that actual measurements of tank emissions using
differential absorption lidar ("DIAL") 11 underestimate tank voe emissions by factors of 2 to
15, compared to those calculated using AP-42 equations/algorithms (and, thus TANKS 4.0.9d),
as demonstrated in the summary data in Table 1:

8

TSD, pp.6-7.

9

EPA, TANKS Emissions Estimation Software, Version 4.09D; Available at:
https://www3 .epa.gov/ttnchie I/software/tanks/.

10
See literature review in ElP, Comments on EPA ' s Draft "Emission Estimation Protocol for Petroleum Refineries,
March 31 , 2010, p. 5.
11

Lidar is a surveying technology that measures distance by illuminating a target with a laser light. Differential
absorption lidar ("DIAL") measurements utilize two or more closely spaced (<l nm) wavelengths to factor out
surface reflectivity as well as other transmission losses, since these factors are relatively insensitive to wavelength.
When tuned to the appropriate absorption lines of a particular gas, DIAL measurements can be used to determine the
concentration (mixing ratio) of that particular gas in the atmosphere. See Wikipedia, Lidar;
https ://en .wikipedi a.org/wiki/Lidar#Meteorology and atmospheric environment.
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Table 1.
Comparison of DIAL Results and
Tank Emissions Estimated Using AP-42. 12
Compound

lblh,.

Eatinull9d em1u1o.. ualftll
lltandard •lllMll"ll procedures
with actu.i ~.Illeof Ille DIAL 18et. lllltlr

Tanks 1020. 1021.
1024. and 1025

EFR' tanks storing crude oil

voe

6A'

1.3-1.9'

Tanks 1052. 1053.
and 1055

EFR tanks storing crude oil

voe

16 .3'

1.8-2.3'

Tanks 501, 502. 503.
and 504

EFR tanks storing light distillates

voe

8.6'

3.0-3.9'

Tank43

VFR' lank storing fuel oil #6

voe

2

1.3

Avermge
DIAL flux,

Source

Sou..,. Deecrlpllon

9_3

1.3

Tanks60. 63, 11 . 12.
18. 42, 61. and 65

VFR and EFR tanks storing
various products

voe

9

0.6 -9.1'

Tanks 54, 55. 56,
and98

VFR and EFR tanks storing
various products

voe

3.1'

0.3 -9.7'

Tanks 53 and 55

VFR tanks storing diesel fuel

voe

23.8'

4.8 -5.2'

Another recent study concluded that"[ c]rude oil and heated oil tank emissions measured
by DIAL were 5 to 10 times higher than estimated by TANKS. 13 Thus, using the TANKS model
to estimate PTE in the Application and the equations in AP-42 to determine compliance with the
tank voe and methanol emissions do not assure that actual tank voe emissions will remain
below the levels used to calculate the PTE. NWIW should be required to use real-timing
monitoring methods, such as DIAL, to confirm, on an annual basis, that VOC emissions remain
below the reported tank emissions.
In sum, depending on the number of hours that NWIW runs its process flare each year,
the facility at least has the potential to emit over 100 TPY of at least two criteria pollutants.
Because, as discussed in Section II, below, there are no practically enforceable limits on
emissions from flaring, the PTE makes the facility a Major Source subject to BACT for all
criteria pollutants and GHGs.

II.

The facility is not a synthetic minor source because the draft permit's limits on
criteria air pollutants are not practically enforceable.

IfNWIW began operating under the draft permit's conditions tomorrow, neither the
public nor SWCAA could tell whether NWIW was exceeding its emissions limits. The emissions
monitoring, testing, and reporting requirements and the process controls in the draft permit are
not sufficient to detect, prevent, or prosecute violations of the emissions limits. From a public
perspective, it will be impossible to know whether NWIW is delivering on its promises of
pollution reduction based on the novel ULE technology. From a legal perspective, the draft
permit is not practically enforceable, as required under the EPA's rules. Without practically

12

U.S. EPA, Critical Review of DIAL Emission Test Data for BP Petroleum Refi.nery in Texas City, Texas, Table 2
(November 2010) (Available at: https://www3 .epa.gov/airtoxies/bp dial review report 12-3-1O.pdf.)
13

Rod Robinson, The Application of Differential Absorption Lidar (DIAL) for Pollutant Emissions Monitoring,
p.46, (January 201 5) (Available at: http://www.hgae.eo m/taq/airgual ity/raqpac/documents/20I5/Jan%2015/DIAL%20%2020 I 5%20Houston %20Meeti ng%20Januar
y%20(sent%20version).pdf.)
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enforceable limits on the facility's potential to emit criteria pollutants, the facility must apply
BACT for criteria pollutants and GHGs.
Importantly, only emissions limits that meet certain criteria may be used to restrict a
Facility's PTE, thereby avoiding major source status and the BACT requirement. As the EPA
recently explained, permits for such 'synthetic minor' sources "must include sufficient terms and
conditions such that the source cannot lawfully exceed the limit"-in other words, the limit may
"be relied upon to restrict a source's PTE only if it is legally and practicably enforceable." 14 To
be "legally and practically enforceable," limitations must be supported by monitoring,
recordkeeping, and reporting requirements that are "sufficient to enable regulators and citizens to
determine whether the limit has been exceeded and, if so, to take appropriate enforcement
action." 15 Further, to keep a facility's PTE under the relevant major source threshold, a permit's
emission limits must apply at all times to all actual emissions, and all actual emissions must be
considered in determining compliance with the respective limits. 16 Moreover, PTE limitations
should be as short-term as possible (e.g., not to exceed one month). 17
For the following reasons, the emission limits in the draft permit are not legally or
practically enforceable:
•

The emissions of all criteria pollutants from the flare are not enforceable because there is
no requirement to monitor actual emissions while the process flare is in operation to
assure that the assumptions used in the potential to emit calculations are achieved in
practice. Flare emission testing is essential to estimate actual emissions from the flare
because the AP-42 emission factors used in the draft permit to estimate flare emissions
are not representative of emissions from flares at methanol plants and methods do not
exist to reliably convert flare inlet concentrations, even if proposed for monitoring or
estimating flare emissions, into outlet emissions. Further, the introduction to AP-42
clearly states that " Use of these factors as source-specific permit limits and/or as
emission regulation compliance determinations is not recommended by EPA ... As such, a
permit limit using an AP-42 emission factor would result in half of the sources being in
noncompliance." 18 The draft permit does not require any testing at all for emissions of
any pollutant from the flare. Flare emissions (VOC, CO, NOx, and methanol) can be
monitored in real time using passive Fourier Transform Infrared ("pFTIR") spectroscopy
or differential infrared absorption LIDAR (light detection and ranging) methods, as used
by EPA recently to estimate emissions from commercial flares. 19 Without such

14

Yuhaung Chemical Inc. , EPA Order on Petition No. Vl-201 5-03, p.14 (2016).

1s

Id.

16

Id.

17

Id.

18

U.S . EPA, AP-42, Introduction, p. 2 (Available at: https://www3.epa.gov/ttnchiel/ap42/c00s00.pdf.)

19

U. S EPA, Draft Review of Emissions Test Reports for Emissions Fa ctors Development for Flares and Certain
Refineiy Operations (August 2014); U.S. EPA, Flare Efficiency Study, EPA-600/2-83-052 (July 1983); Texas
Commission on Environmental Quality, Flare Study Final Report, TCEQ Tracking No. 2008-81 (2010); Marathon
Petroleum Company, Peiformance Test of a Steam-Assisted Elevated Flare with Passive FTIR-Detroit (November
201 O); Clean Air Engineering, Inc., PFTIR Test of Steam-Assisted Elevated Flares-Port Arthur (June 2011 ); INEOS
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monitoring, the draft permit is not "sufficient to enable regulators and citizens to
determine whether the limit has been exceeded." The draft permit proposes to rely on the
EPA's canned emissions factors, which may or may not be an accurate approximation of
the emissions from the process flare.
•

The VOC and CO limits are not practically enforceable because the VOC and CO
emissions from the process flare are not reported in a manner conducive to enforcement.
The EPA strongly suggests that, in order to be practically enforceable, PTE limitations
must be as short-term as possible, on the order of a month. The draft permit's yearly PTE
limits for VOC and CO blatantly exceed the EPA' s directive. The draft permit does
require quarterly calculation and reporting of process flare emissions, and a quarterly
reporting of the emission total from the preceding 12-month period. However, the permit
does not specify whether the TPY limit on VOC and CO applies for each preceding 12month period, or if the TPY limits apply on a calendar year basis. This lack of clarity
would make enforcement impractical or impossible.

•

The VOC limit is not enforceable because the draft permit's VOC emission testing
requirements are not sufficient. The draft permit only requires testing for VOC emissions
from the power generation unit upon startup and once every five years thereafter. In
rejecting an air permit for the Yuhuang methanol plant in Louisiana, the EPA found that
"a single stack test, repeated every five years" was not sufficient for purposes of
demonstrating compliance with the permit's voe limits. 20

•

The tank VOC limits are not practically enforceable because the proposed draft permit
does not require any testing for temperature, vapor pressure, and vapor molecular weight,
which are required to calculate tank emissions using the methods proposed in the permit.

•

The particulate matter limits for all fired sources are not enforceable because the draft
permit only requires one initial test, after startup, of particulate matter emissions from
power generation unit and the process boilers. A single snapshot of the particulate matter
emissions from the power plant and process boiler is not sufficient for demonstrating
compliance with the permit's particulate matter limits over the operating life of the
facility. Emissions can increase as combustion equipment ages and/or if the equipment is
not adequately maintained.

•

There are no limits on the amount of hazardous air pollutants ("HAPs") emitted from the
facility. And if there were limits, the draft permit does not require any actual emissions
monitoring for HAPs. The lack of limits and monitoring means that the draft permit is not
sufficient to demonstrate that the facility will not exceed the 25 TPY yearly aggregate
threshold for HAPs or the 10 ton/yr threshold for a single HAP. Further, the absence of
any HAP limit means there is no assurance that health impacts will not be significant to
the surrounding community.

ABS (USA) Corporation, Passive Fourier Transform Infrared Technology (FTIR) Evaluation of POOJ Process
Control Device (July 2010).
20

U.S. EPA, Yuhuang Order, p.21.
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Based on the facility' s potential to exceed the 100 TPY threshold for, at least, VOCs and CO,
and the lack of practically and legally enforceable PTE permit limits, the facility is not a
synthetic minor source and must therefore demonstrate that it is applying BACT for criteria
pollutants and GHGs.
III.

NWIW has not demonstrated that the proposed facility meets the "Best Achievable
Control Technology" standard for reducing GHG emissions.

NWIW's proposal would seriously undermine Washington ' s attempt to lead the Pacific
Northwest and the nation in GHG reduction and climate protection. In terms of producing GHGs,
NWIW ' s refinery complex alone would contribute at least a million tons per year of GHGs-not
even counting GHGs released in extracting and transporting natural gas or through shipping
methanol to China. More symbolically, NWIW's proposal makes a mockery of Washington's
attempt to control GHGs because NWIW admits that massive reductions in GHG emissions are
technologically possible-NWIW just does not want to spend money on currently available
GHG reduction technologies.
The threats from GHG emissions and climate change are clear. As the Washington
Department of Ecology explained:
"Over the past century, GHG emissions from human activity have risen to unprecedented
levels. Higher levels of GHGs in the atmosphere have caused average temperatures to go
up and the oceans to become more acidic. Washington has already experienced long-term
effects that are consistent with those expected from climate change. Our state faces
serious economic and environmental disruption from these changes including:
• An increase in pollution-related illness and death due to poor air quality.
• Declining water supply for drinking, agriculture, wildlife, and recreation.
• An increase in tree die-off and forest mortality because of increasing wildfires, insect
outbreaks, and tree diseases.
• The loss of coastal lands due to sea level rise.
•An increase in ocean temperature and acidity.
• Increased death and disease in fish like salmon, steelhead, and trout because of warmer
summer water temperatures, lower summer water levels, and river flooding in winter.
•Damaged, ruined, and failed field crops and fruit harvests because of higher
temperatures and less water available for irrigation." 21
21

Washington Department of Ecology, Response to comments on Clean Air Rule, p.3 (2016) (online at:
https://fortress.wa .gov/ecy/publications/documents/1602014.pdf).
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Recognizing these risks as early as 2008, Washington ' s Legislature adopted ambitious goals for
reducing GHG emissions and reversing the impacts of climate change and ocean acidification.
See RCW 70.235.020. These goals included reducing overall emissions of GHGs in the state to
1990 levels by 2020 and reducing GHG emissions to 50 percent below 1990 levels by 2050. Id.
NWIW ' s proposal is a deliberate step in the opposite direction of these goals.
Commenters recognize that, because of Ecology' s July 2016 decision to abandon the
BACT requirement for GHGs under certain circumstances, NWIW ' s refinery may not be subject
to BACT by virtue of emitting over 100 TPY of C0 2 e. However, as explained in Sections I and
II, above, the facility has the PTE over 100 TPY of at least criteria pollutants and does not have
emissions limitations that are practically enforceable. For both of those reasons, the facility is a
major source and NWIW must therefore apply BACT for all criteria pollutants and GHGs. In
light ofNWIW ' s professed commitment to reducing climate change, Commenters provide the
following comments on what is actually "achievable" in terms of GHG reductions by the facility.

a.

NWIW has not demonstrated that the proposed facility meets the "Best
Achievable Control Technology" standard for reducing GHG emissions from
the power generation units and steam boilers because NWIW arbitrarily
eliminated Carbon Capture and Sequestration technology from the BACT
analysis.

Without any real analysis or explanation, NWIW's application dismisses available
"Carbon Capture and Sequestration" technology that could reduce C0 2 e emissions from
the on-site gas-fired power plant and steam boilers by roughly 86%. The power plant and
process boilers account for the majority of GHGs emitted on-site. Other than NWIW ' s wholly
unsupported claims that these currently available technologies would subject NWIW to
"unacceptable" 22 costs, NWIW provides no explanation for its proposed facility configuration
that would needlessly contribute to GHG pollution.
Specifically, NWIW proposed a GHG emissions limit of 490,600 tons of C02e per year
from the power generation unit 23 and a GHG emissions limit of 395 pounds of C02 e per
thousand pounds of steam produced from the process steam boilers. 24 NWIW asserts that these
limits comply with the Best Achievable Control Technology ("BACT") standard for reducing
GHG emissions. But these limits are just based on NWIW buying and operating reasonably
efficient gas burners and turbines-essentially, operating the facility without any additional
GHG controls. However, NWIW acknowledges that carbon capture and sequestration technology
is currently available that would reduce the planned GHG emission from the boilers and power
25
plant by 86 percent. On this basis, NWIW could-if it chose to-prevent 421 ,916 tons ofC0 2 e
emission per year from its power plant and prevent 23 3 ,923 tons of C0 2e emissions per year

22

NWIW, Appendix C to Air Discharge Permit Application, Best Available Control Technology f or
Greenhouse Gases, p.25 (February 2016) .
23
Id. at p.27.
24
Id. at p.36.
25 1'd . at pp.24, 33.
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from its steam boilers. 26 Combined, these pollution controls would reduce the facility's GHG
emissions by 655,839 tons per year of C0 2e.
NWJW' s rational for refusing to apply carbon capture and sequestration technology to
control GHG emissions from the power plant and steam boilers is arbitrary and does not satisfy
the BACT standard. After admitting that carbon capture and sequestration technology exists and
could be applied to this facility, NWIW asserts that "a CCS system would approximately double
the capital cost" of the facility, and the "considerable monetary and energy requirements of a
27
CCS system suggest unacceptable collateral economic, energy, and environmental impacts."
While the cost of pollution controls is an appropriate consideration when determining BACT,
NWIW never explains why carbon capture and sequestration technology would be costprohibitive. First, NWJW's estimate of the cost of applying carbon capture and sequestration is
based on extrapolating the estimated cost of implementing this technology at a much smaller
methanol refinery that uses a different methanol manufacturing process. There is little or no
support for NWIW's calculation of the cost of applying this technology at the Kalama refinery.
Second, even if NWIW 's cost estimate was correct, there is no indication that employing CCS
technology would be cost prohibitive. NWIW provides no information to suggest how the
projected cost of this technology would impact the project's profitability. In the absence of such
information, NWIW lacked adequate justification for dismissing carbon capture and
sequestration technology from the BACT analysis.
CCS technology is very likely feasible at NWIW' s facility. The EPA recently determined
that CCS technology is a feasible and appropriate control technology for many steam boilers,
similar to NWIW's process boilers. See 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,510 (October 23, 2015). In fact, CCS
will be use at Lake Charles Methanol LLC's methanol refinery being constructed in Lake
Charles, Louisiana. 28 EPA determined that the cost of CCS is reasonable, assuming C0 2 storage
in deep saline formations . See id. at 64,563 , 64,566, and 64,572. EPA also found that plants in
most parts of the country would have access to C02 storage in deep saline formations . See id. at
64,576. According to the National Energy Technology Laboratory, western Washington
(including adjacent offshore areas) holds some promise for deep saline sequestration, 29 and
Washington' s C02 sequestration potential is estimated at between 36 and 495 billion metric
tons. 30 NWIW's application discloses none of this, and gives SW CAA no evidence to conclude
that CCS technology is not feasible for this facility.
Finally, commenters encourage SWCAA to look at the projected $1.69 billion monetary
investment in carbon capture and sequestration technology not as an economic cost but as a
potential economic benefit. Like construction of other aspects of the proposed facility,
construction of the carbon capture and sequestration technology would mean a significant
increase in NWJW's investment is Cowlitz County. This type of investment, according to
26

27

Id. at p.15.
J,d.

at p.25.

28

Morning Consult, DOE to Guarantee as Much as $2 Billion in Loans for Carbon-Capture Project (December 21,
2016) (available at : https://momingconsult.com/2016112/21 /doe-guarantee-much-2-billion-loans-carbon-captureproj ect/).
29
See National Energy Technology Laboratory, Carbon Storage Atlas, Fifth Edition , p.28 (2015) (available at:
https://www .netl.doe.gov/File%20Library/Research/Coal/carbon-storage/atlasv/ ATLAS-V -2015 .pdf).
30
Id. at p.111. (201 5).
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NWIW, will lead to more construction and process jobs, increased tax base, and increased
foreign direct investment in Cowlitz County and Washington.
b.

NWIW has not demonstrated that the proposed facility meets the "Best
Achievable Control Technology" standard because NWIW arbitrarily
eliminated renewable energy sources from the facility's power mix.

NWIW' s BACT analysis should have explored the possibility of obtaining some or all of
the power that NWIW proposes to generate on-site from renewables such as wind and solar. Fuel
mix for a facility, especially in the context of GHG emissions, is an appropriate consideration in
the BACT analysis. NWIW purports to foreclose the possibility of using renewable electricity
sources by stating that Cowlitz PUC cannot currently deliver the 100 MW of electricity that
NWIW proposes to generate on-site. But NWIW could seemingly construct, or fund the
construction of, additional electric transmission capacity at least as feasibly as building a 120
MW gas-fired power plant. NWIW' s application does not explain why constructing new
transmission capacity and purchasing renewably generated power-possibly to be shaped by
limited electricity generation on site-could not feasibly satisfy the facility ' s electricity needs
while achieving reductions in the emissions of GHGs and other criteria pollutants.
c.

NWIW has not demonstrated that the proposed facility meets BACT for
GHG emissions from methanol reforming because NWIW arbitrarily
excluded an achievable methanol reforming technology from the BACT
analysis.

NWIW has not demonstrated that NWIW 's proposed "Combined Gas-Heated
Reforming" 31 process constitutes BACT for GHGs released during methanol reforming because
NWIW has not compared its proposed reforming process to other reforming technologies that are
equally "achievable" within the meaning of the BACT regulations. A BACT assessment for a
facility like NWIW's begins by surveying the emission reductions achieved by comparable
technologies that are currently "achievable." 32 NWIW purports to do this type of survey-but
does so with a thumb on the scale. NWIW compares its combined gas-heated reforming
technology to several more-established methanol reforming technologies, and NWIW ' s
relatively more efficient proposal appears to be the best available option. The problem, from a
BACT perspective, is that NWIW eliminated from consideration the "Partial Oxidation"
reforming technology 33-which appears to be equally as "achievable" as NWIW' s proposed
option. NWIW purported to eliminate partial oxidation reforming technology from BACT
consideration because partial oxidation reforming technology is a "proprietary technology that
has not been commercially demonstrated for methanol production ... ." 34 But this is also true of
NWIW's proposed combined gas-heated reforming technology-which NWIW nevertheless
claims to be "technologically feasible. " 35 Accordingly, NWIW ' s decision to eliminate partial
1'd. at pp.11-12.
See id.
33
Id. at 12.
34 Id.
31

32

35

Id. at 12 ("Combined GHR is technically feasible, but, to date, has only been employed for methanol
production at a single small scale facility in Australia.").
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oxidation reforming from the BACT analysis was arbitrary. NWIW should not be allowed to
ignore other emerging methanol reforming technologies that could be more efficient at reducing
GHGs while using its own novel technology to create a favorable comparison versus older, less
efficient ways to create methanol. NWIW must compare like to like; it must compare its novel
methanol production technology to similar emerging higher-efficient methanol production
technologies to determine whether achievable alternatives are available that would result in
reduced GHG emissions.

IV.

NWIW' s application and SWCAA's technical support document do not address
whether the project will violate the .5 deciview standard in the Columbia Gorge
Scenic Area.

The permit application, the technical review document, and the proposed permit do not
appear to address whether NWIW ' s facility would violate Washington ' s regional haze plan and
the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area Act, 16 U.S.C. §§ 544-544p, the Gorge
Management Plan, and the Gorge Air Study and Strategy. These laws and authorities require
SWCAA, when issuing air pollution permits for projects that may adversely affect the Scenic
Area, to protect and enhance air quality and visibility in the Scenic Area.
Under the authority, and to effectuate the purposes, of the Scenic Area Act, the Columbia
River Gorge Commission ("Gorge Commission") and the Forest Service adopted the Gorge
Management Plan ("Plan"), an interstate planning regulation that requires Washington to protect
and enhance air quality in the Scenic Area "consistent with the purposes of the Scenic Area
Act." 36 The Plan requires the State of Washington, in conjunction with SWCAA, the Forest
Service, and the State of Oregon, to "develop and implement a regional air quality strategy to
carry out the purposes of the Scenic Area Act." 37
Pursuant to the Act and Plan, SWCCA (in cooperation with Oregon DEQ and the Forest
Service) prepared the Gorge Air Quality Strategy ("Strategy"). On September 13, 2011 , the
Gorge Commission approved the Strategy as consistent with the Gorge Management Plan. The
Strategy was upheld by the Oregon Court of Appeals. See Friends of the Columbia Gorge v.
Gorge Comm 'n, 257 Or. App. 197, 305 P3d 156 (2013).
The Strategy provides thresholds for significant adverse impacts to air quality in the
National Scenic Area. Specifically, the Strategy expressly defines a "significant impact" to
visibility in the Scenic Area as a 0.5-deciview 38 change in visibility. 39 A deciview of zero
represents pristine conditions, meaning the absence of natural or manmade impairment in
visibility; to the human eye, 0.5 deciview is a barely perceptible change in visibility.
The Gorge Commission and Forest Service interpret the Act to require Washington, and
SWCAA, to protect the air quality and visual resources of the National Scenic Area when issuing
36

Gorge Management Plan at 1-3-32- 33 (2011).
Id.
A deciview is a method for measuring haze impacts to visibility. Technically speaking, a deciview is a metric of
haze proportional to the logarithm of the atmospheric extinction caused by the haze.
39
Gorge Air Quality Strategy at 13- 18 .
37
38
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air discharge permits. Washington law directs SWCAA to carry out its "functions and
responsibilities," 40-including the issuance of air permits-in accordance with the Act and, by
extension, the Plan and Strategy promulgated under the Act. The Strategy, which establishes an
overall goal of continued improvement in visibility and a "significant impact level" of 0.5
deciviews for visibility in the Scenic Area, 41 must therefore be considered when SWCAA issues
the permit for NWIW's facility.
SW CAA should have considered whether NWIW ' s facility would achieve the Strategy's
overall goal of continued improvement in visibility in the Scenic Area and whether the methanol
refinery's emissions would exceed the "significant impact level" of 0.5 deciview for visibility in
the Scenic Area. While the proposed methanol refinery is roughly 62 km from the western
boundary of the Scenic Area, other large sources of air pollution even further away from the
Scenic Area have been found to cause exceedances of the 0.5 deciview threshold. For instance,
Oregon DEQ concluded that PGE's Beaver gas-fired power plants at Port Westward, Oregon,
and Georgia Pacific's Wauna paper mill both had had visibility impacts in the Columbia Gorge
over the 0.5 deciview significant impact level. 42 Arid SWCAA concluded that the Weyerhaeuser
mill in Longview also exceeded the 0.5 deciview significant impact level. 43 Accordingly, it is
reasonable to inquire whether NWIW's facility would exceed the 0.5 deciview significant impact
level in the Scenic Area, and SWCAA was required to perform this analysis before issuing this
permit.
CONCLUSION
For the reasons set forth above, the proposed air permit does not meet federal, state, and
local requirements for air quality, and SWCAA must therefore deny NWIW's permit application.
Moreover, this facility's contribution to GHG emissions in Washington would be a deliberate
step in the opposite direction of the legislature' s goals for addressing climate change and ocean
acidification.
Sincerely,

Miles Johnson, Attorney for Columbia Riverkeeper
Submitted on behalf of
Columbia Riverkeeper
Oregon and Washington Physicians for Social Responsibility
Center for Biological Diversity

40

RCW 43.97.025(1).
Gorge Air Quality Strategy at iii, 6, 8, 13-18.
42
Id. at 15.
43
Id. at 16.
41
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I am here to urge you to rethink your approach to this very large, very damaging
proposal. I am very concerned that Southwest Clean Air Agency is understating
the impacts of the proposal. The refinery and power plant would be a significant
source of conventional and toxic pollution in southwest Washington. They would
pollute the airshed with:
•

68 tons of small particulate matter every year into Cowlitz County's air.

•

53 tons of toxic and hazardous air pollutants every year.

And yet the application likely understates the impacts. For instance, recent
information fro m a new power plant in Oregon shows much, much higher levels
of volatile organic compounds than NW Innovation Works . The problem is, the
numbers from Oregon come from a combined-cycle gas turbine that has actually
operated - it's real-life data. NW Innovation Works claims that its power
generation will produce pollution, including volatile organic compounds, at a
much lower rate than other gas-fired plants, like the one in Oregon.
If Northwest Innovation Works' power plants emitted volatile organic compounds
at the same rate as the newly built and operating gas-fired plant in Oregon, the
emissions would be 53.8 tons of VOC's from its 125 MW of power generation
activities - not 18, as NW Innovation Works claims.
I think SW Clea n Air Agency should take an independent look at NW Innovation
Works assumptions and realize that the pollution will very likely be much higher
than they claim .
I urge SW Clean Air Agency and Ecology to assess whether this project will have
the potential to significantly deteriorate the local airshed.
As proposed, NWIW's proposed project does not meet the requirements of both
local and federal air pollution rules, and the permit must be denied.

I have attached a copy of the power plant application information from Oregon .
Thank you.

®

(j)

:~

·-·

Portland General Electric Company·
121 SW Salmon Street •Portland, Oregon 97204

... September 30, 2016
. ES~240-2016
Carty Unit 1
Mr. Doug Welch !
Oregon Department of Environmental QuaJity
Eastern Region
800 SE Emigrant;,#330 ·
·
·
· Pendleton, OR 97801 · .
·

I

Re:

· . ·. ·.

·

~odificati~~ Applicati~n

Comple)Technical
.
I
.
.
Portland General Electric Company .
.
1
Carty Generating Station, Boardman, Oregon ,

Dear Mr. Welch:
Portland General Electric Company (PGE) is submitting this Complex Technical Modification Application
'~
"
'
· to Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) to update Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) ·
emission. factorsj for the existing Carty Generating ·Station located near Boardma11, Oregon. Carty
Generating Station includes a combined cycle combustion turbine (Carty Unit 1), an auxiliary boiler,
cooling tower, ahd a fire water pump which .were all permitted for construction unde'r Standard Air
'..·Contaminant Distharge Permit (ACDP) No. 25-0016-ST-02 and for operation unde'r Title V Permit No. 250016-TV-01.
'

I

.

applic~tion.is

'

'

'

'

. '.

'

·.

'

'

t~

',

''

'

'•,

This
not associated with any possible future request add additional combustion turblnes
I
.
•
, .
. .
· ..
to Carty Generating Station .. We are not requesting at this time authorization to expand the facility; this
application deals~ exclusively with updates arid corrections to the existing facility permits. Specifically,
I
. '·
,
,
• '
this application includes updated Plant Site Emissions Limit (PSEL) calculations and a Best Available
Control Technol6gy (BACT) analysis for the emission units emitting voes. PGE is also requesting
to the New
Source
Performance
Standard
(NSPS) Subpart KKKK
requirements
in the
AeDP/Title
revisions
,
.
·I
,
,
,
,
,
.
'
V to more clearly reflect the compliance option chosen by PGE under the rule. The Administrative.
· lnformationformt (Form AQiOl) is included in Attachment!.
• · ·.. ,, .
',_

'.

CARTY UNIT.1VOC EMISSIONS
. PGE has recently~ obtained new information from the equipment manufacturer regarding voe startup
and shutdown erpissions for. Carty Unit 1; this information was not available wh.en the unit was initially
. permitted. Basea on the new information, PGE has revised the voe emission calculations using the
recently provided
startup and shutdown
emission
factors; updated PSEL calculations
for Carty Unit 1 are
,
I
.
.
.
provided in . Attachment
2. The current
voe PSEL. for the site is 116 tons per .year. PGE
is proposing to
"
I'
.
.
change the portion of the VOC PSEL attributable to Carty Unit 1 to 194 tons per year. This revised VOC
1
PSEL reflects the operation of the existing 'oxidation catalyst which is considered the optimal control
. system for voe Jmissions from combustion turbine. PGE has conservatively assumed no voe control
during startup a~d
shutdown although the oxidation catalyst , provides some control prior to reaching .
I
optimal temperature.

·'

'•

..
_!
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voe BACT ANALYSIS
When originally ,permitted, the Carty Generating Station went through a Prevention of Significant
Deterioration (PSD) review for particulate matter (PM), particulate matter less than lO~micron in
diameter (PMi0 ),! particulate matter .less than 2.5 micron .in diameter (PM 2.5 ), nitrogen .oxides (NOx),
sulfuric acid mist!(H 2 S0 4 ), and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. in the PSD application, PGE identified
that it would utilize·
an oxidation
catalyst to. control
voe,. emissions,
but
no specific emission.
rate- was
t.
,
.
..
.
'
'
established as a BACT limit. Because PGE is now requesting an update to the voe PSELthat exceeds the
··92 ton per year ~etting basis by more than the significant emission rate as a result of .this new emission
factor data f~omlthe e~Ui!Jment manufacturer, case-by-case VOC BACT analyses are requir~d forthe . ·.
Carty Generating Station's emission units emitting voe. Although the oxidation catalyst is .already in
operation, voe BACT for the Carty Generating Station's combustion tu'rbine was assessed assuming rio
emission reductibns from the catalyst. voe BACT is not triggered for any emission units other than
Carty Generating' Station because the Boardman emission units are part of the netting basis and did not

co~tribute to theiemissions increase.

.

BACT is defined in OAR 340-200-0020(17) as:

.

.

limitatio~, i~cludin~,

·
·

.
.

'

li~ited t~,

.
.

... an emiJsion
but not
a visible emlssion standard, based on the
maximurfi degree of reduction for each air. contaminant subject to regulation under the FCAA
which wduld be emitted from any... source.... which, on a case-by case basis,· taking into account
energy,
~nvironmental,
and
for such source or . .
'
,
. economic impacts and other.'costs, .is .achievable
.
modification.... .
•·
·
·
·. . .
··
·

so~rce subj~ct

So~rce

If a
is
to a New
Performance, ;tandard (NSPS), the minimum control efficiency to
be considered BACT must result in an emission rate less than or equal to the NSPS emission lfr~it. Thus,
.before a BACT an~lysis is performed, the applicable NSPS emission limits must be determined.
· ' .
.

. ·1

.

BACT Methodology

.

.

.

~BACT analysis it do~e on a cas~-by-case basis a,nd is performed using a top-down method as outlined

.

in the U.S. EnvirJnmental Protection Agency's (EPA) October 1990 Draft NSR Workshop· Mani.Jal.· The
following steps d~tail the top-down approach:
· . ·· .
.
·

1.

2.
3.
4.

.

S.

l11

'co~trol technologi~s

Identify
potential
- must be a comprehensive list, it may include
technology employed outside the United States and must include the Lowest Achievable
Emission ;Rate (lAER) determinations. · ..
·
· . . ·
• ·
. . ·
.
Eliminate
technically
infeasible
options
must
be
well-documented
and
must
preclude
the
. r
.
...
successful use of the control option.
Rank rerrlaining
control technologies - based on control
effectiveness,. expected emission rate,
I
.
expected emission reduction, energy impacts, environmental impacts, and economic impacts.
Evaluate! the 'most effectiv·e controls ~ based on case-by-case consideration .of energy,
environ"l.ental, and economic impacts. · ·
·
. .
. . . .
Select BACT. - .
.
·
.
.

! . . .

.

. .

.. .

...

A BACT analysis i~
being performed for VOC emi~sions
associated
wi.th . Carty Unit 1,. the auxiliary
boiler,
·I
..
.
.
.
and the fire water pump.
·
·
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COMBUSTION TURBINE (CARTY UNIT 1) BACT ANALYSIS
.

.

The BACT analys;s presented below is for Carty Unit 1 (combined cycle combustion turbine (CCCT) with
duct burners arid heat recovery steam generator (HRSG)).
·
·
·
.. .
.
. .1 . .
.
~

•'

.

.

Identify NSPS Standards

· /

·

I
KKKK

NSPS Subpart
However, there

i~

applies to Carty Unit 1 with emission limits for NO~ and sulfLir dioxide (S0 2 ).
no emission standard associated with VOCs under Subpart KKKK. · .
·

!

Step 1: Identify All Control Technologies
t

.

The first of the five steps in the t~p-down BACT analysis procedure is to evaluate control technologies
for each pollutant.
EPA maintains a database
of technologies that have been . implemented
as
'
.
.
.
Reasonably Available Control Technology (RACT), BACT, or LAER Clearinghouse. This database is known
as RBLC. The re~ults of searching this database are provided in Attachment 3. The RBLC was searched
for combined cydle turbines with duct burners and HRSG greater than 25 MW permitted after January l,
'
f
.
•
'
2006. The search addressed only
for this analysis.
A summary

o~

voe

th! search results

i~

provided in Table 1.

·'

TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF RBLC FOR COMBINED CYCLE GAS TURBINES

· EPA's RBLe

1

with Duct Burner and HRSG >
25MW

voe

0.3-5.7.

3-hr

SLR also reviewe1t the Bay Area Air Quality Management District's (BAAQMD)
and San Joaquin Valley Air
;
•.
Pollution Control District's (SJVAPCD) BACT Guidelines for a natural gas combinedeycle turbine with
.

.

I

.

.

.

.

duct burner and rRS~. ~able 2 summarizes .the BA0" limits. . . '

.·

.

,

:.

I

.

TABLE 2. SUMMARY OF BAAQMD/SJVAPCD BACT GUIDELINES FOR COMBINED CYCLE GAS TURBINES WITH DUCT ·
:1
BURNERSAND)HRSGs .
~

·nologically F,ea~ible ·

. t6'ilmvd afas%'B~),~1~f;
t
.. t

voe

N/D (BAAQMD)

1.5 (SJVAPeD)

2.0 (BAAQMD)
. 2.0 (SJVAPeD)

·

N/D-Not Defined

Based on the. rLearch 'described above and other engineering experience, control technologies
1
· evaluated forthe combined cycle gas turbines are provided in Table 3. · ·
.· • )

. '·
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. ' TABLE 3 •.

voe CONTROL TECHNOLOGIES FOR GAS TURBINES
· Thermal Oxidation
Catalytic Oxidation
Good Design/Operation

voe

.

' .· i .

•·~ voe - Thermal Oxidation

ther~al oxidiz~r

.A .
is . used to • .control exhaust
gases
coming from a process
where
combustion· is
·.
.
.
.
,. .
I
.. incomplete. It uses very high temperatures to convert voe to carbon di.oxide (e0 2 ),and water (H 2 0).
;
.t
.
'
.
. '
"
• '
.. The gas· stream is heated .to 200°F to 300°F above the auto-ignition temperature. The combustion
chamber in a thJrmal oxidizer is sized to provide sufficie~t residence time to complete the oxidation
.rea'ctions. The' ~esidence
times of the
combustion products
in the combustion ctlambe·r
vary 'from
r
..
. .. ,,
. "
,
.
·'
:
· approximately 0.3 to more than 2 seconds. The time needed for high efficiency destruction is strongly ·
dependent
thJ operating
temperature and .the mixing within the chamber. A typical' thermal oxidizer
.
usually operates at gas temperatures ranging from l,000°F to more than 2,000°F.
~

1

on

~

pr~vide

Thermal oxidizerJ usually
voe.destruction efficiencies that exceed 95% and often exceed 99%.
However, VOC d~struction efficiency depends on the emission source, chamber temperature, residence
time, and inlet VOC concentration. Thermal oxidizers are typically not applied to combustion sources to,
control voe emis~ions.
.
.
.·..
'
'.
.
.

voe- Catalytic oldation

.

Catalytic oxidatidn operates
on the same principle
as thermal oxidation to. control' voe
.emissions.
.
.
However, in catalytic oxidation, a catalyst is used to oxidize voe at lower temperatures. A catalytic
oxidizer usually
operates in a 600°F to SSO~F range. Catalytic oxidation
can have a voe' control
efficiency
.
. I
.
.
.
up to approximately 20%.
~

'

'

VOC - Good DesJn & Operation

~missions

·..

· VOC
a)e the result of incomplete combustion .. Proper operation of the combustion turbine
and the use of gbod combustion practices will promote complete combustion: This includes providing
. sufficient excess ~irfor complete 'combustion, staged combustion to complete burnout of voe, proper ·
air-to-fuel ratios, ~nd a combustor design that provides the necessary temperature, r~sidence time, and ·
1
mixing conditionJ in the combustion zone. However, increasing the residence time can increase NOx
emissions due tO~xposure of the combustion gases high temperatures for increased periods of time ..

I

.

to.

Step 2: Eliminaterechriologically Infeasible Options . .

..

. ·• ·..

:

..

. >

.·. · . .

.

The second of th~ five steps in the top-down BACT analysis procedure is ,to eliminate technologically
feasibility, is demonstrated based ·.on physical,
chemical, ·
infeasible control I technologies.
Technological
.
·,
.
:
, .
. or engineering principles. Technologically infeasible control options are eliminated from further·
consideration in the BACT analysis.
·

..
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.

.I

. . .

! :
Manual, control technologies are. .technologically
.
. . . f~a~ible
.
.

.

.·

. ·.

.

As outlined in the
if. either (1)
i NSR Workshop
.
they have been installed
and
operated
successfully
for
the
type
of
source
under
review
under
similar
I
conditions, or (2) the technology could be applied to the source under review~ Two key concepts are
important in det~rmining whether a technology could be applied: "availability'' and "applicability." .A
.·technology is co~sidered "available" if the source owner may obtain it through commercial channels, or
it is other-Wise atailable within the common sense meaning of the term. An available technology is
"applicable" if it tcan reasonably be installed and operated on the source type unde~ consideration. ·A
technology that is available and applicable is technologically feasible.
·..
t
The following selion discusses the feasibility or infeasibility of each technology identifled in the section .
above: Table 4 p~ovides a summary ofthe feasibility ofthe control technologies.
, '. ' ·
·
TABLE 4. CONTROL TECHNOLOGIES TECHNOLOGICAL FEASIBILITY

I

Thermal Oxidation
Catalytic Oxidation
Good Combustion Practices

VOC

I

The following

Infeasible
Feasible.
Feasible

se~ion pr~vides a brief e~planaticmon the inf~asible technologies ...

voe_· Thermal oLd~tion .

.

'

.

the~mal oxidiz~r

A
ha.s not been applied to any combustion turbine according to the RBLC database. The
fundion of a thermal oxidizer is highly dependent on the' exhaust temperature.· As. mentioned
previously; a typi~al
thermal oxidizer
operates at gas temperatures ranging
from
l,000°F to greater than
I
.
.
.
. .
2,000°F. Operatipn of the turl;>ine to maintain a high exhaust temperature (thereby contributing to a
. (evel
of control efficiency) is difficult
and has . a negative ;·impact
on turbine
specified . high
.
I
.
.
efficiency. Therefore, thermal oxidation is considered to be infeasible for applicatio·n for Carty Unit 1.

.

.I

..·

Step 3: Rank Remaining Control Technologies

.

.. . .
·

.

. :

,

, ·

~emaining

.

·

The. third of the! five steps in the top-down BACT analysis' procedure is to rank
control
technologies by.jcontrol effectiveness, as shown iri Table 5. ·.These efficiencies tare provided for
informational
andI ranking purposes
only. The efficiencies are not to be construed as·emission limits or
.
,
enforceable restrictions.
··

.

'

.

·TABLE 5. FEASIBLE CONTROL TECHNOLOGIES RANKED BY EFFECTIVENESS

!

voe
.I
(1)

Catalytic Oxidation
Good Combustion Practices

~20%

Base Case111

Base Case= combustion turbine without the add-on emissions control technology :

Mr. Doug Welch·
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Step 4:

Evalua~er.ost Effective Controls

.·.

.

·.

·

..

, i .. · .

.

, ..

The .fourth of the five steps in the top·'-down BACT analysis procedure is to evalu.ate the most effective
control and docutnent .the results. Thisls performed for each remaining control techriology. Where th.e
highest ranked t~chnology is chosen, there is rio consideration ·of the economic .orenergy impacts:
Where the high~st ranked· technology is eliminated, an explanation is provided for why that was ·
. 'appropriate, basJd on environmental, economic, or energy impacts: · ·
,
.

. . .. . I .

-

VOC '-Catalytic Oxidation

~pply

PGE proposes to
catalytic oxidation to control vQe emissions from Carty Unit 1. ,As shown in Table
5, catalytic oxid~tion
is
the top-ranked technologically
feasible control for VOC. Therefore,
it is not
t
.
.
necessary to evaluate any remaining control technologies with lower voe control efficiencies for the
proposed unit.

'I

··. . ... . . . · . . .· ;:;

Catalytic Oxidation - Environmental Impact

c~tdlyst

•

V~C

·

_

,

t~e

.

i~

. An oxidation
oxidizes
to C0 2 which is released to
atmosphere. C0 2 agreenhouse gas.·
·. that coiltribut~s [to global warming: Increasing CO:! emissio'ns co,uld have a negat~ve i~p~ct on the
climate. In addition to the increase in emissions of a greenhouse gas, catalytic oxidation could present

. ~azardous. waste ico~cerns as a result of catalyst disp".:al.
Step 5: BACT Selection

.. ,

top-dow~

.

· ·

.

,

.

..

analy~is

The fifth and' finll step in the
BACT
procedure is the selection of the BACT level of
control for each pollutant. The Carty Unit 1 voe BACT selections and emission limits are summarized in
Table 6. Carty Unit lwill operate at varying loads to allow for better integration of 'renewable energy
. resources. Ther~fore, consistent with .the current NO~ BACT limits for Carty Unit 1, PGE is proposing
emission limits for
voe at various load ranges. Compliance
with the VOCemission
limits will be
I
,
..
demonstrat~.d via source testing.
TABLE 6. BACT SELECTION AND EMISSION LIMITS FOR CARTY UNIT 1

2.0 ppmvd at 15% Di
· . (with' duct burner)

voe

fCatalytic
Oxidation

All loads excludi~g SU/SD '

All loads with SU/SD

Proposed BACT ELission limits'- All Loads

6.1 lb/hr.

1,004 lb/hr

rolli'ng average
Source test and 3-hr
· roll(ng average
3-hr rolling average,
follow recommended
procedures and minimize
startup time

,

Tabl~

. PGE is proposing!emission limits for voe at various load ranges as specified ln
6.. Startup and
shutdown eventsiinvolve' higher voe emissio~sthan :normal operation. The emissions from Unit 1 can ,.

~·

I
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be highly variable during periods of startup and shutdown because of unstable combustion, varying
stack effluent cohditions and suboptimal operating temperatures. -Therefore, PGE is proposirig pound .
per hour emissioh rates that include startup and shutdown periods as BACT as provided in Table 6. To ·
limit
emissions d~ring
periods. of startup
and shutdown, PGE will
{l)follow manufacturer-recommended
'
.
t
.
.
I
••.
_procedures; (2) operate all pollution control devices in accordance with manufacturer-recommended'
procedures; a_nd {3) minimize the time spent atidle during startup and minimize startup time to a period
,
.·
needed for appropriate and safe loading of the unit., .

.-

- I

•·...

-

. . . ·. . - .

-VOC Proposed BACT Emission Limit-Loads~ 60% .

--

. - -

.
1

As indicated in T!ble 6, PGE proposes to apply catal'{tic oxidation to control voe em issionsfrom Carty
Unit 1. PGE .propbses aVOC BACT emission limit applicable whe.n loads are at 60 perc~nt or above of 2.0
ppmvd at 15%
with duct burner firing,. excluding startups, shutdowns, and malfunhions, based on a
3-hour
rolling
average.
RBLC database
indicates that
is the
most stringent
.
.
. .
. .. ..The. EPA's
..
. .
. catalytic oxidation
;
..
control technology forVOC from recent natural gas-fired combined cycle turbines. The voe emission
:. limits from RBLC ranges from 0.3 to 5.7 ppmvd at 15% 0 2 ~
.
-..
.
"
.-

o!
~

._

I

.. .

. ..

- . -. ·-.

. .

-

Most of the VOO emission limits presented in the RBLC are equal to or higher than the proposed voe
emission
limit fo~
Carty
Unit 1: However, the permit applications or permits of the facilities. listed in
.
.. r
•
Table 7 identified lower VOC emission limits than the proposed limit.
TABLE 7. COMBINED CYCLE GAS TURBINES WITH

NRG Texas
Power SR
12/19/2014. Bertroh Electric

Gen~rating

TX.

CCCT

NJ

427MW
Siemens teer

stktion

I

·.West Deptford ·
f

E~ergy .. ; .

' 7/18/2014 . - Associate - .
West Deptford·
.. '.r
Energy Station

I

·i .
4/8/2014

_ODEC1 Wildcat_
L
. Point
'
~
Generation

·

i'wo(2}
Mitsubishi .
MSOl GAC

Fa~ility

- ·1

voe EMISSION LIMITS LOWER THAN 2.0 PPMVD

The construction of this project has
1.0. (with or without not started or been completed yet.
duct burner firing is · Therefore, the demonstration of
1
'not specified}
compliance with the voe lirnit has not
been achieved in practice. ·
The CCCT has to go through a LAER
demonstration. Construction of this
project has not ~tarted or been
0.7 (with duct
completed yet. Therefore, the
burner firing}
demonstration cif compliance with .
the voe limit has not been achieved
in practice. ·
These CCCTs were required to go
through a LAER demonstration. The
1.3 (with or without construction of this project has··
duct burner firing is s~arted but not been completed yet.· '
'not specified}
Therefore, the demonstration of •
compliance with: the voe limit has not
been achieved in practice:

),

i

...

..
.
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:1

'

~vab;~rm~~~w·1r~;ft;,
1
·'• !.

Footprint
.
I
Power Salem

!~~w~~~;i~~~~~:~i?,J

630MW
natural gas; .
fired (GE · ·
Model 107F
Series 5) CCCT

1.7 (with duct
·burner firing)

PA

Not Specified

1.5 (with or without
duct burner firing)

VA

·. Mitsubis_hi.
MSOl GAC

PA

Not Spe~ified .

1.5 (with duct
burner firing)

8/5/2010

Pondera
dpital
I
. •
Management
GP Int. - King
Powet Station

TX

Not Specified

1.8 (with· or without
duC:t burner firing is
,not specified)

5/6/2009

LS Power-.
'
West Deptford
. .
· Energy , ·

NJ'

'.

H~rbor

1/30/2016

'
Development
• tLP
.·•
Hicklr{ Run ·
1.
Energy LLC

. 4/23/20l3

.

-MA

r

Virginia Electric
.
.
and rower- .
·
Brunswiek
..
L
County Power
~

3/12/2013

· 1.6 (with duct
burner firing)

St~tion

. .I . .

1/21/2013

··,Moxie Energy
' ' .

LLC-

.i
•l

t

~

1.9,(with or without
.'
.Not Specified · .·duet burnerfiring is
, ..
not specified) '

r

·1/20/2009

Associated
EIJctric .
cooperat1ve
l
•
Inc. - Chouteau
.
I
Power Plant

8/3/2008

Florida Power
and Light
I
.
Company - FPL
I
.
WestrCounty
Energy Center.
Unit3
'

..

OK

SiemensWestinghouse
V84.3A model '·

FL

Three (3)
. Mitsubishi
MSOl GAC.

oj (with duct
burner firing)

I
.

. 1.2 (with duct
burner firing)

',''<

The eonstruction of this project has
not started or.been completed yet.'
Therefore, the d'emonstration of ·
compliance with the voe limit has not
been achieved in practiCe.
The construction of this project has
not started or been completed yet.·
Therefore, the demonstration of
compliance with the voe limit has no,t
been achieved in practice.
The facility has not c,ommenced
operation yet. Therefore,' the
d~monstratiori of compliance with
the voe limit has not been achieved
in practice.
These CCCTs were required to go
through a LAER demonstration. The
'facility has not commenced operation
yet. Therefore, the demonstration of '_;
compliance withthe voe limit has not
been achieved in practice.
These CCCTs were required to go
through a LAER demonstration. The .
facility has not commenced operation
yet.
Therefore,
the
demonstration of .
I
.
.
compliance with the voe limit has not
been achieved in practice.·
•

·,

•

>

'

'

These CCCTs we~e required to go
through a LAER ?emonstration .
The construction permit for the
Chouteau Power Plan includes a mass
emission limit of. 527 lb/hr with duct
burners operating. Based on the
maximum heat input, the voe
emission rate in lb/MMBtu is 0.0028,
which is not consistent with th~ 'pp in
voe e~ission liriiit. '.
The limit applies' only at high load
(90%
100%). Furthermore, the
1
compliance with the CO CEMS based
limit at lower loads is deemed as
compliance with the voe limit.

to

r

.

'

.. .

'

r-:

..
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Southern
Company,
Georgia Power
- Plant
'I ,
Mcdonough
co111bined
Cycle
Progress
'~
Energy Florid.a Progress
Barto\.v Power
P.1ant
Florida
Power
.

'

1/7/2008

1/26/2007

GA

These CCCTs were required to go
through a LAER demonstration.

I

The limit applies only at high load (90~
100%). Furthermore, the compliance .
with the CO CEMS based limit at
lower loads is d~emed as compliance
with the voe limit.
The limit applies only at high load (90~
100%). Furthermore, the compliance·
with the CO CEMS based limitat
··
·
·
lower loads is deemed as compliance ·
with the VOC limit.

1

FL

Four (4)
'siemens
SGT6-SOOOF

1ls (with duct
b'urner firing)

FL

· Three (3)
Mitsubishi
,
MSOl GAC

1:s (with duct
·
b'.urner.firin. g)

.,

1/10/2007

.1.8 (with orwithout
duct burner firing is
n~t specified) ·

· Not Specified

an~ Light

Company-: FPL
'
West County'.
Energy Center··

a~d

The BAAQMD
the SJVAPeD BAb guidelines indicate that most stringent voe level achievedin
practi~e for·a ndtural.gas-fired combined cycle turbirie combustion turbine is 2.0 ppmvd at 15% 02.
However, SJVAPGD BACT guidelines indicate that 1.5 ppmvd at 15% 0 2 is technologically feasible.
1
. : ' ' '
i
. .
/
. ,··. . ' ! . ; . ' '
The proposed Unit 1 voe BACT emission limit applicablewhen loads are at 60 percent or above of 2.0.
ppmvd at 15% O~ on a 3-hour rolling. average basis is ~onsistent with the most stringent emission limit
.. for the similar model turbines.
.
'

. .

'

.·,

\

•

,'

:

'

<

,·

'

i .

'

AUXILIARY. BOILER BACT ANALYSIS· ..
i
j

I

. I

A top-down BACT analysis was performed for the natural. gas-fired auxiliary boiler.
determination mLst be at least as stringent as the NSPS for the boiler set forth in 40 eFR 60.

•

. I ..

.

i

The ·BAeT

.

Identify NSPS Standards

.

. .:• ·'·' . . 1

.

'

·!

.·

.

.·

'

.

.

.

The natural gas~fired auxiliary boiler is subject to NSPS Subpart De. However, this standard does not
contain any emis~ion limitations or control requiremerits for affected facilities that com bust exclusively ' .
natural gas.
BACT Selection · ·

EPA's RBLC datalfase was searched for natural gas boilers with .less than 100 MMBtulhr heat input and
that were permitted after January 1, 2006. The res ults of searching this database are provided in
· Attachment 3.. The RBLC database did not identify ahy add-on control technologies for the auxiliary
boiler. Because Jdd-on control devices have not been 'demonstrated in practice for a boiler of this size,
they are no~ con~idered feasible and' are removed ~rom further consideration as BACT. Furthermore,
1

.

·•'

i
'

J
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I'

given the relatively low emissions from the boiler and high cost of add-on control devices, they wou_ld
not. be cost effective
to install~ See Table 8 for potential voe emissions from the auxiliary
boiler. .
,
.
'

,

I

,

TABLE 8. AUXILIARY BOILER POTENTIAL EMISSIONS
1

I

I

·.Emissions'!±>

~;FAnnual

Errilssi0ns·111i

1il/h'r) ;if:~,t~~~~ >·::, :t ~~: <i(;H57vt)'!f£%~~t~
voe
.

' ..

..

'

:

'

0.14
l

~

.

.

0.05
.

The applicable control technologies for
the auxiliary
boiler are provided in Table 9.
I
,
I

.

TABLE 9. FEASIBLE CONTROLTECHNOLOGIES FOR AUXILIARY BOILER

.i;;~;~;f 'pci'fitii~~1~~~1l1~ lit;!~iilhi~C,6nfrafT~iGw616~;,';H~·;m;z~~; f,;rrn1~~~~t~~,•~roc1encv'\l'i~:i:;i

;1,, VOC

sp~~ified

Good Combustion Practices

Base Case

combus~i~n

9,

au~iliary ~oiler

As
in TJble good
practices are the feasible control option for the
and therefore 'cohsidered as BACTfor voe. This ·is consistent with the EPA's RBLe se'arch results which
show that good tombustion practices are considered BACT for boilers in this size range. Additionally,
1
the BAAQMD a~ d the SJVAPeo BACT guidelines indicate that ·good ~ombustion practices and use of ·
natural gas are
cbnsidered
BACT
for boilers
of this
size.
The proposed BACT will not'. hav~ any adverse
,
I
.
'
.
.
.
environmental impact.
·.
·
l
.

FIRE WATER PUMP BACT ANALYSIS
'1
'
; ,
'
~ :: ' ' . .
,' .
..
;
A top-down BACT determination was performed for th.e diesel-fired fire water pump. The BACT
determination mLst be at least as strihgent as th~ NSPS for the fire water pump set forth in 40 ·eFR 60 ...
)

;

.

.

·.·

", .

.

1,

.I . .

Identify NSPS Standards

I

'.

'

.

...

.

.

. . NSPS Subpart 1111 standards apply to' the· diesel-powered fire water booster pump.
'
·
. ;t
.
'
'
·'
· ·
·
I
standards are summarized in Table 10.
·.
·
.
.,,

The emission

1
I

TABLE 10. NSPS EMISSION STANDARDS FOR DIESEL ENGINES

3.0 g/hp-hr

.I
I,

·.'

'

BACT Selection

EPA's RBLe d~tabase was ~earched for diesel~fired fire water pumps less thanSOO hp permitted after
January 1; 2006.1 The results of searching this' database are provided in Attachment· 3. The RBLe
database did not identify any add-on control technology for fire water pumps. Because add-on control
devices have not been demonstrated in practice for a diesel engine of this size,.they are not considered
feasible and are removed from further consideration as BACT. Furthermore, given the relatively low
1

·I

. : ' ., !

!
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.

'

emissions from the fire water pump:and high cost of add-on control devices, they would not be cost
effective to insta I. See Table U for potential emissions from the fire water pump.
.
.
.·1

'

TABLE

lL

voe

'

FIRE WATER PUMP POTENTIAL EMISSIONS

· .:

nnuai £missions '1?t1:
.·t<lns/vr)lr~2ilt~})

1.s

0.04

The feasible control technologies for the fire water pump are provided in Table 12.
TABLE 12. FEASIBLE CONTROL TECHNOLOGIES FOR THE FIRE WATER PUMP
0

~t~~'!J'P,ei1'1~icl'~t i:9f,~ ~11!~~iw~i'.t6rit1r<it;tf?~Jin~r~ii:i~1~1! ff~II£~·~1r&iJf!i~!~1l·cy ;::~1::~

' I voe

.

I . ·.

Good Combustion Practices

..

!

·.

.

..

Base Case

•

:

.

.

· ..

As specified in Table 12, good combustion practi~es are the feasible control option 'for the fire water
pump. This is cohsistent with the EPA's RBLC search results which show that good combustion practices
are considered BACT for diesel fire water pumps. :Therefore, PGE is proposing to apply good combustion
.
'
practices as BAGT for the fire water pump. · PGE will also comply with NSPS Subpart 1111 'emission
standards as spetified in Table 10. The proposed BACT will not have any adverse environmental impact.
)

.

..) .

,

.

I

1

'

.

.

r

..

AMBIENT AIR QUALITY ANALYSIS
PGE must provide an air quality impacts analysis in accordance with OAR 340-225-0050 through 340- .
1
. 225-0070 for ea ch pollutant subject to m~jor NSR.1 The updated voe emissions from the Carty
Generating Stati6n exceed the netti~g basis' by more·than the SER; therefore, an impact analysis for
ozone must be cJmpleted due to the increase in the ozone precursor voe. Ozone is assessed by looking· .
. at the ozone pre~ursor distance and o!zone monitoring data which are provided in the section below.

'.

I

.' ;

Portland Ozone Maintenance'Area

op!r~tor

'i

~ource

:· :

•

,

·. ·'

.

t'

'.

,

I

'

'

.

,

The owne; or
of any
subject to OAR 340-;24-0070 that significantly affects air quality in
1
a designated nonIattainment or maintenance
area
must meet the requirements of net air quality benefit
.
..
in OAR 340-224-0510 and 340-224-0520 for ozone areas and OAR 340~224-0510 and 340-224-0540 for .
other de~ignated areas.2 A source is consi~ered to .have a significant impact if located within 1()0
.
J
,·:
i
I
.
kilometers (km) ·Iof a.. designated
ozone area or other designated area •. The Carty Generating Station is
'
located approximately 190 km from the Portland ozone air quality maintenance area (Portland
AQMA). That is the
only designated ;nonattainment or . maint~nance area within 200 km of the Carty
~
Generating Station.
!-

I

'

I

'

1
2

'

'

'

,'

· ' . ..

'

'

:

'

.

.

'

', • 1
OAR 340-224-0070(3)
OAR

'

340~224-0070 4)
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Air Quality Monitoring

,

'

1

mo~itoring

The owner or op!rator of a proposed major modification must conduct ambient air quality
if
required by OARl340-224-0070.3. Pursuant to OAR 340-224-0070(1)(a), air quality m'onitoring must be
conducted for ea~h pollutant potentially emitted at or above a significant emission rate by the proposed
modification.
Fo~I ozone, pre-construction
monitoring
is required
for
any netincreas~, of. 100 tons/year
.
.
.
.·. .
'
.. •
.
.
.
.
or more of voe from a source or, modification ,subject to PSD. However, under OAR 340-224. 070(1)(a)(A)(~ii),;bx'isting representative or conservative background concentration data may be used in
lieu of conductink preconstruction m~nitoring if the source can demonstrate that the air quality impact
from the emission increase would not cause or contribute to an exceedance of the NAAQS.

Ozo~e is a regil~I issue as ozone forma~ion takes time and typically occurs fa; 'downwind of the

emissions source~. Th'e region near the Carty Generating Station .has been studied e~tensively by DEQ,
Washington oeJartment .of Ecology, EPA,: and the NW AIRQUEST Consortium.4 Representative
from the Carty Generating Statiori. In addition, NW
background datalare available in Hermiston, 45
AIRQUEST has estim.ated
ozone background concentrations
across the region
thatcould
be considered
I
.
.
.
.
.
conservative and representative since the modeling period 2009-2011 and are based on Boardman- coal
plant e~issions Jt their pre~co~trol emissions levels. Ozone concentrations from both of these sources .
are provided ,in Table
13 below. The , data collected
at Hermiston, and modeled
by NW
AIRQUEST,
are. .
I
:
·.,
'
,·
,
representative
of and
are • conse..Vative
for ozone
concentrations
in the area.
Therefore,
PGE believes
. .
. .• ,
.
•
:
:,
'
'
'
.
!
that the represe~tative a.nd conservative data demonstrate the meet the criteria for use under OAR340224-070(1)(a)(A)(vii). · .
· . '
.
.
.
.

km

•

,,

·

"'

I

.TABLE 13.

Hermiston Airport
NW AIRQUE
(1)

'

i

'

;

BACKGROU~D OZONE CONCENTRATIONS (ppb) '

3-year Average '
3-year Average

--

61'
55

63 · · 62
N/A
N/A

64
N/A.

Design yaiues from NW AIRQUEST (monitoring/modeling hybrid analysis), maximum d~sign
concentration for at coarse receptors, 2009 through 2011
.
·
i

~'

,•

.

i:

I

I

!' '

'itt,

.'

. NSPS SUBPART KKKK CORRECTIONS
In addition to the voe PSEL revision and BACT li;:nit incorporation~ corrections to the NSPS Subpart KKKK
requirements in the Carty Unit 1 ACDP and Title
V .Permit are requested
at .this
.
.
. time. As provided in
Condition 3.2 of Standard ACDP No. 25-0016-ST-02 and Condition 62 of the Title V permit, the NSPS NOx
standard for. Ca1y Unit . 1 is either 15 ppm _at 15% 2 .or 54 ng/J of useful output (0.43 lb/MWh).
Condition 3.2 states that PGE must comply .with· whichever limit is greater; however, that is not
,
,
t
,
·
I.
·
'
'
'
.
consistent with )Subpart KKKK. PGE requests ,to remove all references in the permit' to the 54 ng/J of
useful ·output (0.13 lb/MWh) Subpart KKKK NOx standard and the associated compliance demonstration,

..

.

.

0

1

3
·

4

•

I

•

..

'

.~ -

•

OAR 340-224-0070(1) · . . . .
,:
. .
·
. http://www.tri-citYherald.com/news/local/article92205232.html ·
https:ljwww.epa.gov/ozone-designations/ozone-designations-guidance-and-data ·· ·
http://www.lar.wso.edu/airpact/index.html'

'

'

•

· Mr. Doug Welch
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recordkeeping
ani:l
reporting
c~ndition!s ..' PGE has
ele~ted' to demonstrate
compliance with
NSPS.• Subpart
. . •.
•
.'
,'
:
.
.
KKl<I< using the 15 ppm at 15% 0 2 NOx standard.
·
1

i.
'. TITLE V MODIFICATION
'

.

PGE is requesting that this permit modification be processed consistent with OAR 340-218-0lSO(h) and
the enhance·d public notification and ~xternal review requirements of OAR 340~218-oho and 340-218-

lo

. 0230. This will aliow the modification be incorporated into the mie v permit(Permit No: 25-0016-TV'01) as an ~dminlstrative amendme~t> The applicable administrative amendment application form is
provided in Attathment 1. PG.E requests that the following changes be made to. the Title \i permit
(Permit No. 2s~oo16~TV-Ol) to incorporate the updated voe PSEL, as well.as the requested revisions to
1
the requirements for NSPS Subpart KKKK; a redline of the TitleV permit has not b~en induded. ·
.
'

'•.

. •

.•

;

•

•

;

'

,'

-

•

.

I

.

•

'

1~,.barty Combustion Turbine (~missions unit CTEU1}
R~qulre;ments table -·Remove"; or
.

Pa'ge

~

.

.

..

. ..

.

0.43 lb/"'lWh" (?th row down, Limit/Standard column)·· ·
.
.
..
• Page 20, Condition 62 - Remove "or 0.43 pounds per megawatt-hour, whichever is greater"
• . Pages 2ot21, Condition 64 - ·Remove references to the 54 ng/J of useful· output (0.43·1b/MWh}
and the associated monitoring requirements • . ·
.
·· . · · . :
:
•. Page 2,9/:Condition 88.(PSEL Table) - Update t.he VOCYSEL attributable.to cartv Unit 1to194 .
.. tons per year
·· ·.·
· · :
,
.
·
·
·
.
;
.
• lncorpor~tethe applicabl~ VOC BACT limits .
'
.
·
.
; •. .
.·.
.

Addi~io~a;ly, the I~h~ck· for the $,14,400 comple~ t~chnical permit modifidtion application. fee was.
included in the copy of the application sent to Oregon DEQ's Business Office.

.

, ,

·.'

1·

. .

.

M~nro

I

•

·•

.

:

,

..

·t ·

.

Please contact David ·.
at sok.464.2437 '.or david.monrri@pgn.com or Amber Chapman at
541.481.1233 . or' amber.chapman@pgn.com .with any questions regarding the. information in this
application.
Respectfully,

i.

,

Elysif!±rt I

---=-

'_l.;----.

Portland General Electric Co~pany
cc:

1

Amber Chapman, PGE
David Mdnro, PGE
Scott De Geeter, PGE
:·.
.
.'
'
'
..
Oregon DEQ, Eastern Region-: Bend Office
.
.1
'
. '
.
O~egon DEQ, Business Office (1 copy plus check)
,

~

I •.

Attachments

:

,,

-f

)

''

'·•,

'

':

',.

.·

Attachment 1
Application Forms.

·!

,.i

_ _ _.;.__ _ _ _ _ __...:_ _ _ _ __.__

___c___:_:___ _ _ _ _ _

~----

,1

: FORM ·AQlOI
ANSWER SHEET

: ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

J
Permit Nuinberi
.Ap Iication No;.
Date Received I:
Regional Office: · .

siatea1~
~tof

Envlronmental
Quality

·1
1. Company I
Legal Name: P1 rtl

.. ·

,p

.·
2. Facilitv Location
Name:.
d
G
.·
I
El
t.
C
an
enera . ec nc ompany
Carty. Generating

Mailing
121
Salmon Street
Address:
City, State, ·.I
Portland, OR 97204
Zip Code:
, Number of emp!oyees (corporate):
2,646

sw

'

3. Facilty Contact
Person
. ·I
:
.

· ':

Street
73396·Tower Road
Address:
City, County,
Boardman, Morro~ Cou.nty, OR 97818
Zip Code:
•
Number of employees (facility): , , 1
20
4. Industrial
Classification
Code(s) i
>
.,,.
·.
I

Amber Chapman ~~~m~z1~~~

Name:
Title:

I

~nvironmental

.

Specialist

Telephone number:

Station

Secondary SIC
andNAICS:
5. Other DEQ Pe1·mits

4911

'

221112
..

.

541 -_·481
1233
u-----:·_I______
·------tTitle
v Operating Permit 25-0016, Water
Fax. number:
541-481-1209 Pollution Control Facility Pe_rmit #100189

J

e-mail address'.~rriber.Chapman@pgn.com
6~

Permit Action: ·

.j'

I

0New Simple ACDP · .
i
0Ne\v Construction ACDP
i
0New Standard ACDP
'
0New Standard ACDP (PSD/NSR)
.
.
. .,
i
0Renewal an existing permit without changes (include form AQ403 for Standard ACDPs) ·
0Renewal of an existing permit with changes (include form AQ403 for Standard ACDPs)
·[8]Revision (or Modification) to an existing permit application :
·'

of

;h~~:~;~;;ly

pe~mission

)or
to discharge air co11laminants in the State ofOregon, as stated or .desaibed in
application, antl certify that the information contained in this application and the schedules and exhibits
appended heret~. are true and correct to ihe best of my kn(llvfedge and belief.
··
.• · .

Maria

Pi·•0 p.. e

~his ·

.
'
Senior Vlca Presideot, Power Supply, OperaUons and Rasoun:e S<ralagy, 503-464-2095

'Title of official and phone riumber

09/30/2016
Date

.

Orego11 Depart111e11t ofE11l'im11me111a/ Qualily Air
Contaminant Discharge Permit Applicatio11 ,

Pagel
0-1116115
I

J

(

FORMAQ101
ANSWER SHEET

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

FEE INFORMATION

. (Make the check payable to DEQ)
S!a!eo!Omgon
Department of '

Environmental
' Qual!1y

Note:· Tile iuit al ~1}plication fees and annual fees specified below (OAR 34.0-216-8020, Table 2, Parts l and
., 2) are only requir.ed for initial permit applications; These fees are not required for an application to renew
or .modify au existing
permit. Tile. . appropriate specific
activity
fee(s)
specified
below (OAR340-216-8020,
·
.
l
'
'
.
, " .
'
.Table 2, Part 3) annlies to permit modificatiOris or may be in addition to initial permit arinlication fees.
~

c

OAR 340-216-8020, Table 2, Part l -INITIAL PERMITTING APPLICATION FEES:
..
.
Short TennAct(vity'ACDP

:I
Assignment to General
ACDP
..

D
D
D
D
D
D

BasicACDP

Simple ACDP ij

'

•'

..

Construction ACDP
Standard Acor;

.

,'

"'

'

'

Sta_ndard ACD~(Major NSR or Type A State NSR) •

'

.

OAR 340-216-8020, TABLE 2, PART
.. 2-ANNUAL. FEES:

·.·

Simple ACDP ~High Fee Class

'

'

\

,.

Standard ACDP;

·''

',

OAR 340-216-8·020; TABLE 2, PART 3 - SPECIFIC ;\CTIVITY FEES: ·
'

'

',

Non-Technical P,ennit Modification'

.

''

'

·•

..

Complex Technical Permit Modification

.

"

"

.

Public Hearing

at Source's Request

. I

TOTAL FEES ':I

.· '$50,400.00

$2,304.00

D
D

$4,'608.00

i

D

..

$9,216.00

'

'

I

:

'

$432.00
$432.00
$1,440.00

:

$7,200.00

i

$14,400.00

I

i
:

I

'

$50,400.00
$7,200.00
$2,880.00

D

State MACT Detennination

'

$14,400.00

I I

0
D

Modeling review (outside Major
NSR or Type A State NSR)
'
,

$11,520.00

'

[ZJ

'

Major NSR or type A State NSR Permit Modification

..

.$7,200.00
i

D
D

Simple Technical Permit Modification
Moderate Tech~ical Pennit Modification ,

$1,440.00

D

'

Basic TechnicafPennit Modification

$3,600.00
$144.00

I I

.

'

'

·.

'

Simple ACDP-itow Fee Class

'

.

I I

·,

$7,200.00

$14,400.00

•,

'
'

' Permits (include fees):
New or Modit:iecl

Permit Renewals (no fees):

Oregon Depa~ment of Environmental Quality,
Business Office
I
..
811 SW Sixt~ Avenue
Portland, OR 97204-1390

Oregon Department of Environmental Quality
Air Quality Program, Eastern Region Office
475 NE Bellevue Drive, Suite 110
i
Bend,' Oregon 97701

Oregon Department o/Environmental Quality , ·
Air Conta111i11ant Disc/1drge Permit Applica!io11

!

.·

Pagel
04116/is ·

.,,\,

FORM AQlOl
· ANSWER SHEET · ·

.·ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

.

I

CONTACT LIST

;
'
\ JI
1. Com11any Information:
I

I
:1 . •

Legal Name: .

·

Other company name (if different than legal name):

Portland General
.Electric
I

·. . . I , ·. . .

·.

. .

2. Site Contact Person: (A person who deals with DEQ staffabout equipment problems.)

I

Natpe: .·

.,

.I .

,

Telephone. number:

·541-481-1233

Amber Chapman·
I
.
Title:

;I : . .·.·

. . ··

.

.. :I :

-

E-mail address:
'

Environmental Specialist

.

'

"

'

,,'

•..

'

Amber.Chapman@pgn.com

. . ·.

.

. .

.

'

, . . ... .
I'

3. ·Facility·contact Person: (lf other than the site contact person, a person involved with allenviionmental issues at the

facility although they may be housed at a difj"el-ent site.)

. ·.

Name:

:

Same
Title:

.:

i

f·I.

,,

;

. .

..

.

4. Mailing Contact Person: (Q other than the site contact person, a person
conm1unication~ directed.)

·

E-mail address:

JI . .
'

·

Telephone number:

i
·1

··

:

r

~

·

I .·.

,

·

·

l

·
I

Name:

.

·

.

.

"

..

.

.. .

•

·

.

to whom the company 1~ould like ali agency
.

·

.

.

.

·

·

..,

Telephone number:

Same
Title:

E-mail address:

'I

1.

Conta~l

tha~

Pm-son: (If other
the site contact:person: a valid contact
conmnmicationl related to resolvi~g invoice questions can be directed.) '

5. invoice

~1

'

Name:

i~for~wtion to which invoices and

'

''

.

.'

.

.:

Telephone number: ·

Same
Title:

Oregon Departme111 ofE?viro11me111al Quality
. Air Co11ta111i11a11/ Discharge Permit Application

E-mail address:

Page3
RevisedO.f//6115

.,-.~.,.

.. _,,......

--···-··-'~

,.j.-

•

"

i

.··•

,FORMMD904
IAnswer She~t .

·~

l

Administrative Amendment·

·~' \

:

Portland General Electric Cor:npany ~ Carty Generating Station · ·

·Facilitynam~: ·1----------------------•:Pern~lt Number:
· Contact Person:

'•,'

'1

25-0016-TV-01

·•

'Name Amber Chapman

,I

I
I

Title Environmental Spedalist

541-481-1233

Phonenumber

e-mail address amber.chapman@pgn.com

I

Fax number· 541-481:-1209

Desfri~e the change:

.

. · ' .:•, ·

, .

: ,..

! . · ·

. . · : .•· ,

·

Modifications made to Standard Air Contaminant Discharge Permit (ACDP) No. 25-0016-ST-02 as processed consistent with OAR 340-218-0 t 50
(h) and the"enhanced public notification and external review requirements of OAR 340-21&-0210 and 340-218-0230: · ' ·
·
1)VOCBACTrequirements·
•.
·
·
2) PSEL table - Condition 86
.
. .
. ,
1
. .
,,
3) NSPS Subpart KKKK requirements - Carty Combustion Turbine (emissions unit CTEU1) Requirements table, 62, 63, and 64

. : I

. .

.

· •.··

·

·

See attached cover letter for additional information

3.

4.
5.

6.

·· ··-.. ··. ·

·

· • ··

.·

i

· '

· :

··•

'

Date change will take effect:
.

·

·

•i

·'

'

Change regards ownership/operatio11al control
· 'es/no ·
· ·
Change provides more accurate emissions data
es/no~ if es, attach a ro riate fom1(s
Construction
pennit
[yes/no]
.
. '
'
.incorporation
.

,,

Yes - see attached inventory and
'
'

•

cov~r letter for details
··-.1

,

,,

)

-

'

"

'

Yes - incorporation of modification to ACDP No: 25-0016-ST·02

'

enh~ncfd.permitting procedures

<

used [yes/n~]

construbtion,
purpose
[describe]
, ·I·
.
,. ,
.change$ in operating conditions [describe]
·> "

·I

Not applicable

'..

Suggested permit language
i

See attached_ letter

. '

Stat~ntent ~f ~erjification:

1

·< ,

~~forJna

,

·.

•

•

'·

.

·

•·

'

.

•

,

reaso~able ~nqz~iiy, the stateme~ts and infomiation in ihis document and

Based on
ion and
beliefformed after
,
I
,·,
any attachments are true,_ accurate and complete.

,., ,

,

--

,

·

t

,

'

t,,,

.

'

.

.

':.l

.

Senior Vice Prcsid~nt, Power Supply, Operations. and Resource Strategy

Name of Respons~ble
Official
.1,
, ..

Title of Responsible Official

9/30/2016
Date

Oregon Department ofEnvironmemal Quality ··
Oregon Title V Opei·atii~g Permit Application Forms
'

''II

l

.

;; j

______________

!

________________

.;____.:.::._
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Attachment 2
Updated PSEL Calculations

''

I'

)

r.

f.

I"

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.;._..:!__ _ _ __::__ _

~----------·-~·

-- ·-·

.'·

,

'

j.

.

:

·Carty Unit 1 PSELCalculations
.
' I
..
Combustion Turbiner/Duct Burners: .

.

. ·_
.

.. I
i I ·

.

.

~ ~

.'

.

Annual hours of operation
Hourly heat input
Natural gas heating value
· Hourly natural gas 'us1ge
Cold startups (80) j
Hot startups (80); 1
Shutdown (160) !i ,
'
•
·1··
.
S02 to S04 conversion

7840 920 outage hours·
. 2868 million Btu/hr
l.bfo Btu/cubicfoot
2.81 million c_ubic feet/hr ·
273.60 hours/yr
··· 104.00 hours/yr
; 80.00 hours/yr
31.60 percent

Normal oper~tions( ·.
Pollutant ·
PMlO
S02
NOx

· ·Emission Factor
5.03E-03
3
7.37E~03

'co
voe

7.40E-03
2.lOE-03
1.46E+OO
· 1.17E+02

H2S04.

GHG

Normal·
t:m1ss1ons
Units
(tons/yr) ,:
lb/MMBtu .
56.6
lb/MMCf
22.6
lb/MMBtu.
78.0
lb/MMBtu.
78.3
22.2
lb/MMBtu
16;1
lb/MMcf
lb/MMBtu
1316480.7

'I

l
'.

Total
t:m1ss1ons
(to'ns/yr)
'56.6
22.6 I
124.0 .
98.1'
193.6
16.1

..
j

1316480.7

Startup/shutdowns:
.
i

'

Nox cold startup ·
.

1· •

' '

Nox hot startup
Nox shutdown
CO cold startup· ·
co h'ot startup
CO shutdown
voe cold startup,
voe hot startup '
voe shutdown

145.6 lb/hr
•. 237.5 lb/hr
·344 lb/hr·
'
75.5 lb/hr
.
123 lb/hr
• 75.lb/hr
1003.84 lb/hr
. •412.15 lb/hr
. 315~2 lb/hr

',.'

'

~'; ,;

-:

19.92'
12.35
13.76
10.33·.
6.40'
3:00
137.33
.. 21.43
12.61

'·

i·

Hazardous air pollu,tants:
1,3 Butadiene
Acetaldehyde
. Acroleiri
Benzene
·. Ethylbenzene
Formaldehyde··
Naphthalene
·i:
PAH/POM
Propylene Oxide .,
•'

'\

Toluene

·~

·Xylenes

· !!

:!
Maxim~~ Single H~P (fom1aldehyde)

Total HAPS

.I

'4.30E-07
4.00E-05
..6.40E-06
1.20E-OS
3.20E-0_5
7.lOE-04
1.30E-06
2.20E-06
.. 2.90E-05
1.30E-04
6.40E~os
'i' .,

lb/MMBtu·
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu ·
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu .
lb/MMBtu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MM Btu
lb/MMBtu
lb/MM Btu,:

. 0.005

i

'0.450
0.072
0.135
0.360
7.982
0.015
0.025
0.326
1.462
0.720
'll.5
··8.o .

1··.,,
I

• i

,.I

.

·,

,._

·,

:·

Carty Unit 1 PSEL Calculations
Auxiliary Boiler
Annual hou.rs of operation
Hourly heat input ·
Natural gas heating value
.
I
Hourly natural gas usage.··

751
. 25.84
1020
0.03

I ..

for startup of the combin~d cycle uni1
million Btu/hr '
Btu/cubic foot
million cubic feet/hr ·

Norma( operations:
Emission
Factor
2.50E+OO
3
5.00E+Ol
.8.40E+Ol
5.5oE+oo
5.00E-04
1.17E+02

Pollutant
PMlO
S02
NOx

co.
voe
lead
GHG

Units
lb/MMcf
lb/MMcf
lb/MMcf
lb/MMcf
lb/MMcf
lb/MMcf
lb/MMBtu

Normal
Emissions
{tons/yr)
0.024
0.029
0.476
. 0.799

i

)

Hazardous air polluta ts:
Arsenic
Benzen'e
Beryllium
Cadmium
Chromium
Cobalt
"'
Dichlorobenzene
Formaldehyde
Hexane· ·

2.00E-04
2.lOE-03
.1.20E-05
l.lOE-03
1.40E-03
8.40E-05
1.20E-03
7.50E-02
1.80E+OO
5.00E-04
3.80E-04
2.60E-04
·r
6.lOE-04
2.lOE-03
. ,
1.30E-03
2.40E-05
. 3:40E-03

lead
Manganese
Mercury
•
Naphthalene
Nickel
PAH/POM
Selenium
Toluene
Total HAPS
Maximum Single HAP (Hexane)
~·

J.~

'

l '

0.052
0.000
1136.2.

lb/MMcf
lb/MMcf
lb/MMcf
lb/MMcf
lb/MMcf
lb/MMct ·.
lb/MMcf
lb/MMcf
lb/MMcf ·
lb/MMcf
lb/MMcf
lb/M.Mcf
lb/MMcf
lb/MMcf
lb/MMcf
lb/MMcf
lb/MMcf
. , ,.

· : 1.90E-06
2.00E-05
1.14E-07
1.05E-05
· 1.33E-05
7.99E-07
1.14E-05
7.13E-04
1:11E-02
4.76E-06
3.61E-06
2.47E-06
5.80E-06

.

c

i.

.,.

2.00E-05 •
1.24E-05 ...
·

2.28E~07

3.23E-05
0.018 .
".

0.017

-.t

'

·Carty Unit 1 PSEL Calculations
Fire Water Pump
Annual hours of operation
· Horse power ~utput

I .

Average BSFC (Btu/hp-hr)
Heat input(

·.· ,

50 for emergencies androutine testing
265 hp-hr · .

.
:7000 Btu/hp-hr
· 1:86 million Btu/hr
'Normal.· ·

·Normal.operations:
'
Pollutant
PMlO

Emission
Factor·

'Emissions
Units

3.31E-04 lb/hp-hr

(tons/yr)
. ' . . 0.002

502,.

2.05F03 lb/hp-hr

0.014

NOx

3.lOE-02 lb/hp-hr

co
voe

6.68E-03 lb/hp-hr
6.61E-03 lb/hp-hr
. 163.6 lb/MMBtu

0.205
·0.044

GHG

0.044
7.59

Hazardous air polluta ts:
1,3-Butad iene

3.90E:.:05 lb/MMBtu

Acetaldehyde

3.57E-05
7.70E-04 lb/MMBtu
' 9.30E-05 lb/MMBtu . .. .4.31E-0.6
9.30E-04 lb/MMBtu
' 4.31E-05
1.20E-03 lb/MMBtu
5.57E-05
3.94E-06
8.50E-05 lb/MMBtu
··· i.90E~o5 ·
4.lOE-04 lb/MMBtu

Acrolein
Benzene
Formaldehyde '
Naphthalene
Toluene
Xylenes
·Total HAPS

.2.90E:.:04 lb/MMBtu

Maximu(ll Single HAP (Formaldehyde)

\

l.81E-06

,

1.34E-05
0.00018
0.00006

..

I

•

'"

>

'i

'·

Carty Unit 1 PSEL Calculations
• cooling Tower

)

PM/PMlO:
. Ci~ulationRate {gal/min).·
'

.

.

.

.1

.

total dissolved solids (ppm)·.
.
.
.I
Density of water {lb/gal.)
.Drift loss {%)
. ·
Hourly emissions (lb/~r)
Annual emissions {tons/yr)

I ·

85000
1200
'8.34
0.0005
·0.26

\

1.1

I,
I

/

'

'~- '•

.

,''

\.

· Carty Unit 1 PSEL Calculations
Total Source Emissions (tons/yr)
PMlO

Carty Plant- combustion turbine
Carty Plant - auxiliary boiler
1 •

·.

Carty.P.lan~ii"e.water.pump

. Carty Plant - cooling tower .
Carty Plant- total

56.6
0.024

502

Nox

co .

22.6
0:029

voe .

H2S04 HAP

124.0
98.1 · 193.6· 16.1
0.476. 0.799
0.052
0.002~0.014-·-· 0.205-0.044-·-·· 0.044 - ·
.1.12
57.7 - 22.7
124.7
98.9
. 193.7 . 16.i

PM2.5. - GHG

11.5
56.6 ·.1316480.7'
0.018 · 0.024
1136.2
· 0.000-· 0.002 7:59__;---"-..;.;......-"'----"--'-----'-----c

11.6

1.12
.. 57.7 1317624.5

'

. .l

...

Attachment 3
RBLCTables

I
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.
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T11ble
EPA'~ R.~CT!BACT/LAER Clearinghouse- Search Results .
Large Natural Gas Combustion Turbine&> 25 MW- Combined Cycle & C~eneN.iton .
Fuel Type: N11tural Ga1
.
Permi1 D•tes Between 0112006 and 0912016
' Carty Unit I Combuolon Turbine, Boardman., Oregon -

t.'.

RBLCID •.

FAOLITYNAME

FACILITY STATt I PERMIT NUM

MIDDLE.SEX ENERGY
CENTER, LLC

'•NJ·0085

NJ

19149/PCPlS

0001

~1obn~EX1~rE:~~v-1~1~~1~·~/Pc;15f

•NJ-0085

CENTER. UC

TX-0788

.

NF.CHF.S STATION

0001

TX

'

122401,
PSDTX1428,
GHGPSDTX11

PERMITISSUANCE DATE

PROCESS NAME

7/19/2016

Combined Cycle Combustion
Turbine firing Natural Gas with Duct
Burnl!!r

. '"'.
711912016 . '

I

PRIMARY FUEL

THROUGHPUT

natu~al gas

4000

THROUGHPUT UNIT

coriiblned Cycle &amp;
Cogeneratlon

3/24/2016

· voe

h/yr·

~·~evcteCOiTibuSt10~'~'-·-·- - - Turbine firing Natural Gas without
Duct Burner

POU UTANT

CONTROL METHOD
DESCRIPTION

EMISSION LIMIT

Oxidation Catalyst and good
combustion practices

fO)(id.at;on ·c-atal~st a~~ go~d f ·-

•.

EMISSION LIMIT.
UNIT

AVG. TIME

CASE·BY-cASE
BASIS

PPMVD@l15%02

AV OF THREE ONE H
STACK TESTS EVERY 5
YR

LAER

fmrffi~Ef~iEH t--·-·-·_, ..

f

' 8040

H/YR

·voe

natural gas

m

MW

voe

OXIDATION c.ATALYST

pPM

Natural gas

3096

MM_Btu/hr per turbine

voe

Complete combustion
minimizes voe

PPMVD(!l15"62

I

natural gas

m

MW

·voe

OXIDATION CATALYST

PPM

I

M TONNES/VR-

voe

Dry low N011 burners and
good combustion practices

PPM

3-HRAVG

BACT·PSO

PPM

- -3-HR AVERAGE.

'sACT·PSD

Natural Gas

. PPMVD@15%02

combUstlon practices

I

'LAER

ST ACK TESTS EVERY S
YR

BACT·PSD

1
OKEECHOBEE Q.EAN
ENERGY CENTER

Fl-0356

FL.

TX-0789

DECOROOVA STEAM
ELECTRIC STATION

TX-0790

PORT ARTHUR LNG
EXPORT TERMINAL

TX

TX-0790

PORT ARTHUR LNG
EXPORT TERMINAL

TX

CT-0157

CPV TOWANTIC, llC

. CT

CT-0158

CPV TOWANTIC, LLe

CT

. MD-0045

-1 MATTAWOMAN ENERGY
'

CENTER

MATTAWOMAN ENERGY
CENTER

MD-0045

MAnAWOMAN ENERGY

"MD·004S

CENTE~

TX

0910117-001-

AC
107S69ANO
PSDTX1432
131769,
PSDTX1456,
GHGPSDTX13
'.' 4
131769,.
PSPTX14S6,
GHGPSDTX13

3/9/2016

2/17/2016

MW

voe

OXIDATION CATALYST

144-0023

11/30/201S

' Combined Cycle Power Plant -

Natural Gas

21200000

MMBtu/12 months

PPMVD@llS%-02

BACT-PSD

11130/2015

Natural Gas

21200000

MMBtu/vr

voe·
voe

OicldatlonCatalyst ·

144-0024

Oxidation Catalyst

PPMVD @l IS'!fi 02

BACT.PSD

MO

PSC CASE. NO.
9110

. 11/13/2015

2 eOMBINEO-OctE COMBUSTION
TURBINES

MD

PSC CASE. NO.
9330 •

11/13/201S

2 COMBINED-CY~LE COMBUSTION
TURBINES· WARM STARTUP

MD--0045

MATIAWOMAN ENERGY
CENTER

MD

PSC CASE. NO.
9330

11/13/201S

I

CCI CORPUS CHRISTI;'
CONDENSATE SPLITIER
FAOUTY

. TX

TX-0751

EAGLE MOUNTAIN
STEAM ELECTRIC
STATION

TX

TX.0730

COLORADO BEND
· ENERGY CENTER

TX

TX.0714

SR BERTRON ELEcrRtC
GENERATING STATION

TX

131316,
PSDTX1454,
AND
GHGPSDT ·
114911 AND
PSDTX1380

116072AND
PSDTX1388

117026,
PSDTX1390,
N194
119365,
PSDTX1410,
GHGPSDTX11

'

102731
PSDTX1294

.11/4/2015:

10/2/2015

286

MW

voe

OXIDATION CATALYST AND
GOOD COMBUSTION
PRACTICES

NATURAlGAS

286

MW

voe

OXIDATION CATALYST AND
GOOD COMBUSTION
PRACTICES

,I

NATURAL GAS

286

'MW

voe.

OXIDATION CATALYST AND
GOOD COMBUSTION
PRACTICES

258

LB/EVENT

NATURAL GAS

'286

MW

voe.

OXIDATION CATALYST AND
. GOOD COMBUSTION
PRACTICES

207

LB/EVENT

NATURAL GAS

286

MW

voe

GOOD COMBUSTION
PRACTICES AND
OXIDATION CATALYST

63

LB/EVENT

natural gas

321

MW

voe

Oxidation Catalyst

nat~ralgas.

195

MW

voe

C~~=~~~~~~~:~~!ION 1-NATURAL GAS

il/13/2015

11/13/2015

TX-0756

l

Combined Cycle Power Plant

MD ·- .. ,PSCCASE.NO.
. 9110

TX •

f --·~1Q.__..

BACT·PSD.

34

I --

TX

natural gas

BACT-PSD

natura!Bas ·

PSC CASE. NO.
9330

LON C. Hill POWER
STATION "

Refrigeration Compression Turbines I

GAsOPERAT10N

Simpli! Cycle Electrical Generation
Gas Turbines 15.210

MD.

TX·0767

Combined Cycle &amp;
CoReneratfon

2/17/2016

•

MATTAWOMAN ENERGY
~
CENTER

FGE EAGLE PINES
PROJECT

"""

1/8/2016

MD-0045

TX-0773

Combined-cycle electric 8enerating

I 2

COT~:I=~~~!~~~~~S:ION I

2 COMBINED-CYO.E COMBUSTION
TURBINES· SHUTDOWN
Combined Cvcle Turbines (&gt;2S

MW)
Combined Cycle Turbines (&gt;2S

MWl

(2} .combined cycle turbines

PPM

o.oos

LB/100 SCF ~

voe

Oxidation catalvst

natural gas

1100

MW

voe

SCR and OKidation catalyst

PPMVD @ 15% 02

natural gas

240'

MW

voe

O)(ldatloncat.ltvst

PPMVD

natural gas

12/19/2014

.2

MW

. Combined Cycle Turbines (&gt;2S
MW) 1e• natural gas
turbine electric
generatina faclllty

O)(ldatloncatalyst

. 210

6/18/2015

37

I

lAER·

I

3-HR BLOCK AVG.
W/OUT DUCT FIRING

LAER.

r

W.6.RM STARTUP'

HOT STARTUP

SHUTDOWN .

·PPM

voe.

natural gas

Combined~le gas

PPMVO@ 1S% 02

MMBtu/hr (ma)()

Boilers, Bl-1 and Bl-2

. COLD STARTUP

LB/EVENT

Good combustion praci:i~es
wm llmlt voe emissions to
0.005 lb per 1000 sd. Fuel
flow will be measured.

6/19/2015

4/1/201S

301

2.

1••

lAER

LAER

LAER

BACT-PSO

BAcr-PsD·

EACH BOILER

BACT·PSD

LAER

PPM

]-HR AVERAGE ·

@15%02

BACT·PSD

BACT·PSD

""--.

0

.
Tahle 1. £PA'• R.~CT/BACT/LAER Clearinghouse .. Se1m:h Re~ults
Laf.gC N11tur1d GH C11mhuttlon Turbines> 2~ MW .. Comhlned Cycle & Cogeneratlon
Fuel Type: Nahtral Gas
Permit Dace• Bcl\\'een 01.12006 anti M/2016
Cnrty Unit 1 Combu1tlon Turbine, Boardman. Oregon

''--

RBLCID

, TX-0710

•wv-002s

FAOUTYNAME
VICTORIA POWER
STATION
MOUNDSVILLE
COMBINED CYO.E
POWER PlANT

FACIUTY STATE I PERMIT NUM
TX

WV

TX-0712...:,;.l TRINID:~:NERATING I~.

PRIMARYFUfi

THROUGHPUT

108258
PSDTX1348

12/.1/2014

combined cyde turbine

natural Bas

197

11/21/2014

Combined Cycle Turbine/Duct
Burner

R14·0030

.,;;::::5r I~112012014

MD-0046

KEYS ENERGY CENTER

MD

PSCCASE NO.
9297

10/31/2014

M0-0046

KEYS ENERGY CENTI:R

MD

PSCCASE NO.
9297

·. 10/31/2014

MD-0046

KEYS ENERGY CENTER

MD

PSCCASE NO.
9297 _

10/31/2014

Natural Gas
_niftural1as_

"'"combined cycle turbine

THROUGHPUT UNIT ;

MW

2419.61

"'!mBtu/Hr

MW

_49~

POLLUTANT

CONTROL METHOD
DESCRIPTION

voe

oxidation catalyst

·voe

Oxidation Catalyst & Good
Combustion Practices

. voc;_;__

EMISSION UMIT

5.3 '

oxidation catalyst_

2 COM8lN£D..CVCLE COMBUSTION
TURBINES ·COLD STARTUP

NATURAL GAS

235

MW

voe

OXIDATION CATALYST AND
GOOD COMBUSTION
PRACTICES

164

LB/EVENT.

2 COMBINED-CYCLE COMBUSTION
- TURBINES-WARM STARTUP

NATURAL GAS

235

MW

voe·

OXIDATION CATALYST ANO
GOOD COMBUSTION
PRACTICES

63

LB/EVENT

WARM STARTUP

lAER

52.6

LB/EVENT

HOT STARTUP

lAER

LB/EVENT

SHUTDOWN

lAER

MW

voe

MD-0046

KEYS ENERGY CENTER

MD

PSC CASE NO.
9297

10/31/2014

2 COMBINED-CYCLE COMBUSTION
TURBINES· SHUTDOWN

NATURAL GAS

235

MW,

voe

OXIDATION CATALYST AND
GOOD COMBUSTION
PRACTICES

12

TX-Ofin

CORPUS CHRISTI
LIQUEFACTION PlANT

TX

PSDTX1306
105710

·.' 9/12/2014

Refrigeration compressor turbinl!S

natural gas

40000.

hp

voe

good combustion practices

0.6

NJ-0082

WEST DEPTFORD ENERGY
: STATION

NJ

S6078/BOP12
0001

7/18/2014.

, NJ-0082

WEST DEPTFORD ENE'.RGY
" STATION ,

NJ

56078/BOP12
0001 '•

TX-0678

FREEPORT LNG
PRETREATMENTFAOUTY

TX

· TX-0713

TENASKA BROWNSVILLE
GENERATING STATION

•M0-00.\1

CPV ST. CHARLES

•Mo-0042

·-----:-- I -·.rx:Q550"

WILDCAT POINT
GENERATION FACILITY

FGE TEXAS POWER I ANO
FGE TEXAS POWER II

PPMVD215%02

lAER

PPMVD@15%02

AVERAGE OF THREE
STACK TEST RUNS

lAER

01ddatlon catalyst

PPMVO

1 HOUR BASED ON
·-STACkTEST

BACT·PSD

oxidation catalyst .

PPMVD

@15%02',3-HR
AVERAGE

BACT-PSD

eo·iTibined CVde Combustion
Turbine with Duct Sumer

NatwatGas.

104840N170
PSDTX1302

7/16/2014

Combustion Turbine

natural gas

87

MW

voe

TX

108411
PSDTX1350

4/29/2014

(2) combined cyde turbines

natural gas

274

MW

voe

MD

PSCi:ASENO.
9280

4/23/2014

2 COMBINED-CYCLE COMBUSTION
TURBINES

m

MEGAWATT

voe

OXIDATION CATALYST AND
GOOD COMBUSTION
PRACTICES

13-A-499-P

4/14/2014

IA

13·A·499·P

4/14/2014

MD

-n.

iPcN' CAsE
N0.9327 .•.

-Ps6nc1364- 1---

4/8/2014

." 3/24/2oi4 :;:-

2 COMBINED CYCLE COMBUSTION
TURBINES, WITH DUCT FIRING

Combustion turbine #1 ·combined
<VCI•

Combustion turbine #2 -c:omb!ned

""~
2

1 NATURAL GAS

20282

MMCF/YR_,

~-VOC

NATURAL GAS

ns

- MW

voe

EXCLUSIVE USE OF
NATURAL GAS, AND AN
OXIDATION CATALYST

naturalcas

2258

mm8tu/hr,

voe

catcl1ytrco1Cidlier

natural gas

2258.

mmBtu/hr

voe·

~~~:i~E~ ~~~Eo~c~!~~~ g~ I NATURAL GAS

1

- -Al-Stoln"TUrbine".

voe

NatUi'a1Gas

1000

230.7

MW

MW

voe

voe

lAER

BACT·PSD

7/18/2014

MMCF/YR "

I·

"-

_lHOUR~.

NatutalGas·

20282

CotD STARTUP

lAER

AVERAGE OF THREE
ONE HOUR STACK
TESTS

Oxidation catalysts and use
of Natural gu a clean
butninR fuel
Oxidation catalyst and use
ofnaturalgasaclea~
burnfn11:fuel

Combined Cycle Combustion ,
Turbine wltl\out Duet Burner

IA

@115%021-HR...:........f-.BAC!_~PSD •

PPMVD (@15%02 IW/OUTOUCTFIRING, 3
HR BLOCK AVG

235"

IA-0107

BACT-PSD ·

voe

2 COMBINED-CYCLE COMBUSTtoN , NATURAL GAS
TURBINES· HOT STARTUP

'IA-0107

BACT·PSD

MW

10/31/2014

MARSHALLTOWN
GENERATING STATION
MARSHALLTOWN
GENERATING STATION

@15% 02, 3-HR
ROLLING AVERAGE

235

TURBINES

PSCCASE NO.
9297

4/23/2014

CASE-BY-CASE
BASIS

NATURAL GAS

2 COMB1NED-CVQ.E COMBUSTION

MD

PSCCASE NO.
9280

AVG. TIME

LB/H
~!"'MVO,

I kEVS ENERGY CENTER

MD

UNIT

OXIDATION CATALYST AND
GOOD COMBUSTION
PRACTICES

MD-0046

CPVST.CHARLES

EMISSION LIMIT

PPMVO

OXIDATION CATALYST AND
GOOD COMBUSTION
PRACTICES

•M0-0041

"'i"

PROCESS NAME

PERMIT ISSUANCE DATE

0.1

.1

. LB/H

3-HOUR BLOCK

PPMVD @115% 02

I AVERAGE, EXCLUDING

lAER

SU/SD
PPMVD @ 15% 02

PPM
'PPM

USE OF PIPELINE NATURAL
GAS, GOOD COMBUSTION
PRACTICES, AND USE OF AN
OXIDATION CATALYST

1.6.

· 01ddatlon catalyst, good ·
combustion practices

2

PPMVD@ 1S%.02
--c

PPMVD

I

3-HOUR BLOCK
AVERAGE, EXO.UDING
~ SU/SD
AVG. OF 3 ONE HOUR
TEST RUNS
AVERAGE OF 3 ONE·
HOUR TEST RUNS

lAER
BACT·PSO
BACT·PS0

3-HOUR BLOCK
!'VERAGE, EXaUDING
---,,-SU/SD

lAER

· CORRECT£[) TO 15%
02, ROLLING 3 HR AVE

- BACT·PS0.

I

I

,.
Table 1. EPA's RACTIBACT/LAER Ckarlnghouse. Search Re~ults
Large Natural Can Cnmbu,tlon Turbines> 25 MW• Combined Cycle & Cogcneratl11n
Fuel Type: Natural Gas
Permit Dates 8t'hteen 01!2006 and 0912016
Carty Unit 1 Combu1tton Turbine, Boardman. On~11n

I

RBlClD

FAClllnNAME

NJ-OOsi

PSEG FOSSIL LLC
SEWAREN GENERATING
STATION
PSEG FOSSIL UC

FACILITY STATE I PERMIT NUM

NJ

I

PERMIT ISSUANCE DATE

PROCESS NAME

PRIMARY FUEL

THROUGHPUT

THROUGHPUT UNIT

POLLUTANT

CONTROL METHOD
DESCRIPTION

3/7/2014

Combined Cycle Combustion
Turbine ·Siemens turbine without
DI.tel Burnet

Natur;lgas

33691

MMCF/YR

voe

Good Combustion PractlcPS
and use of Natural gas as 1
clean burning fuel

18068·
(BOP120002)

I I_.__

STATION

NJ-0081

PSEG FOSSIL LLC
SEWAREN GENERATING
STATION

NJ

NJ.CJ081

PSEGFOSSILLLC
SEWAREN GENERATING
STATION

NJ

OR-0050

TROUTDALE ENERGY
CENTER,LLC

OR

26-0235

•PA-0298

FUTURE POWER
PA/GOOD SPRINGS NGCC
FACILITY

PA

54-00082A

MA-0039

SALEM HARBOR STATION
REDEVELOPMENT

MA

NE-12-022

PA-0296 ..

=~=~~~:E~~~~~

PA

-06-0S1SOA

Ml-0412_

HOLLAND BOARD OF
PUBLIC WORKS· EAST
5TH STREET

Ml-0412

•TX-0641

. HOLLAND BOARD OF .
PUBLIC WORKS· EAST
STHSTREET
PINECREST ENERGY
CENTER

Ml

TURB1N~WIT:~ouqauRNER.:....

18068~

TX ..

Ml"""6

Ml

Ml"""6

RENAISSANCE POWER
LLC

Ml

TX-0709

_ SAND HILL ENERGY
.
CENTER

TX

Ml-0410'

THETFORD GENERATING
STATION

Ml

OK-0154

MOORELAND
GENERATING STA

OK

PSDTX1298
'Sl-13

51-13 •

48106,
PSDTX1012M
2
191-12 -

200S.302-C{M
l)PSD ,

I

I

AVERAGE OF THREE
TESTS

lAER

I

·

fuel)

voe

CO Oxidation Catalyst and
good combustion practices
and use natural gas only as
a clean burning fuel

PPMVD@lS%02

AVERAGE OF THREE
ONE HOUR TESTS

lAER

COMBINED CYCLE COMBUSTION
TURBINE WITHOUT DUCT BURNER.
GENERAL ELECTRIC

Natural Gu

33691

- MMCF/YR

voe

Oxidation Catalyst and use
·ofnaturalgasaclean,
burninRfuel
~

PPMV0@1S%02

AVERAGE OF THREE
ONE-HOUR TESTS

lAER

Mitsubishi MSOl-GAC combustion
turbine, combined cycle
configuration with duct burner.

natural gs

2988

MM8TU/H

voe

Oxidation catalyst;
Limit the time In startup or
shutdown.

PPMDV AT 15% 02

3-HR ROLLING
AVERAGE ON NG

BACT-PSD

3/4/2014

Turbine, COMBINED CVO.E UNrr
(Siemens 5000)

Natural Gas

2267

MMBTU/H

voe

CO Catalyst

PPMVO

@I 1S% OXYGEN

BACT·PSD

1/30/2014

Combustion Turbine with Duct
Burner

Natural Gas

2449

MMBTU/H

voe

Oxidation catalyst

PPMV0@1S% 02

1 HR AVG EXCLUDING
SS/NO DUCT FIRING

1

. 3/5/2014

----

Oxl.dation cata'.vst and

PPMVD@ 15%02

._voe_._.=~:==-·_ 2_ _· ._ ~o--t-=~~°::E~~~:.,~~R_ _

_NaturaJGas_ -·-33691_ _ -·-MMCF/!R_ _ _ _

12/17/2013

12/4/2013

Turbtni!,cOmblril!dCycle:11ilnd#2 -NaturalGas

~:·CT=~~~ 2 C~mblne~ cycle

12/4/2013

3o46 ..

natural sas

647 . __ ..

• FG-CTGHRSG: Startup &amp; Shutdown

naturals<n

voe

2807

MMBTU/H

voe

Catalytic oxidation system

173.9

MW

<-natural gas

2587

MMBTU/H heat Input,
eachCTG

Natural Gas

360

MW

2147

11/1/2013

FG·CTG/081-4 Natural gas fueled
combined cycle combustion turbine
generators; duct burner on HRSG

Natural gas

9/13/2013

Natural gas--flred combined cYcle
turbines

Natural Gas

?/2S/2013

FGCCA or FGCCB-4 nat. gas fired
CTG w/ DB for HRSG

112tio11

Combustion Turbine

OK

2008-302-C(M
~_l}PSD __

7/2/2013 ..

. COMBUSTION TURBINE

NATURAL GAS

360

OH-03S2

OREGON 0.EAN ENERGY
CENTER

OH

P0110840

6/18/2013 -

2 Combined Cycle Combustion
Turbines-Siemens, without duct
-burners
.

Natural Gas

S15600

Natural Gas

51560

0H-03S2

OH

P0110840

6/18~2013

OH-03S2

OREGON CLEAN ENERGY
CENTER

OH

P0110840

6/18/2013 .

burners
2 Combined Cycle Combustion
Turbines-Mitsubishi, without duct
burneN
2 Combined Cycle Combustion
Turbines-Mitsubishi, with duct
burners··

MW

700

MOORELAND
GENERATING STA

6/18/2013

voe

Oxidation catalyst~
technology and good
combustion practices.

MMBTU/H

Natural gas

OH

VOC

oxidation catalyst

natural gas

LB/H··-·

198.9

.I

.,

U-MONTH ROLLING
TOTAL'

I
I

OTHER CASE-BYCASE

OTHER CASE-BY·
·CASE •

TEST PROTOCOL

BACT·PSD

EACH, DURING ·- STARTUP'

BACT·PSD

PPMVD

INITIAL STACK TEST,
1S%0XVGEN

BACT·PSD·

PPMVOL

DRY AT 15" OXYGEN

BACT-PSD

PPMVOl.

ORV AT 1S% OXYGEN

BA.CT·PSD

lHR.AVG.

BACT-PSD

PPM

Efficient combustion
controlpluscatalytlc
oxldatlonsvstem.

BACT·PSD

' voe

Oxidation catalyst and good
combustion practices.

PPMV0@15%02

30-DAY

BACT·PSO

voe

OXIDATION CATALYST ANO
GOOD COMBUSTION
.~ -~ PRACTICES. -

PPMV0@15% 02

30-DAY

BACT·PSD

MMSCF/rolling 12· '
months - -

voe

oxldatloncatalvst

3.9

l8/H

BACT-PSD.

MMSCF/rot11ng 12-MO

voe

oxidatloncata~t

~9

LB/H

BACT·PSD

MW

I··

PPM_

(COS)

voe,

voe

. T/YR

- 93.85

Oxidation catalyst
technology and good
combustion practicPs.

Catalytic oxidation system
. (COS)

11/1/2013

2 Combined Cvcle Combustion
Turbines-Siemens, with duct

.. CTGHRSG

• ---1-..: .. _·_

voe

combined cycle turbine

OREGON ClEAN ENERGY
CENTER

MB~~~R~ eac

h

-:,: MMBTU/H for each·.·

647

FG-CTGl-4 Natural gas fueled
combined cyde combustion turb1ne
l!:enerators ICTGI

OREGON ClEAN ENERGY
CENTER

fo

s w th duct urners

· 1111212013

OH-0352

-voe

MMBTU/H
M

OK-Ols4

P0110840

I

CASE·BV-CASE
BASIS

MMeF/YR

TURBINE WITH DUCT BURNER·
GENERAL rLECTRIC

sw

RENAISSANCE POWER.
LLC

I ·

AVG.TIME

33691

3/7/2014

(BOP120002)

107-13

I

EMISSION LIMIT
UNIT

Natural gas

3/7/2014

"~'--

Ml

I

COMBINED CYQ.E COMBUSTION.

18068•
{BOP120002)

1oi-U

I

COMBINED <.Ya..£ COMBUSTION
Jl?/201'1 _ _ _
SIEMENS

1-NJ-008~-i.srw~RENGENERA!ING_ _ _NJ_ _ te:S~

EMISSION LIMIT

I
.Natural Gas

47917

MMSCF/rolling 12-MO

voe

oxidation catalyst

7.9

LB/H

Natural Gas

47917

MMSCF/rollina 12·MO

voe.

oxidation catalyst

1.1·

LB/H.

I

BACT-PSD.

SACT-PSD

1- - - - - - - - - -

_ Table I. £PA'1 RACT/BACTILAER Clearingbnuse .Search Resul11
Lal"l:e Natu,..I Ga1 Combu~tion Turblnr1 > 25 MW• Comhlned Cycle & CogeDentlon
Fuel Trpe: Natural GH
Pennit Dales BetwttnOl/2006 and 0912016
Cart)' Unit t Combustion Turbine, Boardman, Oregon

RBLCID

FACILITY NAME

Ml-0405

MIDLAND
COGENERATION
VENTURE

Ml

Ml-0405

·- MIDlAND
COGENERATION
VENTURE_;_

Ml

,.

PA-0291

HICKORY RUN ENERGY
STATION

PA-0288

SUNBURY GENERATION
LP/SUNBURY SES
BRUNSWICK COUNTY
POWER STATION
lA PALOMA ENERGY
CENTER
MOXIE ENERGY
llC/PATRIOT
GENERATION PLT

•VA-0321
TX-0708
PA-0286

FACILITY STATE I PCRMIT NUM

PA

I

PERMIT ISSUANCE DATE

103-12 ~

4/23/2013

103·12

4/23/2013

l7-337A

55-00001£

4/1/2013

VA

52404-001

3/12/2013 •

TX

101542
PSOTX1288

2/7/2013

PA

41-00084A

1/31/2013

THROUGHPUT

THROUGHPUT UNIT

POUUTANT

CONTROL METHOD
DESCRIPTION

EMISSION LIMIT

EMISSION LIMIT
UNIT

AVG.TIME

CASE-BY-CASE
BASIS

Naturafgas

2237

MMSTU/H

voe

Good combustion practices

0.0018

LB/MMBTU

EACH CTG; TEST
PROTOCOL

BACT·PSD

{~~b;~~o~:~rb~~: ~=~:~:r I Nat~ral gas

. 2486

MMBTU/H

voe

Good combustion practices

0.004

lB/MMBTU

_ TEST PROTOCOL

1.5

PPMV0@15%
OXYGEN

Natural gas fueled combined cycle
combustion turbine generators
ICTG) With HRSG
Natural sas fueled combined cycle

COMBINED cvaE UNITS 11'1 ind #2

4/23/2013

PA

PRIMARY FUEL

PROCESS NAME

Combined Cycle Combustion
Turbine AND DUCT BURNER 13)

I

Natural Gas

3.4

MMCF/HR

voe

·Oxidation Catalyst

Natural Gas

2538000

MMBTU/H

voe

Olcldatlon Catalyst

Natural Gas

3442

MMBTU/H

voe

0111dation catalyst; good
combustion practices.

. natural gas

650

MW

voe

· oxidationcatalyst

voe

• COCatalyst

PPM

WITH OR WITHOUT
DUCT BURNER

BACT-PSD

I
I

OTHER CASE·BY·
CA.SE

3 LB/HR. DUCT BURN OTHER CASE-BY· I
NOTOPERATING, 1S%
CASE

02

COMBUSTION TURBINE
G[NERATORS, 131
12} combined cvcle turbines

Combined Cycle Power Blocks 4n

Natural Gas

MW•(2)

0.7

PPMVD
PPMVD

1'

PP MDV

3 H AVG/WITHOUT
DUCT BURNING
@15'602,3-HR
ROI.LING

BACT-PSD
BACT-PSD

WITHOUT DUCT
BURNER

BACT-PSO

OH-03S6

DUKE ENERGY HANGING
ROCK ENERGY

OH

P0110487

12/18/2012

Turbines (4} {model GE 7FA) Duct
Burners Off

NAfURALGAS

m

MW

voe

Using efficient combustion
technology

3.2

LB/H.

BACT·PSO

OH-0356

DUKE ENERGY HANGING
ROCK ENERGY

OH

P0110487

12/18/2012

Turbines 14) (model GE 7FA) Duct
' Burnerson

NATURAL GAS

m

MW

voe_

UslnlJ efficient combustion
technology

7.3

LB/H

BACT·PSD

1213/zo12

FO:d~)~A~:l~~T~~~l:~:DI

NATURALGAS

2300

MMBTU/H

voe

OXIDIZED CATAl YST

12/3/2012

FOUR (4) NATURAL GAS COMBINED
CYCUCOMBUSTIONTURBINES· I NATURALGAS
START UP/SHUTDOWN CYCLE -

2300

MMBTU/H

voe

655

MMBTU/H

voe

Oxidation catalyst system

natural gas

180

MW

voe

Good combustion

C~mbine cycle power block {4 on 11 I natural gas

1160

MW

voe

fuelSulfurlimlts

ST. JOSEPH ENEGRY

IN-01S8

CENTER,LLC

IN-0158

~-.

_,

-

OE-0023-

TX-0618
FL-0337

TX-0620

•wy-0070

NRG ENERGY CENTER
DOVER I

DE

001/00127(R·

OiANNEL ENERGY
CENTERLl.C

TX

PSDTX9SSM1

10/15/2012

Fl

10S0233-034·
AC

10/14/2012

-~~-;:

__, ---,_c:; __

10/31/2012

CA-1211
CA-1211
CA-1211
CA-1211

~-

.

UNIT2· kDl

-----

Natural Gas

22

TONS

12 CONSECUTIVE
MONTH PERIOD

BACT.PSD

6.4

LB/H

1 HOUR AVERAGE

PPMVD

@>15%02

1.4

PPMVo @1S% 02

OTHER CASE·BY.I
CASE

2)fREV-1'

PA

0Sl·0004SA.

10/10/2012

Combined Cycle Turbine

Comblned·cvcte Turbines {2),
Naturaraasfired

Natural Gas

3277

.• MMBTU/H

voe

I·

Oxidation Catalyst

BACT·PSD
BACT-PSD

PPMVO

WITHOUT DUCT
BURNER

lAER

PPMVD

@115%02

BACT-PSD

PPMVD

01S%02

BACT-PSD

PSDTX979M2

9/26/2012

Combined Cycle Turbine

natural gas

.180

MW

voe

TX

PSDTX12S6

9/12/2012

Combined cycle gas turbine

naturaieas

195

MW

voe

natural Ras
good combustion and
natura1R2isasfuel

CT-12636

8/28/2012

Combined Cytle }urblne (EPOl)

Natural Gas

40

MW

voe

Oxidation Catalyst

PPMV AT 15% 02

1-HOUR

• BACT·PSD.

WY

CT-12636.

8/28/2012 .

Combined cycle Turblr\e (EP02)

Natural Gas

40

MW

voe

Oxidation catalyst

PPMV AT 15% 02

3·HOUR AVERAGE

BACT.PSO

lA

PSD·LA703(M3)

voe

Good combustion practkes
and fueled by natural gas

LB/H

HOURLY MAXIMUM

BACT.PSD

voe

Natural gas, good
combustion practices and
oxldatloncatalvst

PPMVD

3-HRAT1S%0XYGEN

IHOU~~y~~~RANGEERW/01.

NINEMILE POINT
ELECTRIC GENERATING

"WY

TX

PSDTX1244

12/6/2011

9/U2011

COLUSA GENERATING
STATION
COLUSA GENERATING

STATION
COLUSA GENERATING

STATION
COLUSA GENERATING
STATION
COLUSA GENERATING
STATION

Combined Cycle Refrigeration
tompressor Turbines {Bl-·

natural gas

natural gas

Natural gas-fired turbines

286

390

MMBTU/H

MW

./

lA

PSD·LA·7S2

8/16/2011

CA

SAC06-01

3/11!2011

CA

SAC06-01

3/11/2011

CA

SAC0&-01

3/11/2011

CA

SAC06-01

3/11/2011

CA

SAC06-01

3/11/2011.

PLANT
CA·1211

.

BACT·PSD

TX

POWER PLANT

I

-

3HOURS

ES JOSLIN POWER PlANT

THOMAS C. FERGUSON

TX-0600

• _AQM-.--

PPMVD

DEER PARK ENERGY
CENTER

SABINE PASS LNG
TERMINAL

LA-0257

LA-0254

141-31003·
00579 --

CHEYENNE PRAIRIE
GENERATING STATION
CHEYENNE PRAIRIE
GENERATING STATION

· •wv-0010

00579

IN

MOXIE LIBERTY
LLC/ASVLUM POWER Pl T

PA-0278

141-31003-

, ST. JOSEPH ENEGRY
_ CENTER. LLC _ -::·

I POLK POWER STATION

TX-0619 .

IN

GEN~~~TB~:~~~1~6~:::p~ 6B) I NATURAL GAS
COMBUSTION TURBINES (WARM
STARTUP PERIODS\
COMBUSTION TURBINES (HOT
STARTUP PFRIODSI
COMBUSTION TURBINES
l~HUTDOWN PER100Sl
COMBUSTION TURBINES (NORMAL
OPERATION)
COMBUSTION TURBINES (COLO
STARTUP PERIODS)

I

Bood combustion, use of

G6oo COMBUSTION

2·

0.66

7146

MMBTU/H"

voe

1.4

PPMVD@ 1S'6 02

NA.TURALGAS

172

Mw·,

voe

27.7

LB/H

NATURAL GAS

172

MW

voe

27.7

NATURAL GAS

m

MW

voe

23.9

172

MW

voe

172

MW

voe

NATURAL GAS
NATURAL GAS

PRACTICES

L8/H
L8/H

PPMVD
27.7

LB/H

. WARM STARTUP
PERIODS

I · BACT·PSD
BACT·PSD

BACT-PSD

HOT STARTUP PERIODS

BACT-PSD

TURBINE SHUTDOWN
PER100S
@1S%02,l-HR
ROii.iNG AVG
COLD STARTUP
PERIODS

BAcr-PSD

BACT-PSD

BACT-.PSD

~C-- -- -

..

·

T~ble t. EPA's RACTIBACT/LAE.R Clnrtnglmu~ - Search Rnur'fs .
Large Natural Gas Combustion Turbines> 1.llli MW - Combfnl'd Cycle & Cogenention
Fuel Type: Natunl CH
Permit Dales &twttn Ot/1006 .nd 09/1016
. Ca~· Unit 1 c~mbustion Turbine. Boardman. 0.-qtun

RBLCID

•1L-Oll2

FAOLITVNAME

I NELSON ENERGY CENTER
WARREN COUNTY
POWER PLANT DOMINION

VA·0315

FACIUTY STAn I PERMIT NUM

PRIMARY FUR

PROCESS NAME

PERMIT ISSUANCE DAn .

THROUGHPUT

THROUGHPUT UNIT

CONTROL METHOD
DESCRIPT10N

POLLUTANT

~

98080039

12/28/2010

ElectricGP.nerationfacility

Natural Gas

220

MW each

voe

VA

81391-4'.107

1211112oio

COMBINED CYCLE TURBINE &amp;
DUCT BURNER, 3 · .

Natural Gas

2996

MMBTU/H

voe

EMISSION LIMIT

4·
Oxidation catalyst and good
combustion practins,

2.6

Ol.N burMft " " - :

TX-0590

•co-0011

I

KING POWER STATION

TX

PSDTXlUS

8/5/2010

PUEBLO AIRPORT
GENERATING STATION

co

09PBOS91

7/22/2010

Turbine.

four combined cycle combution
•
turbines

ID-0018

LANGLEY GULCH POWER
PLANT

10

P-2009.0092

, 6/25/2010

COMBUSTION TURBINE, COMBINED
CYCLEW/DUCTBURNER

GA:01.18

LIVE OAKS POWER PLANT

• GA

4911-127·
0075·P-02-0

4/8/2010

COMBINED CVCL.£ COMBUSTION
TURBINE-ELECTRICGENERATING
PLANT

TX-0548

CA-lln
TX-0547

TX.0546

NJ.0074
CA-1178

OK-0129

TX-0542

MADISON BEU ENERGY
CENTER
OTAY MESA ENERGY
CENTERLLC
NATURAL GAS-FIRED
POWER GENERATION
FAOLfTY
PATTILLO BRANCH
POWER PLANT

IWEST DEPTFORD ENERGY

I APPLl(O ENERGY LLC
CHOUTEAU POWER
PLANT

J PEARSALL POWER PLANT

TX

83378

sit8/2009

ELECTRIOTYGENERATION

CA

978379

7/22/2009

Gas turbine combined cycle

TX

TX

NJ
CA
OK

TX

83207,

83642 ....

56078BOP080001
987494
Z007·115·C(M
llPSD

84824

.

I
I

MW

voe

combination with an
oxidatlontatalvst

natural gas

373

MMBTU/H

voe

good combustion contro!
and catajytic oxidation

NATURAL GAS
(ONLV)

2375.28

MMBTU/H

voe

NATURALGAS

600

MW

voe

275

MW

voe

17L7

MW

voe

Natural gas,

NATURAL GAS

ELECTRIOTY GENERATION

6/17/2009

1350

I NATURALGAS

ELECTRlaTY GENERATION

6/22/2009

natural gas

NATURAL GAS

fURSINE, COMBINED lYCLE

NATURAL GAS

3/Z0/2009

Gas turbine combined cvcle

Natural gas

1/23/2009

COMBINED CYCLE COGENERATION
&Rt:2SMW

5/6/2009

250

350

1n98

MW

OXIDATION CATALYST

MMFT3/YR

voe

CO OXIDATION CATALYST
AND GOOD COMBUSTION
PRACTICES

MMBTU/H

voe
voe

1/23/2009

ELECTRICAL GENERATION

NATURAL GAS

NATURAL GAS

1882

8.44

MW

voe·'

LB~

AVG.TIME

/

I

BACT-PSD

3 HR AVG. (WITHOUT
DUCT BURNER FIRING)

BACT·PSD

PPMVD AT 15% 02 J THREE4iOUR ROLLING
- AVERAGE

PPMVD

PPM(!l15%02

2.5

PPMVO

I AVE OVER STACK TEST

0.3

TCEO).£S CURRENT BACT
GUIDELINES THIS TYPE OF
ENGINE IS 1 G /BHP-HR.
STEC WILL USE GOOD
ccfMeUSTION PRACTICES
ANO AN OXIDATION
CATALYST AS BACT A.ND
WILL BE EMITTING
AT
A RATE OF 0.3 G/BHP HA1

3~Hfi ROLLING/ 1S% 02

3-HOUR
AVERAGE/CONOITION
2.11
@ 15% 02, 1-HR
ROLLING AVG

lAER

BACT-PSD

BACT-PSD

BACT-PSD .
BACT·PSD

PPMVD@15%
OXYGEN

lHOUR

OTHER CASE·BY•
CASE

PPMVD

@15%02,24-HR
ROUINGAVG

BACT·PSD

PPM VD

1.9

CASE-BY-CASE
BASIS

HOURLY AVG EXCEPT
DURlNGSSMOR
TUNING

LENGTH

0Kldat1oncatalyst
GOOD COMBUSTION

PPMVD@15%02

PPMVD AT 15% 02

GOOD COM8U~ION
PRACTlctS

voe
voe

MW

I
I

CATALYTIC OXIDATION
(CATOX),
ORV LOW NOX (DLN),
'GOOD COMBUSTION
PRACTICES (GCPI
GOOD COMBUSTION
PRACTICES, CATALYTIC
OXIDATION
GOOD COMBUSTION
PRACTICES

1.8

EMISSION LIMIT
UNIT

@ 15%02, 3-HR

ROLLING AVG

: BACT.PSO

PPMVD@1S%02

AVERAGE OF) TESfS..
EACH 60 MIN

t.AER

PPM

!HOUR

BACT-PSD

PPM

3-HR AVG @115% 02

BACT-PSD

G/B·HP-H

BACT·PSci.

1.2

PPM VD

8ACT-PSD

12.06

LB/H

MAX

. BACT-Pso

214.07

LB/H

MAX

BACT-PSD

10

LB/H

W/OUT DUCT BURNER

BACT-PSD

voes

0990646-002·
AC(PSD-FL3961

FL-0303

FPL WEST COUNTY
ENERGY CENTER UNIT 3

LA-0224

ARSENAL HILL POWER
PLANT

LA

PSD·LA·726

3/20/2008

LA-0224

ARSENAL HILL POWER
PLANT

LA

PSD-t.A-726

3/20/2008

CT-0151

KLEEN ENERGY SYSTEMS,
LLe

CT

104-0131AND
104-0133'

2/25/2008

GA-0127

PlANT MCDONOUGH
• COMBINED CYQE

GA

4911-0670003-V-02-2

MN-0071

I FAIRBAULT ENERGY PARK

MN

13100071-003

6/5/2007

FL-0285

PROGRESS BARTOW
POWER PLANT

FL

PSD-FL-381
AND 1030011010-AC

1/26/2007

FL

7/30/2008

THREE NOMINAL 250 MW CTG
(EACH) WITH SUPPLEMENTARY·
FIRED HRSG
.
!WOCOMBINEDCYCLE GAS
TURBINES

SCN-4 HOT STARTUP CTG-1 SCN-8
HOT STARTUP CTG·2

I

NATURAL GAS

2333

MMBTU/H

voe

NATURAL GAS

2110

MMBTU/H

voe

NATURAL GAS

2110

MMBTU/H

voe

2.1

MMCF/H

voe

MW

voe

1-

1/7/2~.

SIEMENS SGT6-5000F COMBUSTION
TURBINE #1 AND #2 (NATURAL GAS NATURAL GAS
FIRED) WITH 44S MMBTU/HR
NATURAL GAS OUtT BURNER

COMBINED CVQ.E COMBUSTION
· TURBINE
COMBINED CVCL.£ COMBUSTION
TURBINE W/DUCT BURNER
COMBINED CVClE COMBUSTION
TURBINE SYSTEM (4-0N-1) ~

NATURAL GAS,

254 .

NATURAL GAS

1758

MM8TU/H

voe

NATURAL GAS

1972

MMBTU/H

voe

PROPER OPERATING
PRACTICES
COMPLETE EVENTS AS
Q.UICKLYASPOSSl8LE
ACCOROING TO
MANUFACTUREAlS
RECOMMENDED
PROCEDURES.
SOME REDUCTIONS OF voe
ARE GAINED FROM CO
- CATALYST BUT ARE NOT
GUARANTEED. EMISSION
RATES DO NOT
INCORPORATE THIS··
POTENTIAL REDUCTION.

I

OXIDATION CATALYST

GOOD COMBUSTION

1.8

PPM<!>l5%02,

·1.s

PPMVD

1.2

PPMVD

3-HOUR, WITH DUCT
BURNE'R

lAER

tTG NG NO DB

BACT·PSD

@ 15% 02 FOR tT

ONLY·GAS

BACT-PSD

-----

Table 1. EPA'1 RA.CTIBACT!LAER Cle•ringhnuse~ &arch Resulrs
Large Natural Ga1 Combustion Titrblnes > 2S MW .. combined Cycle & Cotteneratlon
Fuel Tyre: Natural GH
Penn it Dates &twren 011.2006 and 0912016
Ca~·

RBLCID

I

FACIUTY NAME

NV-0098

I

ATHENS GENERATING

FL-0286

TX-0497

TX-0502

.

FPL WEST COUNTY

I

ENERGY CENTER

1-

I

PlANT

INEOS ~OCOLA TE
BAYOU FACIUTY

NACOGDOCHES POWER
STERNE GENERATING
FACILITY

I FACllfn' STATE I PERMIT NUM I

I
I
I

I

. NY

FL

14192200055

-1.

PSD·Fl-354
AN00990546-

..

OOl·AC

TX

TX

I

PSD-TX 983
AND46192

I

I I
PSD·TX 1015
AND49293

PROCESS NAME

I PRIMARY FUEL I

THROUGHPUT

1/19/2007

FUEL COMBUSTION (GAS)

NATURAL GAS

3100

1/10/2007

COMBINED CYClE COMBUSTION
GAS TURBINES· 6 UNITS

NATURAL GAS

2333

I

PERMIT ISSUANCE DATE

8/29/2006

6/5/2000

I

COGENERATION TRAIN 2 AND 3
(TURBINE AND DUCT BURNER
EMISSIONS)

NATURAL GAS

I

I

,,,

t'nil I Combustion Turbine, Boardmn, Oregon

WESTINGHOUSE/SIEMENS MODEL
SWS01F GAS TURBINE W/ 416.5. ~ATURAL GAS
MM BTU DUCT BURNERS
,

I

190 .

I

voe

MW

I

I

I

PE:::~~~~:r~~L

MN

05300015-004

co

OSWEOS24
._._-:... __ ::_ __

5/16/2006 ..

TURBINE, COMBINED tvO.E (2)

NATURAL GAS

1885

mmbtu/h

EMISSION LIMIT
UNIT

•

PPMVO @ 15% 02

AVERAGE/ STEADY
STATE

1.5

PPMVD @ lS % 02

GAS

GOOO COMBUSTION
CONTROL

I

--'

-ftPfitMOCOPROPOSUPROPER COMBUSTION
CONTROL AS BA.CT FOR CO
ANDVOCEMISSIONSFROMI
THE TURBINES AND DUCT
BURNERS.
STEAG POWER LLC
REPRESENTS GOOO ,
COMBUSTION PRACTICES
FOR THE CONTROL OF
VOLATILE ORGANIC

voe

I

I

COMPOUND !VOCI
EMISSIONS FROM THE
COMBUSTION TURBINES
AND DUCT FIRED HRSG.
voe EMISSIONS FROM THE I
COMBUSTION TURBINE
WILL BE 4.3 PPMVD

NORTHERN STATES
MN-0066

EMISSION LIMIT

voe

• MMBTU/H

MW

·pOLLUTANT '

voe

..fVrMBTU/H •

35

I

THROUGHPUT UNIT

CONTROL METHOD
DESCRIPTION

voe

GOOD COMBUSTION
PRACTICES

I

t-

6.14

13.8

3 HOUR BLOCK

I

I

LB/H

· LB/H

I

...

CASE·BY.cASE
BASIS

'AVG.TIME

I

PPMVD ''" 02

>AER

I

BACT-PSD

I

I

BACT-PSD

I

I

I

I

I

3-HR BLOCK

I
BACT-PSD

I

I

BACT...PSD,

I-

BACf·PSD

PLANT
NATURAL GAS QUALITY

I~--~~----~· ~---~·:_I :~~5~-1- E:~:~E~~~~~c-

-:_;; ________

S/212006
:_~...:....:..::..~.~:.--·--------

)

:.i.··

'·

\

I

NATURAL-GASFIRED,COMBINEO-.

NATURALGAS

-~- tvCU:TURBINE

~._...;..;;_:-_-:..._.~__:__

300
MW
.-voe
___ __;___.:_.;......_ _ _:_:.,._:..... ____ '. __ .:..._·:-.::.:_~-- ::..~:......:.....'..'.-~-·::__:__

GASONLY FUB.. GOOD

I .

A~~~::;~~p:;~~. :_~·~~~;~:~I .=:-~~~~T-~--:·· 1-.~~~~-_:_ ~:-~· --

"-

...

,,->
\
Table 2. EPA'• RACT/BACTILAER ClurlnRflouse • Sf.art'h Rn.ult1

Natural Gas Boiler leu than 100 ftHfBtulhr
Fuel: Natunl CH
Permit Date lktwft'a 91/01/2006 And (19/21/2016

Cartv AHllan· Bofk-r, &ardman. Oreenn
RBLCID

FACIUTVNAME

FACIUTY
STATE

P°ERMITNUM

•NJ-0085

MIDDLESEX ENERGY
CENTER, LLC

NJ

19149/PCPlSOO
01

PERMIT rssUANa

OAT£

PROC£SS NAME

PROCCESS TYPE

PRIMARYFUEl

THROUGHPUT

THROUGHPUT
UNIT

POLLUTANT

AUXILIARY BOILER

13.31

Natural GAS

4000

H/'IR

voe

CONTROL METHOD
DESCRIPTION

EMISSION LIMIT

EMISSION LIMIT
UNIT

0.488

LB/H

CASE-BY-CASE
BASIS

AVG TIME

USE OF NATURAL GAS

I

I

I

-

, NJ-0084

PSEGFOSSlltlC
seWAREN GE.NE RATING
STATI.ON

I

I

I

I ····1 . ··1·· ··"I

CMCSTEEL

OK-0173

I

7/19/2016

bKLAHOMA.

--,--

18068/BOPlSOO

•N ,

01

,

.

·

2015-0643-C
PSO

o~

.I

3110

20~'6

.

I

AuxlllaryBollerflrlng

nat'ura1 gas .

,-·

13.31

- .-.-I-

I

natura gas

I

687 .

I

I

/v

MMCFT, rR

·1

I
voe

«·

·

1/19/2016

I.

I · · ·1

Heaters (Gas-Fired)

13.31

voe'.

Natural Gas

A CLEA~ BURNING
FUEL AND GOOD
. COMBUSTION

·1

I

1~·
Useofgood ·· I
~ustlonpractj;;"

·1

PRACTICES

MATTAWOMAN

M0-0045

ENERGY CENTER

PORT OF BEAUMONT
PETROLEUM

TX-0772

TRANSLOAD
TERMINAL (PBPTT)
PORT OF BEAUMONT
PETROLEUM
TRANSLOAD ,

TX-0772

PSC 'c.A.sE. N6.

MO

9330·

I'·

0.32

Natural Gas Fuel.

0.0055

LB/MM BTU

0.003

LB/MM BTU

0.94

T/'IR

~ BACT-PSD

voe

practice

Good combustion
to ensUre '
complete combustion.

5.42

T/'IR

BACT-PSD

Good combustion
practice to ensure'

0.3

T/'IR

BACT-PSO

Commerci1l/lnstltutionalSize Boilers/Furnaces

13.31

natural gas

13.2

MMBTU/H

ALLOYS Pl.ANT

. Al

EAGLE MOUNTAIN

STEAM ELECTRIC

- Good combustion
practice to ensure
complete combustiOft.

11/6/2015

'A~-0307

10/9/2015 .

701~;~X121· 1

10/9/2015

117026,

TX

PSDTX1390,

6/lB/2015

N194

STATION

3-HciU R BLOCK
AVERAGE

voe

MMBTU/H

701-0007-Xlll·
X126

NATURAL GAS, AND
GOOD COMBUSTION
PRACTICES

MMBT\J/H

95.7

Al

BACT·PSD

USE OF

40

natural gas

ALLOYS PLANT

f-""---....;;,;'--'---LAER

TESTS

natural gas

13.31

'A.l-0307

ONE H STACK

13.31

Commerclal/lnstltutlonal.
Size Boflers/Furnac;es

118901,

lB/H

·voe

11/6(2015

GHGPSOTX108
AND PSDTXl

•

MMBTU/H

118901,
GHGPSOTX108
- ANO PSOTXt

TX

I

.42

TX

Slze Sollers/furnaces

I

-•Vt>!'THfttl!-f

NATURAL GAS

11/6/2015

~mmerdal/lnstltutlonal

LAER

13.31

118901,
GHGPSDTX108
AND PSOTXl

PORT OF BEAUMONT
PETROLEUM
TRANSLOAO
TERMINAL (PBPTT)

TX--0751

AUXILIARY BOILER

TX

TERMINAL (PBPTT)

TX-0n2

11/13/2015

I

and use of natural gas
·a clean burning fuel

EXCLUSI~

AVOFTHREE,
ONE HSTACK

TESTSiNITIAllY

•

voe

LAER

complete combustion.

PACKAGE BOILER

13.31

NATURAL GAS

17.5

MMBTU/H

voe·:

GCP:

0.006

LB/MMBTU

BACT-PSD

2 CALP LINE BOILERS

13.31

NATIJRALGAS

24.59

f\i'MBTIJ/H

voe

GCP

0.006

LB/MMBTU

BACT-PSC

13.31

natural gas

73.3

MMBTU/H

voe

Comiiierclal/1nstltutlonal
Size Bolten natunl gas

1. Use

PPM

1-HR AVG

LAER

7.1

TONS PER YEAR

TOTAL FOR All
UNITS.

BACT·PSD

0.0054

lB/MMBT\J

3-HRAVG

BACT·PSO

0.002

LB/MM BTU

3-HOURBLOCK
AVERAGE

LAER

0.0017

LB/MMBTU

3HOUR
AVERAGE

plP~nn~-q~a!lty

natuialgas.

MIDWEST CITY AIR
·DEPOT

OK-0164

OK

~

2009-394-C(MZ)PSO

1/8/2015

Heaters/Sollers

13.31

Natural Gas

0'

MMBTVH

voe

2. Good Combustion
Practices w/emisslon
rate limit of 0.005
lb/MMBTU based on

AP-42 (7/1998).
KENAI NITROGEN
· OPERATIONS

AK-0083

MD-0046

I KEYS ENERGY CENTER

•wv-001s

I

~

TX-Q656

M

AQ0083CPT06

1/6/2015

Five IS) Waste Heat
Boilers '

1!.31

Natural Gas

so

MMBT\J/H .

voe

, PIPELINE

MO

PSCCASE NO,
9297

10/31/2014

AUXILIARY BOILER

13.31

QUALITY
-NATURAL GAS

93

MMBTU/H

voe.-

WY

M0-16173

7/!G/2014.

AuxtllaryBoller

13.31

natual gas

2S.OG

MMBtu/h

voe

S/16/2014

Heaters

13.31

I naturalgas

MMBT\J/H.

voe

CHEYENNE PRAIRIE
GENERATl!"G
STATION
GAS TO GASO\JNE
PLANT

TX

PSOTX1340 AND

107764

45

EFFIOENT BOILER
DESIGN, EXCLUSIVE
USE OF PIPELINE
QUALITY NATURAL
GAS, THE USE OF
ULTRA-LOW NOX
BURNERS, ANO GOOD
COMBUSTION
PRACTICES

good combustion
'practices •
dean fuel and good
combustrori practices

0.59

T/'IR'

BACT-PSD·--"'

BACT·PSD

Table?. £PA'1 RACTIBACTILAER Clcarlnghous~ ·Search Re1ult1
Natural Cai Boller IH1 than JOO MMBtu/hr '
F.acl: Natural Cas
,
Pnmit Date Between 01/01/2006 And 09!21/2016
Ca-rtv AHHan· Buller: Bo•rclmAn. Ottfltn
RBI.CID

FAOLITY

FAOUTY NAME '

• GAS TO GASOUNE
Pl.)\NT

TX-0656.

- - - ·--1

PERMIT ISSUANCE
DATf

PERMITNUM

STAT!

PSDTX1340 AND

TX

5/16/2014

107764

l---·-1

I

PRoa5SNAME

heaters(S)

PRocttsS TYPE

I EMBERCLEAR Gn MSI.

MS

D040-0005S

5/B/2014

•MS-0092

I EMBERQ.EAR GTl MS

MS

0040-00055

S/8/2014

•MD-004i

CPV ST. CHARLES

MD

PSCc:AsE NO.
9280

IA-0107

MARSHALLTOWN
GENERATING
STATION

IA

13-A-499-P

to·e;Hollne re1neratlon
heater, equipped with low
NOx burner

natural gas

13.31

h!MMB<u/l\nnemanor-1

•MS-0092

PRIMARY FUEL

THROUGHPUT

THROUGHPUT
UNIT

CONTROL METHOD

POUUTANT

24.3

MMBTU/H

voe

13

MMSTU/H

voe

MMBTU/H

voe

MMBTU/H

voe

mm Btu/hr

voe

DESCRIPTION
deart fuel and good
combustion practices

EMISSION LIMIT

"2.44

EMtSSIONLIMIT

CASE·BY·CASE

AVG TIME

UNIT

BASIS

BACT-PSD

T/YR·

1-·--··-·-·13.31

NATURAL GAS

Five 12 MMBtu/hr riactor
tieaters, equipped with
low·NOx burners

13.31,

NATURAL GAS

4/23/2014

AUXILLARY BOILER

13.31·

NATURAL GAS

4/14/2014

1uxlliaryboller

13.31

naturale:as

. ,,··. 12

.

.o

BACT·PSD

BACT·PSD

EXCLUSIVE USE OF
NATURAL GAS, AND
GOOD COMBUSTION
PRACTICES

0.002

LB/MM BTU

3-HOUR
AVERAGE BLOCK

D.005

LB/MMBTU

I ONE·HOUR TEST

lAER

AVERAGE OF 3

60.1

BACT-PSD

RUNS
THE EXCLUstVE USE OF

-cc_

·-'wiLOCAT P01NT
•M0-0042

GENERATION
FACILllY

Mo·

j.-c~-~-.c~·---1 ··~-

CPCN CASE NO.

9327

_. __ c__

4/B/2014

~--"-"

AUXILLARY BOILER

13.31

NATURAL GAS

4S

MMBTU/H

;

PIPELINE QUALITY

;,~~-··; ~I ;_:,~~R:~=·~;

. _:__

_·:.·-··
0.0033

LB/MM BTU

LB/MMBTU

3-HOUR BLOCK

AVERAGE

OPERATION, AND

lAER

GOOD COMBUSTION
PRACTICES

OR-0050

TROUTDALE ENERGY
CENTER, LLC

OR

26-0235'

MA-0039

SALEM HARBOR
STATION
REDEVELOPMENT

MA

NE-12-022

AL-0282

I LENZING FIBERS, INC.

PA-0296

BERKSHOllOW
ENERGY ASSOC
LLC/ONTELAUNEE

Ml-0412

I

Auxt111ry boiler

13.31

natural gas

39.B

MMBTI.J/H

voe

Utrtrze Low-NOJC
burners Ind FGR.

o.oos

1/30/2014

Auxlllary Boller

13.31

Natural Gas

BO

MMBTU/H

voe

oxidation catalyst

11.8

1/22/2014

Natural G.as Fired Boners
(3)

voe

Good combustion
Practices.

3/S/2014.

AL

-PA

503-0047·X014

OG.OS150A

12/17/2013

I

HOLLAND BOARD OF
PUBLIC WORKS.

Ml

I

12/4/2013

- Ml

107·13

12/4/2013.

Auxlllary Boller B
(EUAUXBOILERB)

13.31

Ml

107·13

12/4/2013

Aux/llary Boller A
(EUAUXBOILERA)

13.31

HOLLAND BOARD OF
PUBLICWORKS·
EAST STH STREET

Fuel pre-heater

107·13 ..

EAST STH STREET

Ml-0412

·13.31-

·- NatUr.al Ga5

100

40

m;,, btu/hr

MMBTU/H -·

.. voe·

0:0054

0.14

LB/MM BTU

. ~ T/YR - •..

CAS

BACT·PSD
BASED ON 12·
MONTH ROLUNG

I

NIA -··

TOTAL

EAST STH STREET

Ml-0412

Alixma.:YBoner

NaturalGH

13.31

BACT·PSD

1 HR BLOCK AVG,
PPMVDl!P3% 02 I DOES NOT APPLYI OTHER CA:E·BYOURING SS

HOLLAND BOARD OF
PueucwORKS·

3-HR BLOCK
AVERAGE

(EUFUELHTR)

13.31

•

natural gas

3.7

MMBTU/H

voe

n~tural gas

9S

MMBTU/H

voe

natural gas

SS

MMBTU/H

voe

··Good combustion -

0.03

LB/H

I T£ST PROTOCOL

BACT·PSD

Good combustion
practices

0.008

LB/MMBTU

I TEST PROTOCOL

BACT·PSD

Good combustion
control

0.008

I TEST PROTOCOL

BACT-PSD

practices

".'LB/MM BTU.

,Ill.

••

Table 1. EPA's R.\CT!BACTILAER Clearinghouse· St-al'l"h Re1ults
Natural Ca• Boiler les1 than JOO MMBtu/hr
Ftwl: Natural CH .
Permit Date Between 01101/2006 And 0911112016
, Cartv Auxlla"' Boller, Boardman, Orettnn
RBLCD

FACLITYNAME

- RENAISSANCE

Ml-0406

·· POWERLLC

FACILITY
STATE·

PERMITNUM

PERMIT ISSUANCE
DATE

PROCESS NAME

PROCCESS TYPE

PRIMARYF\JEL

THROUGHPUT

Ml

51-13

11/1/2013

FG-AUXBOILER1·2;Two
(2)naturalgas-flred
auXlliaryboilers.

13.31

natural gas

40

THROUGHPUT ,
UNIT

CONTROL METHOD

POLLUTANT'

MMBTU/H

, voe.

MMBlll/Hheat

voe

DESCRIPTION

Good combustion
practices,

EMISSION LIMIT

EMISSION LIMIT
UNIT

AVG TIME

CASE· BY-CASE
BASIS

BACT·PSD

0.005

LB/MM BTU

TEST PROTOCOL;
EACH UNIT.

0.008

LB/MMBTIJ

ITtST PROTOCOL

~

THETFORD
GENERATING

Ml-0410.

FGAUXBOILERS: Two

Ml

191-12

7/25/2013

STATTON

IA-0106

CF INDUSTRIES
NlTROGEN, LLC PORT NEAL
NITROGEN COMPLEX

auxiliary boilers &It; 100
MMBTU/H heat Input
~

13.31

natural gas

100

input each

Efficient combustion;
natural gas fuel.

HEAT INPUT;

each

goOd operating

IA

PN 13-037

7/12/2013

Startup Heater

13.31

natural gas

58.8

MMBTU/H

voe

I

BACT.PSO

WILL SPECIFY

AVERAGE OF

pr1ctlces&use of

0.0014

.·LB/MMBTU

natural1as

ITHREE {3) STACK

BACT·PSD

TEST RUNS

Good combustion •

OREGON CLEAN
ENERGY CENTER

OH-0352

I-

OH-0355

PA-0291-

i~

GENERAL ELECTRIC
AVIATION, EVENDALE
PLANT
HICKORY RUN
ENERGY STATION

OH

OH
PA

P0110840

P0112127
37·337A

6/18/2013

5/7/2013

4/23/2013

Auxi11uyBollu

.( Indirect-fired Air
Preheaters

-AUXILIARY BOILER

13.31

13.31

13.31

Natural Gas

••

practices and using

MMBttJ/H

voe
40

MMBltl/H.

voe

I

LA-0272 •

I\
'

AMMONIA
PRODUCTION
FACILITY

LA

PSO-LA-768

3/27/2013

SC-0149

KLAUSNER HOlDING
USA, INC

SC

1860-0128-CA

1/3/2013

SC-0149

KLAUSNER HOLDING
USA, INC

SC

1860-0128-CA

1/3/2013

SC

1860-0128-cA

1/3/2013.

SC

0200-0150..
CE.Rl

-· 12/13/2012 ·-

IN

141-3100300579

12/3/2012

·N1

088S7/BOP1100
01'

SC-0149

·sc-0160 ·

tN...0158

NJ-0080

KLAUSNER HOLDING
USA.INC

-- Uss FACILITY

ST. JOSEPH ENEGRY

CENTER, LLC

HESS NEWARK
ENERGY CENTER

- 11/1/2012

AMMONIA START·UP

HEATER {102·8)

NATURAL GAS BOILER
EU004

NATURAL GAS BOILER
. EUOOS
NATURAL GAS BOILER
EU006

BOILERS (BLOl) &amp;
{BL02)

nvo (2) NATURAL GAS
AUXILIARY BOILERS

Boller less than 100
MMBtu/hr'

combustion

59.4

0.59

LB/H

0.005

LB/MMBTU

BACT.PSD

optimization
technoto.:fes

Natural gas

NatUralGH

voe

- MM BTU/HR

voe

0.0015
-GOOD COMBUSTION
PRACTICES: PROPER
DESIGN OF BURNER
ANO FIREBOX
COMPONENTS;
MAINTAINING THE
PROPER AIR-TO-FUEL
RATIO, RESIDENCE
TIME, AND
COMBUSTION ZONE
TEMPERATURE.

N/A

OTHER CASE-BY-

LB/MM BTU

. CASE
---~-~

- 0.38 ."· '

HOURLY ,

13.31

NATURAL GAS

13.!t

NAlllRAL GAS

46 .

MMBTU/H

voe

0.003

LB/MMBTU

3-HOUR

OTHER CASE·BYCASE

13.31

NATURAL GAS

46

MMBTU/H

voe

0.003

LB/MMBTU

3-HOUR

OTHER CASE·BYCASE

13.31

NATURAL GAS

46

MMBTU/H

voe

0.003

LB/MMBTU

3-HOUR

. OTHER CASE-BY·
CASE

13.31

NAltlRAL GAS

33.6

- MMBTU/H -

voe

0.18

lB/H

13.31

NATURAL GAS

'

eo

MMBTU/H

voe

GOOD COMBUSTION

o.oos

LB/MM BTU

13.31

Natural Gas

51.9

mmcublcft/year

voe

useofnatur111as1

0.27

LB/H

PRACTICES

cieanfuel

'

LBfH

MAXIMUM

-

AVERAGE OF

THREE TESTS

\.

.,

BACT·PSD - ~

BACT·PSO

. 3 HOURS

!-··---!---·

BACT·PSD .

LAER

I --,- "'·- -

·.
Tahir?. EPA'1 R.\CT/BACT!LAER Clearinghouse - Sutth Result~
Natural Cat Boller les1 lhaut 100 MMBtu/hr

Fuel: Nalural Cas
Pt'nnit Date Behtffll Ot/0112006 And 091?112016 Cartv A.DJ.Han· Bnlk•r, Boxrthnan, Ore

·'
RBLCID

_/

FACILITY NAM'E

• BUFFALO CREEK.

•OK-0148

PROCESSING PLANT

SUWANNEE MIU

FL-0335

WOODBRIDGE

NH>079

ENERGY CENTER

FACILITY
. STATE

OK

FL

NJ

PERMIT NUM

2012-1026-C

PSD

1210468-001AC{PSD-FL-417)

18940·
BOP110003

PERMIT ISSUANCE
DATE

. PRoctsS NJi.ME.

. PAOCCISS TYPE

PRIMARY FUEL

THROUGHPUT

THROUGHPUT
UNIT

POLLUTANT

13.31

Natural Gas

11.04

MMBTUH

voe

13.31

Natural Gas

46

MMBTU/H

voe

13.31

natunle:as.

2000

hoUrs/year

13.31

Natural Gas

65

MMBtu/H

CONTROL METHOD
DESCRIPTION

EMISSION LIMIT

EMISSION LIMIT
UNIT

AVG TIME

CASE·BV-CASE
BASIS

Commerclal/lnstitutronal
•112/2012

· Boilers {&lt;100

0.0054

LB/MMBTU

BACT-PSD

Good Combustion
Practice

0.003

LB/MMBTU

- · BACT-PSO

voe

Use of Natur1I Gas

0.14

LB/H

voe

and good combustion

. 0.35

LB/H

MMBTUH)

•/5/2012

7/25/2012

Four{4) Natural Gas
Boilers- 46 MM Btu/hour

Commerclal/lnstltutlon11I
size boihm: less than 100
MM Btu/hr

AVERAGE OF
THREE TESTS

LAER

Proper burner design
OH-Q3SO

I

REPUBLIC STEEL

OH

P0109191

. 7/18/2012

Steam Boiler

·
•TX-0663

•1)(-0663
•TX-0663
4 TX-0663

I

JACKSON COUNlY
GAS PLANT
JACKSON COUNTY
GAS PLANT
JACKSON CO~NTY

GAS PLANT
JACKSON COUNTY

GAS PLANT

TX

PSDTX1264

5/25/2012

He ate-rs

13.31

NaturalGH

17

MMBTu/H

voe

Good combustion
practices

TX

PSDTX1264

5/25/2012

Heaters

13.31

Natural Gu

••

MMBTU/H

voe

Good combustion

MMBTU/H

voe

Good combustion

MMBTU/H

voe

Good combustion

• TX

PSOTX1264

5/25/2012

Heaters

13.31

Natural Gas

TX

PSOTX1264

5/25/2012

Heaters

13.31

NaWralGas

.10

BACT·PSD

practices
BACT·PSD

eACT-Pso

oractlces

o.

nractlces

BACT·PSO

BACT·PSD

oractlce

GOOD COMBUSTION

...- _ PRACTICES.
SC-0113

PYRAMAX CERAMICS,
LLC

SC

0160-0023

AL-0280

I LENZING FIBERS, INC.

AL

503-0047-X011

LA-0246

ST. CHARLES
REFINERY

"13.31

Natural Gas

13.31

refinery fuel

206-0!l

10/14/2010

Auxlliary Boller

13.31

natural gas

10/S/2010

DUAL-FIRED 85.6 ,
MMBTU/HR WAT£R·TVBE

13.31

NAn.IRALGAS

13.31

natural gas

ARCHER DANIELS
MIOLANC·MEXICO

MO

FLOPAMINC.

LA

OPERATING

.,

Natural Gas Fired Broner

EQT0323 • Boller 401F

M0.0082

NV-0049

NAi"uRALGAS

12/31/2010

Ml

MGM MIRAGE

13.31

PSO·LA-619(M6)

RAY COMPRESSOR
STATION

NV-0050

12/6/2011

BOILERS.

LA

•Ml-0393

LA-0240

; 2/8/2012

. 102010-003

100

MMBlU/H

voe

MM BTU/Hr

voe

NV

825

NV

257

6/14(2010

\ .... 11/30/2009

\_~
HARRAH'S

· Boilers

WATER HEATERS- UNITS
NY037 AND NY038 AT
NEW YORK• NEW YORK

13.31

NATURAL GAS

BOILER· UNIT FL01

1U1

NATURAL GAS

85.6 •

MMBTU/H

voe

GOOD COMBUSTION
PRACTICES

25.1

MMBTU/H

voe

MMBTV/H

voe

104

MMBTU/H-

voe

·OPERATING

NV

257

8/20/200•

BOILER· UNIT BA01

13.31

NATURAL GAS

16.8

MMBTU/H

voe

BACT·PSD

LB/MMSCF

LB/MM SCFOF
NATURAL GAS

HOURLY

0.53

LB/H

o.os

LB/H

T£ST METHOD

0.0055

LB/MMBTU

T!STMETHOD
AVG

Good equipment
design and proper
combustion techniques

0.003

LB/MMBTU

NATURAL GAS
FIRED

LIMITING THE FUEL TO
NATURAL GAS ONLY
AND GOOD
-- COMBUSTION
PRACTICES

0.0054

LB/MM BTU

0.0054

LB/MMBTU

FLUE GAS
RECIRCULATION

FLUE GAS
RECIRCULATION

BACT·PSO

USED

Proper design and
operation, 1ood
com bustlon practices
and gaseous fuels

voe •

HARRAH'S

COMPANY. INC,

5.5 .

practices

MMBTU/H

· 12.2S

COMPANY, INC.
NV-0049

Good combu:.tlon

voe

/

B/20/2oog

0 -

MMBTU/H

99 . ~

BOILER

PSD·LA747/1280-00141
VO

CONSUMPTION OF
NATURAL GAS AND
PROPANE AS FUEL.

'

BACT·PSD

MAXIMUM

I .

BACT·PSD

BACT·PSO

LAER
-1--

0.0054

, LB/MMBTU

·-oo.er case-trr
Case

OTHER CASE·BY·

CASE
Other Case-by.

Case

Table 2. EPA'• RACTIBACT/LAER Clearinghouse .. Seat't'h Re1ul1s
Natural Cai Boiler leH than JOO MMBtu/hr
Fu1.·l: Natunl Gas
:-~--Permit Dale lktin~en 01/0112006 And 0912112016
Cartv Atnilan· Bolleor. Boardman, o ..........
RBLCD

FACUTYNAME

FAOUTY
STATE

PERMITNUM

PERMrT ISSUANCE
DATE

PROCESS NAME

PROCCESS TYPE

PRIMARY FUEl

THROUGHPUT

NV-0049

HARRAH'S
OPERATING
COMPANY, INC.

NV

257

8/20/2009

BOILER- UNIT BA03

H.31

NATURAL GAS

31.38

···--·----~"'---1···-··

.. ·-·····---1---1

-·-·-·-·

·-·

,---······ -··1·

THROUGHPUT
UNIT

MMB"T\J/H.

, _ _ __

POLLUTANT

voe

OPERATING
COMPANY, INC.

NV

257

8/20/2009

BOILER - UNIT CPOl

NV

. 257,

8/20/2009·

, BOILER- UNIT CP03

NV

257

8/20/2009

. BOILER-UNITCP26

13.31

NATURAL GAS

35.4

MMBTU/H

voe

13.31

NATURAL GAS

33.48

MMB"T\J/H

voe

13.31

NATURAL GAS

24

MMBTU/H

voe

HARRAH'S
NV-0049

I

OPERATING

•

\.,COMPANY, INC•.

·HARRAH'S
NV-0:>49

OPERATING
COMPANY, INC.

WV-0067

WV

MD-7837

4/112009

OK.0134

PRYOR PLANT
CHEMICAL

OK

2008-100-C PSD

2/23/2009

OK.0135

. PRYOR PLANT _
CHEMICAL

OK

2008-100-C PSD

2/23/2009

OK.0135

PRYOR PLANT
CHEMICAL

OK.

2008-100-C PSO

2/23/2009

SC

GP CLARENDON LP

0680-0046-CB

2/10/2009

13.31

NATURAL GAS

84

MMB"T\J/H

voe

13.31

Natural Gas

.20

MMBTUH

voe'

NITRIC ACID PREHEATERS
11, #3, AND #4

13.31

NATURAL GAS

. 20

MMB"T\J/H

voe

BOILERS #1 AND #2

13.31

NATURAL GAS

so

MMBTU/H

voe

HOT Oil HEATER 538

Nitric Acid Prelieaters No.
1(EU401,EUG 4)

75 MILLION BTU/HR
BACKUP THERMAL OIL

REORCULATION AND
6PERATINGIN
ACCORDANCE WITH
THE MANUFACTURER'S
SPEOFICATlON -

AVG TIME

UNIT

0.0054

tASE-BV-CASE
BASts

Otht!r Case-byCase

LB/MM BTU

-·m····1··-""···-~,.---·1 ··~

...•

1·····------·1··-·
Otlit!rCaSt!·by·

0.0054

LB/MM BTU

().0054

LB/MMBTU

0.0054

LB/MMBTU

GOOD COMBUSTION
PRACTICES

0.02

LB/MMBTU

1ood combustron

0.11

LB/H

BACT·PSD

0.11

LB/H

BACT..PSD

0.5

LB/H

. BACT-PSD

0.39

LB/H

0.11

,. _LB/H

BACT-PSD

0.54 :·

LB/H

BACT-PSD

OPERATING IN
ACCORDANCE WITH
THE MANUFACTURER'S
SPECIFICATION
OPERATING IN .
·ACCORDANCE WITH

THE MANUFACTURER'S

Case

OtherCaSt!·by·:
Case

Otlit!rCase-by-

case

SC

GP CLARENDON LP

0680-0046-CB

2/10/2009

NATURAL GAS SPACE .
HEATERS- 14 UNITS (ID

GOOD COMBUSTION
. PRACTICES WILL BE

BACT-PSD ·

13.31

NATURAL GAS

75

MMB"T\J/H

voe

13.31

NATURAL GAS

20.89

MM.B"T\J/H

voe

13.31

NATURAL GAS

33.S

MM81\J/H

voe

18.8

MMBTV/H

vcc

0.1

LB/H

BACT-PSD

0.11

LB/H

BACT-PSD

0.39

LB/H

BACT-PSO

HEATER

SC-0115

OPERATING IN
ACCORDANCE WITH
THE MANUFACTURER'S
SPECIFICATION

I EMISSION LIMIT

SPECIFICATION

ECHO SPRINGS GAS
PLANT

SC.0115

EMISSION UMrT

DESCRIPTION

··--···-······1,;;.;;,;.FLU!GA<--1-

HARRAH'S
NV-0049

CONTROL METHOD

USED AS CONTROL FOR
voe EMISSIONS.

BACT-PSD •

17)
OK.0129

OK-0129

SC.0114

CHOUTEAU POWER
PLANT

OK

CHOUTEAU POWER

OK

PLANT.

GP ALLENDALE LP

•

SC

2007-115-C(M·
1\PSD
2007·115·C(M-

1)P50

0160-0020-CB

1/23/2009

1/23/2009

AUXILIARY BOILER

FUEL GAS HEATER (H20

• BATH)

NATURAL GAS SPACE
HEATERS· 14 UNITS (ID

13.31

i

GOOO COMBUSTION

13.31

NATUR,6.LGAS

20.89

MMBTU/H

voe

BACKUP THERMAL OIL
HEATER

13.31

NATURAL GAS

75

MMBTU/H

voe

11/12/2008

BOILER

13.31

NATURAL GAS

93

MMB"T\J/H

voe

0.002

LB/MMBTU

11/12/2008

HEATER

13.31

NATURAL GAS

1.7

MMBnJ/H

voe

o.oos

LB/MMBTU

11/25/2008

18)
GOOD COMBUSTION

- 75 MILLION BTU/HR

SC-0114

GP ALLENDALE LP.

SC

MD-0040

CPVSTCHARLES

MD

MD-0040

CPV ST CHARLES

MO

016o-0020-CB

CPCN CASE NO.
9129
CPCN CASE NO.
9129

11h5/2oos

PRACTiCES WILL BE
USED AS CONTROL FOR
voe EMISSIONS

I

3-HR AVERAGE

LAER,

LAER

---.·.···-····-

,
~:I.
Table?. EPA's RACT/BACTILAtR .Clearinghouse .. Seart"h Result•
Natural Gas Boiler lcn than JflO MMBtu/hr
Fuel: Natural Gas
Pt-rmlt Date lktwttn Dl/0112006 And 09/21/2016 ~·
Cartv Au.:dlan· B11lll•f, Boardman, 01't"200 · "' ·
FACILITY
STATE

.. FACILITY NAME

RBLOD

TITAN TIRE
CORPORATION OF
BRYAN

OH..0323

. OH

NELLIS AIR FORCE

NV-0047

03-17392

THYSSENKRUPP mEL

I AND STAINLESS USA,

AL-0230

503-0095-XOOl

Al.

THAU X026

UC

PROCESS NAME

PRIMARY FUR

THROUGHPUT

THROUGHPUT
UNIT

POUUTANT

13.31

NATUR:Al GAS

.50.4

MMBTU/H

voe

PR6casS TYPE

BOILER

6/S/2008 .

114

NV

BASE

PERMIT ISSUANCE
DATE

PERMITNUM

.. \

2/26/2008

BOILERS/HEATERS·
... NATURAL GA.S·FIRED

13.31

NATURAL GAS

8/17/2007

3 NATURAL GAS·FIRED
. BOILERS WITH ULNB
&amp; EGR (S37·S39)

13.31

NATURAL GAS

64.9

MMBTUeach

voe

CONTROL METHOD

EMfSSION LI MIT

DESCRIPTION

EMISSION LIMIT
UNIT

FLUE GAS
RECIRCULATION ,

I

CASE-BY-CASE
BAS ts

lB/H

BACT·PSD

0.0062.

LB/MMBTV

Other case-bV·
.~
Case

o.ooss

LB/MM BTU

BACT.PSD

0.0026 __

L8/MMBTU

BACT.PSD

.. 0.27

vOc

AVG TIME

,.

AL·0231

NUCOR DECATUR llC

Al

712-0037

6/12/2007

VACUUM OEGASSER
BOILER

13.31

NATURAL GAS

95

MMBTU/H

voe

OH..030g

TOLEDO SUPPLIER
PARK· PAINT SHOP

OH

04-01358

5/3/2007

BOILER [2), NATURAL GAS

13.31

NATURAL GAS

20.4

MMBTU/H

voe

o.u

LB/H

LAER

MS-0085

DART CONTAINER
CORPORATION LLC

MS

0440-00053

1/31/2007

NATURAL GAS FIRED
BOILER

13.31

NATURAL GAS

33.5

MMBTU/h

voe

0.81

TONS/YR

BACT.PSD

1/26/2007

ONE ClASEOUS-FUELED 99
MMTU/HR AUXILIARY
BOILER

13.31

NATURAL GAS

99

MMBTU/H

voe

GR S/IOOSCF

BACT·PSD

1/10/2007

TWO ~.8 MMBTU/H ClAS
FUELED AUXILIARY
BOILERS

13.31

NATURAL GAS

-. .. 8

MMBTU/H

voe

GS/100 SCF GAS

BACT-PSD

PROGRESS BARTOW

FL-0285

Fl

POWER PLANT

FPLWEST"CotiNTY'

FL~B6

Fl

.. ENERGY CENTER

PSD-FL-381 ANO

1030011-010-AC

PSO·Ft-354 ANO

0990646-001-AC

·1
'

HARRAH'S
OPERATING
COMPANY, INC.

NV-0044

NV

257

1/4/2<m

COMMERCIAl/lNsriTUTIO
NAL-SIZE BOILERS

12/8/2006

STEAM GENERATOR: Oil
FIELDS TO &It; 33.5
MMBTU/HR

7/11/2006

POWER STEAM BOILER

BREIT'BURN ENERGY·

DOME ANO

CA-1163

CA

NEWLOVE LEASE,

ATC/PTO '11•os02

ORCUTT HILL FIELD

TEXST"AR GAS

TX-0501

. I .

PROCESS FACILITY

GOODSPRINGS
------'-·- - - - - ' - l ... NV-0046-1-coMPRESSOR-

·

STATION

PSD·TX SSM3
AND 6051

TX

I- N v - I

I

'I

·-

I

13.31,

NATURAL GAS

35.4

MMBTU/H

voe

13.31

NATURAL GAS

23

23.00 MMBTU/H

voe

13.31

NATURAL GAS

93

MMBTU/H

voe

---4sa~ -s/16/2006- COMMERCIAl/1 NSTITUTIO -~--1331--

.

NAL BOILER

.

I

NATURALGAS

I

--~3.ss·--.

I

' I

GOOD COMBUSTION
DESIGN

LOW·NOX BURNER
AND FGR. (VOC AS ROC)

0.005

· 8.S

0.46

LB/MMBTV

BACT·PSD

PPMV@I 3%02

· BACT-PSD

BACT-PSD ·..:

lB/H

I

-MMBTU/H-- - - v o e - - -GOOD COMBUSTION 1--o.oos2--l-i.B/MMBTu- 1
PROCESS

~BA.CT·PSD-

-~,--

NV-0048

AR-0090

MD-0036

GOODSl'RINGS
COMPRESSOR
si'ATION

NV

. 468

,......--ARKANSAS..,...

AR

_1139·AOP-R6

DOMINION

MD

CPCN 9055

NUCOR STEEL;,

. 5/16/ioo&

- - 4/3/2006 _

I

!/10/2006

COMMERCIAL/INSTITUTIO
NAL-SIZE BOILER (&lt;100
MMBTU/H)

13.31

-1 P~lE_ll~~~orl~S~S_r<: I --- l3. 3 l ~FUEL GAS PROCESS
HEATER

13.31"

NATURAL GAS

NATURAL GAS

NATURAL GAS

!.85

MMBTV/H

1--·---· _ 12.6 ·-·" __..:.:_ J _' MMBTV EACH_

voe

GOOD COMBUSTION
PRACTICE

0.005

voe

GOOD COMBUSTION'

.. -·PRACTICE ___

L--- O.L.--·-

voe

GOOD COMBUSTION
PRACTICES

"143

Othertase-by• Case

LB/MMBTU

lB/H ...

PPM VD

"" _ BACT-PSD

3-HouR
AVERAGE

LAER

.~.i

·.
Table 3. EPA's RACTIBACT!LAER Cleairlnghou~ • Scatt'h Results
Pniee~s Type: Fire \vatcr Pump Eni;ne < !'iOO hp
Permit Date Bchu•en 0112006 And 09/2016
Carty Fire Pump Engine, Boardman, Ottgon -

RB LCD

•NJ-0085

I

FAOLITYNAME:

FAOUTYSTATE

MIDDLESEX ENERGY
CENTER, llC

L£NIElt,U~

PRIMARY FUR

PROCESS NAME

ISSUANCE DAT!

I 19149/PCPlSOOOl I

NJ

..

I ~N1:£>085~ I . MIDDLESEX ENERGY

PERMIT

PERMIT NUM

7/19/2016

•

. EMERGENCY '
GENERATOR DIESEL

DIESEL OIL

EMERGENCY DIESEL

I_;;;_;,_JJLSD~
·. I

- - -•J..;.;;....f;J9149/PCP150001.f~/19/2016,;_f~R~~
·

•

•

THROUGHPUT

'

THROUGHPUT UNIT

100H/YR

-.,

.

-------1~ ,;..;;_,;,_H/Yll....;..._
'

·

CONTROl METHOD

POLLUTANT

voe

DESCRIPTION
Use of Ultni Low Sulfur Olt!sel
(ULSD) Oii a clean burning fuel
and 11mited hours cf operation

EMISSION UMJT

0.557

EMISSION LIMIT
UNIT

AVG TIME

LB/H

UseofUltraLowSulfurDlesel
(ULSD)OIL,1deanburnlngfuelJ__;._lll!L..;;.;..J--·---~BM-;...I
and limited hours of operatic"

1--~ 1

CASE-BY-CASE
BASIS

LAER

.• ..

·· -

.;._w11_1

--

. ·-.
··\.

TX-0799

- N>-0084

IN-0234

Ak:-0082
AK-0082
AK--0082
OK-0164

PSEG FOSSIL UC
SEWAREN GENERATING
STATTON
GRAIN PROCESSING
CORPORATION
POINT THOMSON
PRODUCTION FACILITY
POINT THOMSON
PRODUCTION FACILITY
POINT THOMSON
PRODUCTION FACILITY
MIDWEST OTY AIR DEPOT

TX

NJ

'

18295, PSOTX1466,
GHGPSDTX139

6/8/2016

EMERGENCY ENGINES

dleSel

18068/BOPlSOOOl

3/10/2016

Emergency Diesel Fire
'
Pump

ULSO

IN

027·35177-ooo46

_12/8/2015

AK

AQ.1201CPT03

1/23/2015

AK

AQ1201Cl'T03

1/23/2015

AK

OK

I

1/23/2015

2009-394-C(M-2)PSO I

1/8/2015

AQ1201CPT03

. EMERGENCY FIRE
PUMP ENGINE
Airstrip Generator
E"-'rlne
Agitator Generator
EnJi!fne
Incinerator Generator
EnJll"e
Diesel-Fueled Fire
Pumo fnRlnes

I
I
I
I

voe

OISTILLAlC OIL

use of ULSD • dean burning
fuel,. and llmiteOhours of
ooeratlon
GOOD COMBUSTION
. PRACTICES

0.0025

LB/HP-HR

BACT·PSO

0.1_

LB/H

lAER

H/YR

voe

o.os

G/HP-H

BACT-PSO

490

hp

voe

0.0025

LB/HP-H

BACT-PSO

98

hp

voe

0.0025

lB/HP·H

BACT-PSD

102

hp_

voe

300

HP

voe

100

Ultr1 low Sulfur
Olesel
Ultr1 Low Sulfur
Diesel
Ultra Low Sulfur
Dlnel
Ultra-Low Sulfur
Olstrtlate Fuel

Equipment specifications and
good combustion practices.
Operation llmlted to 100 hours
per year.

voe

. 0

1. Good Combustion Practices.

0.0025

LB/HP-H

0.15

GRAMS PER HP-HR

sAcr-Psi:i
TOTAL FOR 3
ENGINES.

eACT.PSD

LB/MM STU
BACT·PSD
l----+-"'M":o"u"'No"'s"'vi"'LL'-E-+----+-----+----+------+----+------t-------+-----+---------+-----+-----+-----1-----1
'WV-0025
WMBINEO tva.E POWER
WV
R14-0030
Fire Pump Engine
Diesi!!
HP
voe
· BACT-PSD
11/21/2014
251
0.17
LB/H
AK-0083

!·~.,·-·····.,-·--···---·--·-------

BEAUMONT TERMINAL

KE~~:~R:5EN

•

AK

AQ0083CPT06,
AQ0083CPT06

1/6/2015

Diesi!!!
Dies~! Flred\Ven
Flred~Well Pump

2.7

Diesel

MMBTU/H

VOC
voe

Limited Operation of 168 hr/yr.

0.36

PLANT

Fl-0347

ANADARKO PETROLEUM
CORPORATION· EGOM

Fl

OCS--EPA-R401S

9/16/2014

Dlesel Powered Forklift
Engine

Diesel

FL-0347

ANADARKO PETROLEUM
CORPORATION· EGOM

FL

OCS-EPA-R4015

9/16/2014

fWlrellne Diesel Engines

Diesel

FL-0347"

ANADARKO PETROLEUM
CORPORATION· EGOM

Fl

OCS·EPA-R4015

9/16/2014

water Blasting Dresel
Engine

Diesel

ANADARKO PETROLEUM
CORPORATION· EGOM

Fl-

OCS-EPA-R4015

-- 9/16/2014 -

Well Evaluatfon Diesel
Engine

Diesel

--, FL-0347 -

·i
.

FL-0347

ANADARKO PETROLEUM
CORPORATION - EGOM

Fl

OCS-EPA·R4015

9/16/2014 .

FL--0347

ANADARKO PETROLEUM
CORPORATION - EGOM

FL

OCS·EPA·R401S

9/16/2014

Fast Rescue Craft
Diesel Engine

Escape Capsule Diesel
Engine

hp

30

voe

voe

hp

208

----1------

140

-·····

l hp··

voe

Use of gOod combustfon
practices based on the most
recent manufacturer'1
specifications Issued for engine

BACT-PSD

Use of good combustion
practices based on the most
recent manufacturer's .
speciflcatfons Issued for engine
and with turbocharger.
aftercooler, and high Injection
oressure
Use cf good combustion
practices based on the most
recent manufacturer's
speclflcatlo"s Issued for engine
and with turbocharger,
aftercooler. and high injection
oressure

BACT.PSD

BACT·PSD

-voe

use of good combustion
practices based on the most
recent manufad:u.rer's
speclflcatlons Issued for engine

- BACT-PSD

BACT-PSD

Diesel.

230

hp

voe

Use of good combustion
practices based on the most
recent manufacturer's .
specifications lssu@d for engine
____ and with turbocharger,. _
aftercooter, and high Injection
Dressure

Dresel

39

hp

voe

Use of good combustion
practices based on the most
recent manufacturer's
specificatio.ns issued fdr engine

.0

- BACT..PSD -

.
Table 3. EPA"s RACT/BACT/LAER Ocarbtghouse. Surdl Resulf1
Pl"Ol"eH Type: fire Water Pump Eni:fne < 500 hp
Pe-nuit Date Bern·ttn 0112006 And 09/2016
Carty Fire Pump Engine, Boardman, Oregon --.

AB LCD

FACILITY STATE I

FACILITY NAME

PERMIT
ISSUANCE DATE

, PERMlT NUM

PROCESS NAME

PRIMARY FUEL

THROUGHPUT

THROUGHPUT UNIT

CONTROL METHOD
DESCRIPTION

POLLUTANT

EMISSION LIMIT

EMISSION UMrr
UNIT

AVG TIME

CASE-BY-CASE
BASIS

Use of good combustion

practices based on the most FL.0347

Remotely Operated

ANADARKO PETRoi.EvM
CORPORATION• EGOM

Ft

OCS-EPA·R401S

I '

recent manufacturer's

Diesel

Vehlcle Eml'!rgency

9/16/2014

voe

hp

427

Generator

spl!clflcatlons Issued for
engines and with turbocharger,

BACT·PSD

eftercooler, and high fnjectron
~

ll.0114

MD-OJ44 ·

tN-Olll
IN-0173
IN--0180
IN-0180
•MS-0092

*MO-oo41

IL

13060007

COVE POINT LNG
TERMINAL

MO

PSC CASE NO. 9318

6/9/2014

IN

129-33576--00059

6/4/2014

FIRE PUMP

IN

129-33576-00059

6/4/2014

RAW WATER PUMP

IN

129-33576-00059

6/4/2014

'FIRE PUMP

IN

129-33576--00059

6/4/2014

RAW WATER PUMP

5/8/2014 •

E~r:~a~~rhp u~es:I

MIDWEST FERTILIZER
CORPORATION
MIDWEST FERTILIZER
CORPORATION
MIDWEST FERTILIZER
CORPORATION
MIDWEST FERTILIZER
CORPORATION
EMBERCLEAR GTL MS

MS. :

CPV ST. CHARLES

'; 9/5/2014

0040-00055

MD

PSC CASE NO. 9280

I

373

hp

voe

3SO

HP

voe·''-,

SOD

HP

voe

SOD

HP

voe

500

HP

voe

DIESEL, NO. 2

SOD

HP

voe.

diesel

325

hp

Ffrtowater Pump Engine I dlst!llate fuel oil

CRONUS CHEMICALS, LLC

·5 EMERGENCY FIRE
WATER PUMP
ENGINES

ULTRA LOW
SULFUR DIESEL

I

I

-ULTRA-LOW

EMERGENCY
GENERATOR

4/23/2014

DIESEL; NO. 2

SutFUR DIESEL

KW

1500

-

VOC

voe

ENERGY ANSWERS

RENEWABLEENE~GY

AREOBO PUERTO RICO

;_

PR-0009

NJ-0081
TX-0706-

PA-0296

Ml-o412

Ml-0410

OH-0352

1- .. PR

PROJECT·

R2-PSD 1 ·

- - - -·- ·

PSEG FOSSIL LLC
SEWAREN GENERA.TING
STATION
... NATURAL GAS
FRACTIONATION

NJ

TX

BERKS HOLLOW ENERGY
.ASSOC LLC/0NTELAUNEE

-PA-0291-

BACT-PSD

G/ICW-H

G/HP-H ..

0.141

G/BHP-H

0.141

.. G/BHP-H

0.141

G/8-HP-H

0.141

G/B-HP-H

I

NOX+NMHC

LAER

3-HR AVERAGE

BACT·PSO.

3-HR AVERAGE.

BAeT-!'SD

. 3-HRAVERAGE

BACT-PSD

3-HR AVERAGE

BACT-PSO

0
EXCLUSIVE USE OF ULSD FUEL.
GOOD COMBUSTION

. 4.8

BACT-PSO

~

lB/MMBTU

N/A

OH10 VALLE\' RESOURCES,
Lle

06-05150A

I

12/17/2013

107·13

IN

147-32322-oooG2

9/25/2013

Ml

191-12

7/25/2013

a.ts

Ultra Low Sulfur
Distlllate oil

voe

0.119

Emergency Engines

Ultra-low sulfur
dfesel

voe

0.03

Emerlency Flrewate;
Pump
'

O!esel.

16

voe

0.013

T/VR

BASED ON 12MONTH ROLLING
TOTAL

N/A

Olesel

165

Emergency Engine __ oresel Fire Pump
(EUFPENGINE)
DIESEL-FIRED
EMERGENCY WATER
PUMP

12/4/2013

HOURS OF OPERATION

I

I:·

•2

I NO. 2 FUEL Oil

-------~~-

Gal/hr'"

HP

···-"-·---1--

J fuel fired emergency

OH

P0110840

I-

I

I

I

6/18/2013

I

Emergency fire pump
._ engine

,I

LA.ER

LB/H

-TPV

BACT-PSD ·•/

Good combustion practices

0.001

LB/H

TEST PROTOCOL

BACT-~SO c

0.141

. G/B·HP·H

3-HR AVERAGE

BACT-PSD

481

BHP

voe

GOOD co~eusnoo
PRACTICES

d1eselfuel

315

hp nameplate

voe

Proper combustion design and
ultr1 low sulfur diesel fuel.

d!esel

30D

HP

voe

Purchased certified to the
standards in NSPS SUbpart 1111

backup ·fire pump

OREGON CLEAN ENERGY

BACT-PSD

_ : .• G/B-HP-H

voe

EU-FPENGINE: Diesel

THETFORD GENERA.TING
STATION

I

HICKORY RUN ENERGY
EMERGENCY
ULTRA LOW '
STATION-- - P A - -37-337A- ·-4/23/2.013~ -FJREWATERPiJMP -SULFUR-l--3.25--l-MMBTU/H-l~-VOC--I

BACT-PSD

0.2S

BACT·PSO '

LB/H

-1.11--1--LB/H-.-1-----

DISTILLATE
PA-0286

· IN-0158

IA-0105

PA-0278

MOXIE ENERGY<.
LLC/PATRIOT
GENERATION PLT

-- ST, JOSEPH ENEGRY · CENTER, LLC
IOWA FERTILIZER
COMPANY

MOXIE LIBERTY
llC/ASYLUM POWER Pl T

LAER

voe

Emergency diesel fire
pump

3/7/2014
1/23/2014 ~

102482, PSDTX1292

Ml

~m~~·~~:~·::: I~~~~·:~"

4/10/2014

18068 ·(BOP120002JI

PA

HOLLAND BOARD OF
PUBLIC WORKS- EAST

CENTER

0.4

PRACTICES, AND LIMITING THE

STH STREET
IN-0179

Tl er IV standards for non-road
engines at 40 CFR 1039.102,
Table 7.
USE ONLY ULSO, GOOD
COMBUSTION PRACTICES. AND
DESIGNED TO ACHIEVE
EMISSION LIMIT
GOOD COMBUSTION
PRACTICES
GOOD COMBUSTION
PRACTICES
GOOD COMBUSTION
PRACTICES
GOOD COMBUSTION
PRACTICES

PA

41-00084A

1/31/2.013

IN

141-31003-00579

12/3/2012

IA

PA

12-219

os.B.·0004SA

IFire Pump Ensrne. 460
BHP

10/26/2012

10/10/2012

TWO (2) FIREWATER
PUMP DIESEL ENGINES
Fire Pump

Fire Pump

voe

Diesel

... ·.
DIESEL

dieseffuel

Diesel

371'

14

BHP, EACH

GAL/H

voe
voe.
voe.

- COMBUSTION DESIGN"' CONTROLS AND LiSAGE LIMITS
sood combustion practices

0.1

. G/HP·H

0.16

LB/H

0.25

0.1

G/KW-H

G/B-HP-H

OTHER CASE-BY·

OOE -

OTHER CASE·BY·
CASE

BACT·PSD
AVERAGE OF 3
STACK TEST RUNS

BACT-PSO
OTHER CASE-BYCASE

---··--'---~·--..-"
··-

·•

," ..

...
Table 3. EPA's RACT/BACT/LAER Clcarlnghou..e. ~arch Rt'~111tt
PnK"HS Type: Fire Water Pump Engine< ~00 hp
Pennll Dale Benn·en 01/2006 And 0?/2016
C.rf! Flrt! Pump En~in~ Boardman, Oregon

I

RBLCJD

I

SC-0159

IFACILITYSTATEI

FACILITY NAME

SC

I

US10 FACILITY

PERMITNUM

I

0200-0225-CA

I ISS:::~ ~ATE

1

I

PROCESS NAME

I

7/9/2012

PRIMARY FUEL

I :.

FIRE PUMPS, FIRE1,
FIRE2, FIRE3

THROUGHPUT

CONTROL METHOD

POLLUTANT

THROUGHPUT UNIT

CASE-BY·CASE
·BASIS

AVG TIME

DESCRIPTION

I.

BACT HAS BEEN DETERMINED

DIESEL

I

I

211

TO BE COMPLIANCE WITH

KW

I

voe

NSPS,SUBPART 1111, 40

I

CfR60.4202 AND 40

•

I

I

I

BACf·PSD

I

I •

BACT·PSD

1,

I

I

'-

0

I

I

I . BACT.f>SO

0

I

I

I - BACT·PSD

GKW-H

CFR60.4205.
~se of a:ood combustio~

practices based on the current
I SAKE PROSPECT DRILLING
PROJECT

FL-0338

I

Fl

I

oc:iEPA-R400B

J

JWlrelll'I! Unit Engines· J

5/30/2012

C.R. luig:s

dfesel .,

I

I

300

I

hp

I

voe

.

manufactureri€"'s

specifications for these ·

I

engines. use of low sulfur dlesel

I

T112

1.17

MO ROLLING
TOTAL

TONS PER YEAR 12
MONTH ROLLING
.
TOTAL

fuel, turbocharger with
aftercooler, high pressure fuel
Injection with aftercooler

I SAKE PROSPECT DRl~LING

FL-0338

FL..0!1

~--

-

----

38

PROJECT

,

--~I~
FL~33B

I

I SAKE PROSPEC!'DRILLINGI
PROJECT

Fl

Fl

I
I

QCS.£PA-R4008

OCS.-EF'A·R4008

FL

PROJECT.

5/30/2012 .

Di(!Sel

E~gine -

.

us·e of sood combustion

. Diesi!!

I

Life Boat 01'5el
5/3C/2012

I

En sines· Developmi!nt
'Drlllerl

1

Diesel

I

I

142

I·

,I

110

I

hp

I

hp
".

·I sp;c~;~:l:~;~::~:s~

voe

P0rt_l_.id stbFWdand'

5/30/2012

Aft Crane Diesel

----~

-- -·-

----·~- -~~

-~-

~

I

..· I

Use of sood combustion

practices blSOd on the cunent

voe

manufactureri€"'s

I

speclflcations for tJ'lese erglnes
and use of lcw sulfur diesel fuiel

-------

voe

HP

305

diesel -

-----

I

en sines. use of low sulfur diesel
fuel, and turbocharger

Use of sood combustion
practices bilSed on the current

··------

OCS-EPA·R4008

-

practices based on the current

---·---~-----

SAKE PROSPECT DRILLING

I

Fast Rescue Craft

Development Driller 1

~

------··-- ·--··-

. I·· . I

Engines- C.R. Lulgs

---

'--·~··

manufacturerA€...,s
-Specifications for thes·;-----

-----·~

-~.

-

-·

__
_.

---·-TONS PER YEAR 12

_._

T/12MO ROLLING

6'n

enslnes, use of low sulfur diesel
fuel, positive aankcase
ventilation, turbocharger with

,~·-,

....

sAcr-PSD

MONTH ROLLING

TOTAL

TOTAL

aftercooler, high pressure fuel

I _::..

,~

I

BACT-PSD

I

BACT·PSO

Injection with 1ftercoo1er

FL-0338

FL-0338

=-~~-"'"

I SAKE PROSPECT DRILLING
PROJECT

JSAKE PROSPECT DRILLING
PROJECT

..
,;

--··

.

I

I

Fl,

Fl

I OCS-(P~·R4008 I

I

OCS-EPA-R4008

I

Seismic Operations '
5/30/2012

5/30/2012

I - I . .. I
,

~i~:~:.~ ·1~~:~:;;;;R,:L~~: =o-:~~,-= ~cs~.~

••: : .

·.

'.

Dlesel Engines.
1Development
Orlller l

l
I

Diesel

I

I

415

hp

life Boat Diesel "
Engines· C.R. Lulgs

•

g

diesel

.

<~.:,,:1~· ;~~1:~;~~~t
Drlller

I

I

I

6.67

·spKificatlons for these

engines, use of low sulfur dies el

TONS

I

PER YEAR 12

MONTH ROLLING
TOTAL

, fuel, and turbocharger
Use of aood combustion

r .-- .. ·-.
J

I

voe

l)se of good combusti6n

practices based on the cunent
manufactureri€"'s

I

I

39

.

c•c.Dlesel·-
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Gm ail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gm ail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Don Abing <dya21 rainlander@hotmail.com>
Reply-To: dya21 rainlander@hotmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 6:15 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and@
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

f

Don Abing
683 39th Street
Astoria, OR 97103
5032981217

https://mai 1.google.com /mai l/u/O/?ui=2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159b4824431 ae9d9&sim I= 159b4824431 ae9d9
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Geert Aerts <geert.h.aerts@gmail.com >
Wednesday, December 21 , 2016 7:49 AM
Wess Safford
Please stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery.

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this w ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of tox~ d
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Geert Aerts
30 SE 91st Ave
Porltand, OR 97216
3609213476

92

-rfJ

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

heidi ahlstrand <ironrancher@yahoo.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 7:09 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

heidi ahlstrand
1580 state ave. nw
owatonna, MN 55060

104

(f)
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Janis Aimee <forjanis@gmail.com>
Reply-To: forjanis@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 9:24 PM

~&

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I am a Kalapuya Indian with the Grand Ronde Confederation. I live in Olympia WA. I have trouble even thinking of how
awful this proposal is - it almost makes me cry! The Columbia River is sacred - it is a national treasure - it is an
American historical location - it belongs to 'the people'. It does NOT belong to Chinese or other businesses , including
U.S. And it certainly does NOT belong to fossil fuel giants!
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

{j)

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

{f)

Janis Aimee
1131 5th Ave SE
Olympia, WA 98501
(360)754-9814

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159b52f361c32de3&siml=159b52f361c32de3
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Brian Ainsley < Brian.Ainsley@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 1:49 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Ref inery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

<:J)

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Brian Ainsley
1227 Pine Needle Court
Altamonte Springs, FL 32714
407-734-1630

133
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message

Mike Albar <malbar2001@hushmail.com>
Reply-To: malbar2001@hushmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 6:51 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

®
®

Mike Albar
251 Gemini Drive
Hillsborough, NJ 08844
9085551212

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159b73645c23326f&siml=159b73645c23326f

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Mike Albar <malbar2001@hushmail.com>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 7:16 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refi nery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Mike Albar
251 Gemini Drive
Hillsborough, NJ 08844
9085551212

103
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Gm ail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Margaret Alic <maranjam@rockisland .com>
Reply-To: maranjam@rockisland.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sun , Jan 22, 2017 at 11:29 AM

ft ___::--/(.,D
Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Kalama is a beautiful , historic town on the Columbia River that does not need another polluting industry that will
contribute to climate change.
~

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Ci)

Margaret Alic
122 Raccoon Point Road
Eastsound, WA 98245

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&viem=pt&search=inbox&th= 159c7a8000de4cd1&siml=159c7a8000de4cd1
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Mike Allen <mrallen82@msn .com>
Reply-To: mrallen82@msn .com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Mon, Jan 23, 2017 at 3:37 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,

Mike Allen
720 209th Ave Ct E
Lake Tapps, WA 98391

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik= 7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159cdb0efa8bd0ff&siml=159cdb0efa8bd0ff
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Ginny Allinger <allinger871@hotmail.com>
Reply-To: allinger871@hotmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sat, Jan 28, 2017 at 1:24 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Ginny Allinger
155 E Berkeley St
Gladstone, OR 97027

https ://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik= 7179f27f4d&vievv=pt&search=inbox&th=159e6f6be187f2ed&siml=159e6f6be187f2ed

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Connie Allison <einnoc02@g mail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 12:42 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Connie Allison
147 Sheridan Park
Geneva, NY 14456

55555555555

116

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Luke Anavi <lanavi@ymail.com>
Saturday, December 17, 2016 5:45 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Luke Anavi
2431 N.E. Flanders St.
Portland, OR 97232

503-334-9809

182

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Matthew Anderson <anderson.gtr@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:37 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit fo r the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Matthew Anderson
13522 Densmore Ave N
Seattle, WA 98133
2063661782

78

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

j angell <jangell@earthlink.net >
Wednesday, December 21 , 2016 5:52 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

j angell
ponderosa rd
rescue, CA 95672
5555555555

122

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Joseph Annett <Josepha01 @hotmail.com >
Thursday, December 22, 2016 6:22 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Wo rks to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Joseph Annett
357 Fallert Road
Kalama WA 98625, WA 98623
5038909900

5

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Kim Antieau <kma@gorge.net>
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 6:47 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Kim Antieau
PO Box 1100
Stevenson, WA 98648
9715635147

32

I

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Robert Applebaum <bobnroz@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:33 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Robert Applebaum
3229 Lake Albano Circle
San Jose, CA 95135

75

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Raymond Arent <rjarent@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 1:11 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

-=#:}-1 '1 D

-----Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not perm it Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Raymond Arent
1 Belleview Dr.
Severna Park, MD 21146

4105445594

122

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

David Arntson <dchristiemusic@hotmail.com >
Sunday, January 8, 2017 5:39 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

4111

----

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, t his would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

David Arntson
1615 208th St SE, #3
Bothell, WA 98012
4256819548

109
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Susanna Askins <tlknkr@gmail.com>
Reply-To: tlknkr@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 5:35 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Stop destroying our planet! Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Susanna Askins
14640 NE Russell Ct
Portland, OR 97230
5032569977

https://mai 1.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search=i nbox&th= 159b45d9b8ea684e&sim I= 159b45d9b8ea684e

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Susanna Askins <tlknkr@gmail.com >
Wednesday, December 21 , 2016 10:10 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Susanna Askins
14640 NE Russell Ct
Portland, OR 97230
5032569977

58

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Susanna Askins <tlknkr@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:52 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, th is would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
We only get one chance at t his. This a terrible idea with horrifying consequences. Stop the greed for wealth and power.
Act responsibly for our environment - it's the only one we have.
Thank you,

Susanna Askins
14640 NE Russell Ct
Portland, OR 97230
5032569977

83
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Aera Atkins <adanrowe@live.com>
Reply-To: adanrowe@live.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sat, Jan 21, 2017 at 4:58 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Aera Atkins
2520 Kingsley Rd.
Hood River, OR 97031
(541) 806-2344

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th= 159c3ae373d10885&siml=159c3ae373d10885

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Patricia Auer < patricia .auerS 1@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 2:16 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

----.::#- / 1 'f

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Patricia Auer
1353 Westbrooke Meadows Lane
Ballwin, MO 63021

142

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

SB <ladygojira@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 6:20 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

SB
Greensboro Ln
Ladson, SC 29456

14

2/15/2017

Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Brenda Bachman <brendabachman@msn.com>
Reply-To: brendabachman@msn.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sun, Jan 22, 2017 at 7:19 PM

..::tt:...---11 lo
Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama. We want you to hear your citizens.
Thank you,

Brenda Bachman
3225 47th Ave SW
Seattle, WA 98116

https://m ai 1.google.com /mai l/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159c956411642a72&sim I= 159c956411642a72

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jean Bails <swimbails@aol.com>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 1:15 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Jean Bails
21221 Thiele Ct.
Saint Clair Shores, Ml 48081
7763046

36

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ravinder Bajwa < bajwa679@yahoo.co.uk>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 10:29 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Ravinder Bajwa
6910 Old Redmond Rd
Redmond, WA 98052

37

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Brad Baker <bradmbak@gmail.com >
Saturday, January 7, 2017 9:40 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Brad Baker
1926 W Burnside
Unit 505
Portland, OR 97209
4153850875

77

2/15/2017

M

Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Brad Baker <bradmbak@gmail.com>
Reply-To: bradmbak@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed , Jan 18, 2017 at 10:27 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,

Brad Baker
1926 W Burnside
Unit 505
Portland, OR 97209
4153850875

https :/Imai I.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159b5690b6ffedd7&si m I= 159b5690b6ffedd7

1/1

2/15/2017

M

Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Bradley Baker <bradmbak@gmail.com>
Reply-To: bradmbak@gmail. com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Tue, Jan 24, 2017 at 9:40 PM

We don't need the world's largest methanol refinery in the world in Kalama. We need clean air and we need to limit our
carbon dioxide emissions . Please do not allow this to be built.
Bradley Baker
1926 W Burnside
# 505
Portland, OR 97209

4153850875

https://mai I.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui = 2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159d423bb55494b2&si m I= 159d423bb55494b2

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Gerritt and Elizabeth Baker-Smith <egbakersmith@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 3:12 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refi nery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Gerritt and Elizabeth Baker-Smith
338 Braeside
East Stroudsburg, PA 18301

3694485

150

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Patricia Baker <triciabake@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 2: 10 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Patricia Baker

1040 Kearney Street
Denver, CO 80220
303-322-2176

138

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Shannon Baker <walkingthestar@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11 :26 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refi nery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Shannon Baker
1420 Holman Street
Shelton, WA 98584

97

2/15/2017
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Elizabeth Balise <bentreed@outlook.com>
Reply-To: bentreed@outlook.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 25, 2017 at 11:55 AM

:ti:- I &' 3

~
Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the ·world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Elizabeth Balise
521 Florin Street
Scranton, PA 18509

https://m ai I.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui =2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159d7324e0a624e6&si m I= 159d7324e0a624e6

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Wanda Ballentine <wsb70@comcast.net >
Wednesday, December 14, 20 16 4:13 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

®

Wanda Ballentine
1181 Edgcumbe Rd . 314
St. Paul, MN 55105
6512003093

®

18

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Marnie Bankowski < marniebankowski@aol.com >
Friday, January 6, 2017 4:40 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Marnie Bankowski
607 Beech St
Vancouver, WA 98661

18

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Janice Banks <jabanks@tds.net>
Tuesday, December 27, 2016 4:29 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Janice Banks
14 Maple St.
Center Barnstead, NH 03225

603-269-3116

58

2/15/2017

M

Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Matthew Barmann <mbarmann@me.com>
Reply-To: mbarmann@me.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 7:37 PM

-----

,#-{g1

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Matthew Barmann
417 17th Street
Hood River, OR 97031
(541) 829-9865

https://mail .google.com /mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159b4cd444b6db51&siml=159b4cd444b6db51
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Gm ail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Carli Barnes <greenmeadowsoflove@gmail.com>
Reply-To: greenmeadowsoflove@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Mon, Jan 30, 2017 at 7:19 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Carli Barnes
3612 H Street
Vancouver, WA 98663

https ://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159f288f95b61b48&siml=159f288f95b61b48
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Lisa Barnes <aliceblisa@hotmail.com>
Reply-To: aliceblisa@hotmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 11, 2017 at 2:44 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
I believe it is time for America to flex its "innovation muscles" and put all efforts into developing clean power. It is
possible! This is the 21st century; we need to stop acting like it's the 19th century.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Lisa Barnes
2451 Thorndyke Av. W.

#5
Seattle, WA 98199

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1598fb3f3f1e1ab8&siml=1598fb3f3f1e1ab8

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Lisa Barrett <leezalu72@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 5:30 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

----#1'10

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Lisa Barrett
923 Short Street
Loves Park, IL 61111
5169296

127

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Lisa Barrett < leezalu72@yahoo.com >
Thursday, December 15, 2016 6:02 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Lisa Barrett
923 Short Street
Loves Park, IL 61111
5169296

221

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Evan Beattie <ebeattie33@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 20 16 2:14 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Evan Beattie
5301 Lexington ave
Los Angeles, CA 90029

23

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jane Beattie <rbmt80@yahoo .com >
Tuesday, December 20, 2016 8:57 PM
Wess Safford
Kalama Methanol Refinery

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
Please deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington, the largest methanol refinery in the world.
It will dump up to 53 tons of toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon
dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.

Jane Beattie
PO Box 5591
Ketchum, ID 83340
2087213939

147

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Craig Beaty <cnmbeaty@me.com>
Tuesday, January 31, 2017 8:49 PM
Wess Safford
Comments on Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

~

Dear Mr. Safford,
When? When can we evolve past these archaic energy sources? Those that not only are finite, but ultimately
contaminate all who and that encounter its use and production.
We demand clean air and we demand cleaner energy sources. The Kalama methanol refinery does not meet our
demands.
I implore you to deny the air discharge permit for the proposed Kalama methanol refinery.
This is a responsibility to the environment as well as the people of Kalama.
Given information from the EPA: The refinery would dump up to 53 tons (106,000) pounds of toxic
and hazardous pollutants into the air annually. By comparison, Emerald Chemical in Kalama released
six tons of hazardous pollution in 2015.
Once again, I urge yo u to deny this permit.
Sincerely,
Nicole Beaty

139

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Elaine Becker <elainebecker@yahoo.com >
Friday, January 6, 2017 4:24 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Ai r Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Elaine Becker
2514 Sharmar Rd .
Roanoke, VA 24018

5404006129

13

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ed Bennett <edbennett@comcast.net>
Thursday, December 29, 2016 12:28 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

-----_:tt=L

'f 5

RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama or surrounding areas. Further, they have zero
experience in this type of endeavour and what would China do with the product? Save it? I think not.
Thank you for the opportunity to submit my comment.
Regards,

Ed Bennett
204 West 27th Street
Vancouver, WA 98660

Ed Bennett
204 West 27th Street
Vancouver, WA 98660
3609930250

84

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ed Bennett <edbennett@comcast.net >
Wednesday, December 21 , 2016 5:39 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Ref inery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Ed Bennett
204 West 27th Street
Vancouver, WA 98660
3609930250

125

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Susan Bennett Parks <Sbparks7@gmail.com >
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 6:28 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Susan Bennett Parks
6107 SW Gunther Ln
Portland, OR 97219

61

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Julia Bent <jbent@scn.org >
Sunday, January 8, 2017 5:17 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he ai r annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Julia Bent
19650 46th Ave. NE
Kenmore, WA 98165

106

2/15/2017

Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Melissa Bentley <melissa-bentley@hotmail.com>
Reply-To: melissa-bentley@hotmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

;#:I CC

Sun, Feb 5, 2017 at 12:11 PM

g

---------

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Melissa Bentley
510 Frankton
Hood River, OR 97031
503-381 -2015

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik= 7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15a0fe753e72b61c&siml=15a0fe753e72b61c
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Melissa Bentley <melissa-bentley@hotmail.com>
Reply-To: melissa-bentley@hotmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Fri, Feb 3, 2017 at 2:41 PM

8t-l'lf

~
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Melissa Bentley
510 Frankton
Hood River, OR 97031
503-381-2015

https://m ai 1.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui =2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 15a062407e55b2c3&si m I= 15a062407e55b2c3

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Karen Berger <kareneliseberger@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 2:13 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Karen Berger

4412 Ocean View Blvd Apt NUMBER
Montrose, CA 91020

139

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Diane Berliner <canyongal@aol.com>
Tuesday, December 20, 2016 8:47 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Diane Berliner
2160 Laurel Canyon Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90046

148
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Gm ail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
CYNTHIA BERNTSEN <skygirl78@live.com>
Reply-To: skygirl78@live.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Tue, Jan 24, 2017 at 10:11 AM

------

==t+-;;t..o I

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

CYNTHIA BERNTSEN
441 Cemetery Rd.
Kalama, WA 98625
360-673-1957
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Cyntha Bernstsen <skygirl78@live.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 20 16 6:35 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Wo rks' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a mil lion tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Cyntha Bernstsen
441 Cemetery Rd.
Kalama, WA 98625
360-673-1957

113

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Cori Bishop <animeluvr666@hotmail.com >
Wednesday, December 21 , 20 16 7:03 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Cori Bishop
617 S County Blvd
Egg Harbor City, NJ 08215
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Daniel Bissell <dabissell@gmail.com>
Reply-To: dabissell@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sun, Jan 29, 2017 at 10:48 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,

Daniel Bissell
905 NE 77th Ave.
Portland, OR 97213

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159eb8f168e0d3b9&siml=159eb8f168e0d3b9
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

mark blandford <oblomov237@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 4:51 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Wash ington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

mark blandford
2800 randy st.
amarillo, TX 79124
2204772

161

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Leland Block < leland.block@comcast.net>
Saturday, January 7, 2017 3:11 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Leland Block
3565 NE Mathison Pl
Portland, OR 97212

85
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Chris And Nancy Blodgett <coltonlaribera@gmail.com>
Reply-To: coltonlaribera@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 5:52 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Chris And Nancy Blodgett
347 Wilkinson
Ariel , WA 98603
(503) 939-1985

https://m ai I.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui=2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159b1 d959e8f5bbd&si m I= 159b1 d959e8f5bbd
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Daniel Blum <dblum36@hotmail.com>
Thursday, December 22, 2016 7:57 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Daniel Blum
3750 W 24th St #2-205
Greeley, CO 80634

25

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Gail Bodwell <gailyb@comcast.net >
Thursday, January 5, 2017 7:41 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refi nery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this w ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Gail Bodwell
1500 SW 11th Ave
Unit 2501
Portland, OR 97201

142

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jerald Boger < Motaki22@gmail.com >
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 8:06 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this w ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Jerald Boger
4407 s. Skipworth
Spokane valley, WA 99206

44

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Art Bogie <fidalgo1.art@gmail.com >
Thursday, December 22, 2016 1:15 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

-----

...::#:~LO

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Art Bogie
17423 Snee-oosh RD
La Conner, WA 98257
3608409092

2

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Diana Bohn <nicca@igc.org >
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 8:54 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Ai r Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northw est Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Diana Bohn
618 San Luis
Berkeley, CA 94707
5255497

76

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Nina Bohn <wabirdnerd@gmail.com >
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 12:45 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Nina Bohn
1928 Beacon Way SE
Renton, WA 98058
8302547

53

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Barbara Bonfield <bgbonfield@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 7:05 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Barbara Bonfield
5702 N 33rd St
Tacoma, WA 98407
8142361

180
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Gm ail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
PATRICK BOOT <psi-wines@wanadoo.fr>
Reply-To: psi-wines@wanadoo.fr
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu , Jan 19, 2017 at 1:31 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

PATRICK BOOT
4130 Beaver Brooke
Dallas, TX 75229
0467020402

https:llm ai I.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui= 2&ik= 7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th= 159b611681f7cbaa&sim I= 159b611681f7cbaa
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

PATRICK BOOT < psi-wines@wanadoo.fr>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 3:11 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

PATRICK BOOT
4130 Beaver Brooke
Dallas, TX 75229
0467020402

142

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Paul Borcherding <pb_palomine@hotmail.com >
Friday, January 6, 2017 6:52 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Paul Borcherding
3302 Columbia
La Grande, OR 97850
5419626102

40

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Gavin Bornholtz <gbglide@comcast.net >
Friday, January 6, 2017 4:59 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discha rge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Gavin Bornholtz
9090 Creekwood Lake Trail
GRAND BLANC, Ml 48439

8106558082

24

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Pam Borsa <borsope@aol.com >
Monday, December 26, 2016 11 :42 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Perm it for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of ca rbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Pam Borsa
P 0 Box 154
Custer, WA 98240
360-319-9004

53

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Carol Boudreau <Carolsb@mac.com >
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 4:49 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Carol Boudreau
565 Diebert Rd
Longview, WA 98632

3604250142

29

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Carol Boudreau <Carolsb@mac.com>
Saturday, January 7, 2017 7:23 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Carol Boudreau
565 Diebert Rd
Longview, WA 98632

3604250142

66

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Stephanie Bourdelle < stephanieb638@aol.com >
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 1:11 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Stephanie Bourdelle
PO Box 328
Sheffield, VT 05866
802 525 1234

25

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Nicola Gordon Bowe <ngordonbowe@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 22, 2016 10:38 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Nicola Gordon Bowe
11 Ashfield Avenue
Dublin, VT 66666

14

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Nicola Gordon Bowe <ngordonbowe @gmail.com >
Thursday, December 22, 2016 10:38 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this w ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Nicola Gordon Bowe
11 Ashfield Avenue
Dublin, VT 66666

15

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Nicola Gordon Bowe <ngordonbowe@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:20 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this w ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Nicola Gordon Bowe
11 Ashfield Avenue
Dublin, VT 66666

66
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Jonathan Boyne <boyne@hawaii.edu>
Reply-To: boyne@hawaii.edu
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 5:42 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Jonathan Boyne
2013 Kakela Drive
Honolulu, HI 96822

https :/Imai 1.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui = 2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159b4638cf1e92bO&sim I= 159b4638cf1 e92b0
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jonathan Boyne <boyne@hawaii.edu>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 6:12 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Jonathan Boyne
2013 Kakela Drive
Honolulu, HI 96822

15

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Courtney Brace <courtneypilla r@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:35 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this w ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Courtney Brace
625 Gore Rd
Kalama, WA 98625

44

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jennifer Brace <spiralight8@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 4:45 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Jennifer Brace
33825 121st Street East
Pearblossom, CA 93553
4900478

160

/
Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Tyler Brace <tbrace09@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:34 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Tyler Brace
625 Gore Rd
Kalama, WA 98625

42

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Tyler Brace <tbrace09@gmail.com >
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 9:28 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refi nery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutant s into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Tyler Brace
625 Gore Rd
Kalama, WA 98625

79
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Gm ail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Ai r <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Ann K Brady <yarrow48@gmail.com>
Reply-To: yarrow48@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 7:50 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Ann K Brady
1238 THOMAS AVE
SAINT PAUL, MN 55104
6468077

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159b76c2f3398f46&siml=159b76c2f3398f46
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ann K Brady <yarrow48@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:4 7 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Ann K Brady
1238 THOMAS AVE
SAINT PAUL, MN 55104
6468077

49
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Howard Brady <nelsonbrady@comcast.net>
Reply-To: nelsonbrady@comcast.net
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 6:06 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Pennit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Pennit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not pennit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Howard Brady
13311 SE Rivercrest Dr
Vancouver, WA 98683
3602545211

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159b47a022a0f647&siml= 159b47a022a0f647

1/ 1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jill Bremer <nanabremer@gmail.com >
Thursday, December 29, 2016 6:23 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Jill Bremer
3505 Central St SE# 2
Olympia, WA 98501
3609156767

90

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Dave Bronson <bopbronson@gmail.com>
Friday, December 23, 2016 12:36 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Dave Bronson
678 Larch Court
Hood River, OR 97031

34

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Phil Brooke <oldbrickhousefarm@yahoo.com >
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 10:13 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refi nery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northw est Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Phil Brooke
PO Box 294
Wilkeson, WA 98396
253 .531.3353

39

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

corinne brooks <wereartsy@gmail.com>
Saturday, December 17, 2016 7:31 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

corinne brooks
2014 CR22
richfield springs, NY 13439

185

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Leanna Brooks <sketch3d @gmail.com >
Sunday, December 11, 2016 5:45 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Leanna Brooks
317 W 4th Pla in Blvd
Vancouver, WA 98660

8

2/15/2017

M

Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Sarah Brown <sarahlhbrown@gmail.com>
Reply-To: sarahlhbrown@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Feb 2, 2017 at 6:47 AM

~
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Sarah Brown
5824 NE 30th Ave
Portland, OR 97211
8472045642

https://mai 1.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui = 2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159ff4b971483203&si m I= 159ff4b971483203

1/1

2/15/2017

Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gma·

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
sage brown <sage.brown@gmail.com>
Reply-To: sage.brown@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Mon, Feb 6, 2017 at 7:46 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

sage brown
5824 NE 30th Ave
Portland, OR 97211
8042489586

https://mai 1.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui=2&ik= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 15a16ae2aee3995e&si m I= 15a16ae2aee3995e

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Scott Brown <phrobeja3218b@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 9:08 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Scott Brown
NW Market St
Seattle, WA 98107

43

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

David Bryan < rramjetOO@gma il.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:23 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

David Bryan
43 Hayley Hill Dr
Carmel, NY 10512

67

2/15/2017

Gm ail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
David Bryan <rramjetOO@gmail.com>
Reply-To: rramjetOO@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 5:37 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Pennit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Pennit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

David Bryan
43 Hayley Hill Dr
Cannel , NY 10512

https :/Imai I.google.com /mai l/u/O/?ui=2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159b45f786046a91 &si m I= 159b45f786046a91

1/1

2/15/2017

Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Vicky Brandt <brandtv@mac .com>
Reply-To: brandtv@mac.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 5:42 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Vicky Brandt
28 W. 10th St. 4R
New York, NY 10011
(212) 228-5731

https ://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159b4637ef0e5c3c&siml=159b4637ef0e5c3c

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Matt Brzezinski <Bonoone@aol.com >
Sunday, December 18, 2016 4: 14 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northw est Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Matt Brzezinski
21216 Briar ct
SCS, Ml 48081

170

2/15/2017

Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
John Burns <jmbjeb@gmail.com>
Reply-To: jmbjeb@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 8:18 PM

----

...:#- d-~K

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

John Burns
771 Helman Street
Ashland, OR 97520

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159b4f2664593f4c&siml=159b4f2664593f4c

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Sandra Burson <humblepie247 @yahoo.com >
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 8:25 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

-Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Sandra Burson
10906 Thorncliff Dr
Humble, TX 77396

10

2/15/2017

M

Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 9:03 AM

Dr Burton and Doris Johnson <dellenj@comcast.net>
Reply-To: dellenj@comcast.net
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

•
Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Dr Burton and Doris Johnson
11405 lnterlaaken Dr SW
Lakewood, WA 98498
253 588-8428

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159b7af091a310aa&siml=159b7af091a310aa

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Dr Burton and Doris Johnson <dellenj@comcast.net>
Sunday, January 8, 2017 7:40 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northw est Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Dr Burton and Doris Johnson

11405 lnterlaaken Dr SW
Lakewood, WA 98498
253 588-8428

111

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Paula Bushkoff <webquit@aol.com >
Friday, December 16, 2016 9:42 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Paula Bushkoff
3 Gordon Way
Princeton, NJ 08540

188

2/15/2017

Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Lynda Byers <lebyers484@gmail.com>
Reply-To: lebyers484@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Mon, Feb 6, 2017 at 9:06 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Lynda Byers
3213 ne Schuyler
Portland, OR 97212

https://m ail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view =pt&search= inbox&th=15a14641e9615cbb&siml=15a14641e9615cbb

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Nancy Byers < biotechberk@yahoo.com >
Wednesday, December 14, 20 16 9:43 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Pe rmit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Nancy Byers
2009 Prince St.
Berkeley, CA 94703
5108980510

40

2/15/2017

M

Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Angie Caldwell <Ace71031@gmail.com>
Reply-To: Ace71031@gmai l.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 25, 2017 at 7:40 PM

~
Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Angie Caldwell
2545 paradise vly Rd
Cleveland, GA 30528

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search= inbox&th=159d8dc3f07b7c00&siml=159d8dc3f07b7c00

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jane Camero <janeo@gorge.net >
Friday, January 6, 2017 9:04 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this w ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

®

Jane Camero
1027 Columbia St
Hood River, OR 97031
5413863307

8)

48

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Timothy Cannell <atcan@me.com >
Thursday, December 22, 2016 6:54 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Wash ington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute So uthwest Washington and Northwest Oregon.
Thank you,

Timothy Cannell
10310 SE Evergreen Highway
Vancouver, WA 98664
3609313858

8

2/15/2017

M

Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Mark Canright <rebeccagroovypeace@gmail.com>
Reply-To: rebeccagroovy peace@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sat, Jan 21 , 2017 at 7:12 PM

~
Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Mark Canright
8 Deboer Farm Ln
Asbury, NJ 08802
9085379449

https :/Imai 1.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui=2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159c42904c4b26bO&si m I= 159c42904c4b26b0

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Mark Canright <rebeccagroovypeace@gmail.com >
Saturday, January 7, 2017 6:30 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Mark Canright
8 Deboer Farm Ln
Asbury, NJ 08802

9085379449

87

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Mark Canright <rebeccagroovypeace@gmail.com>
Monday, December 19, 2016 2:42 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Perm it for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Mark Canright
8 Deboer Farm Ln
Asbury, NJ 08802

9085379449

162

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Rebecca Canright < rchorse 11 @aol.com >
Saturday, January 7, 2017 6:36 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Rebecca Canright
8 Deboer Farm Ln
Asbury, NJ 08802
9085379449

89

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Juha Cantori <juhacantori@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 1:16 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Pe rmit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Juha Cantori
4915 Galen Rd
Wolcott, NY 14590

124

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Laurie Caplan < lcaplan201 O@gmail.com>
Friday, January 6, 2017 4:42 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
You can do a lot for clean air and our communities! I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge
Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama, Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery
in the world . It would dum p up to 53 tons of toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million
tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Laurie Caplan
766 Lexington Avenue
Astoria, OR 97103
503-338-6508

19

2/15/2017

Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message

Lynn Cardiff <lcardiff@comcast.net>
Reply-To: lcardiff@comcast. net
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Tue, Jan 31, 2017 at 10:06 PM

----

-=It

d-5(

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama ,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,

Lynn Cardiff
No
Salem, OR 97301

https :llmail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&vifNV=pt&search=inbox&th=159f84886e3db662&siml=159f84886e3db662

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Marilyn Carey <mjcarey2@msn.com>
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 9:17 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Marilyn Carey
20415 SW Clarion St
Beverton, OR 97003

78

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Lynn Carlene <lynncarlene@gmail.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 6:12 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

-=#: ;;l..53

_____
.......;>

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Lynn Carlene
825 Ban Buren St
Port Townsend, WA 98368
3605310504

119

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Lynn Carlene <lynncarlene@gmail.com >
Sunday, December 11, 2016 2:29 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Ai r Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this w o uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Lynn Carlene
825 Ban Buren St
Port Townsend, WA 98368
3605310504

7

2/15/2017

M

Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Vanessa Carlson <v.carlson3@gmail.com>
Reply-To: v.carlson3@gmai l.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 6:21 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,

Vanessa Carlson
PO Box 411
Centerville, SD 57014

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159b71a908ba912d&siml=159b71a908ba912d
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Vanessa Carlson <v.carlson3@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 27, 2016 11 :03 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northw est Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Vanessa Carlson
PO Box 411
Centerville, SD 57014

60

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Vanessa Carlson <v.carlson3@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:28 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Vanessa Carlson
PO Box 411
Centerville, SD 57014

32

/
Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Vanessa Carlson <v.carlson3@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:28 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northw est Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Vanessa Carlson
PO Box 411
Centerville, SD 57014

31

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Vanessa Carlson <v.carlson3@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:29 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northw est Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Vanessa Carlson
PO Box 411
Centerville, SD 57014

37

2/15/2017

M

Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Carolyn Carr <carrc@reed .edu>
Reply-To: carrc@reed.edu
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

...:tt

-

Fri, Jan 27, 2017 at 4:32 PM

~'55
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Do not risk human life!
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Carolyn Carr
9851SW6th
Portland, OR 97219
503-246-0691

https://m ai 1.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui=2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159e27ce2c918abf&sim I= 159e27ce2c918abf
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Lau ra Carroll <ccarrolls@yahoo.com >
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 3:48 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Laura Carroll
2833 Hemlock Street
Longview, WA 98632

20

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

amelia caruso <carusograndma @gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 8: 26 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

amelia caruso
176 sw hemlock st
dundee, OR 97115

189

/
Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Chris Casper <casper4427@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:05 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year. At some point, sanity
must prevail.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Chris Casper
1600 Sherman Ave
Stevens Point, WI 54481
7154989659

57

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Janna Caughron < lafayette@telis.org >
Thursday, December 15, 2016 12:36 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Janna Caughron
9178 Mount Pleasant Drive
Reno, NV 89523

223

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Matt Chalfa <jmchalfa@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 6:55 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northw est Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Matt Chalfa
2126 Adam's Dr. NW
Atlanta, GA 30318
3189245

179

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

B. Chan <bettechan@gmail.com >
Saturday, December 24, 2016 1:55 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

B.Chan
9895 Scripps Westview
San Diego, CA 92131

43

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

B. Chan <bettechan@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:53 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refi nery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

@

©

B.Chan
9895 Scripps Westview
San Diego, CA 92131

197

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Susan Chandler <wobblywarriors@comcast.net>
Saturday, December 24, 2016 4:50 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Susan Chandler
3008 N 25th St
Fort Pierce, FL 34946
772-453-9095

44

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

STACIE CHARLEBOIS <armostacie@hotmail.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 9:54 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Met hanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

STACIE CHARLEBOIS
701 GRANDVIEW RD
SEBASTOPOL, CA 95472

64

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

STACIE CHARLEBOIS <armostacie @hotmail.com >
Wednesday, December 14, 20 16 10:55 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northw est Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

STACIE CHARLEBOIS
701 GRANDVIEW RD
SEBASTOPOL, CA 95472

34

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

JuanJose Chavez <JuanJoseChavez@outlook.com >
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 8:43 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

JuanJose Chavez
3624 east F st
Tacoma, WA 98404

74

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Judi Chelotti <jactacomawa@yahoo.com >
Wednesday, January 4, 2017 7:23 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,

RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Judi Chelotti
PO Box 7602
Tacoma, WA 98417

253-761-5778

97

2/15/2017

Gm ail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gm ail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Kate Chilson <kate.chilson@gmail.com>
Reply-To: kate.chilson@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Mon, Jan 16, 2017 at 9:50 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,

Kate Chilson
1124 Hiawatha Pl S
Seattle, WA 98144
2062908019

https ://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th= 159a866a58159d99&siml=159a866a58159d99

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Sarah Chivers <Sachivers@yahoo.com>
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 1:32 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Sarah Chivers
15410 SW peppermill ct
Beaverton, OR 97007

48

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Steven Christian <stevechristian52@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 2:39 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a yea r.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Steven Christian
1300 East Main Street #209
Hillsboro, OR 97123

146

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Walter Christensen <waltchristensen@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 5:02 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Walter Christensen
2655 Atticus Way
Eugene, OR 97404

541-525-1387

163

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Barbara Citko <randy.collins@yahoo.com >
Saturday, January 7, 2017 7:24 AM
Wess Safford
No Kalama Methanol Refinery

TO : Southwest Clean Air Agency
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I am writing to ask you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in
Kalama, Washington.
This would be the largest methanol refinery in the world and would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and hazardous
pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northw est Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Barbara Citko
530 4th Ave W Apt 309
Seattle, WA 98119
2062296316

67

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

David Clapper <dlclapper@charter.net >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 4:49 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

®
@)

David Clapper
5301 Broadwing Drive
Duluth, MN 55804
218-464-1328

135

/
Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Crystal Clark <cabbking@gmail.com>
Sunday, December 11, 2016 11 :24 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Crystal Clark
PMB149 2006 HWY 101
Florence, OR 97439
5419991093

6

2/15/2017

Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmai

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Maxine Clark <maxclark90@gmail.com>
Reply-To: maxclark90@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Tue, Jan 31, 2017 at 10:49 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Maxine Clark
1717 Sheridan Rd , C4
Bremerton, WA 98310

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159f5dbf6686d994&siml=159f5dbf6686d994
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Maxine Clark <maxclark90@gmail.com >
Wednesday, December 21 , 2016 8:25 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

®

@)

Maxine Clark
1717 Sheridan Rd, C4
Bremerton, WA 98310

83

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Rebecca Clarke < bjclark@siderial.com >
Thursday, December 15, 2016 9:15 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Rebecca Clarke
5035 N DePauw St
Portland, OR 97203
503-735-9194

219

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ann Clarkson <abcphdpdx@gmail.com >
Wednesday, December 21 , 2016 10:34 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refi nery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Ann Clarkson
5203 SE 38th
Portland, OR 97202

4
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M

Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
nina clausen <onehousedragon@gmail.com>
Reply-To: onehousedragon@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 5:59 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

nina clausen
new avenue
new york, WA 13625
000000000

https ://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159b999462a4de5a&siml=159b999462a4de5a
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M

Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Gretchen Clay <clay488@gmail.com>
Reply-To: clay488@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 9:59 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Gretchen Clay
2612 Utter St.
Bellingham, WA 98225
3606500963

https://m ai 1.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui=2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search=inbox&th= 159b7e25a016bd6e&si m I= 159b7e25a016bd6e

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

RONALD CLAYTON <se-larvae@hotmail.com >
Thursday, December 22, 2016 1:22 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to DENY Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington.
If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and hazardous
pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please DO NOT permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

RONALD CLAYTON
545 East Dorsett Avenue
Asheboro, NC 27203
4600019

18

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

RO NALD CLAYTON <se-larvae@hotmail.com >
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 5:41 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refi nery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to DENY Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington.
If built, this would be the largest methanol refine ry in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and hazardous
pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northw est Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

RONALD CLAYTON
545 East Dorsett Avenue
Asheboro, NC 27203
4600019

15

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jarrett Cloud <jadacloud9@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 2:05 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Jarrett Cloud
79 Central Avenue
Madison, NJ 07940
9732956537

136

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Mary Jo Coblentz < mjcblentz@gmail.com >
Friday, December 16, 2016 5:15 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Mary Jo Coblentz
1607 Johnston Ave
Richland, WA 99354

190

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Fritz Cohen <nahcotta2@aol.com>
Friday, January 6, 2017 4:57 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,

RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Fritz Cohen
PO Box 82
Nahcotta, WA 98637
3606654543

23
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Gm ail - Please Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Please Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery
1 message
lisa cohn <LisaEllenCohn1@gmail.com>
Reply-To: LisaEllenCohn1@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sun, Feb 5, 2017 at 5:15 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I would like you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

lisa cohn
3141 NW Greenbriar T
Portland, OR 9721 O
5035770504

https :/Imai 1.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui = 2&ik= 7179f27f4d&vifN.I= pt&search= inbox&th= 15a1 Ofd9afc290a2&si m I= 15a1 Ofd9afc290a2
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Marcus Cohn <Marcustcohn@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11 :39 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Marcus Cohn
1193 Indian Creek
Hood River, OR 97031

108

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Joan Cole <giovannacole@gmail.com >
Friday, December 23, 2016 3:21 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year. In these time of
increasing C02 and obviou s dangers to the climate, how can you consider allowing this?
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Joan Cole
1411 Corona Street
Port Townsend, WA 98368
3855068

36

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Carol Collier <clcollier68@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:46 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Carol Collier
1337 Pinebrook Way
Venice, FL 34285
9414852737

48

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

sue colucci <sucolucci@aol.com>
Friday, December 16, 2016 1:11 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

sue colucci
4 Kendal Dr
Oberlin, OH 44074
4407746079

192

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Robert Cone <bobcone3@gmail.com>
Saturday, January 7, 2017 9:46 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Robert Cone
619 NW 27th Ave .
Camas, WA 98607
3605678652

78

@

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Mike Conlan <mickconlan@hotmail.com >
Friday, January 6, 2017 5:38 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Mike Conlan
6421139th Place NE, #52
Redmond, WA 98052
4258812593

30

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

K. Anne Conrad-Antoville <a2 antoville@gmail.com >
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 6:38 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northw est In novation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

K. Anne Conrad-Antoville
10934 SW Celeste Lane
Portland, OR 97225
7074425173

62
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Brian Conwell <bconwell828@gmail.com>
Reply-To: bconwell828@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed , Jan 18, 2017 at 7:19 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Brian Conwell
P.O. Box 283
Unalaska, AK 99685
9073596647

https://mai I.google.com /mai l/u/O/?ui = 2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159b4bc3a347ea1f&sim I= 159b4bc3a347ea1f
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Brian Conwell <bconwell828@gmail.com >
Friday, December 9, 2016 9:47 AM
Wess Saffo rd
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,

RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Brian Conwell
P.O. Box 283
Unalaska, AK 99685

1

~mwr

-

Wess Safford
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Brian Conwell <bconwell828@gmail.com >
Friday, December 09, 2016 9:47 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this w ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Brian Conwell
P.O. Box 283
Unalaska, AK 99685

1

®

(j)
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

M GmaH

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Bruce Cook <bcookfotm@gmail.com>
Reply-To: bcookfotm@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 10:21 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Bruce Cook
3206 NW 95th Pl
Portland, OR 97665
503-550-0924

https://mai 1.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k= 7179f27f4d&vi£NJ= pt&search= inbox&th= 159b7f60a8ecbd19&sim I= 159b7f60a8ecbd19
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Bruce Cook < bcookfotm @gma il.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 1:37 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Bruce Cook
3206 NW 95th Pl
Portland, OR 97665
503-550-0924

129

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Nancy Cook <coo kie7002@gmail.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 20 16 8:38 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Ai r Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Nancy Cook
7002 Ohio Dr
Vancouver, WA 98664
3609037280

80

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Trina Coo per <trina.cooper@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:37 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Trina Cooper
862116th Avenue Southwest
Seattle, WA 98106
1111111111

195
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Heide Catherina Coppotelli <goodshepherd@citcom.net>
Reply-To: goods hepherd@citcom .net
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 5:23 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,

Heide Catherina Coppotelli
383 Seldon-Emerson Rd
Cedar Mountain, NC 2871 8
8288844673

https://m ai 1.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui= 2&i k= 7179f27f4d&vi ew= pt&search= inbox&th= 159b4527fa4b824d&sim I= 159b4527fa4b824d
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

David & Ann Cordero <corderoa@teleport.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 20 16 2:06 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

David & Ann Cordero
2814 Lilac
Longview, WA 98632
3605778626

32

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jared Cornelia <jaredc1200@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 4:18 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
haza rdous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

@

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Jared Cornelia
125 Denn Place
Wilmington, DE 19804
3026830256

156

®

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Cindy Corradi <cinzia@progettobellezza.it>
Thursday, December 22, 2016 5:28 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Cindy Corradi
Kennedy 7
Washington, DC 20098

5556789331

4

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Cindy Corradi <cinzia@progettobellezza.it >
Thursday, December 22, 2016 7:46 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and em it over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Wo rks to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Cindy Corradi
Kennedy 7
Washington, DC 20098
5556789331

10

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ray Couture <astroray@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:24 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kal ama .
Thank you,

Ray Couture
3755 S. 162nd St
Seatac, WA 98188
4973071

69

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Chris Covert-Bowlds <c.covertbowlds@comcast.net >
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 7:19 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Chris Covert-Bowlds
523 N 84th St
Seattle, WA 98103
2068838989

67

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Caryn Cowin <caryn_cowin@yahoo.com >
Wednesday, December 21 , 2016 5:17 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Caryn Cowin
317 Monterey Road Apt. 15
South Pasadena, CA 91030
111-111-1111

134
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Mary Cowin <maryrcowin@hotmail.com>
Reply-To: maryrcowin@hotmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 2:38 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Mary Cowin
4219 A Nola Loop Rd.
Yakima, WA 98901
(509) 424-3221

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&vifN.l=pt&search=inbox&th=159b8e1a4e29750a&siml=159b8e1a4e29750a

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Bruce Co x <bchapul@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:27 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Bruce Cox
20 Bush Dr.
Brevard, NC 28712
2104109697

29
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
arlin crane <arlin.crane@gmail.com>
Reply-To: arlin.crane@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

-

Fri , Jan 20, 2017 at 1:59 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

arlin crane
306 desert canyon blvd
orondo, WA 98843
8886016

https://mai I.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui=2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159bde462107db24&sim I= 159bde462107db24
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Marcy Crane <mouseychic@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 6:05 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Marcy Crane
2902 W Gelding Dr
Phoenix, AZ 85053
602-564-0383

176

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Bruce Cratty <brucecratty@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11 :24 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Bruce Cratty
2525 S. Humboldt St.
Denver, CO 80210

95

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

James Cronin <jjcro2112@hotmail.com >
Wednesday, December 14, 20 16 3:48 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

James Cronin
P.O. Box 9544
Spokane, WA 99209
3281982

19

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

clark crowe <butchcrowe904@gmail.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 3:19 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refi nery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

dark crowe
3221 Webb
Detroit, Ml 48206
9741642

141

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

cl ark crowe < butchcrowe904@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:30 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dea r Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

clark crowe
3221 Webb
Detroit, Ml 48206
9741642

72

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Carla Crujido <carlacrujido@yahoo.com>
Sunday, January 8, 2017 7:50 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Carla Crujido
5101N129th
LP, AZ 85340

97

®
®

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Daniel Cupp <lisandancupp@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 6:23 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Daniel Cupp
6801 Sharmel Lane
Columbus, GA 31904

7062230534

177

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

*

Peter Curia <pgeometro@yahoo.com >
Friday, January 6, 2017 5:31 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

3{0
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Peter Curia
2048 N. 68th Place
Scottsdale, AZ 85257
4809465794

28
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
ROBERT CURLISS <robbycurliss@gmail.com>
Reply-To: robbycurliss@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Mon, Jan 23, 2017 at 8:34 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Pennit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Pennit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

ROBERT CURLISS
1410 SW 11TH AVE.
UNIT 406
PORTLAND, OR 97201
503-867 -8492

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159cc2dc784bb820&siml=159cc2dc784bb820
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M Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Donna Curry <djcurry@blackfoot.net>
Reply-To: djcurry@blackfoot. net
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 9:28 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama ,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,

Donna Curry
PO Box 2553
Thompson Falls , MT 59873
4068271506

https :/Imai 1.google.com /mai l/u/O/?ui=2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159b532468eb6ea2&si m I= 159b532468eb6ea2

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Nicholas Curtright < Nicsmind@yahoo.com >
Tuesday, December 27, 2016 6:33 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northw est Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
I sincerly Thank you,

Nicholas Curtright
12345 lake city way #399
Seattle, WA 98125
2064190779

63

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Nicholas Curtright < Nicsmind@yahoo.com>
Tuesday, December 27, 2016 6:36 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

.:t± 3 (3
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Nicholas Curtright
12345 lake city way #399
Seattle, WA 98125
2064190779

64

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Letitia Dace <theatrejoy@yahoo.com >
Sunday, December 25, 2016 9:05 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Wo rks' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this w ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Letitia Dace

2217 Stone Post Rd
Manhattan, KS 66502
917 755-0329

47
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GmaH

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Ruth Darden <dseattered@seanet.com>
Reply-To: dseattered@seanet.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Tue, Jan 31 , 2017 at 9:30 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,

Ruth Darden
6524 Parkpoint Lane NE
Seattle, WA 98115
(206) 413-5186

https://mai I.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui=2&ik= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search=inbox&th= 159f5938e0cb0cf4&si m I= 159f5938e0cb0cf4

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ruth Darden <dseattered@seanet.com >
Sunday, December 18, 2016 8:33 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Ruth Darden
6524 Parkpoint Lane NE
Seattle, WA 98115
(206) 413-5186

179

®

®

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Cheryl Dare <cmdare38401@yahoo.com >
Thursday, December 15, 2016 10:08 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Cheryl Dare
108 N. Auburndale #721
Memphis, TN 38104
(901)521-8120

213
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Beth Darlington <bedarlington@vassar.edu>
Reply-To: bedarlington@vassar.edu
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 6:01 PM

---

.:ti::

~f 1

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Beth Darlington
124 Raymond Avenue, Box 323
Poughkeepsie, NY 12604
845 471-3934

https://mai I.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui= 2&ik= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159b4756f0eb9363&sim I= 159b4756f0eb9363

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Beth Darlington < bedarlington@vassar.edu >
Wednesday, December 21 , 20 16 7:31 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

------Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Beth Darlington
124 Raymond Avenue, Box 323
Poughkeepsie, NY 12604

99

®

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Barbara Darnell <speedydar@charter.net >
Thursday, December 15, 2016 2:28 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Barbara Darnell
11 Lismore Ct
Inman, SC 29349

4986359

206

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Cynthia Davis <calicojordan@aol.com >
Friday, December 30, 2016 12:38 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

-----=* 3l q

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this w ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Cynthia Davis
3436 Pennsylvania Street
Longview, WA 98632
3605789706

96

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

David Davis <dadavis7@aol.com >
Friday, January 6, 2017 8:26 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dea r Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Wo rks' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this w ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

David Davis
3015 Riverdale Ave.
Bronx, NY 10463

45

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Joel Davis <whozisdis@yahoo.com>
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 7:40 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,

RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Joel Davis
9265 SW 8th Dr.
Portland, OR 97219
503 753-4411

69

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Larry and Sherry Davis <Sherry.Scotties@gmail.com >
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 12:52 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Larry and Sherry Davis
2325 52nd Ave .
Longview, WA 98632
360-270-5658

51

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Larry and Sherry Davis <Sherry.Scotties@gmail.com >
Saturday, December 17, 2016 4:07 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Larry and Sherry Davis
2325 52nd Ave.
Longview, WA 98632
360-270-5658

183

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Virginia Davis <ginny1218 @yahoo.com >
Wednesday, December 14, 20 16 9:02 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Virginia Davis
17721 NE 156th St.
Woodinville, WA 98072
425-555-4321

8

@
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Sherrie Day <turtlehaven2@gmail.com>
Reply-To: turtlehaven2@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sun, Jan 22, 2017 at 4:33 AM

..:t:t- "3 ::l.Lf
Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,

Sherrie Day
3891 NW 26th Avenue
Albany, OR 97321
5419281459

https://mai 1.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik= 7179f27f4d&vifm= pt&search= inbox&th= 159c62a7404399b3&simI=159c62a7404399b3

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Connie Dean <connie.dean2@aol.com >
Monday, January 2, 2017 9:24 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama and othe r areas.
Air pollution is nothing to ignore. Please listed to us, we want to save our city from this polluting industry.
Thank you,
Connie Dean mm
Connie Dean
1115 China Garden Rd
Kalama, WA 98623
3603879800

26

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Connie Dean <connie.dean2@aol.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 8:25 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this w o uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Our little town is one of a kind in beauty and quality living. So difficult to find towns like this. Please don't let it be
destroyed.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,
Connie Dean
Connie Dean
1115 China Garden Rd
Kalama, WA 98623
3603879800

84
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Janette Dean <JanetteNoelle@gmail.com>
Reply-To: JanetteNoelle@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sat, Feb 4, 2017 at 3:04 PM

-* 3~\o
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Janette Dean
103 North Gjere Avenue #5
Caledonia, MN 55921
5077253012

https ://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15a0b5fa0f4f9f28&siml=15a0b5fa0f4f9f28

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Yves Deca rgouet <countzero100 @gmail.com >
Wednesday, December 21 , 20 16 8:06 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Yves Decargouet
6824 Virginia Dr
Lucerne, CA 95458

88

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Yves Decargouet <countzero100@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 1:04 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Yves Decargouet
6824 Virginia Dr
Lucerne, CA 95458

121
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message

Armelle Denis <osu .armelle@gmail.com>
Reply-To: osu.armelle@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Tue, Jan 31 , 2017 at 9:18 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It wou.ld dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Armelle Denis
2105 SE Tolman St.
Portland, OR 97202

https ://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159f81bff2aa4064&siml=159f81bff2aa4064

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Asphodel Denning <asphodeldenning@hotmail.com >
Sunday, January 8, 2017 2:23 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Asphodel Denning
108 5th Aves
Seattle, WA 98104

100

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Penny Derleth <penny.derleth@gmail.com >
Monday, January 9, 2017 11 :18 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,

RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous poll utants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Penny Derleth
PO Box 421
Deer Park, WA 99006

125

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Russel Deroche Jr <vcamview@hotmail.com >
Friday, January 6, 2017 4:37 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northw est Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Russel Deroche Jr
352 N Millet Avenue - POB 534
Gramercy, LA 70052
2258695234

17

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

lneke Deruyter <ideruyter@hotmail.com >
Sunday, January 8, 2017 3:21 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this w ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

lneke Deruyter
9322 N Oswego Ave
Portland, OR 97203
503-286-6364

103

G)

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Sharon DeWees <sharondewees@hotmail.com>
Saturday, January 7, 2017 6:27 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Sharon Dewees
115th
Gig Harbor, WA 98332

86

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Josh Diamond <joshman21@hotmail.com >
Sunday, January 8, 2017 2:43 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kal ama .
Thank you,

Josh Diamond
2821 NW 57th ST, Apt Upper
seattle, WA 98107
4258912864

101
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 mess age
Monica Diaz Garcia <monicad97@gmail.com>
Reply-To: monicad97@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Fri, Jan 20, 2017 at 3:56 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

@

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

@

Monica Diaz Garcia
316 N. Harding Ave
Wapato, WA 98951
509-834-8993

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159be4f0b6cac444&siml=159be4f0b6cac444

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Christi Dillon <racegirl1971@yahoo.com>
Saturday, December 24, 2016 6:57 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Christi Dillon
175 Forest Ridge Rd
Mooresville, NC 28117

46

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ruth Dimmitt <weedgram@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:16 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Wo rks' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northw est Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Ruth Dimmitt
Hansen
Fountain, Ml 49410

62
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Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Toni Dionne <tonildionne@gmail.com>
Reply-To: tonildionne@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Tue, Jan 31 , 2017 at 3:05 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Toni Dionne
9122 n allegheny ave.
Portland, OR 97203
503-286-7640

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159f433d227887c8&siml=159f433d227887c8

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ellen Domke <domkone@yahoo.com>
Monday, December 19, 2016 6:02 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Ellen Domke
1301 Thorndale
Chicago, IL 60660
773-989-4179

166

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Sheila Dooley <sdooley3300@yahoo.com >
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 7:16 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not pe rmit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Sheila Dooley
3300 Vensel Road
Mosier, OR 97040
5419805769

66
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Sharon Douglass <sdouglass3@nyc.rr.com>
Thursday, December 22, 2016 7:19 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Sharon Douglass
129 E 4th St #4C
New York, NY 10003

9

@

0)

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Sharon Douglass <sdouglass3@nyc.rr.com>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 2:30 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Sharon Douglass
129 E 4th St #4C
New York, NY 10003

205

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Kathleen Doyle <caseydkcd@aol.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 9:52 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington.
If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and hazardous
pollutants into the air annua ll y and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Kathleen Doyle

607 Cascade Drive
Golden, CO 80403
3032739715

66

j
Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Peter Doval <peterdoval@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11 :36 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Peter Doval
52992 Nustad Road
Westby, Wl54667

105
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M Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Ally Draizin <allydraizin@gmail.com>
Reply-To: allydraizin@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Feb 2, 2017 at 1:22 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Ally Draizin
2736 NE M L King Blvd
portland, OR 97212
5035722468

https://mai I.google.com/mai 1/u/O/?ui=2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view=pt&search= i nbox&th= 15a00b51fac57b7d&si m I= 15a00b51fac57b7d
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Ted Dreier <teddreier@gmail.com>
Reply-To: teddreier@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Mon , Jan 30, 2017 at 5:51 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Ted Dreier
7037 SW 54th Avenue
Portland , OR 97219
3347817

https:!/mai I.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui =2&ik= 7179f27f4d&vifNV= pt&search= inbox&th= 159f2385f359b77e&si m I= 159f2385f359b77e

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Pauline Druffel < pjdruffel@yahoo.com >
Friday, January 6, 2017 5:36 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and (:2\
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Pauline Druffel
930 S Cannon St #13
Spokane, WA 99204
509-624-2127

29

®

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Sally Duffy <sallykduffy@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:53 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Met hanol Refi nery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Sally Duffy
2387 s
Spokane, WA 99203
(509)951-8551

54
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Bonnie Duncan <bonnieduncanwriter@gmail.com>
Reply-To: bonnieduncanwriter@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

=il=

Sun, Jan 22, 2017 at 6:59 PM

34-~
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Bonnie Duncan
3740 SW Monroe Street
Seattle, WA 98126

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&vif!W=pt&search=inbox&th=159c9436b7685299&siml=159c9436b7685299
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Gm ail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Samantha Duncan <samantha.duncan@gmail.com>
Reply-To: samantha.duncan@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sun, Feb 5, 2017 at 1:22 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Samantha Duncan
961 Territorial Hwy
Cottage Grove, OR 97424

https :/Imai 1.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui= 2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 15a1027d01520408&sim I= 15a1027d01520408

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Stephen Dutschke <sdutschke@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:24 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

-

.:fl:. 35 0
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Stephen Dutschke
4306 Darbrook Road
Louisville, KY 40207
5238620

68

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

-=#-

Wesley Eader <wesleyzor@gmail.com>
Monday, December 12, 2016 6:15 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

35 I
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Wesley Eader
4524 NE Fremont St.
Portland, OR 97213
3602610305

15

@
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

John Eckler <j .eckler@hotmail.com >
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 10:34 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Pe rmit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northw est Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

John Eckler
175 Everett Street
Lakewood, CO 80226
3036553203

35
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message

Eric Edwards <eeguinness@hotmail.com>
Reply-To: eeguinness@hotmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 7:54 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Eric Edwards
1373 Prairie Ct.
West Chicago, IL 60185
6305551212

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&vifN.l=pt&search=inbox&th=159b76f4f4784482&siml=159b76f4f4784482
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Leah Eister-Hargrave <leaheisterhargrave@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 12:51 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Leah Eister-Hargrave
2622 3rd Ave N
Seattle, WA 98109
5551212

26

/~
Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Tom Elder <tomfishfinder@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11 :39 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

------Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and ~
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kal ama .
Thank you,

Tom Elder
175 Oak Loop Rd
Kelso, WA 98626

360-977-2907

107
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M

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
2 messages
Cynthia Elia RN <cindyelia3@gmail.com>
Reply-To: cindyelia3@gmai l. com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 7:21 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

@

®

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Cynthia Elia RN
1113 Breezy Knoll
Minneola, FL 34715
2473316
Cynthia Elia RN <cindyelia3@gmail.com>
Reply-To: cindyelia3@gmail. com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 7:23 PM

[Quoted text hidden]

https://mail .google.com /mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159b4be32a6b7833&siml=159b4be32a6b7833&siml=159b4bfe111bc51d
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

brent elliott < brent.k.elliott@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 27, 2016 7:02 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

.:it 351
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

@

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

brent elliott
2404 ne 37th ave
Portland, OR 97212
5039694600

65

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

tristan elliott <tris.r.elliott@gmail.com>
Monday, January 9, 2017 2:59 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

tristan elliott
827 hiawatha place s
seattle, WA 98144
2065187373

120
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M

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Becca Ellis <becca.floweroflife@gmail.com>
Reply-To: becca.floweroflife@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Feb 2, 2017 at 3:07 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

®

®

Becca Ellis
3026 NE Flanders St.
Portland, OR 97232

https://mai 1.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui= 2&i k= 71 79f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 15a01156de0793ef&sim I= 15a01156de0793ef
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Kathryn Ellis <doug@daybreak-technology.com>
Reply-To: doug@daybreak-technology.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Feb 1, 2017 at 4:03 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

@

®

Kathryn Ellis
5405 N Vista Grande Drive
Otis Orchards, WA 99027
9278003

https ://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th= 159fc21b4b27a8f2&siml=159fc21b4b27a8f2

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Tracy Ellison <tellison44@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11 :17 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Tracy Ellison
4400 NW 5 Ave
Deerfield Beach, FL 33064

9547839258

91

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Matt Emmer <mdez23@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 3:33 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery

RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
~
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northw est Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Matt Emmer
14459 Benefit Street
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423

153

1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Tonya Enger <Engert23@gmail.com >
Sunday, December 11 , 2016 5:59 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and ( ; \
hazardous pollutants into th e air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

0

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Tonya Enger
3305 Q st
Vancouver, WA 98663
3605136175

10
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M Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
2 messages

I. Engle <1ieengle@gmail.com>
Reply-To: 1ieengle@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 11:40 AM

~ =3<:,l(
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Pennit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Pennit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

I. Engle
605 Bosque St.
Village of Tularosa, NM 88352
575-000-0000

I. Engle <1ieengle@gmail.com>
Reply-To: 1ieengle@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 11:41 AM

[Quoted text hidden)

https://m ai 1.google.corn/mai l/u/O/?ui= 2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159b83efb1795502&si m I= 159b83efb1795502&sim I= 159b83fc 1de19118
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Cynthia Enlow <hienlow@msn.com >
Friday, January 6, 2017 9:51 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and~
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

'=3

Please do not permit Northw est Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Cynthia Enlow
1460 NW Ashley Dr
Albany, OR 97321

5417380782

52

4

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Cynthia Enlow <hienlow@msn.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 20 16 6:53 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

(;:J\
\..2)

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

®

Cynthia Enlow
1460 NW Ashley Dr
Albany, OR 97321
5417380782

108
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Please Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Dianne Ensign <roughskinnednewt@hotmail.com>
Reply-To: roughskinnednewt@hotmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sat, Jan 21, 2017 at 10:48 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Dianne Ensign
11600 SW Lancaster Rd
Portland, OR 97219
503-768-6692

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik= 7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159c4eee1fdc7d9e&siml=159c4eee1fdc7d9e
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Gma·1

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Dianne Ensign <roughskinnednewt@hotmail.com>
Reply-To: roughs kinnednewt@hotmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed , Jan 18, 2017 at 10:30 PM

4:t-~ee,
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
Protecting the environment is my highest priority, and I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge
Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama, Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in
the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons
of carbon dioxide a year.

@

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Dianne Ens ign
11600 SW Lancaster Rd
Portland, OR 97219
503-768-6692

https :/Imai I.google.com/mai 1/u/O/?ui=2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search=i nbox&th= 159b56b316dde998&si m I= 159b56b316dde998
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Dianne Ensign <roughskinnednewt@hotmail.com >
Saturday, January 7, 2017 10:03 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
Protecting the environment is my highest priority, and I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge
Permit for the proposed met hanol refinery in Kalama, Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery
in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million @
tons of carbon dioxide a yea r.

3

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Dianne Ensign
11600 SW Lancaster Rd
Portland, OR 97219
503-768-6692

94
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message

Ann Eppler <possibility2@windstream.net>
Reply-To: possibility2@windstream.net
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 11:48 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,

Ann Eppler
4930 South 73rd
Lincoln, NE 68516
4024163193

https://m ai I.google.com/mai 1/u/O/?ui =2&ik= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159b5b2e2d0e5d0a&si m I= 159b5b2e2d0e5d0a

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ann Eppler <possibility2@windstream.net >
Saturday, December 17, 2016 12:16 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Pe rmit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Ann Eppler
4930 South 73rd
Lincoln, NE 68516
4024163193
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Rebecca Erickson <rerickson35@gmail.com>
Reply-To: rerickson35@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 25, 2017 at 12:18 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Rebecca Erickson
4208 NE Cesar Chavez
Portland, OR 97211

https ://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159d7476fa486827&siml=159d7476fa486827

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Steven Erickson <steveerickson720@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:22 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this w ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not pe rmit Northw est Innovation Works to pollute Kal ama .
Thank you,

Steven Erickson
720 Cherryview Lane
White Salmon, WA 98672
541-380-1829

19

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

*

Subject:

Victor Escobar <sydbarrett74@gmail.com>
Friday, December 23, 2016 12:02 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

310
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and ~
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Victor Escobar
11747 N Briar Patch Dr
Midlothian, VA 23113

33

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Aaron Faris <aaronfarisfuller@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 2:05 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and ~
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Aaron Faris
6507 Hill Creek Dr.
San Antonio, TX 78256
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Ashley Fejeran <afejeran@gmail.com>
Reply-To: afejeran@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

$-

Thu , Feb 2, 2017 at 12:15 PM

31')..
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Ashley Fejeran
8755 N Wayland Ave
Portland , OR 97203

https://m ai 1.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui= 2&i k= 7179f27f4d&vifN.I= pt&search= inbox&th= 15a0077579c3a316&sim I= 15a0077579c3a316

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Anton Feokhari <ant148@hotmail.com>
Thursday, December 22, 2016 2:11 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Anton Feokhari
1675 E 18 St
Brooklyn, NY 11229

3

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Georgenne Ferdun <georgennef2@gmail.com>
Saturday, January 7, 2017 9:17 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this w ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 t ons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kal ama .
Thank you,

Georgenne Ferdun
4715 NE Mason St.
Portland, OR 97218
503-841-5811

75

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Judy Ferguson <medfordgrad@aol.com >
Wednesday, January 4, 2017 7:52 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
As a resident proximate to t he proposed Methanol site in Tacoma, I opposed the project in my community and similarly
oppose it in Kalama - - a co mmunity my family has always enjoyed as a designated stop on our trips down 15 to Oregon.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Judy Ferguson
7219 East Side Dr NE
Tacoma, WA 98422
253 9272179

99
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Amila Ferron <amilaferron@gmail.com>
Reply-To: amilaferron@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sun, Jan 29, 2017 at 8:32 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Amila Ferron
5806 NE 23rd Ave.
Portland, OR 97211

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=71 79f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th= 159eda4fedfe5191&siml=159eda4fedfe5191

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Penelope Fink < pennyfink@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 12:06 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the wo rld. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and (:l\
hazardous pollutants into th e air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

0

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Penelope Fink
16677 Fitzpatrick Lane
Occidental, CA 95465
2432181

111

0)

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Quentin Fischer <fischerq@yahoo.com>
Thursday, December 22, 2016 12:01 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Quentin Fischer
2514 Sharmar Rd.
Roanoke, VA 24018
5404006129

1

@

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Quentin Fischer <fischerq@yahoo.com>
Friday, January 6, 2017 4:18 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and ( : i )
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Quentin Fischer
2514 Sharmar Rd.
Roanoke, VA 24018

5404006129

10

®

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Cheryl Fisher <graceelohim@juno.com>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 9:38 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kal ama.
Thank you,

Cheryl Fisher
13407 SE Nixon Ave
Milwaukie, OR 97222

8

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Gloria Fisher <gloriaf2001@hotmail.com>
Saturday, January 7, 2017 9:49 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Gloria Fisher
8725 NE Davis St
Portland, OR 97220
5032575057

79
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Laurie Fisher <lauriefisher55@gmail.com>
Reply-To: lauriefisher55@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 8:15 PM

~3&'(
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

®

®

Laurie Fisher
10414 SW Bonanza Way
Tigard, OR 97224
(503) 201-2221

https ://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th= 159b4ef908ce3d8f&siml=159b4ef908ce3d8f
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Gregory Fite <greg.fite@gmail.com>
Reply-To: greg.fite@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 9:10 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Gregory Fite
4719 Hillside Drive
Castro Valley, CA 94546
5105830511

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159b522256a012c4&siml=159b522256a012c4

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Gregory Fite <greg.fite@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:11 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Gregory Fite

4719 Hillside Drive
Castro Valley, CA 94546

59

v
Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

H. Fleishon <hhardouf@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:18 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refi nery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and ( : ; \
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

H. Fleishon
100 Landsdowne
Cambridge, MA 02139

5762381

63

(j)

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

-=#-- 3 \>if

Geni Fontyn <genifontyn@aol.com >
Thursday, January 5, 2017 10:31 AM
Wess Safford
Public Hearing Comments on: 16-3204

To Whom It May Concern:
Your agency represent s the quality of air for our region, and as such, I implore you not to allow
this methanol plant to be built in Kalama and release their 53 TONS of pollution and hazardous ~
waste to our air!!
~

(i)

Thanks you for your time,
Geni Fontyn
Ridgefield, WA

149

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

fonsh@aol.com
Thursday, December 29, 2016 12:05 PM
Wess Safford
Kalama Methanol

.::t:t= ~ ~s
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,
Don Fonshill

83

®
®

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Julie Ford <jford29105 @aol.com >
Friday, January 6, 2017 7:44 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

@

Please do not permit Northw est Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

®

Julie Ford
1461 Pelham Road 132i
Seal Beach, CA 90740
562-296-8799

42

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Allison Fradkin <allisonfradkin@aol.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 8:37 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and ®
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kala ma.
Thank you,

Allison Fradkin
3616 Torrey Pines Pkwy.
Northbrook, IL 60062
4183298

81

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Alli son Fradkin <allisonfradkin @aol.com >
Wednesday, December 14, 20 16 1:47 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit fo r the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not perm it Northw est Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Allison Fradkin
3616 Torrey Pines Pkwy.
Northbrook, IL 60062
4183298

24

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

LG ProtectYourConstituency Franklin <franklindag@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 5:33 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

LG ProtectYourConstituency Franklin
30! years voting from 1347 Beacon St.
Brookline, MA 02446

19

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Carol Freese <carfreese@yahoo.com >
Friday, January 6, 2017 4:22 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Carol Freese
370 South Osborne Street
Kennewick, WA 99336

3967299

12

@

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Eileen Framer <efromer@msn.com >
Saturday, January 7, 2017 12:01 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and ~
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northw est Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Eileen Framer
8175 SW 71st Ave
Portland, OR 97223
503-840-0997

81
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Kimie Fujimoto <kimie.fujimoto@gmail.com>
Reply-To: kimie.fujimoto@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Fri , Jan 20, 2017 at 8:20 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Kimie Fujimoto
309 N Poplar St
Ellensburg, WA 98926

https ://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui= 2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159bcadc4a760dae&siml=159bcadc4a760dae

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

James Fuller <thornking@live.com>
Friday, January 6, 2017 10:59 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this w ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
~
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

James Fuller
3670 W Bellewood Pl
Tucson, AZ 85741

5202836602

55

®

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Robert Gabriel <doctorob@gmail.com >
Wednesday, December 14, 20 16 6:35 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Pe rmit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this wo uld be the la rgest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into th e air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Robert Gabriel
3125C 36th Ave NE
Olympia, WA 98506
4890131

48
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
don gagne <dongagne57@msn.com>
Reply-To: dongagne57@msn.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 26, 2017 at 12:10 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,

@

®

don gagne
4208 ne cesar e chavez blvd
portland , OR 97211

https://mai I.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik= 71 79f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159dc6682975fe20&sim I= 159dc6682975fe20

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Kima Garrison <kimasuegarrison@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:40 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Wo rks' Air Discharge Pe rmit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and ~
hazardous pollutants into th e air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Kima Garrison
DNM --- 5112 NE 28th Ave
Portland, OR 97211
503-249-6343

193
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Stockton Garver <exekias@aracnet.com>
Reply-To: exekias@aracnet.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Feb 2, 2017 at 8: 10 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,

®

@_)

Stockton Garver
1085 Reuben Boise Rd
Dallas, OR 97338

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15a022a4fbf61efO&siml=15a022a4fbf61efO
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M

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Monique Gaskins <moniqueg2002@gmail.com>
Reply-To: moniqueg2002@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sun, Jan 22, 2017 at 1:54 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

@

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

®

Monique Gaskins
Monique Gaskins
1926 W Burnside
Portland, OR 97209
9097308846

https :/Imai I.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui = 2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159c82cc7dfa27e6&sim I= 159c82cc7dfa27e6
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J
Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Diana Gebczyk <dianag121269@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:26 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Pe rmit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

@

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

0)

Diana Gebczyk
610 4th St
Niagara Falls, NY 14301
4179466

34

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Helen Gerhardt <helengerhardt@msn.com >
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 2:05 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I live on the Oregon side of t he Columbia, not far from Kalama as the crow flies, or as pollution drifts, so to speak.
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Pe rmit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and ~
hazardous pollutants into th e air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Helen Gerhardt
29937 Riverview Drive
Rainier, OR 97048
503 490 9177

49
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Caron Gibbons <delmar.gibbons@comcast.net >
Thursday, January 5, 2017 1:29 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and ("";;\
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Caron Gibbons
11910 nw reeves st
portland, OR 97229

136

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Daniel Giesy <dpgiesy@netscape.net >
Wednesday, December 21, 20 16 4:39 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

.:Jt'-10 (
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and ~
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

\V

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Daniel Giesy
4706 Chestnut Fork Road
Gloucester, VA 23061

23

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Linda Gillaspy <lgillaspy@charter.net>
Friday, January 6, 2017 6:33 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Linda Gillaspy

9155 Wigwam Way
Reno, NV 89506
7759727544

38

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Thomas Gillespie <tlgillespie @ca .rr.com >
Wednesday, December 14, 20 16 9:57 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~

r:i\

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Thomas Gillespie
15272 Valeda Dr.
La Mirada, CA 90638

5

©

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Monica Gilman <monicagilman@yahoo.com >
Sunday, December 18, 2016 10:14 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Pe rmit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this wo uld be the la rgest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and (::;"\_
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northw est Innovation Works to pollute Kala ma.
Thank you,

Monica Gilman
25525 S. Laura Ln
Estacada, OR 97023

177
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M Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Sierra Gjerde <Harmonysoles@gmail.com>
Reply-To: Harmonysoles@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 12:15 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Sierra Gjerde
8240 minnehaha st
Rockaway, OR 97136

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=71 79f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159b85edfd264384&siml=159b85edfd264384
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Lilyan Glaeser <littleglaeser@gmail.com >
Wednesday, January 4, 2017 10:06 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and (.;\
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.

\2J

Please do not permit Northw est Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Lilyan Glaeser
1204 NE 62nd Ave
Portland, OR 97213

108

®

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Joy Gohl <Joy@AdventureCru ises.com >
Saturday, January 7, 2017 9:01 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

-+t 401
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this w o uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and (:;'\
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Joy Gahl
725 Snowden Rd
White Salmon, WA 98672

509-493-8555

73

®

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Wayne Goin <goinminion@yahoo.com>
Friday, January 6, 2017 4:30 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

@

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Wayne Goin
61006 Jay Jay Road
Montrose, CO 81403
5555555555

16

®

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Wayne Goin <goinminion@yahoo.com >
Saturday, January 7, 2017 12:30 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annual ly and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kal ama.
Thank you,

Wayne Goin
61006 Jay Jay Road
Montrose, CO 81403

9702408078

84

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

jan gordon <janimals1@yahoo.com >
Monday, January 2, 2017 4:55 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kal ama.
Thank you,

jan gordon
16544 colony rd
bow, WA 98232
3607766359
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Nicola Gordon Bowe <ngordonbowe@gmail.com>
Reply-To: ngordonbowe@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 9:30 AM

~ L!lO
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Nicola Gordon Bowe
11 Ashfield Avenue
Dublin, VT 66666

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik= 7179f27f4d&vifffl=pt&search=inbox&th=159b7c78d2e83756&siml=159b7c78d2e83756

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

linda gordy <linrag131@live.com >
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 6:45 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

.:#:Lt l I
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Pe rmit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

linda gordy
94 E 50 S apt. 10
malad city, ID 83252
3605312980

63

~

~

®

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Robin Gorges <dcwkmv@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 1:45 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~

r:i\

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Robin Gorges
216 Main St.
Montpelier, VT 05602

131
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Carolyn Grant <Cgrant1190@gmail.com>
Reply-To: Cgrant1190@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Fri , Jan 27, 2017 at 9:33 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

®
©

Carolyn Grant
5400Meeker134
Kalama, WA 98625
360-560-6876

https://mai I.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui= 2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159e0fda3f943a2f&si m I= 159e0fda3f943a2f
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Carolyh Grant <Cgrant1190@gmail.com>
Reply-To: Cgrant1190@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Tue, Jan 24, 2017 at 9:19 PM

--

-:#= '-\ l ~

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,

RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Carolyh Grant
5400 Meeker Dr #134
Kalama, WA 98625
360-560-6876

https://m ai I.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui =2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159d410965d95cef&sim I= 159d410965d95cef
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Kara Graul <kgraul@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 22, 2016 7:32 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
\3.)

®

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Kara Graul
3125 Wroxton
Houston, TX 77005

24

®

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Rax Green <mabukkit@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 4:39 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and ~
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

'.::3:/

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Rax Green
Mole Place
Leatherhead, ot KT22 8RF
owl

159
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Katherine Greenhoot <msgreenhoot@gmail.com>
Reply-To: msgreenhoot@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed , Feb 1, 2017 at 12:16 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Katherine Greenhoot
5810 NE Flanders St
Portland, OR 97213

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159fb52694ac8e77&siml=159fb52694ac8e77
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Karen Grice <grice4373@comcast.net >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 7:52 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and ( ; \
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

3
\?at

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Karen Grice
19624 SE 30th Way
Camas, WA 98607
360-450-1939

90

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Susanne Groenendaal <stargazerlilly1@verizon.net>
Saturday, January 7, 2017 8:42 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Susanne Groenendaal
1313 Old Boalsburg Rd .
State College, PA 16801
8142340301

71
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Ai r <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
2 messages
Kumiko Groom <Kumig@comcast.net>
Reply-To: Kumig@comcast.net
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sat, Jan 28, 2017 at 1:16 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

®
®

Kumiko Groom
2116 ne 157th avenue
Vancouver, WA 98684
Kumiko Groom <Kumig@comcast.net>
Reply-To: Kumig@comcast.net
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sat, Jan 28, 2017 at 1:16 PM

[Quoted text hidden)

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik= 7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159e6efb48905380&siml=159e6efb48905380&siml=159e6efb7e31eeb0
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Stacy Grossman <stacygandadamg@gmail.com>
Reply-To: stacygandadamg@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 9:17 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Stacy Grossman
2745 Allegheny Ave
Bexley, OH 43209

https :/Imai I.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui=2&ik= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159b7bc059c086ad&si m I= 159b7bc059c086ad
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Stacy Grossman <stacygandadamg@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 2:19 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and ~
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
\.z,;
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Stacy Grossman
2745 Allegheny Ave
Bexley, OH 43209

143

®

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jane Gulley <tjanegulley@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 4:12 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Jane Gulley

PO BOX 3115
Memphis, TN 38173

so

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Peter Gunther <avengethecathars@juno.com >
Wednesday, December 21 , 2016 3:24 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refi nery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~

f3'

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kal ama .
Thank you,

Peter Gunther
5636 N. Spaulding 1B
Chicago, IL 60659
8477537450

140

@)

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Owen Gustafson <owen362@hotmail.com>
Wednesday, December 21, 20 16 8:34 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~

f'3'

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Owen Gustafson
1106 Innsbrook Lane
Buffalo, MN 55313

82

G)

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Gloria Guy <totallygloria@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 12:30 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Gloria Guy
5305 SE Stark St
Portland, OR 97215

831-428-1604

41
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Hanna Hagen <Johanna.hagen@gmail.com>
Reply-To: Johanna.hagen@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Feb 2, 2017 at 11:15 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Hanna Hagen
3906 SE Ivon St
Portland , OR 97202

https :!/mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik= 7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15a0040fecf069ee&siml=15a0040fecf069ee

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Erik Haines <erik.haines@gmail.com>
Monday, January 9, 2017 7:09 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and (';'\
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Erik Haines
17810 Wayne Ave N
Shoreline, WA 98133
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Dave Hale <ndhale33@gmail.com>
Reply-To: ndhale33@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Tue, Jan 24, 2017 at 12:48 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Dave Hale
254 Larson Rd.
Silver Creek, WA 98585
(360) 520-1753

https :/Imai I.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui=2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th= 159d23c84cb27c92&si m I= 159d23c84cb27c92
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Heather Hall <elfinragdoll@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 5:00 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Heather Hall
7527 Roosevelt Way NE
Seattle, WA 98115
2716929
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jill Hamilton <jckress@yahoo.com >
Wednesday, December 21 , 2016 5:19 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and ~
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
\.:?.)
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Jill Hamilton
4985 Naomi St NW
Bremerton, WA 98311

131

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Dee Hammons <sunalee2004@yahoo.com >
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 5:26 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northw est Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Dee Hammons
280 Quincy St, Ste 1
Port Townsend, WA 98368
3603790622

60
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

April Haney <aprilhancy@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 2:03 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

April Haney
70 Tremont St.
Barre, VT 05641

802-431-5948

135
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

David Hand <gardendude@optonline.net>
Sunday, January 8, 2017 10:25 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

David Hand
42 S Dunton Ave
E Patchogue, NY 11772
6311234567
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Gm ail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Amy Hansen <pittle.r.us@gmail.com>
Reply-To: pittle.r.us@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sat, Jan 21, 2017 at 7:12 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Amy Hansen
8 Deboer Farm Ln
Asbury, NJ 08802
9082359378

https://m ai 1.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui= 2&i k= 71 79f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159c4296570a8784&si m I= 159c4296570a8784
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Amy Hansen <pittle.r.us@gmail.com >
Saturday, January 7, 2017 6:35 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Pe rmit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and ~
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Amy Hansen
8 Deboer Farm Ln
Asbury, NJ 08802
9082359378

88
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Amy Hansen <pittle.r.us@gmail.com>
Monday, December 19, 2016 2:42 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Pe rmit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Amy Hansen
8 Deboer Farm Ln
Asbury, NJ 08802
9082359378

163

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Dick Harmon <dickwisingup@hevanet.com >
Friday, January 6, 2017 7:40 PM
Wess Safford
Stop t he Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Pe rmit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the la rgest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Dick Harmon
1023 SE Bidwell
Portland, OR 97202
5032330548

41
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Mary Harmon <Troubador31@yahoo.com>
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 1:23 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Pe rmit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into th e air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Mary Harmon
155 El Camino Real
White Salmon, WA 98673
5094933033

47
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Alan Harper <rayeharper34@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:22 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Pe rmit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Alan Harper
3330 warner rd
richmond, VA 23225
3203812

16
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Barbara Harper <jandbharper@yahoo.com >
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 11 :53 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refi nery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this w ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Barbara Harper
13535 Agua Dulce
Castroville, CA 95012

1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Patricia Harper < bussdr@yahoo.com >
Saturday, January 7, 2017 10:12 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this w ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not perm it Northw est Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Patricia Harper

147 Isaacson Drive
Kelso, WA 98626
3605605297

80
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jason Harpham <harphamster@gmail.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 7:22 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into th e air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Jason Harpham
5833 S 190th Terrace
Omaha, NE 68135
4027309884

101
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
tom harris <mchazy77@hotmail.com>
Reply-To: mchazy77@hotmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 11:47 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

tom harris
12 cypress ct.
bordentown, NJ 08505
6097443953

https://mai 1.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui= 2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159b5b1730eb3664&sim I= 159b5b1730eb3664
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

tom harris <mchazy77@hotmail.com>
Friday, January 6, 2017 6:52 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

tom harris
12 cypress ct.
bordentown, NJ 08505
6097443953

39

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

tom harris <mchazy77@hotmai l.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 5:50 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

# Lf4o
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Pe rmit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and 0
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
\..2/
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

tom harris
12 cypress ct.
bordentown, NJ 08505

6097443953

123
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Jane Hashimawari <Jhashimawari@gmail.com>
Reply-To: Jhashimawari@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed , Feb 1, 2017 at 10:09 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

®
®

Jane Hashimawari
1336 NE 22nd Ave
Portland, OR 97232
7146426888

https:l/mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=71 79f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th= 159faddcae1d1871&siml=159faddcae1d1871
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Margaret Hashmi <sakibaytu@comcast.net>
Reply-To: sakibaytu@comcast.net
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 7:38 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Margaret Hashmi
3704 TREE FARM LANE
BELLINGHAM, WA 98226
360 752-0075

https://m ai 1.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui = 2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159b4ce443bb052f&sim I= 159b4ce443bb052f
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Susan Hass < Hass@ibiblio.org >
Wednesday, December 28, 2016 9:39 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

@

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,
Susan Hass, Masters of Regional Planning

®

Susan Hass
19524 SE 24th Place
Sammamish, WA 98075
(425) 999-0681

68

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Susan Hass <Hass@ibiblio.org >
Monday, December 19, 2016 7:02 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Susan Hass
19524 SE 24th Place
Sammamish, WA 98075
(425) 999-0681

160
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M Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Licia Hauss <Lhauss@gmail.com>
Reply-To: Lhauss@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sun , Feb 5, 2017 at 12:19 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Licia Hauss
3020 NE Glisan Apt. D
Portland, OR 97232
5032231524

https://mail .google.com /mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15a0fee11046ea82&siml=15a0fee11046ea82
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jay Hawkshead, DrPH <jhawkshe@tulane.edu >
Tuesday, December 20, 2016 7:10 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this w ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and (i"\
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

0

Please do not permit Northw est Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Jay Hawkshead, DrPH
1 Nordham Street
Waldwick, NJ 07463

158

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Glenna Hayes <gahportland@yahoo.com >
Tuesday, December 27, 2016 12:02 PM
Wess Safford
No permit for the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Pe rmit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and ~
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a yea r.
~
Please do not permit Northw est Innovation Works to pollute Kala ma.
Thank you,

Glenna Hayes
7254 SW 53rd Av
Portland, OR 97219
5039399677

61
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Helen Hays <hlhays@ccgmail.net >
Wednesday, December 21 , 2016 2:24 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Pe rmit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into th e air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Helen Hays
18553 S Ferguson Rd
Oregon City, OR 97045

5036314463

30
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Helen Hays < hlhays@ccgmail.net>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 9:56 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refi nery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and (;"\
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Helen Hays
18553 S Ferguson Rd
Oregon City, OR 97045
5036314463

215

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ms. Linda A. Heath < heathster52@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 2:13 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into th e air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Ms. Linda A. Heath
12112 Indian Hollow Rd
Grafton, OH 44044
3309983716

207
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Zechariah Heck <zheck24@gmail.com>
Reply-To: zheck24@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 8:43 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Zechariah Heck
1209 Meier Dr.
Grants Pass , OR 97526
5417617179

https://mai 1.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui=2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159b50904fa84c9e&sim I= 159b50904fa84c9e
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Nigel & Karen Heinemann <kodonoh @yahoo.com >
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 10:49 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northw est Innovation Works to pollute Kala ma.
Than k you,

Nigel & Karen Heinemann
2826 Swyres Dr
Hood River, OR 9703 1
541-354-1107

3
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Dawn Hendry <dawnjeanine62 @gmail.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 201 6 10:05 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refi nery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into th e air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Dawn Hendry
12 Mtn. High Ct.
Littleton, CO 80127
7202735998

7

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

John Hennessy <john.charles.hennessy@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 12:47 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and @
?:,
hazardous pollutants into th e air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

John Hennessy
6418 141st ST SW
Edmonds, WA 98026
6087271

119
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Dr. Alexander Henrich <alexander.henrich@gmail.com>
Reply-To: alexander.henrich@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 26, 2017 at 12:28 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Dr. Alexander Henrich
Burgwedeltwiete 17
Hamburg , ot 22457

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search= inbox&th=159dc76b9a6ba5e4&siml=159dc76b9a6ba5e4

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Morgan Hentrup <mhentrup@hotmail.com >
Thursday, December 22, 2016 10:43 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refi nery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Pe rmit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and( ; ' )
hazardous pollutants into th e air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Morgan Hentrup

2238 NE 13th Avenue
# 25
Portland, OR 97212
9712634170

16
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Robert Hertert <robert.hertert@gmail.com>
Reply-To: robert .hertert@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sat, Jan 28, 2017 at 12:16 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Robert Hartert
6210 SW Haines St
Portland, OR 97219

https://m ai 1.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui = 2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159e6b92b0fc25a9&si m I= 159e6b92b0fc25a9

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

David Hermanns <dhermann@earthlink.net >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 2:51 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into th e air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

David Hermanns
9442 N Tioga Ave
Portland, OR 97203
5032065023

29
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Megan Herzog <herzogmegan29@gmail.com>
Reply-To: herzogmegan29@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Mon, Jan 23, 2017 at 5:22 PM

=/J:;451
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,
Megan Herzog

Keep our Air Breathable!!!! No Air Pollution!!!! No Refinery!!!!

Megan Herzog
5023 SW Pasadena St.
Portland, OR 97219
503 734 4400

https ://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik= 7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159ce10e7ed96529&siml=159ce10e7ed96529
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Craig Heverly <heverlyjc@hevanet.com>
Reply-To: heverlyjc@hevanet. com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Feb 1, 2017 at 2:02 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built , this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Craig Heverly
3712 SE 9th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
5032357144

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159fbb38021c3f6d&siml=159fbb38021c3f6d
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Craig Heverly <heverlyjc@hevanet .com>
Reply-To: heverlyjc@hevanet.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 5:20 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Craig Heverly
3712 SE 9th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
5032357144

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik= 71 79f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159b44fe47c9fc8e&siml= 159b44fe47c9fc8e

®
®

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Hollis Higgins <treebarkhh@yahoo.com >
Friday, January 6, 2017 8:15 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Hollis Higgins
427 W Cleveland Ave.
Spokane, WA 99205

509-324-8890

44

®

C9)

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

brad higgs < bhiggs@ksu.edu >
Monday, January 9, 2017 5:01 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into th e air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

brad higgs
402 N First
Westmoreland, KS 66549
7855327074

114
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Gm ail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Carolyn Hintz <sackettandjetta@hotmail.com>
Reply-To: sackettandjetta@hotmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Fri, Jan 27, 2017 at 6:53 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Carolyn Hintz
1836 SE 43rd Ave
Portland, OR 97215

https://mai I.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui=2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159e2fde69d2a031 &si m I= 159e2fde69d2a031

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

William Hoffer <sunengser@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:24 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refi nery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into th e air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Not in my backyard please!, Thank you,

William Hoffer
161 SE Fourth Ave
White Salmon, WA 98672
5096796165

23

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Peter Holcomb <ljandpm@gmail.com >
Sunday, December 18, 2016 10:34 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and ( ; \
hazardous pollutants into th e air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

0

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Peter Holcomb
2332 E Hemmi Rd
Bellingham, WA 98226
360-966-0176

174

®

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Charlie Holland <c19f47h@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 8:55 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refi nery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and (!i"'\
hazardous pollutants into th e air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

0

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Charlie Holland
r b rd
Killington, VT 05751

191
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message

Mark Hollinrake <mark.hollinrake@ntlworld.com>
Reply-To: mark.hollinrake@ntlworld.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 11:30 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Mark Hollinrake
Morningside Av
New York, NY 10026

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159b835ebe74dab6&siml=159b835ebe74dab6
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Ellen Holsten <eholsten@guildmortgage.net>
Reply-To: eholsten@guildmortgage.net
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed , Jan 18, 2017 at 6:28 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built , this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

®

®

Ellen Holsten
14290 SW Furlong Way
Beaverton, OR 97005
503-544-0603

https ://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th= 159b48da4d424ae3&siml=159b48da4d424ae3
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Victoria Hood <cloudwatcher1@gmail.com>
Reply-To: cloudwatcher1@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sun, Jan 29, 2017 at 5:34 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Pennit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Pennit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

~
~

®

Victoria Hood
949 Willamette Flis Dr
West Linn, OR 97068

https :/Imai 1.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui= 2&i k= 71 79f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159ed028ece596ff&sim I= 159ed028ece596ff
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Gm ail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Phillip Hope <phillip.hope@gmail.com>
Reply-To: phillip.hope@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 8:00 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,

Phillip Hope
248 10th St, Address 2
brooklyn, NY 11215
5709579

https :/Imai I.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui = 2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159b4e20c8523fd5&sim I= 159b4e20c8523fd5

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Phillip Hope <phillip.hope@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 1:49 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and {';'\
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
\2.)

3

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Phillip Hope
248 10th St, Address 2
brooklyn, NY 11215
5709579

34

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Phillip Hope <phillip.hope@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 7:53 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and ~
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
'-::::J
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Phillip Hope
248 10th St, Address 2
brooklyn, NY 11215
5709579

185
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
P Horter <lacengh@gmail.com>
Reply-To: lacengh@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu , Jan 19, 2017 at 12:00 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I live on the Columbia River, and I am writing to urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for
the proposed methanol refi nery in Kalama, Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world .
It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon (';'\
dioxide a year.
'\2./
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

®

P Harter
17827 NW Sauvie island Road
Portland , OR 97231

https://m ail .google.com /mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159b5be3359c73a6&siml=159b5be3359c73a6

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Carl Howard <litlgrey@ix.netcom.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 6:38 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and ~
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
':.:::t
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Carl Howard
1736 East Long Street, Apt H
Columbus, OH 43203
6147325373

112

@)

/
Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jared Howe <jaredchowe@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:49 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Pe rmit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into th e air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kala ma.
Thank you,

Jared Howe
4107 Martin Luther King, Jr. Way S
Seattle, WA 98108

206-250-2568

52

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ron Hubert <rhubertaz@gmai l.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:29 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Pe rmit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and ~
hazardous pollutants into th e air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
"0
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Ron Hubert
6800 Virgil Way
Flagstaff, AZ 86001

38

®

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

I
Lisa Hughes <lisa.hughes54@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:57 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and ("";"\
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Lisa Hughes
1713 21st Street
Galveston, TX 77550
4524557

86
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Kevin Hughes <anevolver@gmail.com>
Reply-To: anevolver@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Mon, Jan 23, 2017 at 6:51 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

@
@)

Kevin Hughes
1206 11th St
Anacortes, WA 98221
7227808

https ://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=71 79f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159cbcf374d82c10&siml=159cbcf374d82c10
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Kevin Hughes <anevolver@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:56 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Pe rmit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Kevin Hughes
1206 11th St
Anacortes, WA 98221
7227808

56

('i\
\2)

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Susan J.Hulbert<susih1313@yahoo.com>
Saturday, December 17, 2016 10:49 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and ~
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Susan J. Hulbert
530 Hillcrest Drive
Longview, WA 98632
3604231313

184

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Gary Hull <realcheap60@yahoo.com >
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 11 :57 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and (':;'\
hazardous pollutants into th e air annually and emit ove r a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northw est Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Gary Hull
5533 s 1200 w
Riverdale, UT 84405
8016214058

29

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jay Humphrey <blue1jay@yahoo.com >
Sunday, December 18, 2016 10:14 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Pe rmit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and ~
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
"-.V
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Jay Humphrey
25525 S. Laura Ln
Estacada, OR 97023
5036304683

176
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Diana Huntington <fitten@earthlink.net>
Reply-To: fitten@earthlink .net
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Tue, Jan 31, 2017 at 5:11 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

@

®

Diana Huntington
87426 Halderson Road
Eugene, OR 97402
5419358652

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159f739cd07c15a3&siml=159f739cd07c15a3
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Doris Hutchinson <doralalora@hotmail.com>
Saturday, January 7, 2017 9:28 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic andr::L\
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

'2J

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Doris Hutchinson

1405 Portside Ct
Freeland, WA 98249
3609447718

76

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Doris Hutchinson <doralalora @hotmail.com >
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 9:57 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Pe rmit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Doris Hutchinson
1405 Portside Ct
Freeland , WA 98249
3609447718

39

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Alek Hyra <886426@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 4:21 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Pe rmit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
haza rdous pollutants into th e air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northw est Innovation Works to pollute Kala ma.
Thank you,

Alek Hyra
6314 Alberta St
West Springfield, VA 22152
7039129661
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Nwamaka lkenze <nikenze@gmail.com>
Reply-To: nikenze@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Mon, Jan 23, 2017 at 8:45 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

®
®

Nwamaka lkenze
17701 SE Mill Plain Blvd
Vancouver, WA 98683

https :/Imai I.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik= 71 79f27f4d&view=pt&search= inbox&th= 159cecab54fe712d&si m I= 159cecab54fe712d

1/1
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M Gmail

Southwest Clean Ai r <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Marcis Imes <mcimes@live.com>
Reply-To: mcimes@live.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Mon, Jan 30, 2017 at 2:51 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Pennit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Pennit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,
Marcus Imes

Marcis Imes
379 Maple Road
Longmeadow, MA 01106

https://m ai 1.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui = 2&ik= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159f193bd056e76d&si m I= 159f193bd056e76d

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Hillary J <littlebunnyhill@gmai l.com>
Sunday, January 1, 2017 10:25 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dea r Southwest Clean Air Agency,

RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Pe rmit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and (;"'\
hazardous pollutants into th e air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

\2/

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Hillary J
PO Box 436
Woodland, WA 98674

10

~

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Stephanie Jacobson- Eh ringer < sjacobsonehringer@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11 :24 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and ( ; " \
hazardous pollutants into th e air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

0

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Stephanie Jacobson-Ehringer
5620 Meeker Dr
Kalama, WA 98625
6734403

96

®

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Karen Jacques <threegables@macnexus.org >
Friday, December 23, 2016 4:53 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methano l refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northw est Innovation Works to pollute Kala ma.
Thank you,

Karen Jacques
1209 T Street# 3
Sacramento, CA 95811
916-452-2631

38

~

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Alan Jasper <alj2727@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 5:49 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into th e air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

@

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Alan Jasper
110 Hampton Way
Merrick, NY 11566
5465090

173

®

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jenet Johnsen <jenetjohnsen@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 8:48 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and (2")
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Jenet Johnsen
1477 Poplar Drive apt. 2
Medford, OR 97504
6466784

190
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Brandon Johnson <branjohnster@gmail.com>
Reply-To: branjohnster@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Tue, Jan 17, 2017 at 10:28 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Brandon Johnson
3541 SE 11th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
5032331372

https://m ai I.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui =2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159adafa95d95b43&si m I= 159adafa95d95b43

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Dawn Johnson-Deal <djohnson-deal@tdn.com >
Friday, December 30, 2016 7:47 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and (;"'\
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
\2.,)
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Dawn Johnson-Deal
1164 8th Ave.
Longview, WA 98632
3604311613

97

G)

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Derek Johnson <hizzgrace@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 2:32 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and ( ; \
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Derek Johnson

326 Sherman Hare Rd
Grantsville, MD 21536

145
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Shannon Johnson <thes ha.na.na@gmail.com>
Reply-To: thesha.na.na@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Feb 2, 2017 at 5:58 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and ("'"i:"\
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

0

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,

Shannon Johnson
6304 N Curtis Ave
Portland, OR 97217

https ://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15a01b1c20b43d58&siml=15a01b1c20b43d58

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

heather johnston <hmj83grl @yahoo.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 7:51 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Wo rks' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and (;"'\
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

V

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

heather johnston
19316 Miranda Street
Los Angeles, CA 91356

10
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Gm ail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Jennifer Johnston <astridjj@msn.com>
Reply-To: astridjj@msn.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Tue, Jan 24, 2017 at 10:39 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

®3
@)

Jennifer Johnston
875 Boca Ratan Dr
Lake Oswego, OR 97034

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik= 7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159d45989c169343&siml=159d45989c169343

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Lloyd Johnston <lajceoigthi @gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 1:15 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and (;""\
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
'\<.)
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama .
Thank you,

Lloyd Johnston
13421 26th Ave NE
Seattle, WA 98125
2063674841

123

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Kyle Jones < kylecjones@aol.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 6:39 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and ~
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

'::::J

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

Kyle Jones
160 Cornhill Pl
Rochester, NY 14608

111

@)

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Stanley Jones-Umberger < stanleyjonesumberger@yahoo.com >
Thursday, December 29, 2016 3:07 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world ...lt would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and @
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Nort hwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

Stanley Jones-Umberger
37425 SE 39th Street
Washougal, WA 98671
6093533

86
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Gma·1

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Monica Jouwsma <thepowerhouse5@comcast.net>
Reply-To: thepowerhouse5@comcast.net
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sun, Feb 5, 2017 at 11 :25 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Monica Jouwsma
987 Hoffman st
Woodland, WA 98674
3609215683

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th= 15a1250507e2e043&siml=15a1250507e2e043

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Sharon Karstadt <swiftinkpro @comcast.net >
Tuesday, December 27, 2016 2:58 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refi nery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Sharon Karstadt
14627 Rainbow Drive
Lake Oswego, OR 97035

9712851434

62
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~

®

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Katherine Kauffman <katiemkauffman@gmail.com>
Sunday, January 8, 2017 5:19 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and (i'\
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Katherine Kauffman
6559 18th Ave . SW
Seattle, WA 98106

108
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
William Kay <bradfordkay@earthlink.net>
Reply-To: bradfordkay@earthlink .net
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

=t:!:-

Tue, Jan 24, 2017 at 12:14 PM

500
Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and ~
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

0

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

®

William Kay
8306A Stoner Lane SE
Olympia, WA 98513
3609511171

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159d21da2604ab1e&siml=159d21da2604ab1e
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Sharon Kaylen <skaylen@gmail.com>
Reply-To: skaylen@gmail. com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 6:06 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Sharon Kaylen
14778 Sivertson Rd NE
Bainbridge Island, WA 98110

https://mail .google.com /mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th= 159b70d0895cb808&siml=159b70d0895cb808

1/1
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Ilene Kazak <kazak@umich.edu>
Reply-To: kazak@umich.edu
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 7:33 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

@

®

Ilene Kazak
7611 Dibrova Dr.
Brighton, Ml 48116
6267097

https :/Imai I.google.com/mai l/u/0/?ui = 2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159b4c9c6d86a444&si m I= 159b4c9c6d86a444

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ilene Kazak <kazak@umich.edu >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 4:45 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Ilene Kazak
7611 Dibrova Dr.
Brighton, Ml 48116

6267097
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
George Keefe <Georgewanc@gmail.com>
Reply-To: Georgewanc@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Fri, Jan 20, 2017 at 10:29 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

~
~

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

George Keefe
960 5th Avenue South #203
Edmonds, WA 98020
5827146

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th= 159bd23fced4d4c5&siml=159bd23fced4d4c5

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

George Keefe <Georgewanc@gmail.com >
Sunday, December 18, 2016 3:24 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

George Keefe
960 5th Avenue South #203
Edmonds, WA 98020
5827146

171

~
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©

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

John Keiser <jlck@nyc.rr.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 7:51 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and( 1 \
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

John Keiser
410 E 6th St., Apt. 17B
New York, NY 10009
2124730980

91

@)

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Paul Kelly < paulkellyjr@comcast.net>
Friday, January 6, 2017 9:30 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

Paul Kelly
3625 NE Merges Dr.
Portland, OR 97212
503-702-8268

49
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M

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message

*

Kerry C. Kelso <loveabugtoo@gmail.com>
Reply-To: loveabugtoo@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 25, 2017 at 10:25 PM

50'1
Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and ( ; : - \
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~)
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

®

Kerry C. Kelso
5148 S. Cheyenne Ave.
Sierra Vista, AZ 85650
(520) 378-1635

https://m ai I.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui=2&ik= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search=inbox&th= 159d9739aac47952&sim I= 159d9739aac47952

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Kerry C. Kelso <loveabugtoo@gmail.com>
Friday, January 6, 2017 10:38 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

(i'\

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama .
Thank you,

®

Kerry C. Kelso
5148 S. Cheyenne Ave .
Sierra Vista, AZ 85650
(520) 378-1635

54

0

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Kerry C.Kelso <loveabugtoo@gmail.com >
Friday, December 23, 2016 10:52 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Kerry C. Kelso
5148 S. Cheyenne Ave .
Sierra Vista, AZ 85650
(520) 378-1635
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Kerry C. Kelso < loveabugtoo@gmail.com >
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 10:56 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama .
Thank you,

Kerry C. Kelso
5148 S. Cheyenne Ave.
Sierra Vista, AZ 85650
(520) 378-1635

2
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Maren Kentfield < mkentfield36@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 1:19 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Maren Kentfield
223 S Fresno Spring Way
Tucson, AZ 85748
520-777-8550
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Douglas Kess < kess-spack @wwest.net >
Wednesday, December 28, 2016 10:25 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and /:;;\
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit ove r a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Douglas Kess
162 Government Road
Naselle, WA 98638
3604843427
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Thomas Keys <tkeyshike@msn.com >
Friday, January 6, 2017 4:50 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refi nery!

;::#:: 5f 0
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and ~
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Thomas Keys
1103 SE 21st Ct
Gresham, OR 97080
503-882-5341

22

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Andrew Kidde <akandrew37@gmail.com >
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 2:07 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and ~
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

"-V

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Andrew Kidde
5131 S Mead Street
Seattle, WA 98118
206-501-6905

50

2/15/2017

Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

M Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Sara King <sara.king@pobox.com>
Reply-To: sara.king@pobox.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 7:09 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Sara King
6647 Montevista Dr SE
Auburn, WA 98092
2538871067

https://m ai I.google.com/m ai l/u/O/?ui= 2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159b4b3612de9a0d&si m I= 159b4b3612de9a0d
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Gm ail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Eugenie Kirk <Jeanie.kirk@gmail.com>
Reply-To: Jeanie.kirk@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Feb 2, 2017 at 8:07 AM

-#st~
Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Eugenie Kirk
2114 N Bryant St
Portland, OR 97217

https://m ai 1.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui =2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159ff95018a76555&si m I= 159ff95018a76555

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jeanne Kleyn <jeanne@jkleyn.com >
Sunday, January 1, 2017 9:59 AM
Wess Safford
Kalama Methanol Refinery

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Perm it 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refine ry in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and ®
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Jeanne Kleyn
PO Box 756
La Conner, WA 98257

3604664434
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Basey Klopp <bklopp@gmail.com>
Reply-To: bklopp@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 5:50 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Basey Klopp
1808 NW Vicksburg Avenue
Bend, OR 97701

https://m ai 1.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui= 2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159b46b2524e5660&si m I= 159b46b2524e5660

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

John Knapp <jknappsax@aol.com >
Friday, December 16, 2016 10:50 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and ~
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

"<.J

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

John Knapp
212 Lauriston St.
Philadelphia, PA 19128

193

~

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Kristin Knight <viemondaine@gmail.com>
Saturday, January 7, 2017 11 :13 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and ( ; \
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

0

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

Kristin Knight
1005 SE 14th Ave
103
Portland, OR 97214
9712956787

96
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Donna Knipp <knipp.donna@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 5:51 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
~
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and ~
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

(Lf\

Please do not permit Nort hwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

Donna Knipp
60 Seaman Ave., #2E
New York, NY 10034

174
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nancy Knowles <wolsnek@gmail.com >
Sunday, January 8, 2017 12:10 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Nancy Knowles
243 Tangen Rd
Woodland, WA 98674

99
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Maureen Knutsen < maureen.knutsen @gmail.com >
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 5:3 6 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and ~
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

"?:/

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Mauree n Knutsen
PO Box 134
Naknek, AK 99633

9072466675

16
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Karl Koessel <karl.koessel@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 21 , 2016 10:53 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and ~
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

(lf)

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Karl Koessel
330 Myrtlewood Ln
McKinleyville, CA 95519

7073829440

52

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Karl Koessel < karl.koessel@gmail.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 10:53 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

-=t± s -;). .\
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

Karl Koessel
330 Myrtlewood Ln
McKinleyville, CA 95519
7073829440

51

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Karl Koessel <karl.koessel@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 12:42 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of ca rbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Karl Koessel
330 Myrtlewood Ln
McKinleyville, CA 95519
7073829440
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Eila Kokkinen <eilakokkinen1 @gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:25 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and~
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

®

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama .
Thank you,

Eila Kokkinen
300 Houtman Rd., Apt. #B
Saugerties, NY 12477
2461708

27

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Joanne Kondratieff <JamaGenie@gmail.com >
Wednesday, December 21 , 2016 12:58 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

Joanne Kondratieff
20 Milstead Cir
Shawnee, OK 74801

38

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Joanne Kondratieff <JamaGenie@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 1:38 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and (1\
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
'.:2.)
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama .
Thank you,

Joanne Kondrat ieff
20 Milstead Cir
Shawnee, OK 74801

130
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2/15/2017

Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Jeanette Ko rs <jkors 1@comcast.net>
Reply-To: jkors1@comcast. net
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 3:20 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and { i \
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

(,l\
~

Jeanette Kors
3016 N Narrows Dr, Unit 306
Tacoma, WA 98407
2537525436

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th= 159b6747df7d8764&siml=159b6747df7d8764
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Steven Kostis <steventhechipmunk@mac.com >
Wednesday, December 21 , 2016 9:53 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refi nery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and ~
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Steven Kostis
261 W. 28th St. Apt. 2C
New York, NY 10001
(212) 643-1525

65

~

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Lauren Kramer <deathbottlecheetah23@gmail.com >
Friday, December 23, 2016 6:1 7 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and~
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Lauren Kramer
2869 Springhaven Place
Macungie, PA 18062
6109281075

29

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Juli Kring <juli3@aol.com >
Sunday, December 25, 2016 12:28 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

h'\

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama ,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and ~
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

fft\.

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

Juli Kring
12400 Brookglade Cr.
Houston, TX 77099
8323931880

49
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Maya Kurtz <mayachristine @ymail.com >
Wednesday, December 21 , 2016 9:50 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Ai r Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
~
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

Maya Kurtz
336 Park Drive
Glenwood Springs, CO 81601
9709872981

67
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Lynn Kush <lynn.kush001 @gmail.com >
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 11 :26 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Lynn Kush
1183 1st St Apt 2
Gardiner, OR 97441
5413616052

32
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

ken kuzma <kenkuzma@gmail.com >
Friday, January 6, 2017 6:09 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

ken kuzma
5628 horizon ct
longview, WA 98632
3602328440

35
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·. Paul Mairose ·
From: ..

: ken kuzma <kenkuzma@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 29, 2016 5:30 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

· Sent:·
To:
Subject:

·.·,·

Dear Southwe'st Clean Air.· gency,

. . .·

.·I

.

.

RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
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urge you
to . . Northwtt
Inn.ovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for
proposed
methanol refinery
in Kalama, ·
I ··.·.
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Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery .in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
'
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hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
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Please do not permit Nort west Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Than.k you~ .
'
.
·

ken kuzma ·.
5628 horizon ct
longview, WA 98632
. 3602328440 '
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

ken kuzma <kenkuzma@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11 :36 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

ken kuzma
5628 horizon ct
longview, WA 98632
3602328440

104
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ken kuzma <kenkuzma@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11 :35 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and em it over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

ken kuzma
5628 horizon ct
longview, WA 98632
3602328440

102

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

k I <kal4400@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 2:15 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,

RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic an ~
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

kl
90 d
roseburg, OR 97470
7678720

141
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

T L < harvestofpeace@yahoo.com >
Thursday, December 22, 2016 3:48 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refi nery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,

RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic anI
d D
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a mill ion tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
I live down wind from this fa cility. I do not want a dirty neighbo r. Deny the permit!
Thank you,

TL
123 no thanks
La Center, WA 98629
913-961-1481

21
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Karen Laakaniemi <klaakan@g mail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11 :26 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
STOP KOCH-SUCKING!!!!
Thank you,

Karen Laakaniemi
428 Childers St
Pensacola, FL 32534

198

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

edward laclergue <edlaclergue@comcast.net >
Saturday, December 17, 2016 8:32 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of ca rbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

edward laclergue
3604 holiday Dr.
Olympia, WA 98501

180

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

sharon lacy <earthhrt@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:53 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic an 'A
7
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
.._;,,;
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

sharon lacy
536 so. main st.
sebastopol, CA 95472

7078235403

196

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Brenda Lahm <brenda.lahm@yahoo.com >
Wednesday, December 21 , 20 16 8:17 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and~
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
...___.!._
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Brenda Lahm
22841 N 27th St
Ceresco, NE 68017
402-785-2044

9

4

· Paul Mairose
Brenda Lahm <bren~a.lahni@yaho~:com>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 5:46 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kal.ama Methanol Refinery! ·

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

...

•

Dear Southwest Clean Air gency,

.

'

'

'

.

;

·.·

:I

.

RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
~

,.

'I

I

'

.
'

'<

'

'

' '

· ·

·
!°;

•

·.

C

'

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington; If built, this w'ould be the largest
~ethanol refinery in the world; It would dump up to 53 ton~ of toxic and
.,
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year. · ·
·
'

,,

.·.·. · ..· I .
'.

I

'

.

'· ~ .

,

,

•

'

.

'

.

'

'
•

Please do not permit Nort west Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
·Thank yo·u,.
·
·
.

Brenda Lahm
22841 N 27th St
Ceresco, NE 68017
402-785-2044 '
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'

.

'

.

'

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Danny Lampton <dannylampton@gmail.com >
Wednesday, December 14, 20 16 2:21 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Danny Lampton
1305 NE Junior St
Portland, OR 97211

7572701603

22

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Sally Landefeld < landefel@ohsu .edu >
Friday, December 23, 2016 4:11 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic an
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Sally Landefeld
220 SE 30th Pl
Portland, OR 97214
206-619-8749

37
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Gm ail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 mess age

Priscilla Lane <lanekappes@comcast.net>
Reply-To: lanekappes@comcast.net
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Fri, Feb 3, 2017 at 9:15 AM

)%CJY

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama. NW Innovation Works , a company controlled by the
Chinese government, wants to use our stateside resources to produce methanol, which they will ship to China for
plastics production. All of this plan leads to increased greenhouse gases. Tacoma did not accept this plan, Kalama
must not accept it either! Washington, stand strong for clean air!
Thank you,
Priscilla Lane

Priscilla Lane
5529 SE Morrison
Portland, OR 97215
503-239-0496

https://m ai 1.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui =2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 15a04f9854ade067&sim I= 15a04f9854ade067
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2/15/2017

Gm ail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Erik LaRue <pacific2626@gmail.com>
Reply-To: pacific2626@gm ail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

~hwest

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 11 :28 PM

Clean Air Agency,

RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Erik LaRue
17567 Maiben Road
Burlington, WA 98233
4207871

https://m ai I.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui = 2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search=inbox&th= 159b5a0b8e45469a&sim I= 159b5a0b8e45469a

1/1

----------------------------------------Paul Mairose

.

,,

•,

From:
Sent:
.To: ..

· Erik LaRue <pacific2626@gmail.com>
·Tuesday, December 13, 2016 5:46 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Subject:

Dear Southwest Clean Air gency,

. .

"

I

. RE: Air Discharge PermitlG-3204

.

,

'

·

. · I urge you to deny Northwlst Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
, Washington. If huilt, this wp~ld be t_he largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
·hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
.
·
'
,

.

I

.

.

'.
,

~·

'
,

Please do not permit Nort west Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you, ·

·Erik LaRue'
17567 Maiben Road
Burlington, WA 98233 ·
4207871
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M

Gm ail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Melody LaRue <rubyredlips03@gmail.com>
Reply-To: rubyredlips03@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

~outhwest

Sun, Feb 5, 2017 at 12:23 PM

Clean Air Agency,

RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

[j)

~

tJ;/

Melody LaRue
4512 NE 56th St
Vancouver, WA 98661

https://mai l.google.com /mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th= 15a0ff2924b51177&siml=15a0ff2924b51177

1/1
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Gmai l - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
George Latta <Ghlatta3@comcast.net>
Reply-To: Ghlatta3@comcast.net
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

~uthwest

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 9:03 AM

Clean Air Agency,

RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

pi)
'3

4

George Latta
3802 South Kent Street
Visalia, CA 93277
559-733-0979

https ://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view =pt&search=inbox&th= 159b7aef989bcaee&siml=159b7aef989bcaee
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· Paul Mai rose · .
. From:·

,

. sent:
·/To:·.
Subje~t:

George Latta <,Ghlatta3@comcast.net>
Friday,·January' 6, 20.17 5:46 PM
Wess Safford
·stop the Kalama Meth~nol Refinery!

,.

'1,

'

. »i

.

.oe. r So "'.hwest ".lean Air ·Igl!ncy,
RE: Air Discharge PennitlG-3204

urg~you ~~ny

·I
to
N.orth:Ltlnnovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
·.··Washington. If built, t_his ~puld. be the ~argest'me~hano.I refi~e~ in the world. It w~ul~ dump up to 53 .tons of toxic and·
.
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon d1ox1de a year. , ~ · · ..· ·

·.

..

.

..

.I .

. . ..

.,

. ::,::Please d'o not permit Nort. west Innovation.Works to pollute Kalama.
· Thank you;
·
·
·
·

' '" George Latta
'
3802
South
Kent
Sireef·.
'
.
·. Visalia; CA 93277
. 559~733-0979

'·'

..

32

. .

..

Paul Mairose
From:

George Latta <Ghlatta3@comcast.net>
·Wednesday, December 21, 2016 6:04AM
Wess
Safford
.
.
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Sent:

To:

~

Subject:

.,.

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16l3204
I urge you.to deny Northwelst Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for.the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
.
Washington. If built, this w6uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and ..
..
.
.
.
.
.
.
'·'
.·
.
..
.·
.
.
· hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

,.

. Please do not
Thank you;

permitNort~Lest

innovation Works to pollute Kal.ama.

George Latta
3802 South Kent Street
Visalia, CA 93277
559-733-0979

121

.

· .

Paul Mairose
Barbara Lau <barbarahlau@msn.com>
Saturday, February 4, 2017 2:40 PM
Wess Safford
I oppose the Kalama Methane Plant Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

~iting

a public comment against the proposed Kalama Methane Factory.

The proposed methanol plant will seriously affect our air quality and water. It will annually emit up to 53 tons
of toxic and hazardous air pollutants, 62 tons of very fine particulates, and over a million tons of C02 each
year.
What is really upsetting is the product ofthe plant is methanol, a climate changing greenhouse gas. Methanol
has the capacity to be 25 times more impactful to climate change than C02. This plant would be
manufacturing it so that t he Chinese can make plastic, which in itself is very harmful to the planet.
Please do not let this plan be built!

Thank you,
Barbara Lau
12941169th Ave NE
Redmond, WA

Sent from Outlook

169

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Larry Lauber < llauber@sonic.net >
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 4:58 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this w o uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic an~
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Larry Lauber
353 W Seaview Dr
BENICIA, CA 94510
7077455662

57

J/

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jessica Lavish <ezpz17@gmail.com >
Thursday, December 15, 2016 2:53 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Jessica Lavish
184 Raspberry Lane
Mena, AR 71953
2742444

204

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Nadine Lavonne <nlavonne@comcast.net >
Sunday, December 18, 2016 8:25 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Ai r Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic an ~
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~

3

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Nadine Lavonne
2031 NW 59th St #303
Seattle, WA 98107
2067833861

168

{±)

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Meya Law <zardiva1 @aol.co m>
Saturday, January 7, 2017 8:48 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic an@
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
.....:...;
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Meya Law
7100 Mount Forest Terrace
Forestville, MD 20747
3017756906

93

J.f

Paul Mairose
Meya Law <zardiva 1@aol.com >
·Thursday, December 22, 2016 12:57 PM
Wess Safford
·
.. Stop the Kalama Met_hanol Refinery! .

From:

; Sent:•.··
. . To:

· · · Subject:

'

•'

·

'

'

Dear Southwest Clean Air gency,
''

.

·.. •

:·

·1

.

,

.

RE: Air Di~charge Permit lG-3204

to

I urge you
deny Northwtt Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington·.
If, built, .this
wbuld
be the largest
methahol refinery
in the.
world; It .·would dump up to. 53 tons of toxic arid
·.
.
.
.
. I
. .
.·
, ,
. .
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

··..

.. .

. . ;I .

.· .

.·

..

.

Please do. not ~ermit Nort west. Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.

"J"hankvou,, ·

··

·

Meya Law
. 7100 Mount For~st Terrace ..
Forestville; MD 20747
3017756906'

17

.. . .·
.

Paul Mairose ,
··From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:.

Meya Law <zardiva1@aol.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 9:15 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery! ,

Dear Southwest Clean Air . gency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit J-3204
· ·. I urge you to deny Northwlst Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
' Washington. If built, this ~buld be the larg~st methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
h,azardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a milliontons of carbon dioxide a year.
.
·
Please do not permit Nort lwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,
·
,

MeyaLaw
·7100 Mount Forest Terrac
Forestyille, MD 20747
3017756906

7

2/15/2017

M

Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
sharon lawrence <smallfish@shaw.ca>
Reply-To: smallfish@shaw.ca
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sat, Feb 4, 2017 at 3:19 PM

~

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I object to the disastrous use of the Columbia River water - Canada sends it to you and then it is used to damage land,
air, water and salmon.
Water is part of the earth's path. Interference by humans have proven to be disastrous worldwide.

~

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and · Jf
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

sharon lawrence
8381 w saanich rd
saanichton, BC v8m 1s5

https://m ail .google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik= 7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15a0b6cd4aaca83e&siml=15a0b6cd4aaca83e

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

David & Judith Laws <davidmlaws@hotmail.com >
Friday, January 6, 2017 5:20 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic an
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of ca rbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

David & Jud ith Laws
1718 Valencia Street
Bellingham, WA 98229

360 650-1015

26
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M

Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Robin Learned <lookin4sunshine@gmail.com>
Reply-To: lookin4sunshine@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

~
~uthwest

Tue, Jan 24, 2017 at 2:37 PM

Clean Ai r Agency,

RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and~
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
'.:__?
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

1/

/.

Robin Learned
3514 Grant St
Vancouver, WA 98660

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159d2a0dd7c93ca9&siml=159d2a0dd7c93ca9

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Joseph Lebitz <joepeggykc@yahoo.com >
Wednesday, December 21 , 2016 11 :07 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Joseph Lebitz
2551 Captains Ct.
Ferndale, WA 98248

49
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M

Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message

Jenny Lee <jroselee99@gmail.com>
Reply-To: jroselee99@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

~uthwest

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 7:04 PM

Clean Air Agency,

RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Jenny Lee
Main
Wenatchee, WA 98801

https :/Imai 1.google.com/mai 1/u/O/?ui=2&ik= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159b4af20da65926&sim I= 159b4af20da65926

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Madeleine Lee <leemad88@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 7:41 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

®

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Madeleine Lee
59 Michael Drive
Westfield, NJ 07090
9085778695

184

T

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jennifer Lein <Mayaerlys@gmail.com >
Thursday, January 5, 2017 8:00 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic9 J
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Jennifer Lein
4345 SE 46th Ave
Portland, OR 97206

144

if

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Frances Lenski <flenski@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 1:57 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Frances Lenski
921 NW 115th Cir
Vancouver, WA 98685
3605744260

134
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M

Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
2 messages
Mary A Leon <leon3@twc. com>
Reply-To: leon3@twc.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

~uthwest

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 9:11 AM

Clean Air Agency,

RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and~
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
_::.1

if

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Mary A Leon
5 Loop Street
San Antonio, TX 78212
2102815787
Mary A Leon <leon3@twc .com>
Reply-To: leon3@twc .com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 9:12 AM

!Quoted text hidde n]

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159b7b6049cb1a01&siml=159b7b6049cb1a01&siml=159b7b7607d808b8
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Kirk & Linda Leonard <kandlleo @kalama.com >
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 9:17 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic an~
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Wo rks to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Kirk & Linda Leonard
217 Pebble Ln
Kalama, WA 98625
360-673-5122
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To Southwest Clean Air Agency
I'm Kirk Leonard from Ka lama and I oppose the Kalama methanol refinery.
As a citizen of Kalama, I have the right to a safe clean environment.
The Washington Clean Ai r Act states, air is an essential resource that must be
protected from harmful levels of pollution.
RCW 70.94.030 defines " air contaminate" means dust, fumes, mist, smoke, other
particulate matter, vapors, gas and ordorous substance.
NWIW's proposed metha nol refinery has the potential of emitting over
a million tons of carbon dioxide per year into the air annually.
The particulate matter could reach 62 tons yearly.
This is a real danger to the public's health. Kalama is a small town with a large
number of retired people.
The long term risks from exposure to the air quality will jeopardize the most
sensitive members of our community.
We deserve a good quality of life, health and safety.
Please do not permit Nort hwest Innovation Works' to pollute the air in Kalama.
Sincerely,
Kirk Leonard
217 Pebble Lane
Kalama, Washington
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Southwest Clean Air Agency
NWIWK - Public Hearing Transcript
Cowlitz PUD Auditorium
January 4, 2017 7:00 PM

Paul Mairose:

Arthur Hansen, Cindy Bernsen, Zeb Fox, Russ Thompson, Megan Richie .
Anybody left? Is there anybody that did not fill out a sheet that wishes to speak?

Linda Leonard :

Well, I did, but you haven't called my name so ...

Paul Mairose:

Come on up.

Linda Leonard:

You bet I will. Am I the last?

Paul Mairose:

Yup.

Linda Leonard:

Okay, here it goes.

Uri Papish:

Last, but not least.

Linda Leonard :

Pardon?

Uri Papish:

Last, but not least.

Linda Leonard :

I know. I hate to be the last and the first. Okay. I'm a resident of Kalama. First of
all, my name is Linda Leonard . I' m a resident of Kalama. I oppose the methanol
refinery being proposed at the port of Kalama . The amount of toxic and
hazardous pollutants being adm itted in the air from this refinery will be
staggering. 53 tons of pollutants with the addition of carbon dioxide yearly will
make the air in this area a health hazard to us. This refinery is being touted as
the largest methanol refinery in the world and is located within one mile of
some Kalama residents' homes. The toxins released will pollute the air we
breathe, damaging our health. Are we willing to sacrifice our long-term welfare
for the short-term economic interests that proponents of this refinery are
proposing? We can be the agents of change by not making Kalama the guinea
pig for methanol refining. Northwest, NWIW, a new company backed by the
Chinese government, has never built or run a methanol refinery. The proposed
technology has never been used to make methanol commercially. Please do not
permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute the air in Kalama . Thank you and
goodnight.

Uri Papish:

Thank you.
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The Southwest Washington Clean Ai r Agency
I am a resident of Kalama and I oppose the methanol refinery being proposed
at the Port of Kalama .
The amount of toxic an d hazardous pollutants being emitted into the air from this
refinery will be staggeri ng. Fifty three tons of pollutants with the addition of carbon
dioxide yearly will make the air in this area a health hazzard to us.
This refinery is being to uted as the largest methanol refinery in the world and
is located within one mile of some Kalama residents' homes.
The toxins released will pollute the air we breathe, damaging our health.
Are we willing to sacrifice our long-term welfare for the short-term economic
interests that proponent s of this refinery are proposing?
We can be the agents of change by not making Kalama the guinea pig for
methanol refining. NWIW, a new company backed by the Ch inese government
has never built or run a methanol refinery. The proposed technology has never been
used to make methanol commercially.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute the air in Kalama.
Sincerely,
Linda Leonard
217 Pebble Lane
Kalama, Washington 98 625
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Nikolaus Lequin <nikleq@gmail.com>
Reply-To: nikleq@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

:%~uthwest

Sat, Feb 4, 2017 at 10:43 AM

Clean Air Agency,

RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Nikolaus Lequin
1109 Snowden Rd
White Salmon, WA 98672
5094931832

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15a0a6fce2b41b37&siml=15a0a6fce2b41b37
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Nikolaus Lequin <nikleq@gmail.com >
Wednesday, January 4, 2017 4:14 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Nikolaus Lequin

1109 Snowden Rd
White Salmon, WA 98672

5094931832

123

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Sue Letsinger <letsing@gmail.com >
Monday, January 9, 2017 11 :54 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama ,
Washington. If built, this w ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
~
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Sue Letsinger
24815 138th Place SW
Vashon, WA 98070
2066609022
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message

Deborah Lev <deborah.j.lev@gmail.com>
Reply-To: deborah.j.lev@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

~west

Sun , Feb 5, 2017 at 12:29 PM

Clean Air Agency,

RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic an
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Deborah Lev
2845 NW raleigh St
Portland, OR 97210

https :/Imai I.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui = 2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view=pt&search= inbox&th= 15a0ff7c3c36e0a7&si m I= 15a0ff7c3c36e0a7
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Sandy Levine <sandylevine@lycos.com>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 10:07 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Sandy Levine
974 North Holliston Avenu e
Pasadena, CA 91104

626-798-4385
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Erma Lewis <elewisny@hotmail.com>
Reply-To: elewisny@hotmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed , Jan 18, 2017 at 6:11 PM

~>

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Erma Lewis
1736 63 Street
Brooklyn, NY 11204
6463687513

https ://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159b47e0a193d70e&siml=159b47e0a193d70e
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jim Lieberman <sjlieby@mcn.org >
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 8:05 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of ca rbon dioxide a year, besides using more
natural gas than all industry in Washington state combined.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Jim Lieberman
36660 Annapolis Rd
An napolis, CA 95412

45

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Eunice Lien <eunicelien @aol.com >
Friday, December 30, 2016 2:00 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic an~
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Eunice Lien
1143 China Garden RD
Kalama, WA 98625
(360)431-3336

100
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

/
Dana Linder < MrDanalinder@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:46 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

;fJ'jY
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic an ~
d
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
'..:)
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Dana Linde r
261 Summer Street
Woonsocket, RI 02895

82
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jim Lockhart <Videoactivepd x@gmail.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 10:50 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic an~
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

Jim Lockhart
4606 se martins
Portland, OR 97206
5034814268

2
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jennifer Lockwood <Jenzabell@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 11 :59 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed me5hanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic an~
'
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama .
Thank you,

Jennifer Lockwood
715 104th St S
Tacoma, WA 98444
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Paul Mairose
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julie Lockwood <jlockwood @kalama.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 20 16 11:08 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic an~
d
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
0

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Julie Lockwood
PO Box 580
Kalama, WA 98625
360-673-1221

48
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

jim lombard <jimlmbrd@gmail.com>
Monday, February 6, 2017 10:50 AM
Wess Safford
Please Deny Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

ff

Mr. Wess Safford, Southwest Clean Air Agency
W ess@swcleanai r .org
11815 NE 99th Street, Suite 1294
Vancouver, WA 98682
Refer to: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I am writing to urge you to deny the air discharge permit for the proposed Kalama Methanol Plant. The discharge from this plan will only
worsen the ocean water quality, the air quality, and negatively affect our marine life all the way up to the San Juan Islands and the Salish
Sea. My concerns are based on the following:
•I millions tons ofC02 , 62 tons of fine particulate matter, and 53 tons of toxic pollutants (mostly ammonia and methanol) would be emitted
annually from this plant. This would accelerate climate change, sea-level rise and ocean acidification, which in tum would accelerate the
collapse of the food web, of which the orcas and we humans are members.
• In Executive Order 12-07, Washington's Response to Ocean Acidification, the number one recommendation is to reduce emissions of
carbon dioxide.
•The cumulative effect of the methanol plant emissions along with the nearby pulp and paper mills in Longview need to be considered. In
addition, emissions from the proposed 6 tankers per month should also be included in the equation .
•This plant effects all of Washingtonians, our environment and economy.

Thank You,
Jim Lombard
470 Whiskey Hill Rd, po box 37 1
Lopez Island, WA 98261
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Michael Lombardi <mike.lombardi @rcn.com >
Friday, January 6, 2017 9:50 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Pe rmit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic anF
d B
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not perm it Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

Michael Lombardi
19 Morning Glory Lane
Levittown, PA 19054
2155477096

51
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Sarah Lombardi <lom.91 7@gmail.com>
Reply-To: lom.917@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sun, Jan 22, 2017 at 12:42 PM

~y
Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama. Frankly, I don't think it should be built anywhere as~
the time for clean energy is yesterday. The same is true of halting climate change caused by human-created pollution .
This is very serious and one of my top priority issues .

l{

Thank you ,

Sarah Lombardi
3818 SE 16th Ave
Portland, OR 97202

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159c7eaa0218df8d&siml=159c7eaa0218df8d
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Sharon Longyear <sharonmlongyear@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 12:36 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic an ~
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Sharon Longyear
2765 Hyatt Street
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598

40
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Sharon Longyear <sharonmlongyear@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 12:48 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Ai r Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Sharon Longyear
2765 Hyatt Street
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

David Losie <earthrisingsanctuary@yahoo.com >
Friday, December 23, 2016 8:41 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

David Losie
3470c Moore Rd.
Kettle Falls, WA 99141
7324301

31
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Margaret LovellFord <Plf@skynetbb.com >
Saturday, January 7, 2017 4:24 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refi nery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refine ry in Kalama,
Washington . If built, th is would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic an~
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of ca rbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Margaret LovellFord
1109 Garfield St
Enumclaw, WA 98022
2533151937

58
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Sammy Low <cougarcreek7@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 5:44 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic a ~
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

':!;.

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Sammy Low
20420 Marine Dr, Apt P2
Stanwood, WA 98292
3600000000
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Kimberly Lowe <Lowe1 S@yahoo.com >
Thursday, December 22, 2016 8:26 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic an
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Kimbe rly Lowe
612 Sycamore Mill Drive
Gahanna, OH 43230
614-471-5588

26
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Cindi Lund <cindilund@sbcglobal.net>
Reply-To: cindilund@sbcglobal.net
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 1:08 PM

%6}Y
Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Cindi Lund
206 Estates Drive
Danville, CA 94526
9258378364

https :/Imai I.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui = 2&i k= 7179f27f4d&vif!W= pt&search= inbox&th= 159b88f5cfa1 aed8&si m I= 159b88f5cfa1 aed8
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Cindi Lund <cindilund@sbcglooal.net>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 8:19 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

From:

Sent: ·
.To:
Subject:

·Dear Southwest.Clean Air gency,

Permit·lJ-32~4
tode~y

RE: Air Discharge

·

I urge you
NorthwLt Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington.
If
built,
this
wbuld
be the
largest
methanol. ,.refinery in the world.
It would dump
up to 53 tons of toxic and.·
:
.
I
·. .
.
.
.
,.
:· ..
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a·year.
Please_do not permit Nort lwestlnnovation Works to pollute Kalama;
·Thank you~

Cindi Lund
206 Estates Drive
Danville, .CA 94526
'9258378364
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Paul Mairose
·From:

Sent:
To:

...·

Subject:

Cindi Lund -::cindilund@sbcglobal.net>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 11:12 AM
Wess Safford
·
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air rgency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit ib-3204

_

I urge you to deny Northjest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,

· .Washin.gton. If built, this~.·.I ould. be the largest methanol refin. e,Y in th~ wodd. It would dump up to .53 tons of toxic and ·
hazardous pollutants int.ate air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
·
.
·Please donot permit Nort,hwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

'Cindi Lund
206 Estates Drive
Danville, CA94_526
9258378364
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Kenneth Lutz <kenlutz0209@gmail.com >
Wednesday, January 4, 2017 7:38 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

@)/

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Kenneth Lutz
935 23rd Ave
Longview, WA 98632
360 425 0305
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jane Lyon < mountan6@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 5:08 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refi nery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic an~
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

3

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Jane Lyon
PO Box 1702
Rohnert Park, CA 94927

165
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Mary Lyons <marylyonsnow@comcast.net >
Friday, January 6, 2017 6:07 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic an
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and em it over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not perm it Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Mary Lyons
3528 Sunset Way
Longview, WA 98632
360-560-5272
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Sarah Lyons <sarahsmileess@yahoo.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 5:37 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

@

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Sarah Lyons
15021 N 30th Drive
Phoenix, AZ 85053

18
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Denise Lytle <centauress6@live.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 7:07 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic an
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Denise Lytle
11 Wisteria Dr., Apt. 3F
Fords, NJ 08863
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, Paul Mairose
'-;.;.

From:

:sent:
To:
.. Subject: ·

'

'.

.

.

"

'

-

.

'

Denise Lytle <centau~e~sG@live.com>
Saturday, December 17, 2016 6:58AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

.

. . Dear SoUth~est Clean Air ~ency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit ib-3204
.I urge you to deny Northjest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama, .
53 tons of toxic and
Washington. If built, this Jould be the largesfmethanol refinery in the world. It would dump up
hazardous pollutants into H1e air annually and emit overa mrni'an tons of carbon dioxide a year.
·
· ·.
.
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'

'

.

.

.

.·.1

''

'

'

·:.

-·

Please do not p;rmit Northwest 1.nnovation Works to pollute Kalama. ·,

'

.

.·.

Thank you,,

· Denise Lytle .
11Wisteria Dr., Apt. 3F · · '
Fords, NJ 08863

;

. ~
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

janice macarthur <jkaym86@yahoo.com >
Wednesday, December 21 , 2016 6:36 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic an~
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

janice macarthur
1020 se coffey rd
WASHOUGAL, WA 98671
360-335-5563

12

~

2/15/2017

Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

M GmaH

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Sophia Mackell <Sopimack@sbcglobal.net>
Reply-To: Sopimack@sbcglobal.net
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

~outhwest

Wed, Feb 1, 2017at11:18AM

Clean Air Agency,

RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

)f
'I

Sophia Mackell
Se Boise st
Portland, OR 97206

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159fb1cfa9e80ba8&siml=159fb1cfa9e80ba8

1/1
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M

Gm ail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Craig Mackie <beachbum@nehalemtel.net>
Reply-To: beachbum@nehalemtel.net
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

~~outhwest

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 8:51 PM

Clean Air Agency,

RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic anf f i
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

2/-

Craig Mackie
36300 Pacific Palisades Pl
Nehalem, OR 97131
5033683739

https :l/mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159b51 052a865646&siml=159b51052a865646

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Michelle Macy <mmacyartist@yahoo.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 5:27 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic at £
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Michelle Macy
12550 Piping Rock
Houston, TX 77077

7526255

129
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Amy Madden <amyelena@gmail.com >
Wednesday, January 4, 20 17 2:09 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic an d
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Amy Madden
1125 NE 42ND ST
Seattle, WA 98105

88

83
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Guy Maguire <guy.maguire.m@gmail.com >
Monday, December 12, 2016 12:21 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama, ~
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

!J

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Guy Maguire
8514 se 63rd Ave
Portland , OR 97206
5035506169

14

4

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ana Malagon <atmalagon@gmail.com>
Monday, January 9, 2017 9:41 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic an@
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Ana Malagon
5505 NE 65th St
Seattle, WA 98115

124
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2/15/2017

Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Mary Manous <mmanous@me.com>
Reply-To: mmanous@me.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Mon, Jan 16, 2017 at 12:30 PM

iic§Y

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~f
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Mary Manous

8325 14th Ave NW
Seattle, WA 98117

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th= 159a8f923cc4f861&siml=159a8f923cc4f861

1/1

_

·Paul Mai rose .

_.......................................................................................................................
From:

Mary Manous <mmanmJs@me.com>.
Thursday, December 29, 2016 8:41 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Sent:
To:
Subject:.

DeO'r Southwest Clean Air lency,

,

RE: Air Discharge Permit 16j~204
·I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this wduld be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into th~ air annu~lly and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year. '
·
·

Pl~ase d6 not p~m1it North

est Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.

Thank you,

. Mary Manous
832514th Ave NW
Seattle, WA 98117 ·

94

;.

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Nancy Maranville < maranvillenancy@gmail.com>
Thursday, January 5, 2017 11 :12 AM
Wess Safford
NO on the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

ATIN: Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I strongly urge you to deny the Northwest Innovation Works' Ai r Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in
Kalama, Washington. This would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . The greenhouse gases and particulate
matter pose a serious enviro nmental threat. Plus, it would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and hazardous pollutants into the
air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama .
Thank you,
Nancy Maranville

Nancy Maranville

8555 Latona Ave NE
Seattle, WA 98115
2062769308

151
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Amelia Marchand <ameliamarchand@vermontlaw.edu>
Reply-To: ameliamarchand@vermontlaw.edu
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Fri , Feb 3, 2017 at 2:26 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
~l{hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Amelia Marchand
54 Williams St.
Elmer City, WA 99124

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&vif!'N=pt&search=inbox&th=15a0615ea77de03d&siml=15a0615ea77de03d

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Giampiero Mariani < NYCSubway1027@msn.com >
Monday, December 26, 2016 8:36 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Giampiero Mariani
1962 West 4 Street
Brooklyn, NY 11223

57
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Tamara Markham <mufiesgal@hotmail.com>
Reply-To: mufiesgal@hotmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

~outhwest

Sun, Jan 29, 2017 at 7:57 PM

Clean Air Agency,

RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
It is absolutely appalling to me that this is even a consideration. I am confident that you must be aware of the dangers
the Kalama Methanol Refinery poses for this region. The largest refinery in the world would emit 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants in the air annually and would emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year. Further it will
disburse 62 tons of particulate matter into the air annually damaging the health of all citizens living in its shadow.
This is only responding to the actual refinery. It is incredible that this location would open up the Columbia Gorge to the
expansion of pipes to carry tracked gas to Kalama through the most incredibly beautiful natural boundary between two
states . The impact of this powerful polluter on the quality of life for the Pacific Northwest and also the impact on our
dangerously warming earth poses the possibility of ruining a quality of life for future generations as well as further
desiccating the natural wonder of the Columbia River Gorge. For quality of life for this generation and all future
generations , I am asking you to deny Northwest Innovation Wort<s' Air Discharge Permit.

q:!
(±)

Tamara Markham
7025 SW 34th Avenue
Portland, OR 97219

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159ed85a67dc9342&siml=159ed85a67dc9342

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Diane Marks <shenyen@wavecable.com >
Sunday, January 8, 2017 3:30 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this w ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Diane Marks
caroline
port angeles, WA 98362

105

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Dani Maron-Oliver < monkeysRmonkeys@yahoo.com >
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 9:44 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
It is also called a "world class" refinery, meaning one of this magnitude has not been built yet. They say it is safe, when~
no one can possibly predict how massive destruction might be if there was an accident in running the mechanisms of~
the refinery.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Wo rks to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Dani Maron-Oliver
75 Blue Heron Drive
Longview, WA 98632
360-425-8230
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Peter Marsh <seatosummitpm@gmail.com >
Monday, December 26, 2016 4:31 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and em it over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

@

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Peter Marsh
249 12th St #1
Astoria, OR 97103
(503) 470-0356

56
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Erin Marshall <kismetdesign@comcast.net>
Reply-To: kismetdesign@comcast.net
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

~r

Wed, Jan 25, 2017 at 1:21 PM

Southwest Clean Air Agency,

RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Erin Marshall
5736 NE 29th Ave
Portland, OR 97211
5037405311

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159d78154dec0d7e&siml= 159d78154dec0d7e

1/1
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Gm ail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Abe Martin <sky11obo@gmail.com>
Reply-To: sky11obo@gmail. com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 6:57 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Abe Martin
pob 3190
Taos, NM 87571
3591546

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159b73bf1da3d844&siml=159b73bf1da3d844

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Abe Martin < sky1 lobo@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11 :34 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Abe Martin
pob 3190
Taos, NM 87571
3591546

101

I
Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jeanne Martin <jcarolmartin@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:22 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Jeanne Martin
PO Box 116
Seabeck, WA 98380

2773764

20

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Denise Martini <martini187@aol.com>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 2:58 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

Denise Martini
10215 Renae Nicole Ct
Las Vegas, NV 89183
702-837-4946

203

2/15/2017

Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Isabel Martins <isabel.martins@alumni.utoronto.ca>
Reply-To: isabel.martins@alumni.utoronto.ca
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 6:36 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

(bf

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Isabel Martins
43 Clinton St
Toronto, ON M6G 3X3

https://m ai 1.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui=2&ik= 7179f27f4d&vievv= pt&search= inbox&th= 159b728555be4eOO&sim I= 159b728555be4e00

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Paul L Martinsen < repoint33@comcast.net >
Saturday, January 7, 2017 7:44 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refi nery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Paul L Martinsen
3553 , Basswood Ct NW
Salem, OR 97304

68

j
Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Julianne Martinson <jmartinson8@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:57 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
This is unfair and very dangerous to the residents's health and to the surrounding area, and for overall air quality in the
region .
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Julianne Martinson
2303 6th St
Everett, WA 98201
425-317-9217

85
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M

Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Linda Massey <mlinda16@msn.com>
Reply-To: mlinda16@msn.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 9:06 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Pennit 16-3204
You must deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Pennit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

r;j}

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

/')j}

\V

Linda Massey
8510 Main St
Edmonds, WA 98026
2066676655

https :/Imai I.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui = 2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159b7b16b317d945&si m I= 159b?b16b317d945

1/1

2/15/2017

Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
francis mastri <famastri@me.com>
Reply-To: famastri@me.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 2:21 AM

~

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Pennit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Pennit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~'!Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

francis mastri
87 Jones ST
west haven, CT 06516
2034798777

https ://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159b63ee61a5eb35&siml=159b63ee61a5eb35
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message

Kimberly Maun <kmaun976@gmail.com>
Reply-To: kmaun976@gm ail .com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 25, 2017 at 9:00 AM

w/
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
gs~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,
Kimberly Maun, DVM

Kimberly Maun
5120 NE 27th Ave
Portland, OR 97211
503-997-2933

https://m ai I.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui=2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159d692c00ad6dbc&si m I= 159d692c00ad6dbc
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M Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
John Mayer & Hanna Neuschwander <johnemayer@gmail.com>
Reply-To: johnemayer@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Fri , Jan 20, 2017 at 11 :54 AM

~

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

John Mayer & Hanna Neuschwander
3317 SE Washington ST
Portland, OR 97214
5033829607

https://m ai 1.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik= 7179f27f4d&vifN.I= pt&search= inbox&th= 159bd7209125b98a&si m I= 159bd7209125b98a
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Robin Mayerat <ruberobin@aol.com>
Saturday, January 7, 2017 5:10 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

@

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Robin Mayerat
2949 Cloverbank Rd
Hamburg, NY 14075
7166487684

62

'(/)

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Christine Mayou <chrismayo u@gmail.com >
Wednesday, January 4, 2017 6:38 AM
Wess Safford
JUST SAY NO to the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery IN THE WORLD!!! It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic
and hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pol lute Kalama.
Thank you,

Christine Mayou
585 Shelokum Drive
Silverton, OR 97381
5038738998

91

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Lisa Mazzola <lmazzola @tam pabay.rr.com >
Wednesday, December 21 , 2016 7:44 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of ca rbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Lisa Mazzola
1723 Followthru Drive
Tampa, FL 33612

94

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ian Mcalpine <mcsmithller@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, January 4, 2017 6:23 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Ian Mcalpine
13975 SW Red Haven Dr.
Beaverton, OR 97008

128

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Katrina McAlpine <mcsmithller@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, January 4, 2017 5:40 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama. You have a responsibility to Stop this!
Thank you,
Katrina McAlpine
Katrina McAlpine
13975 SW Red Haven Dr.
Beaverton, OR 97008

124

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Rebekkah McAlvage < bekkahmcalvage@gmail.com >
Monday, December 12, 2016 11 :54 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Rebekkah McAlvage

151 alnut
ashland, OR 97520

5419415208

13
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Eileen McCabe <leenaree@xmission.com>
Reply-To: leenaree@xmission.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Tue, Jan 24, 2017 at 1:33 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Ai r Discharge Permit 16-3204
If built, the Kalama methanol refinery would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would also become
the largest source of air pollution in Kalama:
• Kalama methanol refinery would dump up to 53 tons (106,000 pounds) of toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air
annually.
• Kalama methanol refinery emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year-that's the equivalent of about 227,287
cars.
•The plant also could emit up to 62 tons (104,000 pounds) of very fine particulate matter- dust and soot particles annually. Fine particulate matter can enter into the respiratory system and cause long term health impacts .
The output of this plant is destined to be feedstock for plastics production in China. Our people should not have to pay
with their health for the profits of others . We do not need more platic in the world, and we do not need to increase
production of fossil fuel.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Eileen McCabe
2201 192nd St SE
Bothell, WA 98012

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&vieNV=pt&search=inbox&th=159d265ea0612385&siml=159d265ea0612385
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

shirley mccarthy <shirley.mccarthy@yale.edu >
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 12:46 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

shirley mccarthy
16 Rockland Park
Branford, CT 06405
7856144

27

/

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Glenn Mccaslin <glenn.mccaslin @gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:44 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Glenn Mccaslin

8924 S Round Rock St.
Highlands Ranch, CO 80126
5186216

47
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Gary McCuen <mccuen7691@comcast .net>
Reply-To: mccuen7691@comcast.net
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed , Jan 18, 2017 at 7:08 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Gary Mccuen
1825 Fairmount Av. S.
Salem , OR 97302
5033029043

https :/Imai I.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui = 2&ik= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159b4b22a6f8d718&sim I= 159b4b22a6f8d718
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Stanley McDonald, Jr. <stanmm@verizon.net >
Wednesday, December 14, 20 16 2:38 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this wo uld be the la rgest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Stanley McDonald, Jr.
25 Farm Road
Sherborn, MA 01770

21

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Mary Ellen McFadden <ellenmcf@pacifier.com>
Friday, January 6, 2017 5:15 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Mary Ellen McFadden
2357 N.E. 151st Ave .
Portland, OR 97230

25

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Teresa McFarland <terefarlan@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:24 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

@

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Teresa McFarland
10740 SW 11th Dr
Portland, OR 97219
5034525122

22

®

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Wendy McGowan <ramblin@rosenet. net >
Friday, January 6, 2017 8:46 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Pe rmit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

Wendy McGowan
3189 Admiral St.
Eugene, OR 97404
5416730015
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Sandra McPherson <sandyjmc11books@gmail.com>
Reply-To: sandyjmc 11 books@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sun, Feb 5, 2017 at 4:08 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,

Sandra McPherson
1111 Alvarado Ave., Apt. 245
Davis, CA 95616
(530) 753-9672

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15a10bfecb93927a&siml=15a10bfecb93927a
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

William and Barbara McPherson <wrmcpherson @gmail.com >
Wednesday, January 4, 2017 8:32 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, t his wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year. Methane leakage is also
a major risk, as methane has many times the climate change effect as carbon dioxide.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

William and Barbara McPherson
2728 Fairview Ave E
Seattle, WA 98102
202-218-8987

103
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M

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Caitlin Mcsweeney <caitmcswny@gmail.com>
Reply-To: caitmcswny@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Feb 1, 2017 at 7:56 PM

, ~w~
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Caitlin Mcsweeney
4705 NE 20th ave
Portland, OR 97211

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159fcf7938411d43&siml=159fcf7938411d43
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Krista Mead <krista22mead @gmail.com >
Friday, December 23, 2016 8:58 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,

RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the wo rld . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

{ff:)

Please do not permit Northw est Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Krista Mead
PO box 402
Kelso, WA 98626
(360) 575-9451

32

CV

Paul Mairose

Subject:

Uri Papish
Thursday, January 5, 2017 4:12 PM
krista22 mead@g ma i I.com
Wess Safford; Tina Hallock
RE: ONLINE INFORMATION REQUEST

Categories:

Non Standard Comment

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

Hi Cynthia,
Thank you for your comme nt . I have submitted this comment to Wess Stafford to be added as part of the public
comment record .
At the end of the comment period SWCAA will compile and consider all public comments received . SWCAA will also
prepare and publish a com ment response document.
Uri
-----Original Message----From: krista22mead@gmai l.com [mailto :krista22mead@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 5, 2017 1:37 PM
To : Uri Papish <Uri@swcleanair.org>
Subject: ONLINE INFORMATION REQUEST
REQUEST SUBMITIED BY:
Name: Krista Mead
Phone : (360) 575-9451
Email : krista22mead@gmail.com

Comment or Question: Alth ough the informational meeting at the Cowlitz PUD on Jan.4, was well handled, I left feeling
that SWCAA's primary role w as not being adhered to. SWCAA's main mission is to protect clean and healthy air for the
people of SW Washington, not to provide jobs for the unemployed, or serve as partners for corporations who wish to
make a profit while continu ing to contaminate the air space. Any additional air pollution to the already existing
contamination only furthers the negative impact on people's lives and the environment. I urge you to stay true to your
mission and not pass the Northwest Innovations permit for the methanol plant in Kalama .
Thank you,
Krista Mead

162
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
David Medford <parkermedford@gmail.com>
Reply-To: parkermedford@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed , Feb 1, 2017 at 12:59 PM

1PY

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

IB
2{-

David Medford
7020 Sw 82nd Ave
Portland, OR 97223
503-244-6615

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159fb7a13feebfc9&siml=159fb7a13feebfc9
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Gm ail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
David Medford <parkermedford@gmail.com>
Reply-To: parkermedford@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Fri , Jan 27, 2017 at 7:28 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

David Medford
7020 Sw 82nd Ave
Portland, OR 97223
503-244-6615

https ://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159e31d8ad046309&siml=159e31d8ad046309
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Paul Mai rose·
From:

David Medford <parkermedford@gmail.com>
· Thursday, December 22, 2016 10:02 PM
.Wess Safford
··
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Sent:.·
To:

Subject:

DearSouthwOst Clean Air:1ency'. ·
· RE: Air Discharge Permit 16f3204 .

.

.

.

.

.

.

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington.
If built,
this w6uld
methanol refinery in. the world.. It would dump
up to 53 tons of.·.t~xic and·
·.
.
. .. be the largest
.
.
. . ..
hazardous pollutants into theair annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year. ·

..

Please do not permit
Thank you,

NorthLe~t

.·•

Innovation Works.to pollute Kalama.

David Medford
7020 Sw 82nd Ave
Portland, OR 97223
s.03~244.;6615

27

.

.

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jay Mehl <airwaterjay@gmail.com >
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 10:33 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Jay Mehl
144 Legacy Drive
Woodland, WA 98674
5038587255

36
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M Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Diane Meisenhelter <meissun@hotmail.com>
Reply-To: meissun@hotmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

~uthwest

Thu, Feb 2, 2017 at 9:05 PM

Clean Air Agency,

RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

)/

I.

Diane Meisenhelter
4626 NE 19th
Portland, OR 97211
503-349-1460

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15a025ca468ba7e4&siml=15a025ca468ba7e4
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Nancy Melton <genevalimerick@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 3:09 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Nancy Melton
6341 5th Ave N.E. #306
Seattle, WA 98115
206 409 0677

149

(.!f)

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Vince Mendieta <vinceofdarkness@yahoo.com >
Thursday, December 22, 2016 2:40 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Wash ington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Vince Mendieta
6005 Cherry Creek Dr.
Austin, TX 78745
512-555-1212

19

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Deb Merrill <debmerrill2@gmail.com >
Tuesday, January 31 , 2017 9:57 PM
Wess Safford
My comments on Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

~;Y
To whom it may concern:
I am a physician and I am OPPOSED to the Kalama methanol refinery. I'm writing to request that you deny the air
discharge permit for the proposed Kalama methanol refinery.
As a physician, I believe th e health risks resulting from the refinery are unacceptable.
- The Kalama methanol refi nery is slated to become the largest source of air pollution in Kalama.
- The refinery would dump up to 53 tons {106,000) pounds of toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air annually. By
comparison, Emerald Chemical in Kalama released six tons of hazardous pollution in 2015, according to the EPA.
- The plant could also emit up to 62 tons (104,000 pounds) of very fine particulate matter - dust and soot particles each year. Breathing these particles can cause long term health impacts.
- Forty percent of Kalama residents are part of vulnerable populations - either under 18 or over 65, according to the
2010 census.
- Rather than investing in sustainable energy, the refinery would promote our outdated and unstable dependence on
fossil fuels . This one refinery would consume more natural gas than all other industry in Washington state combined.
- The Kalama refinery would emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year, which is the equivalent of about 220,000
cars.

(i:)

Please deny the permit, and oppose the refinery.
Thank you,
Deborah Merrill, MD
Sent from my iPhone
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Anna Mestre <Anna.mestre@hotmail.com>
Reply-To: Anna.mestre@hotmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Feb 1, 2017 at 8:49 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

(f)
T:

Anna Mestre
1077 Washington
Reno, NV 89501

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159fd27cdb8c5f31&siml=159fd27cdb8c5f31
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Gary Meyer <Garyjm1933@gmail.com>
Reply-To: Garyjm1933@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Fri, Feb 3, 2017 at 10:25 AM

~JY

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Gary Meyer
219Pennsylvania Ave.
Chalfont, PA 18914
267-221-4913

https://mai I.google.com/mai l/u/0/?ui=2&ik= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 15a0539ad5f6c7b1 &si m I= 15a0539ad5f6c7b1
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gretchen Meyer <Meyerhenrickson@gmail.com >
Wednesday, January 4, 2017 7:01 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
~.J
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Gretchen Meyer
17146 SE 23rd Dr
Vancouver, WA 98683

94

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

David Michalek <edm_austin@yahoo.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 8:42 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
~:!J
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

David Michalek
25 Eugene St
Hood River, OR 97031
7075483968

77

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

I
Debrah A Miles <debrahmiles@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:39 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refi nery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

®

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year. I am also concerned
about the health of the Co lumbia River and its fishing and touris m industries because of this refinery's location.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama and the Columbia River.
~
Thank you,
T
Debrah Miles, Warrenton, OR

Debrah A Miles
540 SW Juniper Ave
Warrenton, OR 97146
503-717-3382

79

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Riff Millar < riff.millar@gmail.com >
Wednesday, December 21 , 2016 6:06 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Nort hwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama .
Thank you,

Riff Millar
1525 Harvard Ave, #616
Seattle, WA 98122

120

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Riff Millar <riff.millar@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:26 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refi nery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Riff Millar
1525 Harvard Ave, #616
Seattle, WA 98122

194

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Julie Miller <julmiller46@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:47 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refi nery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

Julie Miller
PO Box 9
Carrolls, WA 98609
2068526005

50
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M

Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message

Mary Ellen Miller <bcbabb@wa-net.com>
Reply-To: bcbabb@wa-net. com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 2:56 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Why when we know that our resources are finite are we sending converted natural gas to China and using our precious
water to convert it to methanol ? We need to start using some common sense and stop the grabbing of our resources by
companies with no social conscience about how they effect our communities negatively.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Mary Ellen Miller
P.O. Box 1092
Battle Ground, WA 98604

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th= 159b3cb78cl424354&siml=159b3cb78cl424354
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Sharon Miller <smilertoo@aol.com>
Friday, January 6, 2017 6:15 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Sharon Miller
1501 NE 89th Ct
Vancouver, WA 98664
2281827
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Travis Miller <travisjessmiller@gmail.com>
Reply-To: travisjessmiller@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 7:31 PM

~~

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Travis Miller
3114 E Pine St
Seattle, WA 98122
7146863190

https ://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1 59b4c7d5d7a011e&siml=159b4c7d5d7a011e
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Paul Mairose

"'.:

. From:
· · Sent:·

'

.Travis Miller <travisjessmiller@gmail.com > ·
,; 'sunday,Dei:ember 2s, 2016 2:13 PM··
. Wess Safford
'
Stop the Kalama' Methanol Refinery!

..

To: - ·

:subject: ... ·

Dear Southwest CleanAir 1gency, ·
RE:. Air Discharge Permit 1J-3204

.

. .I .
'

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air.Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery iri. Kalama, ·
.

'

.' .

'

:·

.

·f

.

.

'

'

.;

.

.

.

.

. Was~ingto~. If built; t~is .·w· uld. be th~. lar.gest me~hano. I refi~e;ry in the .world. It w~ul? dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t e air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon d1ox1de a year. -. .
·
Pleasedo. not permit

No~hwest lnnov~tion Works t~· pollute Kalama.· · :;

· Thank you,.
:

,..

.

Travis Miller
3114 E Pine
St
. . '.
.
Seattle, WA.98122
' 7146863190
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.

. ·.•

..

.

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Marilyn Mills <2catcorner@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 5:32 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Marilyn Mills
126 E 44th St
Vancouver, WA 98663
360-694-6994

20

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Alexander Mitasev <saucydjsauce@gmail.com>
Wednesday, January 4, 2017 6:08 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Alexander Mitasev
3731 SE 68th Ave
Portland, OR 97206

127

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Meredith Moffett < Kashkin9@hotmail.com >
Thursday, December 15, 2016 9:38 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Meredith Moffett
12218 42nd aves
Tukwila, WA 98168
2065512667

216
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

.1..\AV

Subject: _~

rachel@safyredesign.com
Tuesday, January 31, 2017 8:46 PM
Wess Safford
My comments on Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

Please deny the air discharge permit for the Kalama Methanol Refinery. It would be irresponsible of
Washington to invest in environmental, health and air quality degradation when alternate renewable
energy infrastructure options are readily available now. This plant would become the largest source of air
pollution in Kalama.
Air pollution is at an all time high, with carbon alone above 400ppm (a dangerous level for the
sustainability of humanity in the coming half century). Nonsmoker lung cancer and asthma rates are on
the rise world wide according to the WHO. This refinery would dump up to 53 tons (106,000) pounds of
toxic and hazardous pol lutants into the air annually. By comparison, Emerald Chemical in Kalama released
six tons of hazardous pollution in 2015, according to the EPA.
The consequences of cli mate change are blatantly apparent as Washington's winters whittle down and
temperatures continue t o climb. With Seattle breaking 8 recording and seeing their hottest year on record
in 2016 ... after three hott est years in a row.
Air pollution is at an all t ime high, with carbon alone above 400ppm (a dangerous level for the
sustainability of humanit y in the coming half century). Nonsmoker lung cancer and asthma rates are on
the rise world wide according to the WHO. This plant could also emit up to 62 tons (104,000 pounds) of
very fine particulate matter - dust and soot particles - each year. Breathing these particles can cause long
term health impacts, es pecially for our most vulnerable populations.
The costs of non-polluting, highly efficient, fuel independent, solar energy generation has fallen below
that of coal and fossil fuels, it would behoove us to forego the outdated polluting infrastructure of
methanol and tanker traffic, and skip ahead and same-cost installations that take Washington forward in
energy generation, not backwards. When green power buy-ups cost my family only a few dollars a month,
and quickly falling, it's t ime to switch to the better, cleaner, long-term option.
Denmark is divesting all public funds from fossil fuels. China just cancelled 85 coal-fired plants and is
investing 360 billion into solar ... and this is just to name a few. Our own markets are divesting from fossil
fuels, as the world races towards carbon reductions under the Paris Agreement. Our children (within their
lifetimes) are depending on us to start making the right investments to ensure they have a future ahead
of them.
~
Thank you,
Rachel Molloy
Mother to Kayla Molloy (6) and Ashlyn Molloy (4) ... all Washington residents
7 years purchasing 100% green power buy-ups

138

~

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

anthony Montapert <amontapert@roadrunner.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 2:21 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refi nery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Wo rks' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

anthony Montapert
1375 Ficus Way Apt 102
Ventura, CA 93004

8053235658

31

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Betty Montgomery <montgomerybe@msn.com >
Wednesday, January 4, 2017 6:48 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
dding new gigantic source of pollution to our community in 2017 makes no sense. I urge you to deny Northwest
Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama, Washington. If built, this would
be the la rgest methanol refi nery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air
annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Betty Montgomery
8329 NE 16th St
Vancouver, WA 98664
360-882-7469

92

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Veronica montoyav1123 @yahoo.com < montoyav1123@yahoo.com >
Thursday, December 22, 2016 3:35 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Veronica montoyav1123@yahoo.com
324 38th street
Astoria, OR 97103
503-468-0636

20

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Amanda G Moore <thingus4@yahoo.com >
Saturday, January 7, 2017 8:08 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refi nery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 t ons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Amanda G Moore
7314 N Williams Avenue
Portland, OR 97217
9712274376

90

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Nancy Moore <NMoor02@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 5:10 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Nancy Moore
6225 Mineral Point Rd, Apt D87
Madison, WI 53705

166

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Alan Moores <acm8@mac.com >
Wednesday, January 4, 20 17 1:41 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Alan Moores
2733 33rd Ave. S.
Seattle, WA 98144

87

Paul Mairose
NO MORE Dirty Fuel!! <birdfreak13@yahoo.com >
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 6:29 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
T ~-=o=
u .___

NO MORE Dirty Fuel!!
123 Main St
San Diego, CA 92117

No Na\n,Q.. ~f.i e_n1
6~A?£

\f\
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Phyl Morello < 1432phyl@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 1:23 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Phyl Morello
984 harrison ferry
white pine, TN 37890

126
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®

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Paul Moyer <essmoy@gorge.net >
Wednesday, December 21 , 2016 10:52 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Wo rks' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the wo rld. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Paul Moyer

477 NE. Academy St., PO. Box 930
White Salmon, WA 98672
5094931029

53

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ruth B Moynihan <ruthmoyn@gmail.com >
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 5:47 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Pe rmit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

Ruth B Moynihan
37 Farrell Rd
Storrs, CT 06268
1112345678

49

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

•,\~/
o/

Dana Mozer <asknursedana@gmail.com>
Friday, February 3, 2017 4:33 PM
Wess Safford
My comments on Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

Dear Sirs/Madam
In our current political climate, I feel increased urgency to speak out against air pollution and I believe that we
have a greater responsibility than ever to effect positive change locally. This is why I am writing to ask you to
deny the discharge permit for the Kalama methanol refinery.
- The refinery would dump up to 53 tons (106,000) pounds of toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air
annually. By comparison, Emerald Chemical in Kalama released six tons of hazardous pollution in 2015,
according to the EPA.
- The plant could also emit up to 62 tons (104,000 pounds) of very fine particulate matter- dust and soot
particles - each year. Breathing these particles can cause long term health impacts.
- Forty percent of Kalama residents are part of vulnerable populations - either under 18 or over 65, according to
the 2010 census.
- Rather than investing in sustainable energy, the refinery would promote our outdated and unstable dependence
on fossil fuels. This one refinery would consume more natural gas than all other industry in Washington state
combined.

'S2

- The Kalama refinery would emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year, which is the equivalent of about
220,000 cars.

(±)

Please protect our air and deny this permit!

Dana Mozer
Family Nurse Practitioner
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Guila Muir <guila@guilamuir.com>
Reply-To: guila@guilamuir. com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed , Jan 25, 2017 at 3:24 PM

~)'
Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
Methanol pollutes! NO to both methanol and "natural gas". Alternative, renewable energy sources could to do much
more-and not bput our environment at risk.
Please deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

1Tf'l

\2/

Guila Muir
3724 38th Ave S
Seattle, WA 98144

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159d7f1a6ad7bd7a&siml=159d7f1a6ad7bd7a
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
James Mulcare <xsecretsx@cableone.net>
Reply-To: xsecretsx@cableone.net
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 11 :56 AM

~'1$Y
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

James Mulcare
1110 Benjamin St
Clarkston, WA 99403
(509) 758-3934

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th= 159b84d3bacd900e&siml=159b84d3bacd900e
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

James Mulcare <xsecretsx@cableone.net >
Saturday, January 7, 2017 12:29 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northw est Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

James Mulcare
1110 Benjamin St
Clarkston, WA 99403

(509) 758-3934

83

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Julianne Mullins <jmullca @aol.com >
Friday, December 23, 2016 3:00 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Julianne Mullins
175 Bluff Rd .
Kalama, WA 98625
408-910-0391

35
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Gregg Munger <ggmunger@gmail.com>
Reply-To: ggmunger@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

~outhwest

Tue, Jan 24, 2017 at 2:45 PM

Clean Air Agency,

RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

{J)

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

~

~

Gregg Munger
1014 w Mcloughlin Blvd
Vancouver, WA 98660
3609030930

https://mai 1.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui=2&ik= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159d2a794041 cf70&sim I= 159d2a794041 cf70
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Carol Munro <scrgtmunro@comcast.net >
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 8:50 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year. Not only would the
pollution affect Kalama, but also the surrounding area, Longview, WA and across the river, Rainier, Goble, Columbia City
and St Helens OR. This is a disaster for our beautiful area and especially for the people, wildlife and biod iversity living
along and in the river.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Carol Munro
34652 Alpne Avenue
St Helens, OR 97051
5033970251
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Bobbee Murr <bobbeemurr@gmail.com>
Reply-To: bobbeemurr@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

~outhwest

Tue, Jan 31 , 2017 at 9:17 PM

Clean Air Agency,

RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama. This toxic contamination affects earth's health and
habitability since it will disperse, starting in Kalama.
Thank you,

Bobbee Murr
31 NW 22nd Place
Portland, OR 97210
5033176075

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159f81 b2ccc93129&siml=159f81b2ccc93129
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

M Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Bobbee Murr <bobbeemurr@gmail.com>
Reply-To: bobbeemurr@gm ail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 4:57 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Bobbee Murr
31 NW 22nd Place
Portland, OR 9721 O
5033176075

https :/Imai 1.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui=2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159b43a9593ec413&si m I= 159b43a9593ec413
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Roxann Murray <stellagurl87@yahoo.com >
Tuesday, December 20, 2016 10:17 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Roxann Murray
5313 N. 39th St.
Tacoma, WA 98407
2533551912
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Gm ail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message

Elisabeth N. <eanoty@gmail.com>
Reply-To: eanoty@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 9:22 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Elisabeth N.
7914 S. Luella Ave.
Chicago, IL 60617
773-731-2853

https://m ai 1.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159b52d1305c0722&si m I= 159b52d1305c0722
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Patricia Nadreau <patsavon2 @gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:55 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Perm it 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Patricia Nadreau
24191 Dial Avenue
Tomah, WI 54660
6083723174

55

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Barbara Nagy < brnagy1@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:33 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Barbara Nagy
1728 Elm Avenue
Torrance, CA 90503
3281167

100

~
·

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

S. Nam <snam5370@ymail.com >
Wednesday, December 28, 2016 12:15 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 t ons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

S. Nam
165 Bennett Avenue
New York, NY 10040

69

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jean Naples <jeannaples7@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:26 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 t ons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Jean Naples
9 Benson Street
West Haverstraw, NY 10993

8454293128

26

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Katherine Nelson <nicoeli3 @yahoo.com >
Friday, December 16, 2016 3:10 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Katherine Nelson
9445 S 232nd St
Kent, WA 98031
2069413917

191

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

John Nettleton <jpn571 O@yahoo.com >
Monday, December 26, 2016 2:16 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refi nery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

John Nettleton
4311 SE 37th Ave. #21
Portland, OR 97202
971-207-1142

54

Paul Mairose
·From:
·sent:.

.John Nettleton <jpn5710@yahoo.com> .
·.·Wednesday; December 21, 2016 6:41 AM
Wess Safford
St()P the Kalama Methanol .Refinery!

To:
·.Subject:

·~·

Dear s'outhwest Clean.Air Agency,.
·RE: Air. Discharge Permit 16l3204•. ·.

·1

u~g~

Works~

you to deny Northwlt .Innovation
Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,· · ·
Washington.
If
built,
this
,w6uld
be
the
largest
methanol
refinery in .-,.
the J..orld.
It 'would dump up to S3 tons of toxic and
'·.
.·
.
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
'

'

Plea~e

,.

,. '

'

'

'

'

,,

'

'

'

do not permit NorthLest innovation Wor,ks to pollu,te Kalama.

Thank you,

John Nettleton
.4311 SE 37th 'Ave. #21
Portland; OR 91262 · .
'

'

~·

'

'·.

'

97,1-207:1142

._:

..

\,.
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Hanna Neuschwander <hanna.neuschwander@gmail.com>
Reply-To: hanna.neuschwander@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 11 :03 AM

~r

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year. The refinery would emit
over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year-the equivalent of about 227,287 cars!!! The long-term health impacts of fine
particle pollutants emitted could also represent a major cost to the state of Washington, not to mention the fact that the
state should be protecting its citzens' health, not harming it.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Hanna Neuschwander
3317 SE Washington St.
Portland, OR 97214
503-560-7828

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159b81c634dcf7ba&siml=159b81c634dcf7ba
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Sally Newell <scoop @embarqmail.com >
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 10:18 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Ai r Discharge Permit 16-3204
As one who pays close attention (or tries to) to matters concerning the natural world, particularly those parts of it which
lie close to my home in the Columbia River Gorge, upwind of Kalama, I was surprised at the scope of the proposal by
Northwest Innovation Work, relat ive to the am mount of publicity it has had in the reg ional media . I would not have
known the enormity of the potential impacts of this project without the information from emailed to me by Columbia
Riverkeeper.
I don't think your average Southwest Washington mom or dad have much awareness that anyone proposes to build the
world's largest methanol plant in their air shed or of its potential (and probable) impacts to their children's lives and
health.
For this and many other good reasons, I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the
proposed methanol refine ry in Kalama, Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It
would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon
dioxide a year.

C?,2

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pol lute Kalama and the rest of the Evergreen State .

{}t)

Thank you,

Sally Newell
PO Box 186
Underwood, WA 98651

82

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Natalie Niblack <reecered@earthlink.net >
Friday, December 16, 2016 6:31 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 t ons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Natalie Niblack
21357 Mann Rd
Mount Vernon, WA 98273
3969435

195

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

John Nikkel <jonnikl@gmail.com>
Saturday, January 7, 2017 10:10 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

~r
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

John Nikkel
2306 NE Slst Ave
Portland, OR 97213

95
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Gmail - Kalama Methanol Refinery

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Kalama Methanol Refinery
1 message
Jennifer Nitz <grizzalo@hotmail.com>
Reply-To: grizzalo@hotmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 5:49 PM

Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Pennit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Penn it for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Do not pennit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Sincerely,

Jennifer Nitz
802 Front
Missoula, MT 59802

https://m ai 1.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui= 2&ik= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search=i nbox&th= 159b46a608e5d89c&si m I= 159b46a608e5d89c
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,
Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

~y

Katy Nollman <knollman@centurytel.net >
Saturday, February 4, 2017 8:54 PM
Wess Safford
Air discharge permit

I am a resident of San Juan Island and I am very concerned about the impact of this permit on the Orea whales that
frequent our waters in the summer and along the Pacific coast in fall and winter. And in addition I am very concerned
about how the plant would affect us all. Please consider the following:
• 1 millions tons of C02, 62 tons of fine particulate matter, and 53 tons of toxic pollutants (mostly ammonia and
methanol) would be emitted annually from this plant. This would accelerate climate change, sea -level rise and ocean
acidification, which in turn would accelerate the collapse of the food web, of which the areas and we humans are
members.
• In Executive Order 12-07, Washington's Response to Ocean Acidification, the number one recommendation is to
reduce emissions of carbon dioxide.
•The cumulative effect of t he methanol plant emissions along with the nearby pulp and paper mills in Longview need to
be considered. In addition, emissions from the proposed 6 tankers per month should also be included in the equation.
•This plant effects all of Washingtonians, our environment and economy. PLEASE consider the long term effects, not the

~f

short term gain for a relatively few .
Sincerely
Kathryn Nollman

J.

171

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Laura Nowack <wackless@yahoo.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 20 16 7:02 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~)f
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Laura Nowack
28 South Main Street
Earlville, NY 13332

3156912549

107

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Edwina Nuccio <edwinanuc@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 12:52 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Edwina Nuccio
60 Algonquin Rd.
Yonkers, NY 10710

52

Paul Mairose
From:

· Edwina f\!ucdo <edwinanuc@gmail.com>
•Wednesday, December 21, 2016 2:22 AM
Wess Safford
·
Stop the Kalan:i~ Methanol Refinery! .

Sent:
·To:

Subjec:t: .

·Dear' Southwest CleanAi~ gency,

.· . . . . . . : ::I · .

·.

.

RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

.
·

l~novaticmWorks'

.

·

Air Discharge· Permit forthe proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
I urge you to deny Northwlst
\JY.ashington. If built, this ~puld be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It w8uld dump up to 53 ..tons of toxic and
·
·
hazardous poHutants into the air anmially and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year. ·

,

'

'

.

' ·1

.. .

'

.

.

Please do not permit Nort west Innovation Works to pollute Kalama. ·
Thank you,

:

'

'

'

.

·

'

'

.

·

, Edwina Nuccio
60 Algonquin' Rd ..
Yonkers, NY 10710

! ,'

~-
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Edwina Nuccio <edwinanuc@gmail.com>
Reply-To: edwinanuc@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 6:11 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,

Edwina Nuccio
60 Algonquin Rd.
Yonkers, NY 10710

https :/Imai 1.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui =2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159b47e240f7d7d3&sim I= 159b47e240f7d7d3
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Sue Nuccio <gutterrx@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, December 21 , 2016 2:21 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this w ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Sue Nuccio
608 Plymouth Dr.
Syracuse, NY 13206

145

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Noris Nunez <noris2555@comcast.net >
Wednesday, December 21 , 20 16 6:48 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Noris Nunez
2555 JFK Blvd .
Jersey City, NJ 07304
10' -433=4211

109
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

M Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Caroline Oakley <Oakleone@gmail.com>
Reply-To: Oakleone@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

~Southwest

Sun, Jan 22, 2017 at 8:52 PM

Clean Air Agency,

RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,
Caroline Oakley

Caroline Oakley
32712 ne chamberlain road
Corbett , OR 97019
5032828091

https ://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159c9ab0996f3221&siml=159c9ab0996f3221
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

William OBrien <wobobr123@yahoo.com>
Saturday, January 7, 2017 9:16 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

William OBrien
12520 SW Gem Lane #202
Beaverton, OR 97005
5036795194

74

·...:',

.. Paul Mairose
Sent:
To:

William· OBrien · <wobobr123@yahoo.com> ·
Wednesday, D. ecember21, 2016 9:08.AM
Wess Safford .
.

Subjec~: . ·

Sfop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

. From:

'•'

pear S,o~thw~st .Clean Air

:I gen~y, .

RE: Air Discharge Permif 16-3204

~~~ovation
. . . - .. I ·- ., . ·:. .

meth~llolrefinery
. .-. -.
- -.

I urge you todeny Northwtt
Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed
in Kalama,
. Washington. If built, this wbuld be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would 'dump up to 53 tons of toxic and .
• haiardous. pollutants intothe air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
· ·. ·
·' ~,

'

. . ·.

Please do not permit Nort west Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thankyou,
.
····
..
· ·
·

.

·

·

· William OBrien
12520 SW Gem Lane #202
Bea~erton, OR 9J005
.5036795194

».-•.

,,,';

' .

''(
'
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Katie Ob riot < Katieobriot@gmail.com>
Monday, January 2, 2017 2:37 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Katie Obriot
220 NE 114th ave
Portland, OR 97220

22

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

KEVIN OLDHAM <koldham61 @gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 12:21 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Wash ington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

KEVIN OLDHAM
21 ORMOND PL
SHIRLEY, NY 11967
6244963

114

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Philip Olsson <phil.olsson@gmail.com >
Thursday, December 15, 2016 11 :24 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northw est Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Philip Olsson
6130 Bayview Dr
Mukilteo, WA 98275
7722809
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
2 messages
Amy Orem <Aorem@kalama.com>
Reply-To: Aorem@kalama. com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Fri , Jan 20, 2017 at 7:54 PM

>#/

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Amy Orem
216 North 2nd
Kalama, WA 98625
360-673-2508
Amy Orem <Aorem@kalama.com>
Reply-To: Aorem@kalama.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Fri, Jan 20, 2017 at 7:55 PM

[Quoted text hidden]

https ://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159bf291a7b8f842&siml=159bf291a7b8f842&siml=159bf29c7913d52d
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
2 messages
Amy Orem <Aorem@kalama.com>
Reply-To: Aorem@kalama. com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Fri, Jan 20, 2017 at 7:54 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Amy Orem
216 North 2nd
Kalama, WA 98625
360-673-2508
Amy Orem <Aorem@kalama.com>
Reply-To: Aorem@kalama.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Fri, Jan 20, 2017 at 7:55 PM

[Quoted text hidden]

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159bf291a7b8f842&siml=159bf291a7b8f842&siml=159bf29c7913d52d
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message

Lynn Orr <lynnfederleorr@gmail.com>
Reply-To: lynnfederleorr@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

~outhwest

Thu , Jan 19, 2017 at 11:11 AM

Clean Air Agency,

RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Lynn Orr
PO Box 1427
Hood River, OR 97031

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159b8244b1fd2130&siml=159b8244b1fd2130
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jerrold Osborn <jrrldosbr@aol.com >
Friday, January 6, 2017 5:25 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Jerrold Osborn
3020 11th Street NW
Albuquerque, NM 87107
5053443323
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Bobbi Ostrum <Bostrum@comcast.met>
Reply-To: Bostrum@comcast.met
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sat, Feb 4, 2017 at 8:51 PM

~$/

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Bobbi Ostrum
1938 4th street
Kirkland, WA 98033

https://mail.google.com /mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15a0c9d201fa05c6&siml=15a0c9d201fa05c6

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Tracy Ouellette <tracyjouellette@gmail.com >
Sunday, December 18, 2016 11 :42 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,

RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama .
Thank you,

Tracy Ouellette
14078 MacTaggart Ave
Bow, WA 98232

360-766-4490

173

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Lynne Oulman <lynne.oulman@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:43 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

Lynne Oulman
816 14th St
Bellingham WA 98225, WA 98225
111-111-1111

80

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Patricia Paage <patty.page@gmail.com >
Wednesday, January 4, 2017 10:57 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Patricia Paage

1209 NW Lakeview Road
Vancouver, WA 98665
3605734685

111

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Christopher Paddon <cpaddon@q.com>
Wednesday, December 28, 2016 8:22 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this w ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Christopher Paddon
91868 Youngs River Rd.
Astoria, OR 97103
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Don Pagano <dfpagano@comcast.net>
Reply-To: dfpagano@comcast.net
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sun, Feb 5, 2017 at 12:34 PM

Dear Southwest Clean A ir Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Don Pagano
1260 NW NAITO PKWY #905
Portland, OR 97209
5032221432

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15a0ffc25b7e6a0f&siml=15a0ffc25b7e6a0f

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

John Palenik <johnpalenik@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 5:36 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washingto n. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama .
Thank you,

John Palenik
681 Stone St
Rahway, NJ 07065

9085236471

169

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Philip Pal ios <pvpalios@gmai l.com >
Monday, January 9, 2017 8:37 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Philip Palios
16618 NE 91st St.
Redmond, WA 98052

123

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

J Palmquist < sistifer1492@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 9:56 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama .
Thank you,

J Palmquist
1603 Cloverdale Rd
Kalama, WA 98625
3607232556

63

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Nancy Pape <nancy-pape@comcast.net>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 3:24 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Nancy Pape
57 Nute Rd
Madbury, NH 03823
7434976

139

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:
~

Subject:

C Parks <carparks2010@gmai l.com>
Saturday, January 21, 2017 10:21 PM
Wess Safford
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

~~attended

the recent air quality hearing on the Kalama Methanol Plant. I don't want this thing in my back
yard. We already have enough pollution in this area without adding that to it. Those dirty jobs are not good for
our area, and they aren't what we want. We want clean, renewable jobs to do that will last a long time.

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in
Kalama, Washington.

If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year-that' s about
1% of Washington' s total carbon emissions.

The name of your agency is the Southwest Washington "Clean Air" Agency, not the Only Slightly Dirtier Air
Agency.

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.

Thank you,

Carrie Parks
13009 NE 93rct St.

Vancouver, WA 98682
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M Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Adina Parsley <dickandpat3@gmail.com>
Reply-To: dickandpat3@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed , Jan 18, 2017 at 5:27 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

t0L{-

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,

Adina Parsley
20420 Marine Dr, Apt P2
Stanwood , WA 98292
3600000000

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159b455f3cc1fe77&siml=159b455f3cc1fe77
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Paul Mairose
From:

. Adina Parsley <dickandpat3@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 15; 2016 5:02 PM
·.. Wess Safford
. Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Sent:
·To:.
Subject:

,"

Dear Southwest Clean Air genC:y,.
.
.
. . . . ·'
.
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204 ·

I

•

'

'

;.

.
,·

· . · ·.

·

.

. I urge you to deny Northwlst Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama, .

~fl

e

W·a. shingto. n . If built, th. is
uld .b. th.e largest methan.ol refiner',ijn the world. it would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
. hazardous pollutants into t e air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
·
.
.,__
.
-· ·. ' '
,.,.
.
-,
'

'

'

· Please do not permit Northwest Innovation.Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

·

Adina Parsley
20420 Marine Dr, AptP2
Stanwood, WA 98292
3600000000

. 199

·.. I

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Robin Patten <aweeble25@netscape.net >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 4:36 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Robin Patten
4301 S Bryant Ave #131
Oklahoma City, OK 73115
405-604-0838

25

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kathleen Patton < mokpatton@sslv.org >
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 12:20 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
~JI
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Kathleen Patton
1645 24th Ave.
Longview, WA 98632
3607515849

45
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Karen Paule <kapaule@hotmail.com>
Reply-To: kapaule@hotmai l.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sun, Jan 22, 2017 at 2:14 PM

~~

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

Please do not say yes to Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in
Kalama, Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of
toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to add to already existing pollutants in Kalama.
Thank you ,

Karen Paule
6312 N Wi llamette Lane
Portland, OR 97203
5032881641

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik= 7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159c83f2846a0cd9&siml=159c83f2846a0cd9

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Dennis Pennell <bluespaddler@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:34 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methano l Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a mill ion tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Dennis Pennell
402 NE 136th Way
Vancouver, WA 98685

41

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Alison Perez <alisonsperez@gmail.com >
Monday, December 19, 2016 4:49 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Alison Perez
1113 Missouri St
Norman, OK 73071
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message

Heidi Perry <perry.heidi@gmail.com>
Reply-To: perry.heidi@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Fri, Feb 3, 2017 at 1:22 PM

~y
Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. This foreign-owned company should not be allowed to pollute the air and water in the Pacific Northwest.
The Kalama methanol refinery is slated to become the largest source of air pollution in Kalama, releasing up to 53 tons
of toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air annually. Furthermore, it would contribute to climate change by emitting
over a million tons of C02 annually. All this to produce plastic, which is it's own environmental disaster. Allowing this
plant would be an affront to our community in the Pacific Northwest.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Heidi Perry
6131 NE 34th Ave
Portland, OR 97211
6464962568

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15a05db1f398ae43&siml=15a05db1f398ae43
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Matt Peters <atlasmoth@gmail.com>
Sunday, December 18, 2016 6:44 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Matt Peters
4347 E. Bellevue St.
Tucson, AZ 85712
7304762

169

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Thom Peters <voice4wild@aol.com>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 11 :18 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Thom Peters
7725 Riverview Road
Snohomish, WA 98290

46

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Mari Ruth Petzing < mpetzing@gmail.com >
Wednesday, January 4, 2017 11 :23 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discha rge Pe rmit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. I live on the Columbia River - I look out at it every day from my home and my office. I walk along it, watch
birds on it, kayak on it, swim in it and appreciate the bounty of the salmon. I also travel regularly through Kalama and
breath the ai r. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year. We should not be
investing in new infrastructure that will exacerbate our current pollution and climate change problems. We should not
be polluting our communities so that China can produce more plastic.
Please do not permit Northw est Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

MariRuth Petzing
1020 Sherman Ave Apt. 3
Hood River, OR 97031
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M

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
2 messages
Ben Pfeiffer <nancy-ben@comcast.net>
Reply-To: nancy-ben@comcast.net
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Mon, Feb 6, 2017 at 2:15 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington.
To so greatly increase this states use of natural gas is a horrid prospect. The global effects of this use of fossil fuel
need to be analyzed, not just the climate change effects of the proposal on four counties.
If built , this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and hazardous
pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
The dramatic increase in particulate pollution is not justified.

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Ben Pfeiffer
8555 Latona Ave NE
Seattle, WA 98115
2064224546
Ben Pfeiffer <nancy-ben@comcast.net>
Reply-To: nancy-ben@comcast.net
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Mon, Feb 6, 2017 at 6:44 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama. There are many business opportunities in clean
energy. This absolutely moves in the wrong direction.
Thank you,
Nancy Maranville
Seattle, WA 98115
[Quoted text hidden]

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&vi ew=pt&search=inbox&th=15a157ecb2703b14&si m l= 15a157ecb2703b14&siml=15a16750e6921bcf
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!

Paul Mai rose" ·
·Ben Pfeiffer <nancy~ben@comcast.net> ·
Thursday, Januar}t 5, 2017 11:06 AM
Wess Safford.
·•'
.
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

·From:
Sent:

To:

'

Subject:

'·I

l'

Dear'souttiw'e:S~ Clean Air. gency,

.

I

RE: Air Discharge ,Permit' 16-3204
. ..

.,

.

·

.

·

··.

Work~'

.•·

·

t~e propos~d

'. I urge'you
to deny Northwtt Innovation
Air. Discharge
Permit
for . '
methanol
refinery in Kalama,
'
'.
.
.
' .
.. .
.
. .
.
.
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery inthe world. It would dunip up to 53 tons of toxic and
';hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a .million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
.
'
.·•
'

'

.

red~C:e g~!enhouse
emission~.·~hi~
. , . . . .. I . . .. .
..

We must rapidly
gas(GHG)
project would dramatically increase our ·GHG emissions
and damage our health and the environmerit \Nith tons :of particulates.
. .' .
.
.
' .

Ple~se do not permit Nort. west Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
·
·
·
·
·Thank you,
',:. .,_
. Ben . Pfeiffer
.
8555 Latona Ave NE .
Seattle, WA 98115
~·

2064224546

.

i'
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Nancy Pfeiler <nancypfeiler6@gmail.com>
Reply-To: nancypfeiler6@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 9:49 PM

~~

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,

RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I live in Salem , Oregon and am very much concerned about the air quality of the people in Kalama. These people
deserve clean jobs!
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,

Nancy Pfeiler
448 Sunwood Dr NW
Salem , OR 97304
5035880543

https://mai 1.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui = 2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159b545b000a34f7&sim I= 159b545b000a34f7
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Gm ail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Nancy Pfeiler <nancypfeiler6@gmail.com>
Reply-To: nancypfeiler6@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Mon, Jan 23, 2017 at 5:50 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Nancy Pfeiler
448 S unwood Dr NW
Salem, OR 97304
5035880543

https ://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159ce2aa81a2f50f&siml=159ce2aa81a2f50f

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Nancy Pfeiler < nancypfeiler6@gmail.com >
Wednesday, January 4, 2017 6:51 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refi nery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
You might wonder why I care about this since I live in Salem, Oregon . MANY of us here in Oregon care deeply about this
proposal. We know that renewable energy sources are a much better investment in the long run for communities.
Protect your own people.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you and respectfully,

Nancy Pfeiler
448 Sunwood Dr NW
Salem, OR 97304
5035880543
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Wesley Picotte <wpicotte@gmail.com>
Reply-To: wpicotte@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sun, Jan 29, 2017 at 11 :13 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,

Wesley Picotte
112 NE Fargo St
Portland, OR 97212
5033174617

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui= 2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159eba5183b76bcc&siml=159eba5183b76bcc

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Rebecca Picton <sevenswans7@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:03 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

Rebecca Picton
311 NW Lewisburg Ave
Corvallis, OR 97330

192

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Janna Pijoan <jannasdanc@gmail.com >
Sunday, December 11, 2016 6:08 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Janna Pijoan
345 SE 98th St.
South Beach, OR 97366

11

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Barbara Pikus < bapa.pk@gmail.com >
Friday, January 6, 2017 6:00 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
This is insane! It's a permit to kill humans and animal and marine life as well . What an innovation for Northwest
"Innovation" Works! There's no innovation in reaping the profits while destroying the environment and damaging life in
all its forms . I say Hell no! to th is " permit". Never, never, never !
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Perm it for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Barbara Pikus
6109 SE Insley Street
Portland, OR 97206
5032384301

33

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Meryl Pinque <merylpinque@yahoo.fr >
Thursday, December 22, 2016 6:24 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

Meryl Pinque
Odlin Rd
Bangor, ME 04401
0603986142

6
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M Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message

Nora Polk <nora.mattek@gmail.com>
Reply-To: nora.mattek@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Mon, Jan 23, 2017 at 10:12 AM

Yyt~
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Nora Polk
6405 SE 62nd Ave
Portland, OR 97206
5037715209

https://m ai 1.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui =2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159cc87768ed8cOO&si m I= 159cc87768ed8c00
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' .. Paul Mai rose
From:·.
Sent: .·

To:
· Subject: ·.. ·.

·•· Nora Polk'<nora.mattek@gmail.com>
'Wednesday, December21, 201610:07 AM·
·· '.Wess Safford ·
Stop the.Kalama Methanol Refinery!
.

.

~-

.

.Dear Southwest Clean Air
·RE: Air Discharge Permit~ -3204.
· , .. I urge you to denyNorthw~st Innovation .Works' AirDischarge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanolrefinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and

. ·•

hazard~iis pollutants intite air annua. lly ";nd e~lt over a milll~n tons of ca:ibon dioxide a year. ..

· Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you, · · ·
·
·
·

Nora Polk
6405 SE 62nd Ave;.
Portla'nd, OR 97206
.--5037715209

59

' .

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Nora Polk < nora.mattek@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11 :48 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Nort hwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Nora Polk
6405 SE 62nd Ave
Portland, OR 97206
5037715209

109

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Chris Ponath <cponath@gma il.com >
Sunday, January 8, 2017 2:58 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Chris Ponath
15224 97th CT NE
Bothell, WA 98011
4252734455

102

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Darlene Pope < rootbawl@comcast.net >
Friday, January 6, 2017 9:38 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,

RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama .
Thank you,

Darlene Pope
P. 0 . Box 712
Scappoose, OR 97056
5036800170

50
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Laurie Porter <porterl@cwu.edu>
Reply-To: porterl@cwu.edu
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sat, Feb 4, 2017 at 3:18 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Laurie Porter
1688 Sunset Ave
West Linn, OR 97068
5038672204

https://mail .google.com /mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15a0b6c4be57e6a5&siml=15a0b6c4be57e6a5
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M Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Debra Poscharscky <debforevers@gmail.com>
Reply-To: debforevers@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Mon, Jan 23, 2017 at 6:27 PM

&
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,

Debra Poscharscky
16005 East Burnside Street
Portland, OR 97233
503-753-8033

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&vifNV=pt&search= inbox&th=159ce4cbdb1e7bd9&siml=159ce4cbdb1e7bd9
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

John Posey <posefish@kalama.com >
Wednesday, January 4, 2017 1:22 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

John Posey
2330 Green Mountain Road
Kalama, WA 98625

360 673 3112

118

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

terry poulson <tpoulson@roadrunner.com>
Saturday, January 7, 2017 8:11 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Nort hwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

terry poulson
22120 switzer
defiance, OH 43512
4197823851

91

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

David Powell <powell440@gmail.com >
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 10:19 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit ove r a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

David Powell
6709 N Vancouver Ave
Portland, OR 97217
860-798-3770

38

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Susan Powell-Groat <powell@kalama.com >
Wednesday, January 4, 2017 2:33 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama .
Thank you,

Susan Powell-Groat
Po Box 463
Kalama, WA 98625

360-673-5569

119

Paul Mairose ,
>from:
.Sent: ;·
.To:
:Subject: ·

Susan Powell-Groat <powell@kalama.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:34 ~M
Wess Safford
,Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

..

.

Dear Southwest Clean Air gency, ..
· RE: Air Discharge Permit 1 ..:3204

.

·'.

·

,

. ·

·

,.

,

·.

Northv.i~stlnnovation Works~

. I urge you to deny
Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama, .
Washington. If built, this ~ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and

hazOrdous pol!,"t.a nts lrito jhe air annuall\i a nd em it over a mill ion tons of carbon dioxide a. year.
0

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Susan Powell-Groat
·•po Box463
Kalama, WA 98625
360-673-5569

43

·

Southwest Clean Air Agency
NWIWK - Public Hearing Transcript
Cowlitz PUD Auditorium
January 4, 2017 7:00 PM

Susan Powell:

Thank you for the opportunity to be here. My name is Susan Powell and I'm
from Kalama, Washington . My family owns the Kalama quarry, a rock pit that
provides many jobs in the local area . Kalama quarry is the only rock pit in this
area . The closest is Cold Creek, Amboy, and East Vancouver. I got involved in
this issue due to the fact that Williams pipeline wants eminent domain to put a
24 inch pipe through our rock pit. Eminent domain will set precedence for all
property owners. If you own land, this should concern you and it makes me
wonder, when Jack Eby posed the question to Northwest Innovations that they
wouldn't answer, they must rent.
I have stayed involved due to the fact that the more I know about Northwest
Innovation Works, the more it scares me to have them as a neighbor. I do not
wish to live by the world's largest methanol plant. The fact that the building
plans have already been changed to not discharge water into the Columbia
River makes me wonder what other environmental issues this plant will bring.
Ka lama's methanol plant, when built, will be the largest source of air pollution in
Kalama. The carbon dioxide emitted will be over a million tons. That is
equivalent to about 227 thousand cars.
Northwest Innovation Works proposed to emit 53 tons of toxic and hazardous
pollutants into the air annually. By comparison, Kalama Emerald Chemical
released six tons of toxic and hazardous pollution in 2015 according to the EPA.
The difference, excuse me, the difference is over 47 tons. Kalama Chemical
produces chemicals for industries all over the world . Northwest Innovation
Works will be producing methanol for China and China only. I would like to
quote V. Godley, "Northwest Innovation Works acknowledges that this is,"
excuse me, sorry. V. Godley says, "Northwest Innovation Works acknowledges
that its methanol," oh God, "acknowledges that its methanol manufacturing will
have some environmental impacts."
Please do not jeopardize the air that I breathe, fresh air, to make methanol for
China. Thank you .

Pau l Mairose:
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Okay. Next five people. Doris Disbrow. Dave Hopkins. Dr. Theodore Tsongas.
Frank Konecsny. Kelly O'Hanley. Address the hearings officer and keep it very
close.

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Philip Power <bluesailor87@gmail.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 9:28 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Philip Power
821 dock st
Tacoma, WA 98402

70

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Philip Power <bluesailor87@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:53 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Philip Power
821 dock st
Tacoma, WA 98402

53

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Brooke Prim < nellelwick@ya hoo.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 10:22 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

11~
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this w ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

Brooke Prim

10001 E Rayann Pl
tucson, AZ 85749

56

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Sharon Procter <Opuntia1@l ive.com >
Thursday, December 15, 2016 11 :38 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you t o deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Sharon Procter
5884 Park Ave
Marysville, CA 95901
5309561198

210

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Aubrey Pullman <aubrey@rendermack.com>
Sunday, January 1, 2017 1:06 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I grew up in a small town on the banks of the Columbia River. To me, it is one of the most beautiful places in the world. I
am NOT in favor of fossil f uel projects that pollute the air, endanger the land and steal water from fish, wildlife and the
people that depend on the river.
I grew up with asthma, so clean air is precious to me. It means the difference between feeling like I'm living and feeling
like I'm dying. In a recent trip to Mexico City, I got a preview of what we would be like without clean air laws. It was
horrible. I felt like I could barely breathe .
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama .
Thank you,

Aubrey Pullman
2037 South Washington st.
Seattle, WA 98144
206-890-4833

6

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ronald Ramey <mmrr.ramey@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:38 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Ronald Ramey
4630 Mermont Drive
Everett, WA 98203

45
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M Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Miguel Ramos <mantecax@gmail.com>
Reply-To: mantecax@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 8:48 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Miguel Ramos
5846 Madrona Dr.
Ferndale, WA 98248
9201599

https ://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159b7a139e54d7bb&siml=159b7a139e54d7bb
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·Paul Mairose
From:

.Sent:
··To:
Su~ject: · ·

Miguel Ramos <mantecax@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 21, ?016 10:15 AM
. Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Ai~ Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

·.

·

·

ln~ovatio~·Works'

p~oposed

I urge you' to.deny NorthJest
Air Discharge Permit for the
methanol refinery in Kalama,
. Washlngton. If built, this \tould be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
•.hazardous pollut~nts intolhe air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
. Please do-:not permit No~ west Innovation Wo-rks to pollute Kalama.
·Thank you,

Miguel Ramos

5846 Madrona Dr.
Ferndale, WA 98248 .·
9201599

,.,··,

:''
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Miguel Ramos <mantecax@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:32 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Miguel Ramos
5846 Madrona Dr.
Ferndale, WA 98248
9201599

40

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

rick rappaport <rick@rappaport.com>
Wednesday, January 4, 2017 2:56 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

rick rappaport
2218 n.e . gile terrace
portland, OR 97212

121

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Philip Ratcliff <skazz999w@hotmail.com >
Sunday, January 1, 2017 9:28 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refine ry!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Philip Ratcliff
4655 Tragen Ct. SE
Salem, OR 97302
503-894-4858

9

. ; Paul Mai rose
From:·

•Philip Ratcliff <skazz999w@hotmail.com>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 10:09 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dea.

r~O~hwest.Clean Airf.gency, .

~E: Air Discharge Permit
.

-

..

.

1 -3204

.

.

·

. .
.

1

.

,.

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
1
Washington. lfbuilt, this ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 to.ns of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into he air annually and emit over a million tons' of carbon dioxide a year.
·.
.'

.

'

.

'

'

.

'

,

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,
· ·

Philip. Ratcliff
· 4655 Tragen C:t. SE
Salem,· OR 97302
503-894-4858

6

'

'

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Deborah Rawlings <rawlings 1841@msn.com >
Friday, January 6, 2017 10:34 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Deborah Rawlings
5264 NE 121st Ave Apt 228
Vancouver, WA 98682

53

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Gisela Ray <giselaray@frontier.com>
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 6:55 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
Renewables are clean . We want to get out from dependence on fossil fuels!!
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Gisela Ray
85 SE 16th Court
Gresham, OR 97080

64

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

norma Raynor <ratracedropout@centurylink.net >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 6:46 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

norma Raynor
21203 nelSth Ave
RIDGEFIELD, WA 98642

178

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

sa re < reilsshera@aol.com >
Wednesday, December 21 , 2016 7:34 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

w

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama .
Thank you,

sa re
apple
wayne, PA 19087

98

w.

(!!;/

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

sa re < reilsshera@aol.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 7:35 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,

RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' · Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest
thanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually a emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

Please do not permit Northwest lnnov tion Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

sa re
apple
wayne, PA 19087

96

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Sheila Redman <sredman@teleport.com>
Saturday, January 7, 2017 8:45 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Sheila Redman
7541 N Chautauqua Blvd
Portland, OR 97217

503-285-3992

92
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Gm ail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
David Regan <dregan02@msn.com>
Reply-To: dregan02@msn.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu , Jan 19, 2017 at 12:11 AM

~~

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,

David Regan
623 SW Park Ave #703
Portland , OR 97205
503-224-0486

https ://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159b5c7e4099754a&siml=159b5c7e4099754a

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Kay Reinfried <kmreinfried@gmail.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 5:38 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Kay Reinfried
797 Scott Lane
Lititz, PA 17543
6261226

126

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kay Reinfried <kmreinfried@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 7:27 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Kay Reinfried

797 Scott Lane
Lititz, PA 17543
6261226

182

2/15/2017

Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
george reuter <the-reuter@comcast.net>
Reply-To: the-reuter@comcast.net
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Mon, Feb 6, 2017 at 7:48 PM

~r

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

~

(![)

george reuter
335 s third pl
Kalama, WA 98625
503-572-1898

https://m ai I.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui=2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 15a16b0483f35a5e&sim I= 15a16b0483f35a5e

1/1
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M

Gmail - Kalama Methanol Refinery

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Kalama Methanol Refinery
1 message
Kalama Reuter <kalama@embarqmail.com>
Reply-To: kalama@embarqmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sat, Jan 21, 2017 at 10:47 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over
a million tons of carbon dioxide a year. Please keep our air quality and health in mind.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,
Kalama Reuter
White Salmon, WA
Kalama Reuter
920 NE Field, White Salmon, WA
White Salmon , WA 98672

https:!/m ai I.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui=2&ik= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159c25a84056232a&si m I= 159c25a84056232a

1/1

·. ~'

"'

Paul Mairose
Kalama Reuter <kalama@embarqmail.co~>
Wednesday; December 21, 2016 4:35 PM
Wess Safford
. Kalama
Methanol Refinery
'.
.

From:

•. · Sent:
To':
.•"

~

·. _Subject:·

.

"

,

'

·~.

Dear Southwest Clean Air gency, ·.

RE:'~;r

Discharge Permit

lt-3204 .

..

.

. ... . .

.

I 'urge you to deny Northw~st Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
'washlngton·: If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and .
hazardous pollutants \nto 'he .a_ir annually and .emit over a million tons of carbon dioxi~e.ayear. This is clearly out of line
with Washington's environmental policies. · ·
·
·

.. ...... : ·.· .. ... I .. . . .·

.·.

.

.

·· Please do not permit Nort~west Innovation Works ~o ~ollute _SY" Washington and add to climate change. _. ·
I am especially
concerned about
the fine particulates
that
_could
and others with respiratory issues.
..
'
'
.
''·
.: impact asthmatics
.
·,

~·

"

:

Kalama Reuter
920 NE Field, White Salmon, WA
·white Salmon; WA98672'.

.

':

,.

·,

1i

. '
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M

Gm ail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message

Adele Reynolds <adelerey nolds@netscape.net>
Reply-To: adelereynolds@netscape.net
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

t

~outhwest

Thu , Jan 19, 2017 at 10:38 AM

Clean Air Agency,

RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama ,
Washington. If built, this would be the! largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Cut DOWN on Fracking, oil & gas pipelines , and DON'T allow a methenal plant. The air polution would not be good for
your town or the people in it.
Thank you,

Adele Reynolds
900 University St. Apt. CU
Seattle, WA 98101
206 621-4867

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159b805a3c3e2491&siml=159b805a3c3e2491

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Karen Richter < Kerichter1 OO@gmail.com >
Sunday, January 8, 2017 3:29 PM
We:;s Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama .
Thank you,

Karen Richter
4115 SW Arriyo Drive
Seattle, WA 98146

104

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Claudia Riedener <ixia@harbornet.com>
Wednesday, January 4, 2017 9:43 AM
Wes~; Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

To Southwest Clean Air Agency,
Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
Please deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. It is inherently unjust to expose the population to toxic air emissions so that multinational corporations can
make profits for share holders. 53 tons of toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air annually would have a measurable
healthy impact on the population, in pc1rticular children. The people had no voice or vote in this. Clean air is a
fundamental human right, for without it there is no life. Please do not treat Kalama like a third world place to be
exploited for shortsighted monetary gain . Climate change is real, with overwhelming scientific proof. A million tons of
carbon dioxide a year are simply not acceptable if we act as responsible human being guided by morals and science .
I urge you again not not permit this air pollution and climate change accelerator. We only have this one planet and have
no right to destroy if for future generations.

Claudia Riedener
1004 S. Steele
Tacoma, WA 98405

107

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Callie Riley <callie_riley@hotmail.com >
Sunday, January 1, 2017 12:29 PM
We:;s Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Callie Riley

8054 Oak Avenue
Citrus Heights, CA 95610

5

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Laura Riley <lauradriley@surewest.net>
Sunday, January 1, 2017 12:28 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest lnnovcition Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Laura Riley
8054 Oak Avenue
Citrus Heights, CA 95610

4

2/15/2017

Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Line Ringgaard <miss_bmw2007@hotmail.com>
Reply-To: miss_bmw2007@hotmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 4:16 AM

~~

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,
Line Ringgaard
Line Ringgaard
Sinding Hovedgade 21A
Heming, ot 7400
28447925

https://mai I.google.com /mai l/u/O/?ui =2&i k= 7179f27f4d&vi fN./= pt&search= inbox&th= 159b6a7c4b3d9911 &si m I= 159b6a7c4b3d9911
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Mel anie Rising <melanierising @yahoo.com >
Wednesday, December 21 , 2016 11 :10 AM
We~: s Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

Melanie Rising
178 Lincoln St Apt A12
Worcester, MA 01605

47

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Javier Rivera <javierocker@aol.com >
Saturday, January 7, 2017 4:50 AM
Wes; Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refi nery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annuc:1lly and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest lnnovc:1tion Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Javier Rivera
55 south 3rd street
Brooklyn, NY 11249
2827299

61

2/1512017

Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol! Refinery!
2 messages
keithroads@gmail.com <keithroads@gmail.com>
Reply-To: keithroads@gm ail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Mon, Jan 23, 2017 at 8:35 AM

~t

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

OR 97201
KEITH ROADS <keithroads@gmail.com>
Reply-To: keithroads@gmai l.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Mon, Jan 23, 2017 at 8:36 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

KEITH ROADS
1410 SW 11TH AVE
UNIT 406
PORTLAND, OREGON, OR 97201
503-867 -8492

https ://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k= 7179f27f4d&vi ew=pt&search=inbox&th=159cc2ef211be519&siml=159cc2ef21 1be519&siml=159cc300248a5552
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2/15/2017

Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Amy Roberts <homerjim82@gmail.corn>
Reply-To: homerjim82@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Fri , Jan 20, 2017 at 8:25 AM

~1}/
Dear Southwest Clean A ir Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permi t 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the, largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Amy Roberts
2883 NW Sunny Lane
Albany, OR 97321
9264599

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&virm=pt&search=inbox&th=159bcb25531fb4d1&siml=159bcb25531fb4d1

1/1

Paul Mairose
Amy Roberts <homerjim82@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 3:26 PM
· · Wess Safford
··
Stop the K~lama Methanol Refinery!

From:

Sent: .
To:
·.subject:

,·-;,

Dear Southwest Clean Air gency,
RE:Air Discharge Permit l6-3204
I

ur~e

you to deny

No~hjest'lnnovation
J'

·.... ·. ·

. .

.

.

·.

Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,

Washington. If built,this. ould be the largest meth.anol refiner-Yin the W<;?rld. It wollld dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
·
hazardous pollutants into he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
._

.

.·

.

.

.

.

Please do .not permit No.rt west Innovation Works to pollute Kalama. ·
Thank yoll, ·.

.

Amy Roberts
2883 NW Sunny Lane
Albany; ,OR 97321

9264599 .

!,

•

..-·,

151
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

James Roberts <jimrobj @yahoo.com >
Friday, January 6, 2017 4:45 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama .
Thank you,

James Roberts
1009 Pine St
Sandpoint, ID 83864

20

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Babette Robinson <orchidmaniac26@gma il.com >
Tuesday, December 20, 2016 2:03 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Babette Robinson
224 N. Grant St
Westmont, IL 60559
9634167

155
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
kip smith robinson <csm ithrob@hotmail.com>
Reply-To: csmithrob@hotmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 8:08 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

kip smith robinson
blair pl.
camnridge, MA 02140

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159b77c6af6ff57b&siml=159b77c6af6ff57b

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jack Rock <rockfolk2@coho.net >
Wednesday, January 4, 2017 12:31 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Jack Rock
47937 SW Chanterelle Dr
Forest Grove, OR 97116
5033578635

117

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Roger Rocka <rjrocka @gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11 :08 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
So, let's permit fouling of t he air in western Washington, Oregon and beyond by allowing a Chinese-backed company to
build a plant to convert fracked natural gas to methanol for the Chinese plastics industry. What?
Common sense demands you deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol
refinery in Kalama, Washi ngton . If built, it would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air
annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year, sucking up enormous amounts of electrical power in the
process.
Thank you,

Roger Rocka
362 Duane Street
Astoria, OR 97103
503 836 7820

89

/
Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Angelique Kauffman Rodriguez <Angelique.Kauffman@gmail.com>
Sunday, December 11, 2016 10:12 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Angelique Kauffman Rodriguez
1516 SE 85th Ave
Portland, OR 97216

3

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Dirk Rogers < 1dog2dogs3dogs@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11 :19 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

Dirk Rogers
3404 San Jacinto
Dallas, TX 75204
2146222062
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Nora Roman <noritaroman@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 4:30 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Nora Roman
68 arnold ave
San Francisco, CA 94110

158

/
Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Abigail Rome <abirome2@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:26 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

Abigail Rome
605 Ray Drive
Silver Spring, MD 20910
3017873048

33

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Courtney Romine-Mann <Courtneyroma@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 20, 2016 5:33 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Courtney Romine-Mann
6304 SE Duke
Portland, OR 97206
614-282-2559

153

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ellen Roskovich <ellenroskovich@gmail.com>
Wednesday, January 4, 2017 8:33 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Ellen Roskovich
6595 SW 178th Pl
Beaverton, OR 97007

105

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Frank Rouse <redpaintpeople@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 12:05 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Frank Rouse

21710 S Green Mountain Rd
Colton, OR 97017
503077545

110

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Frank Rouse <redpaintpeople@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 12:07 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Frank Rouse
21710 S Green Mountain Rd
Colton, OR 97017
503077545

112

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Kevin Rudiger <kevin.rudiger@gmail.com>
Wednesday, January 4, 2017 11:04 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Kevin Rudiger
3575 SE Brooklyn Street
Portland, OR 97202

112

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Catherine Ruha <cathyruha@yahoo.com >
Thursday, January 5, 2017 5:06 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama . This refinery would become the largest source of
pollution in Kalama . Why would you want to pollute the air in this city? Don't approve the Air Discharge Permit and
don't harm the health of the people of Kalama . The health of the air and thus all who breath it should be your priority.
Thank you,

Catherine Ruha
1541 NE 91st Street
Seattle, WA 98115

163

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Cheyenne RunningWolf <nashobata@charter.net >
Saturday, January 7, 2017 6:33 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Cheyenne RunningWolf
545 Saddlerock Loop
Wenatchee, WA 98801

5094235275

65

Paul ·Mairose
'

Che~enne

From:
•·.Sent:
To:

'

nashobata@charter.n~t>

Runriingwolf <
· Tuesday, December 20, 2016 5:07 PM .,
Wess Safford ·
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

S.ubject:

.DearSo;uthwest Cle~n Air,Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

North~est lnno~ation

, I urge you to deny
Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama, .
·. , Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol "refinery in the world. It would dump upfo 53 tons ~f toxic and

.• hazardous pollutants intot,he air annu<ii.ly and emit over a mill ion tons of carbon dioxi~e a year.
Please do not permit Nort west Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,
,
,

Cheyenne Runningwolf ·
545 Saddlerock Loop
•Wenatchee, WA 98801.
5094235275

.. ,.,
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Hilary Russell <hilary70@juno.com>
Monday, January 9, 2017 4:15 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northw est Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this w ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Hilary Russell
7037 N Kerby Ave
Portland, OR 97217
503-289-6735

121

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Michael Russell <cardcat57@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:22 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Michael Russell
630 N. 9th St.
Santa Paula, CA 93060

5309080435

17

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Natalie Ryan <natalie.r.ryan @gmail.com >
Wednesday, December 21 , 2016 12:43 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Perm it 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Natalie Ryan
1617 Sarah Circle
Conway, AR 72034

39

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Michael Ryan <mpresq@q.com >
Monday, January 2, 2017 3:26 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this w ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Nort hwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Michael Ryan
2891 SW Fairview
Portland, OR 97205
5032747919

23
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M

Gm ail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
2 messages
Natalie Ryan <natalie.r.ryan@gmail.com>
Reply-To: natalie.r.ryan@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Mon, Jan 23, 2017 at 12:52 PM

}~
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Natalie Ryan
1617 Sarah Circle
Conway, AR 72034
Natalie Ryan <natalie.r.ryan@gmail.com>
Reply-To: natalie.r.ryan@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Mon, Jan 23, 2017 at 2:21 PM

[Quoted text hidden]

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159cd1a1856a6e6b&siml=159cd1a1856a6e6b&siml=159cd6b1c6726af3
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Natalie Ryan <natalie.r.ryan@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 1:27 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Natalie Ryan
1617 Sarah Circle
Conway, AR 72034

127

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

John Rybicki < rybickjo@yahoo .com >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 7:59 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
1

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

John Rybicki
39 Flagg Court
Staten Island, NY 10304

89

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Max Salt <zelkovapress@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:05 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

~JY
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

Max Salt
1 Nomail St
Coventry, RI 02816

58

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

B Sandow <bysandow@gma il.com >
Wednesday, December 21 , 2016 9:08 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol.Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 t ons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

B Sandow
540 29th St
Richmond, CA 94804

72

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

B Sandow <bysandow@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11 :03 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama .
Thank you,

B Sandow
540 29th St
Richmond, CA 94804

88

2/15/2017

M

Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Courtney Santoro <courtneyblairs@gmail.com>
Reply-To: courtneyblairs@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Feb 2, 2017 at 5:08 PM

~1Y

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

·lf

Courtney Santoro
14515 SW Kenwood Ct.
Beaverton, OR 97006
5034074919

https ://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15a01846445a17bf&siml=15a01846445a17bf
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Robert Sargent < rsargent116 @comcast.net >
Wednesd ay, December 21, 2016 5:24 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
~<{-hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a yea r.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Robert Sargent
320 Main St.
Salem, NH 03079
603-458-1805

130

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Bethany Sattur <bethany.sattur@gmail.com>
Saturday, December 17, 2016 6:55 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

Bethany Sattur
54 Union St
Clark, NJ 07066

181

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Joe Schott <jschott47@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 7:17 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this w ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

Joe Schott
54 Grove St.
Central City, IA 52214

46

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Macie Schriner < macie.schriner@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 5:30 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Macie Schriner
402 N Jenison Ave
Lansing, Ml 48915

168
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Brandy Schumacher < brandy_schumacher@hotmail.com >
Sunday, January 1, 2017 12:27 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Brandy Schumacher

8054 Oak Avenue
Citrus Heights, CA 95610

3

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Daniel Schwartz <djfschwartz@gmail.com >
Friday, January 6, 2017 10:00 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,

RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this w ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 t ons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Daniel Schwartz
3040 N. 2nd St.
Apt. 204
Phoenix, AZ 85012
2023619366

2

r

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Kraig and Valerie Schweiss <schweiss@thewisp.net >
Wednesday, December 28, 2016 12:05 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
We urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do NOT permit No rthwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Kraig and Valerie Schweiss

19720 Pennington Rd.
Ste rling, IL 61081
8156259205

67

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jeffrey Schwilk <Jkotahiao@hotmail.com >
Thursday, January 5, 2017 9:41 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

~~
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not perm it Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Jeffrey Schwilk
5802 n Missouri ave
Portland, OR 97217

5034215491

147

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Raeann Scott <txgirl125@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, December 21 , 2016 6:16 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Raeann Scott
3694 Halverstick Rd
Sumas, WA 98295
3603069146

117

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Denee Scribner <deneec@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 7:47 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Denee Scribner
1113 E 2nd Ave
Ellensburg, WA 98926

93

· Paul Mairose
.:From:
, serlt:
" To:
Subject:

Denee Scribner <deneec@yahoo.com> ·
F~iday, December .16, 2016 8:06 PM .
· Wess Safford
··
Stop the Kalama Me~hanol Refinery!
'~,

Dear SouthwesWean Aliriiency, •..· ,
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RE: Air Discharge Permit 1b-3204
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. I urge you to
Wo,rks' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama, .
. . . . · '.Washington. If built, thls I ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
' hazardous pollutants into he air annually andemit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
'
.Please do .not permit Nort, west Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
·
· . Thank you,

Denee Scribner ·
1113 E 2nd Ave
Ellensburg, WA 98926

··>

,. ·.··'
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

kathy seabrook <gorgegirl999@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 2:25 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

kathy seabrook
1906 c st
vancouver, WA 98663
3606-94-6773
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Joseph Seamons <josephseamons@gmail.com >
Monday, December 12, 2016 10:15 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Joseph Seamons
2419 S Ferdinand St
Seattle, WA 98108
9715336299
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

M Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
paul seamons <pseamons@gmail.com>
Reply-To: pseamons@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Tue, Feb 7, 2017 at 11 :20 AM

*1?

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,

paul seamons
27354 archibald In
deer island, OR 97054
9715336298

https :/Imai 1.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui = 2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= i nbox&th= 15a1 a0577cc1118a&si m I= 15a1 a0577cc1118a
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Paul Mairose
From:

Se nt:
To:

Subject:

Eli Semke <elisemke@gmail.com >
Tuesday, January 10, 2017 6:26 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Our state, and our commu nities, need investments in clean, renewable energy that will provide economic growth for
decades. We oppose development of this dangerous chemical plant that puts citizens and our environment in harms
way, and depends on the intensive use of fossil fuels that need to be phased out.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Eli Semke
513 Cherry st
Port Townsend, WA 98368
2068564367

126

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Susan Shaak <mgsatmsc@gmail.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 9:57 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit No rt hwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Susan Shaak
3440 Stoner Ave
Reading, PA 19606

7795360

62

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Susan Shaak < mgsatmsc@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:26 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Susan Shaak
3440 Stoner Ave
Reading, PA 19606

7795360

35

/
Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Gerald Shaia <jtshaia@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:23 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Gerald Shaia
8103 San Fernando Road
Sun Valley, CA 91352
8187682159
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2/15/2017

Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Alice shapiro <alice.shapiro2@gmail.com>
Reply-To: alice.shapiro2@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

~

Sun, Feb 5, 2017 at 6:32 PM

{ .outhwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
The potential leakage of methanol (a more potent polluter than C02 emissions) is neither measured nor factored into the
pollution this plant would cause. The damage is irreversible. Please act responsibly.
Although I do not live in Washington, I live just across the Columbia River in Portland. What happens in Washington
greatly affects me and my family. Of course, the effects of pollution from this plant will exacerbate the catastrophic
climate disruption we are experiencing all over the world.
~
Thank you,
J

Alice shapiro
7426 SE 21st Ave
Portland, OR 97202
5419997278

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15a1143836d13305&siml=15a1143836d13305
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Eliana Shapiro <Enshapir@gmail.com>
Reply-To: Enshapir@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Feb 1, 2017 at 9:16 PM

~~ ;/
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Ai r Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~:!J
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Eliana Shapiro
2829 se colt dr. #625
Portland, OR 97202

https://mai 1.google.com /mai l/u/O/?ui=2&ik= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search=inbox&th= 159fd407207bc9dc&si m I= 159fd407207bc9dc
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Giorgio Shaunette <gshaunette@gmail.com >
Thursday, January 5, 2017 6:05 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I strongly urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in
Kalama, Washington. If bu ilt, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of
toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

Giorgio Shaunette
307 Cervantes
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
5037087686
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Donald Shaw <donele@comcast.net >
Saturday, January 7, 2017 4:47 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~a
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama .
Thank you,

Donald Shaw
1906 Hawaii Ave
St. Petersburg, FL 33703

7275258775

60

Paul Mai

rose , ..

.; · ;

From:·

,Sent:
· To:
Subject:

'

.'

·~

·Donald Shaw <donele@comcast.net>
Wednesday, December 21, 201611:05 AM
Wess Safford
.Stop the Kalama Metha.nol Refinery! .

:,

,,

D~ar Southwest Clean Ai!gency,

·

·

,RE: Air Discharge Permit 1 -3204

·

Wor~s'

,

Kala~a,

; urge you to deny North est Innovation
Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in
· ,Washington. If built, this Jou Id be thelargest'methanol refinery in the 'world. It would dump up to 53 tons cif toxic and
haz;:irdous pollutants into. he air annually and emit over'~ million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
. ·
.

"

· Please 'db nofpermit Nort west Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

· ·. Donald Shaw

i9o6

Hawaii Ave
St. Petersburg, FL 33103

t

7275258775

.':::'
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Gm ail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gm ail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Theresa Shiels <shielsth@gmail.com>
Reply-To: shielsth@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 6:34 PM

~fr
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,

Theresa Shiels
178 El Granada Blvd
Half Moon Bay, CA 9401 9
7036294

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159b492fcba404ca&siml=159b492fcba404ca
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Robert Shippee <rsoxbob@gmail.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 5:18 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Robert Shippee
13000 Trinity Ct
Richmond, VA 23233

8043603483

133

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Robert Shippee <rsoxbob@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 1:34 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Robert Shippee
13000 Trinity Ct
Richmond, VA 23233
8043603483

128
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M

Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
john shirley <johnshirleyaltere@gmail.com>
Reply-To: johnshirleyaltere@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sat, Jan 28, 2017 at 2:36 PM

&~

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

john shirley
208 NW Overlook Dr
vancouver, WA 98665

https://mai I.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui=2&ik= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search=inbox&th= 159e738a 12c76597&sim I= 159e738a12c76597
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refi nery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Barbara Shirtcliff <barshirtcliff@gmail.com>
Reply-To: barshirtcliff@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Fri , Jan 27, 2017 at 5:32 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Barbara Shirtcliff
1279 SW Taylors Ferry Rd
Portland, OR 97219
5035052274

https://mai I.google.com /mai l/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&vie1N= pt&search= inbox&th= 159e2b3ef2f0e346&sim I= 159e2b3ef2f0e346

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Sylvia Shriner <sylviashriner44@gmail.com >
Thursday, January 5, 2017 6:37 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 t ons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Sylvia Shriner
181 Sunset Rd
Ellensbu rg, WA WA
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Kimbery Sibley <sibleykl@live.com>
Reply-To: sibleykl@live.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sat, Jan 21, 2017 at 2:08 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a mill ion tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,

Kimbery Sibley
Great Northern Road
Kalama, WA 98625
3606732025

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search= inbox&th=159c3134cc523fa6&siml=159c3134cc523fa6
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

valko sichel <abaraka @gmai l.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 8:42 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 t ons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a mill ion tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

valko sichel
6312 n. willamette In
portland, OR 97203

5032881286

78

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

valko sichel <abaraka@gmail.com >
Sunday, December 11, 2016 5:48 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dea r Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not perm it Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

valko sichel
6312 n. willamette In
portland, OR 97203

5032881286

9

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Linda Sieber < lssieber@comcast.net >
Wednesday, January 4, 2017 5:41 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Linda Sieber
385 Dark Hollow Rd
Shermans Dale, PA 17090

U175823376

89
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
George Silverwood <gsilverwood@bunburyrealtors.com>
Reply-To: gsilverwood@bunburyrealtors .com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 8:04 AM

Dear Southwest Clean A ir Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

George Silverwood
2970 Chapel Valley Rd
Madison, WI 53711

https ://mai l.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159b778a335d1eb2&siml=159b778a335d1eb2

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Charlotte Sines <ladycatx@ yahoo.com >
Wednesday, December 21 , 2016 6:55 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
This would do damage to Washington's air and water as well as its tourist industry. Methane is even worse than C02.
We will be much better off to continue the transition to green energy.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Charlotte Sines
PO Box 161
Yosemite, CA 95389
719-426-8511

11

2/15/2017
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Steve Sketo <stevesketo@gmail.com>
Reply-To: stevesketo@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 7:24 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Steve Sketo
11522 Bay Meadows Lane
Bakersfield , CA 93312

https :/Imai I.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui=2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= i nbox&th= 159b4c170e926862&sim I= 159b4c 170e926862

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Susan Skinner <tduncan@pacifier.com>
Friday, January 6, 2017 4:45 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

Susan Skinner
511 Jerome Ave
Astoria, OR 9103

503-325-1935
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Gm ail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

M Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Katherine Slawinski <kathyslawinski@gmail.com>
Reply-To: kathyslawinski@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 6:12 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Katherine Slawinski
321 East 17 Street
New York, NY 10003
212 777-8143

https ://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159b47f290652fc8&siml=159b47f290652fc8
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Katherine Slawinski < kathysl awinski@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 7:10 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Katherine Slawinski
321East17 Street
New York, NY 10003
212 777-8143

181

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Joni Sliger <jonisliger@gmail.com >
Wednesday, January 4, 2017 11 :41 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discha rge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, th is would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Joni Sliger
1720 SE Lexington St.
Portland, OR 97202

4258943680
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Joni Sliger <jonisliger@gmail.com>
Thursday, January 5, 2017 2:33 PM
Wess Safford
My Comments on: 16-3204

Dear Wess Safford and Southwest Clean Air Agency,

I urge you to deny Air Discharge Permit 16-3204 for Northwest Innovation Works Kalama' s (NWIWK)
proposed methanol refinery in Kalama, Washington because of the undue risks to Kalama, Washington, and the
world arising from the proposed facility's excessive greenhouse gas emissions and unprecedented size.

1. Excessive Greenhouse Gas Emissions

The facility would emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year (Technical Support Document, page 18), an
allowance that would be counter to all the state's efforts to combat climate change. Because its emissions would
exceed the initial regulatory threshold of 100,000 metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent a year, the facility
would be subject to Washington's new Clean Air Rule (WAC 173-442; Technical Support Document, page 22).
This raises two pressing concerns: first, how will the facility' s new emissions affect the overall efficacy of
Washington's efforts to combat climate change, and second, how will the facility comply?

A. The proposed facility would undermine the state's efforts to combat climate change.

The Washington State Department of Ecology adopted the Clean Air Rule for the purposes of "establish[ing]
greenhouse gas (GHG) emission standards for certain large emitters and reduc[ing] GHG emissions to protect
human health and the environment" (Rule-Making Order). The Rule identifies emitters at specified thresholds
and requires they reduce emissions by 1.7% each year (WAC 173-440-060). Allowing a new emitter will
undermine these reductions and obliterate the efficacy of Washington's actions. The Rule was adopted in part
because of a court order that the Department act to combat climate change (see, e.g., Press Release, Youths
Secure Second Win In Washington State Climate Lawsuit, Western Environmental Law Center, April 29,
2016). IfSWACC grants ADP 16-3204 and allows the additional emission of over a million metric tons of
carbon dioxide a year (in addition to other dangerous and heat-trapping gases), it will do so in opposition to the
court-mandated action on climate change.

As the Department recognizes, climate change is a present and growing threat to the state and the world. The
Department reported
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Washington is particularly vulnerable to a warming climate. Communities in the state depend on snowfed water supplies to provide drinking water, irrigation for agriculture, and about 65 percent of the
state' s electrical power. Shellfish, which are a major industry on Washington' s coast, are susceptible to
ocean acidification - created when carbon dioxide reacts with seawater. And in Eastern Washington,
increasing numbers of wildfires threaten air quality and the health of people with asthma and other
breathing difficulties. (Press Release, Washington Adopts First-Of-Its-Kind Rule to Combat Climate
Change: Clean Air Rule Will Cap and Reduce Carbon Pollution, Department of Ecology, Sept. 16,
2016).

I urge SWACC to recognize the urgency of action on climate change and not counteract the Department of
Ecology' s efforts to combat climate change by allowing a new emitter to pollute over a million tons of carbon
dioxide alone into our atmosphere each year.

I urge the agency to deny ADP 16-3204.

B. The proposed permit does not identify how the facility would comply with the Rule.

Although the Department of Ecology, not SWACC, will implement the Clean Air Rule, SWACC should
demand specific information on how the facility would comply with the Rule. SWACC has the authority and
discretion to impose conditions necessary to ensure compliance with rules and regulations such as the Clean Air
Rule. (draft ADP 16-3204, page 20). The facility' s plan for compliance could easily affect the calculation of
relevant emissions limits and other conditions in the permit. For example, if the facility plans to reduce
emissions through reduced operating hours, the reduction may affect the number, duration, or length of
expected startup and shutdown periods. As many startup and shutdown periods allow greater emission levels
than during regular hours, this could result in a significant increase in overall emissions.

I urge SWACC to recognize the import of Washington' s Clean Air Rule and deny ADP 16-3204.

2.

Unprecedented Size

If built, the proposed faci lity would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. According to Sightline
Institute, the facility would produce up to 3.6 million metric tons per year, while the next three produce
approximately 2, 1.89, and 1.7 million metric tons. This makes the proposed refinery almost twice as large as
the largest existing methanol refineries globally. Uncertainty and risk abounds when dealing with an
unprecedented size and scope of an industrial facility. Permit estimates based upon data from other facilities are
therefore extremely attenuated and uncertain. (E.g., Technical Support Document, page 11 ("NOx, CO, and
VOC emission factors for startup and shutdown are taken from test data at a similar facility") and page 13 ("PM
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jan and Larry Slobin <janetjs@comcast.net >
Saturday, January 7, 2017 4:46 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Jan and Larry Slobin
2340 NW Brewer Ln
Portland, OR 97229

503-200-2202

59

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Alan Smith <a23smith@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 5:25 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Alan Smith
5908 SE 17th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
5036888316

21

Paul Mairose ·
Alan Smith <a23smith@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 5:43 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

From:

:·sent: ·
To:

Subject:

,Dear So~thwest Clean Airrgency, .
, RE: Air Discharge

~ou

Permit1b~3204

·

.1 urge
to. deny Northjest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this 'I ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world~ It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
\hazardous pollutants into, he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Nort west Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
•·Thank you;

Alan Smith
5908 SE 17th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
5036888316
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

billea smith <michaeldaustjnj r@ ya hao com >
Tuesday, December 20, 2016 7:10 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this w ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

billea smith
114 riverview drive
longview, WA 98632
3609573631
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

billea smith <,.bi llea smith @live.com >
Tuesday, December 20, 2016 7:11 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

billea smith
114 riverview drive
longview, WA 98632
3609573631
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M Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
DEBORAH SMITH <deborah993@cox.net>
Reply-To: deborah993@cox.net
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 2:47 PM

ti~

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

DEBORAH SMITH
3044 N.W. 30TH
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73112
4059426953

https://m ai 1.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui=2&ik= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159b8e98a25d9da0&si m I= 159b8e98a25d9da0
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Gmail - Please reject the Kalama methanol refinery

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Please reject the Kalama methanol refinery
1 message

Elijah Smith <Elijah745@hotmail.com>
Reply-To: Elijah745@hotmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sun, Jan 22, 2017 at 9:19 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Elijah Smith
2815 Kauffman ave
Vancouver, WA 98660
765 532 7783

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159c730a4a7ced04&siml=159c730a4a7ced04
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

KM Smith <concreteblonde27@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 12:33 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous po ll utants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

KM Smith
8818 Powderhorn Ln, 8818 Powderhorn Lane India napolis, IN 46256
3175555555
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Lori Smith <lorifromoregon@gmail.com>
Reply-To: lorifromoregon@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Fri, Feb 3, 2017 at 7:44 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
We cannot afford the harmful effects of these hazardous pollutants.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama and the surrounding area.
Thank you,

Lori Smith
37909 Cascadia Village Dr.
Sandy, OR 97055
971-269-9126

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15a04a5c28a7b179&siml=15a04a5c28a7b179
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Lori Smith < lorifromoregon@gmail.com >
Thursday, January 5, 2017 10:20 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants int o t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a yea r.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
This proposed refinery is bad for people and the planet Thank you,

Lori Smith
37909 Cascadia Village Dr.
Sandy, OR 97055
971-269-9126
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

M Gmail

Southwest Clean Ai r <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
2 messages
Maria Smith <mksmith85@gmail.com>
Reply-To: mksmith85@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 5:30 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Maria Smith
Deildarvegur 1
SyOrug121ta, ot 00513
Maria Smith <mksmith85@gmail.com>
Reply-To: mksmith85@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 5:32 PM

[Quoted text hidden]

https://mai I.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= i nbox&th= 159b4590428dd3d8&si m I= 159b4590428dd3d8&si m I= 159b45a526ec8ab0
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Maria Smith <mksmith85@gmail.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 6:18 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Work 'Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the large methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annuall and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Nort hwest In
Thank you,

vation Works to pollute Kalama.

Maria Smith
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··Paul ·Mairose
From:

·Sent:
To:
Subject:.

:

.

Maria Smith <mksmith85@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:25 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear southwest Clea.n Air rgency,
1

RE: Air Discharge Permit ib-3204 ·

y~u

I urge
to deny Northjest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this ~·Iou.ld be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to·s~ to'ns of toxic and
· hazardous pollutants into, he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

.

'

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
'
Thank you,

Maria Smith
Deildarvegur 1
. Syorug¢ta, ot 00513
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Sandra Smith <7schipperkes @gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 7:57 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Sandra Smith
329 17th Ave
Seattle, WA 98122
2062950349
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Shirley Smith <tennesseerebel1104@yahoo.com >
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 10:11 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Shirley Smith
25115 E. Broadway Ave ., Apt . 3
Veneta, OR 97487
6542291

4
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2/15/2017

Gm ail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Susan Smith <sjsmith@post.harvard.edu>
Reply-To: sjsmith@post.harvard.edu
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Tue, Jan 24, 2017 at 11:35 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Susan Smith
56 Concord Avenue, #26
Cambridge, MA 02138

https:llmai I .google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui =2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159d48ca5aaf3023&sim I= 159d48ca5aaf3023
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Taylor Smith <taylorsmith1051@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:12 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Taylor Smith
6424 Green Ridge Avenue
New Carlisle, OH 45344
7650388

60

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Laraine Snooks <Larainesnooks@msn.com >
Friday, January 6, 2017 8:53 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Laraine Snooks
11 Joyce rd
Framingham, MA 01701
508 877-7608

47

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

lee snow <snow Ii 126@yahoo.com >
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 11 :10 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

lfxrtJ"Y
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,

RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

lee snow
box 272
North Plains, OR 97133

41
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
The Honorable Tiffany Snyder - Mayor of Ward, Colorado (now ret.)
<tiffany.ashley.snyder@gmail.com>
Reply-To: tiffany. ashley. s nyder@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 5:44
PM

~~
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

The Honorable Tiffany Snyder - Mayor of Ward, Colorado (now ret.)
175 South 35th Street
Boulder, CO 80305
303-883-1689

https://mai I.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159b465d4873f5bc&sim I= 159b465d4873f5bc
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

The Honorable Tiffany Snyder - Mayor of Ward, Colorado (now ret.)
<tiffany.ashley.snyder@gmail .com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 12:44 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama and her surrounds.
Thank you,

The Honorable Tiffany Snyder - Mayor of Ward, Colorado (now ret.)
175 South 35th Street
Boulder, CO 80305
303-883-1689
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Sara So <saraeso44@gmail.com>
Reply-To: saraeso44@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 7:52 PM

~

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Sara So
10057 NE 142nd pl
Kirkland, WA 98034

https://mai I.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik= 7179f27f4d&vif!'N= pt&search= inbox&th= 159ba013b94d3683&si m I= 159ba013b94d3683

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Laurie Solomon <starfire145@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, December 21 , 2016 6:16 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

Laurie Solomon
POB 1342
Battle Ground, WA 98604
360-666-1070
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
2 messages
Jo-Elle Somersett <je.somersett@gmail.com>
Reply-To: je.somersett@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sun, Jan 22, 2017 at 5:47 PM

§~

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Pennit 16-3204

fB

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Penn it for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Jo-Elle Somersett
16460 Se 135th Ave
Clackamas, OR 97015
5027223839
Jo-Elle Somersett <je.somersett@gmail.com>
Reply-To: je.somersett@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sun, Jan 22, 2017 at 5:47 PM

[Quoted text hidden]

https://mail .google.com /mail/u/0/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159c9015955e95b7&siml=159c9015955e95b7&siml=159c9018fe932ef8
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jo-Elle Somersett <je.somersett@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11 :19 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refi nery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Jo-Elle Somersett
16460 Se 135th Ave
Clackamas, OR 97015
5027223839

94

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Alice Speers <alicespeers@gmail.com>
Friday, January 6, 2017 7:54 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama .
Thank you,

Alice Speers
6850 Woodlawn Ave NE Apt 308
Seattle, WA 98115
503-246-0722

43

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cheryl Speer <cherylaspeer@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 8:20 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

#Jf
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Cheryl Speer
410 SW Park St
Camas, WA 98607
3608331512

188

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

John Springer <john 1OO@sprallio.com >
Tuesday, December 20, 2016 7: 19 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 t ons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

John Springer
370 N East Camano Dr 5-231
Camano Island, WA 98282

4401990

157

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Holly Stachnik <hstachni@twcny.rr.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 2:30 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

(5,)

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

Holly Stachnik
1114 Elwood St
Rome, NY 13440

143
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Jane Stackhouse <jane@janestackhouse.com>
Reply-To: jane@janestackhouse.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sat, Jan 28, 2017 at 11:30 AM

!!YY
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama. This is a bad investment for Kalama and the stock
holders of Northwest Innovation Works because we are quickly moving to clean renewable energy. The plant will be
outdated and closed down within a few years of being built.
Thank you ,
Jane Stackhouse
2133 NE Brazee Street
Portland, OR 97212
5032841049

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik= 7179f27f4d&vifNV=pt&search=inbox&th=159e68f272586cb9&siml=159e68f272586cb9
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Wray Stanley <wraystanley@verizon.net >
Sunday, January 1, 2017 11 :47 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

{j)

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

Wray Stanley
7 Brett Ln
Malvern, PA 19355

2

®

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Karen Stansbery <karenstans bery@gmail.com >
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 5:25 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Karen Stansbery
101 N. Ruby St.
Ellensburg, WA 98926

17

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jack Stansfield <jstansfield8981@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:15 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

~
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
As a lifelong Washingtonian, I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed
methanol refinery in Kalama, Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would
dump up to 53 tons of toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide
a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

Jack Stansfield
16314 62nd Ave NW
Stanwood, WA 98292
3606528965

61

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jean Starke <jeannie.starke@gmail.com >
Wednesday, January 4, 2017 8:33 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

Jean Starke
10300 ne stutz rd
Vancouver, WA 98685

104

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Robin Starzman <robinstarzman@yahoo.com>
Saturday, January 7, 2017 7:59 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Robin Starzman
96 NW 97th Circle
Vancouver, WA 98665
360-597-4087

70

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Chris Stay <cstay@aol.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 10:27 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Chris Stay
540 Seamont Lane
Edmonds, WA 98020

55

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ellen Stearns <stearnsohana@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:27 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Ellen Stearns
3920 SW Hillsdale Ave
Portland, OR 97239
7290461

70

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Scott Steere <Steerescott@itunes.com >
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 11 :43 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
~
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Scott Steere
3139 meeker ave NE
Tacoma, WA 98422

206-235-0950

85
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M

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
A.L.Steiner<asteinemy@gmail.com>
Reply-To: asteinemy@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu , Jan 19, 2017 at 10:27 AM

~

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

A.L. Steiner
1299 Cornwallville Rd.
Comwallville, NY 12418
9172875020

https :/Imai I.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui =2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159b7fc2a663c5d8&sim I= 159b7fc2a663c5d8
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

A.L. Steiner <asteinerny@gmail.com >
Friday, January 6, 2017 5:38 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama .
Thank you,

A.L. Steiner
1299 Cornwallville Rd .
Cornwallville, NY 12418
9172875020
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.Paul· Mai rose
.

'.From:

· Sent:. ·

To:

.

Subject:

.

.

, A.LSteiner <asteinerny@gmail.com> .
• Wednesday, December 21, 2016 8:57AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

'',,>

Dear Southwest Clean Afr Agency,
.

.

RE:Air Discharge PermitlG-3204 .
.. ..

'

.
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I urge you to deny NorthV{est Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington: If built, this \Vould be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants i~toth·e alr·anOuaHy a~d emit over m."lioii tons. of carb.on dibxide a year.

.i

. Please do not permit Nort west Innovation War.ks to pollute Kalama.
Thank:you,
·
.
·

· AL. Steiner ·
1299 Cornwallville Rd.
· Cornwallville, NY 12418
9172875020
.•
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

A.L. Steiner < asteinerny@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 2:39 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If bu ilt, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

A.L. Steiner
1299 Cornwallville Rd.
Cornwallville, NY 12418
9172875020
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Lorenz Steininger <schreibdemstein@posteo.de>
Reply-To: schreibdemstein@posteo.de
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed , Jan 18, 2017 at 8:01 PM

1¢/
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Perm it 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,

Lorenz Steininger
waldst
stafford, ot 86558
1111111111

https://mai I.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui = 2&i k= 7179f27f4d&vi ew= pt&search= inbox&th= 159b4e2f7403eb2b&sim I= 159b4e2f7403eb2b
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'Paul ·Mairose
From:.,·

.Lorenz Steininger.<s.chreibdemstein@posteo.de>
. Wednesday, December 21, 2016 6:28 AM
. · :Wess Safford ·
·
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refi~ery!

. ;sent:' ·
.To:

':c:. ·

. ",Subjed:

Dear Southwest Clean Air gency,

RE: Air Discharge

·

P~rmit· li-3204

.

. d

.

·

'

I urge you to deny Northw st Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this . ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
· hazardous pollutants into the air annuci'lly and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
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.

Please do' not permit Nort west Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
· Thank you,
·'

. Lorenz Steininger
waldst'
. stafford,. ot 86558

1111111111
,'
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.
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Andres Steinmetz <internalconversations@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 3:53 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

~
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

Andres Steinmetz
PO Box 1063
Eureka, CA 95502

155
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message

J. Stemmler <stemmlej@gmail.com>

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 6:01 PM

Reply-To: stemmlej@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

~
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

J. Stemmler
Davis Ave S
Renton, WA 98055
425-228-3312

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159b474dd505f6cc&siml=159b474dd505f6cc
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Don Stephens <shreddad@mac.com>
Reply-To: shreddad@mac. com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sat, Feb 4, 2017 at 8:41 PM

W'/
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
Kalama is one of my favorite locations for windsurfing when the conditions are right. I have windsurfed there since 1994.
For that reason and the following I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed
methanol refinery in Kalama, Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump
~~~~ 53 tons of toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a ~

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Don Stephens
908 SE Cora
Portland, OR 97202

https ://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15a0c93725369597&siml=15a0c93725369597
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Sarah Stewart <sarahbstewa rt@yahoo.com >
Wednesday, December 21 , 2016 9:08 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Sarah Stewart
1045 Highway 89 South
Gardiner, MT 59030
4068489900

73

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Karen Stimson <karenstimson@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11 :32 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
~f
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Karen Stimson
393 timberlane dr
Orange, CT 06477
1234567890

99

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Penny, aka Linda St. John < pshephardstjohn@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 3:32 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Penny, aka Linda St. John

2120 Renee Place
Port Townsend, WA 98368

3607741902

152

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Andrew Stone <andymstone@gmail.com>
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 11 :44 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I am a systems ecologist, educator, I vote, and I pay attention to Columbia Basin jobs and natural systems issues.
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute the Columbia Basin and specifically Kalama.
Thank you,

Andrew Stone
5817 SE Lafayette
Portland, OR 97206
5032395524

42

, .Paul Mairose

·

From:

Sent:

', i

·To:

·subject:

Andrew Stone <an.dymstone@g.mail.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 8:25 PM
Wess Safford .
Stop the .Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air gency,
RE: Air" Discharge Permit 1. -3204
.

,

.

.

I am a systems ecologist, t acher, and resident of the lower Columbia basin.
I urge you to deny.North~~st Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this VJould be the iargest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and

hazardous p~llutants into1he air ann.ually and emit oVer a million tons of Carbon dioxide a year. ·

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.··
Thank you, ·
1 .

Andrew Stone
5817
SE
Lafayette
'.·
'
'
.Portland,
OR 97206
.
'

'

'5032395524

'

9

.
.

.

~ .

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Steven Storms <storms 123@aol.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 10:33 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

~
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I am a Chemical Engineer and have reviewed this project. It is totally absurd. The potential environmental damage is so
large, no one should even consider it. I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the
proposed methanol refinery in Kalama, Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It
would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon

~+

dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Steven Storms
1316 Browns Pt Blvd NE
Tacoma, WA 98422
2532121777
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message

Michael Stowell <michaelstowellattomey@hotmail.com>
Reply-To: michaelstowellattomey@hotmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Mon , Feb 6, 2017 at 10:58 AM

~y
Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,

Michael Stowell
PO Box 3663
Silverdale, WA 98383
3606928963

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15a14cae27fb7508&siml=15a14cae27fb7508

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Deb Strahsn <Fishnuttiest@gmail.com >
Thursday, December 22, 2016 6:24 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refi nery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
~
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Deb Strahsn

1314 Kayu Lane
Centralia, WA 98531
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
karen sueoka <karensss@comcast.net>
Reply-To: karensss@comcast.net
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Tue, Jan 24, 2017 at 10:13 PM

#9/
Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

karen sueoka
1121 se 179th crt
vancouver, WA 98683
3606016460

https://mai I.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui=2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159d441d8749dd53&si m I= 159d441d8749dd53
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Nathan Sullenberger <acount652140@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:58 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Nathan Sullenberger
185 Winfield Circle
Greensburg, PA 15601

87

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

#/

Kathryn Sundermann <csundS@msn.com >
Monday, December 26, 2016 10:36 AM
Wess Safford
I oppose the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
People have a right to clea n air. Profit over the health of human beings is simply immoral.
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Kathryn Sundermann
5847 NE 31st Ave
Portland, OR 97211
971-319-6558
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5847 NE 31st Ave.
Portland, Oregon 97211
December 27, 2016
Wess Safford
Southwest Washington Clean Air Agency
11815 NE 99th Street
Suite 1294
Vancouver, WA 98682
Dear Mr. Safford:
I am very concerned about the proposal to build a :methanol refinery
in Kalama. I am a resident of Portland, Oregon. My daughter's
family and my grandson live in Washington state.
This methanol refinery would emit up to 53 tons of toxic pollution
each year. Some of that air pollution would be benzene and
formaldehyde. Benzene and formaldehyde are both carcinogens
linked to leukemia. Formaldehyde has been linked with fetal damage
and fertility problems.
This is not the kind of development that we need in the Pacific
Northwest. Our people deserve clean air.
It would be immoral to allow this kind of pollution to contaminate the

air we must all breathe.
Sincerely,
1c/{£1!~,i/ ~' c/Lf/J7'ul-?& ft/

tathryn Sundermann

J) . ~ ~

,\ )'.
J

u·
SOUTHWEST CLEAN
AIR AGENCY

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Cynthia Svensson <cynthia.svensson@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 29, 2016 9:40 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built it wo uld dump up to 53 tons of toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air annually. By comparison,
Emerald Kalama Chemical released six tons of toxic and hazardous pollution in 2015, according to the EPA, and we in
Kalama thought that was bad! NWIW is almost 9 times worse! We also suffer from all the fumes from the freeway and
railways here. Please don 't let this new plant push us in to the deadly zone of air pollution. Thank you.

Cynthia Svensson
P.O. Box 2059
No Address Provided
Kalama, WA 98625
3606735188

95

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jason Swindle <Jasonrswindle@gmail.com>
Sunday, December 11 , 2016 9:49 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year. Also, give us a fucking
break.$$$$$ is no way to live .
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Jason Swindle
6210 NE 46th
Portland, OR 97218
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message

Daniel Swink <drswink@pacifier.com>
Reply-To: drswink@pacifier.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sun, Jan 22, 2017 at 1:57 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama ,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,

Daniel Swink
PO Box 61884
Vancouver, WA 98666
3608526688

https://mai 1.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159c82eb81d722cc&si m I= 159c82eb81 d722cc
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:

~:~ject: ~/

Mark Tackitt <silas@zipcon.net >
Wednesday, February 1, 2017 1:10 PM
Wess Safford
My comments on Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

Dear Mr. Safford,
I am writing to request t hat you deny the air discharge permit for the proposed Kalama methanol refinery. I
am concerned that this would become the largest source of air pollution in Kalama, dumping up to 53 tons of
toxic pollutants into the air each year. The plant could also emit up to 62 tons of very fine particulate matter
each year, potentially causing long term health problems to those breathing the dust and soot particles.
A large percentage of the population of Kalama are vulnerable (under 18 or over 65). The refinery would emit
over a million tons of ca rbon dioxide a year, which is the equivalent of about 220,000 automobiles.
The refinery would promote outdated and unsustainable dependence on fossil fuels rather than investing in
sustainable energy. This single refinery would consume more natural gas than all other industry in Washington
State combined .
Thank you for your consideration.
Cathy Tackitt
Seattle 98146

151

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Kathie E Takush <ktakush@yahoo.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 4:39 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this w ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Nort hwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Kathie E Takush

1026 Franklin Street Apt 1206
Reading, PA 19602
8165992

24

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Karen Amann Talerico < karen.talerico @comcast.net>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 10:43 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . I live downwind from what would If built, be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up
to 53 tons of toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year. I
beg you to protect our wo rld, the air we breathe, and the air yo ur children breathe . Pollution is known to directly effect
health, through increasing heart and asthma attacks. Asthma affects over 500,000 Washingtonians, and is a significant
health issue that costs our country millions in lost work and hea lth care costs
(https://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/general/theair.html, accessed 12/21/16).
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,
Dr. Karen Amann Talerico
Karen Amann Talerico
6035 SE Harrison St
Portland, OR 97215
503-255-507 4
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Romeo Tango <romeotango85@gmail.com>
Reply-To : romeotango85@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Mon, Feb 6, 2017 at 7:24 PM

#/
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Romeo Tango
Blake Street
Indianapolis, IN 46204
4440358

https ://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15a169a24f97cdfa&siml=15a169a24f97cdfa
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Romeo Tango <romeotango85@gmail.com>
Reply-To: romeotango85@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 3:42 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,

Romeo Tango
Blake Street
Indianapolis, IN 46204
4440358

https://m ai 1.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui = 2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159b68940cac5f9a&si m I= 159b68940cac5f9a
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Paul Mairose· .
-

,from:

;:·~

"
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~
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c

Romeo Tango:< romeotango85@gmail.com>
Sunday, December 25, 2016 7:06 PM ·
:Wess Safford
··
· · Stop..the Kalam~···Methanol Refinery!

.Sent:··
To:.·

. Subject:

"·

.

'

.

. , : Dear Southwest.Clean Air J\gency,
.

:.

.

~

'

RE: Air Discharge Permit lt3204 ·.

'._ 1

urg~ t~

.

·

.

.

.

Wd~ks'

. .

meth~n-~I

·

·

you
denyNorthJest Innovation
Air: Discharge Permit fonhe proposed
refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this \.liould be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into.rhe air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year. _
·

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,
·

' Romeo T~·~go
.. Blake Street
lndian~polis, IN 46204.
. '4440358
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;'
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jodi Tanner Tell <joditell@gmail.com >
Saturday, December 24, 2016 8:31 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

¢9)/
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Jodi Tanner Tell
55 NE 47th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
503-297-4529
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M Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Samantha Tanner <ms.samanthakay@gmail.com>
Reply-To: ms.samanthakay@gmail.com
_To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sun, Feb 5, 2017 at 6:42 PM

~

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,

RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,

Samantha Tanner
1345 Wasco St
Hood River, OR 97931

https ://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15a114d3ffce2e8f&siml=15a114d31fce2e8f
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
2 messages

Matthew Tarpley <matthewtarpley@msn.com>
Reply-To: matthewtarpley@msn.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed , Jan 18, 2017 at 6:10 PM

#°/

Dear Southwest Clean A ir Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama ,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
~
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,

Matthew Tarpley
P.O. Box 818
McDonough , GA 30253
5555555555

---------Matthew Tarpley <matthewtarpley@msn.com>
Reply-To: matthewtarpley@msn.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed , Jan 18, 2017 at 6:11 PM

[Quoted text hidden]

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159b47da1a3f0164&siml=159b47da1a3f0164&siml=159b47e68a5c5bb9
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· Paul Mairose
· Matthew Tarpley <matthewtarpley@msn.com>
Wedn.esday, December 21, 201611:40 AM
Wess Safford ··
,Stop the Kalama Methanol.Refinery!

From:

·Sent:·
;To:··

:Subject: ·.

,Dear South.west Clean Air
~-

RE: Air Discharge Permit 1 -3204 .
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,
you to deny Nort;hJest Innovation' works' Air
methanol refinery in
·Washington. If built, this JIould be the largest methanol refinery in th~ worid. It would dump .up to ,53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into he air annually and emit over a million tons of carb~n dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Nort west Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thankycfo,
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' ·
·
·

Matthew Tarpley
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.
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Christine Tebben <Turben4@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:30 AM
Wess Safford
Please black the permit for the Kalama methanol refinery

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama ,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Nort hwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Christine Tebben
2515 NE 27th Ave
Portland, OR 97212
5037574700

71

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Terry Tedesco-Kerrick <ttedesco49@cox.net>
Friday, January 6, 2017 6:31 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Terry Tedesco-Kerrick
3042 E Squaw Peak Circle
Phoenix, Arizona 85016-8924, AZ 85016
602-954-0749
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
savannah teller brown <savannahteller@gmail.com>
Reply-To: savannahteller@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sun, Feb 5, 2017 at 8:24 PM

~y
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Perm it 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

savannah teller brown
3970 portland dr.
hood river, OR 97031
5038054290

https://m ai I.google.com /mai l/u/O/?ui = 2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 15a11 aabeda9137b&si m I= 15a 11 aabeda9137b
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Liz Terhaar <liz@columbiariverkeeper.org >
Friday, January 6, 2017 11 : 13 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Nort hwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Liz Terhaar
111 3rd St
Hood River, OR 97031
5413873030

3

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Susan Teso <Sueteso @gmail.com >
Sunday, December 11 , 2016 10:25 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this w ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons oftoxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Wo rks to pollute Ka lama .
Thank you,

Susan Teso
11666 N Island Cove Ln
Porland , OR 97217
9712826898

5

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Diane Tessari <dctessa@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11 :38 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Diane Tessari
Eureka Rd
Excelsior, MN 55331

106

.PaulMairose ·
From::
Sent:

Diane. Tessari. <dctessa@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 6:28 PM
Wess Safford ·
Stop the Kaiama Methanol Refinery!

To:

Subject:

,,. Dear
Southwest
Air gency, ...
.
... Clean
'..
'

,

'RE: Air Discharge Permit l6-3204

.

· .

..

. .

-.

.. ·

,

.

· ·

·I urge you'to deny Northdest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this ihould be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump' up to 53 tons of toxic and.
· h~za~dous pollutants into he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
. .
··

Please do not permit Nort west lnnovat.ion Worksto pollute Kalama.
Thank you,·
'I

Diane Tessari
Eureka Rd
Excelsior,MN 55331

-.·
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Christa Theilen <christatheilen@hotmail.com>
Reply-To: christatheilen@hotmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 25, 2017 at 9:41 AM

¥6~
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

$

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Christa Theilen
336 S 6th St W
Missoula, MT 59801

https :/Imai I.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui = 2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159d6b792c05941b&sim I= 159d6b792c05941 b
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Bradley Thompson <seabeaster@gmail.com >
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 9:11 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

*f(;r
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this w ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Bradley Thompson
2314 S. Ainsworth Ave.
Tacoma, WA 98405
206-601-5442

77

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

ted thomas <ldur@charter.net >
Tuesday, December 27, 2016 11 :OS PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

ted thomas
398 Atlantic Ave
Astoria, OR 97103

503-325-1556

66

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

T J Thompson <tjthompsonmd@centurytel.net >
Wednesday, December21, 20161 :11 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama .
Thank you,

T J Thompson
PO Box 1178
Gig Harbor, WA 98335

37

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jan Thorne <janusthorne@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 5:46 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Jan Thorne
2328 W Pacific Ave
Spokane, WA 99201
5099943335
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Pamela Tieslau <Ptieslau@gmail.com>
Reply-To: Ptieslau@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Feb 1, 2017 at 2:44 PM

~

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Pamela Tieslau
5275 Cedarwood Dr.
Reno, NV 89511
7752506230

https://m ai I.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui=2&ik= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159fbd9f6b9923ea&si m I= 159fbd9f6b9923ea
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Lucy Anne Tillett <Latillett@comcast.net>
Reply-To: Latillett@comcast.net
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 25, 2017 at 1:13 PM

~/
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Lucy Anne Tillett
2724 NE Dunckley
Portland, OR 97212
592-869-1627

https :/Imai 1.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui = 2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159d77a0a7c33176&si m I= 159d77a0a7c33176
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Charles Townsend <charlesntownsend@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:26 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

1~
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
Pollution of our air for the benefit of corporate interests at the expense of Kalama residents is just plain wrong . We
should not allow any new fossil fuel infrastructure to be built as this just exacerbates the world dependency on dirty
fossil fuels.
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

Charles Townsend
623 NE Morris
Portland, OR 97212
555-555-5555
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M Gmai

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
amber train <psychostarstatic@gmail.com>
Reply-To: psychostarstatic@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sat, Feb 4, 2017 at 12:14 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,

amber train
5801 pacific rim way
129
bellingham, WA 98226
3604411419

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15a0ac3bc586f34e&siml=15a0ac3bc586f34e
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Important message, do not ignore: Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message

Liz Trojan <elizat8@pobox .com>
Reply-To: elizat8@pobox. com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu , Feb 2, 2017 at 10:05 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
In the hearings I have heard representatives from NWI describe the output from the refinery as "negligible''. Given the
immense size of the refi nery it's clear that the pollution emitted by this refinery will be far beyond "negligible" . Yes ,
Kalama needs jobs . No, Kalama does not need/want refinery jobs. We need a community where we can breath the air.
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Liz Trojan
12320 SW 60th Ave
Portland, OR 97219
503-246-7850

https :/Imai I.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui =2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 15a02944889e0663&sim I= 15a02944889e0663
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Gmail - Important message, do not ignore: Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Important message, do not ignore: Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Liz Trojan <elizat8@pobox.com>
Reply-To: elizat8@pobox. com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sat, Jan 28, 2017 at 10:47 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,

Liz Trojan
12320 SW 60th Ave
Portland, OR 97219
503-246-7850

https://m ai 1.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui = 2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159e667907f0bb46&si m I= 159e667907f0bb46
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· .. Paul Mairose, ..
· Liz Trojan <elizat8@pobox~com>
.. Monday, January 2, 2017 5:23 PM
Wess Safford
.
.
.
.
..
. . ·Important message, do not ignore: Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

From:
Sent:
.•To: .

Subject: .

'

Dear Southwest Clean Air rgency,

•

'

'·

,

~

•

J

... '

·

RE: Air Discharge Permit 1k-3204

pr~posed

·

methanol refinery in Kalama, .
I urge you to deny NorthJest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the
1
. Washington. If built, this ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 'tons of toxic and
·:hazardous pollutants_into · he air c:innually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
·

rt

···

Please do n,ot permit No west .Innovation Works, to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,.
·
·
· ·

Liz Trojan
.
12320 SW 60th Ave
Portland, OR 97219
503-246-7850

,··.,'
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Paul Mairose .
Liz Trojan <elizat8@pobox.com>
Wednesday, December 21, 20161:17 PM··
Wess Safford
·
lmpc:irtant message, doriot ignore: Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

··Fro_m: ·.

Sent::
.. ·

To:·

•····subJect:

.i'.'

.

.

.

.·;

i

D~ar Southwest Clean Air Agency,
.

'

• RE: Air

.

-

.

I

Dls~harge Permit 16~3204 . ·.

·,; .•

.

.··

·

·

th~ p~oposed

.

·

I urge you to deny Northjest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for
methanol: refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this 'J1ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world. lt would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
haiardous pollutants into he
annually and emit over million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

afr

a

Please do not permit Nort west Innovation Worksto pollute Kalama ..
Thankyou,
· ·
·

·· Liz Trojan
.12320 SW 60th Ave
·.Portland, OR. 97219
503~246-7850 .
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Jenny Trygg <jennytrygg@gmail.com>
Reply-To: jennytrygg@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sat, Feb 4, 2017 at 9:27 AM

"~

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Jenny Trygg
4620 NE 25th Ave
Portland, OR 97211
2063306170

https://m ai I.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui=2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 15a0a2ac0944a30a&si m I= 15a0a2ac0944a30a
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Lila Tyler <Lwtyler@ucdavis .edu>
Reply-To: Lwtyler@ucdavis. edu
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Tue, Jan 24, 2017 at 11 :35 AM

~oJP

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Lila Tyler
880 Alvarado Ave.
Davis, CA 95616

https://m ai I.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159d1f9946ad3c77&sim I= 159d1f9946ad3c77
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

earl tyndall <ctyn2000@yahoo.com >
Thursday, December 22, 2016 9:44 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

earl tyndall
5 fordham hill oval
bronx, NY 10468

13

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jerry Unruh <jerryunruh42@msn.com >
Saturday, January 7, 2017 6:31 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in t he world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Jerry Unruh
225 Earthsong Way
Manitou Springs, CO 80829
7196853084

64

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Steve V. <sevols.ear@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:32 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Steve V.
323 E 2nd St
Port Angeles, WA 98362

39
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message

Melody & Andy Valdini <mevaldini@gmail.com>
Reply-To: mevaldini@gmai l. com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 7:02 PM

Dear Southwest Clean A ir Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Melody & Andy Valdini
7745 SE 16th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
503-234-7507

https :/Imai I.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui = 2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159b4ad3527a3e3f&sim I= 159b4ad3527a3e3f
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Claire Valentine-Fossum <valentine-fossum@lclark.edu>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 8:40 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Claire Valentine-Fossum
2011 SE Taylor
Portland, OR 97214

503-505-0143

79

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Natalie Van Leekwijck <hoepagirl@gmail.com >
Saturday, January 7, 2017 12:08 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama .
Thank you,

Natalie Van Leekwijck
444 Munn Street
Hazard, NE 68844
5555555555

82
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-

Paul Mairose •.•
.

...

From:

.

.

.

.

Natalie Vanleekwijck <hoepagirl@gmail.com>
Wednesday,·December·21, 2016 11:30 AM
Wess.Safford
. Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

.. Sent:·
.To:

,'.Subject:

.

•-.

"

>

.·Dear So.uthwest CleanAir'·f·.g···ency,·
RE: Air Discharge Permit .1 -3204
.

.

North~est Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. if built, this v}ould be the largest methanol refinerY in the world. It would dump up toS3 tons of toxic and

·: ·1 urge you to deny

hazardous pollutaritS intolhe_ air Onnua lly and emit over a mill ion tons of carbon dioxide a year.
. . Please do not
·Thank you;

permitr'Jort~west Innovation Works to pollut~ Kala.ma.

Na.talie Vanleekwijck
444 Murin Street
· ··. · Hazard, NE 68844

.• 5555555555
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I

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Natalie Van Leekwijck < hoepagirl@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:54 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Natalie Van Leekwijck

444 Munn Street
Hazard, NE 68844
5555555555

84

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Betty J. Van Wicklen <bvanwick@nycap.rr.com>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 3:00 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Betty J. Van Wicklen
41 Lake Shore Dr. #2B
Watervliet, NY 12189
999-999-9999

28

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Noemie Maxwell Vassilakis <noemie_maxwell@yahoo.com>
Sunday, January 8, 2017 5:19 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Perm it for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million to ns of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalam a.
Thank you,

Noemie Maxwell Vassilakis
310 17th Ave S. #B4
Seattle, WA 98144
253-653-6028

107

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

satya vayu <satyavayu@gmail.com >
Wednesday, December 28, 2016 7:14 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

satya vayu
6608 SE 81st Ave
Portland, OR 97206

70

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jan Verrinder <janowa85@gmail.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 10:04 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Perm it for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million to ns of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,
Jan Verrinder

Jan Verrinder
5410 idaho st
Vancouver, WA 98661
3606073271

61

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

eusebio manuel vestias vesti as <eusebiopecurto@hotmail.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 6:22 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in t he world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

eusebio manuel vestias vestias
AntonioJoaquim Da Guerra
Borba, DC 71501

850515

115

Paul Mairose
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

William Vickstrom <wrvick@comcast.net >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 4:44 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in t he world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

William Vickstrom
11 Ashberry Street
Plymouth, MA 02360
4547386

137

Paul Mairose ,
.

'

<wrvic~@comcast.net>

.from:
Sent:
To:
. Subject:

William Vickstrom ·
. : Thursday, December .15, 2016·11:42 AM
· Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air. gency,

RE: Air Discharge Permit 1 -3204
·, urge you to deny North est Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama, .

~ashin,gt.o.n. l.f.bu. ilt, t.his~:.·Iould ~e the large.st methane~ refinery in the world. It would dum. p up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into, he air annually and emit over a million tons ofcarbon dioxide a year.
.

'

~

-

"

·. :Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you;

:

'- '

·

.

Plymouth, MA'o2360 ··
4547386

'

.

'

·

'

·

William Vickstrom
11 Ash berry Street : , ·.
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· .·

'

·

·

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Carolyn Villanova <cvillanova820@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 5:22 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

/

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Carolyn Villanova
820 West Housatonic St.
Pittsfield, MA 01201

167

: Paul Mairose
r,'

. Carolyn Villanova <cvillanova820@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 3:06 PM,. ·
. Wess Safford ·
Stop the Kalama lylethanol Refinery!

From:

Sent: ,
To: .
.,Subject:

,"

~?~.t h~est

..

··

;~ir;f

. . Dear
..
Cl.·ean
genc.·y.·,
· RE: Arr Discharge Perm rt 1 -3204 ·
•

•

•

-

-

,-

•

'

• '

k

•

~

.1 urge y~u to ,d~ny North~~st ln~ovation Work~'-Air o·ischarge P.ermit forthe proposed 'methanol refinery in Kalama,
.Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and

hazard?"~ pOn~ta ~ts into ~he air a nnua 11\, and emit over amillion tons ofCarbon dioxide a vea r.

.

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation.Works to pollute Kalama..
· Thank you;
·

Cafolyn Villanova .•
820.. West Housatonic
St.
. Pittsfield, MA 01201. ·
'

\

... ·.

-

-
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:
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'.
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Gm ail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gm ail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Carolyn Villanova <cvillanova820@gmail.com>
Reply-To: cvillanova820@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed , Jan 18, 2017 at 5:32 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Carolyn Villanova
820 West Housatonic St.
Pittsfield, MA 01201

https :/Imai I.google.com/mai l/u/0/?ui=2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159b45ad98ff968f&sim I= 159b45ad98ff968f
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Sybille Vital <sybillevital@gmail.com>
Reply-To: sybillevital@gm ail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed , Jan 18, 2017 at 6:25 PM

~

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Sybille Vital
13845 148 Ave SE
Yelm, WA 98597

https://m ai I.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui = 2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159b48b0974df123&si m I= 159b48b0974df123
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Jennifer Vitale <jenashleyvitale@gmail.com>
Reply-To: jenashleyvitale@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Feb 2, 2017 at 8:59 PM

°'\})/

~/

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,
Jen Vitale
Jennifer Vitale
717 SE 47th Ave
Portland, OR 97215
7078322247

https :/Imai I.google.com /mai l/u/0/?ui=2&ik= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 15a02574f808bd5b&sim I= 15a02574f808bd5b
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Emily van Flotow <organdy.salvage@gmail.com>
Thursday, January 5, 2017 7:39 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Emily van Flotow
289 Curtis Hill Rd

Chehalis, WA 98532
360-219-3256

141

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Robeert von Tobe! <r_vontobel@hotmail.com >
Wednesday, January 4, 2017 2:36 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Robeert van Tobel
12507 Greenwood Ave. N.
Apt. A-113
Seattle, WA 98133
2063621692
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M Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Rocky Votolato <rocky@rockyvotolato.com>
Reply-To: rocky@rockyvotolato.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sun, Jan 22, 2017 at 1:18 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Rocky Votolato
12610 Ne 180th ST
Bothell, WA 98011
2066058185

https :/Imai 1.google.com /mai l/u/O/?ui = 2&ik= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159c80be02dcecd9&si m I= 159c80be02dcecd9
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Sherry Wade <sherryw@spiritone.com >
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 6:24 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Sherry Wade
6825 NE 6th Avenue
Portland, OR 97211

13

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Shelly Wagar <shelly.wagar@gmail.com >
Sunday, December 18, 2016 12:08 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama .
Thank you,
Shelly Marie Wagar
Portland, OR
Shelly Wagar
SE 52nd Ave
Portland, OR 97215
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Tyler Wagner <twagner@sipdx.org>
Reply-To: twagner@sipdx.org
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 12:18 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Tyler Wagner
3527 SE Madison St
Portland, OR 97214

https://mai 1.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui = 2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search=inbox&th= 159b8614c6fec687&sim I= 159b8614c6fec687
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jeriene Walberg <jerienewalberg621 @gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:25 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama .
Thank you,

Jeriene Walberg
1010 NE Purcell Blvd #214
Bend, OR 97701

24
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message

Elizabeth Waldron <avqushju@comcast.net>
Reply-To: avqushju@com cast.net
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 6:04 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama. We all need & want clean air!
Thank you,

Elizabeth Waldron
2610 NW Glenwood Dr.
Corvallis , OR 97330
5417532207

https://m ai I.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui = 2&ik= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159b70abc21 a3dbf&sim I= 159b70abc21a3dbf
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Liisa Wale <tumeric1969@gmail.com >
Sunday, December 25, 2016 10:08 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Liisa Wale
3201 Elwood #302
Bellingham, WA 98225

48

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Dorothy Walker <dorothyw@cent urylink.net >
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 7:26 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
WA state is committed to reducing its contribution to greenhouse gas emissions . This plant would emit over a million
tons of C02 into the air each year and the plan it to do this for 30 - 50 years. Additionally, the plant would release
methane (natural gas is mostly methane) which recent studies show is an even worse contributor to green house gases
than C02. This plant is a giant step backwards. We need clean energy jobs, not this.
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
&3~
·
Please do not permit Nort hwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama .
Thank you,

Dorothy Walker
3608 Forest Beach
Gig Harbor, WA 98335
253-265-6059
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Tiffany Wallace <tiffany247wallace@gmail.com>
Reply-To: tiffany24 7wallace@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Fri, Feb 3, 2017 at 2:59 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Tiffany Wallace
370 East Hillsdale
Inglewood, CA 90302

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15a0634129355b7e&siml=15a0634129355b7e
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ernie Walters <ernwalt@aol.com >
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 9:38 AM
Wess Safford
Stop t he Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Perm it 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama .
Thank you,

Ernie Walters
2437 Tartarian Way
Union City, CA 94587
5105792851
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M Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Marion Ward <mjward333@q.com>
Reply-To: mjward333@q.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sat, Feb 4, 2017 at 5:16 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,

Marion Ward
735 SW St. Clair Ave., Apt. 1610
Portland, OR 97205
503-224-0097

https ://mail .google.com /mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search= inbox&th=15a0bd8304482e33&siml=15a0bd8304482e33
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Spencer Ward <espencer214@gmail.com >
Thursday, January 5, 2017 12:37 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Spencer Ward
NE 79th
Portland, OR 97213

157

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Megan Warren <alicencyberland@hotmail.com>
Wednesday, December 21 , 20 16 11:56 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in t he world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Megan Warren
202 W Locust #511
Bloomington, IL 61701
3098260733

43

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Tom Warren <twarren3598@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 6:45 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this w ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Nort hwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Tom Warren
PO Box 64
Rodanthe, NC 27968
2168099

47

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Esther Weaver <edw200@gmail.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 7:30 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refi nery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Perm it for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million to ns of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Esther Weaver
47 Hawleys Corners Road
Highland, NY 12528

100

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Esther Weaver <edw200@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:33 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Perm it for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million to ns of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalam a.
Thank you,

Esther Weaver
47 Hawleys Corners Road
Highland, NY 12528

74

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Randall Webb <lawrkw@comcast.net >
Friday, January 6, 2017 4:19 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in t he world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Randall Webb

2328 NW Glisan St. Apt 10
Portland, OR 97210
5036480511

11

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Tamara Wecker <teekay177 @gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11 :28 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama .
Thank you,

Tamara Wecker
10375 SW 72nd Ave
Portland, OR 97223
8926599
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Gm ail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
William Weigand <weigandwilliam@charter.net>
Reply-To: weigandwilliam@charter.net
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sun, Jan 22, 2017 at 8:23 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

William Weigand
2825 Copperbutte St
Richland, WA 99354
7137003

https://mai 1.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui= 2&ik= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159c6fdc642c0838&sim I= 159c6fdc642c0838
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/
Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jake Weil <Jakeandesme@gmail.com >
Sunday, December 11 , 2016 10:18 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Jake Weil
24486 bridge ct
Philomath, OR 97370
5414979489

4

/

From:

.

.· Jake Weil <Jakeandesme@gmail.com> ·.
·Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:27 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Sent:
To:

;
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Dear Southwest Clean Air gency,
'RE: Air Discharge Permit
'

'
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-

-3204 · ·

·I urge you to deny Northw~st Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama, ·
·• Washin'gton. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 t'ons of toxic and

h<iza rdous ~ol luta nts into

t

air. a ~nually and emit ~ver a millicin to~s of carbon dioxidO a year. . ·

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

·

:,··,,

. Jake Weil ...
2.4486 bridge ct
· Philomath, OR 97370
5414979489' '
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Joyce Weir <jaweir@povn.com>
Monday, December 19, 2016 10:41 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,

RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Joyce Weir
PO Boe 973
Newport, WA 99156
509-447-2142

165

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Richard Weiss < reweiss38@gmail.com >
Monday, December 19, 2016 10:41 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this w ould be the la rgest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Richard Weiss
12563 7th Ave NW
Seattle, WA 98177, WA 98177
2063053305

164

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

elyette weinstein <elyette_w@yahoo.com >
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 9:43 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this w ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

elyette weinstein
5000 Orvas Ct SE
Olympia, WA 98501
7058388

80

~lf

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jason Weinstock <jpw0990@aol.com>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 7:25 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Jason Weinstock
2407 w pacific ave apt.c
Spokane, WA 99201
5099946861

197

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Eric West <eagleyachts@gmail.com >
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 9:28 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Eric West

3943 s. Peninsula Dr.
Port Orange, FL 32127
2345678901

42

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Diane Weyer <dianeweyerseattle@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 8:13 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Diane Weyer
111108th St SW
Everett, WA 98204
3609829360

187

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

William Whitaker <wwhitak@boisestate.edu >
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 7:53 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

William Whitaker
1108 G Ave.
La Grande, OR 97850

71
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Jeffrey White <rogue576@gmail.com>
Reply-To: rogue576@gmai l.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 5:44 PM

&

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Jeffrey White
42852 SW Dudney Avenue
Forest Grove, OR 97116
5034468499

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th= 159b465a8df36948&siml=159b465a8df36948
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Paul.Mairose
From:·

Jeffrey White <rogue576@gmail.com>.
Sunday,·oecember.18, 2016 9:28 AM
·Wess Safford
·Stop ·the Kalama.Methanol Refinery!

·sent:
To:

subjed:
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Dear Southwest Clean Air gency,

.

I

RE: Air Discharge Permit 1 -3204
.
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.. I urge you to deny Northw~st Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the larg~st methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up ·53 tons of toxic and

td

.. hazardous poHutants inti> jhO air3nnuaHy anderrilt ovei a million to~s of carbon dioxide ii year. ·
· Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
: Thank you,
·· ·
·

Jeffrey White
42852 SW Dudney Avenue
·.Forest Grove, OR 97116
5034468499
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Lois White <loeyw1 @gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:35 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this w ould be the largest methanol refi nery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Lois White
1470A Redwood Circle
Grants Pass, OR 97527
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Nancy White <nancypendletonwhite@comcast.net>
Reply-To: nancypendletonwhite@comcast.net
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sat, Jan 21, 2017 at 2:13 PM

~r

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,

RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Nancy White
13311 E Forrest Ave
Spokane Valley, WA 9921 6
509-922-3855

https ://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&sear ch=inbox&th=159c317b6f7a1c20&siml=159c317b6f7a1c20
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Joe Wiederhold <jwiederhold47@gmail.com >
Sunday, January 8, 2017 7:21 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this w ould be the largest methanol refinery in t he world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Joe Wiederhold
1405 Edwards St
Bellingham, WA 98229

5414901389
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'

'

Paul Mairose
, Joe Wiederhold <jwiederhold47@gmail.com>
. WednesdaY, December'21, 2016 7:18 AM·
Wess Safford
, ·
Stop the Kalama Meth.anal Refinery! ,

From:

·sent:

To:
•Subject:

Dear Southwest Clean Air gency,

'·

' P~rmit,' d

RE: Air Discharge

.

ll-3204 ,

·

I urge you to deny Northw st Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama, ·
Washington. If.built, this ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
.. .
.
,
.
hazardous
pollutants into the air annually and.emit
over million tons of carbon dioxide ..a year.
.. .
:

'

'

'•

'

~

a

'

'·

.. ·.,

·.

·

'

Please do.. not
permit Nort west.Innovation
Works
t~pollute
Kalama.
' .
.
. .
.
Thank you,
'

-

·JoeWiederhold .
., i405 Ediiards st
Bellingham; WA 98229 , ·
' .5414901389

.....'

. ,.··

"':'
,

f
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmait

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Mira Wiegmann <mira.wiegmann@cune.org>
Reply-To: mira.wiegmann@cune.org
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Fri , Jan 20, 2017 at 10:49 AM

~

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Pennit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Pennit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Mira Wiegmann
2750 SW 89th Ave
Portland, OR 97225
(971 ) 255-0461

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&vifN!=pt&search=inbox&th=159bd36c09e4327d&siml=159bd36c09e4327d

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Rosemarie Wiegman <danceinmygarden@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, January 4, 2017 6:26 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

~r
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
This is unacceptable and unnecessary! For the health and safety of all in the Kalama area, and ultimately on this planet,
we can't keep disregarding the negative impacts that come from producing methanol! We need to put our hearts and
minds together and direct our energy towards a better way. We can do without whatever the perceived 'benefits' may
be. The risks far out way t he benefits!
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Rosemarie Wiegman
6513 E. B St.

Tacoma, WA 98404

90

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Lynn Wilbur <kalei.lw@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 5:55 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Ref inery!

~r
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Perm it for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million to ns of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Lynn Wilbur
617 Katlian Street
Sitka, AK 99835
9077520011
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message

Kimberly Wiley <kwiley16@hotmail.com>
Reply-To: kwiley16@hotmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sat, Jan 28, 2017 at 12:36 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Kimberly Wiley
72 Chimney Hill Rd
Rochester, NY 14612

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159e6cb049375860&sim1=159e6cb049375860

1/1

Paul Mairose
'From:

Kimberly Wiley <kwiley16@hotmail.com>
Wednesday, December 21, 201611:15 PM·
· . Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery! -

Sent:
·.:To:

SIJbject:

. -~

'

. ,.

Dear Southwest Clean Air gency,

·

RE: Air Discharge Permit ll-3204

·

j'

.

I urge you to deny Northw s.t Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit,for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
·...
. . . ..
. '
.
.
.
.
.·· ..
.
..
.
.
···hazardous pollutants
into the
air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
.
i
please do not permit No rt west Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
\Thank yo~
·

Kimberly Wiley '
72 Chimney Hill Rd
Rochester, NY 14612

1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Aurora Williams <williams.aurora@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 12:10 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

Aurora Williams
1024 Main St., Apt. 526
Portland, OR 97205

113

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Melissa Williams <melisseewilliams@aol.com>
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 7:43 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

Melissa Williams
451 lSth Street
Longview, WA 98632

70

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Trevor Williams <trevordavid @gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 3:41 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama .
Thank you,

Trevor Williams
4072 Ne 10th Ave
Portland, OR 97212

154

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Debbie Williamson <williamsondebbie2@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:34 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery !

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,

RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Debbie Williamson
P.O. Box 21
Mountain Home, AR 72654
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Gm ai l - Stop the Kal ama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
alana willroth <alanawillroth@gmail.com>
Reply-To: alanawillroth@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 5:46 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

alana willroth
1605 birch lake avenue
white bear lake, MN 551 10
6514076461

https ://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search= inbox&th=159b98dde009ec5a&siml=159b98dde009ec5a
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

alana willroth <alanawillroth @gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 5:07 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

alana willroth
1605 birch lake avenue
white bear lake, MN 55110

6514076461

164

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Bea Wilson <beabeachwatcher@gmail.com >
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 6:09 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama .
Thank you,

Bea Wilson
1033 9th south
Edmonds, WA 98020
4253776624

14

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ellemien Winther <ellie@themummies.com >
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 8:47 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,

RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Nort hwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama .
Thank you,

Ellemien Winther
PO Box 519
Kalama, WA 98625

3606736572

33

>

·· . ·Paul Mai rose .
.. ,

~'

From:

~

.

'

~

•

'

Ellemien Winther <ellie@themummies.com>
Thursday, December 1s, 2o·i610:23 AM
·
W~ss Safford ·
·
: Sfopthe Kalama Methanol·Refinery!

Sent:
To:

Subject:.

,.

Dear Southwest Cle'an Air gency,

·

·

RE: Air Discharge Permit 1!-3204

,

ur~e y~u

I
to deny NorthJ st Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
. Washington. If built, this :rould be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants .into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide ayear..

. .· .

I

.

.·. .

Please do _not permit Nort' west Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
·Thank you; .

'Ellemien Winther
PO Box 519 ...
·Kalama, WA 98625

3606736572

.,_,.,'

'I

'•'

'.211

.·

·

·
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Mark Wirth <Mark.Purple@gmail.com>
Reply -To: Mark.Purple@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 10:36 AM

-~~
Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,

Mark Wirth
101 Boylston Ave. E. #35
Seattle, WA 98102

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159b80472b2d7e06&siml=159b80472b2d7e06

1/1

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Kristen Witt <kristenawitt@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 10:31 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

Kristen Witt
2095 Autumn Fields Lane
Draper, UT 84020

'

5
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Gm ail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanai r@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Kristen Witt <kristenawitt@gmail.com>
Reply-To: kristenawitt@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 6:44 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Kristen Witt
2095 Autumn Fields Lane
Draper, UT 84020

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159b49ced230fba6&siml=159b49ced230fba6
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Kristen Witt <kristenawitt@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 1:48 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama .
Thank you,

Kristen Witt
2095 Autumn Fields Lane
Draper, UT 84020

132

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Michael Wolfe <sscycleworks@comcast.net>
Sunday, December 18, 2016 10:25 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Michael Wolfe
4071 Liberty Rd. S.
Salem, OR 97302

4802001

175

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Suzanne Bess Wollborg <grrlsuzy@yahoo.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 8:08 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Suzanne Bess Wollborg
2773 SE 84th Ave
Portland, OR 97266

87

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

John Wood <unclebob @gorge.net >
Wednesday, December 21, 20 16 5:19 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

Please do not permit Northw est Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

John Wood
PO Box 1662
Hood River, OR 97031
5413872023

132

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Laura Woodruff < Laura.Woodruff@comcast.net >
Wednesday, January 4, 2017 8:31 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discha rge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Laura Woodruff
5009 Tok A Lou Ave NE
Tacoma, WA 98422

102
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M

Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Steven Woolpert <Stevenwoolpert@gmail.com>
Reply-To: Stevenwoolpert@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 10:13 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Steven Woolpert
PO Box 3
Lyle, WA 98635
509-365-2318

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&vievv=pt&search=inbox&th=159b7eeb40d56548&siml=159b7eeb40d56548
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Paul Mairose
· · ,.

Steven Wo~lpert <Stevenwoolpert@;gmail.com>
Wednesday, De.cember 14, 2016 8:07.PM
Wess Safford
Stop the.Kalama Methanol Refinery!

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

::,·::o:i::::::.c:::::;J

•::·
3

.

.

.

propo~ed

..

·

. I urge you to deny Northwjst Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the
methanol refinery in Kalama, .
.•... Washington. if built, this wbuld be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 terns of toxic and
. . ·
hazardo,us pollutants.into t;t· air annually and emit over million tons of ca.rbon dioxide a year.

a

Please .do not permit North est Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,·

Steven Woolpert
PO Box 3
Lyle, WA 98635
509-365-2318 '

11

·

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Kristin Wray <kwray11 @gmail.com >
Wednesday, December 21 , 20 16 9:38 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this w ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Kristin Wray
2333 SE Oak St
Portland , OR 97214
727-512-9483

69

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ted Wray <J.Edward.Wray@gmail.com >
Thursday, December 15, 2016 8:29 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refi nery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Ted Wray
155 E. Chestnut St.
Coatesville, PA 19320

220
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Jennifer Wrast <Jen.wrast@comcast.net>
Reply-To: Jen.wrast@comcast.net
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Tue, Jan 24, 2017 at 1:45 PM

~r

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,

RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Jennifer Wrast
4208 Oregon dr
Vancouver, WA 98661
3602815366

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik= 7179f27f4d&vi£NJ=pt&search=inbox&th=159d27128be93d7e&siml=159d27128be93d7e
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message

Priscilla Wright <1946pwri ght@gmail.com>
Reply-To: 1946pwright@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 3:13 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Pennit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Pennit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Priscilla Wright
235 Horizon Drive
PO Box 1208
Kalama, WA 98625
3606735021

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159b901d05a1deed&siml=159b901d05a1deed
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Paul Mairose
Priscilla Wright'~ p~right1946@scatt~rcreek.com>
Wednesday, De~ember 21, 2016 1:57 PM
· Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol. Refinery!

From:.

Sent:·
To:

subject·:

Dear Southwest Clean Air ]gency,

RE: Air Discharge Per~it

113204 . ..· ·· ·

. .. . ·

• ·. . · .

I urge you to deny Northwest lnnc:i\lation Works' _Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
· Washington. If built, this w6uld be the largest methanol refiner{ in the world. It would dump lip to 53 tons of toxic and
into
a year.·.
. ·.
...·
hazardous pollutants
.
. ·' the
. air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide
.
.
'

,

Please' do not permit North est Innovation 'works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you;
· · · ·
·
'
·

Priscilla Wright
235 Horizon Drive ·
PO Box 1208.
.
Kalama, WA 98625
3606735021

33

;

'

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Steven Wright <sdwright11287@gmail.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 8:42 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama.
Thank you,

Steven Wright
PO Box 1208
235 Horizon Dr.
Kalama, WA 98625
3604301243
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

STOP permit 16-3204!
1 message
Midnight Collective <shopmidnightcollective@gmail.com>
~ To : swcleanair@gmail.com

i'o/

Thu, Feb 2, 2017 at 8:06 AM

To Mr. Safford and the Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants intto the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama, make our air toxic , and become responsible for the
health of your citizens.
Thank you,
Ursula Wurster

https://mail .google.com /mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159ff9373f206d71&siml=159ff9373f206d71
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Brian Yanke <muzic2umann@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 5:30 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Brian Yanke
3145 Muir Field Rd
Madison, WI 53719
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M Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Michelle Yenderrozos <michelleshawa@hotmail.com>
Reply-To: michelleshawa@hotmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Mon, Feb 6, 2017 at 8:24 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
This is gross and not ok! People like me live in the Pacific NW because of it's beautiful , clean environment. We want to
continue to enjoy it for many generations.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama. Let us keep our gorgeous land safe for our children
and their children.
Thank you,

Michelle Yenderrozos
103 NW 16th St
Battle Ground, WA 98604
360-991-204 7

https :l/mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15a16d141639dacb&siml=15a16d141639dacb
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Tessa Yondorf <ravishgravity@gmail.com >
Friday, December 16, 2016 9:43 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northw est Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Tessa Yondorf
6709 N Vancouver Ave
Portland, OR 97217
5416014261
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Jennifer Young <jbeayoung@hotmail.com>
Reply-To: jbeayoung@hotmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sat, Jan 28, 2017 at 7:39 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
The Pacific Northwest is not to be treated as a foreign power's dumping ground for chemicals after they've destroyed
their own country's ecosystem in"the Great Leap Forward." This application will affect not only Washington's residents ,
but Oregon's as wel.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Jennifer Young
2644 SE Powell Blvd. #8
Portland, OR 97202

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159e84ebd4a0ece2&siml=159e84ebd4a0ece2
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Kim Young <kimsings3 @yahoo.com >
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 10:04 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lama .
Thank you,

Kim Young
1040 Big Tom Rd
KINGSTON SPRINGS, TN 37082

81

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Krysta Yousoufian < krystay@uw.edu >
Sunday, January 8, 2017 11 :26 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this w ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Krysta Yousoufian
6700 Roosevelt Way NE
Apt A301
Seattle, WA 98115

113

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Rowan Zellers < rowanz@cs.washington.edu >
Monday, January 9, 2017 8:50 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I humbly request that you deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery
in Kalama, Washington . Th is refinery, if built, would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would emit over a
million tons of carbon dioxide per year (about the carbon footprint of 200,000 cars) and would dump 53 tons of toxic
pollutants into the air annually.
Please say no to pollution in Kalama.
Thank you,
Rowan

Rowan Zellers
130 Harvard Ave E.
Seattle, WA 98102
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Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message

Jack Zercher <jack_zercher@verizon .net>
Reply-To: jack_zercher@verizon.net
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sun, Jan 22, 2017 at 7:04 AM

~~
Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama ,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year. All of this risk and
pollution just to export a limited natural resource to China .
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama and steal our natural resource leading to increased
consumer costs.
Thank you,

Jack Zercher
PO Box 431
Pulaski , PA 16143

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik= 7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159c6b4d76b6c244&siml= 159c6b4d76b6c244
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Gm ail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Kasey Zimmer-stucky <Kzimmerstucky@gmail.com>
Reply-To : Kzimmerstucky@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Fri , Feb 3, 2017 at 1:41 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Kasey Zimmer-stucky
1215 nw 22st Ave
Portland, OR 97209
5038516450

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view =pt&search=inbox&th=15a05ecac54ff043&siml=15a05ecac54ff043
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Sharon Amber <sharon@sharonamber.com>
Reply-To: sharon@sharonamber.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 5:56 PM

~'}Y
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
Methanol is classified as an extremely toxic substance, and in very small quantities can cause blindness, coma, and
death. It is cumulative in the body. Once when I got one drop splashed on my arm by accident at work, I was read the
riot act by the poison control center for even using it. I have since found an alternative method that doesn't require
methanol.
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year. Our Northwestern states
rely heavily on fishing and tourism , and this plant would definitely harm both, as well as the air pollution leading to
~J
cancer and death, perhaps to someone you know and love.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,

Sharon Amber
2431 S Hemlock
CANNON BEACH, OR 971 10

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159b9970ca6ec027&si m l=159b9970ca6ec027
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Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

PROTECT Kalama from a methanol refinery!!!
1 message
Glen Anderson <glenanderson@integra.net>
Reply-To: glenanderson@i ntegra.net
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sat, Feb 4, 2017 at 6:36 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
YOU MUST PROTECT AIR QUALITY!!!
The proposed methanol refinery in Kalama WA would DAMAGE AIR QUALITY!!!
DENY the Air Discharge Permit related to the methanol refinery proposed by Northwest Innovation Works.
This would be the LARGEST METHANOL REFINERY IN THE WORLD!!!
It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon
dioxide a year.
PROTECT HUMAN HEALTH, AIR, WATER, AND ECOSYSTEMS FROM THIS RECKLESSLY STUPID, ARROGANT
PROJECT!!!
Thank you ,

Glen Anderson
5015 15th Ave SE
Lacey, WA 98503
360.491 .9093

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15aOc20e9e49fOb2&siml=15aOc20e9e49fOb2
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Paula Arms < Paula.arms@yahoo.com >
Thursday, January 5, 2017 12:33 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refi nery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year. Particulates would end
up in the Columbia River.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama, the Coulmbia River, and out surrounding
communities.
Sincerely,
Paula Arms

Paula Arms
POB 491
Castle Rock, WA 98611
360-274-4003

156

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Judy Baker <elkmeadows @outlook.com >
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 5:43 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
I have lived in Cowlitz County for 55 years. I have seen the horrible air pollution of the 60's (don't know about before)
have slow progress in clean ing up over the years. This area has one of worst health records in state (per capita) and
adding more pollution wouold make it worse . It was only becau se of President Nixon;s clean air act tat this area was
able to move beyond big corporations polluting greed to clean up the air quality.
Please check out the health records ... the air quality records befor making a big mistke .
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Judy Baker
100 East Stock Rd
Kelso, WA 98626
360425-6290

30

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Cynthia Baye <blulady77@gmail.com >
Thursday, December 29, 2016 7:46 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
The project itself is an eminent danger to the town itself because it's sitting on the side of a hillside facing the proposed
site. An explosion would wipe out the town because of the terra in.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Cynthia Baye
111 Hilltop Spur
Kelso, WA 98626
3608461244
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Vicki Bucklin <Vickibucklin@pugetisland.com>
Reply-To: Vickibucklin@pugetisland.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Tue, Jan 24, 2017 at 9:05 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
Please deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. This is not safe for my family or sustainable for my environment.
I am a resident of the Lower Columbia River and I believe we should be promoting sustainable energy innovation. This
project will take years to build, and it depends on a pipeline of fossil fuels which are likely to be legislated out of service
or depleted within as little as a decade after the project's completion.
If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and hazardous
pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

IBt{

Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Vicki Bucklin
103 N Welcome Slough Rd
Cathlamet, WA 98612
360-200-2042

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159d170361 cfe47e&siml=159d170361cfe47e
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Maurine Canarsky <canarskyyomo@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:44 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I strongly urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in
Kalama, Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of
toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
In addition, the refinery wo uld use more gas than all of the other industries in Washington.
Do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Maurine Canarsky
1977 SE 22nd Ave.
Portland, OR 97214
503-719-7332
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Walter Carr <walter.carr@pcc.edu>
Reply-To: walter.carr@pcc. edu
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Fri , Jan 27, 2017 at 5:04 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
We do not need to add to the pollution that would damage our climate or drill wells for the water needed to run the plant
and deplete our aquafer water table.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,
Walter Carr

Walter Carr
9851 SW 6th Ave
Portland , OR 97219
503-246-0691

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159e299d36480c8c&siml=159e299d36480c8c
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Susie Cassens <susiesart56@gmail.com >
Wednesday, December 21, 20 16 4:02 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama . How could this also affect wildlife, farm animal
stock, soil health and groundwater?

?f!-

Renewable energy in the fo rm of solar and wind is now looking to surpass other types of energy so why invest the
community's time and resources in something so costly and potentially damaging?

(J)

Thank you,

Susie Cassens
PO Box 593
Fort Pierce, FL 34954

4613991

138

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

b Subject:

fl

Maxine Centala <mcentala@peak.org >
Thursday, December 29, 2016 11 :36 AM
Wess Safford
RE: Public Comment on the Northwest Innovation Wo rks Draft Air Discharge Permit

Sorry I do not have a copy of the email I submitted . I am opposed to the project fo r these reasons :

•
•
•

•
•

•

If built, the Kalama methanol refinery would be the largest methanol refinery in the world .
The Kalama methanol refinery is slated to become the largest source of air pollution in Kalama .
Kalama methanol refinery would dump up to 53 tons (106,000 pounds) of toxic and hazardous
pollutants into the air annually.
Kalama methanol refinery emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year-that's the equivalent of
about 227,287 cars.
Kalama methanol refinery's air pollution risk is massive. They propose to emit up to 53 tons (106,000
pounds) of toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air annually. By comparison, Emerald Kalama
Chemical released six tons of to xic and hazardous pollution in 2015, according to the EPA.
The plant also could emit up to 62 tons (104,000 pounds) of very fine particulate matter - dust and soot
particles - annually. Fine paiiiculate matter can enter into the respiratory system and cause long term
health impacts.

Maxine Centala

From: Wess Safford [mailto:Wess@swcleanair.org]
Sent: Thursday, December 29, 2016 11:01 AM
To: Wess Safford
Subject: FW: Public Comment on the Northwest Innovation Works Draft Air Discharge Permit
Thank you for providing comments on the Northwest Innovation Works Methanol Facility draft air discharge
permit. Unfortunately due t o a technical issue, the text of your email was not received by our email server. Please
resubmit your email and co mment so we can document your comment. To help ensure delivery please ensure that the
words "Kalama Methanol" are in your subject line.
We are sorry for this inconvenience.
Wess Safford
Southwest Clean Air Agency

Wess Saffo rd, AQ Engineer
Southwest Clean Air Agency
(3 60) 574-3058, xl26
wess@swcleanair.org

82

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Judie Champie <jpchampie@gmail.com >
Wednesday, December 14, 20 16 11 :29 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

To Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I ask you to DENY Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit (16-3204) for any methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington!
This project will be the world's largest methanol refinery.
Allowing this to be built in the fragile NW biosphere is contradictory to good science, health safety & air/water good
quality!
The design of this refinery W ILL annually DISCHARGE nearly 53 tons of TOXIC, hazardous pollutants into the AIR. Also, it
WILL EMIT over a million to ns of CARBON dioxide a year.
PLEASE do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Ka lam & the lives that live in the NW USA!
Most sincerely,

Judie Champie
5810 NE 102 Avenue
Vancouver, WA 98662

31
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Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
David Chapin <dchapin84@hotmail.com>
Reply-To: dchapin84@hotmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Feb 2, 2017 at 11 :08 AM

~

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,

RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
The Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama, Washington
should be denied. The Kalama methanol refinery would be the largest source of air pollution in Kalama. It would put
106,000 pounds of toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a
year. It would consume more natural gas than all the industrial sources in WA combined.
Northwest Innovation Works should not be allowed a permit to dump this much pollution on Kalama and be one of the
biggest contributors of greenhouse gases and global warming in the state
Thank you.
David Chapin

David Chapin
17826 NE 27th St.
Redmond, WA 98052
2064196733

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15a003a10b61f5cf&siml=15a003a10b61f5cf
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:
~ Subject:

tY

Kimberly Christensen < KimberlyChristensen@LIVE.COM >
Tuesday, January 31, 2017 9:20 PM
Wess Safford
My comments on Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

To Whom It May Concern,
I oppose the Kalama methanol refinery.
This project poses many th reats to human health, with the potential to dump 53 tons of toxic and hazardous pollutants
into the air annually. It cou ld also emit up to 62 tons of fine particulate matter annually. Breathing in these pollutants
poses a known health risk, particularly to vulnerable populations such as children and the elderly - the very populations
which constitute 40% of Ka lama's residents . Why on earth woul d we build something this dirty? People need to breathe.
That's a basic right. And here we are considering the constructio n of something this polluting and toxic to the
community.

Also, climate change is real, and we do not need to further increase the amount of greenhouse gases that we are
spewing into the air. This refinery would emit as much carbon dioxide EACH YEAR as 220,00 cars. It's an outrageous
thing to consider, as not only will the plant's particulate emissio n poison the young people currently living in Kalama, it's
C02 emissions will then endanger the safe future of all of Ka lama's future generations. Why are we doing this? We need
to be exploring alternative forms of energy, ones that are the future of the modern world, instead of clinging to dying
technologies like methanol refineries.

@

Please deny the permit. Kalama - and Washington State - does not need this.
Thank you,
Kimberly Christensen
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Julia Cochrane <willowtree@olypen.com>
Reply-To: willowtree@olypen.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

&

Tue, Jan 31 , 2017 at 2:33 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
As a Unitarian Universalist who believes in the interdependent web of life, I ask that you deny this permit looking at the
whole picture of how tracking and pipelines and methanol are harming people, nature and all of our futures.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Julia Cochrane
1175 23rd St
Port Townsend , WA 98368
360-821-1926

https://m ail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik= 7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159f6a995ee57400&siml=159f6a995ee57400
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Thom Colvin <ticcer2@gmail.com>
Reply-To: ticcer2@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 5:07 AM

~

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
I developed emphysema so we bought property on the Kalama river over a decade ago to escape the pollution in the
city. Now they want to bring it to my front door.
The negative impact from the heated water discharge will destroy our river, but that's a different subject.
And now, yesterday in Texas another gas line explosion.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,

Thom Colvin
357 Fallert Rd
Kalama, WA 98623
3606734940

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=159b6d69830506c3&siml=159b6d69830506c3
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Thom Colvin <ticcer2@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 2:13 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
I have emphysema and moved up here from the city to escape an overabundance of air pollution .
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Thom Colvin
357 Fallert Rd
Kalama, WA 98623
3606734940
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Paul Mairose
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Brian Davern < badavern@yahoo.com >
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 11 :58 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Categories:

Non Standard Comment

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit fo r the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama ,
Washington . If built, this w ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
The coming decades are fo recast to be warmer with less summer flows, which will also lower water tables containing
dependent wells. Population forecasts expect more people need ing to share what will be a diminishing water supply.
Authorizing extraction qua ntities that this proposed plant will demand would be a reckless choice for this area ... any
area, in fact .
Of no small additional concern, the creation of a microclimate with low ceilings/fog/precipitation hanging over the small
community of Kalama woul d reduce what are currently pleasant living conditions.
Finally, depositing waste w ater that would be well in excess of the current river temperatures and contribute additional
warming to that amount already forecast to occur in light of the broad reaching attempts to rehabilitate salmon and
steelhead runs in this river basin is also a reckless consideration .
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Wo rks to create these consequences in Kalama.
Thank you,
Brian and Terri Davern
320 W Kingsbury Rd
Kelso, WA 98626

Brian Davern
320 W. Kingsbury Rd .
Kelso, WA 98652
3606007427
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Sandra Davis <abernathyfarm@q .com>
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 12:55 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Sandra Davis
1002 Abernathy Creek Rd
Longview, WA 98632
360-577-1043
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Southwest Clean Air Agency
NWIWK - Public Hearing Transcript
Cowlitz PUD Auditorium
January 4, 2017 7:00 PM

Sandra Davis:

My name is Sandra Davis. I live in Longview.

Audience:

Closer. Louder.

Paul Mairose:

You have to be real close.

Sandra Davis:

Really?

Paul Mairose:

Yeah.

Sandra Davis:

I just wanted to comment about Northwest Innovation Works PR for this project
has always been how green this project is and they're planning to use the ULE
process. I'm asking Southwest Clean Air Agency to condition their permit on this
specific process and not any other process. Since this process is unproven, we
don't know if they can actually fulfill that promise so that's my question, or my
comment.

Paul Mairose:

Thank you . Next five people. Grant Sawyer. Diane Dick. William Brake . Becky
Meyer. Don Steinke . Somebody, step forward .
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Sandra Davis <abernathyfarm@q.com >
Friday, January 6, 2017 4:30 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northw est Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Sandra Davis
1002 Abernathy Creek Rd
Longview, WA 98632
360-577-1043

15

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Everett DeBeauchamp <debeauchamp@gmail.com >
Thursday, December 22, 2016 4:06 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
Please deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington.
The refinery plan to emit over 1,000,000 tons of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere . That's the equivalent of adding
over a quarter million new cars to our roads, every one of them driving in the wrong direction. As a society, as a region
we must be committed to a sustainable future. This methanol refinery is not that. It's a poison factory .
This refinery will spew 53 tons of toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air. That's almost ten times that of Emerald
Kalama Chemical. That's huge. You must deny Northwest Innovat ion Works' permit. If you don't, you spoil our region's
air, you spoil Kala ma's air, your kids' air. Air touches everything.
This would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. You don't want that here. We can't have these big polluters
anymore. The world can't st and it.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,
Everett DeBeauchamp
Everett DeBeauchamp
4935 SE 74th Ave
Portland, OR 97206

23

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

~I\subject:

~o

Rebecca Deutsch < rdeutsch@gmail.com >
Sunday, February 5, 2017 1:01 PM
Wess Safford
My comments on Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

the Southwest Washington Clean Air Agency:

I'm writing to ask you to please deny the air discharge permit for the proposed Kalama methanol refinery.
If built, the Kalama refine ry would be the largest methanol refinery in the world and emit as much carbon dioxide
each year as 220,000 cars. The refinery would dump up to 53 tons (106,000) pounds of toxic and hazardous
pollutants into the air annually. This is almost nine times more than the existing Emerald Chemical plant in Kalama
(which released 6 tons of pollution in 2015).
The plant could also emit up to 62 tons (104,000 pounds) of very fine particulate matter- dust and soot particles each year.
This would be the single largest source of air pollution in Kalama, and the particle matter can cause long term health
impacts. This is an unacceptable burden to place on the people of Kalama , and our beautiful Washington state.
I care deeply about ensuring our environment is a healthy place for us to live and remains stable and healthy for
future generations. We are already feeling the effects of climate change, and we're headed for much more
catastrophic changes and effects if we don't cut our emissions and reduce our use of fossil fuels.
Rather than investing in sustainable energy, the refinery would promote our outdated and unstable dependence on
fossil fuels . This one refinery would consume more natural gas than all other industry in Washington state
combined.
This is an unacceptable th reat to people's health now, as well as all our future generations' health in the future.

(i>

Please deny this permit.
Thank you
Rebecca Deutsch
722 12th Ave E Seattle WA 98102
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Rebecca Deutsch < rdeutsch@gmail.com >
Sunday, January 8, 2017 11 :04 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington.
We can 't allow for them to dump up to 53 tons of toxic and haza rdous pollutants into the air annually (9 times more
than the Emerald Kalama Chemical), and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year. Our cl imate can't sustain this.
Our town of Kalama doesn't deserve what would be the largest source of air pollution for the town.
I'm proud to live in the beautiful nature of the Pacific Northwest, please let's keep it that way. Don't allow for the largest
methanol refinery in the world to be built in our backyard . Now is the time we need to stand up for our communities'
health.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kal ama.
Thank you,
Rebecca Deutsch
Rebecca Deutsch
722 12th Ave E
Seattle, WA 98102
2066694149
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Rebecca Deutsch <rdeutsch@gmail.com>
Reply-To: rdeutsch@gmail. com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 5:57 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,

Rebecca Deutsch
722 12th Ave E
Seattle, WA 98102
2066694149

https ://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search=inbox&th= 159b47136bf6ce25&siml=159b47136bf6ce25
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NWIWK - Public Hearing Transcript
Cowlitz PUD Auditorium
January 4, 2017 7:00 PM

~ ~ri

Durheim

Paul Mairose:

Page 54 of73

Hi. I'm Lori Durheim from Astoria, Oregon. It took us 12 years but we defeated
Oregon LNG and we can do that here with the methanol. Now to my written.
NWIW said they want to know of errors the public finds in their draft air
discharge permit. They said that tonight. Well, there are many including
emitting around a million tons annually of carbon dioxide. In air emissions up to
53 tons a year of toxic and hazardous pollution, and approximately 62 tons of
very fine dust and soot particles. These are reasons enough to say no to
Northwest Innovations, a subsidiary of the Chinese Project Academy of Sciences
so just say no and if it takes 12 years here we can do it. Thank you .
Thank you.

2/15/2017
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Carole Ehrhardt <carole@douglascamp.com>
Reply-To: carole@douglascamp.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 7:36 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
We do not want more toxi c air pollution and we have the technology to use renewable energy. We should put out time
into that now and not continue with "business as usual for profit for a few".
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,

Carole Ehrhardt
PO Box 243,
Pebble Beach, CA 93953
8316592761

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik= 7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th= 159b4cbbcd5e7253&siml=159b4cbbcd5e7253
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··. Paul Mairose .
'

'

.Carole Ehrhardt <carole@douglascamp.com~
Wednesday, December 21,2016 8:12 AM
.Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!.

From:

·Sent:·
To:

. Subject:

···DearSouthwest~lean Ai.r ;lgency,

.

RE: Air Discharge Permit .11-3204

·

.

'

·

·

,

·
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st Innovation
Works'
Air Discharge Permit, for
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methanol refinery
in Kalama,
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a clean··area and we are well on our way to use renewable energy.
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;Please
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'
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PO Box 243 1
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Kalama ..

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Rachel Ellison <rmexpressions@gmail.com >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:31 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama. I and my children will remember who 's in power, if
this is allowed to proceed, it is not wanted, it has no benefit to us, and will drastically harm our health perhaps our very
lives. This has no business being here!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Thank you,

Rachel Ellison
1708 SE Cascade Ave,
Vancouver, WA 98683
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message

Rachel Ellison <rmexpressions@gmail.com>
Reply-To: rmexpressions@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 12:59 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Rachel Ellison
1708 SE Cascade Ave,
Vancouver, WA 98683

https://mail .google.com /mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th= 159b5f39c10105f5&siml=159b5f39c10105f5
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jeannette Fedorka <jeannettefedorka@gmail.com >
Monday, January 2, 2017 10:05 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
This is for the benefit of China on the health and lives of American Citizens. China's own Methanol refineries have
created an area called Cancer Ally in their country so you want to let them put their refinery here?
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Jeannette Fedorka
1408 Mt. Pleasant Rd.
Kelso, WA 98626
7545363

27

Paul Mairose
From: ·

Jeannette Fedorka <jeannettefedorka@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 15, 2016. 9:57 AM
·
.Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol. Refinery!

Sent:
To:
·Subject:

.' Dear Southwest Clean Air 1gency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit

1~-3204

ln~ovation

·

I urge you to deny NorthwJst
Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
· . Washington ..If built,. this w,buld be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and

.. hamdous pollut.ants Into t.~[e air annuallya~d emit

o~er ~million to~s of carbon dioxide a year.

Please do not permit North est Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,
·· .
.
·
· ·
· · ·

·· ·•

Jeannette Fedorka
• 1408 Mt. Pleasant Rd.··
Kelso, WA 98626

7545363
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Cindy Feist <Cindyfeist@aol.com >
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 11 :08 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .

What issues inform our opposition to the proposed methanol refinery?
Water Consumption
The refinery would place an unquenchable demand on local resources: more than 3 billion gallons of water per year.
Electricity Usage
The proposed refinery is projected to use 450 Megawatts of power annually, equal to 83% of Tacoma Public Utilities'
entire customer demand in 2014. This is enough to power 350,000-400,000 homes.
Air Pollution
The proposed refinery could release cancer-causing toxins and produce alarming amounts of greenhouse gases.
Inherent Dangers
Methanol is toxic, highly volatile and a risk for spills, leaks, fires or explosions. 300,000 metric tons would be stored in
above ground storage tanks.
Natural Disaster Risks
The proposed site is located in a hazard zone for earthquakes, tsunami and lahars from volcanic eruption .
Negative Economic Impacts
Residents are concerned about decreased home values, increased homeowner insurance rates, loss of business and
businesses, and exodus of creative and academic classes.
Contribution to Climate Change
The tracking, transportation, production, shipping and end products show potential to release harmful, powerful
greenhouses gasses that contribute to climate change .
Perpetuation of the Fossil Fuel Industry Building more fossil fuel infrastructure delays energy independence, delays
innovations in renewable energy, damages the environment in the extraction process, and continues to producesw
greenhouses gases that contribute to climate change.

~

~

Fracked Gas
The refinery would process 525 millioncubic feet/day.

,

· Plastics Pollutio.ri Th.i end irodticl is olefins used to make plastiCs.

R~finerY Owner's Lack of H: st6ry
Wd ks LLC has never built a methanol refinery.

,Northwest Innovations
Thank you,

· Cindy Feist

·. 4102 N.~32ri'd
·. Tacoma, WA 9S407.,

f··
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message

John Filippelli <1078flip@gmail.com>
Reply-To: 1078flip@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed , Jan 18, 2017 at 8:02 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

John Filippelli
124 BELLA VISTA RD
KELSO, WA 98626
5209048073

https://m ai 1.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui = 2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159b4e390a47bc08&si m I= 159b4e390a47bc08
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

John Filippelli < 1078flip@gmail.com>
Saturday, January 7, 2017 6:10 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
Please deny the permit for NWIW. We don't need or want more air pollution in our beautiful sky. I moved here
because of the clean air and water, don't make me regret it. We need jobs but not these with the risks involved. Get
real, clean jobs here not dependent on fossil fuels. Thank you.
John & Karen Filippelli

John Filippelli
124 BELLA VISTA RD
KELSO, WA 98626
5209048073
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Paul Mairose
J~hn & Karen Filippelli ·< 1O?Bflip@gmail.com>.

From: . ·

Sent:

Tuesday,:January 3, 2017 6:44 AM
·
·
· Wess Safford

To:

Subject:.

·

·

Stop
the
Kalama Methanol
Refinery!
,.
.
.
'•

. o~arsouthWest clean Alrj°ncy, ·•

. . .·

I

RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204 ·
'

.

.

.

.,

.

.· I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
. ·
. Washington. If built> this w6uld be the largest methanol refinery inthe world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and .
.hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over m'illion tons of carbon dioxide a year....

·a

' Please do not permit North es~ Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
'~ Thank you,

. John & Karen Filippelli
124
. Bella
. ., Vista Rd .
Kelso, WA98626.' .
. 520-904-8073

,, ..,

>
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.Paul Mai rose···
· From:

John & Karen Filippelli <1078flip@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 5:50 AM.
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Sent:
·. · To:•
Subject:

Dear Southwest Clean Air A ency,

RE: Air Discharge Permit 16. 3204
I urge you to deny Northwe t Innovation Works' Air Discharg~ Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama;
Washington. If built, this
uld be th~ largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and

w

. hazardous p:olluta n~ into t~e air a n~ua 11.y. and ~mlt Over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit North est Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
·.·Thank you, ·
·
· ·

John & Karen Fiiippelli ·
124 Bella Vista Rd
Kelso, WA98626
520-904'-8073
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Paul Mairose
·John & Karen Filippelli <1078flip@gmaiLcom>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:22 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refine.ry!

.From:

. Sent:
'To: . .
Subject: ··

Dear Sout~West'.CleOn Air tncy, · .
RE: Air

D_isc~arge Permit 1.~f32~4

.

.

.

.

.

·.·

.

.

.

.

.

.

· 1 urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery m Kalama,

.

Washington .. If built, this wJuld be the largest methanol refinery in the world .. It would dump up t~ s3Jons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t~e air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
·
··

· '. Please.

~o

not permit North

Ie~t

l.nnovatio.n Works to pollute Kalama.

; Thank you,

·

.

.

: ..

·

· John & Karen Filippelli
124. Bella Vista Rd
; Kelso, WA 9S626 .
. 520-904-8073

..

''

·1a ·
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M Gmai

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Inga Fisher Williams <ingafw@gmail.com>
Reply-To: ingafw@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

&

Mon , Feb 6, 2017 at 12:16 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I oppose building the largest methanol refinery i the USA in our air shed - it's a disgrace to move it from TACOMA {due
to local opposition) to Kalama. I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed
methanol refinery in Kalama, Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump
up to 53 tons of toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a
year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama and our air shed in SW Washington I Northwest

~:~~"You,
Inga Fisher Williams
2824 NE Cesar E Chavez Blvd
Portland , OR 97212
503-281-6239

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15a1511 ef0635166&siml=15a1511ef0635166
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Richard Fletcher < richtfletcher@gmail.com >
Thursday, January 5, 2017 9:43 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,
The last thing we need in our area is a Methanol Refinery to ship gas to China to make more plastic stuff. NO
Richard Fletcher
11943 SW 125th Ct
Tigard, OR 97223

164

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ann Ford <Annkeenan4d@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 7:38 PM
Wess Safford
Just Say NO to the Kalama Methanol Refinery

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
PLEASE deny Northwest In novation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington .
It is so important that we work on solutions to climate, and start blocking the greatest pollution offenders. This is a
human justice issue, a clim ate issue, an Earth issue, and a spiritual issue . POLLUTION IS WRONG, AND THAT IS
INDISPUTABLE.
If built, this would be the la rgest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and hazardous
pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Ann Ford
2522 North 29th Street
Boise, ID 83703
3444675
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Analese Forster <ana.forster@comcast.net >
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 2:24 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a millio n tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kal ama, or the beautiful natural resource that is the Pacific
Northwest.
Thank you,

Analese Forster
851 SW Ashdown Circle
West Linn, OR 97068

51

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Julie Fukuda <julie.fukuda@gmail.com>
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 11 :51 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
Please deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. Annually it would emit up to 53 tons of
toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air and over a million tons of carbon dioxide. This is an *unacceptable* public
health risk for Kalama's residents.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Julie Fukuda
4704 NE 16th Ave
Portland, OR 97211
503-284-4485
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Mimi Gardener <ladylovesplants@outlook.com>
Reply-To: ladylovesplants@outlook.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Tue, Jan 24, 2017 at 4:59 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Stop killing natural resources in the name of humans. You are killing humans by destroying our natural resources.
Thank you,

Mimi Gardener
11925 SW 11th Ct
Davie, FL 33325
9545775162

https://mai 1.google.com /mai l/u/O/?ui=2&i k= 7179f27f4d&vi f!W= pt&search= inbox&th= 159d08f2c8ba5007&si m I= 159d08f2c8ba5007
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Cathia Geller <cathia@cathiageller.com>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 4:58 PM
Wess Safford
Please deny permit for Kalama methanol refinery.

~~

Dear Mr. Safford,

I am writing to oppose air discharge permit 16-3204 for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama . I'm concerned that if
we don't act immediately, we will not have an opportunity again .
The Kalama refinery would pose a significant threat to public health. If built, the refinery would become the largest
source of air pollution in Ka lama, releasing up to 53 tons of toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air each year.
By comparison, the Emerald Kalama Chemical plant released six tons of hazardous pollution into the air in 2015,
according to the EPA.
The Kalama methanol plant would also emit 62 tons of very fine particulate matter-dust and soot particles-into the
air each year. Fine particulat e matter can easily enter the respiratory system and cause long-term health impacts for all
residents in the area.
Lastly, the Kalama refinery w ould pose a dangerous risk to our environment and our climate . The refinery would be the
largest methanol plant in the world, emitting over a million tons of carbon dioxide per year-the equivalent of over
227,000 cars. I feel all my personal efforts to reduce my family's carbon footprint by going all electric is being cancelled
out by such decisions!
Rather than investing in our sustainable energy economy, the refinery would promote our outdated and unstable
dependence on fossil fuels. This one refinery would consume mo re natural gas than all other industry in Washington
state combined.
For the health and safety of all our communities, I urge you to oppose the permit for the Kalama refinery.
Thank you,
Concerned WA resident
Cathia Geller

Sent from my iPhone

22

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Emily Gibson < blueheronms@yahoo.com >
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 7:04 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

~&'
Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year. All to ensure that more
plastic is manufactured in China. We need to invest in renewable, clean energy and production resources, not invest in
out-dated, climate-harming ones .
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
Thank you,

Emily Gibson
9316 NE 10th St
Vancouver, WA 98664
7078348165

65

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Kim Goddu <kimkgoddu@gmail.com>
Wednesday, February 1, 2017 8:47 AM
Wess Safford
Air discharge permit 16-3204 - deny!

~

Hello Wess Safford,

I would like to comment on the negative environmental impacts t he Kalama methanol refinery will have on our
communities, state and ea rth.
This refinery would dump 53 tons of toxins and hazardous pollutions every year!
We must be vigilant with our earths weakening viability. We need to put our energy in sustainability not money in some
people's pockets.
I oppose this refinery! Deny this permit.
Kim K. Goddu
Citizen of WA state
Sent from my iPhone
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Deena T Grossman <deenatgrossman@gmail.com>
Reply-To: deenatgrossman@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sun, Feb 5, 2017 at 7:22 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. We cannot let a Chinese company profit from the destruction and pollution of the environment in the Pacific
Northwest, in order to refi ne gas to methanol and ship it to China to make plastic! The use of vast quantities of gas
means more tracking which also destroys the land. Please act to protect the Columbia river, the air quality of our region
and the health of our communities and deny this permit! If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world.
It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon
dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Sincerely yours,
Deena T. Grossman, teacher and voter

Deena T Grossman
7234 SE 17th Ave
Portland , OR 97202
(503) 235-5468

https://m ai 1.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui =2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 15a1171626971 Ob9&si m I= 15a1171626971 Ob9
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Deena T. Grossman <deenatgrossman@gmail.com>
Reply-To: deenatgrossman@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sun, Jan 22, 2017 at 6:46 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Ai r Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,
Deena T. Grossman, public school teacher

Deena T. Grossman
7234 SE 17th Ave
Portland , OR 97202
(503) 235-5468

https://mai I.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui=2&i k= 7179f27f4d&vifN.I= pt&search= inbox&th= 159c93neb81 dc61 &sim I= 159c9377eb81 dc61
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Gmail - Deny permit for Kalama Methanol Refinery!

M Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Deny permit for Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Deena Grossman <deenatgrossman@gmail.com>
Reply-To: deenatgrossman@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 25, 2017 at 6:18 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
Please deny this permit. Massive toxic pollution and use of American land for Chinese government profit is wrong! Our
Columbia river is not a conduit for pollutants. It is a lifeline for our Pacific Northwest.
WA and OR are committed to creating conditions to help ameliorate the disatorous pace of climate change. We cannot
allow over a million tons of carbon dioxide this plant would produce per year to become a reality.
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Sincerely yours,
Deena T. Grossman teacher and voter

Deena Grossman
7234 SE 17th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
(503) 235-5468

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&vieJW=pt&search= inbox&th=159d890fce4e8293&siml=159d890fce4e8293
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Brie Gyncild <briegyncild@gmail.com>
Monday, January 9, 2017 9:29 AM
Wess Safford
Deny the permit for the Kalama Methanol Refinery.

Southwest Clean Air Agency:
I urge you to deny Air Discharge Permit 16-3204, the application from Northwest Innovation Works for a proposed
methanol refinery in Kalam a, Washington
We need to clean our air, not pollute it further. The Kalama methanol refinery would be the largest in the world, and it
would dump up to 53 tons of hazardous pollutants into the air ANNUALLY. It would also move us the wrong direction on
climate change, because it w ould emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Wo rks to pollute Kalama, harming the people of Kalama and surrounding
communities -- and the entire world.
Help build a better future. Thank you.

Brie Gyncild
1407 15th Ave
Seattle, WA 98122
(206) 325-3743
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Gm ail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Nancy Hansen <nancy@glenwood-gardens.com>
Reply-To: nancy@glenwood-gardens.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Sun, Feb 5, 2017 at 11:14 PM

~\o/

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
We can't afford the costs (water, pollution , mainly C02, loss of our Columbia River). This is not a fair trade. We have
alternatives for truly clean energy. Please stand up against false information and go with the truth.
Thank you for your strength in this decision,

Nancy Hansen
7219 NE 158th Street
Kenmore, WA 98028
425 328-4518

https ://mail .google.com /mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15a1245c322bee84&siml=15a1245c322bee84
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Art Hanson <ahanson47@comcast.net >
Thursday, December 15, 2016 9:17 AM
Wess Safford
STOP the Kalama Methanol Refinery! - Revised

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I strongly urge you to DENY No rthwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in
Kalama, Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of
toxic and hazardous polluta nts into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Do NOT permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama .
We MUST keep ALL climate-changing fossil fuels IN THE GROUND
Thank you for your consideration,

Art Hanson
1815 Briarwood Dr.
Lansing, Ml 48917
517-420-4314
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·.•. Paul Mai rose
'.',from:.

Art Hanson.<ahanson47@comcast.net>
'Thursday, December 15, 201612:56 AM
Wess Safford·
<
STOP the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Sent:
To:
Subject:
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Gwen Hanson <gs_hanson@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, January 4, 2017 11 :29 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year. Also, it could emit up to
62 tons of particulate matter which causes lung disease.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Gwen Hanson
1508 143rd Ave NE
Bellevue, WA 98007
4254018374

114

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Natalie Hanson < nhanson48@comcast.net >
Thursday, December 15, 2016 9:16 AM
Wess Safford
STOP the Kalama Methanol Refi nery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I strongly urge you to DENY Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in
Kalama, Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of
toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Do NOT permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
We MUST keep ALL climate-changing fossil fuels IN THE GROUND
Thank you for your conside ration,

Natalie Hanson
1815 Briarwood Dr.
Lansing, Ml 48917
517-282-0655
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Nancy Harrison <nancylph@gmail.com>
Reply-To: nancylph@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

~~Southwest

Fri, Feb 3, 2017 at 5:27 PM

Clean Air Agency,

RE: Air Discharge Pennit 16-3204
I am writing to urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Pennit for the proposed methanol refinery in
Kalama, Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of
toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
The purpose of this refinery is not to serve the needs of the Pacific NW, but to export fossil fuels to Asia; let us not
encourage pollution in other countires as we try to bring down our own use of fossil fuels . In addition, transport of the
methanol would risk serious damage to the Columbia River Watershed , and also pose security concerns if terrorists
wanted to blow up a ship carrying the materials down the river to the sea.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Nancy Harrison
1900 SW Sunset Blvd
Portland, OR 97239

https ://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15a06tx:0792484d4&siml=15a06bc0792484d4
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Emily Herbert <ewh1960@gmail.com >
Monday, January 2, 2017 11 :24 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refi nery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
Our planetary house is on fi re from warming due to human caused carbon pollution from our industrialized economy.
Now that the Arctic ice is melting and methane sequestered in the deep ocean is beginning to bubble up, it may in fact
be too late to reverse cou rse. However our only hope is to stop making it worse and to move with all due speed to a
clean energy economy.
North West Innovation Wo rks' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama, Washington would
dump up to 53 tons of toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide
a year. This obscenity cannot happen on our watch . I am devoting my last years of life to climate activism because living
here in the Pacific North West is the greatest gift we have been given . It is our duty to preserve this life for all those
dependent on our wisdom and right choices. Building the largest methanol refinery in the world would go down as a
planetary crime beyond measure .
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute our One Earth.
Thank you,

Emily Herbert
2120 Ne Halsey St. #29
Portland, OR 97232
5414081516
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gm ail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message

Emily Herbert <ewh1960@gmail.com>
Reply-To: ewh 1960@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Mon, Jan 23, 2017 at 11 :43 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
Clean air is essential to life. The pollutants put out by the project will hasten our move to an unlivable planet. You know
that 2016 was the warmest year on record , again. No economic benefit is worth this pollution by carbon.
Thank you,
Emily Herbert
Emily Herbert
2120 Ne Halsey St. #29
Portland , OR 97232
5414081516

https :/Imai 1.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui =2&ik= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159ccdac7b5747f4&sim I= 159ccdac7b5747f4
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Tara Hershberger <Tara.lyn.hershberger@gmail.com>
Reply-To: Tara.lyn.hershberger@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Mon, Jan 30, 2017 at 2: 16 PM

~o/

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Protect our air, our health and our future!
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Tara Hershberger
8830 NE Hancock
Portland, OR 97220
620-327 -7312

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&vifN.l=pt&search=inbox&th=159f17342bc4adea&siml=159f17342bc4adea
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Gm ail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message

Sandra L. Herndon <herndon@ithaca.edu>
Reply-To: hemdon@ithaca.edu
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

~

e.

Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 8:47 PM

Southwest Clean Air Agency,

RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
The benefits of this refinery would accrue to a foreign government at the expense of U.S. citizens.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Sandra L. Herndon
123 4th Ave W, #726
Olympia, WA 98501

https :/Imai 1.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui = 2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159b50cf66dbaa59&si m I= 159b50cf66dbaa59
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

suzanne heyd <sheyd@snet.net>
Sunday, February 5, 2017 9:50 PM
Wess Safford
Refer to: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

~~
Mr. Wess Safford, Southwest Clean Air Agency
11 815 N E 99th Street, Suite 1294
Vancouver, WA 98682

Dear Mr Safford,
I am writing to you as a resident of the Puget Sound's San Juan Islands, to request that you do everything
in your power to deny the Air Discharge Permit 16-3204. I am in the unfortunate position of watching the
75 or so remaining orca whales of our resident pod die off of starvation due to lack of salmon runs and
other environmental degradation in our regions. What I understand about the Kalama Methanol Plant is
that a million tons of C0 2, 62 tons of fine particulate matter, and 53 tons of toxic pollutants (mostly
ammonia and methanol) would be emitted annually from this plant. The cumulative effect of the methanol
plant emissions along with the nearby pulp and paper mills in Longview need to be considered. There are
also emissions from the p roposed 6 tankers per month to be included in the equation of the impact on the
environment.
The cumulative effect of this plant would accelerate climate change, sea-level rise and ocean acidification,
which in tum would accelerate the collapse of the food web, of which the orcas and we humans are
members.
As you know, Executive Order 12-07, Washington's Response to Ocean Acidification, the number one
recommendation is to red uce emissions of carbon dioxide. PLease take action that is in line with the spirit
of true health for the planet, for the many species living in our waters, and for our human well-being on so
many levels.
Please deny this permit, and accept the thanks from all of us in San Juan county for acting on behalf of the
earth and its creatures.
Yours sincerely,
Suzanne Heyd
117 Harrier Ridge Rd
Eastsound WA 98245
360-3 76-3048
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
gina hicks <ginahixx@gmail.com>
Reply-To: ginahixx@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 25, 2017 at 8:27 AM

*~

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. The world doesn't need more polluting industries. We only have control over our piece of the world, so it's
important that we do what we can to make sure our air, land , and water stay clean. This facility would dump up to 53
tons of toxic and hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year. It must
not be built.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

gina hicks
1420 E Pine St Unit E610
Seattle, WA 98122

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&vievv=pt&search=inbox&th= 159d673fb4f471c3&siml=159d673fb4f471c3
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Linda Horst <lindahorst45@gmail.com>
Reply-To: lindahorst45@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Jan 11, 2017 at 12:13 PM

*~

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,

RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Linda Horst
1020 Kool Rd
Kelso, WA 98626
360-423-5062

https://m ai 1.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui == 2&i k== 7179f27f4d&view== pt&search== inbox&th== 1598f29fb622790a&si m I== 1598f29fb622790a
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Southwest Clean Air Agency
NWIWK - Public Hearing Transcript
Cowlitz PUD Auditorium
January 4, 2017 7:00 PM

Linda Horst:

My name is Linda Horst. I live in Kelso. As an area resident for the past 22 years I
strongly urge you to deny Northwest Innovations an Air Discharge permit for
their proposed Kalama methanol refinery. Emitting over a million tons of
greenhouse gases per year puts this refinery in the top five worst emitters in
this Washington State. To make matters worse, this does not include discharges
from additional needed power generation, transport and fugitive emissions
from natural gas, and transport vessels to and from China which could easily
double GHG totals to over two million metric tons of C02 from this project.
Further compounding these alarming statistics is the cancer causing diesel
pollution emitted from this refinery at five times greater than the Washington
State guidelines for air toxics. The undeniable reality of global climate change is
impacting us every day. We must take action to reverse this disastrous
trajectory. Approval of this mega polluting refinery would be a fiasco . It is
paramount that we limit and decrease the use of climate changing fossil fuels. In
the words of Governor Insley, "We are the first generation to feel the impact of
climate change and the last generation that can do something about it. Now is
the time to act."
In closing, please remember that our future health and well-being are at risk.
We are depending upon each of you to honor and enforce your agency's mission
statement to "preserve and enhance air quality in southwest Washington."
Thank you.

Uri Papish:

Thank you. [30:05]

Paul Mairose

I'm going to call up the next five real quick. Chris Turner. Adam Davis. Howard
Shapiro. Cassandra Wilkenson. Paul Piper.
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. Paul Mai rose

,·'"

.
,.
· Linda Horst.< lindahorst45@gmail.com»
Tuesday, Ja'nuary 3, 201710:12 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

From:

, Sent: ·
To:.
Subject:,
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Dear Southwest Clean Air A ency, ,·
,.

RE: Air Discharge
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.

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation W.orks'.Air Discharge Permitfor.the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama, ,
Washington. If built, this wcluld be ttie largest methanol refinery in the world~ It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t~e air annually and emit over a million toris of carbon dioxide a year.,
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... · Please do not permit North' est Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.'
Thankyou,
·
· ·
·

Linda Horst
1020 Kool 'Rd
Kelso, WA 98626
360-423-5062
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gm ail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Aleta Hutchison <thinkthinker@earthlink.net>
Reply-To: thinkthinker@earthlink .net
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Thu, Jan 19, 2017 at 11 :35 AM

~~

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Understandably, China is try ing to export their pollution problems to the PNW. Do we want to follow in their steps , or
stem the tide? Quality of life is what makes living in the PNW so wonderful. We will lose that quickly, if these are the
types of businesses we court. Please stop this mess before it is too late.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Aleta Hutchison
4740 Alder Street
West Linn, OR 97068

https://mai I.google.com/mai l/u/0/?ui = 2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159b839ae7c43ac6&sim I= 159b839ae7c43ac6
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Sandra Johnson <sanjohn27@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11 :19 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Pe rmit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
This State and more to the point the vast majority of the people in it, are committed to clean air, unpolluted water and
soil, and the thriving of all its native species. WE the people are in charge of the gift if a pure environment and you will
be against us if you further t his permit. We are the GREEN STATE . Please help us to keep it that way.
Thank you,

Sandra Johnson
2242 NE 177th St.
Shoreline, WA 98155
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Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Briley Jozwiak <brileyjo@gmail.com>
Reply-To: brileyjo@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed, Feb 1, 2017 at 7:19 AM

~~

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year. It could also create up to
62 tons of fine particulants which could cause long term health problems.
We need to reduce the amount of pollutants, not add more! Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute
Kalama.
Thank you,

Briley Jozwiak
4019 SE Hawthorne Blvd
Portland, OR 97214

https://mai 1.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui =2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159fa42889b2ad73&sim I= 159fa42889b2ad73
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Gm ail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
C. Keely <skeely.2014@gmail.com>
Reply-To: skeely.2014@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

~~Southwest

Mon, Feb 6, 2017 at 12:01 PM

Clean Air Agency,

RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
As a 15-year-old citizen of Kalama, I would be directly affected by the many pollutants of this plant. I, my friends , and
any offspring we may create will feel the effects of the toxic air. These effects include many physical illnesses , such as
asthma and respiratory diseases- nothing anyone humane would put people through simply for the sake of two jobs per
acre.
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year, making it the largest air
pollutant in the area.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,

C. Keely
1087 Lewis River Road
Woodland, WA 98674
360-521 -5678

https ://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th= 15a1 5042305f2814&siml=15a15042305f281 4
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Southwest Clean Air Agency
NWIWK - Public Hearing Transcript
Cowlitz PUD Auditorium
January 4, 2017 7:00 PM

Cambria Keely:

Hi. My name is Cambria Keely and I'm a 15 year old citizen of Kalama. Over the
past 15 years, the aspects I and others have most treasured of my hometown
where it's pure water and clean air. Now with the proposal of this methanol
refinery both of these features are threatened . This methanol refinery would
release one million tons of C02 annually and 53 tons of toxic and hazardous
pollutants annually dirtying the air so precious to me, my family, and future
generations. Carbon dioxide has been proved on uncountable occasions to be
harmful to our environments and last many years trapped in our atmosphere.
Destroying something so valuable and necessary is immoral and is not worth it
for the sake of the few jobs that could be better made elsewhere .
I refuse to allow my children to grow up in a world polluted by the uneducated
and selfish decisions of Northwest Innovation Works.

Paul Mairose:

Page 11 of 73

Thank you.

Gmail - Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
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M

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
2 messages
Cambria Keely <veryvegivet@gmail.com>
Reply-To: veryvegivet@gma il.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Mon, Feb 6, 2017 at 11:56 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works ' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Cambria Keely
3102 Green Mountain Road
Woodland, WA 98674
360-261-0935
Cam Keely <veryvegivet@gmail.com>
Reply-To: veryvegivet@gmai l. com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Mon, Feb 6, 2017 at 11:59 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
As a 15-year-old citizen of Kalama, I would be directly affected by the many pollutants of this plant. I, my friends, and
any offspring we may create will feel the effects of the toxic air. These effects include many physical illnesses, such as
asthma and respiratory diseases- nothing anyone humane would put people through simply for the sake of two jobs per
acre.
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year, making it the largest air
pollutant in the area.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,

Cam Keely
1087 Lewis River Road
Woodland, WA 98674
360-261-0935

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15a14ffa5d7f4860&siml=15a14ffa5d7f4860&siml=15a15022158e13f6
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Gmail - Millennial Against Kalama Methanol Refinery

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>
-

------

Millennial Against Kalama Methanol Refinery
1 message
Cambria Keely <veryvegivet@gmail.com>
Reply-To: veryvegivet@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Mon, Feb 6, 2017 at 11 :45 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
As a 15-year-old citizen of Kalama, I would be directly affected by the many pollutants of this plant. I, my friends, and
any offspring we may create will feel the effects of the toxic air. These effects include many physical illnesses, such as
asthma and respiratory diseases. My father suffers from asthma, I know how bad it can be and I would not watch
anyone suffer from it for only the sake of less than 2 jobs per acre.
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of tox ic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year, making it the largest air
pollutant in the area.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Cambria Keely
3102 Green Mountain Road
Woodland, WA 98674
360-261 -0935

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15a14f544dbecde3&siml=15a14f544dbecde3
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Paul Mairose
. Cam Keely <very\tegivet@gmail:com>
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 11 :59 AM
Wess Safford
Millennia.I against methanol

From:

Sent:
·To:'

Subject ·
~·

.. '

.

'.
,~·,.'

.

Dear Southwest Clean Air A ency,
· RE: Air.Discharge Permit 16 3204
>

'

•

•

'

a15-year-old who has Ii 1ed in Kalama all my life, one of ihe features I am privileged enough to enjoy is clean, pure air·
. ·..and"w.·.ater...It ha~. be·. en .prov.f: no. n__·multiple o. c. casions that m.·_ethanol is de···struc~ive to air quality a.n. d hydro-en.vironmen_. ts.

.. As·
:·

· • This methanol refinery wou d be the biggest ever built, and it would be built by a company who has no experience at all .
.·· .... in this line of work: Are you really willing to forsake air and water quality, which would negatively affect any species . . ·· ·
·.
drinking.water from the lar~e part of the.Columbia River downstream from the refinery or breathing air in an extremely ·
. ·wide r~diu~ around thepla~t,just fora few jobs for peoplewho aren't even local to the area? Please help our.cause and
• . protest the installation oft is methanol refinery.
.

· \ .·

Cam Ke~ly··
· 3102 Green Mountain Road
Kalama, WA 98G25
'360-261-0935
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.

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Cam Keely <skeely.2013@gmail.com>
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 12:07 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
As a 15-year-old who has lived in Kalama all my life, one of the features I am privileged enough to enjoy is clean, pure air
and water. It has been proven on multiple occasions that methanol is destructive to air quality and hydro-environments.
This methanol refinery would be the biggest ever built, and it would be built by a company who has no experience at all
in this line of work. Are you really willing to forsake air and water quality, which would negatively affect any species
breathing air in an extremely wide radius around the plant, just for a few jobs for people who aren't even local to the
area? Please help our cause and protest the installation ofthis methanol refinery.
Thank you,

Cam Keely
3102 Green Mountain Road
Kalama, WA 98625
360-521-5678

44

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Mark Keely <Mkeely2000@gmail.com >
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 11 :08 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Ka lama Methanol Refi nery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this w ould be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into t he air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year. Plus 62 tons of very fine
particulate matter into the air each year.
Please do not permit Northw est Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Mark Keely
Green mountain road
Kalama, WA 98625
360-261-0935

40
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Mark Keely <Mkeely2000@gmail.com>
Reply-To: Mkeely2000@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Mon, Feb 6, 2017 at 11:43 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
The health and risks associated with fossil fuels are very high. Asthma rates in Washington state are the highest in the
country. It's time to stop the use of fossil fuels and leave them in the ground , because it's clear the use of them is
incorrect.
The Kalama Methanol Refinery is slated to be the largest air polluter in Kalama. Please do not permit Northwest
Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Mark Keely
3102 Green Mountain Rd
Kalama, WA 98625
360-261-0935

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15a14f400a46e3ac&siml=15a14f400a46e3ac
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Southwest Clean Air Agency
NWIWK - Public Hearing Transcript
Cowlitz PUD Auditorium
January 4, 2017 7:00 PM

Paul Mairose:

Come on up. Address the hearing officer .

Mark Keely:

Hello. My name is Mark Keely. I am a resident of Kalama, Washington . Why
should China-backed Northwest Innovation Works, a limited liability company
build a methanol refinery in Kalama, Wa!;hington? NWIW keeps telling us it's a
great idea. Maybe Kalama would then haive some bragging rights. Let's look at
some of them . The largest methanol refinery in the world. It will emit over a
million tons of carbon dioxide a year. Also increase greenhouse gas emissions in
Washington State by one percent . NWIW will be giving away 53 tons of toxic
and hazardous pollutants into the air annually plus for an added bonus, 62 tons
of fine particulate matter. The EPA describes particulate matter as a particle
pollution.
Wow. This means everyone has a good chance of breathing it all in. It'll be
everywhere and enough for everyone because there's tons of it to share. This is
not a direction we should be heading in. Fossil fuels needs to fade out and keep
in the ground . Do not let Northwest Innovation Work, a limited liability
company, to further pollute our air and our children's health. Deny the permit.

Paul Mairose:

Page 62 of73

Thank you.

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Sally Kee ly <Skeely.201 S@gmail.com >
Tuesday, January 3, 2017 9:46 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3 204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Pe rmit fo r the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington.
This massive methanol refin ery would emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year- the total carbon emissions of
roughly a quarter-million ca rs. This would result in a 1% increase in greenhouse gas emissions in Washington state .

@

Say NO! Protect our air, water, and kids.
Sally Keely
3102 Green Mountain Rd
Kalama, WA 98625
360-521-5678

36

Southwest Clean Air Agency
NWIWK - Public Hearing Transcript
Cowlitz PUD Auditorium
January 4, 2017 7:00 PM

Sally Keely:

Sally Keely. Kalama, Washington. As a pa ent, mathematician, educator, and
citizen of Kalama, I vehemently oppose the track gas to methanol refinery and
export terminal. The largest in the world, as large as all seven existing methanol
refineries in the United States. This refinery would emit over a million tons of
carbon dioxide a year. The total carbon emissions of roughly a quarter million
cars. This would result in a one percent increase in greenhouse gas emissions in
Washington State. That's the wrong direction. Our children need us to reduce
our air pollution, reduce our greenhouse gases, reduce our fossil fuel use such
as track gas. The devastating risks of this massive refinery are not worth two
jobs per acre. We can do much better choosing sustainable energies. I urge you
to deny the air discharge permit to Northwest Innovation Works. Thanks.

Paul Mairose:

Thank you.
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Sally Keely <skeely.2016@gmail.com>
Reply-To: skeely.2016@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Mon, Feb 6, 2017 at 11 :35 AM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Pennit 16-3204
I urge you to NOT pennit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute our Columbia River. The Columbia River is a precious
state resource and estuary. Protecting the air, water, and soil along the Columbia is all of our responsibility including
YOUR responsibility. Do the right thing. DENY this permit.
Thank you,

Sally Keely
3102 Green Mountain Rd
Kalama, WA 98625

https://mai l . google.com /mail/u/O/?ui=2&ik= 7179f27f4d&view=pt&search=inbox&th=15a14ec5af70248~i&siml=15a14ec5af702485
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Rebecca Kimsey <rkimsey68 @gmail.corn >
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:09 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world . It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
The air in the Pacific Northwest is usually clear and safe, good for the humans, plants and wildlife that need it for life.
This facility will ensure that our air is no longer that. I live south-southeast of Kalama, and I don 't want MY air polluted,
which will surely happen as t he wind often blows from the north-northwest.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Rebecca Kimsey
815 SW 9th
Sublimity, OR 97385

90

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Marjorie Kircher < marmitch@comcast.net >
Monday, January 2, 2017 11 :19 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Pe rmit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington . If built, this wo uld be the largest methanol refinery in the world. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year. Natural gas is not a
clean fuel! The toxic air emissions from this plant include arsenic, cadmi m and hexavalent chromium, toxins that
recently achieved national attention in Portland, Oregon when it was discovered that glass manufacturers were emitting
these around homes and schools, where children and pregnant women were exposed for years at high levels.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,
Marjorie Kircher (two people use this email address, also Mitch Gilbert)

Marjorie Kircher
3023 SW Cascade Dr.
Portland, OR 97205

503-223-8595

28

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Marjorie Kircher < marmitch@comcast.net >
Tuesday, December 20, 2016 5:53 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Pe rmit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the wo rld. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northw est Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Marjorie Kircher
3023 SW Cascade Dr.
Portland, OR 97205
503-223-8595

152

Paul Mairose .
Froin: .

Sent:
To:

Subject:

;·,

·'

. Marjo.rie Kircher <marmitch@comcast.net>
: Tuesday, December 20, 2016 6:00 PM · ··
·wess Safford
. Stop the_Kalama Methan.ol Refinery!·

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,

.

~E: A1ro1schOrge Perm1116-f204

.

.

·I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
·Washington.
this vioLld
refinery in the. world. It would
dump
up to.· 53 tons .of toxic and
.·
. .If.built,
·
I be
. the largest methanol
.
.
.
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year. ·
Please do not pe;mit
Thank you,··.

N~rthlest

Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.

.

. Marjorie Kircher
3023 SW Cascade Dr.
.•~ortland, OR 97205'

.503-223-8595
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Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message

Meryle Korn <meryle.kom@gmail.com>
Reply-To: meryle.kom@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

JJ'

~r

Wed, Feb 1, 2017 at 2:01 PM

Southwest Clean Air Agency,

RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
This email will add my voice to the comments against permitting a huge methanol works in Kalama, WA.
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the wor1d. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you,

Meryle Korn
2821 Huron St.
Bellingham, WA 98226
360 306-5146

https :/Imai 1.google.com/mai l/u/O/?ui = 2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view= pt&search= inbox&th= 159fbb28cac08d2Ei&si m I= 159fbb28cac08d26
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Gmail

:Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!
1 message
Meryle Korn <meryle.kom@gmail.com>
Reply-To: meryle. kom@gmail.com
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Wed , Jan 18, 2017 at 7:55 PM

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE : Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
Last year I joined the successful fight against a proposed methanol refinery in Tacoma, WA that would have endangered
the community as well as the fish in the Puyallup River. Now the same Chinese-owned company, which has a history of
"incidents ," wants to put its facility in Kalama , WA on the banks of the Columbia River, further threatening northwest
fisheries and the surrounding community. Don't let it happen!
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for he proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. If built, this would be the largest methanol refinery in the wor1d. It would dump up to 53 tons of toxic and
hazardous pollutants into the air annually and emit over a million tons of carbon dioxide a year.
Please do not permit Northwest Innovation Works to pollute Kalama.
Thank you ,

Meryle Korn
2821 Huron St.
Bellingham, WA 98226
360 306-5146

https://mai 1.google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k= 7179f27f4d&view=pt&search= i nbox&th= 159b4dd8d6d9646b&si m I= 159b4dd8d6d9646b
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

TL <harvestofpeace@yahoo.com >
Monday, January 2, 2017 7:11 AM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Please visualize with me, Southwest Washington in a post Kalama methanol refinery situation .
On the banks of the Columbia River a massive new landmark emerges. From giant smoke stacks steam is released into
the atmosphere up to two miles high! Do you know what other famous Pacific Northwest icon is 2 miles high? Mt.
Hood . From the Dee Wright Observatory Mt. Hood can be seen 75 miles away!
However, unlike Mt. Hood, which may erupt once in your lifetime, this methanol refine ry, will erupt 7 days a week, 365
days a year for 50 years or more.
Comingled with the water vapor, there will be approximately 53 tons of toxic and hazardous pollution annually. Now, in
a perfect world, all of the pollution would rise way up high into the atmosphere and drift away, never to be seen or
thought of again . However we do not live in a perfect world, we live in the Pacific Northwest; where it rains, a lot.
For 226 days per year, low lying clouds will likely trap this toxic va por and our famous rains will bring it back to earth,
where it will become absorbed by the soil and plants we eat, absorbed int o the skins of farm animals we eat, absorbed
into the rivers and creeks an d finally into the bodies of aquatic animals, many of whom are endangered.
Two summers ago, there we re massive wild fires many miles to t he east of my house. One day, the prevailing winds
changed and my farm was engulfed in smoke . I could not work outside or tend to my garden . I feared for my chickens.
The sun disappeared from t he sky. I was trapped in my home for two days.
As the wind blows, I live 20 miles from this proposed methanol refi nery. IVluch less than the distance I was from those
short lived fires . The toxins released by this methanol refinery will have significant, irreversible long term health and
economic impacts fo r my co mmunity, my organic garden, my animals an d! future generations.
I urge the Southwest Clean Air Agency to deny the air discharge permit for Northwest Innovation Works methanol
refinery. Please visit cleanai rkalama .com for more information on the scope of this project.

TL
123 no thanks
La Center, WA 98629
913-961-1481
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Elly Azerrad <eleanorazerrad@gmail.com>
Wednesday, January 4, 2017 8:1 9 PM
Wess Safford
Stop the Kalama Methanol Refinery!

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
I urge you to deny Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama,
Washington. There are so many cleaner ways to make energy. It concerns me all animal including people will be
affected by projects like this one . That's because this project will worsen global warming. That makes me feel worried

<!)

for our future.
I hope you will seriously consider my letter.
Thank you,
Elly Azerrad
Age 8
Abernathy Elementary Schoo l
Elly Azerrad
1961 SE 27th Ave
Portland, OR 97214
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Southwest Clean Air Agency
NWIWK - Public Hearing Transcript
Cowlitz PUD Auditorium
January 4, 2017 7:00 PM

Paul Mairose:

Address the hearings officer and keep it uncomfortably close.

Laura Bauer:

Hi. Thank you for the opportunity to address the permitting process tonight. My
name is Laura Bauer. I live in Kalama, Washington. I have a Masters degree in
Nursing and I've spent about, almost 40 years taking care of the health of
people so that is my overriding concern with placing this plant in our
community. I believe, like in many of the medical decisions that we make on
behalf of our patients, we try to minimize the risk to them in every step we take
and I think in the air permitting process of this rather than minimizing our risk to
the public, we're allowing lose to the maximum and saying that's okay.
Many, many years ago when I first started taking care of babies, resuscitating
them at birth if needed, we would give them 100% oxygen because oxygen is
good. Just give them 100%. Get them going. Well, we found out that we were
doing a very bad thing. That high percentages of oxygen actually poison their
bodies and their immune systems maybe never recovered from that so we had
to stop doing that. In my research on air emissions particularly particulate
matter that is the direction of all the research, is that those particulate matters
that we are breathing into our bodies everyday cumulatively over our lifetime
have a negative effect on our lives, starting from our birth until our deaths. It is
my belief that you should deny this permit because the particulate matter will
be the highest emission out of all those cascade of them besides the C02 and I
believe that we should not be exposed to that. Going from six tons to 60 tons
makes no sense. I believe that we just should not have this permit.

Uri Papish:
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Thank you.

Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
J/t
~ tegorles:

Korry Gilbert < korrygilbert@yahoo.com >
Saturday, January 14, 2017 7:46 PM
Wess Safford
kalama methanol project
Non Standard Comment

As a contributing member to Society for Cowlitz County. I believe that the project should be started and
approved. It will allow local unions to provide more than enough jobs for our community. It will put money
back into Cowlitz county and would allow community and towns to grow economically.
Korry Gilbert
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

')l;..<P-, Subject:

Susan How <s_how351@q.com >
Thursday, February 2, 2017 7:03 AM
Wess Safford
My com men ts on Air Discharge Permit 16i- 3204

~To

whom it may concern: I submit my objections to issuance of an air discharge permit for the proposed Kalama
methane plant. This plant represents an unreasonable risk to the health of area residents and an overall, cumulative risk
to the people of Washington and beyond.
The proposed discharge will add nearly a magnitude greater level of toxic and hazardous pollutants to the air of Kala( ] )
than the existing Emerald Chemical plant. Nearly 40 percent of the residents of Kalama are within the vulnerable
population of youth under 18 years and elders over 6i5.
The local impacts on health and medical expense are in themselves unacceptable, but this plant adds to the total profilr:t}
of increased C02 in our atmosphere at a time when the threat of global warming is reaching insupportable levels. This
plant will generate C02 emissions comparable to that of 220,000 cars. Unacceptable!
Investment in this plant is misplaced, when efforts should be redirected to sustainable sources of energy which are both
economically viable and absolutely necessary to contain global warming.
Sincerely,
Susan How
135 Dice Place
Walla Walla, WA 99362

f

\Y'
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~~aul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Dianne Kelso <dkelso96@gmail.com>
Sunday, February 5, 2017 2:56 PM
Wess Safford
Comments on the Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

Please deny the air discharge permit for the proposed Kalama methanol refinery. If built the Kalama methanol
refinery will potentially emit as much carbon dioxide each year as 220,000 cars. I do not own or drive a car and
I feel that I am doing my part in the reduction of air pollution and green house gases. However this mind
numbing amount of pollution from the refinery totally nullifies my personal effort and the efforts of so many
citizens to reduce air pollution. Instead of promoting the use of outdated fossil fuels, we need to invest in
sustainable energy.
Thank you
Dianne Kelso
98102

174

fr~ Mairose
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

Katie MacAlister <katie@katiemacalister.com>
Wednesday, February 1, 2017 7:13 AM
Wess Safford
My comments on Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

I'm contacting you to urge you to deny the air discharge permit for the proposed Kalama methanol refinery.
The last thing we need is the largest methanol refinery in the world emitting the same amount of carbon dioxide each
year as 220,000 cars. I think we all cherish our state more than that.
Thank you.
Katie Mac
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Gmail - Opposition to Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

Gmail

Southwest Clean Air <swcleanair@gmail.com>

pposition to Air Discharge Permit 16-3204

W~message

MORIKOG@aol.com <MORIKOG@aol.com>
To: swcleanair@gmail.com

Fri, Feb 3, 2017 at 2:50 PM

Northwest Innovation Works' Air Discharge Permit for the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama, Washington should be
denied. The refinery would be a major source of pollutants that are hazzardous to the environment and human health. @

----><)}))2> ... :::... <((((=< --·.,, .. ' -' ..9Q))))><
Gary S. Morishima
Quinault Management Center
11900 NE 1st Street, Suite 300-3106
Bellevue, WA 98005
Email : morikog@aol.com
(0) 425.214.7405

(C) : 206 .556.1592
(F) 425.214.7301

https://m ail .google.com/mail/u/O/?ui=2&i k=7179f27f4d&view=pt&search= inbox&th= 15a062c47564b597&siml=15a062c47564b597
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

LES OZMENT <oz6666@msn.com>
Friday, January 6, 2017 11 :01 PM
Wess Safford
My Comments on : 16- 3204

~~pears

that the proposed methanol plant to be located near Kalama in most all cases come in well below draft
emission air permit thresholds. Therefore I believe SWCM should grant the permit to Northwest Innovation Work(D
Regards,
Les Ozment
1008 N 1 51 ST
Kalama, WA98625
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ji:\~his

Traci Arnold
Wednesday, February 1, 2017 8:52 AM
Wess Safford
FW: Kalama methanol refonery.

comment came to the info e-mail.

From: peskinn [mailto:peskinn@yahoo.com]

Sent: Wednesday, February 01, 2017 7:55 AM
To: Info <info@swcleanair.org>
~

Subject: Kalama methanol refonery.

I am writing to ask you to deny permit for Kalama methanol refinery. Even thought it would produce pro~
short run, overall it is step in a wrong direction. With mass environmental issues that we face, we should invest
in clean energy other than fossil fuel (which would free up existing petroleum products refineries to provide raw
materials for plastic industry). Using up massive amounts of fresh un-salted water and producing tons of
airbom particles and greenhouse gases would have negative impact on our ecosystem and contribute to
ecological problems, including air pollution, climate change and drop of water tables all over tbe world. Please, @
deny the permit for Kalama methanol refinery and encourage building sustainable businesses that would support
our economy in a long run.
Sincerely,
Natalya Peskin
Redmond, WA

@

Sent fro m my I-Mobile 4G LIE Device
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Paul Mairose
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Elissa Washuta <elissaw@ gmail.com >
Friday, December 23, 2016 7:55 AM
Wess Safford
Kalama Methanol Refinery

Dear Southwest Clean Air Agency,
RE: Air Discharge Permit 16-3204
As you know, the proposed methanol refinery in Kalama, WA, wo uld be the largest in the world. The toxic pollutants it
would emit would threaten t he ways of life for many tribes in the area, including my own, the Cowlitz Indian Tribe ~
Please do not permit Northw est Innovation Works to move forward with this hazardous project.
Thank you,

Elissa Washuta
PO Box 22224
Seattle, WA 98122

9083196986
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Southwest Clean Air Agency
NWIWK - Public Hearing Transcript
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Doris Disbrow:

Thank you for this opportunity. I live in Longview. My 1
The air quality index was developed by EPA and other tederal departments as an
indicator for monitoring the potential of adverse health conditions. Thanks to
efforts like these over many years our air quality has been improving. Now our
county is classified as good which is the highest ranking. We must continue to
be good. My husband, a non-smoker, died of lung disease of undetermined
cause. His last years were miserable. The age adjusted chronic lower respiratory
disease rate for this county is 65.5 per hundred thousand compared to the state
rate of 49.6. this shows us there's a lot of room for improvement. The AQI
includes the measurement of some elements to be released by this plant. The
emissions of these compounds in addition to others from this plant will only
~,
decrease the quality of air we breathe.

@

As a retired public health professional, I just want to make a response to one
earlier one. The permitting process is in place to protect the population . I'm glad
we have it. Thank you please deny this permit.
Paul Mairose:
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Thank you. Address the hearings officer and keep it close.

/
Wess Safford
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Alastair (AJ) Roxburgh <blackett.d irac@g mail .com >
Tuesday, January 03, 2017 3:42 PM
Wess Safford
kalamamayor@kalama.com; mtruesdell01@kalama.com; dciancibelli02@kalama.com; mdlangham03@kalama.com;
rbsiipola04@kalama.com; mputkaOS @ka lama.com; asmee@kalama.co m; cityclerk@kalama.com
NWCSI response to NWIW/AcuTech comments re. Kalama NWIW Methanol Proposa l
NWCSI Kalama Methanol Plant Response to AcuTech Comments 1.pdf; FEIS-Appendix- G4-AcuTech-Response -to DEIS-Comments. pdf

Importance:

High

Categories:

Non Standard Comment

Mr. Wess Safford
Southwest Clean Air Agency
Dear Mr. Safford:
Please find attached the NWCSI response to the NWIW rebuttal of my comments originally submitted as part
of public testimony at Kal ama last year. I have included the NWIW/AcuTech rebuttal as a second attachment.
Please make this NWCSI response part ofthe public comment record, which closes in Jan 5th 2017.
I am a resident of Hayden Island who also uses our wonderful Columbia River as a recreational asset, and as
such am extremely concerned about the pressures that the Columbia River and its environs are experiencing
from various industrial interests who see it as nothing more than a freight highway today, and may well be
gone tomorrow, leaving those of us who remain to clean up . Too many of these industries are more than
willing to place the populations of the Columbia River valley at risk to an 'ultrahazadous' level of risk to life and
limb, far in excess of a supposed minor probability of occurrence. We have enough hazardous industries in our
region already. For our region to prosper long-term, we need to put our attention on alternative industries
which are inherently safe and and non-hazardous.
The potency of methanol as a neurotoxin which can readily damage the optic nerve, both in chronic and acute
concentrations should, I believe, be of far more concern for Kala mans than it seems to be, especially since
there is no track record fo r the proposed gas-to-methanol process, to ascertain the risk of damage to Kalama's
air, and the residents.
These and other many issues are tackled in the attached NWCSI response.
Please email me if you have any questions about my submission.
As a courtesy to the town of Kalama, I have also CC'd this email to: Ron (Pete) Poulsen, Mayor; Mike Truesdell,
Position #1; Dominic Ciancibelli, Position #2; Mike Langham, Position #3; Rosemary Brinson Siipola Position #4;
Mary Putka, Position #5; Adam Smee, City Administrator; and Coni McMaster, City Clerk/Treasurer.
Thank you.
Alastair Roxburgh co-founder NWCSI (Northwest Citizen Science Initiative)
aroxburgh@ieee.org
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Northwest Citizen Science Initiative
Alastair Roxburgh

aroxburgh@ieee.org

NWCSI Com ments on Proposed NWIW Methanol Plant, Dec 14, 2016 1
Time and again we have seen fossil fuel companies and their allies try to establish themselves as
good neighbors through claims that accidents and incidents will so rarely extend beyond their
boundary fence as to be totally discountable. When worst-case scenarios which exceed the site
boundary are brought to their attention, they typically downplay them on grounds of supposed
impossibility or improbability. We have come even across faulty physics models or physics
model that have been manipulated to consistently diminish every critical factor apart from those
that would make little difference to outcomes. In our research of propane tank explosion
scenarios, for example, we have seen shrapnel ranges only half of actual ranges found by fire
investigators and permitted by physics, and blast zones only a fraction of industry established
norms. NWCSI's aim is to provide Kalama residents with an independent view, one that is factbased, and well supported by independent and authoritative sources, so that any decisions they
make are well informed.

Disclosure
AcuTech, a paid consultant to Northwest Innovation Works (NWIW), wrote the QRA for the
proposed Kalama methanol plant, and therefore does not pass our sniff test for independence.
Northwest Citizen Science Initiative (NWCSI) is an informal unaffiliated association of civic
leaders, scientists, engineers, and environmental researchers whose efforts strive to infom1
ordinary citizens of their rights to a high quality of livability and sustainability. NW CS I's
objective is to help maintain, to the highest degree possible, the unique and precious natural
environment of the Columbia River in particular, and the Pacific Northwest in general; an
environment which was tens of thousands of years in the making, but which through
inappropriate and uncontrolled industrialization could easily be destroyed in a billionth of that
time.

1

Northwest Citizen Science Initiative (NWCSI) is an association of civic leaders, scientists, engineers, and
environmental researchers that promote thorough, valid, and reliable methods for the scientific study and
enhancement of all of Nature's systems of livability and sustainability across the Pacific Northwest. General
Disclaimer: This response, to AcuTech comments on an earlier NWCSI public testimony against the proposed
NWIW Kalama methanol plant, is presented on a best efforts basis. NWCSI does not guarantee its accuracy, and
assumes no responsibility for errors and omissions. The content covers legal elements as the basis for discussion,
and is not a substitute for professional legal advice.

The AcuTech response to the NWCSI testimony raises several issues
AcuTech has made certain statements casting doubt on the NWCSI public testimony against the
building of the NWIW methanol plant in Kalama, Washington. The NWCSI testimony against
the Kalama methanol plant highlighted some risks which are frequentl y associated with large
commercial energy projects, but in the absence of a full technical disclosure from NWIW, some
of these are necessarily generic. As a watchdog of the environmental impact and risks associated
with large commercial energy projects, which in our opinion are often placed too close for
comfort (and safety) to urban residential areas, NWCSI has an obligation to respond to the
AcuTech comments. The aim of our response is to provide an independent fact check that leaves
no stone unturned . We are very concerned for the safety of Kalama residents on a number of
issues ranging from fire and explosion to toxic vapor exposure, whether caused accidentally,
deliberately, or naturally due to seismic events and associated flooding. Seismic events have the
potential for ground liquefaction, earthen berm collapse, and tank collapse. Most of these factors
can be mitigated to some extent, but none better than not building the plant on reclaimed
riverside land that is vulnerable to seismic liquefaction, and that is too close for comfort to the
towns of Kalama and Longview.
The motivation for this response to the AcuTech statement is to help the residents of Kalama
evaluate their options and make up their own minds about what they value the most, and what
potential impact such a plant might have on the future of Kalama. In particular, and based on our
research using the EPA ALOHA software, we disbelieve the veracity of the claim that "vapor
cloud explosion, and toxic hazards [would] not extend outside the plant boundary."
We believe that a scenario, for example involving a commercial jet deliberately colliding with
the proposed NWIW methanol tanks would likely result in rapid mechanically-induced breakup
of tank contents into a droplet cloud, within which, over a period of seconds-to-minutes, in a
complex process, the droplets evaporate to form a flammable and toxic vapor cloud. 2' 3' 4 ' 5
Collision dynamics is a complex and highly non-linear topic, on which a lot of research has been
published. It is a topic that cannot simply be glossed over, or minimized with suggestions of such
improbability as to be virtually impossible. Indeed, a somewhat related (drive-up truck bomb,
rather than aircraft) mechanical disruption scenario came close to playing out in 1999 in Elk
Grove, California. This home-grown terrorist attack on the Elk Grove propane storage facility
was thwarted at the 11th hour. 6 ' 7 That particular storage facility is adjacent to a small town not

2

E.g., through deliberate collision by a large commercial aircraft, which also introduces the complicating factor of
large quantities of aviation fuel from full aircraft fuel tanks.
3
Lee, A., & Law, C. K. (1992). An experimental investigation on the vaporization and combustion of methanol and
ethanol droplets. Combustion Science and Technology, 86(1-6), 25 3-265.
4
http://www.oalib.com/paper/59388#.WFHQtlWcGUk
5

6

https://www.eiseverywhere.com/fi le_ uploads/554e64a74c283 97d0dcd52ebae6 Jca69_ WiPPPresentationAbstractsWednesday. pdf

http://www.cnn.com/1999/US/ 12/04/bomb.plot.02/index.html
7
http://elkgroveonline.com/forums/topic/ 107173/propane-tanks-safe-should-they?mobile= I

too different from Kalama, that would have otherwise not seemed to be a prime target for such
actions. The probability of similar attacks occurring at other energy storage facilities is therefore
a finite and not insignificant probability. Measures were later taken at Elk Grove to harden the
facility against similar attacks in the future, but the fact remains that should someone ever
succeed in a future criminal act against the Elk Grove facility, the scenarios studied during the
1999 investigation would be just as disastrous for the local community.
Mixtures of methanol vapor and air are explosive and are easily ignited by heat, sparks, or
flames. Methanol vapors may also travel to a source of ignition and flash back. Given a suitable
source of mechanical energy, dispersion into a droplet cloud, and from there into an explosive
vapor, can happen in less time than it takes first responders to arrive on the scene. Also, due to
the large volumes of methanol involved, such dispersion of the tank contents could create a
heavy vapor cloud much larger than the property boundary. With fuel/air concentrations between
lower and upper explosive (flammable) limits in air (LEL and UEL, respectively), which for
methanol vapor is 6.7% and 36% by volume, 8 such a cloud is susceptible to deflagration or
detonation (via spark above 54 F/12 C). 9
While it is true that for a fire or explosion to occur a chain of certain conditions 10 must be met
simultaneously, the issue is not the improbability, but instead the magnitude of energy release ,
and how far the effects will extend beyond the property line. It is an accepted fact that despite
low probabilities, the chemical and energy industries, due to their large presence in our chemicaland energy-hungry modern-day world have frequent incidents and accidents, sometimes of
serious magnitude. To small communities, the magnitude of an event is arguably the more
important than whether a serious accident might occur once in 100 years or once in a 1,000
years, because to be sustainable for an indefinite period, a community must completely avoid
events of a magnitude sufficiently large that no amount of financial compensation can bring back
what is lost. Even given the typical $20 million valuation of a human life, money will not bring
back the connection of the lives that have gone before to those who would have followed had the
community avoided this danger in the first place. For the cities of Kalama (and Longview) to
flourish and live long, we must make them as safe and as resilient as we know how. This means
avoiding or eliminating the potential for serious disasters, especially man-made. Dr. Judith
11
Rodin, in her major new book, The Resilience Dividend, describes the concept of resiliency of
cities, and not only how they can recover after a major catastrophic event, but also how to make
decisions to avoid such events in the first place.

8

See http://www.mathesongas.com/pdfs/products/Lower-(LEL)-&-Upper-(UEL)-Explosive-Limits-.pdf
https://en .wikipedia.org/wiki/Methanol fuel
10
Such conditions include a mechanical ~vent to quickly disperse the methanol liquid as a droplet cloud, enough
time for the droplets to evaporate to form a vapor in air with a concentration between LEL and UEL, and a suitable
ignition source.
11
Dr. Judith Rodin chair of the Rockefeller Foundation, and author of The Resilience Dividend : Being Strong in a
World Where Things Go Wrong. Public Affairs, New York, 2014.

9

The residents of Kalama need to be aware that if a methanol rail car or tank truck (30,000
gallons) is involved in a fire, the Federal CDC rules state that the tank must be isolated for 0.5 mi
(800 m) in all directions, with evacuation recommended over the same area. If the quantities are
in the hundred million gallon range, rather than just thousands of gallons, such an area would
extend far outside the property line that NWIW proposes is the likely extent of any accident.
Moreover, in plausible mechanical dispersion scenarios, given a lack of deflagration or explosion
(e.g., wherever the concentration of vapor is outside the LEL to UEL range, or if just by chance
there is no ignition source), or given those parts of the vapor cloud that are outside this range, we
also have the toxic cloud scenario, in which case acute exposure guideline levels (AEGL), which
describe the human health effects from once-in-a-lifetime, or rare, exposure to airborne
chemicals, becomes a critical parameter. 12 Moreover, the CDC states that methanol vapors are
heavier than air, and will spread along the ground and collect and stay in poorly-ventilated, lowlying, or confined areas (e.g., sewers, basements, and tanks). 13 Hazardous concentrations may
develop quickly in enclosed, poorly-ventilated, or low-lying areas. 14 Their recommendation is to
keep out of these areas, and stay upwind. 15 Given a wind speed and direction, methanol vapor
clouds can travel over large distances. Therefore we should discount any suggestion that
methanol vapor can be confined inside the plant property line!
And this is quite apart from the specter of chronic poisoning from repeated exposure to methanol
vapor which may be leaked from a natural-gas-to-methanol conversion plant. Methanol is a
highly potent neurotoxin in humans, requiring ingestion of as little as 10 mL of pure methanol to
cause permanent blindness by destruction of the optic nerve, with 30 mL potentially fatal. 16 As
described by the CDC, 17 in the industrial setting, inhalation of high concentrations of methanol
vapor and absorption of methanol through the skin are as effective as the oral route in producing
toxic effects. The CDC also states that the characteristic pungent (alcohol) odor of methanol does
not provide sufficient warning of low levels of exposure, and that methanol can be absorbed into
the body by inhalation, ingestion, skin contact, or eye contact. Methanol is classified as a
hazardous pollutant in our environment, and has zero health benefits. 18

A News Report Which Should Give Kalama Residents Pause for Thought
"Beijing slaps ban on new gas-fed methanol plants to cut pollution" South China Morning Post,
Sept 2007. 19

12

http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/ershdb/emergencyresponsecard _ 297 50029 .html
ibid
14
ibid
15
ibid
16
https ://courseware.ee.cal poly .edu/-amaccarl/Alternative V ehicleSafety /Methanolfuel Safety. pdf
17
http ://www.cdc.gov/niosh/ershdb/emergencyresponsecard_ 29750029 .html
13

18

http://www.thetruthaboutstutf.com/pdf/( I 07)%20Kavet°/o20Methano1%20Vapor%20Toxic%20Dosage%20for%20Man.pdf

19

http://www.scmp.com/article/606602/beijing-slaps-ban-new-gas-fed-methanol-plants-cut-pollution

Legal Ramifications
Columbia Riverkeeper research has revealed that NWIW has never built nor run a methanol
refinery, and also that the process NWIW wants to use has never been used to make commercial
quantities of methanoi. 20 We ask, therefore, what guarantee, on penalty ofrecompense to the
residents of Kalama, will NWIW give regarding:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

Chronic levels of methanol vapor pollution in Kalama (which according the CDC
may be below what can be smelled 21 ), if such are emitted by the proposed plant?
Any smells from the plant deemed objectionable by a majority of Kalama residents?
The degree to which the methanol plant is "ultrahazardous", as covered under US
Tort law, Rest. (2d) §520?
Air pollution levels, if peak, and average, specified concentrations of individual
pollutants are exceeded?

US Tort law, Rest. (2d) §520 22 provides a framework for examining an activity or process to
determine if it presents an unavoidable risk of serious harm to others, or their property, despite
reasonable care exercised by the actor to prevent that harm. An important point commonly
misunderstood about US Tort law, Rest. (2d) §520 that should be corrected, is that this law does
not trade in estimated probabilities, but rather on the magnitude and severity of various worstcases, and in doing so provides a legal basis for the citizenry to oppose big projects that are
located far too close to where people live. AcuTech's response made no attempt to rebut the six
criteria given in the law to allow a determination of whether a particular activity is "abnormally
dangerous" or "ultrahazadous" . These criteria are:
"(a) existence of a high degree of risk of some harm to the person, land or chattels of others;
"(b) likelihood that the harm that results from it will be great;
"(c) inability to eliminate the risk by the exercise of reasonable care;
"( d) extent to which the activity is not a matter of common usage;
"(e) inappropriateness of the activity to the place where it is carried on;
" (f) extent to which its value to the community is outweighed by its dangerous attributes."
Note that the " likelihood" mentioned in factor (b) is not the likelihood of an accident occurring,
but instead says that if and when an accident does occur, what is the likelihood that it will cause
great harm.
The six Rest. (2d) §520 criteria recognize that in a city or town, or place of residence, the
presence of factors such as residents not wanting to promote the storage and processing of liquid
or fossil fuels within their communities may establish the right of the residents to reject industrial

°Kalama Methanol Workshop flyer, "Methanol: More fracking, more plastics, and more pollution", Columbia
River Keeper, 2016, www.ColumbiaRiverkeeper.org
21
http ://www.cdc.gov/NTOSH/ershdb/EmergencyResponseCard 29750029.html
22
https://www.law.cornell .edu/wex/ultrahazardous_activity
2

proposals. ln particular, when we hear the words "not credible" used to minimize various
incidents and accident scenarios, we need to look at who is saying that, and also consider what
they stand to gain if they can convince you that such and such a scenario is not credible.
"I do not believe that the permanent jobs that this plant will create warrant the kind of
community or environmental impacts we are going to see," said Diane Dick, with Longview' s
Landowners and Citizens for a Safe Community, which has been tracking plans for the Kalama
plant. 23

Seismic Risk Factors
There is the question of the seismic resistance of the tanks and the susceptibility of the main site
to liquefaction in the expected future M9.5 Cascadia Subduction Zone earthquake. In our
opinion, no new energy storage should be built on any reclaimed riverfront land along the
Columbia River, due to susceptibility to liquefaction. The Kalama site for the proposed methanol
plant, west ofl-5 , is rated moderate to high liquefaction susceptibility. 24

Summary &Discussion
In summary, until all questions have been answered, the AcuTech response to the NWCSI
testimony cannot be allowed to be the last word on the NWIW proposal. We at NWCSI do think
that it is important that AcuTech shares the results of more complex scenarios computed using
their "industry preference" software. NWCSI has found in the past that simulation software
written by the energy industry for the energy industry is self-serving, not independent, not
objective, and tends to low-ball outcomes at every opportunity. ALOHA, to its credit, has a large
measure of independence, and is maintained by a team that puts safety ahead of profits.
As we, and presumably AcuTech, are well-aware, all simulation software can be manipulated by
careful selection of scenarios to maximize the magnitude of a disaster simulation. Nevertheless
such outcomes are less a "manipulation" and "exaggeration" than simply a particular worst case.
Since the results are based on physics and chemistry models, they are not "impossible". In the
NWCSI BLEVE scenario case, once we get data from AcuTech regarding a low design burst
pressure of the methanol tanks, this scenario may well be off the table, which would be partial
good news for Kalama. This outcome would still leave Kalama residents to worry about the
scenarios concerned with the toxic effects of methanol vapor, whether acute (as in the earthquake
or terrorist scenarios outlined) or chronic (due to inevitable leaks from the plant). We at NWCSI
expect that for the reasons discussed, whatever the truth may be, it may be found in-between the
various scenario analyses.
Public advocacy organizations like NWCSI have a moral obligation to take a stand whenever we
see environmental injustice being perpetrated at the expense of our environment and in the name
of profit, and especially when the party involved may try and use the eminent domain statute,
23
24

The Seattle Times Sept. 21 , 2015
ftp: //ww4 .dnr.wa.gov/geology/pubs/ofr04-20/ofr2004-20_sheet15 _ cowlitz_liq. pdf

which was designed to promote the better good of Americans living in our country, not to aid
and abet foreign-owned interests in their efforts to take land from hard-working American
farmers and citizens. It is public knowledge that a major, if not the major investor in the new
company known as Northwest Innovation Works (NWIW), that wanted to build three Methanol
plants in Washington, and now only wants to build two, is the Chinese Academy of Sciences and
Chinese government, to the tune of $5.2B. 25 All of the methanol produced would go straight to
China, and as we have read in the news, so too would most of the profits. We regard the
Washington State Investment Board ' s (WSIB) proposal 26 to invest state employees' retirement
funds on this unproven and controversial gas-fed methanol project is risky. Such an investment
may be used by the project' s proponents and owners to further justify their declared intention of
use the powers of eminent domain in the seizure of private farmland for the feed pipeline.
The fact that a Chinese newspaper reports, that in order to cut pollution, the Beijing government
has slapped a ban on new gas-fed methanol plants, should be a dire warning to Kalama residents
of what could possibly happen to pollution levels in Kalama. If the pollution levels expected
from new gas-fed methanol plants is unacceptable to the Chinese government, then these levels
should be unacceptable to us!
Finally, to address the issue of accountability, we would like to see NIWI present a complete list
of methanol-related incidents and accidents that they have studied, together with a statement in
each case as to the cause, the fuel configuration, the magnitude of damage caused, and any safety
lessons learned as a result of these studies.

Response to Specific AcuTech Comments
1. Model Selection:

"ALOHA' s calculations represent a compromise between accuracy and simplicity or speed"
NWCSJ Response: Where's the proof of this statement?
[therefore] "ALOHA is not an appropriate model for conducting consequence modeling for a
quantitative risk assessment for the purpose of siting an industrial plant."
NWCSJ Response: We disagree with this conclusion.
(p.3) "exaggerated, unrealistic, and impossible proposed methanol release scenarios and model
inputs."
NWCSJ Response: Worst-case analysis does exaggerate the typical, but using the well-tested
ALOHA software helps ensure that it does not distort the laws of physics beyond real. Energy
companies frequently bandy the " impossible" word, when they mean to say " improbable",
thereby attempting to make the probability zero. More than any other word, the AcuTech use of
25
26

The Seattle Times, Sept. 21 , 2015 .
http://www. sightline .org/20 16/12/14/washington-state-bets-retirement-funds-on-fracked-gas-and-petrochemi cals/

the word " impossible" makes the AcuTech response much more political and contrived, rather
than scientific.
[Phast] " is widely used in the oil and gas and chemical industries for quantitative studies."
NWCSI Response: Phast is a self-serving product of the chemical industry. ALOHA is not.
2. Model Meteorological Conditions:
NWCSJ Response: Values used are stated. Wind speed and direction for dispersion of toxic vapor
cloud is stated.
3. Model Endpoints:
NWCSI Response: No comment.
4. Methanol Storage Tanks:
NWCSJ Response: Our assumptions (e.g., of tank configuration) are close enough. External heat
source combined with failure of pressure relief valve to relieve pressure build-up will, of course,
quickly exceed 0.7 psi or 1.0 psi.
Case 1: Pool Fire and BLEVE Domino Effect Scenario:
" If catastrophic tank failure were to occur, the resulting hazard would be a large pool fire,
not a fireball or BLEVE."
NWCSJ Response: Where is the proof of this statement, including the design burst
pressure of the proposed tanks? If a tank with a failed pressure relief valve will burst
before critical temperature (240 C) is reached, then I agree that a fireball or BLEVE with
total instantaneous conversion seems unlikely, but that does not seem to preclude a
smaller-scale mixed liquid/vapor event of a similar type. We would like to see a detailed
analysis of this.
Case 2: Pure Pool Fire Scenario:
NWCSI Response: Acutech and NWCSI agree!

Appendices
A SMALL SELECTION OUT OF MANY METHANOL TANK ACCIDENTS

http://www.csb.gov/bethune-point-wastewater-plant-explosion/
Two municipal workers died and another was seriously injured while attempting to
remove a steel canopy above a methanol storage tank at the Bethune Point wastewater
plant operated by the City of Daytona Beach. The workers were using a cutting torch that
likely ignited methanol vapors from the tank and caused an explosion. The explosion led
to the release of the total contents of the tank, approximately 3,000 gallons of methanol.

http://www.factsonline .nl /accidents/%205405/91230 METHANOL/chemical -accidents-with methanol
A long list of accidents involving methanol.
https://en.wiki2.org/wiki/Shaanxi bus%E2%80%93tanker crash
On 26 August 2012, a double-decker sleeper bus crashed into a tanker in northern China,
near the city of Yan'an in the Shaanxi province. The tanker was loaded with highly
flammable methanol. 36 people were killed. (Note: Typical road tanker size is 30,000
gallons)
http://www.mcclatchydc.com/news/nation-world/national/econom y/article24 762205 .htm I
Canadian National Rail. Tamaroa, Ill. Derailment where four DOT-11 lA tank cars
carrying methanol, a flammable liquid, breached, fueling a fire. 850 residents evacuated
in a three-mile radius for three days, including entire village of Tamaroa. One contract
employee injured during cleanup. Total of 19 tank cars derailed, 14 of which were DOT11 lA type. Half of those breached, including the two cars carrying methanol. Other
hazardous materials in cars that breached included phosphoric and hydrochloric acids,
both corrosives, and formaldehyde solution, a flammable liquid.
http ://www.mcclatchydc.com/news/nation-world/national/economy/article24 762205 .htm I
Seaboard System Rail. Marshville, N.C. Derailment and breach of two DOT-11 lA tank
cars loaded with methanol, a flammable liquid. Unprotected bottom outlets sheared off,
releasing cargo, which ignited a fire, destroying three buildings and four automobiles.
About 2,1 00 people were evacuated within a I-mile radius of the accident site, and a
major highway, U.S. 74, was closed. The fire burned for 12 hours. One person sustained
minor inj uries in evacuation.
http://www.mcclatchydc.com/news/nation-world/nationa l/economy/article24 762205 .htm I
[Note: Ethanol] Norfolk Southern Rail. New Brighton, Pa. Derailment of 23 of 83 cars of
ethanol on Beaver River bridge. All cars were DOT-11 lA type. Some cars fell into river,
and 20 spilled cargo, which resulted in a fire that burned for 48 hours. Homes and
businesses within a seven-block area evacuated for two days. About 150 people were
affected. About 485 ,000 gallons of ethanol estimated spilled. A dozen cars lost their
entire loads, while eight cars lost part of theirs.
http://www.mcclatchydc.com/news/nation-world/national/econom y/article24 762205 .html
[Note: Ethanol] Canadian National Rail. Cherry Valley, Ill. Derailment of a 114-car
ethanol train at a road crossing after heavy rains washed out track. Of the 19 cars that
derailed, 13 breached and lost cargo, which caught fire. The fire engulfed vehicles

waiting at road crossing for train to pass. One woman was killed, and two people in the
same car were seriously injured. Five more motorists were injured, as were two
firefighters who responded to the incident. 600 residents evacuated within a half-mile
radius. NTSB specifically cites the inadequate design of the DOT-I I IA cars as a
contributing factor in the accident.
http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=720 I 403844045#0Szxfl P2YCuVxeFF.99
Drivers run for life after 30 ton gas tanker hit by crane truck. 30 tons of methanol was
knocked tanker caught fire and exploded moments later. Yesterday (June 25) morning,
Huizhou petrochemical area, cranes collision occurred methanol tank car accident
hazardous chemicals. From the beginning of the impact, the fire spread to the cab, two
drivers escape out of only 75 seconds.
http://v ideo.sina.com.cn/p/news/s/v/2014-06-27 /082264053653 .html

ALOHA MODELING SOFTWARE AUTHORITY STATEMENT

The ALOHA (Areal Locations of Hazardous Atmospheres) program used to produce the propane
threat zone maps presented in this paper originated in the 1970s as a simple tool for modeling
and estimating the dispersion of gas plumes in the atmosphere. Over the years since then, it has
evolved into a tool used for a wide range of response, planning, and academic purposes. It is
currently distributed to thousands of users in government and industry (in the USA it is
distributed by the National Safety Council).
ALOHA, now at version 5.4.4, is maintained by the Hazardous Materials Division of National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), and is widely used by Fire Departments and
first responders for Emergency Chemical Release Modeling. 27 The following is a list of the
credentials of the ALOHA project team members and external review team (as of February
2006) who added new features related to fire and explosions (pool fire, BLEVE-boiling liquid
expanding vapor explosion-, flare or jet fire, flammable explosive vapor cloud): 28

ALOHA Project Team Credentials:
./ Jerry Muhasky PhD (Mathematics). More than ten years' experience in design of large
environmental software programs. Lead programmer for ALOHA version 5.
27

Jones, Robert, et al. ALOHA (Areal Locations of Hazardous Atmospheres) 5.4.4 Technical Documentation.
NOAA Technical Memorandum NOS OR&R 43. November 2013.
http://response.restoration .noaa.gov/sites/default/files/ALOHA_Tech_Doc.pdf Retrieved Feb 20 , 2015 .
28
"Technical documentation and software quality assurance for project-Eagle-ALOHA: A project to add fire and
explosive capability to ALPHA." Feb 2006. Office ofRepsponse and Restoration, Noational Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA); Environmental Protection Agency (EPA); Pipelines and Hazardous Materials
Safety Administration, Department of Transportation.
http://www.deq .state.ok.us/LPDnew/saratitleiii/ AlohaTrainingManuals/Final%20techdoc%20and%20QA.pdf
Retrieved Feb 20, 2015 .

~: Bill L~hr Php (Physi~s). Oyer twenty years' experience in s~ftware model development
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August 3, 2016
Kurt Humphrey
Environmental Manager
NW Innovation Works
380 W. Marine Drive
Kalama, WA 98625

Technical Memorandum: NW Citizen Science Initiative DEIS Comments
Introduction
NW Innovation Works, Inc. (NWIW) is proposing to construct a methanol plant to be located at
an existing industrial park owned by the Port of Kalama, in Washington State. The final
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is currently being prepared for the site under Washington 's
SEPA process, and a Draft EIS (DEIS) was released for public review March 3, 2016.
Included in the DEIS as Appendix G 1 is a Quantitative Risk Assessment Final Report (February
2016) ("QRA") for the proposed methanol plant. The QRA was conducted by AcuTech to review
the potential hazards and risks the proposed plant could pose to onsite employees and the offsite
community from an accidental release from the methanol production, storage and vessel loading
operations. Accidental release scenarios defined for the QRA were developed through an initial
HAZard IDentification (HAZID) workshop facilitated by AcuTech Group, Inc. (the QRA
contractor) included representatives from the NWIW project team, Johnson Matthey Davy
Technologies, Worley Parsons, Williams Northwest Pipeline, Endeavour EHS LLC and Port of
Kalama. All onsite hazards (e.g. , fire, explosion, and toxic) with the potential to impact onsite
personnel and potential for offsite exposure were included in the QRA, and included the full range
ofreleases sizes (from leaks to ruptures).
The results of the QRA illustrated that the proposed NWIW site does not present a significant risk
of serious or permanent injury outside of the plant, and all identified fire, vapor cloud explosion,
and toxic hazards do not extend beyond the plant boundary.
On April 18, 201 6 revised comments were submitted by Alastair Roxburgh, NW Citizen Science
Initiative (NWCSI). The comments are in the form of a preliminary analysis of the hazards of
methanol storage, and consequence modeling conducted using the ALOHA® (Areal Locations of
Hazardous Atmospheres) model, developed by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),
Office of Emergency Management (OEM) and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), Emergency Response Division.
Since the NWCSI analysis present results that are contradictory to the QRA, NWIW requested
AcuTech to review the NWCSI comments and analysis, and to provide a technical response. As
detailed above, AcuTech conducted the QRA for the proposed methanol plant. AcuTech is a
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specialty-consulting firm with a deep background in process safety, risk assessment, security, and
emergency management. AcuTech has served both industry and government clients since 1994
and is a leader in industrial safety.
This letter supplements the QRA, but does not change any of the analysis, consequence modeling
or conclusions in the QRA (Appendix Gl of the DEIS).
AcuTech' s review of the NWCSI analysis identified:
• Incorrect project design information
• Exaggerated scenarios leading to scientifically unrealistic large-scale methanol releases
• Use of an emergency response planning tool designed to err in favor of overestimation of
the hazards 1 of a chemical release
• Improper model assumptions and inputs
AcuTech's response to NWCSI includes a comparative analysis of the methanol plant hazards,
and is based on selection of credible large-scale methanol release scenarios. Our analysis utilizes
the same ALOHA model, and even with the designed conservatism in estimating chemical hazards,
our results illustrate that NWCSI overstated the potential level of hazard and risk posed to the
surrounding community by the proposed methanol plant. Our analysis shows that a large-scale
methanol release will be contained within the plant boundary, and does not pose a significant risk
outside of the plant boundary. This conclusion is consistent with the conclusions in the QRA.
The formal review of the NWCSI comments and analysis is provided in the following sections.

AcuTech Comments to NWCSI Analysis
The NWCSI Analysis speculated about four (4) events and outcomes if a loss of containment of
methanol from storage were to occur:
• Case I : Pool Fire and BLEVE Domino Effect Scenario
• Case 2: Pure Pool Fire Scenario
• Case 3: Vapor Cloud Explosion (Detonated) Scenario
• Case 4: Toxic Vapor Cloud Scenario
AcuTech comments for each case are presented in detail below. General comments on NWCSI
analysis include:
I. Model Selection: The ALOHA® model is designed for use during accidental chemical
spills to help spill response professionals assess the risk to human populations associated
with toxic air hazards, thermal radiation from fires , and blast effects. It is designed to
provide an upper bound to the threat distances associated with chemical spills.
From the ALOHA Technical Documentation (NOAA Technical Memorandum NOS
OR&R 43 , November 2013), Section 1.2 Design Criteria and Limitations:
1

ALOHA Technical Documentation (NOAA Technical Memorandum NOS OR&R 43, November 2013), Section 1.2
Design Criteria and Limitations.
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" Wherever uncertainty is unavoidable, ALOHA will err in favor of overestimating
rather than underestimating threat distances. "
"In some cases, ALOHA will significantly overestimate threat zones".

AcuTech Comment: ALOHA is a planning and response tool designed to calculate
potential impact boundaries quickly enough to be of use to responders during a real
emergency. Since ALOHA ' s calculations represent a compromise between accuracy and
simplicity or speed, ALOHA is not an appropriate model for conducting consequence
modeling for a quantitative risk assessment for the purpose of siting an industrial plant.
NWCSI's modeling results are further exacerbated by the use of exaggerated, unrealistic
and impossible proposed methanol release scenarios and model inputs.
The QRA for NWIW was conducted by AcuTech using the commercially available Process
Hazards Analysis Software Tool (Phast) and Software for the Assessment of Fire,
Explosion and Toxic Impacts (Safeti). The software package is available from Det Norske
Veritas (DNV), with Phast used to complete the hazard/ consequence modeling and Safeti
used to develop the risk results. The Phast software provides more robust modeling
capacities, as compared to ALOHA, and has been well validated and is widely used in the
oil and gas and chemical industries for quantitative studies.
2. Model Meteorological Conditions: NWCSI assumed values for local ambient conditions.
AcuTech Comment: From the current analysis provided by NW CS I there are no comments
on the meteorological conditions selected.
3. Model Endpoints: NWCSI assumed endpoints for thermal radiation, toxic dispersion and
explosion overpressure.
AcuTech Comment: From the current analysis provided by NW CS I there are no comments
on the modeling endpoints selected.
4. Methanol Storage Tanks: NWCSI assumed tank dimensions of 105 ' tall and 145 '
diameter (9,400,000 gallons)
AcuTech Comment:
• The tank design for the NWIW facility uses smaller methanol storage tanks that are
82 ' tall; 142' 9" diameter (8,200,000 gallons).
• The methanol product storage tanks are atmospheric storage tanks designed for 0.7
pounds per square inch gauge (psig) internal pressure.
• From NFPA 30 Flammable and Combustible Liquids Code; Section 3.3.51.2, an
atmospheric tank is defined as "A storage tank that has been designed to operate at
pressures from atmospheric through a gauge pressure of 1.0 psi (6.9 kPa) (i.e., 760
mm Hg through 812 mm Hg) measured at the top of the tank."
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Case 1: Pool Fire and BLEVE Domino Effect Scenario
NW CS I assumed that all but one methanol tank would fail and that the entire contents of those
tanks would be ignited. NWCSI then assumed that the resulting fire would heat a single remaining
methanol storage tank within the containment area. NWCSI then assumed that a pressure relief
valve would fail on the one remaining tank and that pressure would build to tank failure, resulting
in a Boiling Liquid Flammable Vapor Explosion (BLEVE).
AcuTech Comment: As discussed in the QRA, no fireball/ BLEVE scenarios were developed as
the methanol storage tanks are all designed for atmospheric conditions (i .e., methanol will not be
stored in pressurized tanks). A BLEVE scenario is not possible because such tanks cannot provide
the pressurization necessary to suppress boiling as would be necessary to produce a BLEVE. If
catastrophic tank failure were to occur, the resulting hazard would be a large pool fire, not a fireball
orBLEVE.
Additionally, the following is from the American Institute of Chemical Engineers (AIChE), Center
for Chemical Process Safety (CCPS) "Guidelines for Vapor Cloud Explosion, Pressure Vessel
Burst, BLEVE and Flash Fire Hazards", 2nd Edition, 2010.
• BLEVE is defined as a sudden loss of containment of a pressure-liquefied gas existing
above its normal atmospheric boiling point at the moment of its failure, which results in
rapidly expanding vapor and flashing liquid.
• A BLEVE requires three key elements:
o A liquid at a temperature above its normal atmospheric pressure boiling point.
o Containment that causes the pressure on the liquid to be sufficiently high to
suppress boiling.
o A sudden loss of containment to rapidly drop the pressure on the liquid.
• Liquids normally stored under pressure have atmospheric pressure boiling points well
below ambient temperature . Common examples of these types of materials include light
hydrocarbons (e.g., propane, ethane, butane), ammonia, and refrigerants. Other liquids
whose atmospheric pressure boiling points are above ambient temperature may be heated
intentionally or unintentionally during use to above their boiling points and stored at
pressure. These include many liquids, but common examples are water (e.g., in steam
generation) and heavy hydrocarbons. If any of these commodities are pressurized to
suppress boiling and suddenly lose containment, the pressure will drop and the liquids will
become superheated and flash to vapor.
Based on the information above, a BLEVE of an atmospheric methanol storage tank is not possible:
• Methanol is a liquid at ambient temperature and pressure and will not be stored as a
pressure-liquefied gas.
• Methanol storage tanks are designed to contain methanol at atmospheric pressure and not
pressurized design.
• Since the vapor pressure of methanol at its boiling point is greater than 14.7 psig, an
atmospheric storage tank (with a design pressure of 0. 7 psig) would fail before the material
would boil. Therefore, a methanol tank of the design proposed by NWIW cannot provide
containment of pressures sufficiently high to suppress boiling.
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If a catastrophic tank failure were to occur, the resulting hazard would be a large pool fire , not a
fireball or BLEVE.
Case 2: Pure Pool Fire Scenario
NWCSI assumed a methanol spill and fire within the storage tank containment area. The results
were that thermal radiation from the case "is not particularly dangerous outside the NWIW site".
AcuTech Comment : This case is discussed in detail in the QRA and this conclusion is consistent
with the QRA. We agree that the pool fire scenario does not present a significant offsite hazard.

Case 3: Vapor Cloud Explosion (Detonated) Scenario
NWCSI assumed a coordinated terrorist-type scenario:
1. Initiating event where a commercial aircraft is used to damage all eight (8) methanol
storage tanks.
2. The contents of the methanol tanks are not consumed as a localized fire , but somehow the
entire volume is instantaneously converted from liquid to vapor.
3. Secondary attack where an explosive is detonated within the flammable cloud, after
allowing the cloud to disperse downwind to the lower flammable limit (LFL 2) .
AcuTech Comment:
NWCSI developed a scenario requmng an event triggered by an intentional combination of
actions. The scenario begins with an intentional aircraft crash into the methanol storage area,
followed by a coordinated and a delayed detonation of a truck bomb to ignite a vapor cloud. This
scenario can bee aluated in the context of a security risk analysis. AcuTech was the lead author
of the American National Standards Institute (ANSI)/ American Petroleum Institute (API) Standard
780 3 Security Risk Assessment (SRA) Methodology. The standard was published in June 2013 as
a U.S. standard for SRAs for petroleum, chemical , and petrochemical facilities. The standard
evaluates the risk of terrorism as a function of potential consequence, vulnerability, and threat.
These factors are considered below in the context of the scenario NW CS I modeled:
•

Consequence: As detailed above, the NWCSI scenario assumes a one (I) second release
duration of the full storage volume, and complete and instantaneous conversion of
methanol liquid to vapor. We have been unable to develop a realistic scenario where such
an instantaneous release and conversion of methanol liquid to vapor could actually occur.
All potential scenarios involving catastrophic release from methanol storage would result
in a liquid release and spill to the impoundment area that would be most-likely ignited by
the sparks/ fire of an airplane crash, resulting in a pool fire and consequence similar to
NWCSI Case 2. Immediate conversion of methanol from liquid to vapor is not credible.

2
Lower flammability limit (LFL), usually expressed in volume per cent, is the lower end of the concentration range
over which a flammable mixture of gas or vapor in air can be ignited at a given temperature and pressure. The
flammability range is delineated by the upper and lower flammability limits. Outside this range of air/vapor
mixtures, the mixture cannot be ignited (unless the temperature and pressure are increased) .
3
ANSl/API Standard 780 Security Risk Assessment Methodology for the Petroleum and Petrochemical Industry",
Washington, DC: American Petroleum Institute {2013)
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Vulnerability: The majority of private assets do not have security countermeasures for the
attack scenario developed from NWCSI. Therefore, NWIW would not be expected to have
systems that would prevent an attack from a commercial aircraft piloted by a terrorist.
NWIW would rely on national and state security measures to prevent such a scenario.
Threat: Based on the following:
o Nature/history of the threat - No similar events for chemical facilities or other
infrastructure where a coordinated attack with a commercial aircraft and secondary
detonation have been attempted.
o Capability - The probability that an adversary has the capability and resources for
this attack scenario is low. The scenario involving secondary detonation following
the initial attack requires 1) allowing the flammable cloud to disperse downwind to
the LFL, 2) the device is correctly located downwind and 3) detonation of the
device is precisely timed. Orchestrating such a secondary detonation together with
crashing a commercial aircraft into the methanol tanks would require highly
complex logistics, specialized technical expertise and ideal meteorological
conditions.
o Attractiveness-The attractiveness of this type of attack against the NWIW facility
is low since it would require extensive resources and coordination, and given the
plant location, an attack would not meet typical terrorist goals for mass casualties,
extensive property damage, damage to national assets/landmarks, damage to
critical infrastructure, or severe economic impacts. Far more attractive targets are
available with less effort and higher potential of achieving terrorist goals.

Evaluating the scenario using the security risk assessment techniques illustrates that the NWCSI
Case 3 is not credible, and is not a sound basis for decision making for the facility design.
Case 4: Toxic Vapor Cloud Scenario
NWCSI's scenario is the same as Case 3 with a terrorist piloting a commercial aircraft to crash it
into the methanol storage tanks at the NWIW facility, except the flammable cloud is not detonated,
and the cloud disperses downwind to three toxic concentration levels. Using the same analysis
provided above, this case is not considered credible:
1. Consequence: As explained above, instantaneous conversion of methanol liquid to vapor
is not credible. All potential scenarios involving catastrophic release from methanol
storage would result in a liquid spill to the impoundment area. Most likely the spill would
be ignited by sparks or fire from such an aircraft crash as described in Case 3. If the spill
were not ignited in the event (as proposed by NWCSI), the worst case is an evaporating
pool of methanol, not an instantaneous conversion of liquid to vapor.
2. Vulnerability: As stated above, the NWJW plant could be vulnerable to an attack from a
commercial aircraft piloted by a terrorist. NWIW would rely on national and state security
measures to prevent such a scenario.
3. Threat: Based on the following:
o Nature/history of the threat - No similar events for chemical facilities or other
infrastructure where a terrorist attempted to cause a release of potentially toxic
gases.
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Capability - Historic events have shown that terrorists can successfully
commandeer a commercial aircraft and use it as a weapon. National and state
security measures, however, have reduced the potential for such an attack.
Attractiveness - The attractiveness of this type of attack against the NWIW facility
is low since it would require extensive resources and coordination, and given the
plant location, an attack would not meet typical terrorist goals for mass casualties,
extensive property damage, damage to national assets/landmarks, damage to
critical infrastructure, or severe economic impacts. Methanol's toxicity is
relatively low compared to many other chemicals stored in bulk at facilities closer
to large population centers. Far more attractive targets are available with less effort
and higher potential of achieving terrorist goals.

Accordingly, the NWCSI Case 4 is not credible, and is not a sound basis for decision making for
the facility design.
In the next section, AcuTech presents more plausible worst case scenarios for a large release from
methanol storage.

Credible Worst-Case Methanol Storage Hazard
The following is an analysis conducted by AcuTech. This anal ysis is provided to replace NWCSI's
Case 3 and Case 4, and to represent a credible worst-case release from methanol storage at the
NWIW site, as modeled with ALOHA. Although ALOHA is not an appropriate consequence
model for a quantitative risk assessment due to the potential over conservatism of the reported
hazard distances, we have used ALOHA in our analysis for consistency with NWCSI's approach
and to illustrate a comparison of the potential impact boundaries.
The modeling assumptions include:
• Use of ALOHA model (same model as NWCSI comments/analysis)
• Use ofNWCSI meteorological data
• Use ofNWCSI endpoints for thermal radiation, flammable vapor dispersion, vapor cloud
explosion overpressure, and toxic concentration
The case evaluated is a physical impact to a methanol storage tank (e.g. , earthquake, small/light
aircraft impact) that results in a release to the containment area surrounding the tanks. Following
a release of methanol, the following hazards were evaluated:
• Pool fire within the impoundment.
• Evaporating pool within impoundment - dispersion to LFL and potential for vapor cloud
explosion.
• Evaporating pool within impoundment - dispersion to toxic concentration endpoints.
The ALOHA modeling files are provided as an attachment. The methanol pool scenarios were
evaluated in ALOHA assuming:
• Source: Puddle model
o Evaporating pool
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Pool area: 915 feet x 460 feet methanol storage impoundment
• Area = 420,900 square feet
• ALOHA Limit4 = 338,000 square feet
o Pool volume
• 8,200,000 gallons
• ALOHA Limit= 2,640,000 gallons
ALOHA dispersion using buoyant dispersion. ALOHA allows options for using a heavy
gas model or a buoyant dispersion model. From the ALOHA Technical Documentation
(NOAA Technical Memorandum NOS OR&R 43 , November 2013), Section 4.4.l Criteria
for Use of the Heavy Gas Model:
o Designed to account for the gravitational effects on pollutant clouds with densities
significantly different than air.
o Gravitational effects can be insignificant for dense pollutants if the dispersion is
dominated by the wind or thermal convection in the atmosphere, or the evaporative
flux from a pool is small. The Heavy Gas model can still be used with these clouds,
but the Gaussian (buoyant gas) Model is preferred.
Since the vapor density of methanol is similar to air and the dispersion of an evaporating
pool will be dominated by the wind. AcuTech used the Gaussian Model for both flammable
vapor and toxic dispersion.

Pool Fire within lmpoundment
No additional analysis, see NWCSI Case 2.
Evaporating Pool within lmpoundment (flammable dispersion and potential VCE)
The distances to LFL and Yi LFL were evaluated. The Yi LFL concentration was also considered
to be conservative. The results using the ALOHA model predict the following:
• Distance to the LFL and Yi LFL concentration does not extend beyond the impoundment
area.
• As no part of the flammable cloud is above the LFL or Yi LFL there is no potential for a
vapor cloud explosion. This result is shown in the ALOHA results.
Evaporating Pool within lmpoundment (toxic dispersion)
Toxic modeling was conducted using the same Acute Exposure Level Guidelines
(AEGLs) endpoints as assumed by NWCSI in its modeling:
• AEGL-3 is the airborne concentration, expressed as parts per million (ppm) or milligrams
per cubic meter (mg/m3), of a substance above which it is predicted that the general
population, including susceptible individuals, could experience life-threatening health
effects or death.
• AEGL-2 is the airborne concentration (expressed as ppm or mg/m3) of a substance above
which it is predicted that the general population, including susceptible individuals, could
experience irreversible or other serious, long-lasting adverse health effects or an impaired
ability to escape.
4

ALOHA Technical Documentation (NOAA Technical Memorandum NOS OR&R 43 , November 2013), Section
6.5 Pool Fires. "A 200-meter diameter limit applies in all cases."
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AEGL-1 is the airborne concentration (expressed as ppm or mg/m3) of a substance above
which it is predicted that the general population, including susceptible individuals, could
experience notable discomfort, irritation, or certain asymptomatic nonsensory effects.
However, the effects are not disabling and are transient and reversible upon cessation of
exposure.

The distances to the toxic concentration endpoints as predicted by ALOHA are detailed below
(measured from the center of the methanol storage impoundment):
• 109 yards to AEGL-3 (7,200 ppm (60 min])
• 166 yards to AEGL-2 (2,100 ppm (60 min])
• 545 yards to AEGL-1 (530 ppm (60 min])
The AEGL-3 and AEGL-2 levels would not extend beyond the impoundment area and are
maintained within the NWIW plant boundary. Therefore, the risk of serious or permanent injury
from the toxic effects of a worst-case methanol release would be limited to within the plant
boundary.
Using the ALOHA model the AEGL-1 level may extend beyond the NWIW plant boundary, north
of the methanol storage tanks. As detailed above the AEGL-1 concentration level is not disabling,
with no long-term effects. Additionally, the offsite area north of the methanol storage tanks is
forest/wetlands with no residences or other occupied structures.

Conclusions
On April 18, 2016 revised comments were submitted by Alastair Roxburgh, NW Citizen Science
Initiative (NWCSI). The comments are in the form of a preliminary analysis of the hazards of
methanol storage, and consequence modeling was conducted using the ALOHA model. The
NWCSI Analysis speculated four (4) events and outcomes if a loss of containment of methanol
from storage were to occur:
• Case 1: Pool Fire and BLEVE Domino Effect Scenario
• Case 2: Pure Pool Fire Scenario
• Case 3: Vapor Cloud Explosion (Detonated) Scenario
• Case 4: Toxic Vapor Cloud Scenario
In addition to identifying NWCSI inconsistencies in NWIW project design information (e.g.,
storage tank dimension and capacities), the following are the conclusion of AcuTech's review:
• Case 1 - BLEVE of a methanol storage tank is not credible or even possible with the tank
design proposed by NWIW.
• Case 2 - Pool Fire Scenario:
o AcuTech agrees with NWCSI that a methanol spill and fire within the storage tank
impoundment area "is not particularly dangerous outside the NWIW site".
• Case 3 and Case 4 -TeITorism initiated events:
o Following the American National Standards Institute (ANSI)/American Petroleum
Institute (API) Standard 780 Security Risk Assessment (SRA) methodology,
NWCSI's teITorist attack scenarios are not credible. Threat of this type of attack
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scenario is low based on nature/history of threat, capabilities of the adversary, and
attractiveness of the NWIW plant to meet the goals of the adversary.
Moreover, the consequence of the event was overstated by NWCSI, assuming
instantaneous vaporization of the entire contents, which is not possible.

While Case 3 and Case 4 were not considered credible (due to the low threat level and overstated
consequences), a more realistic worst case scenario for a large release from methanol storage was
provided by AcuTech using the ALOHA model. Although we have illustrated that ALOHA is not
an appropriate consequence model for a quantitative risk assessment for the purpose of siting an
industrial plant, ALOHA was used for consistency with NWCSI's approach, and to illustrate a
comparison of the potential impact boundaries.
The worst-case analysis utilized the same model and modeling inputs as the NWCSI:
• ALOHA model
• Meteorological data
• Endpoints for thermal radiation, flammable vapor dispersion, vapor cloud explosion
overpressure, and toxic concentration
The credible worst-case evaluated is a physical impact to a methanol storage tank (e.g., earthquake,
small/ light aircraft impact) that results in a catastrophic release to the impoundment area
surrounding the tanks, with a potential for:
• Pool fire within the impoundment.
• Evaporating pool within impoundment - dispersion to the lower flammable limit (LFL)
and potential for vapor cloud explosion.
• Evaporating pool within impoundment - dispersion to toxic concentration endpoints.
As illustrated from this comparative analysis, the methanol hazards do not pose the level of risk
presented in the NWCSI analysis. The NWCSI analysis utilized exaggerated scenarios leading to
scientifically unrealistic large-scale methanol releases and their results showing potential hazard
zones extending up to 6 miles from the proposed NWIW methanol plant are not possible.
Our comparative analysis presenting more plausible worst case scenarios for a large release from
methanol storage illustrates that the proposed plant does not present any potential for serious or
permanent injury outside of the plant boundary. This conclusion is consistent with the more
detailed analysis and conclusions in the QRA (included as Appendix G 1 of the DEIS).
Sincerely,
Brad A. Fuller
Manager, Risk Assessment Services
AcuTech Group, Inc.
1919 Gallows Road, Suite 900
Vienna, VA 22182
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ATTACHMENT A
ALOHA MODELING FILES
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ALOHA®

5~4~6

SITE DATA:
Location:
I
WA, WASHINGTON
'
'
'
Building Air .E changes Per Hour:. o .48 ·(unsheltered single storied)
. ·Time: June 28,] 2016 1406 hours ·PDT· (using computer's clock)
CHEMICAL DATA: ..
·.·. Chemical Name: , METHANOL
, CAS Number: 67. 56.-1
Molecular Weight~ 32.04 9/mol
AEGL-1 (60 min):., S30 ppm· .AEGL-2 (60:min): 2100 ppm·•·· AEGL-::-3 (60 min): 7200
ppm··
IDLH: 6000 ppm
.: . LEL: 71800 ppm
UEL: 365000 ;ppm
Ambient Boil in Point: 148; 5° F.
,
Vapor <Pressure ~at Ambient Tempe~ature: . o .12 at~ ·.

M:::::z::::.c:::e:::i::'D:::; 181

.,

ppID.

or

11. 6%

· Wind:· 5 miles/~our from NW at 3 meters:
.
·.
.Ground Roughness: . open country . ·
· Cloud Cover: 5 tenths
·Air Teinperaturs: 65° F
: _ ··.
. ·
~Stability. Class: c (user· override)

s~=~n::~::~tght

' ·.·. · Relative ".umidity'

50%

Evaporating ·Puddle· (Note: ch~mical
is. flammable)
.
.
.
.
.
'
Puddle Area: 33 8000 square ~eet . .
Puddle Volu:me =. 2640000. gallons
1
Ground Type: Default' soil··
.. ·
.·
Ground Temperature: 65°.F·
Initial Puddle ·lremperature: :Ground temperature ·
.
.
Release Duratioh: ·ALOHA limited the duration to 1 hour ·
Max. Ave~age
sus'tained
Release Rate: 2, 54 o pounds/min
.
. .
I
.
·
(averaged over .a minute or more) .
Total Amount Released: 151,558 pounds
~

' . :I .

'

'

THREAT ZONE: (GAUiSIAN SELECTED)'
Threat Modeled: Flammable Area of Vapor Cloud
Model Run: Gaussian
1
Red
: 109 yar~ s --- (71800•ppm = LEL)
Note: Threat zo e ·was not d.rawn becau. s. e dispersion· predictions .are
unreliable f r lengths less than the maximum diameter·of. the'puddle.
.. . Maximum
diameter
of the. 'puddle: 219 yards
.
.
..
.I
.
·Orange: 109 yar~s --- , (35900 ppm)
Note: Threat zo e was not drawn because dispersion predictions are
.
.·
unr7liabl7 f r. lengt.hs less than the maximum diame.ter 'of the puddle.
·Maximum diameter of the. puddle: 219 yards .
· ·
··

)

overpressure (Blasl: Force) Threat zo~e

5.4~6

·ALOHA®

Time: June 28, 2016. 1406 hours PDT. (using computer's cloc~) ·
.

)

:

Chemical Name: METHANOL

'·

...Wind: · 5 miles/hour from NW at 3 meters

, THREAT ZONE: (GAUSSIAN .SELECTED)
.·
.Threat Modeled:. Overpressure• (hlast force) from vapor cloud explosion
Type of Ignition: . ignited by spark or . flame '
Level of Congestion: uncongested
·.Model Run: Gaussian ,
·
.
No ·explosion:. no part of the. cloud is abov.e the LEL at any time
.

·,

.··

,.',.•I
' '

'

-

· ·.Threat Modeled: Overpressure.· (blast· force). from . .vapo.r cioud
,Type of Ignition: _ignited by spa,rk or flame
·•Level of Congestion: . un.congested:
.:·
Model Run: Gaussian
No explosion: no ·part of thee: :cl~ud ·i's above the. LEL at any
i

.

.

··.

'

'

' -

'

·;. .... ,

',·

:·

'·.'

''•

'

. .
~

., _,

'

i.'.

.·

\

~

\

•:

·,,

\.

I·'

·,\."

'.

:

:

!•c'

.

'

J
Text Summary

ALOHA® 5.4.6

SITE DATA :
Location: KALAMA, WA, WASHINGTON
Building Air Ex changes Per Hour: 0.48 (unsheltered single storied)
Time: June 28, 2016 1406 hours PDT (using computer's clock)
CHEMICAL DATA:
Chemical Name: METHANOL
CAS Number: 67-56-1
Molecular Weight: 32.04 g /mo l
AEGL-2 (60 min ): 2100 ppm
AEGL-3 (60 min): 7200
AEGL-1 (60 min ) : 530 ppm
ppm
IDLH: 6000 ppm
LEL: 71800 ppm
UEL : 365000 ppm
Ambient Boiling Point: 148 . 5° F
Vapor Pressure at Ambient Temperature: 0.12 atm
Ambient Saturation Concentration: 116,181 ppm or 11 . 6%
ATMOSPHERIC DATA: (MANUAL INPUT OF DATA)
Wind: 5 miles /hour from NW at 3 meters
Ground Roughne s s: open country
Cloud Cover: 5 tenths
Air Temperature: 65° F
Stability Clas s: C (user override)
No Inversion He ight
Relative Humidity: 50 %
SOURCE STRENGTH:
Evaporating Puddle (Note: chemical is flammable)
Puddle Area: 338000 square feet
Puddle Volume: 2640000 gallons
Ground Type: Default soil
Ground Temperature: 65° F
Initial Puddle Temperature: Ground temperature
Release Duration: ALOHA limited the duration to 1 hour
Max Average Sustained Release Rate: 2,540 pounds/min
(averaged over a minute or more )
Total Amount Re leased: 151,558 pounds
THREAT ZONE: (GAUSSIAN SELECTED)
Model Run: Gaussian
Red
: 109 yards --- (7200 ppm = AEGL-3 [60 min])
Note: Threat zone was not drawn because dispersion predictions are
unreliable for lengths less than the maximum diameter of the puddle.
Maximum diameter of the puddle : 219 yards
Orange: 166 yards --- (2100 ppm= AEGL-2 [60 min])
Note: Threat zone was not drawn because dispersion predictions are
unreliable for lengths less than the maximum diameter of the puddle.
Maximum diameter of the puddle: 219 yards
Yellow: 545 yards --- (530 ppm= AEGL-1 [60 min])

